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PREFACE ,,...

The Proceedings of ,+.heNASA Aircraft Safety and Operating

Problems Conference held at Langley Research Center, Hampton,

Virginia, on October 18-20, 1976, are reported in this NASA

Special Publication.

The purpose of this conference was to discuss the results

of research of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

in the field of aircraft safety and operating problems. The

program components include the following:

(i) Terminal Area Operations

i (2) Flight Dynamics and Control

(3) Ground Operations

(4) Atmospheric Environment

(5) Structures and Materials

(6) Powerplant

(7) Noise

(8) Human Factors

_" Contributions to this compilation were made by representatives

. from NASA Headquarters; NASA Ames, Langley, and Lewis Research

_. Centers; NASA Dryden Flight Research Center; NASA Johnson Space

:_ Center; NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; NASA Wallops FLight

Center; the Federal Aviation Administration; The George Washington

_. University, Joint Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences;
University of Virginia; University of Kansas; General Electric

: Company; and Beech Aircraft Corporation.
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INTRODUCTORY RE_£_RKS

Kenneth E. Hodge

NASA Headquarters

I'm pleased to be here wi_h you this morning to welcome you all to the
Conference on behalf of NASA Headquarters. Your participation in this Confer-

ence is indicative, I believe, of both your interest and the interest of your

organizations in NASA research programs which address aircraft safety and

operating problems.

During the next several days you will hear reports on results of a number

of recently completed programs and status reports on still othe_ programs now

underway. The papers cover a wide range of topics - from safety in flight to

safety on the runway, from problems related to the cockpit envirornnent to

problems related to the atmospheric environment, and from problems induced
by one aircraft on another to problems induced by the aircraft on airport

neighbors. Obviously the presentations will not provide solutions to all

these problems. We are hopeful that the ideas and knowledge reflected by

the presentations do help with some of your problems and provide the basis

to improve the usefulness of air vehicles to some degree. Many times, it

seems, our problems are not completely eliminated or solved. Today's so-

called solutions are merely acceptable for this period in history. New

vehicles, flight regimes, modes of operation, and levels of public concern

place continuing demands both for more refined solutions to old or lingering
problems and for fresh solutions to brand new problems: problems often

spawned by the use of new vehicles in our air transporatlon system. And

of course we must recognize problems which could occur a_ a consequence of

extending aircraft operating life-times well beyond initial design objec-

tives as appears to be t_ _endency under the present economic environment.

As aviation's role in public transportation has become firmly established,

more and more attention has been devoted to ensuring the reliability, ond

therefore the safety, of flight. Safety is difficult to define, but can

be thought of as the absence or control of factors which can cause injury,

loss of llfe, or loss of property. Survival and expansion of air travel
demand the lowest operational risk commensurate with economic well-belng of

the air transportation system. Consequently, the field of aviation safety

and operating problems provides a continuing challenge to raise the levels

of our knowledge and understanding of the aircraft operating environment.

A difficult and formidable task confronts the research planner or

. headquarters manager who is called upon to not only respond to identified

problems but to anticipate where the next serious problem area will be.
Funding for the problems of tomorrow is difficult to Justify, and impatience

for quick, low-cost solutions to difficult problems is a natural reaction.

Despite the difficulty of the task, working in the safety research and

_%,_) technology area is exciting and provides the satisfaction of contributing
towards a most worthwhile goal: reduction of suffering, misery, and loss.
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Some research efforts lh'lW? juHl: re_:ontly ])e,.,n tntt]al.L',l; tor_ n,.,w f()r ('Yon
D

a status report ,at tillS; till(', I"()[ _,x:Jrnl)]e' , ;in J_/_,,A TWill Ijtl_;_r ]1;i,; r,_c(.l/I ly
./. been modified with ;_ l:{._.,.:li(l. I,'1_, _ erf,:;_;-wind lnll,linlH _lq.11 1., ,,t;}! I,' 'l: i,,

' investigate tr]_;e:Ir cro'-l_-;'-uil),1 l,._,lili_,, pr(,l,l, lU,l ;in,l m(,l:Ji,..l,'_ ,_f ,,:-:l,,n,li,iI,, ,'r_,:,., -
, ._ wind limits for .landiny, (,f ,'-;T()I, ,'lit, r_lt•

Wake vortex mlntmizatltm I:-_ an ;ire;i ()f hip, Ii-prlorJty reqearell .Ill ,qA.qA; a

_-".. survey paper is ]nelu(led In this Coil[ere, flee, I]C._ }lave very recently been ask(,d

;! by FAA to examine a number {}[ qu,_stlons which must be answered be/ore ol)erat|onal

application of certain l)romlsJn};ndl,Lmlz;_tLon t:()nceptswould b_ proposed. In ..

addition to quantlfylng benefits and costs, we are presently working wLth FAA

on details of additional ground tests and flight research with tile most promising

" concept to assess possible impacts on noise, approach and landing p_rformance,
fuel consumption, structural loads, and other• This program is a coordinated

effort involving tile AloeS and Langley Research Centers and llryden Flight Research
Center. I believe this Conference to be a mult[faceted program that is repre-

:-;" sentatlve of NASA's research efforts in tile aviation safety and aircraft oper-

ating problems areas• We hope you will enjoy the cnnference and benefit from

:_':i the technical papers presented. We would welcome comments on how the Conference

....., met your expectations and needs.

_i, This Conference is hlstoricall7 under the aegis of tile NASA Research and

i_'.; Technology Advisory Council, Panel on Aviation Safety and Operating Systems.
,: As many of you know, our Panel Chairman since 1969, Frank Kolk of American

Airlines, passed away last summer. Frank would have liked to have been here

< and would want us to carry on in the tradition of our prior Conferences, and

so we will!

"3
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'_ REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL ASPh(:T5 OF INITIAL EXPI_,RIMENTS UTILIZING

THE U.S. MLS

Thomas M, Walsh, Samuel A, Mor_llo, and John P. Reeder

NASA Langley _esearch Center
_.

SUb_tARY

An exercise to support the Federal Aviation Administration in demonstrat-

: ing the U.S. candidate for an international microwave landing system (MLS)

was satisfactorily accomplished at the National Aviation Facilities Experi-

mental Center in May 1976, It was demonstrated that in automatic three-

dimensional (3-D) flight, the volumetric s_gnal coverage of the MLS can be
exploited to enable a commercial carrier class airplane to perform complex

curved, descending paths with precision turns _nto short final approaches

terminating in landing and roll-out, even when subjected to strong and gusty

tail- and cross-wlnd components and severe wind shear. The avionics tech-

==: nique used in the demonstration for processing and utilization of the MLS

; signals is illustrative of application to future system design.

Of equal importance were the advanced displays that allowed the flight

_ crew and observers to follow the flight situation and aircraft tracking per-

formance very accurately from the aft flight deck cf the Terminal Configured

: Vehicle Program Boeing 737 research airplane without outside reference. Ele-

_=_ ments of these displays enabled the pilots to proceed after take-off toward
the initial way point of the flight profiles, where automatic 3-D flight was

_' initiated. During the initial phase of auto_atlc 3-D navigation, elements

of the displays were driven by conventional navigation signals. Upon entering
[,

the MLS coverage region, MLS signals were used to drive the display elements
X

for monitoring of the automatic control system performance during transition
-:i from conventional RNAV to MLS RNAV; curved, descending flight; flare; touch-

down; and roll-out. Of greater impertance, particularly with respec_ to

: implications for future systems, the displays enabled the pilots, when traf-

flc situations or their interruptions occurred, to contlol manualJy for

_ _ diversionary maneuvers. The situation presented by the displays was clear
enough to allow the pilots to perform the appropriate maneuvers readily in

!:.: the RNAV environment to reenter the desired profiles w_th precision. Such

capability is lacking today in commercial operations and will be required

• for acceptance of complex, close-ln maneuvers in the future. In addition,

the pilots flew several manually controlled approaches using the same dis-

__ play formats that had been used for monitoring purposes during the automatic
flights. Data for these manual approaches indicate that the perfurmance

compares favorably with the performance achieved under automatic ilight

_ control.

k
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Tim growing cnttgt, st.i4m aq:;,,,,i,,_,,,l wl ], 11,,_, rapid t, xpansion of atr travel,
and tim noise impact, of t_h,. j,.,T: l l,,, t ,,. ,titl,,rl .,,irhborn have led to tech-
nology developments tn t.round :.,,1 ..,it I,,,,,., 4..l_.,,2tr,ml.c systems and in noise sup-
pression, hi thiH arc:l, tl._ I,,,/ ,.,, , ,,. ,,, ,, ,,,,m,,,i.._:t;ltlon (DOT) and the Federal
Aviation Adml.ulstratlon (FAA) h:_...,, ,.,,I,.,_ :,1.',,. _., efterr to upgrade the air
traffic control system. 'rhls r,,vl:.,,lt;yt;l,,.,,known as the Upgraded Third-

Generation Alr Traffic _:ont_,I _';y:,t,:1:_(u_;:_l.'.I_NI'CS). has the following features
(ref. I) :

(I) Intermittent posltivt. ,;t,ntr_,l
(2) Discrete address beaco, sy_t,_mt

(3) Area navigation

(/t)Microwave landing system.

(5) Upgraded air traffic coo:col a,.;._,)mathm

,: (6) Airport surface traffic centre[
;i (7) Wake-vertex avoidance system

(8) Aeronautical satellites iur tran.-:uceanLc flight

(9) Automation of fligl,t service :-;tat:i,m,_

It is recognized that additional d_w,l.oprm-:nt and evaluation activities should

make maximum use of the potential el tl,e_.,.. _v_;tem developments. In formulating
the Joint DOT-NASA Civil Aviation tc, sq:n:ch _!nd hevelopment Policy Study Report

(ref. 2, p. 6-28) the question of U.S Government conduct or support of demon-

stration programs in civil aviation i:: J.ntroduced with:

;: "Demonstration programs are _,,_'ed,..,dto prove out new systems and
technologies, to assess market potm_:.Ja[s, or to remove major insti-

tutional constraints tempor:r ly. ,J,,_,onstratlonprograms are experi-
ments designed to embrace n_w coucept_, procedures, regulations, or

the blending of new technolug[,-_ lute existing systems. These pro-

grams should collect informari:m _md _equlred data in a real-world

enviromaent involving the u]tim_t,_ users of the system. ."

.-:, In recc,gnition of this need, tiw N.'_SALangley Research Center has imple-

<, mented the Terminal Configured Vehicle fTC,V) Program (ref. 3). Its goal is to

identify, e_.,aluate,and demons|r_.t,.:_:i_,t_It a.d fl_ght management technology !

that will ilaprove the efficiency and accqptab!lity of conventional aircraft in

=-_ terminal-area operations. The rea..._m _.o.t- v,nphasis on terminal-area operations
....'! (fig. I) iS that this region is recog,_-_zcda:-; the system bottleneck as well as

the major area of possible unfaw:rub.l_, lt,_puctwith the community environment.

• The TCV Program is eonductb:g .,,,,:]yt]c_'..!, :;I.q_ul'_t_on,and flight test

research which will support :[mp_L,w,m,,c_ _, i_u (:) t..t-n,inal-area capacity and effi-

> ciency, (2) approach and landing ,:;,[,:_I., !..:t> i_,.:,dverse weather, and (3) operat-

.: ing procedures to reduce noise i_q_,._ct. !,_ :hi,,;,eseareh, major emphasis is
. : being placed on the developme,t _! ._,Iv:mut,l,:,,,,,,:l,ts [or appl_cations to avl-

"% onics and displays for aircraft ,,l,,:t.:l ;,,,_:;i_, tl. UC3IO) and post UG3Pd) ATCS's.

,_ Particular emphasis is bein[.,l,.lu,',:d _,;_ ,,m..,,,t.i,u_._: Ln an }ILS environment. One
example of this effort is tlm p:,rt;cil,._i,,....l ,;.'_:_,\through its TCV Program with

the FAA :In the demonstrat-_cm ,.,i I.,_. t'." ,: ,t i,,,,.,,I :n_cl'owave landing system to the i
I

4
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All Weather Operatlonf_ Panc.l.of thu l_It,.r,;ttl.onalCivil Avlat_on OrRanlzatlon

"_ (ICAO). Thtt_ dolnon_trnt|o. I:c,t,k 1.1;_:,, :it the, F/_A't4 National Avlation J,';wl] t tl,,l_
,i Experimontal Center (NAI'I.'.L) :ttl N_y 1916 (rt, l. 4). During this demonntr.Lton tl,c,

MLS was utilized to provide, _1., TiN I_oe,tng 737 ret3earch alrpiane with p,uid.tte,,
: _or automatic control during tt;_n,,_l_tlurt from conventional RNAV to HLS RNAV [n

curved, descending fll_;ht; l_lar_'; to,t,:hdot,m; and roll-out. Tho purpom,
of this paper is to describe sea,_, of Lhc, operational aspects of the demonstra-
tion. Flight profiles, system configuration, displays, and operating procedures
used in the demonstration are described, and preliminary results of flight data

analysis are discussed. Recent experiences with manually controlled flight in ..,
the NAFEC MLS environment are also dLscussed,

: ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

AFD aft flight deck

ATC air traffic control

AWOP All Weather Operations Panel

Az azimuth angle from MLS azimuth beam

C-band 5000-MHz frequency signal

[. CWS control wheel steering

- V

_.i_ DME distance measuring equipment

_,; DME/DME dual DME navigation mode

,' DOT Department of Transportation
.'t

'-: EADI electronic attitude director indicator

_,; E}ISI electronic horizontal situation indicator

_'; E1 elevation angle

J_" EL1 elevation angle from MLS glide slope beam

"i, EL2 elevation angle from b_S flare beam

Z_ FAA Federal Aviation Administration

= ":_ GCA Ground Controlled Approach

._, ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization

IDD inertially smoothed DME/DME navigation mode

0000000]-TSA] 3



ILS instrument landing _y_tcm

INS Inertial plntform

Ku ]5,000-MHz frequency signal

LAT latitude

I_TORIGIN latitude of _rigin of MLS runway-referenced coordinates

LONG longitude

LONGoRIGIN longitude of origin of MLS runway-referenced coordinates

MLS microwave landing system

_S RNAV navigation in the _S environment

NAFEC National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCDU navigation control/display unit

R range measurement

RNAV area navigation

RSFS Research Support Flight System

TCV Terminal Configured Vehicle

UG3RD A'fCS Upgraded Third-Generation Air Traffic Control System

VFR visual flight rules

VE east velocity

VN north velocity

altitude rate or sink rate

hms I altitude above mean sea level

hid al=itude above desired touchdown point

x,y,z aircraft position in runway-referenced coordinates

[_. y cross runway velocity

cross runway acceleration

h

"_ ................................... i i...,...i_ _
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&LAT latitude deviation of aircraft froNorisin of runway-referenced
coordinate system

_LONG longitude deviation of aircraft from origin of runway-referenced
coordinate system

angle of glide-path deviation

angle of lateral-path deviation

8 aircraft pitch angle

¢ aircraft roll ansle

aircraft yaw angle

3-D three-dlmenslonal navisatlon mode (3 positions)

4-D four-dimenslonal navigatlonmode (3 positions and velocity or time
schedule)

TCV PPDGRAMOVERVIEW

It has been recosnlzed that new ATC equipment and procedures cannot solve

the problem8 that they are intended to solve unless the airborne systems and

flight procedures are developed to take full advantage of the capabilities of
the ground-based facilities. The airborne system is considered to be the basic

airframe and equipment, the fllght-control systems (automatic and piloted

modes), the displays for monltorln S or pilot control, and the crew as manager

and operator of the system. Because of the ursent need to develop the required

airborne system capabillty, the NASA Lansley Research Center has implemented a

lons-term research effort known as the Terminal Configured Vehlcle Program.
The program is conducting analytlcal, simulation, and fllght-test work to

develop advanced flight-control capability for

4-D RNAV and transition Co MLS

Precision, curved, steep, deceleratins, and time-sequenced approaches
utillzlngMLS

Zero-vlslbillry landlngs throuEh turnoff

• This .mpability will be developed by means of

Advanced automatic controls

Advanced pilot displays for monitoring and cc'utrol

Reduced crew workload

i_ Improved interfaces of avionics, aircraft, ant crew

Advanced airframe configurations

00000001-TSB01



The primary facility used in the flight research is the Research Support
Flight System (RSFS). The system consists of a Boeing 737 airplane (fig. 2)
equipped with onboard reprogrammable all-digital integrated navigation, guidance,
control, and display systems.

RSFS Description

A cutaway view of the airplane shown in figure 3 illustrates the palletized
installation of the RSFS avionics and depicts a second cockpit for research (aft

flight deck, AFD). The value of the RSFS for research purposes is enhanced by -_
several notable design features:

(a) The system functions are controllable and variable through software.

(b) The hardware is easily removed, modified, repaired, and installed.

(c) Flight station changes are readily accomplished in the research cock-
pit, which h_ a fly-by-wlre implementation for control of _he airplane.

The arrangement of the AFD is shown in the photograph of figure 4. The
center area of the cockpit is seen to resemble a conventional 737 cockpit,
whereas the area immediately in front of the pilot and copilot has been opened

up by removing the wheel and wheel column and replacing them with "brolly
handle" controllers. This open area has been utilized as the location for

advanced electronic displays. The displays illustrated in figure 4 consist of
an electronic attitude director indicator (EADI) at the top, the electronic

horizontal situation indicator (EHSI) in the middle, and the navigation control

display unit (NCDU) at the bottom. A control mode select panel is shown loc_ted
at the top of the instrument panel and centered between the two pilots. The

display system is all digital and can be readily reprogramed with regard to for-
mats and symbology for research purposes. The NCDU is used to call up pre-

planned routes and flight profile information or for entering new or revised
information to be displayed. Inserted information and flight progress informa-
tion can be called up on the NCDU for review. The EADI instrument provides
basic attitude information to control the airplane; the EHSI shows the horizon-

tal plan of the flight, either with a heading-up or north-up mode, and the
flight progress. The dlsplay formats and their functions will be described in
more detail in a later section of this paper.

TCV Program Goals

• The basic goals of the TCV Program are illustrated in figure 5. As seen

in this figure, operations in the MLS environment can, perhaps with proper con-

trols and displays, allow operators to take advantage of steep, decelerating

curved approaches with close-ln capture whi:h result in shorter common paths.

These paths can be planned for reduced noise over heavily populated areas and

for increased airport capacity. Onboard precision navigation and guidance sys-tems including displays are required for 3-D and 4-D navigation and for

sequencing and closer lateral runway spacing. Displays are under development

8
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with the intent of achieving lower visibility operatlone in this f,Jcut:,_ c_,_.,.... -
ment with sufficient confidence that they become routine. _'inal]y, p,os_,_,:_, ,_
turnoffs at relatively high speed should clear the runway to allow op,-._:,,_.....,

to proceed with perhaps 40 to 45 seconds between aircraft, shouhl rh_ ,,_,,; :

wake problems be solved.

U.S. MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM

In 1977, the ICAO is scheduled to select a new international standard

approach and landing guidance system that will replace both the instrument

landing system (ILS) at civil airports and the ground controlled approach (C(.":

i[ at military airports (ref. 5). The ICAO All Weather Operations Panel _s pre_-_

ently evaluating candidate microwave landing systems submitted by Australia,
Brltaln_ France. West Germany, and the United States. All candidate systems

operate in the microwave region, which is expected to serve the full rgnge of

aircraft operating in all-weather conditions.

i.i The U.S. MLS basically transmits three tlme-reference scanning fan-shapeJ

i_i radio beams from the runway, as illustrated in flgure_. One beam scans ±60 °

_-" from side to side of the runway c_nter at a rate of 15_ times per second to
provide azimuth (Az) referencing. The second beam scans up 20° and down to a

reference plane parallel to the runway surface at a rate of 40 times per secon_

i to provide basic glide slope guidance (ELI). The third beam, which scans up 7-[_

: and down to the same plane parallel to the runway at a rate of 40 times pe_:

L: second, is used for flare guidance (EL2). A fourth nonscanning fan-shaped b_:_,E

i_ transmitted from a distance measuring equipment (DME) site provides ranging
information. This DME beam is transmitted at a rate of 40 times per second a_i

has an angular coverage of 120° in azimuth and 20° in elevation. Time refere.-,_."

means that receiving equipment onboard _he aircraft will measure the time dlf-

_ ference between successive "to" and "fro" sweeps of the scanning beams to
L_ determine aircraft position relative to the runway center line and to a pre-

!_: selected glide path. This tlme-dlfference measurement technique gives rise to
_=: the designation of the U.S. MLS as a Time Reference Scanning Beam MLS.
_.

J

; JOINT FAA/NASA ICAO DEMONSTRATION AGRED_NT
j_,,,

_: Early in the TCV Program, a _olnt NASA/FAA agreement recognized tbe long-
,_ term ob_ectlve, of the NASA Program, and NASA agreed to provide use of the 'ICV

._ airplane for support of specific FAA system evaluations, including that of t_,e

_< MLS. In July 1975, at the request of the FAA, NASA agreed to partlcJpate i,_r_
:" flight demonstration of the U.S. MLS capabilities to the All Weather Ope,_tJ ....

/ " Panel (AWOP) cf ICAO at NAFEC. The ground rules adopted for the demonstratJ_,,
:_ were

___i (I) Fly :|-D automatic, curved, descending approaches with R_FS nax,[_at_[c,r_
.... control laws used for the curved-path portions and with _S guidance substJ_t_

_ for inertial platform (INS) guidance.

_:,

:_'.

"_:! I
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_.. (2) Make transition from curved-p_th portions to short, straight final
:_i, approaches and land with the RSFS autoland control laws modlfled_to use MLS
,,," guidance substituted for INS and ILS guidance

, (3) Perform flares using EL2 and/or radio altimeter signals.

,_ (4) Perform roll-out using MLS guidance•
,¢
'L

i._ (5) Modify the RSFS displays to accept MLS derived information. These
displays include (a) horizontal situation, (b) curved trend vector, and

_ (c) center-line and glide-path deviations• "_"

i"! All the capabilities implied by the ground rules were to be demonstrated

!_i! in an automatic mode without use of the inertial smoothing technlquewhich is a

_i_ basic part of the conventional RSFS• The FAA asked that no acceleration signals
!o_:: be used to augmea_ the MLS data if possible. However, the FAA stated that the

i_" use of body-mounted accelerometers or direct measurement of INS acceleration

!-_,_; signals were permissible if parameters of this type were needed for the basic

°ii__' control systems, The FAA also stated that the use of attitude data from the INS
_ was permissible in lieu of attitude from high-quality vertical and directional

attitude reference systems for display purposes. The philosophical approach

:i_ taken by Langley Research Center was to make mlnlmummodlfications in the
_ existing navigation guidance and control systems and to derive all necessary

_;_ parameters from the MLS data for interface with these systems.

:I!' DEMONSTRATION FLIGHT PROFILES

_: The flight profiles uelected for the demonstration are shown in figure 7

_._: superimposed on a photograph of the NAFEC area• The two profiles shown in this

i_i. figure are designated as a 130° azimuth capture and an S-turn azimuth capture.
i
,_: Each flight profile contains a 3 n. mi. straight final approach representative

-_ of many VFR approaches being flown at the present time at congested airports

_ near heavily populated areas These profiles_ which can be used to provide

L_!_ alleviation of noise over populated areas, are also illustrative of the types of

_:,' curved paths that have potential for increasing airport capacity in ac advanced
i _:: ATC environment

_:: A more detailed description of flight events along the demonstration pro-
_: files is given in figures 8 and 9. As seen in figure 8, take-off was from run-

_Y way 22 with the airplane controlled manually from the front cockpit during take-

_-' off Shortly after take-off_ control was shifted to the aft cockplt_ where a

i_, control wheel steering (CWS) mode had been selected by the AFD pilot Prior to

-_.. encountering the first way poiDt, the AFD pilot selected a 3-D automatic RNAV
:_,_ mode for airplane control. Thz_ control mode used inertially smoothed DME/DME

...._ (IDD) as the source of guidance information. Altitude was maintained at 1220 m
_" (4000 ft) until the way point indicated by "Begin 3° descent" was passed. From

_o:., this point the airplane continued descending at 3° until flare was initiated.

i_ _ After crossing the Az boundary and approximately 15 seconds after crossing the
i--__ ELI boundary, the pilot received an indication of valid HLS data, at which time

' _.:. he selected the _S RNAV mode which used MLS data as the source of guidance

_._., I0
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information. This latter event is noted as "MLS enable" in figure 8. Just
prior to entering the final turnp the pilot switched to Land Arm. The airplane

continued to fly under the MLS _NAV mode untll both selected glide slope and

lateral path were acquired; then the control of the alrplane was switched to

autoland, which then controlled the aircraft along the 3 n. ml. flnal approach.
At an altitude consistent with the sink rate and altitude criteria of the flare

laws in the flight control system, flare was initiated. Flare was executed

using EL2 and DME data as the source of vertlcal guidance information on most

of the touchdowns. On a few flights during the demonstration, a radio altimeter

was used as the source of vertical guidance information for comparison purposes.

The events along the S-turn profile are very similar to the events of

the 130° azimuth capture profile, as shown in figure 9. It may be noted that

the S-turn profile resulted in a greater time period of MLS ENAV than did

the 130° profile. On touch-and-go approaches, control was switched from aft
flight deck automatic control to front flight deck manual control for the take-

off portion of repeat flights. On landings that continued to a full stop, roll-

out was conducted in an automatic mode that used the Az beam for runway center-

llne guidance information.

RSFS CONFIGURATION FOR THE ICAO DEMONSTRATION

The basic configuration of the ESFS that was used during the ICA0 Demonstra-

tion is illustrated in figure I0. It should be noted that the orlginal RSFS was

not configured to use MLS data for navigation, guidance, or control. The
principal task to which NASA addressed its efforts was the integration of the

MLS signals into the navigation, guidance, and control laws and display formats

of the orlglnal RSFS that had been designed to use INS, DME, ILS, and radio

altimeter data. The major development effort involved with the configuration of

figure I0 was directed at aircraft antenna design and location, interface of the

MLS receiver with the RSFS, and design of the MLS guidance signal processor.

Wherever possible, the functions of this signal processor were designed to per-

mit integration of MLS derived navigation, gulda_,_e, and control parameters with

exlstln 8 laws of the navigation and guidance ccmputer and the autoland computer
with minimal modifications to these computers. Minor changes were made to the

existing display formats, with features adde_ to indicate validity of MLS sig-

nals and to improve the perspective runway format.

MLS Processor

Details of the MLS processor are illustrated in figure 11. As shown in

this figure, the inputs to the MLS processor from the MLS receiver are Az, R,

ELI, and EL2. These slgnals were prefiltered to remove extraneous noise and

then transformed to a runway-referenced coordinate frame which produced position

data (x,y,z) relative to the selected glide-path intercept point.

12 The function of the closed-loop estimator of figure II was to produce estl-

mates of position and velocity parameters required for interface with the n_vi-

gation and guidance computer, the autoland computer, and the displays. The Air

11
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: Data input to the closed-loop estimator consisted of calibrated airspeed and

sink rate as derived from a barometric altimeter. These two pieces of data

were used to initialize the closed-loop estimator. The Accelerations input to
the closed-loop estimator was used to produ,_ Lhe quality of velocity data

required in the flight control system. These acceleration data were extracted

from the INS during the ICA0 nemonstratlon. However, on subsequent flights

this Accelerations input was derived from body-mounted accelerometers, with no

notable degradation of flight performance. A descriptlon of the closed-loop

estimator outputs is given in the following paragraphs.

MLS Processed Signals for Navigation and Guidance

The MLS processor outputs to the navigation and guidance computer are

indicated in figure 12. The parameters derived from MLS data for navigation
are ALAT and ALONG, which are latitude and longitude deviations from the

origin of the MLS runway-referenced coordinate frame. The terms LAToRIGIN
and LONGoRIGIN in figure 12 are the latitude and longitude values for-t_e

:: origin of the runway-referenced coordinate frame. These latitude and longitude

origin values are known a priori and stored in the navigation computer. It is

: then a simple task to determine the aircraft latitude and longitude, as indi-
:, cared by the equations in figure 12. The MLS processor outputs used for guld-

i: ance are latitude LAT, longitude LONG, altitude to mean sea level h

north velocity Vw, east velocity VE, and sink rate h. These MLS pr_cSlssor
outputs and way pSints defining the desired flight path which are prestored in

_- the navigation and guidance computer are then operated upon by the RSFS guidance

laws to produce path correction commands to the autopilot while operating in an
__, automatic RNAV mode.

__O

MLS Processed Signals fo_ Autoland

-_i The MLS processor outputs to the autoland computer as shown in figure 13

"_ are gilds-path-angle deviation _, lateral-path-a_gle deviation q, altitude to

-': touchdown hid , vertical velocity, or sink rate h, and cross runway velocity y.
_ These inputs to the autoland guidance laws are processed in the autoland com-

puter along with a prestored runway heading during the final approach to produce

-_., pitch and roll commands to the autopilot. It should be noted here that airspeed
_, is controlled by the autothtottle aLcording to a preset airspeed selected by the

_ pilot.

--_ D_S Processed Signals Used for Displays

Before discussing the t,ILb o,'ouus_ur outputs used for driving the displays,

[ it is appropriate to desur:Lbe cbe ibS] told EADI display formats used during the

MLS demonstration. The phot,_g_-aph¢,I f_gure 14 shows the arrangement of the

electronic displays in the resea[ch c_,ckplt. The display system consists of the

:_i:. electronic attitude dlrector iudicatoJ: (F_\D[) at the top, an electronic horl-

_ zontal situation indicator (EHSI) in the middle, and the navigation control

_ i. display unit (NCDU) at the bottom. The EAD[ provides basic attitude information

%'

>
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_':: used to _ontrol the airplane, The EADI format of figure 14 shows an en route

i:? format, with the star and circle symbology providing information on the position
•, of the airplane relative to a programed flight profile. Details of the EA])I

,+.'; symbology used for approach to landing will be discussed later.

". The EHSI format of figure 14 shows a horizontal view of the preprogramed

• _::: flight path and obstacles, such as the towers shown in the display. The present

: +: position of the airplane is indicated by the apex of the triangle symbol. The
;- ,I

.=:.:: dashed trend vector in front of the airplane symbol is predictive information
:_ and represents where the airplane will be in 30, 60, and 90 seconds if it main-

J

+:_ talns the current turn rate. The map also shows way points along with the path
•J: and ground navigation aids. The current track angle is displayed at the top of

!++_+i:; the screen, The moving time box shown in the photograph can be displayed if

L. "_ the pilot wishes tO fly a 4-D path manually or automatically.

+ _>,

!;0_ The NCDU is used by the pilot to call up or revise preplanned routes and

:!i flight profiles. Flight progress information can also be called up on the NCDU
!..... for review.

_, The EADI format used for the automatic approach and landing mode is shown
,. %:':?
_%:i_ in the photograph of figure 15. This format provides basic attitude information

_4 in both pitch and roll. Lines of pitch angle in 5° increments are indicated_+t_,

:_!_ above and below the horizon, and the roll pointer at the top of the display

_i shows bank angles of i0°, 20°, 30°, and 45° . The reference airplane symbol isbiased 5° up to reduce clutter in the middle of the screen. Flight-path angle

! °_/{, iS displayed in the form of two wedge-shaped symbols that move vertically as a

.....• function of flight-path angle and laterally as a function of drift angle.

,_y Flight-path acceleration is displayed by the rectangular-shaped symbol that is
%+ _USt tO the left of the fllght-path symbols. Deviation from the vertical and

:o_! lateral paths is displayed by the movement of the autoland box symbol in rela-

++:,_ finn tO the boresight dot of the reference airplane symbol. When desired, a

:_': computer-generated perspective runway with extended center line (ref. 6) can be

.... "[ displayed for approach situation information The triangle symbol on the hor_-=.+_
:++' zon gives presen_ track-angle information. The box-shaped symbols on the
-':_: horizon represent I0_ _rack increments from the runway heading and are plotted

...._ relative to the _unction of the rearward extended runway center llne and the

-z_;, horizon. The p_lot uses the track angle and relative track symbology to estab-
+_: fish his path Intercept for runway alinement. The computer-generated runway

i+2_ symbology shows good registration with the real runway, shown by the forward-

!f°_!{ looking television image. Time of day is displayed in the top left-hand corner

_+_ so that video tapes of the displays can be correlated with the onboard data

_%:: system. Radio altitude is displayed in the top right-hand side of the screen,

" The MLS processor outputs used to drive these display symbols are indicated
++;_
-':+"_; in figure 16 as north velocity VN, east velocity V.., sink rat_: h, lateral-
i:___; path deviation N, tilde-path deviation 6, latitude _ LAT, and l+:ng_tude LONG.

!+_++ The display symbols which are driven from these parameters are fllght-path

_'_+'::_,: angle wedges, which indicate the projected touchdown point; trend vector, which

i_;_'i_' Indicates the predicted flight path of the aircraft; aircraft position; ground
!z__ speed; lateral-path and glide-path deviations; and a computer-gun£rated per-

'_°:: spective runway with an extended center line. Additional inputs to the dlsp]ay
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compuc:'.i.lo_Is as shown il_ fl)_ur_, 16 ,_rv ,.co:-._; r..rn.:;C,' a,.cv1_,ration , which Is
used Lo stabilize the trend w..,cl,Jr; ;lll,J pit,'h '., r_l] ,i, ;rod ynw q', which

are used to correct tho pc,_r,;p,,ct{vt, runv:,ly :-:,ymb,._] 1,_ airccuft attitude change;;.
The acceleration nnd :ltt it.,h, i,,,,,,t,_ w,,r- d,,rlv,±d I r.m th,.. inertial p l;_.l.form

during the ICAO l)emonstr,c:.i,..u, l'u,.il:g I:,tt,_" l l. ight:; thv ;l,:_cc.l_,r_3tJtm input,-;
were measured from body-mem;'_t_-I a, ,'t_leror,,eters:inlJtransformed to an inertial

reference frame.

I,IS},'N Reconfigu:ation Summary

Changes to the RSFS configuration [or the ICAO Demonstration may be seen

by comparing figure 17 with figure 3, As shown in fJRure 17, three antenna
locations were selected for the den_onstration. The C_-band antennas on the tail

and lower aft fuselage were used for diagnJstic purposes during the development

flights. The C- and Ku-band antennas located above the front cabin were the

primary antennas used for Fuidance. The cabin-mounted (.'-band antenna was used

to receive Az, i_Ll, and v, :_,,,i,]I_,,'HI_tllz.l[11-i:,;,ild_ilLt£.illla%,tasthe receiving

antenna for EI,2 signa]_. The :g.,:r_:cci'..,,r_;,!_roc,;,:_,,r,and spucial _[].Ssignal

recorders are shown located just in front of the aft flight deck. Special

in-fllght diagnostic oscillographr and a backup MLS receiver are shown located

at the right rear of the airpl:._ne.

OVERV]EW OF FLIGHT RESULTS

During the development, demonstration, and post-demonstration data-

collection flights in the NAFEC MLS environment, 208 automatic approaches and
205 automatic flares were flown. "'_'__., se flares were terminated in touch-and-go

maneuvers and full-stop landings that included automatic roll-out operations•

During the demonstration flights, fina] approaches of 3 n. mi. were achieved.

Following the demonstration, shorter final automatically controlled approaches

of 2 n. mi. were flown. Manually controlled flights conducted after the demon-
stration included 41 approaches with final segments of 3, i_, and 1 n. mi.

Reduction of flight data gathered on these flights is underway. Analysis of

these data is expected to result in an n_sessment _,f I,;_tlltracking accuracy;

speed control system performance; di_p]ay format utility for monitoring air-

craft path tracking perforraancc an,l for interpretation of flight situation

and usefulness in changes in flight plan_; wind shear and turbulence conditions

during all flight phases; quality of the MLS signals in terms of precision and

multipath characteristics; and t_tal perlormance of the navigation, guidance,

and flight control systems. }lowever, a limited amount of quantitative data has
been reduced and the rc;sults _:i][ be _.ummarized here. _n addition, qualitative

• comments of pilots and observers regarding overall airplane performance will be
discussed.

Automat [c I"]. [_l_t _'_,ntt-oi }'e, rformal_,'t,

="_-,, An example el path krac'king at'cur;_cy durtu_,, th,, d_:mc, ustr,:tic'n i.!ig|,t,3_ t,f

_'. May 20, 1976, is _']lt_wn in ]J_,'l-,, '. [o :..,,-1_! 1(*, 'lhc ,.,otd ,;i |.ht..%c tw,.. i i_iurt'._

I LI
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_, were obtalncd through a comparison o£ unprocessed MLS Az, ELI, EL2, and

R signals with phototheodolite tracking data. The ordinates of figure. 18 are

i_ fn degrees and each abscissa Is in n,tutlm'llmilns, as measured from th, HI,r;:_,
.' nnd Dlfl_transm.ltter site. In fi[,ute 18, _t can be seen that tl|,_;,Zll,lUtl_e, rc,,

'J is quite small throut,Jlout the approach mid Is usually h:ss than I|.O'-/:. 'I1|.:
error in elevation (ELI reference.) is somewhat larger but appears to be ,Jf the

.!.:"; order of 0.05° along most of the final approach. The abscissa scales of fig-
ure 19 are the same as for figure 18. The upper plot of this figure has range

signal error along the ordinate; the lower plot has degrees of elevation (flare

" signal) error along its ordinate. The range-error plot of figure 19 shows a

;; bias of approximately 8 m (25 ft), with maximum errors appearing to be of the

:_ ord.r of 15 m (50 ft). The elevation error shown in this figure agrees well

;" with the elevation error in figure 18. In fact, these two elevatlon-error plots

._. agree so well that it is highly probable that the major portion of this error
i':[ may be attributable to phototheodollte error rather than errors in either ELI

.... or EL2 signals. The source of this error is under study. The growth of ELI

_ and EL2 error in the vicinity of the runway threshold can be attributed
_ chiefly to the geometry of the photetheodolite sites.
,r

L:_. Fllght-path deviations for the same flight as in figures 18 and 19 are
_!._ shown in the plots of figure 20. The upper plot of this figure shows the

lateral-path deviation that occurred from final turn into the final approach

-_ fix through touchdown and roll-out. These lateral deviations are typ_cally less

_: than 15 m (50 ft). The lower plot of figure 20 is representative of the glide-
...._.:. path deviations experienced during the demonstration flights. These deviations

_ were usually less than 6 m (20 ft). The growth of glide-path deviation starting
_ at 1.3 n. ml. is due to the flare maneuver.

-> An example of the effects of wind shear along the flight track on tracking

_-. performance during final approach is shown in figure 21. The plot on the left

i_!_:_i of figure 21 shows an ideal 3° glide slope (dashed llne) and the gllde-slope

i=?_i performance (solid line) achieved when the airplane was subjected to the in-'_._:
,,: fluence of the evident wind shear shown in the callbrated-alrspeed plot on the
._ right of this figure. The airspeed plot shows variations in the tail wind com-

_:_:' ponent of approximately 20 knots. An examination of this plot indicates that

_._ the airplane experienced a wind shear gradient along the flight path of approxi-
i_j_
_. ,. mately 15 knots over an altitude range of 8 m (25 ft), Examination of the

_ _,_':' glide-slope performance plot shows that the flight deviations were quite small

_ and of the order of 3 m (I0 ft) or less. This performance is considered to be
_J;.:,i excellent for such severe wind conditions. Other wind conditions experienced

i_"._ during the demonstration flights include strong gusts, tail wind components

1711_ of 20 to 25 knots, and 20-knot cross-wlnd components.

L !

L_7[_ No conclusions may be made at this time regarding correlations among air-
..-.-.: speed at flare initiation, mean tall winds during flare, sink rates at touch-

_ _' down, and touchdown dispersion. Analysis is underway to develop corr_l:_tlon
criteria for the results of these flights and the data gathered during the

_L. development and demonstrat._on fllghts. However, it can be noted that touchdown

i=._)_ dispersion data obtained for El.2 l:lar_,sand rud[o n[tl,,et¢.rf[ar¢:_ ::pl,,,;,,t,,
U_:', have similar characteristics. These dispersion data are considered to coml,_,r_
! _"i: favorably with performance o[ commezclal airlines. Follow[ng th',' ]CAU

i._T_ I'_
i__

!-:L;
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Demonstration, several automatic appro_lchev_ worr succrssfull.y flown with
acceleration data sensed from body-mounted acc_..terc, mete_r_ instead of from the
INS. During these latter flights the final ._ppro_ch was shot,erred to 2 n. mi.

DispJay UtJilzation

In exploiting the _S capablllti_s ill_l_ ]_EAV at_dMLS envlromaent and in

utilizing profiles such as those demonstrate,! before the ICAO, it is essential
that the flight crew be continually orJente.] wlth respect to its flight and

navigation situation. Today's aircraft flight Instrumentation is not considered ..

operationally adequate, either for monitoring automatic flight or for contin-
gency reversion to manual control in the environment anticipated, that is,

close-in, curved, descending, precision approach profiles with very low visi-

bility and in proximity to other traffic. Consequently, the advanced electronic

display system has been provided in the aft flight deck of th. TCV airplane

with which to explore and develop this all-important interface of the pilot
with his environment.

During the ICAO Demonstration, the ability to observe the position of the

airplane at all times and its tracking performance by means of the displays was

as impressive as the automatic operation itself. After take-off, the displays

permitted the pilots to position the airplane manually for a smooth, maneuver-
less transition to 3-D automatic flight into the flrst way point of the auto-

matic profile. Also, during the development flights prior to the demonstra-
tion, numerous interruptions in flying the profiles were encountered. Several
diversions due to intrusion of traffic were encountered, and there were many

programing errors and malfunctions of various kinds that led the pilot to take

over. The displays, in combination with control wheel steering, resulted in

effortless navigation during reprograming or redlrected flight and facilitated

expeditious maneuvering by the pilots to reenter the desired patterns without

lost time or excessive airspace for orientation and without the need for vec-

toring from the ground. The EADI symbology provided an effective means of

monitoring flight progress on the final approach. In particular, the excellent

registration of the computer-generated perspective runway with the television-

generated image of the real-world runway established confidence in the potential
utility of computer-generated runway symbology for monitoring landing operations.

The implications for the future are clear with respect to automatic flight.

Advanced displays will have to be provided to

Maintain crew orientation

. Permit manual maneuvering within constraints in airspace, fuel, and time

in order to cope with diversions due to traffic, weather, or loss of

automatic capability

Permit continued controlled navlgatlo_ wl,_.u,_,'wc]c:_tanres and/or flight

:=_ profiles must be defined

16
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: M_nu_dly Controlted Approaches

i Upon completion of tlle automatic flights related to the ICAO Demonstration,

_ .. additional flights were conducted to evaluate display effectiveness for manually
_ controlled flight along the same prnfiles, since this is considered to be the

, bast way to evaluate display information for monitoring purposes and takeover if

_. necessary. The runway symbology and track information relative to the runway
, , presented in the EADI appear to be effective means of integrating horizontal

_. information into the vertical situation display for the landing approaches. The

_ runway and relative-track symbology aid the pilot in maintaining a current men-

!:" tal picture of his situation relative to the runway.

!" The velocity vector control mode was used during the approaches. In this

_ mode, the pilot commands pitch rate by pulling or pushing the panel-mounted

controllers. When the pilot perceives that the desired flight-path angle has
been reached, he releases the controllers and the system maintains that flight-

_ path angle. The pilot also commands roll rate by rotating the panel-mounted
controllers. When he attains the desired track angle relative to the runway,

_: he releases the controllers with wings level and that track angle is maintained

until further inputs are made.

-.", During the manual approaches the pilot's task was to capture and hold the

:/ localizer center llne while maintaining the 3° glide-slope center line. Several
L: approaches with 3 n. m[, finals were flown using the runway and relative-track

i/._ symbology as primary information for capturing and holding the localizer center
_-: line. The resulting lateral errors were less than 5 m (15 ft) at the 30-m (100-ft)

:___, altitude window. This small error indicates that the pilot was able to make the

i__i locallzer offset correction quickly and come through this window with satlsfac-

i_i torily stable attitudes and conditions. Tile vertical errors at the 30-m windowwere less than 2 m (6 ft).

_: , Flight-path deviations for a typical manually controlled approach are

shown in the plots of figure 22. The upper plot of this figure shows the

i< lateral-path deviations that occurred from the final approach fix to an altitude
_ :. of 30 m (I00 ft). The lateral deviation at the final approach fix is approxl-
•-- (

i-_ merely 30 m. This offset was easily handled by the pilot, and as indicated by
P_;: the plot. the lateral deviations were reduced to 3 m (i0 ft) or less prior to

_ flare initiation. The lower [)lot of figure 22 is illustrative of the glide-path

,,, deviations during these approaches. The nmximum vertical deviation is seen to

_, be 6 m (20 ft).

:_: The manual approa_.h perform m, c ._cl,l_,v_,dwith the,rtmwav and relat [v_,-

ii>_ track symbolot,y is very ,n,',,ur,_..[_>,,,_n_idcri._..that thesl, were the first cl_,.qu-

[.: in approaches flown by th,,:;,, l,il,,ts. The, pt, rform;mct, datn f,,r thL.s_, manu. 1
," .... approaches compare very favorably with the flight director criteria for glide
!-" slope and localizer performance _tated in reference 7 for Category I and Cate-
' y.

8ory. lI approach conditions• Additional manual approaches with final segments

i ' of I_ and I n. mi. were succe._sfullv flown, quantitative data relating to thes_

! _:) latter approaches are not time.availdb ] e" _]t this

i L"_
-- L !;

! -_./.

!°': 1_ i
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CONCLUDING RE_L_ff_KS

The _y_:;t.em development oft_crt undertaken by NASA in support of the., IC/,o
D(:.,,onst_atJonpreLJented NASA with the opportunity to gain experience with the

U.S. MI,S characterl[_ticu and an opportunity to develop operational techniques
for utilization of this system in a real-world environment. The demonutraticn

ale;t, provided an opportunity for a wide and varied audience to observe prooi at
concept o[ cht: MLS In flight trod to witness presentations of the teclmique_
ust:d [o ittte_rate the MLS capability Into an existing avionics system on a com-
mercial tattler class airplane.

The lllght,,j demonstrated tim utility of the wide area coverage of the blLS
for ct*t'ved, de_cendlng paths commencing with a standard RNAV approach into a

•,: tet_atnal area and continuation of this approach throughout the blLS coverage
area and o:_to the runway. Tho ability to fly precision curved navigation paths

with use of _[LS signals highlights the potentl.l of this system for design of

noise allcvlation and high-capaclty flight paths in a terminal area. During
these flights, transition from a curved path to the final approach was executed

smoothly, with lateral excursions of the order of 15 m (50 it). These small

excursions, or overshoots, indicate that an 800-m (2500-it) separation o£ final

approach paths, and therefore runway separation, is a reasonable goal.

These flights also demonstrated the feasibility of shorter final approaches
_ for terminal-area operations during very low visibility conditions. Shorter

final approaches coupled with improved ATC teclmiques give promlsu of shorter
:. con_non paths for merging aircraft and therefore a potential for increased air-

port capacity. Flare performance using the MLS flare beam (EL2) was seen to

=s compare favorably with that accomplished when conventional radio altimeter tech-

<_ nlques were used; and use of the _S for roll-out demonstrated th_ potential for
, improved guidance on the runway.

._ Advanced display concepts developed under the TCV Program were shown to be

compatible with the _fl_S,and the accuracy of the MLS signals permitted these

_:: displays to be used to their fullest advantage by the pilots both in monitoring
and contro]llng with precision the close-ln flight profiles. Also, the EHSI

= proved to be of significant value for execution of flight plan changes or
' manual performance of diversionary maneuvers.

It should be noted that the demonstration flights were conducted under

_ severe wind conditions which would ordinarily have required runway assignment

: changes fo final approaches or rerouting to other airports in the cases of com-
_:_ merclal airline traffic. Atmospheric conditions included high winds with

,;_ stron_ gusts resulting in tail wind components oi 20 to 25 knots, cr,,s,,;-wind

.... : . component_ of 20 knots, steady tail quartering winds of 20 to 25 knots, and
sla_aJs in excess o[ 50 knots per 30 m (!00 ft).

Problem,_ currently existing in terminal-area operations of the civil air
_:, tr,msport:ation system can be expected to intensify in the future. New flight

pr, w,_(htrt'._; arid advancements in flight control, navigation, and guidance systems
_ dL_sJgned tt, ta_e m,lximum advantage of MLS, and other advanced ATC equipment,
6_ offer potential solutions to these problems a,,; well as economic adwmtage. The
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Figure 3.- Research Support Flight System luternal arrangement.

Figure 4.- Aft flight: deck disp]a), arrangement.
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Figure 5,- Terminal Configured Vehicle operational 8oals.
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DESCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT

Tho augmenter wln_ wa_ deHlgnod an a low-cost, low-speed rt.t_earch vehicle
that could be urged to Investigate the opt:rational charactorlt_tlc_ of a
powered-lift Jet STOL aircraft in the environment of thr terminal area

including takeoff, transition, approach, and landing. The a_rcraft, shown
in figures I, 2, and 3, was modified from a deliavilland C 8A Paffalo whlch

was donated by the USAF. The G. E., T-64 turboprop L,ngine24 were replaced by
R. R. 3pey turbofans, The wing area was reduced by removing about 2 m ,

from each wing riband fixed, full-span slats were ,installed -n the leading
edge. The landing gear was fixed in the down position and modified to
accommodate a higher gross weight. The spring tab controlled elevator
system was changed to a hydraulic powered unit, and the c,mventlonal d_uble

slotted flaps were replaced with an entirely new augmented Jet flap system.
This flap, illustrated in figure 4, consists of two nearl_ parallel surfaces
wlth a continuous double slot nozzle located between them which acts as an

ejector pump with air drawn in from both the upper and lower surface of the
wing.

Air for the flap nozzles is provided by the fan section of the Spey
compressors. The lower nozzle is supplied by air from the engine o_ _he same
side of the airplane, while air for the upper nozzle is cross dueled from the

opposite engine. This arrangement reduces the as)munetry which would occur

should an engine fail during takeoff, approach, or landing. The purpose of
all this is to augment the thrust from the ejector nozzle and also to induce

airflow over the surface of the wing which increases its llft. The aft

portion of the lower surface of the flap is hinged so that it can be closed

thereby choking the au6_nentor and spoiling the lift. The outboard chokes
are used for lateral control while the inboard chokes are modulated for direct

llft control. Additional lateral control is obtained from drooped ailerons
provided with BLC and from spoilers located in front of the ailerons.

The hot gases from the Spey engines are exhausted through Pegasus-type

swiveling nozzles which are located on both sides of each engine nacelle.

They can be positioned from nearly straight aft to slightly forward of the
vertical and are controlled by levers located adjacent to the overhead

throttles in the cockpit. During Lhe approach where the nozzles are deflected

nearly normal to the flight path, they contribute about 1800 newtons

(8000 Ib) of direct llft to the airplane. However, this is only a small part
of the powered llft that is achieved by the augmenter wing as shown in

figure 5. This bar graph compares the airspeed that corresponds to a given

• angle of attack with varying amounts of thrust. The center bar represents

our nominal approach conditions, 65 knots at 4* angle of attack, utilizing

about 2/3 of the available thrust. If there were no thrust, the airspeed
corresponding to this angle of attack would increase to i00 knots. The

thrust from the swiveling nozzles would account for only about 7 knots of

this difference. Applying maximum thrust, which might occur during a
wave off, would decrease the airspeed by about i0 knots.
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Following the initial documentation ,_nd proof-of_conc¢;pt flight tenting,

the aircraft wan oqulppod with STOLAND, Thin in an experimental digital
avionlc_ eystom which, throu_;h It_ computer, _onhe'.;-_and nerves, can drive

any or all of the prtmary and necondary controln, Thin nllow_ u_ to Indopon_

don_ly vary tht: llft, drng and ntabiiity characto,ristlcn of the augmenter wing

so a_ to ropre_ont the resp,mz_o charactoritltics of a wide. rang_ of aircraft
of thi_ cla_s. Subsequent fl_$:ht testing ha_ emphal_lzed the e',am:nation of
STOL handling qualttiv_ over a_ broad a ronge of thene chnractert_tics as tfi
pract ical.

Most of these flight tests were conducted at a Naval Au_tliary Landing
Facility called Crows Landing, located in the San Joaquin Valley of California.
The approaches were conducted on a 7-1/2 ° glide slope with guidance provided
by an experimental microwave landing system called MODILS. Some of these
approaches were hooded to simulate instrument meteorological conditions. The
landings were made to a 518 m " 30 m (1700 × 100 ft) STOL strip marked out on
one of the main runways.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The environment in which the airplane has operated, in terms of wind and
turbulence, is indicated in figure 6. The points represent the maximum wind
velocities and direction relative to the landing runway. The lines extending
from the points indicate the gust factor. The grid resolves them into their
headwind and crosswind components. These are tower reported winds which do not
accurately depict the conditions at the touchdoxcn zone but are at least

representative. Approaches with headwlnds of 30 to 40 knots and I0- to
15-knot gusts were negotiated without great difficulty although they did take

a considerable length of time and were sometimes subject to large flight path

excursions. Landings with crosswind components in excess of 20 knots were

relatively easy even though the decrab maneuver of some 20 ° required full
rudder. The most critical condition in terms of both safety and performance

was approach and landing with a tallwind component. The higher descent rates
tax the capabilities of both the aircraft and the pilot_and landing distance

increases dramatically. This is illustrated in figure 7 which depicts the

results of some landing performance tests. These landings were performed

on two back-to-back flights, the first of which was made with a light tail

: wind which steadily increased to about i0 knots as the flight progressed.
The second set of landings was made into the wind. It is apparent that as the

wind velocity approaches i0 knots, landing with the wind rather than Int( it
_ effectJ.vely doubles the stopping distance.

It was recognized early in the design of the aug_entor wing that stabil-

ity augmentation would be required to achieve satisfactory handling qualities.

: This is typical of those aircr_ft which operate at h_gh llft coefficients and
low dynamic pressure. The initial flight tests were made with a ]ateral-

directional SAS which provided positive spiral stability, increased roll and

yaw damping, and improved turn coordination. Later in the program, more
advanced augmentation schemes were examined. Attitude command and rare-
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command attitude hold w,2rc ,_v,lu_,led in both the pitch and roll axis. With
attitude command, the .hlllty to zeturn the alrcraft to wings level and trimmed

pitch attitude was ;q)pJecJated by tilepilots; however, the sustained control

forces and defhctloJl=_ ,equ]r,,l wl,_-nmancuverlng in either pitch -Jr roll were

objectionable. W:Ith those cot_Ilguratlons which _equlred pitching the aircraft

for flight path control, the film button which was used to change the refer-
ence pitch attltud_ b_,came a IZlmaly but somewhat awkward controller. Because

of this the pi.lot:ss,.,ttl(,,.1o_ int¢. command attitude hold as the basic SCAS

configuration. It sl,o_iI,Jbe pointed out that acceptable STOL approaches and
landings were perfor[_,_dwitl_m:t any SAS or SCAS in light to moderate turbu- "_'"
fence, but only trader v [.';uaJ fl.[ght conditions.

Having arrived ;_t-an acceptable stability and control augmentation

scheme, we proceeded to _.,×am_nethose characteristics which are peculiar to
powered llft. These, of coulse, occur primarily in the longitudinal axis as
shown in figure 8. I;ith co_v,:mi:Iont_lhi,craft, the thrust exerts a force

along this axis whicb In qt,.;_dF flight balances the drag force. Changes in
thrust produce a l.mr'_ t u,.l_,._ 1 at(..,:, [eration.

The concept _[ p,,',.'er_,,Jlift implies that the lift produced by the wing
is dependent up_,:_tl,.....T,o,1,t _,I thrust applied. In order to achieve a low
approach speed and ,,a[.,taina :__teepdescent angle_ the thrust must be also

deflected or turned so a_" t,,properly balance the longitudinal and normal

forces. In this ,:.,:ala_;l_:,,tl,e thrust vector includes the contribution of both

the cold air fro,, tl,e fJap ,,ozzle and the hot gases from the swiveling nozzles.
Changes in thrust cow ii:._,re_ethe lift _.hich produces more change in normal

force than longitud_n,_l a,:,:-<],,.ati:.,n;,,adin some cases may even cause the

aircraft to decelerate, _:llenthou,st Js increased. This provides the pi_ot
with a powe_ ful me.ms by whicl, he can change flight path angle but leaves him
somewhat at a loss as tu how te ma_mge airspeed control. In the case of the

augmenter wing, the :_t:.[::elh!g_,,z'_:[eswhich divert the hot gases from the

Spey engines provide an eff,:_'t_veInt'ausof changing airspeed. As the pilots
gained expe_.ience aud fa,_ilia,.!tywith the airplane, they learned to use the

nozzles in conjunction %,it:,!Ira lhrott!es to adequately control the flight path

(and airspeed), lh>wcver, la [l.e p_'_,+nce_of turbulence and wind shears, the
pilot workload became quite higl, _md there was sometimes confusion as to

which set of levers to move first. In an IFR environment, glide slope
tracking was poor, th_!.r,..fc,re the pHots concluded that the use of three

different control].et._ I,_, t],_H:!_a_.,c,:,:ntof the longitudinal task was too
much to cope with ['o,: +'_:,,lvd_,_. ,In_r;ttfon.

Leaving the n->:z,,a !_:._:,,!,.t :,ome predetermined value requires the pilot
• to control airspee,l by ,I_,,,}<_i,!,.l,itch attitude. If the effective thrust

turning exceeds about _!_I",n,1_,er:_,:coupling can occur between thrust and

longitudinal acc_.)t,.,l{,_ _lt-_I_w;ll r,_,mpoundthe control problem. As thrust

iS increased at c,,_ :t:_ ._. :i,:,_,, :_i_q_ucd dec;,\'s, which puts the
aircraft furth,'r ,,,' _i._,. _'., i: i,i, ,_" I_hc lll_u:;t required curve, As this

occurs, th,_ Ii[g}_l i''!,' i,:,l,_:< .l[,aini..hesand tlm pilot is forced to add
"" still more power, 'if,,:l,_,,I,l_.l, ;'; illu;_t_ated in fivure 9 which is a time

hfstory of an al,l,_,,ah witl_ :,,¢ml _;uratiun which has substantial adverse
thrust-alrspeed cou!,l I,_,.,
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Glide slope intercept is from above and is initiated by a change in
pitch. Tracking is accomplished with thrust while attitude is held relatively

constant. At about 80 sec the aircraft starts to descend below _he glide

slope which prompts the pilot to add thrust. Airspeed decays though, and the
aircraft descends still lower until the thrust is at the maximum allowable

and the airspeed is well below the desired value.

The obvious soluKion to this problem_to everyone but the pilo_ is to lower
the nose to gain airspeed. However, to be effective, this requires a falrly

large change in attitude -- at least 51 and the initial response of the

airplane is to descend even steeper. Furthermore, the recovery time to regain

airspeed is such that the approach had best be abandoned.

One question which the pilot must address with a powered-lift aircraft

is how much power can be used in the approach. Assuming he has the option

of changing the inclination of the effective thrust vector by either flap
or nozzle deflectlon or by some other means, he can increase the amount of

thrust used and thereby reduce the approach speed while maintaining the low

effective llft to drag required for the steep flight path angle. In other

words, the approach speed depends upon the amount of thrust used; but the

margins in terms of fllghtpath capability depend on the excess thrust '
available.

Our pilots felt that they would llke to have the capabillty of achieving

level flight without requiring a change in configuration. Assuming that this

performance is available under standard conditions, the pilet must also
concern himself with what adjustments must be made to accommodate temperatures

above standard and higher altitudes. Figure i0 presents a chart which was used

for this purpose with the augmentor wing. It allows the pilot to determine

what rpm is requir, d to achieve the thrust that would be realized on a standard

day. For example, our approach speed was predicated on a nominal 93 percent rpm

for standard day conditions. For a day on which the temperature was I0 degrees
above standard, 94.5 percent rpm would be required, and if in addition, the

fleld elevation was i000 m (3280 ft), about 97 percent would be needed. Under

these conditions, there would be insufficient thrust remaining to allow adequate
flight path corrections. In this case our pilots would select a lesser nozzle

deflection and accept a higher approach speed with its reduced thrust
requirement.

SUMMARY OF OPERATING PROBLEMS AND CONSEQUENCES

Perhaps the greatest asset of a STOL airplane in terms of safety is its

low closure rate to the intended touchdown point. It allows the pilot time
in which he can observe, react, and make corrections. Powered llft is an

attractive means of achieving this performance while still malntaln_ng the

high speed cruise and efficiency of a Jet airplane. There are, however,

_ certain operating problems which are inherent to the concept. Some of these
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are listed in table I along with the implications they might have on either

, the design or operation of the aircraft. They are divided into two categories,

i the first of which includes those problems which are brought about by

"_ operating at low dynamic pressures and high lift coefficients. Our experience
has shown that the low aerodynamic stability and damping associated with this

condition will require some form of augmentation in order to provide satlsfac-

_-_i tory handling qualities. The effect of w_nd naturally becomes more pronounced

as its velocity becomes greater relative to the approach speed• More direc-
tional control is required to accommodate the higher sideslip or crab angles

associated with a given crosswind component. In addition, turbulence or

: gustiness will probably dictate a requirement for increased flight path --'"
control. Runways whose length is determined by no-wlnd stopping distance are

_ comfortable to land on in a head wind but suddenly become too short with a

::_ light tailwlnd component.

The second category includes operating problems which are the direct

;_ result of powered llft The first three of these are the subject of discussioni •

:. in reference I. I would llke to comment on them from the viewpoint of a pilot.

:, The first two items should actually go together, since the adverse effects of

__ speed variations are due in part to the poor ability to control airspeed.
_" Because of the operation on the backside of the _nrust required curve, these

•:_ aircraft will probably experience greater flight path excursions when encoun-

terlng wind shears. Airspeed management through the use of an additional
_: controller to be operated by the pilot seems impractical, so some form of
_t

_; automatic speed stabilization may be required. Adverse coupling can, of
_: course, be minimized by design, but if the full performance benefits of the

o_, powered llft system are to be realized, some form of control _ugmentatlon
!_ may be required. The final item is a fact of life which must be accounted for

in the day-to-day operation of this type of alrcraft. The use of flat-rated

engines will allevlate the situation because takeoff thrust will be available
_: under all conditions up to the rating limits. However, charts will still have

il to be used to determine proper thrust settings, and operation outside these

J_ limits will sometimes require a configuration change if adequate safety

!i margins are to be preserved.
_

_; REFERENCE

_r

i: I. Franklin, James A.; Smith, Donald W.; Watson, De Lamar M.; Warner,

_!= David N., Jr.; lnnis, Robert C.; and llardy, Gordon H.: Flight
Evaluation of Advanced Flight Control Systems and Cockpit Displays for

_; Powered-Lift STOL Aircraft. A_rcraft Safety and Operating Problems,

:' NASA SP-416, 1970. (Paper no. 4 of this compilation.)
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TABLE I.- SUMMARY

Operating problems Consequences

Due to low speed

Reduced stability and damping SAS or SCAS required

Effects of wind and turbulence Increased control required

Field length more sensitiv_ to wind

Due to powered lift

Poor ability to control airspeed More sensitive to wind shear

Adverse effects of speed variation May require speed stabilization

Possible adverse coupling between Can be minim/zed by powered-lift
thrust and airspeed system design

May require SCAS

_ncreased effect of temperature Landing performance must be

&ud altitude on landing performance computed like takeoff performance

3/
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' FLIGHT EVALUATION OF ADVANCED " " ',.LIGHt CONTROL SYSTEMS AND COCKPIT

i ,' I)ISPI,AYS FOR POWERED-I,IFT STOI, AIRCRAFT

James A. Franklin, Donald W. Smith, De Lamar M. Watson,

David N. Warner, Jr., Robert C. Innls, and Gordon H. Hardy

NASA Ames Research Center

:.; N 7 7 - 1 8 0 8 4 -,
i

A flight research program was c_,nducted to assess the improvements, in

i-}' longitudinal path control during a STOL approach and landing, that can be

i _ achieved with manual and automatic control system concepts and cockpit dis-
_: plays with various degrees of complexity. NASA-Ames powered-lift Augmenter

i=_!_: Wing Research Aircraft was used in the research program. Satisfactory flyin8
qualities were demonstrated for selected stabilization and command augmentation

systems and flight director combinations. The ability of the pilot to perform

precise landings at low touchdown sink rates with a gentle flare maneuver was

_ii!!I also achieved. Flight research is in progress to demonstrate fully automaticapproach and landing to Category Ilia minimums.
_5

'_!.. INTRODUCTION

! ", Demands which are anticipated to be placed on the operation of STOL trans-!--\./

_ port aircraft due to requirements for precise glide-slope tracking, short field
_' landing performance, acceptable landing sink rates, and adequate safety mar-
•_-':_. gins, are expected to dictate a precision of control during the transition,

•_,v approach, and landing exceeding that which is realized by current-generation

_ Jet transport aircraft. The ability of STOL aircraft, particularly those util-

!_ izing substantial amounts of powered-lift, to meet these demands may be impeded
_," by tendencies toward sluggish and highly coupled response associated with the

_':_ low-speed operation, high wing-loading, and substantial thrust turning repre-

!i_ sentative of these designs. For example, pitch attitude control is compromised
_:i_! by poor static stability, by substantial trim changes due to thrust and flaps,

_: by turbulence disturbances, and by an easily excited phugoid mode. Left

_ unattended, the phugoid substantially upsets flight-path and airspeed and
__E. degrades gllde-slope tracking durIng the approach. Even if precise attitude

_ _?" control is achieved, the alrcraft'_ response to pitch attitude is adverselyi....!:

___ . influenced by operation at low speed and on the backside of the drag curve (at
_:i'- speeds where induced drag exceeds profile drag). Sluggish initial fllght-path

!v_ response to pitch attitude and the Inabilltv to sustain long-term path correc-
"L. tions with a change in attitude make path control with attitude unsuitable.

;_ While thrust is a very powerful path control, coupling of flight-path and air-

_ speed (as a consequence of large effective thrust turning angles) and thrust
[_.t, response lags make thrust control of flight path unsatisfactory or even unac-

" _,_' ceptable. Consequently, it may be necessary to develop flight central'and ......
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: ... dlsplay concepts that improve the inherent control characteristics of thls

type of alrcrnft if the operational r_quirements are to he met,

The Ames Research Center's Augmenter Wing Research Aircraft ts a

, propulsive-lift Jet STOL transport that, becaune of its configuration and
,J operational fltght conditions, exhibits some of the control characteristics

:: noted in t_ foregoing discussion. The aircraft was developed for the pur-
'i pose of demonstrating the augmented Jet flap concept for powered-lift STOL
,: operation and to provide a powered-lift STOL transport aircraft for flight
:; dynamics, navigation, guidance and control, and STOL operations flight

research. It was initially procured with flying qualities sufficient to per- --
"< mlt the exploration of its flight envelope and to demonstrate the performance,

":' stability and control characteristics associated with the augmented Jet flap.

., Followlng the proof-of-concept flight tests, a versatile digital avionics

:,, system and an array of cockpit displays were installed in the alrcr.,ft to
extend its capability to support the research program noted above. Two

major efforts have been under way to
r:

_,il • define and evaluate stabilization and command augmentation systems
(SCAS) and displays for improving flying qualities associated with

a manually flown IFR approach and landing

, * define and determine the approach and landing performance and pilot

_*- acceptance of fully automatic flight control systems and associated

displays for visibility conditions down to Category Ilia.

_"' Among the more challenging tasks for either the pilot or an automatic

_ system to perform wlth these aircraft is gllde-slope tracking and flare to

"] a precise touchdown. The following sections describe the results to date

ca' of flight research conducted to assess the improvement, in longitudinal path

L_ control during the approach and landing, which can be achieved for a given

_j degree of control system and display complexity. Although these control

::i[ systems and displays have been demonstrated on a specific powered-llft con-

_iI cept, the nature of the path-control improvement is considered to be o,pll-
,: cable to other powered-llft aircraft configurations.

°_: SYMBOLS!,

,Jq

_ili IFR instrument flight rules
!L

, MLS microwave ]andlng system
J'l

°_' VFR visual flight rules

,_,_i: Z_T vertical acceleration derivative with respect to the throttle
_, control

_.'!i_, AUss/AYss ratio of change of steady-state airspeed to flight path due
....,., to a change in thrust at constant pitch attitude

ij";
i,,"_[ 44
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dy/du }.,radiont of flil;ht wlth n lrnp,,od nt t l., _tal_lllz,,d ,'ippro,'i,'_Ii
cond[t [C_l_ -- _.Oll_it,_nl: thl'l.l:-_t

_I_AX/A'f_It_ rntlo oI the, l.,;d_ It, _iI_.,-l,l.;-,_t;ll_, ,.ll:n1_.,,. Ill II _,IDI l,,_th dw* I,, ,,i
ehan);o 111l hru_;t :it o, mHtant plt,'lJ ;tltlt.d,,

A'fMAX/AO s ratio of the po;ik eh;m).u In fl ll:hl pall, I,, ihq _t,._.Iv--!;t,'ilt, el_nn}:,,
in pitch attltud,,

rat[o of tilt, stoadv-_tato chanl;(,_ In flli,,ht path I_, I,It,'h att ltudo
5_ss/5Oss

DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC AII_CRAFT

The Augmentor Wing Research Aircraft (fig. 1) a de ltavilland C-SA
Buffalo, modified by The Boeing Company, de Havilland of Canada, and Rolls Royce

of Canada to incorporate a propulsive-llft system. It has a maximum gross

weight of 21t792 kg (48,000 ib) attd a range of operational wing ]oadings of
215-272 kg/m z (44-55 ib/ft_). The propulslve-lift system utilizes an aug_tentor

Jet flap designed for deflectluns up to 75°. Rolls Royce Sp_ |80I-SF engines

power the aircraft with fan air, used to blow the augmentor flap, and with hot
thrust which can be deflected over a range of 98° through two conical nozzles on

each engine. Primary flight controls consist of a single-segment elevator for

pltch maneuvering and trim; ailerons, spoilers, and outboard attgmentor flap

chokes used in combination for roll control; a two-segment rudder for yaw

control; vectored hot thrust for path and speed control; and inboard augmentor

flap chokes for lift control. A more detailed physical description of the air-
craft and its characteristics is given in reference i.

Before describing the SCAS, display, and autopilot concepts investigated

in this research program, it is useful to review the flight-path control
characteristics of the basic aircraft and to identify the objectives for

improving flying qualities. Longitudinal path control can be accomplished during

the approach and landing by either modulating thrust or deflecting the hot thrust

component; however, neither the throttle nor nozzle controls are sstisfactory

for approach or flare control. Since the approach is conducted on the backside

of the drag curve, pitch attitude is prlmarl]y used for speed control. Suffi-

cient, short-term path control in response to attitude exists to provide at

least marginally acceptable flare and landing precision.

Figure 2 illustre_es the aircraft's stabilized path control capability
using either throttle or nozzle controls. Throttle control characteristics are

• shown at the left for the approach flap setting, a nominal approach thrust

vector angle of 80 °, and for thrust levels corresponding to engine speeds from

90 percent rpm to a maximum setting of I00 percent. A typical approach would be

conducted on a 7.5 ° glide slope at a speed of 65 knots. At the approach speed,

the aircraft is only capable of achieving flight-path angles from -4° to -I] _

for this range of thrust settings. If pJtch attitude is maintained ¢_mstant

by the pilot or by an attitude stabilization system, this path control capability
is reduced to a range from -4.8 _ to -9.9 ° as a consequence of fli£ht-path/

: airspeed coupling (AUss/A)ss = -2.2 knots/dug) and the upvratJ_,n _,n the backside
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,,f tlll, dr,'II4 curv_,. The, Htmldy fllght-l.lth/_Ipi_,,.d r_l:itlnnMl|p at c onntarlt thrust
l-,br tl., l),'icl_i-il_l,, r,(mdll l,.l I;_ df'/du = fl.l.Sn/l.'m_t ;lTld It d,,F.r;.h-,s cl Iml) nnd

d,,,qVi,ll[ porl-_,rl11;ll1_>i, wilC,ll _I)_,_,,I I_ all_)wod I:_ Vilry about thi_, appr,);icll l'_,f_,rt,llr:i- '.

Flll,,ht-pnlll i_,_illrq,l ,';ip;il,llll:v that _nrl l_i, ;ichlt,ved by d_,lll.ctlnF tl.,
i}_,,,::'.14,_', ;it ,i n,_nilnal npl_r,,;l,'h llhl'tlf_t m,ttlng ()f _14 p,,re¢,nt rl,m In l llut-;tr;,tr.,d
_,I tl., rlght. Thu flll;llt-lmth ,,nvol_,pl, I,_ _zparldod _w,r th;it ,'ivall;il)lu tmlnp

lllrili41_ e,lntr,_l 0 wltli _',lll;ihlllt", ,_f ;lc'hluvtnl; p;ith /IIIt_>]I)Pl i]f ..'_.7" t(, -13.']' far

tile liia,_:llllUlll r,illl;,, _ll _ mtzzl_, ;int;lt, l-i fr(lln 6 o I'_) 104 ". The ri,intl(lii_ihlll i,f p;,th

,ind sp(,ed rol4pl)ll,_lc , IPll l;lle lll_ZZ](, cllrll:ro| lit COlll41:Ijrit Ilttltude 114 l_',)liVl,lltlllllil]

lii that p_sltlve lllitli llt,'rl,lliUlll_ ;ire ael'llmp,<inled by hler'l,lil4ed ;ilrspl, l:_d and a.,
-[¢.1, vt,rsa.

Tilt, Lranslt,nt re_tponst, of []lF, ht-path and afrslmed to; thrust for constant
;lttltmlv t.._i shown in the tlme histories or figure 3. Flight-path tnll:ta]ly

re._pomls quickly to the change In thrust and with an acceptable throttle senst-

tlvlt:3' (ZST = -0.04 l;/em or -0.1 a/in.). The equivalent first-order thrust
ttme constant is approxlmately 0.75 see. ]towever, the initial path response

:,,a,_m,,s out to a lower value (A_,M_X/A_ss -"- 2.1). Airspeed response is decidedly
unconventional [, tha_ speed decays following an increase in thrust and is tn
turn refh, eted tn the cam._tant attitude path-speed coupltng noted previously.

Time htstorius of path and speed response to the nozzle control at constant
attftude are also pre._ented In figure 3 for comparison with thrust control char-

,,icteristies. The initial path response to nozzle deflection is slug.%ish com-

pared to the response to a thrust increment and the response may not be suffi-

<:lent for tight glide-slope tracking in turbulence. If quicker path response is

desired, the pilot must initiate the correction with pitch attitude and follow-

up with the nozzle control to sustaln the long-term correction. Coupling

between fl|ght path and airspeed at constant attitude is conventional as was

previously noted. Some pitch control may be coordinated with the nozzle control

: if the pilot desires to maintain airspeed.

These characteristics of flight-path and airspeed response to the throt_',_.

and nozzle control.s dictate that the throttles be used for precise g]ide-slope

; tracking and that the nozzles be used to augment thrust control for gross path
c,_rrections. Due to the amount of flight-path overshoot and path-speed coupling

,issocl_ated with thrust control, it is difficult for the pilot to anticipate the

amount of thru._t required to initiate and stabilize a path correction. ,ks a

-'"- consequence, he mu_:t dew_te considerable attention to path and speed control.
Attitude c_mtrol v,l_,vbe used to reduce p;ith-speed coupling by coordlnatin,v, atti-

tude changes with the thrust centre] to minimize the speed excursions, llowew, r,

thls requirement ror em_tinuous control in the pitch axis increases ti_,,p_Iot's

• c:i,ntr,_l workload for glldc-sl_pe tracking. Furthermore. the ce.atr_l r_vchniquv
is unfamiliar in t.|l;_t m_se-d,_l attitude chanl4es aru ruquired t,, llla[lltain ..:pe_,d

i -'

, w'_en the pilot tncrea,<_,.,s thr,mt to reduce the descent i';lte_ and vice vel';;;l.

Raw data IFR _,,1 i<h-,-:;l_,pe control dOWl] to a decision height of hi)111 (2()(] ft)

,; with the throl, tlc,s ,ll_,ne was given l_tlot r,.itlngs of 5 to ft. Tilt, St, r;ltlnF, s '¢t,l'e
q,, based i,n the t'_i,lll,l'-ll;irllc'l" sc,;llt, lit" rt,ft, ri,nt'e 2 lind wt,re dut, to large, p,'ttll-r;l_t't't|

:-': coupliu),, mid unl_redlctablt' l']iEht-path rt, spense. Path-cimtrol autiloritv wa,_: ;ils,,
vtmsiclctt>d llh<.tlI'li_'ic'nL lt,l' $',!fclc'-.';lt,l't' track|Ill, tl] lllr_lll('lll'_'. :"._ ii
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consequence, glide-slope control required coordinated use of the throttles and
nozzle controls and still was given pilot ratings of 5 to 6 due to the sluggish

path response to changes in the nozzle defl_ction and the workload associated
with manipulation of the various controls.

The landing flare was routinely performed by pitching the aircraft to a
touchdown attitude with some adjustment in thrust to offset high angles of attack

or high sink rates at flare entry or to compensate for any floating tendency.

Response of the aircraft to the pitch rotation develops adequate normal

acceleration to check the sink rate to an acceptable level (AfMAX/aOss ,,0.55).
However, a pitch rotation on the order of i0° at a rate of 2 to 3°/see is
required to check the sink rate to 1.8 m/see (6 ft/sec) and this is considered

unsatisfactory for commercial operation. Flare and landing accomplished

primarily using pitch with an assist as required from thrust was given ratings
from 3-1/2 to 5.

In summary, the requirement to coordinate the use of three controls for

precise tracking and to establish the proper flare conditions presented the

pilot with an unsatisfactory workload. As a consequence, it is desirable to

improve approach path control by eliminating the path-speed coupling, by

reducing the number of controls required for path control, by quickening path
response for gllde-slope tracking and flare, by desensitizing response tc winds

and turbulence, and by providing better tracking commands to the pilot.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FLIGHT RESEARCH PROGRAM

To achieve desired improvements in control and reductions in pilot workload,

combinations of experimental SCAS, display, and autopilot configurations were

chosen for evaluatiun in the flight research program. The SCAS configurations ....

that were evaluated are described in table I. The program proceeded with a

buildup in complexity of the control system for improving manual path control,

including a throttle-nozzle interconnect to reduce the number of path controllers

and to provide path-speed decoupling; speed stabilization to eliminate the back-

side of the drag curve operation and to reduce the requirement for thrust
modulation; and flight-path SCAS to allow the pilot to control tl,e flight-path

vector with pitch attitude so as to reduce the path-tracking requirement to a

single control. A fully automatic system was also mechanized fol gllde-slope

capture, tracking, and flare. Evaluations of various displays were obtained

for selected SCAS options and for the autopilot mode. Raw data glide-slope

tracking was assessed for all the SCAS configurations. A flight director was

• evaluated for straight-in approaches with the throttle-nozzle _nterconnect and
with the flight-path SCAS, and as an approach monitor for the autom:_tlc flight

mode. Detailed descriptions of the flight control and d lsplay modes ar_ subs_,-

quently provided with the discussion of results obtained during the flight

experiments. Pitch, roll, and yaw SCAS was prL,vlded with all ,:onJ_,n;,t_ons.

Landing approaches were flown on a 7.5 ° glide sJope at airspt_eds fr,_,,,

65 to 70 knots to landings on a 30 m by 5]8 m (I0[} ft b__ ]700 It) _T{U. rum,,_v

at NASA Ames' experimental flight facility at the Cr,,ws ]amli,W Na,..il_,IrfiL,Jd.

Landing approach guidance was provided by a prototype microwave, ht.di._" svst_:m

_--_-'-_-_.--&<-:- ._._ -., _. ... _ ;. Z,.--_.. _ .... _ .-_.- .... --: . . _. . ......... _. L,'_. _ _- ..... :- ---.-_
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(MODILS). Research pl]ots from NAI_A Am,,s, tl.,Canadian lR,partment of Transport
and National Aeronautical Establishm_,nt c,,nducted tt.., fllyht evaluations in this

pr_,gram. Both VPR and II"R ,'lpprt,acho,_: wt.re fl_*w, tn c.alm to ]Jght wind condi-
t l,ms. Additional evalu.tlmm wore _,bllJint,d w|lt'n Imm::lble wlth surface condi-
tlol_s ranging from stronp, headwtnds t_ I [_.ltt t;,tlwfnds and [n light to moderate
turbulence• P]lot commentary and oplnf-n r.t ]ngs ba._;ed -n tile Cooper-Harper
sc.a.le were obtained for a]] confty.,lr_tt.,ls. The pll,_t._' assessments of the
acceptability of the manually trent-railed flart. :and touchdowl_ were based on the
consistency of landing performance (touchdown point and sitlk rate) which could
be achieved for a particular conftgurattnn rather tl,an ,m the ability to land
at a specific point within a prespeclffed :;Ink ratt.. Flared landings were per-
formed to reduce the approach sink rate (4.3 m/st_c or 14 ft/sec) to levels well
within the aircraft's landing gear limits (3.8 m/see or ]2.6 ft/sec).

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FLI(;H'ICONTROL SYSTEM AND DISPLAYS

The aircraft's primary flight controls described previously can be driven

through serves commanded by an experimental digital avionics system (STOLAND).

This system was developed for NASA Ames by Sperry Flight Systems and is
described in reference 3. The major components of the system are a Sperry 1819A

general-purpose dialtal computer and a data adapter to interface the aircraft's
sensors, controls, displays, and navigation aids. Tile controls used for longi-

tudinal path trarking are the elevator for pitch attitude stabilization and
the inboard augmenter chokes, throttles, and nozzles for vertical path and

airspeed control. The pitch stabilization system is driven by an electro-

hydraulic series serve actuator limited to 38.5 percent of total elevator

authority. The inboard augmenter flap chokes are full authority controls which

are also driven by electro-hydraulic serves. The Spey engines' throttles and

hot thrust nozzles are driven by electro-mechanlcal parallel serves with full

control authority. Commands to these controls appropriate for the various SCAS
or automatic modes of interest are generated through suitable combinations of

sensor information processed when necessary hy complementary filters to retain
high frequency content while removing undcslrable noise or gust disturbances.

The primary instrument di._p1ay:_and ,-v,_t._.mmode controls available to the

pilot are an e]t.ctronlc attitude dJrt.,'torindlc;_.t,,r(EAI)I), which presents

pitch and roll ;attitude; aerodvanmic fli_',ht:path; raw gllde-slope and localJzer

deviation; and calibrated airspeed, v.,rti.',n]sp_ed. :rodradnr ;altitude in dlgi-

tal readout. Flight director command b.lrs L,:,nI._ _;ll]_,dup on the display if
: desired. A multifunctIon display pr,_vl,t,._ ,., m,_vin:.,, map I,rc.sentation of the air-

craft's posit/on with respect to th,. d_s:lr,-.d Cli_'.l_u p::tl_, as well as heading and
• altLtude status tnformatl_u_, A m_,_'l_,mlc:,l 1,,,ri;:ont:tl :;_tu,ation indicator (HSI)

presents aircraft heading and b._rlm.. 1_, tb,, n._vl,,,,,t i,,n._l a[d as well as glide-
slope :rod [ncalJzt.r dev|:,tton. A l,l,_,lt, _',.1,.,'! I,:ln_'l |_l'l_'J{']O,_; swftches for engag-
ing SCAS modes, the fli_:ht dlret.tt,r, :_.,t v.,,-J,,u,_: .,v,t,,:._l,,_ :_,,d:.,._, A keyboard

and status display, t+tt the cvutc, r ,.t+tt,:t,l, .... , ,, C;.+ ,,.,,_,_,1. ,,,,t,", and readout of
{' Instrttctlons to tht. d.igltal ('Olllplllt'r.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Results of manual control f.r raw data IFR approaches with the various SCAS
modes will be reviewed first. Contribution of these modes to control of the

" flare and landing will be noted where appropriate. Next, the influence of

improved displays on manually flown approac:hes will be discussed. Finally,

i: experience to date with fully aut,matlc gllde-slope tracking modes will be

reviewed. A summary of pilot rat|ngs for the manual SCAS modes for raw data IFR

and flight director displays is provided in table II. The results shown encom-

pass the range of pilot ratings obtained in the flight evaluations for each

experimental configuration.

_' Contribution of Manual SCAS Modes
io

_
_ Throttle-nozzle interconnect -- A simple means for reducing the flight path-
!; airspeed coupling and improving closed-loop flight-path control for the basic
....i_" aircraft _.anbe provided by interconnecting the aircraft's throttle and nozzle

-:, controls. This interconnect is mechanized by a constant-gain linear crossfeed
from the throttle to the nozzle control servo. The sense of this interconnect

"i; is to reduce the hot thrust deflection for an increase in thrust, and vice
:!' versa. An illustration of the influence of this interco .nect on the aircraft's

: performance envelope is presented in figure 4 for a value of the interconnect

gain which essentially eliminates path-speed coupling at constant attitude fori'!
_, the approach condition. The contours on the diagram are for constant throttle

:_. position and nozzle angles. In comparison to the performance envelope of the
:_! basic aircraft, which is reproduced on the figure, this control configuration

.... provides a substantial increase in path-control capability. A positive climb

_--n'_ angle of 1.7 ° can now be generated at i00 percent rpm, while a quite steep

_ descent of -14.5 ° can be obtained at 90 percent rpm. Improvements in dynamic

•_: path response can also be recognized in the time histories for a step thrust
-': application shown in the figure Flight-path responds quickly with no overshoot,

=/ and very little change in airspeed is noted. This behavior would permit the

_ pilot to track the glide slope with the throttle alone and not require

:: significant pitch control to improve path response or maintain speed

_,_' Pilot ratings frown 4-]/2 to 5 ior raw data IFR operation to a bOm (200 ft)

:_ decision height represented some improvement over the basic aircraft and were a

:_;; consequence of the improved path response and reduced workload for speed control.

$ The requirement to modulate both the throttles and nozzle controls for glide-

_.. slope tracking is relieved and with the disturbances to speed reduced sub-

' stantially, the approach can be florin with a single control, the throttle.e

_:_ " Increased path-control authority provldes better capability for coping with

:'" disturbances due to turbuLenc,_ and wind shears. The primary remaining deficiency

_: in path tracking and one that ac_c:unts for the unsatisfactory pilot rating is

=_: _he instrument scan workload for lateral path tracking assoclated with the raw

_ data display. No modllication c;f flare control characteristics or technique is

'_' associated with this configuration.

_' 49
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:_ Airspeed stabilization -- Another means of eliminating the fllght-path/
°i! airspeed coupling induced by thrust control is to stabilize airspeed at the

selected approach condition. By prohibiting significant variation in airspeed

:' response to thrust, the dynamics of fllght-path response to thrust can be

improved to the same extent as that provided by the throttle/nozzle interconnect.b

oiI Speed stabilization also inhibits the backside of the drag curve characteristics
associated with the aircraft's response to pitch attitude variations thus

_, permitting attitude to be us_ for flight-path control. This system also reduces
_,_ variations of speed and flight-path in response to longitudinal gust components.

_ i_ The system operates by driving the nozzles in proportion to speed error. .-,.
._o<I In the approach condition with the hot thrust deflected 80 °, incremental

_; changes in nozzle deflection provide essentially longitudinal force control
,_ and can produce up to ±0.i g of longitudinal acceleration within the nozzle

; :.!: control limits. With this authority, it is possible to counteract longitudinal
,_'_, force perturbations of a magnitude associated with 6° changes in pitch attitude

i _[ or 1.9 knot/see horizontal wind gradients.

i ;'_ Figure 5 illustrates the aircraft's dynamic response to pitch attitude at

_ constant thrust with the speed stabilization system operating. It is apparent
%_ in the figure that, within the authority of the nozzles the aircraft is very

_i markedly operating on the frontside of the drag curve. Substantial changes in
: q flight path can be obtained with little change in airspeed. Capability exists
• _;
i _ to achieve level flight wlth no throttle adjustments although large attitude

changes may be required. The dynamic response of flight path to the change in

! _ attitude occurs with no overshoot Consequently, the pilot may use a control

.o,,_ technique for the landing approach that relies primarily on pitch attitude

!?-_ corrections for glide-slope tracking and requires only infrequent adjustments
i f!i. in thrust for sustaining gross changes in rate of descent. When nozzle limits
..... are reached, the aircraft's response will, of course, revert to the backside

i°_'i ! characteristics associated with the basic aircraft, and thrust modulation will

_ _[ be required for glide-slope corrections.
i_o

_{ The speed stabilization system also has capability to suppress flight-path"4

._, disturbances due to horizontal wind shear. When the system is engaged, it
:_' drives the nozzles to counteract the accelerations associated with the shear

°_ gradient, thereby reducing the magnitude of the change of airspeed, ando_,

_i_ consequently suppressing the source of the flight-path disturbance. As indicated

_oi, previously, the nozzle authority is equivalent to a 1.9 knot/see horizontal

gradient, which, for the nominal approach sink rate (4.3 m/see or 14 ft/sec at

_! 65 knots on a 7.5 ° glide slope) at which this aircraft is operated, corresponds

!! to a spatial gradient of 13.3 knots/30 m (13.3 knots/100 ft). When the nozzles

_°_ reach an authority limit, the pilot still has substantial capability to

-_: . counteract subsequent path disturbances with an application of thrust.

_°_ Stabilization of airspeed at this selected approach reference permitted the

: _,!_ pilot to track the glide slope w_th the pitch control with only occasional
°.... adjustments of thrust for large path angle changes. The flare could also be

'_ performed with pitch as it could for the basic aircraft, although some thrust

_o reduction was required to inhibit a tendency to float. These characteristics
_ were the basis for pilot ratings in the 3-I/2 to 4-i/2 category for raw data

_ 50
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approaches. The pilots expressed a desire for a more aurhorttative path control,

and quicker heave responses for flight path ,:hanges on _hort final and for the

flare maneuver• Hence, they were unw_lling _¢, give the system clearly satisfac-

tory ratings. Speed excursions during maneuvers and in the presence of turbu-
lence were substantially reduced by the system and hea('e path dlstrubanees which

would ordinari]y be induced were 1at _ely suppressed.

Flight-path command and stabilization-Improvements in flight-path response

for glide-slope tracking and flare can be achieved by quickening the initial

path response to pitch attitude control, by providing increased steady-state

path control authority with pitch attitude, and by reducing path disturbances
due to winds and turbulence. To obtain these improvements, capability must be

incorporated in the flight control system for quickly generating increments in

lift on the order of +0.1 to 0.2 g. This capability in the Augmentor Wing Air-

craft is provided by the inboard augmentor flap chokes. In the approach config-
uration, the chokes have an authority of _+0.12 g. Flight-path stabilization is

achieved by driving the chokes in proportion to flight-path angle error based on

a reference established at the time of system engagement• Changes in flight-

path can be commanded by the pilot through changes in pitch attitude which drive

the chokes through the feedforward path. Additional path command quickening

could be obtained through a feedforward of column force (the attitude command

input); however, simulation studies indicated this additional command quickening

did not produce significant improvement in path tracking.

The speed stabilization system described previously was used in conjunction

with the fllght-path SCAS to permit a frontside control technique to be adopted

for glide-slope tracking. An _ndicatlon of the quickened response and increased

path control authority is shown in comparison w_th the basic aircraft and the

speed stabilization system in figure 5. The incremental changes in path angle

in response to attitude are essentially equal (AYss/A0ss = 3.0); hence, it is

• possible to effectively point the flight path vector in the desired direction

with the aircraft's pitch attitude. With this path qu_ckenlng and path-control

authority, gllde-slope tracking can be accomplished through attitude control

: alone, thus considerably simplifying the pilot's ]ongitJdinal ,-ontrol workload.

I.

', This system also provides a flare capability that pelnmlts ,_ ]ess dramatic

flare maneuver than that required for the basic aircraft to arrest tile sink rate

! prior to touchdown. It can be seen in figure 6 that the landing sink rate

for the basic aircraft is approximately 2 m/see (6 ft/sec) as compared to I m/see

(3 ft/sec) with the. flight path SCAS. Furthermore, where a pitch rotation in

excess of I0 ° is required for tile basic aircraft, thls maneuver is reduced t,_

approximately 5° with this SCAS configuration.

• Tile combination of flight-path SCAS with the speed stabilization svstt.ln

" allowed the pilot to fly tile approach and tt, pt, rform the landtm: using attitude

control alone. No throttle manipulation was requirt,d other thau a convtntituaal
reduction of thrust duri,tg the latter stages of the fJart, to tounteract :my ten-

dency to float (as noted in the previous discussion). ,ks tndtcatt.d in table II,
_ pilot ratings from 2 to 4 were given to this configurati,m for apl,rt,,lch l,ath-

!" tracking and ratings of 2-1/2 to 3 for the flare. Faw,ral_lt, _',,na,,,nts wt,,,.

=_i'. expressed with regard to the reduced workload, tilt, [mprovt, d ht,;lxe rt, sp_,n,_,,, ,rod

more docile flare requirements. Although path disturh;ulces due t,, wintt_ ;llltt

_I{I¢;[N,kL PAGP,IS _,1
": OP POOR QUA.[2r_
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i_,_ turbulence were noticeably suppressed, this configuration offered very little
_ better perform,ante than the speed stabilized configuration in this regard. The

:i pilot rating of 4 for glide-slope tracking was based on the workload associated
with the instrument scan for a raw data IFR approach. Improvements in this

-)! evaluation that can be obtained with a flight director will be discussed

,": subsequently.

ii,

Influence of Displays

: Raw data - The raw data information was provided by a conventional cross _.

, pointer display located on the HSI. In comparison to a conventional ILS, the

oi_ glide slope and localizer cross-pointer needles were desensitized in proportion
to the approach path angle and the range from the runway landing zone to the

_ locallzer transmitter. Sensitivity was set at approximately l°/dot for both

'._: indicators. A cross bar representing aerodynamic flight-path angle in the ver-

,z::x tlcal plane was available on the EADI, superimposed on the pitch attitude scale.

'_2 This display was useful in providing lead information for gllde-slope acqulsi-z :_
!_j tlon and tracking, and for alerting the pilot to incipient glide-slope devla-

,: tions caused by variation in horizontal and vertical winds and turbulence. An
i; MLS box, superimposed on the EADI, offered a more integrated display for MLS

°' tracking and a potentially reduced scanning workload for the pilot. The EADI

w,: and HSI displays are illustrated in figure 7.

_ Pilot evaluations for the SCAS modes noted in the previous section were
'__ performed with the raw data information. Objections were registered concerningi c

i_: the instrument scan workload between the EADI and HSI and one pilot could not

i_,c_: Justify a rating better than 4 for gllde-slope tracking with the best SCAS con-
,_ figuration; this was because of the overall task workload contributed by the

._ instrument scan. Favorable comments were given to use of the flight-path angle
._ bar for glide-slope tracking. In some instances, the pilots felt this informa-

i_i tlon improved their ability to control glide slope enough to warrant a one-half
i_!I to one unit improvement in pilot rating. Although the presentation of raw MLS

_ deviation on the EADI provided a more integrated display, the pilots felt this

_°;._ offered little in_rovement for the task because it was still necessary to refer

i _. to the HSI to get heading information for ±ocalizer tracking.

i= _ ;,

_:_ Flight director -- The three-axls flight dlrecto_ consisted of commands for

_i the pilot's throttle, column, and wheel controls for gllde-slope and locallzer

__ tracking, maintaining the desired Mrspeed, and safe angle-of-attack margins.
' _i_ This flight director was designed for the Augmenter Wing Aircraft under contract

_, by Systems Technology, Inc. and is described in detail in reference 4. Comple-
_o_ mentary filtered vertical velocity, vertical beam deviations and deviation rate

*_ are generated for use in holding altitude, and capturing and tracking the glide

i..[i. ' slope. When in level flight, the inputs to the pitch bar present commands to
_rS;i the pilot to maintain the altitude at the time the flight director was engaged.
" Glide-slope capture Is initiated when the aircraft Is within 30 m (I00 it) of

_%_i the gllde-slope beam. Subsequent gllde-slope tracking may either be done with
_ 2 throttles or pitch cuntro] depending on the flight control system conflgura-

o_ tion. Schedule changes In thrust and pitch attitude are commanded as a function
i o of flap angle and In[tiatlon of glide-slope capture. Angle-of-attack margins-i_._,!
i _ are protected through commands for Increased thrust introduced to the throttles
L__ $_
..... when the angle of attack exceeds lO °. A limit on the thrust command

; 4;

i _%:-...............................................
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corresponding to maximum authorized thrust (rpm = 98.5 percent) is Included in
the throttle logic. Commands to maintain the reference airspeed are introduced
to the pitch bar in the event a speed stabilization system is not utilized dur-
ing the approach. Complementary filtered lateral beam deviation and deviation
rate are generated for lateral path capture and tracking.

The flight director provided a significant reduction in scanning workload
and a reduction in vertical and lateral excursions during the approach. The
aircraft generally arrived at a 30 m (i00 it) decision height better established

for a precise flare and landing when the flight director was used, cud in these
cases improvements in pilot ratings from one to two units were obtained. As

indicated in table II, evaluation of the throttle�nozzle interconnect configura-

tion was improved from pilot ratings of 4-1/2 to 5 with raw data to 2 to 3 with

the director for operation to 30 m (100 it) minimums. In this case, the direc-
tor logic was structured to command vertical path control through the throttles.

The flight-path SCAS configuration was given ratings of 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 with the

dlrectur. For this configuration, path tracking commands were oriented to the

attitude control. The throttle and choke controls were integrated by the SCAS

for flight path command and stabilization.

Although very good results have been obtained with the flight director, it

should not be inferred that this is the only acceptable means of improving the
pilot's IFR landing guidance information. A %eli-integrated situation display

has potential for producing similar results. However, display system limita-

tions and the time available for further experiments did not permit these con-

cepts to be explored in flight.

Movingmap display - A simulation evaluation of the coordinated use of a

movlngmap presentation on the electronic multlfunction display (MFD) in con-

junction with the HSI and EADI was carried out to define the best use of the MFD

during manual approach and landing operation (ref. 5). The operation included

acquisition of reference terminal area flight paths leading to the final landing

approach, the approach itself, and go-arounds to and including holding patterns.
These operations were flown on raw data with either the map or HSI or using the

flight director for guidance with the MFD and HSI available to provide status

information. An indication of the display content is provided in figure 7.

While there appeared to be no consistent differences in tracking errors using

the map or HSI, the pilots had more confidence in their ability to maintain
geographical orientation during curved path tracking and establishing holding

patterns when using the map. Course predictor and history dots permitted the

pilots to better anticipate control requirements to capture the reference path,
acquire and maintain the curved track, and to enter a ho]dlng pattern. The HS]

provided better capability for localizer tracking during the flna] approach

segment. Pilot evaluations of task controlabil_ty and precision, utility of

status information, display clutter, and attentlonal workload indicated a pref-

erence for the map although it was felt that improvements could be made on this
display as well as on the HSI cr EADI displays. One sugRested improvement was

to include a heading scale on the EADI; in combination with the MLS deviation

-i data on this instrument the heading scale could e]Imlnate the need to refer to
the HSI during the final approach.

%3
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Automatic ()l.lde-S,lope Tracking Mode_

To date, approximately 105 automatic appr.;_ehes and 25 automatic landings

have been made using tile STOLAND fllght control system. Tile early results have

been characterized by gllde-slop¢, dcvfatlons of _8 m (#25 it) accompanied by

significant fluctuations in rate of climb and t,ngine ,-prowith resulting incon-

sistent flare entries. Steps have been taken to improve the gllde-slope track-

¢ ing performance and to make the fJare entries consistent. The results to be

presented demonstrate some of the problems related to providing good gllde-slope

tracking for STOL aircraft and one solution to these problems. ..-

; :, In normal cruise flight the STOb%ND automatic control system uses pitch

attitude to maintain path tracking and the throttles to control airspeed. When

the aircraft is in the STOL approach mode the control functions are reversed

such that throttles are used for vertical path tracking and pitch attitude is

used to maintain airspeed.

Figure 8 indicates that with the original automatic system design, the air-

_, craft oscillates about the nominal -7.5 ° glide slope with a i0- to 12-see period

and engine rpm varies from 92 to 98 percent. Gain optimization studies carried

out in flight and on the simulator showed that little improvement could be

achieved using the existing autothrottle system. Due to hysteresis in the

:-_: throttle-fuel control_ the automatic system apparently has inadequate bandwidth

t; for good glide-slope tracking. Consequently, the augmenter chokes were intro-

' duced to quiLken and improve the precision of path control. Figure 8 shows the

i-t_ significant improvement in the glide-slope tracking resulting from the use of

iI'_" direct lift control through chokes. The. glide-slope error has been reduced to
;_;
•_ less than -+3 m (-+i0 it), path excursions are less than i° and overall rpm vat|a-

.i: lions reduced to 3 percent. On other STOL airplanes the thrust control may pro-

!" vide the required bandwidth for good trac_-ing but if it does not, direct lift

]i control devices are likely to be required.
[-_.!

, Tile poor path tracking evident in figure 8 did not greatly concern the

-:_ pilots monitoring the approach. They were much more aware of the elevator

i_ activity, pitch oscillations, and normal acceleration levels. The source of the
!=_; elevator activity was a noisy airspeed signal that substantially reduced the

i_i[ elevator activity when smoothed.
)-

L_ Two solutions to the pitch activltv problem were evaluated. First, the
,'; velocity control gains were reduced; this proved unsatisfactory because velocityvr . .

_" transients that occurred during glide-slope, capture persisted for an objection-

! ..,, able duration. Second, the cutoff frt,quencv, on the airspeed component in the
_: complementary filter was lowered; this reduced pitch activity without compromls-

"--"_ " ing velocity tracking performance. "l'ho reducc, d control column and normal

! " acceleration activity did not grL_atly affect the path trac'k]ng but did make the

,; system more acceptable to the pilots.
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,_ CONCLUSIONS

i--, ?

'.: A flight research program was conducted to assess the improvements, in
I longitudinal path contro_ during a STOLapproach and landing, that can be

i,i achieved with manual and automatic control system concepts and with cockpit
.._, displays with various degrees of complexity.

_,_" Substantial improvements in manually flown IFR approaches can be obtained
' with stabilization and command augmentation systems ranging in complexity from
r simple thrust-thrust deflection interconnects to sophisticated path-speed sta-
i: bilization and command configurations. With the augmented aircraft given pilot
_: ratings in the 5-6 range for raw data IFR approaches to a 60 m (200 it) decision

':_i height, ultimate improvement to the 2-I/2 to 4 range can be achieved with the

_,. most complex SCAS. The addition of a flight director to overcome deficiencies
_jr,

_,u_ of the raw data instrument scan permit the rating to be improved to the I-i/2
'i:' to 2-1/2 category for operation to a 30 m (I00 it) decision height. Thus it is

_!_ apparent that fully satisfactory capability to manually perform IFR approaches
i'

...._ to current instrument flight minimums can be obtained for _n aircraft of this
'_; class The ability to accomplish a gentle flare maneuver to a low touchdown

...._' sink rate can also be achieved with systems which augment the basic aircraft's

_-:i_ heave response• Improvements in pilot ratings for the flare from the 4-5 to
._ the 2-3 category can be obtained•

i- Flight research is in progress to demonstrate fully automatic approach and
landing operation to Category llla minimum conditions. A substantial number of

"J',i fully automatic approaches and landings have been performed and recent impro_-e-
_ ments in the gllde-slope tracking loglc have produced a satisfactory system con-
_,, cept. Fully automatic f.%ares to touchdown have been performed and refinement

oo_ of the automatic flare cm.trol is in progress. Once acceptable automatic glide

"_! slope and flare controls _':e established, operational evaluations will be con-

..:_ ducted to explore operational procedures and approach path geometry.

i i;
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TABLE 1.- CtlHI'AI_I:4a_N tfl" ,',t:,'j_ (:t_N(:l,:P'['_q

I:l It,, I t,tl l'll.ot's control
'_: 8CAS concept Moc|I,'IIi [ zii t i _)tl

,t. tl<'l.,llt tt,._p<m._,, teehrliqtlo

Throttle-nozzle Linear. t'ottl4tltht Dt't'tutplt,l-; f I | ght Backside (flight-
interconnect gain comm:md 1 ,,,m p:_th ,m,I _Ir.'_pL't:d path with throttle

,,_, throttles to i't,:tll,ul:;t, f,,r airspeed with
nozzle serves throt t I,, t'oIItr'n] . pitch). Reduces

.... t":.'l,,md,_. I I lght pitch control
l, rlvt' I t,l,,.., activity.

"' Airspeed Error between pi 1.t El |mil|atc._; path- Frontside (flight-
., stabilization selected rt,[t.rktllt.t_ at,k,t ,i C'UI,,I tllg [OF path with pitch).

_ and actual airspt,ed thrntt1,, tontrul. Throttle activity

":' commands nozz]e E I i mJ.at c,_ path 3ignifieantly• - '.,-7

':_ serves. Airspeed ruspcul,-:t, decay for reduced. Some

; derived from corn- pitch _ontr_d. thrust may be
'_ plementary filter. Rv,l,u'e_; i,,_th a ut required to

•_ S[_cetl c>:cttt-,_ i_IlS quicken path
',b

:, t,_ hori::,mtal tracking and
:- "_ _,u:_t .,,. flare.

• -%S,
_< Flight-path Airspeed error corn- S.nR' a_; fur speed Frontsidec ,,_

_,,2' airspeed command raand nozzle sor\u,_, s[al,ili:,.ation.

-:'_jill and stabillzatloE Combination ,,f ()._icken.._ path Only pitch control
i--._._ flight-path and rtsp_m,_, t,, attl- required for

_,,.:: pitch attitude tudt,, approach and
:-",_. error drives thrut- Authoritative p.th flare.

_!::-_: tie and choke cont rt_l

: L_ serves (washout for A-,,,_t,.,..,c " " "i =_xr,

_;,,.: chokes).
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Flight simulator studies were conducted to _:>.al.,a_c.the piloting iroblems

_o,!. resulting from encounters with unusual atmc,tq)her"Ic,;l[:rucb.Lr_(e_,late in landing
ii _ approach. Simulated encounters with dlsturbance:., incluJtng c.::ampleaderived

! i!"I_ from accident data, provided the upportunity to _t_:_;y aJrclaft and pilotperforamnce. It was observed that substamtial dela.va "in pi!ut response to
• shear-induced departures from glide slope often ,.,er.ioucl.yamplified the

i[/Ii consequences of the encounter. In preliminary asse_;sm,::Dt,"an integrated

_ _ flight instrument display featuring fl_ght path as the pri_nary controlled

io_j_, element appeared to provide the means to minimize such dela>'_.

io.,}i IN_ RODUCTI Olq
!_ ._':

:::;'I' This paper reports findings from piloted simulator t.cst_; _.onducted to

':---_°:.{i obtain a better understanding of the piloting problems in,.!ucedby encounters,
=_4. in landing approach, with localized atmospheric d'tsturbat_ccssuch as wind shears
._...._ or downdrafts. This work was motivated by the _ncrea._:ed r-oncern, that followed

recent major accidents in which such disturbance'=:,_,c-reco_vinclngly identified

i-_:_, as the cause. The formulation and conduct of thes,: to-.ate';were influenced by
?°;;°_'_' the background gained during NASA consultation with the [_ational Transportation

°-o_" Safety Board (NTSB) during their investigat_.ons of thebc accidents.o2".
]:';°_ To Illustrate the real hazards of wind shear, tbL: paper begins with a

__,i, review of two accidents from which descriptions oi the atmospheric disturbances
_'2'! were derived. The simulator tests, which _nclude ettcounters with similar wind

i:_of_ environments, are described. Data and observationb {_om these tests are

o_:: discussed. A flight instrument display prineip[,, r.!_a_ :_,i,pL_aruto have potential

_.:_,i for improving tolerance to disturbances in Junding apprc_r_ch "is then described.

.j_: Examples of Wind-Shear Accident,,:

,o:!': In December 1973, a DC-10 descended below,,}',.lJ.,!tl',ilthoil :It!approach to
4 Logan Airport (Boston), striking the approach Light _;t,md',rds short of the

_°"';'_. runway. The aircraft was destroyed, but fortunatc:l'.' tht:_c we_ c., no fatalities
._," The aircraft had performed a normal coupled 1l.,5 al'[',_,'_ t'..; w.ith uutothrottle,

"_'.' to an altitude of 60 m. At this point, while the pilot was completing his

='i}_ transfer from instrtm_ent to visual re[erence, hi. d_.e_g_pkd the autopilot, but

:,: left the autothrottle engaged. Data from the' tlight tt:cordtv indicate a
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subsequent 10-knot loss in airspeed, accompanied by an increasing sink rate.
Corrective action was first too little, then too late. This aircraft was

equipped with a very comprehensive digital flight data recorder (DFDR) that

provided the data defining the winds shown in figure i. The shear from a
strong tailwlnd component at I50-m altitude to a light headwlnd at 50 m caused
the aircraft to overshoot the desired approach speed, even though the auto-

throttle had reduced thrust to near flight idle. When the shear terminated,

the aircraft decelerated toward its target speed, and an undetected sink rate

developed. This wlnd-shear-induced accident is ,_oLable for its unusual
circumstances, not for the severity of the disturbance. At no time was the

performance capability of the airplane challenged -- in fact, it struck the
obstructions at a speed slightly above its reference approach speed.

In June 1975, at John F. Kennedy Airport (New York), during local thunder-

storm activity, several aircraft encountered severe shears late on final

approach. The last of these, a 727, hit approach light standards well short of

the runway, with catastrophic results. This aircraft was equipped with the
more common four-parameter foil recorder, providing insufficient data to define
winds with confidence. Six minutes before the accident, an L-lOll aircraft,

encountering a severe disturbance, had successfully executed a go-around. This

aircraft was equipped with a DFDR. The maneuvers of these two aircraft are

described in figure 2. Examining the flight paths and speed variations, the
observer is led to conclude that the disturbances experienced by the two

aircraft must have been very similar. Flight-path departure rates and speed

losses are nearly identical; however, the L-1011 had the good fortune to suffer
: its encounter at a higher altitude than did the 727. Note that, in each case,

downward departure from the ILS path preceded the sharp spced decay by about

6 sec. The pitch and thrust data, as well as angle-of-attack data, from the
L-lOll enabled the derivation of the winds that aircraft encountered (fig. 3).

These data are plotted to the same time reference as the previous figure. The
initial disturbance, a substantial downdraft of nearly i0 knots (i000 ft/min),

was followed by a 30-knot change in the along-track wind component This
disturbance has been hypothesized to result from a localized cold air downflow

=_ from a thunderstorm cell which, impinging on the surface, produced a high-

velocity horizontal flow radially outward. The meteorological situation at
New York at the time of the accident is analyzed in detail in reference I.

The wind profile (fig. 3) played a prominent role in the simulator program
discussed here.

Atmospheric disturbances of the type documented at New York have since been
_: identified in accidents at Denver (727 take-off) and Philadelphia (DC-9 go-

- around). Unfortunately, these airplanes were not DFDR equipped, and thus winds
cannot be determined with certainty. Further details of the Bo_ton, New York,

: " and Denver accidents can be found in references 2 through 4.

; 64
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",! SI_RN.ATOR TESTS

:_i: Objectives

L' The examples of shear encounters Just discussed contrast the case of

._ subtly induced sinking in the Boston accident with the awesome disturbances
It

experienced by the airplanes at New York. Fortunately, the severe cases are

._, rare, and warning is offered by the thunderstorms that breed them. It appears
:!_ that many other approach accidents and "near misses" have been induced by the

(_;, more modest type of disturbance. Thus it was intended that the simulator tests

i; explore encounters with a wide variety of shears. Answers to the following
_.! questions were sought:

-., I. In the present operational environment, what type and magnitude of

-._::!: disturbance _epresent an obvious hazard in landing approach?
ji'_

_:_ 2. What are the pilot factors that might escalate the effects of a modest
disturbance to produce an accident?

_'.:_ 3. What "onboard" means or techniques to reduce shear hazards appear

",_, worthy of development?

= ,_!'

_. Simulation

_ Facilit9 --The tests were conducted in the Ames Flight Simulator for
_'_. Advanced Aircraft (flg. 4). This facility includes a transport-aircraft-type

--%{! cockpit, large-amplltude cockpit motion, and a Redlfon TV-model board visual

_i. simulation system. During these tests, the pilot station incorporated a
=_i pneumatic "G-seat," on loan from the Air Force, which was intended to produce
_%_! the cues of sustained or lower frequency vertical accelerations.

_::_: Simulated aircraft --Airplane characteristics used in the simulator tests
i', were typical of a shor_:-range, twin-jet transport of the 737, DC-9 category.

_ The engines were assumed to be aft-fuselage-mounted, with thrust contributing

_ essentially no pitching mordent to the aircraft. A landing welght of 43,100 kg

_._.,' (95,000 ib) was used for all tests. Take-off static thrust per engine was

'. 62,274 N (14,000 ib) with 10-percent overboost available. The approach

-_,_ reference speed, Vref, or "bug" speed, was established as 125 knots, approxi-
_ _; mately 1.25 times the speed for maximum lift in l-g flight.

-- _ :°,

-_ i! " Cockpit controls and displays were conventional for transport category
i; aircraft. The attitude Indicator/horizonta] situation dlsp]ay (ADI-HSI)

_;.- were of the Sperry HZ-b configuration. The ADI included an "expanded" pitch
_, scale, a "fast-slow" indicator needle that was activated only for special

....._. tests, and a glide-slope deviatlon needle. The flight director need]es were

:_'!'_ driven by signals computed in the basic simulation computer. The pitch command
-_--_ signal did not employ the HZ-6 system logic; it was computed using the logic of

_. another commonly used flight director system. I'iteh attitude commands

= i. were derived from c summation of pitch attitude and beam error. Ibis system

:'_:'. h5
.L3',/L,

_,,_'

w
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incorporatod ;Dl,:;,l,_y ,_i f, :,v, f ;,._ ,,f f.l. b(_.qm-olrtJr JIll)ut .it mJddJe-lllarki.,r
passage.

An ILS-coup[,:,J :,,Jt,,l,i[,,t,,,_,de.t.;;,_.:,v:l[lable In lh,: uimu]aLluu. Glide-

slope guldancu co,,F,ut:)t 1,u_ t(_ the a_Jtop;J,,t t.,.lu(h.d bt.am-erru[ rates derived

from vertical a,:colortltJ,,r, :Iml Wn.q ,,'l)re,_uut;It|%c Jn its capubllJtles of the
newer "autoland" :mtop!!,,,. .:,,._toms.

A "head-up" di;;p]:,,/:.y:_1,m__n;; u,Jed ]ate Jn the tests to evaluate modified

flight data display co:_,.'-I:t:_. The :wmbolo)[y (discussed later) was optically "

combined (with :_ m]r]:nr b_,;v.,,-pl, ttter) with t|le scene presented by the Redifon

visual simulatio. _;.::,, ,:,. '!l,: _,,mb__ned i_ulges were viewed through collimating
lenses.

VisiLi_ftL:_i_,.2,'t." .... -- I(_ouced visibility due to cloud or fog was

simulated eleetron]cal.ly. VisJbi[ity conditions as low as 30-m ceiling and

300-m visual rmlge (IWP) ".,2,t._:_!t,,IL_t_,dto the satisfac.tion of the pilots who

participated in the t:e:;__. i,_ thl_s Vv.ograP,, no cases of interrupted visibility
were simulated; th,. liV:'_,,,-.,:_dc..r;':.,,¢eJa'_ a!tJt,,de decreased.

W_nd elk{ Zi.(_q,h_.,,,..,.a/,:_:',:f;,-.: - A large ntm,ber of wind profiles (velocity

varying with a].titv<_,:[,.I,::_ 23'2 ,:..),.,_z<__ established for the program. Three

"logarithmic" profJl,,. _i,., t_.ti:.r[.: of widely di_pnrate atmospheric lapse

rates, constituted the ba,_(,. ,.,r,._,_rm:..On these shear profiles were superimposed

perturbations th:it d,.._i_,.,:. ',,',.*c ._],¢ar,,varying,, in altitude of initiation,

total amplitude, a,d g_a4J,,,t _i:,t,_ pc, unit altitude). Example:_ ot the along-

track sbear profiles ur;ed i,: tl:c t.e_:t;,t_r,.showu in fi_',ure 5. Crosstrack wind

profiles were defi,,,d :',- .cr_,_.o_-_)..t,.:fthe alon£,-track amplitudes. A

"40-r,ereent" czoscwJu,-_ ,._,-:i-c..:r,tl_o,,eeither the left or right was commonly

usel. In addition t, th,_,_.:_;.a,_.ro!/;-d altitude_4_ependent wind profiles, a

f_cslmile of the at_w,,.;.'-b<,.I_ .:Jt_iationsrecorded in the I,-1011 (discussed

earlier) was progr;_'_',,,d..;;.i _,n,_ti,.m ,.:]_d_staucc along the approach path,
initiating at a pvb_I _,'__c:'_-._.,:.L:',_.' t.,:, that o_L tlw 727 enLounter. Discrete

geographically detlncJ ,c!-r.,_,_.,).dr_Jt:- t,:er._also programmed. Simulated random

turbslence, approp._iot_. ,, ii:,,_.;i_,dcv.i;ditions, was superimposed on the shear

profiles.

TESTS

Six pilots wl,o t,',cu_'tl _1_. t_,'mt;pc,_t category ai._crnft participated in

:_ . the tests. After al,l._,d,,-i ,t, ia,,;ilfari._.att,n, with the simulated aircraft, they
each flew appvoathv_- _,_ .'l_ t., 5(.! ,iilfuztmt combinations oi atmospheric dis-

;' turbance and visfbt] it,. .'_IT i, _ :_ t,,v ,.,l,p_(_.:thus were manually controllod,

•: with flight directc.t _[_,! _l_._'e av_i].'lh.]e, t'bcp_sure to the Nuw York thunderstorm

profile was iuc[ud,,d x:,,l] ,l,.,_v i, ,..,,,'h i._lots o::perieucu ill tht2 simu],ltic, n

:_, while lie w¢ls tv,,l_] [,,_ ,{[:, ,::l .... _: ," Jt'v;_,,:I" I_.,agt_JtUdc , , :\ ._trt,tl)" ufft, rt v.'a.,:.. made to create the. ¢ ,_L': ,., *.',,, i):l :'., r,. t._it_o:;_:, .',rod ;urt, rf;:, tl'..,t ,'l,.iI,,, tt.rJ:.,._l
:' the real etl(:_tll_It',:-
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'., All approaches were initiated at an altitude of about 300 m. Normal

_ control tower information regarding winds and visibility were transmitted to

the pilot. In most cases of large disturbance, tower reports of previous

. encounters were included. Use of conventional cockpit procedures, including

standard call outs, was encouraged. All pertinent pilot inputs and aircraft
-. responses were recorded, and the pilots' observations were recorded on voice

tape after each aplroach. At the end of the simulator exercise, and during a

brief opportunity t_everal months later, panel display modifications and several
electronic head-up display formats were evaluated subjectively in the presence

< of disturbances.
¢

[ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

_ Aircraft Performance Potential

L.

-_!! Since the response to a shear encounter involves both pilot and aircraft

Z% performance, it is appropriate to preface a discussion of the results with a

_ review of aircraft performance capabilities assumed in these tests.

, Figure 6 represents an attempt to put in perspective the level of

."I_ disturbances experienced in the simulator relative to airplane performance

_ capabilities for both the generalized shear cases and for the New York profile.
Any point on this graph represents the duration of a "head-wlnd to tail-wind"

or "negative" shear of given rate of change (in knots/set). A useful approxi-
_. matlon is the equivalence, in terms of energy loss, of a 6-knot downdraft to

-"' l-knot/set shear. The top line defines the theoretical shear (or equivalent,r

_ combination of shear and downdraft) that can be tolerated without leaving the

!: glldepath or falling below stall-warnlng speed -- _ take-off thrust is instan-

_ taneously available at the onset of the disturbance and appropriate pitch
_ corrections are made. The lower curve represents the case of continued

![ approach thrust. The crosshatched area is an envelope of all the generalized
_<_ disturbances experienced in the simulator tests. Also indicated is the distur-

,_ bance level of the New York profile. It can be seen that the generalized shear

i: cases do not challenge the aircraft's performance potential. On the other hand,
" the New York profile leaves a comparatively small margin of performance.

_.,. Observations from Simulated Encounters
x_

_, The simulator exercises provided a wealth of observations -- and generated

c_ • some new questions -- regarding the significance in shear encounter of factors

.... such as training, individual piloting techniques, flight director loglc, and

;,:. concurrent transfer from instrument to visual references. However, most of

_L_, these points deserve more analysis and perhaps more experimentation before they

_ are reported. This paper is limited to a discussion of pilot response delays

-_ in wlnd-shear encounters and means to reduce those delays.

_'_ New York shea2, pro_'i_c -As indicated earlier, each of the six pilots in

_:' the simulator program suffered one well-conditloned encounter with a model of

i

_.

k
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the New York dewndraft-wlnd-shez, r phenomenon. In two of the six simulated

_; encounters, the aircraft descended to altitudes where they would have

+,i: encountered obstructions, in almo+'_Lexact duplication of the 727 accident. A
i_i third resulted in a near miss, and the rem;,Inlng three recovered wlth sizeable

:,_ terrain clearance. Figure 7 compare_ the sm_llest and the largest altitude

:'_' divergences seen in these encotu£Lers WhJ+le one of the simulated aircraft
" in effect "crashes," the other executes a successful go-around with a minimum

altitude of 40 m, only 20 m below ILS glide-slope altitude. The single most

"_i_. important difference in pilot response Is seen in the record of thrust. The

_t successful pilot perceived the sink rate induced by the downdraft and had added

substantial thrust by the time the shear was encountered. The pilot also
_'p' pitched the aircraft to regain near normal sink rate When the speed was seen-?'L

+,_ to decay even farther, even with the In_tlal addition of power, take-off thrust

:!i was immediately applied• Speed did not fall below 124 knots. The other pilot

_+ made no significant response to the downdraft £n r_ sponse to the rapid

_, decrease in airspeed due to the shear, power was tentatively added. By the

_ time this response was recognized as inadequate, the aircraft was below 30 m,

_: in a high sink-rate condition, and ]0 knc,ts below approach reference speed --

_, + recovery was highly improbable.

_)! Further evidence of the value of quick response is seen in figure 8, which

-+_ illustrates the performance of an autopilot-autothrottle system in an encounter

._. wlth the same profile• Flight path was held tightly, but with significant

-°j+;'_ speed loss. The automatic systems perceived and acted with a very modest delay.
_>_; As indicated in figure 7, the pilot connot be counted on to act as effectively•
+Tf
...._; GenePa_zed 8heom p_,o_am - The performances recorded in the other dlstur-

'c'°_°, bancee can be reviewed for further evidence of the perception problem. As

%1_ might be expected, since these disturbances did not seriously challenge airplane
-?_'?,
_.? performance and the pilots were considered well warned, no simulated accidentJ
+++,. occurred. There was a small number of aborted approaches and several hard

+%$. landings. Subjective observations by the pilots were highly variable for the
-. lesser disturbances -- sometimes the disturbance was hardly noticed; at other

_'./- times, the same disturbance caused a very significant workload. The shears

j:_ that the pilots considered hazardous were of the highest amplitudes and

=_! gradients, for example, 15-20 knots in 30 m of altitude, and initiating below
"°" lO0-m altitude. Figure 9 shows characteristic values of speed and altitude

_+: losses for several levels of shear intcns+ty_. The shaded points represent the

+_ larger disturbances• Generally, these __evels of speed and flight-path
_,. deviation do not seem large or dangerous; however, if they are considered to

=_+_i[ occur very low in the approach, at ti_-c_sin low visibility, the hazard is moreapparent. The observation can be mode that the energy losses represented in
_: these excursions represent roughly 75 percent of the energy loss in the dlstur-

_i' ' bance input This would indicate delay ih effective countering of this loss_,.. _,.. : •

+_+._'.. by the pilot.

...._,+::i Figure i0 illustrates examp]+_ _csl,on_,ctimes _or thrust and pitch inputs

ii+!_ From the data represented by tht _Irclcd p_,it+t+,a wide variation of responses? is seen. This mlgl_t be expect,_d duc to ,_Jllc,-_,t_c_,_In rates of onset of the

:+t: disturbance, as well as variations iu lltght condition at the point of onset_-_.:,,,,+_i,'

•+>+"__++,
•,L+° +

:++" 68
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Initial thrust _esponses are seen within 3 to 4 see, indicating tight monitor-

ing of airspeed. However, pitch attitude increases required to arrest the

increased sink rate occur 6 to ]0 sac after shear Jnltlatlon, indicating that

flight-path angle or rate-of-descent divergences are slow to be recognized,
'i

D

_: "he response lags shown for the simulated New York shear encounters are,.
ev re pronounced. The quickest responses were exhibited by the pilot that
s .aneously added thrust and pitched up within 5 sec of the disturbance

"_ onset. The delays in thrust addition are presumed due to the fact that the
initial disturbance was a downdraft that did not create an immediate speed
decay. The delays in pitch response are more surprising in view of the immedl-

_: ate increase in sink rate induced by the downdraft.

Means for Improving Fllght-Path Control

These observations of performance in shears led to the conclusion that
conventional displays do not provide the pilot with the means for uninterrupted

--s.

awareness of his flight path, and that visual cues outside the aircraft
can also be tenuous. As indicated earlier, the tests were concluued with

_ evaluations of display concepts aimed at improving the pilot's capability to
control speed and flight path in strong disturbances. By far the most eneour-

i aging results were obtained using the electronic head-up display equipment

-:! available to the simulator to create integrated dlsplays of various conflgura-

• tions. The format described in figure 11, which has been the subject of very

brief experience in the simulator, appears to essentially eliminate the path
__i and speed perception delays demonstrated with conventional displays• In

_i addition to the fixed airplane symbol and moving horizon, the display includes

_ the following elements: a runway symbol, in approximate perspective, with a
._ touchdown reference point; a glide slope angular error indication, referenced

_ to a negative three-degree pitch scale index; a flight-path symbol, referenced

._ to the horizon; and a speed error indication referenced to the airplane symbol•

! The effectiveness of the display in reducing time delays in the perception
_ of flight-path changes results from the fact that the flight-path indicator

_' can be substituted for the airplane symbol as the primary controlled element

_ To correct the flight situation illustrated, the glide-slope line is simply

-_i tracked with the flight-path symbol, resulting in a convergence as indicated

_. in figure 12. In the experiments, the fllght-path information was assumed to
!_ be inertlally derived, and a small component of lagged pitch rate was added to
!i compensate for the normal time lag between attitude and flight-path response.

The speed error symbology was well received and could usually be sensed in

. peripheral vision while concentrating on the flight-path symbol.

Several i,oints regarding this display concept must be discussed. The

_, concept of flight path as the primary element is not original here; it is

"i' utilized in a well publicized commercial HUD system. The format shown is not

-_'_ a developed display. _q_ile it demonstrates effectiveness in tracking the glide

"_ slope, it is inadequate for lateral guidance without additional information.
_. There is no reason that the concept cannot be used in a panel-mounted display.
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_', CONCLUSIONS

•> Analysis of simulator data and accident records indicates that the

" consequences of wind-shear encounters are seriously aggravated by delays In

;. perception of speed and flight-path divergences when conventional cockpit
,- displays or visual references are used. The significance of these delays is
.ii apparent when piloted performance is compared with the performance of a modern

,; autothrottle system in the same disturbance. Cockpit display concepts,
,'' integrating flight-path and speed information, hold promise of eliminating delays --'

z in pilot perception and are worthy of concerted development efforts.

, •-L
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DELAYED FLAP APPROACH PROCEDURES FOR NOISE ABATEMENT

AND FUEL CONSERVATION

Fred G. Edwards, John S. Bull, John D. Foster,

Daniel M. Hegarty, and Fred J. Drinkwater, III
NASA Ames Research Center

The objective of this program is to investigate the Delayed Flap Approach,
which is an operational procedure designed to reduce fuel and noise in the

landing approach of a jet transport. This report will describe the delayed flap

operational procedures, discuss pilot acceptability of those procedures and dis-

plays, and show fuel/noise benefits resulting from flight tests and simulation.

INTRODUCTION

_ The conventional jet transport stabilized landing approach procedure
=: requires moderately high thrust settings for an extended time, with the

accompanying community noise impact and relatively high fuel consumption.

::: Significant reductions in both noise Beneration and fuel consumption can be

gained through careful tailoring of the app:oach flight path, the operational

__, procedures, and the airspeed profile, for example, the noise problem has

,_ been attacked in recent years with development of the two-segment approach,

_ which brings the aircraft in at a steeper angle initially and achieves noise
reduction through lower thrust settings and high altitudes during most of

' the approach (refs. 1, 2).

_; Also, the Air Transport Association (A'[A)met,bet airlines have developed
):

=-_; and instituted the "reduced flap" noise abatement landing procedure_ through-

=_: out most of the domestic airline systems (ref. 3). For this approach, the

aircraft flies the standard straight-in path, but maintains a flap setting

=,_ "one notch less" than minimum landing flap setting unt_l f_na] landh_g fl._p
!i deployment at about 305 m (i000 it) altitude. The final landln_. )lap a;e]ected

,: would be the minimum certified landing flap setttnK which is permissible for the
:_' particular landing. The intent is to assure that final approach stabilization

is achieved at not less than 152 m (500 it) above field elevation.

,: More recently, Lufthansa German airlines pioneered a Iow-d)a_'/l_w-),(,_cr
approach technique (known as the TIPTOE approach) and has mad<_ it th_.Ir stan-

_. dard ILS approach procedure (ref. 4). This technique is being cousldured for
adoption by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) f<,ruse by all

_, member airlines at landing fields where ground facilities permit. The target

stabilization altitude for the IATA approach is 305 m (I000 it) above f_eld

_ 77
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_ .!,i elevation. Both the ATA and IATA techniques comprise a decelerating process,

"._ employing delays and/or reductions In tl'e extension of the landing gear and_
-.: the use of_ flaps, with a consequent reduction in the amount of power required

<' to conduct the approach. Both are "thumb-rule" techniques, where pilot action

i: is keyed on aircraft velocity and altitude above the ground and DME informa-
?" lion when available.

_, The NASA/Ames Research Center is currently investigating the so-called

a: "delayed flap" approach (refs. 5-7) where pilot actions are determined and

_;, prescribed by an onboard digital computer. The onboard digital computer

!. determines the proper _iming for the deployment of the landing gear and flaps
':" based on the existing winds and airplane gross weight. Advisory commands are

:.:!_ displayed to the pilot. The approach is flown along the conventional ILS

'I: glide slope but is initiated at a higher airspeed and in a clean aircraft

; _' configuration that allows for low thrust and results in reduced noise and fuel
&
, _. consum___on-_'_.

i$ The procedure is an application of energy management concepts, where the
_: proper timing of the deplo}nnent of the landing gear and flaps is used to

-"; dissipate the energv in a controlled manner while the engines are at low_-_ .

__r throttle setting.!"
_, This procedure has several advantages over the ATA and the Lufthansa types

- _i'-t. of approaches. The computation capability provides for consistency of opera-

--2_:'i! tlons and allows additional noise relief and fuel savings. The system has the

_'_. potential for increasing operational safety by lessening pilot workload and

}i ! providing an energy management engine-out landing capability and a wind shear

__!! detection and warning function. The primary disadvantage is, of course, the
_!: requirement for additional avionics. Definition of this equipment and
....._: assocJdted costs are the subject of an ongoing study.

__._;

,:._I; The elements of the Ames delayed flap program consist of operation with

=:_: the NASA Convair 990 airplane (shown in fig i) and application of the concept
to other aircraft.

_-_ The program has proceeded through an analysis and a piloted simulation

"_°_ phase and more than 100 hr of flight test (,valuation onboard the CV-990.

-£ "Iho results of the flight test evaluation which show the fuel and noise2
•oj benefits will bt, presented and discussed. "Ihe results ef a limited guest

_, pilot evaluation of the procedures will alst, be presented.

°°7 " Ames has contracted with the Boeing Cor,_erctal ,4irplane Cora.l'.anv to

I; investt_;ate tilL' benofits .nd pr<,blem._ associated with the at;plicati,m c,f the

._'/_ delayed flap concept.; to an aircralt in th_ current flt, ct. 'lhc rcsult_ ,,f
_: the Boeing analvqis _1 the fuel and noise benefits lot the Boeing 727 airplanc

_.'_.::'i'_ ,,ft. (',,,,l|,_ t't e ,lnd ','i I _ b_.' pres_*r_t ed .

i',"
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OPERATIONAL PROgEDURES AND DISPLAY CONCEPT

Figure 2 shows a typical delayed flap approach for the CV-990. In con-
trast to a conventional stabilized approach, which is flown at a constant air-

speed of about 150 knots and moderately high thrust settings throughout the
approach, the delayed flap approach begins at a higher initial aJrspeed,
240 knots and decelerates at idle thrust through most of the approach. The

pilot intercepts the ILS glidepath at about 10 n. mi. from touchdown and at
approximately 900 m altitude. He then retards the throttles to the idle
detent and begins a slow deceleration. At about 6 n. mi. and 230 knots,

the pilot is given a command from the digital computer to lower the landing

:: gear. At about 5 n. mi. and 220 knots a co=anand is given to lower approach
I.

flaps, and flaps are commanded to the landing position at about 4 n. mi. _md
200 knots. The aircraft decelerates to final approach airspeed at about

150 m altitude, at which point the pilot advances the throttles to approach

power and the last portion of the approach is flown at a stabilized airspeed
:: similar to a conventional approach. In headwinds, extension of landing gear

: and flaps is delayed and in a tailwind condition, they are commanded farther

out in the approach. Thus, regardless of wind conditions, the aircraft is

always stabilized for landing at 150 m altitude, which is consistent with
current airline procedures.

Figure 3 shows the CV-990 cockpit and displays that the pilot use_ to

, perform a delayed flap ap_'oach. In addition to the normal Instrument_ are
a fast/slow indicator which is part of the ADI, an alphanumeric message di_-

play, and a data entry keyboard.

': The fast/slow display, which is commonly found in many currunt jet

"' transports, allows the pilot to monitor the energy state u! the aircratt.
While on the glide path, th_s instrument tells the pilot '" the a rLr._It L:,

decelerating relative to =he desired airspeed schedule, l'his is s_milar to

_- the way fast/slow displays are normally used, except that the m;ual rt,lt:r_q:t_.

airspeed is constant and not changed as in this case for a dula\_'d flap

approach.

The message display signals the pilot wher tu extend landin>; _,car,

approach and landing flaps, and when to apply approach power. "lht,;rL'l.-'1
timing of signals is accomplished by a digital computer onbL, ard t)Jt iV-' 90
aircraft. In essence, the computer predicts the manner in wh[t:ii tht ,'tit-, r._t

will decelerate during the opproach to landing, taking into account tht _.:Jt,,!

i:I. and changing aircraft weight. Based upon this computed dt.:'clerati,,u, tht
computer signals tile pilot when the flaps or gear ts to b_ lowered t:, fl,, d:iI,,

: a command on tile message display. When the pilot has taken the requirt.d
action, the display goes blank again until the next event i.,-:tt,,,,,:ur. All

--, this is accomplished so that the aircraft arrives at the final appr_,aLh
: airspeed at precisely the right altitude and desir_:d distm_tt, fr,-: t,,a!d,,wr.

t, The data entry keyboard provides a means fur ct.,mmunicatin_ witl, tl,,.

digita) computer. For a delayed flap approach, it would be used t,, i_;,ut
: landing site data, such as the field elevation or 1Lk: ;:lidt. ::;l,,l,_ atvtt .
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.:2. _ L

'fht, equipv,,t'tlt Mlown 111 J iF.el,., _ I,. i;,,! :',, .'_!' , , _, l,J,,!,,.tll ,Ih ;t,'Lu,L]

": airline tn,'-;tallatloxl. ]1., dtg|t,tl ,,,v.l,,l_q,r ,:,, I,,_' ,,v,,_ t l_,. _A:-990 :,IrI, l,,nt,

, were used In thls progr,mL I_.,.,_:n,v.,_, ,,! ll:q,J ,,,.,,,il .! l]_l.,, ,_lld tl_t, lr ,t_]ltty t,,

:,.. perform the required tas_.s. 'It,. .,,., i,,I_ i, , iI,.wl '...:L, td ,q. i_J';I,Jll,:,l it_ ;1 ('1)I1""

°, ventlon_,l Jet transport tn ol'dCl t,, J,;tv,. ,_ tt,,1,,,',ql I I;t 1, ,tl,pl,,;_(tl c,,t,abillty
wonLd be tatl,,rt:d to lllk,t,t tile 1"!'¢_1111,'I:,('"I_; ,,I Ii', ,!il l illt"q.

_,
_' cy--_9._.O_,jm_r_.kl.i, :n.,,

:..::; No]st, Me;_.,mre;,_ent ]'t-:,nll.._

:, k serteu of noise measurements was mode dur{:_ i' t.ltt, fJight test evaluation

of the delayed flap approach in the NASA CV-99(' ,,ir,.T,91t at the Edwards Atr

, Force Base (EAFB) test range. Tile purpose was to r_ea:;ure and compare the

{_ noise level on the ground under the flight ,,,ati, _.:hil_. using: different types
":{ of operational procedures wF.tch included t-h,. c_.,n_, ,:t i_,nn.I, the A'IA reduced

__.,,:. flap and the delayed flap approaches.
*-'.}

o" S
.._7__- A total of 10 noise measurement sit_a _.:_.- ,._t_ll,.',-J. .i.x of tile sites were

'. located on tile extended runway centerl it,,t _ r_ll, t,m _,, t, t-:. nli. from the runway

", threshold. Tim remaining f,_,ttr .__.it,.,.q _,'...r, .... _f,. :_L v:..ri,,us _ideline distances

:-_; along tile test range. Thvst, lnt..,.qtll-t-_:_..it.-; ,..i_.I_. . _::_, ,.,itl, the assistance ci

_,:. Dryden Flt_:ht R,,::earc'l_ Center p,.:-.a,,,:,,._, .:+,-_ _. }j.!;t tu:-t series ill
"_ September 1915. The [u,i'-'.e _ec,,r._,_" ,',._;_:. ,{ ,_t.. ta, . ,',,,_m,] r'_d,r tracking
:: datai wel't_ tinre correl;l.-.ed to ;.ro,'!J,. t._, : .,. ; : ' ,,_ ,,[r,r:_tt relative tt'

tile sound Ine,'_surement equit.g, ent _urin_ I i:,- ", .a:....
". ,,

o.-

.-.". The approaches wt, r_, cenductv,! d,:r;:,,..-c,-vr:] ,.ia,:: ,,I fl'£ht lestim:
under conditiun:_ wher_ the i,w !lli_,.d _,i._:,::. ,.. _]_a. 'r,i', I l, ]t, }n,,t._

_" .rod th, 2 alrc'caft weight varleJ c, T, _'_ _• =........ ,_.". _}; _!.:' , ..... _ .'i tc _',',,00(' kg
-.;)I ', ' I i:'l . '_,,-' t2 .*'II t,f the.:: (141,0)0 lb) on tile differs,hi .ti'pr,' .... l_,'.'.. ]'_ ',:' _ !v'.'.;t _
':: te._t qite at EAFB was _,tt(_ :n ,d,,vt, _',..:_ .... _ ', ,t,;, ...' '", ,1._, _,.i,],.-;_l,,pv

_ anglw was " 5 _ which ts ]ewt, r th.m th, tyi. ,I -,'- ..[i.:,. ,.].q,_. f,,umi ;:t most

,; aitp_,lt.b. ']'ht,,,:. f;lctor._ _omplitntc th_ .mini',',!.,-. ,;.: i-,ttti:l_.t,.ltJo_ <f tile

,_ data ::ince thex ;tffett tt,- _;et'lP, ttr" t'] f_ ,, ' '

.t oper,ttit, na] procedures ;llld tht .}_.t _'l'.j:,lll_ , '' i ; .... , .... :_ ._lt,' _l,i,l,',l,'!lt'S

_i ,ind tim,,, tl,e n,,tse and flit, 1 rea,-'urem,.q.t ':. a,, _ _ , :, , c_:t ,_ _,,n.istt, nt

:--7.! ,,.;et of data for direct comparks;c, ns .',.'t, :: I , ,;"' _, ,.' :vi .... ": .q,t,r_'a,'hes,

,.i' tt w,_:, .tocided t,: u,_e the tlnfl ik'.ht l_':.: '_''. _ _: ..,' _ .11'.. 't. ,:.i...' t:-,c.

-:.ii :tircl-.'tft ;,,r._,lvn;tlnl,_-,, t,ngi,,:e h,'i.0', .,.1.: : _< ,t_...... .' _,iu':tihF. '.l,t.
o.:. i,/lri,,:_.t?tt, r. _ ,t tit,_, c_,,:,L,utpt l_,,d,_.l, t,, . :,. ,, .. . : _1,, I i_ht d,,t,_,

,; t l;_, l'*_qllltlllk ' Ic,'d,,lq ,',_ul, t ',_' aI_,-" I ',._1':, ,,,: , : ,, ,:_ ,e r
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.-: computer anal>_l._l.,re gi,.,,_,, i,_ ,_l_,c,,,, ]. It.. :,ub:;,:qucrtt fl_,_t,_t:. _. pt',':,t'rlt

7' the ret_ults of thl*, c,_ral'_tl_.r i,,b_l,':-;I ,,

"_,, Figure 4 qhow;-; the, t,,.ilt, rlin,. II,,i:-,,_, It, vt:l ;,,.neratcd by the CV-990 ,'llr-

" craft on each of t}-ii-c.i, tyl,e_. ,il ,ip; r_,,,,'l,t::.: ti.: ,:<;nvvntl,mal, the ATA
: reduct_d flap and the dt.1;_y,,.d t l:lp. ']'tlt:.c d.lt;, ;.lrt, for the more typical 3*

: " :' approach path. The tlpp! i,;l,,ll_,_. ,tFt, ,,1 ] f_Jl" ,-t tin--wind c.otM It ton at ,'in :it re raft
[

! !, weight of 81,b50 kg (18(},f._l_ ll_). Plt,lted Is the effective percelved nc, lst,
} o level in dB (EPNLdB) vt, r,_;,.; tilt, ,itl_},,_ t,, t_,uchdown in nautl,:al mlle:_, l_ey_uld
,.,_ glide-slope capture the aircldlt tl, ,:_,:h ,¢_m., is flying at a constant 90f, 111

_.,":'_ altitude, gltde-slol,e eaf.,tule ,,c.,ur,q at atl,oul q-.I/2 n. mr. item t.uchdown.
.) ,

:'i'_ Tile 150 m stabilizatIt,n ,tlt it,ldt: l_,r the dt_iayed flap ;q,pr<,ach is
':" indicated at about 2 n mi Inside o1 " n. I,'I] the aircraft conflgurati_,n and. e,J • • _ •

': thrust level are at)otlt the saint, t,,1 e.dch appr,_a,'h and tile noise levels are., v'

,__.... about equal. Between 8 n, inf. and 2 n. v,i. there ts a significant reduction

:ao, in noise generated by the- airtr, ft on a delayed flap approach. A 10- to
'..i:;. 12-dB reduction is il_di_:at_d ,,vvr L,,th the e,,nventional and reduced flap

27::' approach.

_ .°f: The sideline noise d_:ta w.._ vl:,e _>,_._r._,ted t_r ea_ch of the thr_,e r,pi,roach
_-_'::;,_ types. These data were genv.,_tvd IT, lilt c,miputer noise model, which ust-d the
i °; flight test s_dellne noise :'.t;ls_tCtlaCnt_; it, retint- the model t;arap.,vter.,s. 'l'l:ei z.'.i

:._,o, areas of the resulting C,_l,l_l-,llt',_; V,',.'I', tlll'lt ,."v!ct.:lated so that a direct c,,r_-
i "d.:: parison of the nois_.' i:qpact_-d vvv.,_ . ,._ld }-:c made 'fht: 9(I-I".PNI.dB tc.nt,,m

,_., areas for each of t"_.... I h, t_'t. i.:.l,,. ,. , : , _ l,rt _t [_t._ /tr_. included in fivure. -, .

, Figure 5 sho_.., tiit: ('\ r-latH} l,_ql¢,.fit._ -,-,ri,i_l-is_ti f_,r the three dift-tl'crlt

'" approach technique._: ' la_ ,,!.v! l_t. i,.,l];i I _ l't.dtl,'t,d flap ,.,nd dt-l,'_vt, d _ la t,

_.a_. approach, in terms t,_ tl,t 'd:'-[.I".,I.,ii'. a,,i.-.e _l_tt,ur al't_a under each flig},t path
L_..':: (in lien2); the time v:.pcndvd ,,n t}.v ,,: ., .,,: t!t_ _. inute._) fro_:i the ,_,r.a:,mi
" :'::i initial point at I_ _:. _:i. _'ut, t:, t,.,:_,l>l, w_; :,t_,I the I ttel cons:lr._d by the

::.._.!:. aircraft during vm'h d|,pr,, .... !. (!',_ k_',.
.i

_: The current afrliue ['t" 'tt','!':t',' (_[,t lttdllft't] t ],tI,_ approach) i;:,:., ;_ _kqltOllI"

°, area only 80 percent tF._t ,,: t,,, , ,,,,, ,tt i,.H,:l ,,}[,r,,ach. Thtts, t},,: ;:irlf._s:
_. have been able to :tct_i_.,..0 - ,..:,. :,,J,',. r, .',, t ,, I: :,:-,int: '_i,t ralti, ll,'ll I 1'" ,.'dl'F_'-,

>- ]_ which do trot requiFt, t!. ,_,',:i', i ;: , ! _i,,_.

..;2 The del;lvt, d _1,,!, l'l ..... :":" "'!' ' ,.,. id_t !l.1_ ,_d.!iti, n.,l '_":, _I,I
":%_:' This contour area t_. _,,11'.' l'', ':. l.,l'.' ,_'* 11.,11 f'"l" th,: ,:,,_,ve_,tlt,_,al a!'i '"',,",
_:i o:, and less than 1/5 tl,t ..,i.., ':,,_ ',,,_ _,' t_;,, ,I,lIt,!l|. ail-lint, pr_t'td'l?,,

_9., ,Y.

.... d
,1

o

,_.-. : l'r_ sent ,.,d if', the :i'i"'; , _ : ; , ,_I , , tl,c ':_,,! ,::.v! !'_1 i_,' , ,

} "QI{, el the th,'ee t:,'pt, s ,,: 'l'i ...... :' ,,
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A fuel measurement system was developed and installed In the CV-990
, ;_trcraft to Saml, le and provide a contlnu(ms measurement of the fuc, l flow to

:_,; _.ach o( the fm_r end, inca. Fuel. tLow to each engine ts _mmmed in the dlgltal
comput,:q: I:o update the wul__,ht of the aircraft In re_ai-tlme.. A continuous

,. rc, c,-,rd of thL' luel use Is therefore available throughout the flight mis_lon.

A,-; mc,ch,mtzc.d, tile tlystem has a re6c,.tution of 3.6 kF, (8 lb). It |hI_; b¢,oll

,;, _,:ittmatcd that during the approximate 5-rain duration of an appro,wh tht. fuel
_' u,'_c,d can be determined to within _7 kg ('15 lb).

During the flight test onboard the CV-990, the fuel cons_ned wa,,_mt_asurcd

;; for a series of each of the different types of approaches (tile conventional,
_: ATA reduced flap, and tile delayed flap). The same initial condition was

:_ established prior to beginning each approach. Tills initial condition was:

_; range from touchdown 15 n. ml.; altitude approximately 900 m (3000 ft);
!
_ indicated airspeed 240 knots; and flaps and landing gear up. Tile resulting
!_ flight data was again used to validate a computer model from which a directly

_-" comparable set of data could be generated for identical test condition. This

;, data is showll in the bar charts of figure 5.

_._c_' The current airline procedure (Reduced Flap Approach) saves 50 kgE ,.h

_!i of fuel over the conventional approach, while the delayed flap approach saves
an additional 130 kg over the reduced flap approach.

4:

....: The delayed flap approach does require additional avionics, but the cost

_i of this avionics could possibly be recovered in a reasonable period of time
v. Irom the cost of fuel saved.

i_ Time savings are also important to airline operations, and it is sho_m in

i :: figure 5 that tile delayed flap approach saves a minute of operating time over

b_,th the reduced and conventional approaches.
._;

• _cation to Current Airlines Aircraft

i-?
..:, NASA has contracted wlth the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company t_, evalu-

_ ,ttc tht: de]eyed flap concept or, an aircraft which is representntive of those

., in cl_rrcnt airline use. The objective is to _xamine some of the prc, blet.m: ,A

., ,l',_._,o,_.iatcd with the application of tilt' delayed flap convept tc a current
; e iiirctaft ,rod t_. evalu.t_: thL. full and noise tcnetits. Ihe opvratiolhil lllght

pr,,,_cdu_,:., t._,mputer algorithm and benefits will be different for each t.vpv

!-,_;{ ,,t- air: l,ttl., l'rcst..nted in this section will bt, a portion oI the .';tudv
_., rw,'ult: l,,r the Boeing 727 airplcu_e. Complete study results are presented in
i ,, rc! crol],,., 8.
• -_t[

%1

a_' Boeing 727 _)perational Proccdure

I r_..:cnted in ft_;ur_, _ is an example of the delayed flap procedure a.';

?-.._ ,Maptcd to tl,_' Boeing 727 aircr.ft. The figure ,qhows the altitude and

°l ,'_[r_t,v_,d profiles as ,i [unction ot range to touchdown. Tilt, vilriou, _, t,v(,Dt--;

_i _ which occur during; the approach art, indicated on the airspeed profilc. ]t/t,

,_'_ ......-;,--...:................•. :-.-=-:::_,, , : , :,,_ : _ . ...... -_ _ : - 121 ...... J_.,_...._ _ ;; ..... : --" :-_{_--4,'a7 --=" " _..._ "
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i:_1.t'
.....' aircraft provides five flap detents to control thu ¢:n£,r}.,0y dtlFJn}' [hit appr{,;l,'h•
"°*:7.._ If the approach in l,lttlnted from 900 m and 220 knotf-;, ;ill 'fllown her,., Idle.
:,? thrust is commanded just prior to glido-slop_, rapier,:,• 2h,_, COllllllimdI-; ,trt,

;i} illuminated on an annunciator on the Pllot_ Panel of tlw B-727, A_ the
?, approach progresses tile command will be generated in the _quun,'_, M_-v,'n In Ill,.
:i figure (I.e., flap = 2", 5° 15a, , etc.)•

d

: For non-icing conditions the deceleration l_i arrc:_tvd by reapt)lyl.v,
' thrust in two steps, first to an engine pressure rat.l,, (I-I'R) ,,f ].1 (at ab,,ut

2.5 n• ml•) and then to normal approach power setting (about I.:I'R l.t) ;it tilt,

;_ target altitude of 150 m. The first step to EPR 1.1 Initiate,'; Ullglllt' ;IC_'t']- --'

L eration to a power setting near the surge blued valw, operatin_; l;O[llt t r,,m

:, which further acceleration can be obtained more rapidly w_len r_,l, lirvd. 'I1:1,_;
,._, is a characteristic of the particular engine tn the B-727-2OO airplane (i.e.,

@: JT8D-9). From 150 m through to landing, the aircraft is operated as on ;,
''_; conventional or stabilized approach• l,'otan icing condition, the throttle

-) setting would be maintained above idle at about 55 percent rpm for inlet
<. anti-lcing. An EPR of 1.2 is the minimum which would insure this thrust

: i; level. The flap and gear extensions will always occur in the same sequence

....5 but will not always occur at the same speeds. This will depend on the wind
:!" condition, the weight of the aircraft, and tileinitial conditions. For head-

<_;:'... wind conditions the sequence of procedures becomes more compressed, while in

-J_' tailwinds the events will be strung out.

'".,_ Weigbt variations have little effect on the deceleration distal:el _,r

---:)_,, general shape of the airspeed-range curve. Inc:eased weights _'enurall'"j_ - ."

o:. shift the airspeed curve upward by an amount equal to the incre,_se it; Vrt.l "

-'; Thus, configuration changes occur at a higher airspeed.
G"

_':. The flap speed schedule shm,m on the figure is selected _,, r:inir.izv ILL.
"_ pitch attitude changes during flap extension on the final a IFr_,,'*ch. !lfis i_

'_?: desirable for good glide-slope tracking by beth the pilot and au_..'; il, t. it,, o ,

_,,: was shown in reference 8 that the current 727 autopih, t c,..ntr(,l:- t_._,s,,
:_" disturbances quite well. Fortunately, the minimum pitch dist_,.'b.,_,_,. -,cla._.':.t

_;o.#. also provides adequate speed margins from safety li::,it._,, _s r,__'rv._,_nttt _. !
o :{_ the stall speed region and flap placard boundaric',, and i_ ,_ ,_ ....} ,:-;,,,:.!

1' '%

_:! with respect to fuel and noise benefits, which will I t dis, u,-.,.t.,! .,L..t.

°°": Noise, Fue', and Tiine Benefits

' Tile results of a benefits attalvsls t,,*- tilt. I;-''" ._ir,'ra't art l ',_: i'.

_; figure 7. (:omputed fuel usage, t, lapsed time on the ,'i'I r, ,t,'il ,_ud _,, i,, _: ','
.... , areas are compared for three different t, per:tti_,nal l-r, ,_d,nt.: ;_, :t ii, .it

"" conditions All approaches are Initiated in ,t , lea,_ ,:i',',r.:l t . ,._.: i, _:r,tt i '. ,,t
the same flight conditions. The data show that c,m:.i,_tc:',t l:tnc_it: .:zt

_ 's,: realized for the B-727 when conducting a dvla?ed I ld 1. /lt'i,l "t'.|t'}; ,'' _', :,l "'tl'ct! ['

".j either the conventional and reduced flap. For e:.a,mI, le, ,,'>r,_tv,! t, 'l,vcurrent airline procedure (reduced flap), a lut, 1 ':it','|llb ', t'l 1. _ _ _:.... !,at'.'t".

-,'_'( almost 1-1/2 mfn in time is saved, and ,_ rt.dtat[, n ir; _1.,. :',.,,i:-t ,:t_ : . _

" _) the size of that generated by the B-727 on ,t ruduc_d fl,t 1, ,,t-,l,r,,,Kli i,- z-t.,! i.', 2.
...% _,

_o L,

v

I:o '

o ";
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' Alth-ugh the data presented Ir_ for a no-wlnd condition, the relative

,_ b_-'nt, flt comparison for tuc..)., time: and nellie 1_ not significantly different for
h,:,;niwlnd ;rod taLlwlnd conditions. Tile t, ffectf_ of a 30-knot headwind and a

i _ l O-knot tallwlnd art, included In rtferenee 8, I.n addtt:lt,n to tho noise effects

i . ;' with aeou:_tlcallv trt, ar_:,d nacellt_s,

,. P_1ll oy. J_yjL!2_!t!.i2 m

-)..

,' In November 1975 nine guest pilots participated in an lnfllght evaluation
' of tht_ delayed flap procedure and display concepts onboard the CV-990 airplane.

'--':_: These gue:_t_ represented United and American Airlines, the Boeing, Douglas,
, and Lockheed companie,_ and the FAA, ALPA, and ATA organizations. The flight

: ' operations were conducted at the Sacramento bletropolltan Airport, Sacramento,
! .: California, under VFR conditions.

_i

:, During this series of flight tests, each guest pilot conducted from three

!,}? to six of the different types of approache_: either as command pilot in the
e j_ left-hand seat or as safety pilot/observer in the right-hand seat. The pilots
-'::, acted upon tilesequence of messages as they were displayed on the message

_' display and manually deployed the landing gear and flaps and operated the

.i: throttles. The approaches were primarily conducted in a coupled autopilot

!_ mode. Generally, the approach was stabilized in airspeed and aircraft conflg-
:_!' uratlon at 150 m altitude and continued through to touchdown. Comments and

f: opinions were solicited from each guest pilot after the flights. A preliminary

4:!7 assessment of the operational procedures is summarized as follows.

Under- the conditions of these tests most pilots indicated no significant

f increase in pilot workload for the delayed flap approach over the con-
:q

ventional approach, and felt that reversion to a conventional approach
?S could be made safely and easily in the event of delayed-flap equipment

malfunction. Consistent performance by the pilots and system was demonstrated

°: in controllin& the deceleration to achieve the r_ference velocity at 150 m

altitude on the approach regardless of aircraft gross weight and existing wind
,_: condJ_tiens. The higher airspeeds existing during the approaches were not

:_i indicated a_ a problem by any of the guest pilot_,

* Ihere _crv ._ew_.ral cemai,ent:; made by the guestb pointing out the potential
_.., difficulty o." integrating the high-speed del.t\'ed flap procedure into the

o. existing Air lraffic Control environment. It was indicated that this might be

.; especially dJfticult at high density alrpt, rt.:; such as Chicago's O'ttare or
. . Los Angelea; International.

.... Genera!]}', the gut,sis _ere in agreement that the operational procedure
and displa.v_, _,ere acceptable arid teat tht. technique provided benefits for

., noise relief _md fuel s,tx'Lng, but it was also the consensus that additional
research would be required before the delayed flap technique could be

t_

" consldtrcd an acceptable alternative t'cr the current airline approach pro-

"f'l  edur ..

* t, 84
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CONCLUSIONS

Analytical, simulation, and Infllght studles have been conducted to
investigate the delayed flap approach technique. InflJght measuromont_ of
fuel usage and ground measurements of perceived noise were made during flight
test w_th the NASA CV-990 airplane to assess potential benefits of the
approach technique. Results show that significant benefits may be obtained
using the delayed flap approach technique. Onboard the CV-990, guest pilots
conducted a limited investigation of the acceptability of the operational
procedures. A generally favorable response was obtained from these guests.
Studies are underway to apply the delayed flap concepts to an eYample of a
current airline aircraft. Application of the approach technique to the
operation of a B-727-200 airplane shows that when compared to the reduced
flap approach, significant savings in fuel, flight time and'reduction in the
noise impact area are achieved by using the delayed flap approach.

Several critical areas of research need study before the delayed flap
approach could be considered an alternative to the present airline approach
techniques. These areas include avionics retrofit costs, operational safety,
and compatibility with the existing air traffic control environment.

8_
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Figure 3.- CV-990 cockpit and displays used in delayed
flap approach.
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! GENERAL AVIATION APPROACH AND LANDING PRACTICES

i Loyd C. Parker

NASA Wallops Flight Center

_: Maxwell W. Goode

NASA Langley Research Center

i:" SUMMARY

_,¢. The characteristics of air traffic patterns at uncontrolled airports• J

_-,'_;"' and techniques used by a group of general aviation pilots in landing
!_ light airplanes have been documented. The report contains the results of

i- some 1600 radar tracks taken at four uncontrolled airports and some 600

landings made by 22 pilots in two, four-place, slngle-englne light

_?,: airplanes. The results show that the uncontrolled traffic pattern is

highly variable. The altitudes, distances, and piloting procedures
i_i_ utilized may affect the ability for pilots to see-and-avoid in this

_:_ environment. Most landing approaches were conducted at an airspeed above
i_ recommended, resulting in significant floating during flare and touchdowns
_>, that were relatively flat and often nose-low.

_':., INTRODUCTION

•_i The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has undertaken

_3_' research programs to document the practices used by general aviation

_'i pilots in the traffic pattern and during final approach and landing.
_, These efforts were prompted by the general aviation safety records
ii reflected in accident summary reports, reference i, and mld-alr collision

_i reports, references 2, 3, and 4. These reports indicate that the most

frequent accidents, under visual flight rules (VFR), occur at the airport
_'_. during the approach and landing of slngle-englne light planes flown for
:.. pleasure. Additionally, most mld-alr collisions occur in the traffic

! pattern at uncontrolled airports on final approach and involve lack of

_' adherence to proper pattern procedures and failure ot pilots to see-and-

<. " avoid. The vast majority of all accidents are attriouted to the pilot,
as the cause or a factor contributing to the accident.• b.

_ For the air traffic pattern studies a tracking radar system was used

i i!_ to measure and record the posltlon-tlme histories of general aviation
airplanes on pattern entry and in the pattern legs. Data were collected

_ at four uncontrolled airports each having a different environment and

...._: pattern procedures. Airplane separation data in the pattern was measured

at the last airport visited using two radar systems. For each radar

91
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track, the runway, type airplane, surface winds, barometric pressure,

visibility, and cloud ceilings wore also recorded. Approximately 1400
individual radar tracks were taken to define air traffic pattern character-
Istlcs and 20C radar tracks taken to define normal _enera! aviation

separation practices. Preliminary results of the air traffic pattern
studies were reported in reference 5.

Two modern, four-place, singIe-cnglne light airplanes (a Iow-wlng

and a high-wing) were leased from a fixed-based operator (FBO) and instru-

mented to obtain final approach and landtng performance data. A cadre of _.
22 general aviation pilots with various backgrounds and experience was

provided by the FBO to perform a series of landings on a long runway

(1524 m - 5000 ft) and a short runway (762 m - 2500 ft). Approach and
landing data were collected using the instrumented aircraft and a ground

tracking system for approximately 150 landings of each airplane at each
runway. All pilots were briefed on the purpose of the _tudy and operation

of the equipment prior to participating in the program. Pilots were

asked to turn on the airborne data system just prior to final approach

and to make normal landings based on their training and experience. Each

pilot was scheduled to make a maximum of six landings in one day on one

runway. To alleviate traffic conjestlon on the long runway, touch-and-go

landings with a significant ground roll were permitted. All landings on

the short runway were completed to a full stop. Preliminary results of

the low-wlng aircraft phase of the approach and landing study were presented
in reference 6.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Air traffic pattern measurements in the uncontrolled airport environ-
ment were made utilizing the MPS-19 tracking radar system, figure i.

Posltlon-tlme histories of arriving airplanes wer_ recorded on magnetic

tape at one sample-per-second. Operators maintained a log of each track

which included active runway, type airplane, surface wind, ceiling and
visibility data. Radar data were rotated to the magnetic bearing of the

landing runway and parallaxed to the landing runway threshold to create a

normalized runway referenced coordinate system which permits direct

comparison of pattern legs at each airport. During data reduction,
operator log data were combined with each track and stored on computer

41sc files for retrieval and analysis. Position accuracy of the radar

• system is _9.5 m (I0 yds) RMS in range and + I mil RMS in angles.

Final approach and landing data were obtained using tw¢, instrumented

airplanes, figure 2, and a ground tracking system, figure 3. Both airplanes,

widely used in general aviation private flying, were leased from an FBO

and instrumented to measure and record 21 different flight parameters,

including airspeed, pitch attitude, flap position, and altitude. Modifi-
cations to the airplanes included a test boom on the left wing tip to
measure airspeed, angle of attack and angle of sideslip; control switches
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on the instrument panel; and an instrumentation package located aft of
the pilot's seat. The airborne data system Increased tilt. basic weight of
the test airplanes approximately 86.2 kilograms (190 pounds). Both
airplanes were flight tested by NASA research pilots be.fore and after
modification with the determination that the tnstrument,tion had a

: negligible effect on the airplane handling characteristics.

The ground tracking system was used to obtain the flight path and
touchdown data with respect to the runway. This system was comprised of

a 16-_ motion picture camera and a 3.05 m (10 it) high by 67.0 m (220 --
it) long photographic grid. The grid consisted of a series of vertical
and horizontal plastic strips which formed squares of 0.6 m (2 it) on a

side within the grid frame. Normal photogrammetric techniques were used
to obtain the trajectory data from the motion picture film. The airplanes

_ were assumed to be aligned with the runway center line for photographic
analysis. A field survey of a typical grid installation indicated a

tracking accuracy of + 0.3 m (_ 1 it) or less.

AIRPORTS AND RU_¢AYS

The location of the airports where data was taken during these
studies are shown in figure 4. Air traffic pattern data were collected

at Salisbury-Wicomico (SBY), Gaithersburg ((;All, Hyde (HYD) and Manassas!

: (MAN) airports. Approach and landing data were collected at llummel and
Patrick Henry airports.

The Sallsbury-Wicomlco airport is located near Salisbury, Maryland,
c_

_, in a rural, low density traffic environment and has an airport elevation

of 15.5 m (51 it) above mean-sea-level (MSL), traffic pattern altitude

(TPA) of 244 m (800 it), three 1524 m (5000 it) runways, an FAA Flight

Service Station (FSS), VOR facility, commuter service, active flight

_:! school, airplane maintenance and service facilities, and approximately
' 25,000 operations per year of which one-thlrd are estimated to be twin-

engine aircraft. The Galthersburg, Maryland, airport is located in a

high density traffic environment north of the Washington, D.C., Termlnal

i:_ Control Area (TCA) and has an airport elevation of 165 m (540 it) MSL,

: TPA of 183 m (600 it), one 960 m (3150 it) runway, rlght-hand pattern for

_. runway 31, active flight school, significant airplane maintenance facillties,

;_, large number of resident private and corporate _irplanes, and operations

estimated at 50,000 per year of which 89% are slngle-engine airplanes.
; _ The Hyde airport is located near Cllnton, Maryland, beneath the 457 m

• (1500 it) floor of the Washington, D.C., TCA whose surface boundaries

north, east, and west require all VFR traffic to enter from a south to

southwest direction. The airport has an elevation of 76 m (249 it) MSL,

.... TPA of 244 m (800 it), two runways - one of 976 m (3200 it) and one of

640 m (2100 it), another uncontrolled airport located approximately 1.5

,_ n. ml. to the west, local pattern procedures which specify upwind pattern
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Ivl_ entry lor runway_ 5 and ]1, a_'tivv l]J_;ht ,_cl..ll ,a.,I I lylil_, club,
largo n.mhor of lCo_idL'nt ;llrpla._'_, svrvi_' and Ilhlllltt'lhlll4'¢' f;lt ||JtJc','q,
alld el,or.,lens tq_t|maLt,d at 25,000 itt,r vt,;lr of whfclt q4, :tr,, _.ln!_lv-
englnv alrplanc, s. The Man:tssas, Vlrgl.la. (MAN) ,tlrport Is l_.'.tvd wt, st
of the., Washhlgton, |).C., TCA |n ;l rt, latlw, ly low dt,.s|ty tr_tll It' t,nvlr,,llmvnt
and has an elevation o1 57 m (186 it), Tt'A of 244 m (aO0 tt), ont, l12a m

(3700 it) runway, eomm.ter svrvicv, fllt.ht school, st.rvlct, ;rod m:Jlnt_,nance
facilities, large number ot rct_ldc, nt alrplanvs a.d Ol)crat|.ns estimated

at 25-35,000 per year.

Approach and landing data for _J long runway of 1524 m (5000 it) were
collected on runway 2 and 20 at the Patrick |tL,nry airport in Newport
News. Virginia. The elevation uf the airport is 12.5 n, ('_1 it) :.ISl. and
controlled traftlc at the airport was very heavy at timvs necessitating

extended downwind and long stralght-ln final approach legs. The short

runway airport, Hummel, located near Saluda, Virginia, is a small uncon-

trolled airport with an elevation of 9.1 m (30 it) serving a rural area.
All landings were made on runway ]8 which is 762 m (2500 it) long. Final

approach to the runway is over water wlth a tree llne approxlmately one-

quarter of a mile from threshold. Thv airport had very light traffic_

consequently, the test subjects could fly the pattern without interference•

RESULqYS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results of the uncontrolled air traffic pattern measurements

study are based on a total of 1409 individual radar tracks ,at three
airports and 208 radar tracks of airplane separation distance at one
airport. Of th,: individual tracks obtained approximately 83": were single-
engine airplanes and 17Z were twin-engine airplanes. The results of the
approach and landing performance study covt..rs a total of 616 landings
made by both airplanes at both runways. A total of 299 landings (144
long runway, 155 short runway) were made in the low-wing airplane and 307
(163 long runway, 154 short runway) were made in the high-wing airplane.

Uncontrolled AI r "l'zat f ic Pat tern

The generally recogni_'ed standard uncontrolled air traffic pattern

Is characteri;,t,d hy entry to the downwind leg at a 45-dl_gree anglt, at a
244 m (800 ft) altttud_ ab,,vc ground level (At;L) and "left-hand" turns
from downwind to base and base to final lt,gS, refvretwv 7. A different

pattern may be adopted at an lndiv','ual airport to avoid a lot_'al problt, m.
Two of the airports had local variations trom the standard pattern, tlYD
has a local procedur(, of _lll upwind pattern lt'K entry for rllllWglVS '_1 and

5. t;Al has a local pattern altitude of 183 m (6(IO ft) and a right-hand
pattern for runway 31. At the time traffic mvasttrvments Wt,l't, condttcted
the FAA had /ssut, d NPR_I 71-20, "Operations at Airports Without t'otttrol
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Tower=_," whlc. prop._,d a m,w Ull,'ontr.l|t,d it;elf l,, l._tt,,r, c.nc_,pt.
figure 5. I:SS pc, r_onnt, l at SBY encourng¢,d I.,'al pll.t_ t. try .ut thl_
proposal during tilt, p_ri.d air traffic mc,a:.lr_,mvntt_ wt,r,, v-ndueted.

Pattern Entry

The lack of adherence to pattern entry pr.ccdur_,,_ is a possible
cause of mld-alr collisions. The pattern le_. entry locations we,re examined
to determine the variations from local procedure. The r_,sults of this *-,
analysis for arriving airplanes, figure 6, Illustrates tim variations
from local pattern entry procedure. In the higher traffic density environ-
ment of GA1. adherence to the pattern procedure was significantly better
than either HYD or SBY. Approximately 51% at SBY, 12% for downwind and

66% for upwind runways at HYD, and IIZ at CAI of the arriving traffic did
not adhere to the local pattern entry procedure. Normal left- and right-
hand traffic entering downwind at GAI are shown as a right-hand entry on
figure 6 to illustrate, deviations from the standard. At GAI 2% of the
traffic failed to recognize the right-hand pattern established for runway
31 and used a left-hand approach opposite to local pattern. At SBY 4% of
the traffic used a right-hand base entry opposite to the left-hand
pattern.

Pattern Leg Distributions

In addition to the variation in pattern entry location, the distance

and altitude variations within the pattern legs may increase the pilot's

see-and-avold problem. The ground track distributions observed in the

pattern legs at SBY and HYD, figure 7, illustrate this variation between

a low density (SBY) and high density (HYD) environment. Another factor

affecting this difference is that SBY's traffic was 33% twln-englne as

compared to only 6% twln-englne traffic of IIYD. In either case, the

pattern legs are wide and extend from a few tenths of a nautical mile out

to greater than 1.5 n. ml. from the runway. General aviation pilcts

should expect conflicting traffic at distances up to several nautical
miles when entering an uncontrolled traffic pattern. The camulatlve

distributions of distance for the downwind, base and final pattern legs

are shown in figure 8. This figure further illustrates the difference

b_tween HYD's constrained envlronment and SBY. Conversely, the downwind

cumulative distribution, figure 8a, for SBY and GAI, which has twice the

traffic of SBY, are essentially the same out to the median pattern distance.

The divergence beyond the median for the SBY and CA[ suggest that this
_. portion of the distribution may be a result of the twin-engine traffic

; percentage of 33% at SBY and 11% at GAl. On base and final legs little
difference in the cumulatlve distrlbutlon is shown up to the 97% level,

:: figure 8b and 8c.
.i
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Trit! IIi, P,ittt*l'n Alt ltud,, _,allill t_,lt

A l_ict,lr wi,lcll may s_,ri,,u_.lv |ill Ii',,i.e ,a I, i1,,¢':_ ;il,llil,,' t,_ d,'t,', t

;lllol-ht.r ;lirpl;ill¢, l;_ ,l¢lhi,rl,llCl, ll* llil' t',_l,llll[_;lt*'ll Ti'A• Tlu, _'illlit|l;l! iV|'

distrlbutllq}:_ l,l thl, ;tVl,l,l},_l, ,|llitud,, l,_l" |ill tr;lll i, ,11 t,,l,]l ;lirplJrt I,II

dowll_nd , bil:_L, ;111d I[ll;il 1,.}_,h ,ll't' clffllpill't'd Ill I l},llrl' 4}• ltn, v;lri;ll.i(ql
f_}r,x t_e downwlnJ TPA ,_t 183 vii (b()() It) ,it _;A! an,I 244 Ill {_(J() ft) :It }iYD
(lad SB_ Is I.ihown [I'1 I [gul'l., _.)a. [,t)HH thdll| I', 4)1 th(, tr;if| [(' ()lmerved on
downwind is below an illtltlld(, of ;ippr{i.,c. lnl;ltl'lv 12'2 m (4OI) ft)• 'rhis

figure also Illustrates [h;l[ ill)',' 0| tile' tl'_l|l [C (ill d.wnwlnd Jl_r (;AI slid ...
IIYI) was below 305 m (IIR)O it) ;lad ;it SBY was bt, ll_w 430 m (14]O ft)•

Variations of at I_,ast 183 Ill ({)()0 ft) or _rt,;lti:'r In till' TPA flown are

sllown at all airports• AI ilYD and SBY wilt, re the TPA was 244 m (800 ft),
greater than 657'0 (SBY) and 9(L", (IIYI)) of tilt, trafl Ic was below tills altitude

on downwind leg. In comparison tilt, (;A| mt,tl|an altitude ts essentially

equal to the specified TPA, Indicating that 183 m (600 ft) may be the

more natural pattern altitude. In reference 8, pilots overwhelmingly

indicated they preferred a TPA t)f 244 m (800 l t) or 305 m (1000 ft).

Host pilots (95Z) indicated they did not deviate from the TPA more than
45.6 m (150 ft),substantially less titan was actually observed• The signifi-

cant altitude wlriatlons on downwind leg are c,mtimled through base and

final lugs as shown on figures 9b and 9c. Host data shown for the final

leg were taken at a distance greater than 762 m (2500 ft) from the runway
threshold.

Croswtnd I.eg

Departure airplanes may pass through portions of the crosswlnd leg

creating potential mld-air collision (_C) situation. This is illustrated

by figure i0 which shows a cross section of a blvarlate log-normal distri-

bution of the crosswlnd leg at SBY and typical departure paths of a

slngle-eLlglne and twin-rnglne airpla"e. The conflict between departing

and arriving airplanes |ms been recognized. The latest FAA Advisory
Circular AC 90-60 "Recon_ended Standard Traffic Patterns for Airline

Operations at Uncontrolled Airports'_ reference 9, recommends that a

downwind entry mld-polnt of the runway be used and established specific

departure procedures to minimize conflict with traffic using the crosmwlnd

leg. At airports where a crosswind pattern leg is utilized, specific

procedures are needed for arrival and touch-and-go traffic.

• Type of Aircraft

A comparison of the mean distance and altitude /or single-engine

hlgh-wlng (SEHW), single-engine low-wing (SELW), and twln-engine (TWIN)

airplanes at SBY Is shown In figure II. The mean pattern distance,

figure lla, of the SEHW airplanes is approximately 0.2 n. mi. less than

;
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:' 51"l,ld ,)lrpl,l_.,,,o ))_,1 _1' 1,, _, _..... 1. 1,..,, rt,_f _,.1_;i ,,J, 1,,_.,. _,;,. iL, l_;:;
Wo,l',. ;11.,_, 1,unl,I I,, I1,, )h_,y,, :;lll'.q ,,t,,l :'t:1... .lirl, I,,).,,, ,,,i _ll I.iIl,,)ll I,.p,_,.
11:,;_lr_' lib. ,, _,.],t I,_,, ,_lld il),tl ,.,I,,.l_ v..., l)_,)_,.lt i,,l.,,t I II),, I,,w,,,,t
lllo>dlll ,111 itt_h.. Ill It.. !,l_1ti,r ,I,'t)' ttV t'_,','iv_,nil_t'l,t ,,_ ' AI ,It.I 11")1)otl.'
dltIt, rt, vl_',, lu ll., ,il,'illl I,,lif,'lll I(',', _li',l.,I_,, ,_,t .)If lt,.t°. _.,_., l,.tu.I t(,
h;|w' tox._'l)t I;_l Iv Ill,' ',,ll.' ,'lhlf,I, t,,li,,I l, ',.

i Ill _;_'m'l'al _;I.]Pd ,lln'l,l,_n,,:; I1 ,' , I .... ,,r l,, tl., i,l_cv,',_v ,,t.l l_ip, IH,r than
SEIM ,'ll_plam,l-_. 'lid!,'; "_irl) l:tm,', 11',' I_i),.t_,,i ,,u_,l )_illt,,I I i,,I,,_ 11., I_IIIW, I','

than SI']Itl,.r and ,_;1.;I.i¢.(,:.;_'(.pt ,u) I,,'_., ,_)),1 1i,,,)1 _,,'1._ el_,.,. I._v(, lr,m:,lti(._(,d
to a low_,r m,.at_ altitude,,

4 (i l,'_tll'*' 1',,I [ t'
c

,.: Slnt'u all tl',;lll l" _.,,m,r;,llv ,u',,lpivx ll**. _.u.. :litxp;l,', i** tl.' ;:n-
"..] controlled air ll;ll i [C [)a[Icl'll _,u'.'ir_,m.l_..ut, , l,,_,lr(, v,ltt.,_; b_.tw_,t,u ,'tirl)lant.:,
'., whose pilots fall to xvt, the, otlu,r ht,,.(,lu_,._ ._t) i"al),,rl:l,_t <,,)_._;idt, r;)tl,,i, it,

the development of any sv,_t(,ms ._.,l)))i,,_) t(, .)lit, ::)ill-,lit" ,,,I l l_;i(,n (._b_.t',)
: problem. Tile avt, l'agt, vtunttl.ltivv h,,riv,ult;tl ;lad vt't'ti,':_I (.lt,_;itr(, r:|tt,.q In

the traffic pattt,rn werc dt.tertuint,d Itu" (;AI ,uM il','D, I iqlll'c ld. lilt.
_ median closure rate butwecl; ;l|rplant, s v:.;|)t,_ tt.d in ,_ tvl)i,;tl _unt.t'al

aviation uncontroll(_,d traffic l);_tt_t.rn tx lX kn,,t_ I,,,ri_.,mt,_llv illld ]. ] DI/N(.'t"

(258 ft/min) vt, rticall\'. })t,ak vlt,5urt, rat_._ ill ,l tvI'i,,ll v,_'ner._l _,vtatlt,n
.t environment within the pattt.rn leg._ ._ht,uld m)t e:..,'t t.d N5 _'Iit,t._ ,llid 5. ') t_l/.q_..t'

i (1.068 ft/rain) more "ban 2JL of the t imt.. I_ tul'bt_-pr,)l) ]),,w_l't.d twin-
engine airplanes us,. the envit't)nmurtt, _-:uvh .:. the, _,'l-;t' ._t t_Ii'l', tht- aV_'V;t_t'

,-_' closure rate ill the pattorn lugs will bt, ilh'l't.;t.'-_t.t], l'_q" Nt;'f, tl_t' mtdi:ln

:-. horizontal closure rate was found to bt, apt)r(_xim;_tt_.lv 55 .km)t._ ;ltad t':,:-
" ceeded it)4 knots 97 of tile tim, - a ._;ignific;u_t int'l_.t.t' t)\'t., "_',' l,v.'d<

-" rates for HYD and GAl. Verth" ,I cloxurt, r;ttes ;ll._,, irl,'l't,,'_xt.d tt) . u,t.dian

-: of 1.9 m/sec (375 ft/min) and exct.cd(.d 7. } m/.xt,,. 115 _7 t t,/))_in) Z' ,,f tilt,• 75'

time. The possible closure ratus during .lilt] l)ri,)r t,, l);lttt'ru t't_tr\' art.
..... even higher and exceed 360 knots in tht SI),Y t,i_vir_,nm,.,nt Cl(,.,_urt. ratvx

determine how far tn adwmce of a HAC tl_at ;l wat'ninv t:ln,_t tw i_xtt_',l. To
.' provide a 20-second warniug ttm(. at a 'jhO I,u.,t c l;_,qtlrt, r;tt _' W,"II d i't'cllt J t'('

:_' issuing tile warning when tilt, ;_irplan_,._ w_,r_, SUl)ar,it_,d by v.rt.;lt,,r th,l,,

_-iil n. mi. it is not considered unttsual to h;Ivv _,vvr:tl ;lirl)l;ine:_ with
; separations of less than 2 u. all at rt. lativt, lv hil'l_ , It_._;tlrt, ratt,x ill it

high density uncontrolled airport trat t It' ;IF();l.

:¢ S_,par;ltiot_ l)i._tamv

;_- Another factor which may .ffe,'t .HAt: :;'<.qt(q_)._; I,(,rl,,rv,);lm', ,,rod r,.,luirt,d
,_r. accuracy :Is tilt, normal ._;(,paratfon dlxtanc(,._ mu,d by y.t,nt, r;_l .vi,_t i,,n
: pilots in the uncolltrol].ud trallic Datt_,rn_ IN rt, ltt'(,uv_, ,%, pilotxL_

=-, indicated they used an avt,ragt, t)f appro'._lmatt, lv 1 n. _ui. ._.,,t),trat i,,il in
the traffic pattern. 'fhu actiunl ._t.l)aratlt.n tlis;t;ll)('t,', tm',_._4tlt't,d ,It ,l t'.'l,i,,ll

;................... _.. ..__-. _ ., .: _._-.._.______._,,... ,..,.J • ....:, .... ; -_
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uncontrolh.d alvp,,rt We,re gq,ner;lllv lt,:,_i lh;ttl I ,,. II_i. rlil_; i:, lllll,_IrlT,,I

by t_igur0 ]3 In whlvh :l lyl, l_.al _;t,l_;ir;ltloll tl;l,,I. ;ll,,w_, h,, tl I .... ,, l, ll,II i,,I,
tho.n ]. n. lni. In I-/l,'L. lh,. lullllt.,.. _,,,Ij,llll i,,tl ,l l',f ;,., ,' ,,,I , ll,ll:d.'! ,,I

l:rackB waB lul_n l;llml I}.1 n. llll, dll|'lllj_ ;I l},,rll,,ll ,,t thl, tr,t,l.', rl.,

cumulot;[ve dlKl;rlbutl,m_l el lilt :;vur;l},l, :_l'l_:tr_lt ll,II _tlnl,mt'l, ,tlid lhl,
minimum dlHtllllL.q ob:tt, FVt,d lot _,_ll,h ll:t_,l.. ;tr, 0 l;h_,wtl il| I II,,llrt, I'_. I/I,,

medt._n /.IVe_'llge ,LIt,I)llr_lLl,ln dl,qt;lllvl, I'c)r t';l*'ll l,;llr ,,I ,ltl'c'l;ll t tl,l,'l.'_, _/,t_-;

found to be 0.7] rl. Illl._ howe,re,r, ;I _ll.,nll l_:lnl I.,r_l,lll;I):t, IllJ') _l_l,d ;ill

average sopar:ltLoll of lt,,,4n th:ln ().(_ I1. fill. rile tIll'ell;ill ttl|lllnlullt ht,p,lr,ll [Iql _

distance observed for each pall" ul trarl.::; W;i_i I¢llllld It) hI. ().,'t'J II. fill. _l|ld

10% of the aircraft elo,_ed to 1,'.'_'. th.i. 0.2 .. ml. 'rh_, :;t,l),lratlt,II dl_4tanct,.,_

observed illustrate, that _,eneral aviation l, ll,,t:; ,_ttun ilgt, ,% |r,lt[ _,_ in

the uncontrolled traffic pattern that are e::trt,nlt, ly _:1_,,;_,.

Final ,\ppr_,m:h Tr:Lj_,utorles

Final approach trajectories° y;ent.|'al!', ,_derablu variation

from stabilized, steady flight path,'_, l'r, 1,_ uf the fin;el approacq

trajectories for tile high-wing airplane, ;it ":u lt, n_' |'unw;_y ;Ire present.d

in figure 15. Included in the l-l_tlrt, art_, the e,ledI:}n anti he 5- to 95-

percentile spread of the data for th,, ht.i_;ht of the afrpl;Jnt, at the
threshold and tilt. t(,uchdown ,l[._t;itlCt, tr_ml the, thrt,:_ht,ld. Ft,r rufert, ricu.

3 ° and 6 ° lopes pas._[ng throttBh the. ult.d[an Itt. iFht at. the thresht)lt; are,
Included.

For both airplant._ at beth rtmwavs the, average f 1 tght path angle
ranged from 4.7 ° at the long rttnwav to 6.1 ° ;it the short rumcav with

individual flight paths r,|n):[.), fl't_lll ] ° tt_ 1'_ 0 tlurJllg pertllm._; of tile'
0

approaches. The average tile.hE path ,ingle wan al)prt,xlm;_tt'ly 1 stuept, r
at the short runway than at the lore', runwa\,.

The median height at the t hrc_dml,t wa._; lt_wt,r for the It,w-wing airplant_

than for the high-wing airplane. ,_ both runw:w._, lh,wt,vt.r, both airplanes
were brought in lt)wer .,v,.r the thrt,:dl,,ld ,it ill, ._;holt |-unwav th,lq at the,

long runway, even though the, averar:e fli_ht path :mFle wa:_ appro×imatt, ly

1° steeper.

The median luuchdt}wn tlt._tance wa:; in dirt, re t't, lat. ltm to the mt,didn

height of the "espt, c.tlve alrplane._ at the thre._dlold. That t:_ t,lt. lowt.t"

the median hei_.ht at the thresht, ld the I.]lm,.,r tilt, mt.d|,lt| ttmchtlowl_ wa:; tt_
the threshold. Tilt, medial| touchdown di'.tance for both airpl,mt,._ ,it both

runways was within the, first third of tilt, runway, but well bt.v,md the

runway destgl]at[oll nttlllt)t.rs j.st t)a:;t tilt' thrt,shold. rht, tat,allan touchth,wt_

for both otrpl:ine._ _it both rm_w,w,_; lalq;,,d l'rtml 10 pt, r,'rtlt t_, i_ pl.r,•'t,nt
of the runway It.nl:th.
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Final Approach A_rspeed

_: The average fina] approach airspeed and the average flap deflection
:' measured at 5-second intervals for the 60-second period prior to touchdown

are presented in figure 16 for tile high-wing airplane at both runways.
_' Also included in tile figure are reference approach speeds and the measured

!=i:_ _tall speeds of the airplane _t the nominal test weight. The reference

_ approach speeds are interpolated values of tile manufacturer's recommended
;. approach speeds using the average flap deflection at each time period.

': In general, the pilots flew the final approach with an average speed
i considerably faster than the reference speed. In fact, the average

_: approach speeds were more than 5 knots in excess of the reference speeds
_ until within 15 seconds or less of the touchdown, as indicated by the

_; solid symbols in figure 16. The exception to this result was the low-
k:,

_i!: wing airplane at the short runway in which case the average speed was
only slightly in excess of the reference speed for the final 40 seconds

ii prior to touchdown.
i

,_ Another point of interest shown by the data is that the final approach

!_ speeds at the short runway were slower than those at the long runway for

:_ both airplanes• This correlates directly with the larger average flap

!: deflection used at the short runway. However, the reduction in average

:_ approach speed (6 to 12 knots) aas much greater than the difference in
the reference approach speeds (I to 2 knots). This difference would

_, indicate that the pilots were concerned about the runway length and were

_ paying closer attention to airspeed during the approaches to the short

_/ runway to assure landings with a comfortable margin between the stopping
_o point and the end of the runway. Based on the manufacturer's published

_ landing distances for the airplanes, the designated short runway was not,

,=_ in fact, a "short runway" requiring maximum performance from either
i-_ airplane or pilot to achieve a normal landing in the available distance.

_i_,_ Touchdown Airspeed

: " Cumulative distributio1_ of airspeed at touchdown for the hlgh-wing
_ airplane at both runways is presented in figure 17. Included in the

oil figure are the measured stall speeds of the airplane at the nominal test
_ weight and the reference approach speeds based on the flap settings for
_: the last i0 seconds of the approaches

: The data generally show that the pilots landed the alrpl_ne with

speeds considerably in excess ol the stall airspeed; this is most probably

i: a direct result of the excessi-_ _irspeed used during the final approach.

The median touchdown speed rangeo erom 13 percent to 48 percent above the

_: measured flaps-up stall _peed, and less tha_ 6 percent of the landings

were within the stall speed range. Except for the low-wing airplane at

•._ the short runway, a rather high pe:centage of the landings we,re madt, I,
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excess of the reference approach speeds. The touchdown speeds at the

short runway were significantly less than those at the long runway by

approximately the same amount as the difference in the final approach

speeds between runways.

Touchdown Pitch Attitude

Associated with the high touchdown speeds were pitch attitudes that

were relatively flat for both airplanes at both runways. The cumulative

distributions of pitch attitude at touchdown for the high-wlng airplane

are presented in figure 18. Included in the figure is a llne indicating
the in-fllght three-point touchdown attitude which separates the regions

of nose-wheel and main-wheel landing attitudes. In general, the touchdown

pitch attitudes show little to no difference with respect to runways.

The data show that the pitch attitudes at touchdown were relatively

flat for both airplanes at both runways. The median touchdown attitudeO o
ranged from only 1.4 to 2.6 above the three-polnt attitude (pitch-up).

A significant percentage of the landings was made in which the nose wheel
contacted the runway before the main wheels. Approximately 12 percent of

the landings were nose wheel first, except for the low-wlng airplane at

the short runway where the percentage was 22 percent. Nose-wheel landings

are almost invariably a direct result of allowing an airplane to touch

down with an excessively high airspeed and certainly present the potential

for a landing accident due to nose wheel collapse, porpoising of airplane,

or unstable airplane motions referred to as wheel-barrowlng.

Mid-Air Collision Simulation

Using the approach data presented in this paper a math model capable

of simulating uncontrolled air traffic patterns has been developed. MAC

simulations which duplicate the existing environment can provide a baseline

for evaluating the effect of changing the uncontrolled pattern concept or

the effect or improvements in general aviation piloting procedure. The

technique utilized is illustrated in figure 19 which shows the position

time histories of two airplanes in a typical approach procedure that are
time normalized to have a MAC on final approach. The view angle from

both airplanes to the other was computed based on their heading, bank
angle, and relative positions. A time history of this data is plotted on

the view envelope of each airplane, figure 20, and the percent of time

• each airplane is visible to the other pilot determined, reference i0.

The result, figure 21, illustrates the cumulative percent of time each

pilot had to detect the other from a separation distance of approximately
3 n. mi. The case shown is representative of normal general aviation

approaches, yet, neither pilot could have seen the other airplane approxi-

mately 65 percent of his approach time. Using this°technique the cumulative

probability of a btAC can be estimated by including the probability of
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each pilot looking and the probability of seeing when he looks as a

function of the separation distance• By simulating thousands of such
MAC's in this manner and defining the baseline for the existing uncontrolled

traffic pattern environment, the relative improvements that may be achieved

through changes in piloting procedure or by new pattern concepts can be

determined. Typical pattern concepts under consideration are shown in

figure 22. General aviation pilots have indicated, reference 8, that

approximately 44 percent preferred the standard left-hand pattern and 30

percent preferred the proposed pattern shown.

Systems Studies

The uncontrolled air traffic studies indicate that new piloting

and/or pattern concepts may not adequately reduce the MAC hazard at high

density uncontrolled airports. Based on the _rafflc characteristics

observed a systems definition study is in progress to determine the
feasibility of a low-cost Automated Pilot Advisory System (PAS), re-

ference ii, for high density, uncontrolled airports. The system concept,

figure 23, under evaluation would utilize a small skin tracking radar,

microprocessors, weather sensors, and a VHF transmitter. The system
functions identified for evaluation are:

i. Broadcast an airport advisory voice message once every two

minutes which specifies the active runway, surface winds,

barometric pressure, and temperature.

2. Broadcast an air traffic advisory voice message every two

minutes which specifies the location of all traffic within 3 n.

mi. of the airport.

3. Broadcast a mid-air collision advisory voice message whenever

two airplanes exceed a 15-second Modified Tau Criteria, re-
ference 12.

4. Provide the FBO with runway select and override functions and

the capability to record limited cautionary messages to be

included in airport advisory message.

5. Provide for remote access of system information, via telephone.

Pulse, pulse-doppler, and doppler radar systems are under evaluation

• for this application, Low-cost X-band radars which appear suitable for

this application are readily available as marine and airborne weather
radars.

The computer would provide the essentla] system logic and control
functions. These include radar data processlng, clutter rejection,

track-while-scan, weather data process|ng, 1ogle and generation of pre-

stored advisory word message formats, power failure auto-restart function,

I01
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FBO control functions and system self checks.

_lenever the various computer logic conditions are met, a voice

": message in a standard word sequence would be generated. Computer software

will interlace proper key words into the standard format to complete the

advisory message. Pre-recorded digital message sequences and vocoder

voice sythesls techniaues are under evaluation for this system. Typical

message sequences with underlined key words follow:

AIRPORT ADVISORY - HYDE - ACTIVE RUNWAY - THREE-ONE - RIGHT HAND PATTERN - -_.

WIND - TWO-ONE-FIVE AT SIX KNOTS - ALTIMETER THREE ZERO POINT ZEROFOUR -

TEMPERATURE IS TEN DEGREES.

or

_ - TRAFFIC ADVISORY - HYDE - AIRCRAFT AWAITING DEPARTURE - AIRCRAFT ON

FINAL - TWO AIRCRAFT DO_WIND - ARRIVING AIRCRAFT THREE MILES - NORTHEAST ---

_} DEPARTING AIRCRAFT ONE MILE SOUTHEAST.

An experimental PAS will be configured to evaluate the various

system performance options, message formats, and pilot reaction to system ]

utility, j

CONCLUING REMARKS j

The characteristics of general aviation piloting procedures during

approach and landing have been documented. Data presented illustrate the

variability with which the uncontrolled air traffic patterns, and the

il approach and landing maneuvers are performed. Results confirm that

pattern entry location and procedure are often inconsistent with the

_ local or accepted standard pattern. The uncontrolled traffic pattern
legs are up t,) i n. mi. wide for typical general aviation airports and

may exceed 2 n. ml. in width in environments including high performance

twln-englne airplanes. Significant variation from the established pattern
altitude, + 75 m (246 ft), is not unusual. At airports where a crosswind

pattern leg is utilized, specific procedures are needed for arrival and
touch-and-go traffic. Departure traffic should abide by the recommendations

: of F_ Advisory Circular AC No. 90-66. Systems to prevent _C at high

denslty uncontrolled airports must cope with very low and high closure
rates and normal VFR traffic separation distances of 0.i n. mi. or less.

:.5. . Tlle average final approach airspeeds were generally higher than

recommended which produced significant floating during the landing flare,

: art.rage touchdown speeds well above airplane stall speed and landing

pitch attitudes that were generally flat or nose-low. On the average,

! pllots used higher flap deployment angles, steeper approaches, less speed
;=_ and achtev,_d landings closer to threshold on the short runway when

,_'. lO2 ORIGINAI_PAGN N
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compared to the lons runway approaches.

The time available for pilots to see-and-avoid a MACwith other
airplanes in the uncontrolled pattern environment may be relatively
short. Manuavers and vision view field restrictions create this eituation;
however, the ability to detect other airplanes at greater than 1 n. mi.,
the percentage of time pilots spend looking for other airplanes, and
rapid closure rates often involved are factors which increase the MAC
hazard. The Pilot Advisory System concept may provide pilots with greater
ability to locate and avoid conflicting traffic, if low-cost system _.
feasibility is demonstrated.
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(a) Salisbury.
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(b) IIyde.

Figure 7.- Traffic pattern leg distance d!.stribution.
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FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION OF A SEPARATE SURFACE ATTITUDE

COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEM ON A BEECH 99 AIRPLANE

Shu W. Gee
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

Gerald E. Jenks and Jan Roskam

Flight Research Laboratory, University of Kansas

and

Robert L. Stone
Beech Aircraft Corporation

SUMMARY

/

/

A jointNASA/university/industry program was yonducted to flightevaluatea
potentiallylow cost separate surface implementatio:iof attitudecommand in a
Beech 99 airplane. Saturation of the separate sv_'faces was the primary cause of
many problems during development. Six exp_'_'ienced professional pilots made
simulated instrument flight evaluations in li_ttt-to-moderate turbulence. They were
favorably impressed with the system, par_lcula,_'-v with the elimination of the control
force transients that accompanied configaration • hanges. For ride quality, quanti-
tative data showed that the attitude cm,{mand control system resulted in all cases of

airplane motion being removed fro_/the uncomfortable ride region.
,/

/'

f

INTRODUCTION

One of the problems associated with general aviation is the large number of
accidents due to pilot error. Improvements in airplane handling qualities in the
presence of turbulence and a reduction in pilot workload would tend to reduce pilot
error and improve flight safety.

Past studies at the Dryden Flight Research Center have shown that an attitude
command control system could provide these improvements in general aviation

• aircraft (refs. 1 to 3). Attitude command is a control concept in which the pilot's
control wheel position controls the attitude of the aircraft. This differs from the
conventional control system, in which the pilot's control wheel deflection causes a
rate of change of attitude: the pilot must ncutrMize his controls to stop the attitude
from changing. When the control wheel position is neutral, the aircraft could be in
an infinite number of different attitudes. With attitude command, however, neutral

control wheel position results in only one attitude, straight and level; and any con-
trol wheel deflection results in, new airplane ,ttitude.
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In the meantime, the University of Kansas has been studying the application of
separate surfaces for general aviation (refs. 4 to 6). The use of separate surfaces

i. to achieve attitude command appears to be logical in that its cost is low, it meets
flight safety requirements, and it is easy to install in existing airplanes.
Consequently, a grant was awarded to the University of Kansas to study the feasibil-
ity of and designs for attitude command using separate surfaces (ref. 7). Improve-
ments in handling and ride qualities in commuter airline operations would provide
an economic advantage, and a Beecheraft Model 99 airplane was chosen because it
was representative of commuter airline transports. The University was eventually
awarded a contract to design, fabricate, install, and flight test a separate surface
system on this airplane. Much of this work is reported in references 8 to I I. The --
Beech Aircraft Corporation and The Boeing Company, Wichita Division, also pattie-
ipated in the program.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Fw pilot-applied control wheel force, newtons (pounds)

IFR instrument flight rules

ILS instrument landing system

K gain constant

KIAS knots indicatedairspeed

p roll rate, degrees per _._cond

q pitch rate, degrees per second

r yaw rate, degrees per second

_ rms root moan square

s Laplace operator function

TIMS turbulence-intensity measurement system

t time. seconds

sideslip, degrees

8 controlsurface deflection,degrees

0 pitch attitude, degrees i

::_. (} pitch rate. degrees per second
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t time constant, seconds

(p roll attitude, degrees

; _o roll rate, degrees per second

heading attitude, degTees

A_ increment of heading change, degrees

Subscripts:

ap primary aileron (right)

'_ as separate surface aileron (right)

,i ep primary elevator

es separate surface elevator

f wing flap

H horizontal stabilizer

.,, rp primary rudder

rs separate surface rudder

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The pPogram objectives were to perform a flight evaluation of the operational
characteristics and performance of a potentially low cost separate surface implemen-
tation of attitude command on a Beech 99 airplane and to provide the general aviation

_ industry with a first hand evaluation of the control concept by allowing their partic-
ipation.

'" SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Aircraft

Figure 1 is a three-view drawing of the Beech 99 aircraft with separate control
surfaces. The aircraft is a twin-engine, turboprop, 17-place commuter airliner.
It has a wingspan of 14 meters (46 feet), a length of 13.7 meters (45 feet), and a

• maximum gross weight of 4716 kilograms (10,400 pounds). It has a maximum cruise
..... of 244 knots at 4877 meters (16,000 feet) and a service ceiling of approximately

8534 meters (28,000 feet). Its approach speed is 96 knots, and it is eapablr of
"" operating off a 914-meter (3000-foot) runway.
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._ ,"i lhlr, lwaro In,l_h,m,,niali,m

.' The night control _yHt,,m m,_djf'h.ati,m._;_,,,H._i_-;!,fl' ,,h,,.lvivally Jnhq'e, mn_eted
components and Include a k_r,) pa,,kag,,, :l ill:lllll|,,'l,mlqll IIIH! lqllitrill Imn,,I, _ln
operator's console, xlnd elPetromeehanieal ;l('llltitol'f;. whic'h drive mnall Hal)aPrils

•! control surfaces.

:i' The gyro package ,,:onsists el a v,,I.ti_ al l','rr, J, dir,,,'tional _yr,_, :lad lhl',,_. I'ate
gyros; and it is mounted in the proximity of Ill(, e,,Ht(,t' ,fl' ffl'Jivity of the airl)lano

i-: The management and control panel (fir ") ,_,qitains :;wtt,.l|,,:_ lights surface
,: position indicators, and potentiomet,,rs: it is inst:Jll,,d in the, voi)ilot's instrument
!_ panel.

• The operator's console contains 'dl the eleetroni(.s for control law computations,
gain adjustment, serve amplifiers, ground te_t_, al|d poWel' supplies. The unit is

._'_r installed in the main cabin.

i_ The control actuators arc of the eh,ctromPchanical screw jack type. They
:- , require 28 volts de and produce approximately 181 kilograms (400 pounds) of linear

"' force at a maximum current of approximately 10 ami_eres. The frequency response
of the actuators is approximately 1.5 hertz. They are located in the wings and tail

_, .! with the separate control surfaces.

i _. Separate Control Surfaces

_:: The separate control surfaces for attitude command arc obtained by the die hcf
amy of the primary control surfaces. In sizing the separate surfaces, consideration

i:e_ was given to static control and the avoidance of saturation. The sizes calculated
: "_ met the military and civil aircraft performance standards (MII,-F-8785C and FAR
: _:-o" Part 23, respectively) for failed hardovcr conditions. In the roll axis, 39 percent
_ "+.' of the total roll control power is provided by. the separate surface ailerons; in the
: _',_ pitch axis , 25 percent of the total pitch control power is provided by the separate
: _:; surface elevators: and in the yaw axis, 27 percent of the tots __yaw control power is
';_::! provided by the separate surface rudder.

_=_ System Operational Modes
. Z,'

: ? _?'f
_, Three modes of system operation are l_r,)vided: off, shier, and command. A!

"*' control panel in the copilot's instrument pm_el .dlows the pilot to select one of these
i :i control modes and the control loops in the command mode.

, : In the off mode, the separate surfaces are tlet, nergized, and the aircraft flies
with approximately two-thirds of its original control power.

o.
In the slave mode, the separate surf'aces are electronically sl_!'tved to and oper-

,_ ate in unison with the primary control surfaces: thu_. the basic Beech 99 confiltura-
_.]: tion ta restored.
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In the command mode, all three ,ixes can bt_ operated individually or in combine--
ties; howe.vet, all tents w_re combined-axis tents, Tile _eparato surfaces hold the
aircraft in the attitude commanded by tile po_ltion of the pllottn control wheal in the
pitch, rtdl, and yaw axes. Heading is maintained by n combination of veil and yaw
heading hold control loops. Yaw-damper-only op_ratlon in available in the yaw axl_,

The system is designed to operate at the approach and eruist_ flight conditions.

Pitch ti,vis, _A block diagram of the pitch axis is shown in figure 3to). The
pilot controls the primary surface through the m_,ehanieal control _ stem and has an
electric trim _.ystem to position the horizontal stabilizer.

In the slave mode, the primary surface position, through the appropriate slave
gain, is used to position the separate surface; thus, the separate surface operates
in unison with the primary surface.

In the command mode, when the pilot commands a pitch, attitude through the
control column, the primary surface position is fed back through the appropriate
gain and compared with the actual pitch attitude. The difference between commanded
and actual attitudes is filtered and drives the separate surface to reduce the differ-
enee to zero by changing the actual attitude of the aircraft. Thus, the attitude of the
aircraft becomes proportional to control column displacement.

The separate surface has a streamline position detector which moves the horizon-
tal stabilizer through the autotrim system to keep the separate surface at a near zero
position.

Roll axis.-A block diagram of the roll axis is shown in figure 3_). It functions
like the pitch axis except that it is coupled with the yaw axis. In the command and
heading hold modes, and when zero bank is commanded, the yaw axis heading is
locked. When the pilot applies an aileron wheel force to roll, the yaw axis unlocks
to permit aircraft maneuvering.

Yaw axis.--A block diagram of the yaw axis is shown in figure 3(e). In the
command, yaw damper, and heading hold modes, heading and heading rate are fed
back to the separate surface to keep the aircraft on the heading sensed by the.
directional ffyro. As explained above, the yaw axis automatically unlocks when the
pilot maneuvers the aircraft for heading changes and locks when a new _eading is
established. The pilot can select yaw-damper-only operation, which manually
unlocks the yaw axis by opening the heading feedback loop.

INSTRUMENTATION

A pulse code modulation digital data tape instrumentation system was installed in
the aircraft to allow the debugging of the system, the optimization of system perform-
ance, and the acquisition of quantitative data from the flight test program. Seventy-
seven channels at 200 samples per second are a.vailable for recording airer_Jft and
system parameters•
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A turbulence-intensity measuring system (TIMS) (ref. 12) was installed tn the
: airplane to record the atmospheric gust velocity encountered during flight.

; 3

i e.

Figure 4 shows the mechanization of the turbulence-intensity measurement
!= " system. A pttot-statie probe and a differential pressure transducer measure the
,- . longitudinal pressure fluctuations in front of the airplane. A bandpass filter attenu-
=_ ates deviations above 20 hertz and below 6 hertz to exclude unwanted high-frequency
:- n,,ise and low-frequency airplane response to turbulence and control inputs. The

_" signal is then integrated in the computer and recorded in the data system. The
_ computer also compensates for variations in the signal due to airplane velocity.

i :'_:, The recorded signal is directly proportional to the shaded area in the turbulence
i _ power spectrum in figure 4. The power spectrum shown represents the standard

"_ format for quantitative turbulenee measurements. This format is the result of exten-

i -_i' sive turbulence research which showed empirically that the log-log plot of the gust-
_L velocity power spectrum is linear and has a constant and repeatable slope through-

i. o_" out the wavelength range from 3 meters (10 feet) to 3048 meters (10,000 feet).
_,/ Therefore, changes in turbulence intensity change the magnitude of the spectrum

°!i but not its slope. The invariance of the slope is illustrated in the figure by the

• :! levels of light-to-moderate and moderate-plus turbulence spectra. Therefore, the
! '. shaded area varies directly with the level of turbulence intensity. This area is also
i ?:'

-_" directly proportional to the root-mean-squared value of the gust velocity which is

_ _ii equal to the magnitude of the area under the entire power spectral curve.

:9C,.

° DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS

V-°°_i_. As with most flight programs, problems were encountered with the system
.,_ :. during the initial phases of flight. Some of these developmental problems, which
!=_;: may be uniqoe to this system, are discussed below.

__i_' Pitch Trim Overshoot

-% When the pilot commanded a new pitch attitude with a trim input the aircrafti _o.,,'

i "i! overshot the commanded attitude and then gradually returned to it. The problem
i ._ was duplicated on the University of Kansas simulator, and, as shown in figure 5,

_: the separate surface was saturated, allowing the pitch attitude to overshoot. The
_ _"_ problem is the result of differences in aircraft responses from separate surface

" inputs and trim inputs. The pitch trim overshoot was eliminated by adjusting the
! =!:!" command gain to thc separate control surfaces, as shown in figure 6.

• '" Bank Angle Overshoot
! • o %

_,; Figure 7 is a time history showing a step input of 5.6 ° primary aileron for a 12°

_;. bank angle, and a resulting 5° bank .ingle overshoot. Immediately before the bank
:_, angle overshoot, the separate surfime aileron saturates (it has a 14° limit), and an

_._
: ._. overshoot ratio of 42 percent results. The forward loop gain is 15.

._._'.
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The overshoot ratio is a function of forward loop gain (fig. 8). Increasing the
gain to 60 results in an acceptable overshoot. Increasing the gain requires less
primary control surface deflection, and therefore less separate surface authority,
for a commanded bank angle; however, the gain is limitcci by too abrupt control
response and excessive control sensitivity.

Heading Hold Operation

The system was originally mechanized to unlock the heading loop when the
pilotts control wheel was deflected more than 3° . While this technique was satisfac-
tory for a Piper airplane (ref. 3), it was unsatisfactory for the Beech 99 airplane
because of high control system friction and forces. The problem was resolved by
replacing the aileron position sensor with a torque-sensitive switch on the control
wheel that was activated by a very small wheel force.

Pitch Changes With Configuration Changes

One benefit of the attitude command system is the elimination of pitch changes
during aircraft configuration changes. However, the elevator's separate control
surfaces saturated during a go-around maneuver, which resulted tn the airplane's
pitching down. Analysis of the problem indicated that the nose-down pitching
moment was generated by flap retraction and that the autotrim rate could not keep
up with the changes. It seemed logical to limit the rate of configuration changes to
avoid saturation. It was not practical to reduce the flap retraction rate; however, a
successful fix resulted from interrupting the flap retraction whenever the autotrim
system was operating•

TEST PLAN AND PROCEDURES

Six pilots participated in the qualitative flight evaluation. All wer_ experienced
professional pilots. Three were general aviation pilots who were twin-engine,
instrument rated, but had no experience tn the Beech 99 airplane. The other three
were NASA research pilots. All pilots were given a 1-hour familiarization flight in
the basic Beech 99 airplane.

The flight test pattern for the qualitative pilot evaluation is shown in figure 9.
The vertical-S maneuver is a series of climbing and descending turns. The 90 °
locaU_.er interception was initiated from the cruise conflgu_'ation to increase the

• difficulty of the piloting task. The flights were conducted under simulated instru-
ment flight conditions. Each pilot flew the entire pattern in the slave mode and then
immediately repeated the pattern in the command mode. Only two pilots repeated
the flights.

The piloting task was evaluated with the Cooper-Harper rating scale (ref. 13).
The ratings ranged from 1 to 10, where 1 indicates excellent controllability and 10
indicates that control will be lost during some portion of required operation.
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FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Aircraft Response Characteristics

Rol! axis.--The response to an aileron step input in the command mode is shown
in figure 10. The separate surface aileron starts in the direction of the primary
aileron and opposes it when the desired bank is reached; thus, the bank angle
becomes proportional to the pilot's control deflection.

Pftch axis.--The response to an elevator step input in the command mode is
shown in figure 11. Again, the separate surface elevator produces a change in atti-
tude proportional to the pilot's control deflection.

The control force transients in the slave mode during configuration changes
are shown in table I. The elevator wheel forces required to trim are high, and can
rise as high as 311 newtons (70 pounds) during a go-around maneuver. Depending
on the duration of the transient forces, pilots generally oppose the forces rather
than trim. These transient forces, and the accompanying pitch changes, are
eliminated in the command mode. The flap interrupt modification about doubles the
normal flap retraction time, and figure 12 shows a hands-off vehicle response during
a configuration change.

Yaw axis .--The most significant change that occurred in the yaw axis with the
command mode is the yaw damping effect. Figure 13 shows the response of the Mr-
craft to a rudder doublet in the slave mode. Dutch roll damping is low. Figure 1-_
is the aircraft response in command mod_ to a rudder doublet. Dutch roll damping
is improved.

Pilot Evaluations

This flight test program is oriented towards the generatior, of pilot opinions
concerning the handling and ride qualities of the modified Be._.2h 99 airplane. The
flight profile reflects this philosophy. The maneuvers are designed to task the pilot
to enable him to evaluate the changes in aircraft d.vnamics, although the profile
does not depart from being a realistic IFR mission. Therefore, the pilots' comments
and the Cooper-Harper pilot ratings constitute the most important results of the
flight tests.

• After the pilots performed the mission in the slave and command modes, they
were debriefed. The following discussion gives the pilots' cons¢ o.sus of opinion
concerning the handling qualities of the test airplane.

The pilots were favorably impressed with the elimination of the control force
transients that accompanied configuration changes. They seemed to like the pitch
stabilization provided by the attitude command system; however, some pilots tended
to resist adapting to the system. Comments characterizing this discussion are pre-
sented in table II.
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_ Holding aileron force during turns was annoying. Most pilots stated that they
i: did not like using the aircraft's manual trim. Some pilots thought that a wheel-
! mounted electric trim might be acceptable. One pilot said he felt that it was unsafe
,, to trim to some bank angles.

-'_ The workload was greatly reduced by the command mode, especially for previ-
sion maneuvers like localtzer and gltdepath tracking. The improvement was even

:, more pronounced in turbulence.

=_'_, Most pilots agreed that with the attitude command system on, the ride qualities
:!i and turbulence response of the aircraft were substantially improved. Comments --"

% regarding ride qualities are presen* _1 in table III.

Pilot Ratings

=!i The nonresearch pilots had not used the Cooper-Harper rating scale before.
Perhaps as a consequence of this, their ratings did not indicate much improvement

_;_ when the attitude command system was on; however, their unrecorded comments
_i and enthusiasm after flying with the system indicated that the airplane flew better
_: than they had expected, and that they were pleased with the operation of the system.

_i The pilot ratings generated from the flight profile as a function of turbulence

_+ are presented in figure 15. The TIMS output in rms volts is correlated with thepilot assessment of the turbulence level Jn the slave mode. In the command mode,
_i_ the pilot rating shows an improvement of at least 0.5 over the airplane in the slave
= _:i_' mode. The mean improvement in pilot rating is between 1.25 and 1.50

+o_,; The instrument approach is the most demanding of all the piloting tasks. A
,_ measure of pilot workload for this rusk is shown in terms of aileron activity in

_: figure 16. There is substantially less aileron activity in the command mode.
_ Figure 17 shows the standard deviation in heading versus turbulence. Although

%!:: the figure shows no significant improvement in performance, the pilots felt that
_ their performance wa_ improved.

_j,?

=_i+" Ride Qualities

__ The precision heading task is typical of enroute flight of commuter airliners.
: Atmospheric turbulence during these evaluations was light to moderate. The verti-

_o_ cal and transverse accelerations of the aircraft are shown in figure 18. The solid.._,

. _ symbols represent the averages of six flights. In terms of percentages, the data
_] show an 18.5-percent reduction in vertical acceleration and a 32.2-perceilt reduc-
_ tion in transverse acceleration when the system is in the comm_nd mode.

" tq

_: The effects of _'titude command on passenger comfort are also apparent in
: :'! figure 18. Boundaries of passenger comfort were e:_tracted from studies of passen-

ger ride quality determined from commercial airline flights in which a Beech 99 air-
" planewas one ofseveralaircrafcused (ref.14). Passengercomfortresponsesin

-_" light-to-moderateturbulenceare generallyborderlinetouncomfortablewhen the
',,.

++ ,,,

,_+"
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airplane is in the slave mode. In all cases, putting the airplane in the command
mode removes it from the uncomfortable region.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Flight testing the Beech 99 airplane demonstrated that the use of separate
surface controls is practical for general aviation and that the use of small separate
surfaces is effective in controlling the response of the airplane. Because the sepa- --"
rate surfaces were small, they were easily saturated; but the saturation problems
could always be resolved. Improvements in the handling qualities and the ride
qualities of the Beech 99 aircraft were demonstrated in flight tests.
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'rAIH,E I. -(?ONTROI, FORCI" TRANSIENTS

[120 KIAS, clean configuration, 1524 m,,ter (5000-foot)altitude,
slave model

Configuration l.:h,vator wheel force requiredto maintain attitude.
change N (lb) (push)

Gear down 33 (7.5)

Flapsdown 222 (50.0)

Halftofullpower 80 (18.0)

TABLE II.-HANI)LING QUALITIES COMMENTS

Pitch attitude command:

I liked the deeoupling effect of being able to control the
glide slope and the rate of descent with the pilot trim and the
speed with power.

Glide slope was more positive with the system on.

Pitch attitude command is probably the biggest improvement
that 1 see in that the attitude tends to be locked in.

Not much change in the pitch nxis except for the gear and
flap transients.

Missed approach much easier° aircraft well controlled.

When the go-around was execuh,d, 1 was forced to establish
a climb attitude. The basic aircraft would naturally pitch up
with acceleration.

Roll attitude command:

: The workload is much lower, especially in the roll axis; t
felt much m_rc (,onfident of my ability to perform the mission.

The loealizer w_'ls easier to maintain.

lleading hold:

• The basic aircraft wallows ar_Jund. It is difficult to hold
heading. "l'h_.n/h.rtm f_re,._ _r_- high. When you turn your
system on, it reli,,w,._ the. Idiot w_rkhmd, particularly when
maintaining h_,ading in turbuh,n<,_,. If turbulenc,, knocks you

. off Ithe headinR] . th,, _ysh,m brings you back to it.

Initially I was fightinE th,, h,,adin_ hold system; l wann't
turning loose al_d l,'ttiltg it s,,ttl,, ch_wll, i Grand out lat,,r if !
fh, w almost hands ,_ff. twadin_ hold wa._ pr_,t_ Food.
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TABLE III.--RIDE QUALITY COMMENTS WITH
ATTITUDE COMMAND SYSTEM ON

; In all the axes, as soon as you turn the attitude "
': command on it seems as if the turbulence decreases
: by half.

"_: The ride is much smoother.

: The airplane seems as if it is on a rail or track.:' i
=i I

Q

o;

22__

I

= _,' ] .1 I r_ Separatecontrolled

?,. ": Pilotcontrolled
;, surface

=;

! FIEure 1.- !_eech c_n 't]rp;t=1_e w[_,h ,_eI,'_:'_t_' ,','zr'/:_,',' • :.'r ',:'.

" :'e
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hold/yawdamper
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Figure 2.- Management and control panel.
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Figure 4.- Turbulenc_,-intensity measurement system.
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i): EXPERIENCE WITIt TtIE YF-12 AIRCRAFT

:, l)onald T. Berry and Glenn B. Gilyard
_) NASA Dryden Flight Research (,'enter

L :o

_i; SUMMARY

} "! Flightresearch with the YF-12 aircraftindic.desthatsolutionsto many handling
i_: qualitiesproblems of supersonic cruise are at hand Airframe/propulsion system
[,,:;: interactions in the Dutch roll mode can be alleviated by the use of passive filters or
_},

additionalfeedback loops in the propulsion and flightcontrolsystems..Mach and
..¢' altitude excursions due to atmospheric temperature fluctuations can be minimized

i .i" by the use of a cruise autothrottle. Autopilot instabilities in the altitude hold mode
i_., have been traced to angle of attack-sensitivestaticports on the compensated nose
!- ,,

;.T boom. For the YF-12, the feedback of high-passed pitchrate to the autopilot
_: resolves thisproblem. Manual flightpath controlis significantlyimp,'ovedby the

i _'. use of an inertialrate of climb display in tim cockpit.
"' v

_':: INTRODUCTION
i _:,

_? At the 1971 operating problems conference (ref. I), some handling qu_dities
•" problems of high altitude, supersonic cruise aircraft were discussed. An area of

' L primary concern was longitudinal and lateral-directional flight path control.
i::! Longitudinalflightpath controlproblems manifest themselves as altitudeor MaehJ,,

r=_.: _ excursions, or both, that occur in an apparently random and unpredictal)le manner
_:_',_, These incidents have a history beginning with the XB-70 aircraft and extendin_ to
•-,.' the YF-I2 aircraft (ref. 1) and more recentlv, the Coneorde aircraft (rcf. 2)Lo_! , . •
_ Lateral-directional control problems of the YF-12 aircraft (ref. 3) manifest them-
2i. selves as large forces and moments induced by inlet spike and bypass door move-

,_-r ments and reductions in Dutch roll damping due to automatic inlet nperation.

_' Since the last operating problems conference, research pertinent to supersonic
! _:: cruise aircraft has been relatively low key Nevertheh,ss, significant prt)_ress h'ls
}_," been made and solutions to several problems art, at hand. Several papers m_d

0"._ reports (refs. 3 to 7) have explored the primary areas of concern, such as airframe/
. propulsion system interactions, atmospheric disturbances, autopilot porf¢)rman(:e,

:'; and pilot displays.

-_L This paper will review the high st)eed, high altitude flight path c()ntrol
;:_: problems discussed five years ago and the developments in those m.,,._s with the

:i;. YF-12 aircraft since then. This study is ne.ither final nor ('oml)lett,: m,,ro operating
experience is required to confirm the adequacy of the solutinns and to inv,,._ti_'ate

_:.}; additional problems.
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SYMBOLS

Physical quantities are given in the International System of Units (Sl) and
parenthetically in U.S. Customary Units. All measurements except temperature
were taken in Customary Units.

a n normal _ccoleration, g

C longitudival force coefficient
X aim,,

Ah incremental altitude, m (fl)

L normalized rolhng moment, 1/sec 2

M Mach number

N normalized yawing moment, 1/sec 2

&Ps static pressure error, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)

a angle of attack with respect to wing reference plane, deg

p angle of sideslip, deg

Pi indicated angle of sideslip, deg

8a differential eleven deflection, deg

8 average eleven deflection, dege

8 rudder deflection, degr

_DR Dutch roll damping ratio

_O_nsP short period damping factor, rad/sec

rI differential bypass door opening, right bypass door position
minus left bypass door position, percent

zp sideslip sensor lag, sec

short period frequency, rad/sec
_nsp
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! Subscripts:

: /1t,13,8 a,Sp,q partial dorivntive wilh pesl,oet to ,;ulmt:ripted wJriabln
?

: AIIIFRAMIIlI'ROI'IiI,SII)N SYS'rI'M INTI RACTIONS

4'

':: Because airfrqme/propulsion syst¢,m interaeti<ms m'e probably the most impor-
i.': tant factor in supersonic aircraft flip,'ht path control, this topic will be discussed
:_ first.

.;_ The dc-mands of efficient eruise above Muvh 2.0 lilts led to tim use of variable

}! geometry and mixed-compr(,ssion inh,ts. A simplified schematic of a variable
': geometry inlet and control system is shown in figure I This inle_ is representative
_: of that used in the YF-12 aircraft. The inlel has a trmasluiinff spike and forward
_, bypass dools to control the position of the normal .-:hock in the inlet. If the normal
i; shock is positioned too far to the rear of the inlet, losses in efficiency and, thus,b_

: range will occur. If the normal shock is too far forward, it can become unstable
and be expelled from the inlet Omstm't), which emm,.*s larffe thrust losses and

:'• airflow disturbances. The desir_,d operntinff position of the normal shock is a func-

5 tion of Maeh number, angle of :_ttaek, and anffle of sideslip. Tho inlet ean be auto-
_! mat]tally controlled by a computer that varie,s the spike and l)yp'iss door positions

,_. as functions of these critical \,m'i:fi)h,._.

._:

.t

=:' lluteh Roll h)t,,r:l_'tiolls

-i?
_: The propulsion system c,,m t,xert a str_mg itll'ltwnc.t, on the aircraft',; stability

_: and control character]sties. An (,xamph, of a lat_:r'tl dir(_ctional airframe�propulsion
system mterachon (ref. 3) is shown in fip, m'e 2. The airplane's response to a' .

_ rudder pulse is illustrated with thc inh,ts t'i×ed and with the inlets operating auto-
}_: rustically. The stability auffmontati¢)n system in _fi'f. When ]tic, inlets are operating

' automatically the Iluteh _x)ll moii,m is (tivorlr,,nt lh,(:ause the l)utch roll motion has--_, $ *

=_:_ a relatively short period, the Math numl)('r is eon_tan! and the only significant
__o:}i inlet control wwiable is the anffh, ca" sideslip. 'l't) compens:lte for loc'fl flow c,ffeets,
'_"; the bypass doors on the windward sittt, <q)en |'al't|lt, r with the sen,,ed angle of side-

=_; slip than the doors on the h,eward ._ich_. This t:,'mses asymmetric motion of the
_ bypass doors with the net result that th,_ dilTerontial I_Yl)a_-;u tit)re' ch,fleetiol_ is in
i:_ phase with the angle of .';i_leslip. 'l'lw :;pike:: move in a similar mann(,r. The
_: analysis of these time hishwi(,s (rt,f. 3) shows that t|l¢, _fl)uorv_,tl motion.q t_ro duo it)

=_:_'" the magnitude of the fort,es and mom(,nts ppotltl(,(.d by _mtom'Jtip inh,l el)era]toll, tile
=,:!' effect of those forces m_d moments m_ th,, air('ral't',_ sl,l)ilily alld control, and a

"'_ 0.5-second laff (at this flight _,on_ti|i_l|) ill the' sideslil_ sensop us(,d ]_y the inlet
"_ computer, tne. c I'actor_ will I., _li,_;t'u,_svd in the' ftfih)xvinl_' lmra_'ral)h:-;.

..ms,

::., Table 1 compares the, _,fft,t'tix, p_es. _, _fi' t|t(, IkVlm._s th_,_l'._; it] I_rt,dtlt'illp, ' l'_d|ill[.'.' _llltl
_;. yawin_ lllOmellts to that tlf t]_' il_q'_,llS'|l,l|llit' _',_l_tl',_l :,tll'l:ltq y,. ..\irl)l:tlw _qffitl'¢)l

.... effectiveness is oxprps_at,_l ilt I,,rl_t:a _,t l,,,v,',.t_! _1' flail _l_,l'l,,cti,,n, r:_l|l,,l' (]Ulll th,p'r(,(,.,_
._ii:. of rudder or _tilt, l'Oll, Tl_i:: l_t't_X.'l_h, ; :_ ,,, ,l_llll_t_ 1_:_.:(, I_I, _,(_l/l|)llt'i_ql wilh |ll_, I)y|_l,4_
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door effectiveness, which is expressed in terms of percent of full bypass door
::" opening. In the normal operating range, the bypass doors have the same order of
• magnitude of effectiveness as the rudder and ailerons: in other words, I0 percent
', aileron deflection has approximately the same effect as 10 percent bypass door

/: defleetion Fortunately, other YF-12 data indicate that due to ehoking, the effective-
').

ness of the bypass doors as moment produeers decreases considerably as the doors
:' open beyond the normal operating pos!tion. If this effectiveness did not decrease,
.: full bypass door openings could overpower the aerodynamic controls. (To simplify
'_. the analysis,the bypass door and spike effectshave been combined, which isvalid
: at this flight condition because the, spikes move in phase with the bypass doors. In
'i! addition, investigations indicate that at this flight condition the bypass doors are --'

'-_,: more effective than the spikes.)
L,

i_i! Table 2 shows the effect of the inlet on the static lateral-directional stability
of the airplane• The bypass doors are programed by the inlet computer such that

i-;! a bypass door opening of approximately 3 percent is commanded for eat;" degree of
_-I. sideslip. Thus, the moments generated by automatic inlet operation are coupled to

_-:i sideslip. The table gives the static directional stability parameter (Nf_) and the

i:_:, dihedral effect parameter (L[3) for the basic aircraft (inlets fixed) and for automatic
}i inlet operation. The yawing moments produced by static stability are in the same

"i::i." sense as those produced by the bypass doors (Nq) . Thus. these effects are addi-
!,_ tive and directional stability is improved 40 percent by automatic inlet operation.

_;'. However, the rolling moments produced by the bypass doors oppose the rolling

, !! moments due to dihedral effect 'rod the net result is a change in sign of the effective

! _'" L_.

_; The influence of automatic inlet oper'_tion on the Dutch roll damping is primarily
t'
_ determined by the lag in the sideslip sensor for the inlet computer, which acts in
_" conjunction with the yawing moments induced by the bypass doors. Figure 3 illus-
,: trates the influence of the sideslip sensor lag on the Dutch roll damping ratio for a
}" nominal value of yawing moment due tobypass door'deflectionfor the YF- 12 aircraft.
": The figure shows thatlags cause the damping of the Dutch rollmode to become

! i. unstable llowever, it is relatively easy to eliminate the lag or possibly, provide

!i=i! a lead, When a lead is provided, the airframe/propulsion system interaction could
-" be used to enhance aircraft damping. Feasibility studies indicate that Dutch roll

_? damping can be improved by the use of passive filters or feedback loops such as the
! )i feedback of a yaw rate signal to the bypass doors.

_, Phugoid Interactions

_=,,_' Damping changes due to automatic inlet operation have also been documented
i} • for the phugoid mode. Figure 4 illustr'ites a typical phugoid motion of the YF- 12

2!:! aircraft for" fixed and autom.Rie inlet operation. In 1)oth cases the aircraft was
_._, initially disturbed by the pilot's opening and closing the bypass doors, which
_' momentarily increases drag and decreases thrust.
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" An unpubli,_hod zumlysi_ .f YI,'- 12 phugoid data indieato.s that the primary Influ-
ence ts on t' , the change in l.ngitudinal l'oreo, coefficient (thrust minus drag)

: .cM
4

_, with reslmt:t to l_h.;h nunflml, (fable 3), I,'ol, a typteal subsonte jet aircraft at a con-
: stant thv_ttlo setting, dvzig tond,_ to Increase t'aster with apeod than thrust, which

o' increases phugoid dmnping, l".r high performance supersonic propulsion systems,
', however, offieien_.y iner(,_mes with Math number and, at a constant altitude, thrust
___, can actually inero.se faster titan dl'ng, Conversely, when the aircraft decelerates,
_ thrust can deer(,ase faster thnn rival.,;, lh:eauso, automatic inlet operation Is more

efficient than fi×ed inlet OlmVatton, this effeet is nceentuated, as illustrated by the

'_:_., change in Cx^ ! in table 3.

_: It is not certain whether these changes in phugold damping contribute to piloting
" difficulties In any case. the basic phenomena are understood and can be suppressed
", with an autopilot or a stability augmentation system if necessary.

_" LONGITUDINAL FLIGtlT PATII CONTROL
J

,3 Many flmtors are involved in the long history of incidents of altitude and Mach
._=. number excursions with supersonic cruise aircraft. Some primary factors are auto-

J
•_:. pilot behavior in the presence of atmospheric temperature fluctuations, system
': characteristics such as lags and angle of attack sensitivity, and inadequate pilot
" displays?

2-::! Mach ttold Autopilot Behavior

., v'iF

: ,, Manual control of Mach number and altitude can involve a sizable pilot work-
load when conditions are not ideal. In addition, the pilot must monitor a wwiety of

_; aircraft systems (particula,'ly the propulsion system) and contend with a rapid
?:_ succession of air traffic control checkpoints because of the high cruise ,qpeed.

::° : Consequently autopilot operation is essential for pilot relief•

<.°,: However some conventional autopilot modes respond unfavorably t,, 'rues-

.... _ pheric temperature changes. For example, a conventional Mach hold aut,_, ilot uses
', elevens to maintain Mach number. Basically, it attempts to trade altituue for speed.

:/i' At high speeds, however, large changes in altitude are required to obtain relatively
_.i small changes in speed. When atmospheric temperature changes are encountered,

.:. the autopilot interprets these as instantaneous Mach numbe," changes and induces
-', large altitude changes to attempt to compensate. This is illustrated in figure 5, in

o:, which the solid line shows tim simulated response of a YF-12 aircraft to a 4° C

,:_ (7.2 ° F) step change in temperature.

"_"°:_ Unpublished studies show that a cruise autothrottlc alleviates this problem by
_.."_. providing an additional controller which permits control of Mach number independ-..<
"_ ent of altitude. The dashed line in figure 5 shows a simulator response with the

-:%. autothrottle system. A cruise autothrottle was recently installed in the YF-12
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airernft and flight to_t_ are in pPot;'Po,_l_ h) vt_vil'y |berne f_tudio_ in an olmPntional
environment, Simihw oxpePionccr_ with the Convor, lo tJiPvmff( have aim) led to the
conehmion that a ePui_o autothvottlo Is needed (raft, t_).

Altiludo llohl Autopllol l',ohavhw

l)ll'l'leultlon have al_o boon ont,mmlovod w ith vonvontlonal altitude hold medea,
and YF-12 exporlene_,(rof.6) in(lleath,_thattlmso eases ran be quite suhtleand
complex. The YI,'- 12 prol)h,ms al)l)O.au, to be (:xtr(,moly random and unpre(lietable:
sometlm(,s the prol)lems a,r(: associated w itil ()l)vh)tlS atmOsl)horie temperature fluc-
tuations and sometimes they apt, not. Tim allilu(h, h()hl moth, on the YF-12 aircraft
was designed for use helow 18,288 m(nevs (60,000 l'e(:t), but because nothing in the
design precluded its use M)ove that altitude, it was dm,ided to investigate the
behavior of the altitude hold autopilot at high altitudes. The results appear to be
inconsistent in that on some occasions the altitude hohl autopilot maintained altitude
within +30.5 meters (_+100 feet), Whel'eas on other occasions larp'e altitude excur-
sions or bursts of short period instability oeeurrcd. Figure 6 shows an example of
aeeeptable altitude hold performance (ref. 6) and figure 7 shows an example of
unacceptable performance. In figure 7, note the 1)ursts of divergent-convergent
short period oscillations, the rough ride (as indicated by the normal acceleration
time history), and the poor .ltitude hold performance.

Analysis and simulation studies showed that adjustment of the autopilot gains
eould improve the long period altitude hold performance, but the short period
instabilities persisted .rod were tr'med to the angle of attack sensitivity of the static
ports on fl_e compensated nose boom of the YF-12 ah'eraft. The compensated nose
booms are used to minimize airspeed errors in the transonic speed range;
unfortunately, these nose booms tend to be sensitive to angle of attack.

The nature of the angle of att'mk sensitivity of the nose boom is illustrated in

figure 8. As anglo of attack inereases, the slope (APs/Atx) of the curve of static

pressure error versus angle, of attaek it, creases. Analysis has shown that Aps/Atx

has a direet effect on sho_'t period stability. This is illustrated in figure 9, which

is a root locus of the airplmm_ and autopilot for various values of Aps/ACt. As

APs/Aa becomes more neg_ltive, the short period mode becomes unstable.

Therefore, relatively smallk changes in angle of attack ean cause marked changes in
system stability. On days i_hen the atmosphere is smooth and the aircraft precisely
trimmed, good autopilot beh'hvior is possible. On the other hand, any roughness in
the atmosphere that would induce more autopilot activity and larger angle of attack
excursions would lead to instability. Figure 7 shows that the oscillations diverge

• when angle of attack increases and converge when angle of attack decreases.

Simulation studies showed that the angle of attack sensitivity could be counter-
teted by adding a high-passed pitch rate sit.,'nal to the autopilot. The addition of
high=passed pitch rate increased the damping of the aircraft-,)utopilot system with-
out interacting with other modes, so that the system _as insensitive to the effects of
angle of attack. The angle of attack sensitivity could also be counteracted by the
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_i computation of a ¢:,wv.¢,ti,,_, il_ Ill,, .i.d.t. ,'omputof oe tho. relocation of the static
:: ports to a location thai is ilis,,_Jsiliv,, 1,_ ntigl,, of attack. The use of the high-passed

pitch rate t'oedbaek, h_)wev,,,, is a(Iv;,nl:q_t,,,Is ilJ that it does m)t require as precise
a prior knowlo,lg,_ ,,I' tl,, :,t,t,..I,. ,,f ,tt,..I, indu,..,,,l erP()vs or nose boom characteristics.

.c To veril'y these re.suits in th,. l'ligl,l ,,nvircmment, tim YF 12 altitude hold auto-

-:i pilot mode was modified with gail_s ,q,timiz,:d fin' higlmr altitudes and a high-passed
)! pitch rate i'ecdi)ack sig;ml h_ ,:,,,lm_s,h, l',w the: :raffle of attack-sensitive nose boom.

.,i' The perf;n'm.,lc(; of th, m,_,lil'i_.,l '_llilud,_ h,)ld ._utol)ilot is illustrated in figure 10.
"i. Although the atmospht,m: ,tq,,m,._ i,) I)o sm,_.ih, lh,, mlglo of attack range is similar .-.
_i;', to the exmnple of f'iguv(, 7, wh,_l',, s!_,v_ l,evi,_i instabilities occurred. In this case,

=_, however, autopih)t l_erfiwm:,m_e is sln-_fih w ilh no ui_o_s of short period instability.

+ Manu+tl [:lighI Path C,mtrol

_ To assist the pilot in mmmal f'liglfi path e()ntrol t'mks, an inertial rate of climb
_i display was provided in lt_,. YF 12 c,,ekl)i_ _ref. 7). Vertical velocity information
_; from the onboard inertial guidance: sy._t(:m was used to drive a horizontal needle on
!:" the attitude/director indicator I'l_is display circumvents the lag in the air data

._ system and the errol'_t-lH,_t,)the angle nf attacksensitivityof the nose boom.
,i:

Pilots'comments ()nthis(lisplaywere l,ighlvfavorable. Typical comments
,._ were: "imn_ediately(fl)\,i,_usthis ix:_lotl)etter"."a big help", "very helpful",and
t',i "nice for level aecelerati(ms " A limiled semiquantitative evaluation of the display__

.,_v was made, and tile results, _hi¢'h are summarized in table 4, show an average
,.. . 2 on the Cooper-Harper seale--a_' improvement in pih,t eati_g ,)f ,f)l:_r()xin,:_t_,ly '._ 1/

_' significant improvement.
°}i

¢ .

: ( ()N('I,I,I}IN(I t{I.',._,IAI{KS

.ii Solutions to sev(:v:_l (,t" (h_ t_m,ili_,' (t_,:, li_ i¢,,_ t_,r,_bh:ms of supersonic cruise
= !'i vehicles discussed at lh,: I I 71 (,l_:_'_i_i.. • t_e(d)loms ('(,nf(:r(mce are at hand.

However, more el)crating ,.xp_,ri(,_,._. is _,.t._t,.d _,_c(mfirm the adequacy of these
"_":, solutions and to invt,stigat¢, :_d(titio_u_i t)_',,l,l,.m_;. The prirnm'y problems addressed
'_'i. in 1971 and the soluti(ms d,_v_l(q_e(l with (1_(, YF I'2 ,irc.r'fft since then are summa--

razed•: as tol h)W._;:
/.

' Airfram(;/pr(,pulsi()n :_vsh,m i_t,.,'.,_.ti,,,t_ are caused I)V significant tk)rces 'rod
0_; moments on the earl'yam(, i_,tu,.¢,¢t by bS,l,Z,:;s ¢tr)¢)r anti spike el)oration, lot the

=_:,.. . Dutch roll me(it;, t,.. ,_(' f[w_','s :lll(t lll,_lU('ll[._ :_1'¢',',ml>l('d io 1|1o aircraft's responses
:, by the inlet comps.tot llmt ,.,,_1_',_1,-.tl,_. sl_il,,, ',n¢l bypass (h_or positions as a function

-_i:: of' angle of si(h,slit.. Tiff:' _,,_l_li,_l_, i_ :,_l\,,,r_(,l\, .l'f,,¢'h,d I)V l'tgs ill the sideslip
._(.. sensor. 'l'ht,s(, :,(!-,',.l's,, ild,.r:,,'(i,,l_._; ,',11 I., ,',.,lue,,,l ,_r lnad(, t'av_,rnl)le l)y tile Use of
. , �¬I'ili¢ rs ¢_r '.l,liii,,_:_l l(,,,,ll_:!,,l, I_,q_; it_ 11_' I)mq)ulsi,_ or flight ('(mtr, fl
: ',. system. ,]1' b(,_h.
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:'2:! Atmospheric temperature fluctuations can cause a conventional Maeh hold auto-
= !!i pilot to Induce large Mach and altitude excursions. The use of a cruise autothrottle
__. for Maeh control alleviates this problem

: Instabilities in the altitude hold autopilot systems have been traced to the angle
_-"., of attack sensitiviW of the static ports on the compensated nose boom, For the
.L:,_ YF-12 aircraft, the feedback of high-passed pitch rate to the autopilot resolves this
,:_: problem.

_i:: Manual flight path _ontrol is significantly improved by the use of an inertial rate
!:. of climb display in the cockpit•
_J

i _4:
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+_ TABLE 1.--COMPARISON OF BYPASS DOOR AND
: CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
f

.+

:i' L_ = 0.35 deg/sec2-percent
!I

i ;_ L 6 ='0.30 deg/sec 2+_. -percent
!.,' a

i-'!: = 0.ii deg/sec2-percent '
i;;. NTl
L;

!_:. N6 = -0.073 deg/sec2-percent

L.-%

_' TABLE 2.--INFLUENCE OF AUTOMATIC INLET OPERATION ONF-.7

-* EFFECTIVE AIRCRAFT STATIC STABILITY

f ,
_. Effective stability. +

_' Inlet derivative
_ operation ......
_-_. l/sec2
_+!! L_ 1/see 2 N_i-:!,
! :_, ,,. i I i

_"_ Fixed -0.90 0.86
I

=:_ Automatic 0.24 .1.23
[ ._ ....

: l'

);

','o'.e
" 1.56

. ,,+ ,, ., _,+- + +_+++i+-+-:+_.......... -++++++.:+._+.+_,++.++.:,++..-: :.++ +_ +++-+++_:_++:+,.+ .... +................ +........... _,.................. _+ _+
+ +, , , _,_ , ++, .... .

,.,.,.,,++++_+_._ _ • ++:,_ ++j,,_.,,:
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_: CXM
_:: TABLE $.--EFFECT OF INLET OPERATION ON
.'7

._!I,,. Inlet operation C0cM

=__, Pixed -0.028

'-:-_' Automatic 0.025

: ,2_}

-_o,,,_. TABLE 4 .--PILOT RATINGS OF ALTITUDE CONTROL

°_ M _ 3.0
_:. ,,,,

._;_,,. Cooper-Ha_per rating
-"_!'.. Task Without inertial With inertial

_o_' rate of climb rate of olt_b
_: display display

-_' Transition from climb

_i!i to level flight 6 3
_o'_. Stabilization after

,._ pitch disturbance 5 3

_i: Descent 5 3
_,_.;, ,,

:.ii

.:,.,

-=-_ o {

• e
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FORWARD BYPASS DOORS-_

•. CENTERBODY SPIKE_ _NORMAL SHOCK

• SPIKE
_- POSITION ,,,_
:': COMMAND "
"' BYPASS DOOR

POSITIONCOMMAN[

_" MACHNUMBER,M c:::::::C>
INLET

. ANGLEOFATTACK,a cz_ COMPUTER

ANGLEOF SIDESLIP,I_

_. Figure 1.- Simplified schematic of variable geometry inlet and
-_ control system.
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_"" RUDDER LEFT
.:_

_,i' DEFLECTION,

_o_ 6r;i; I I I
¢,

.i-'_i;°.:._. i) IFI:ERENTIALDOOROPENBYPASSING, RIGHT

; o;'.r

i_,.-? rl

_21 INDICATEDANGLE RIGHT
:_"_, OFSIDESLIP,

13i_- °< I

o? O 5 I0 15 20 25

;_,. TINE,sec

.._ (a) Inlets automatic.
./ 1

,_ LEFT
=_IF RUDDER
: ,ii DEFLECTION,

°"'" 6r I I I
_,'Tt

:_'i;," RIGHT
•-_.: DIFFERENTIALBYPASS

'-.°'_ DOOROPENING, ..........................
• ° .,.,":': I_ I 1 1 I I

oo _

° '.i

.:,_,_i; INDICATEDANGLE RIGHT
_!,: OFSIDESLIP,
"i!
;: • 0 5 10 15 20 25. =..;;

-'_' TIME°,. ,sec

_: (b) Inlets fixed.

_i l.'Lgure 2.- Dutch roll response to rudder pulse. Yaw stability: augmentation system off, H = 3.0.
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DUTCHROLL /
DAMPINGRATIO, 0

_'DR _-EXISTING
-.! - SENSORLAG

UNSTABLE

-.2 I I I t I
.6 .4 .2 0 .2 .4 .6

LAG LEAD

SIDESLIPSENSORLAG,

tl_, sec

Figure 3.- Influence of sideslip sensor lag or lead
compensation on Dutch roll damping ratio.
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Figure 4.- Effect of tn,l.et operation on ¥F-12 phugotd response.
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-:t CHANGE, -1500 -500
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"_:' AM

-.o3 I l I
::; _F °C

ii TEMPERATURElOE 6 F- CHANGE I I I I I
,; 0 0 40 80 120 160 200

TIME,sec
R,,,

Figure 5.- Simulated response of YF-12 l_ch hold autopflot.
o)

-:ii

<';.,., ft m j/-- ENGAGEAUTOPILOT

•, ALT'TUDECHANGE, 40__.._I___
'; Ah .....

%':: -40 -lO0 5 2 5__ _- 3

-=-,=ii MACHNUMBERCHANGE, .10_._I..,,, -.I .t I. .i 1 . J
?.

:i' ELEVATORDEFLECTION 4 L_
'i_; CHANGE,ABe,deg 0 ""--'-_-.---,--- ""

":;}, NORMALACCELERATION,an, g l.ol'4=- ,*6

,: a, d_ 2 1 " l [ l 1
0 1 2 3 4

=_ TIME, rain

"': Figure 6.- Acceptable altitude hold. Stable
;'_i. atmosphere; H _ 3; h _ 23,622 m (77,500 ft).
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_;¢_: Figure 7.- Unacceptable altltude hold.
_,"..,_,; Unstable atmosphere; H = 3;
_;"°.o_: h .~ 23,622 m (77,500 ft).
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''_ TENTATIVE CIVIL AIRWORTHINESS FLIGHT CRITERIA

' FOR POWERED-LIFT TRANSPORTS

: _i Charles S, llynes
"- NASA Ames Research Center
: _llld

: FAA, Ames R_searchCenter

, SUMMARY

:i A 3-year research program sponsored jointly by the NASA and the FAA has

resulted in the fozmulatlon of tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria

_ for powered-lift transports. Representatives of the U. S., British, French,
ii and Canadian airworthiness authorities participated. The ultimate limits of
_i the flight envelope are defined by boundaries in the airspeed/path-angle plane.
_ Angle of attack and airspeed margins applied to these ultimate limits provide-_

protection against both atmospheric disturbances and disturbances resulting

,. from pilot actions or system variability, but do not ensure maneuvering capa-

!_ bility directly, as the 30-percent speed margin does for conventional trans-
_:_ ports. Separate criteria provide for direct demonstration of adequate capa-
_: billty for approach path control, flare and landing, and for go-around.

:i_ Demonstration maneuvers are proposed, and appropriate ,_buses and failures are

suggested. Taken together, these criteria should permit selection of appro-;I

_i' priate operating points within the flight envelopes for the approach, landing,
..,',

_:, and go-around flight phases, which are the phases likely to be most critical

_: for powered-lift aircraft. Criteria are based (i) on simulation results

_: obtained using the Ames Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft, (2) on previ-ous ARC flight experience with a variety of experimental powered-llft aircraft,
,_ and (3) on reconnnendations from other sources. Additional work is needed to
.,h

'_ verify and refine the present criteria in flight, to develop criteria to

"I,,_. define field lengths, and to treat powered-lift concepts that incorporate

__! sophisticated guidance, displays, or adwmced vehicle stability augmentation.

_i.!i INTRODUCTION

,.. This paper presents the results of a B-year research program directed
I toward development of tentative civil airworthiness flight criteria for

.:_. powered.-llft aircraft. The objectives ,:ere to develop tentative alrworthlne_
r,_,_, flight criteria (concentrating on the approach and landing fl[ght phases), to

_:: define demonstration test techniques, and to explore design implications of
.iL the criteria.

::_!; The program was sponsored Jointly l,y NASA and FAA, with participation by
-_, the United States. British, French, and Canadian airworthiness authorities.

"!'_ It is hoped that standards developed from thes_ criteria can be adopted in

_ substantially equivalent form by each of tilepartlcipating authorities.

:, 165
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" The dov_lopm_nt of criteria was begun by u_ing tho. Amon Flight Simu/ator

i_' for Advanced Aircraft (fig, 1) to _.valuato th_ operating charaet¢:rinticn of

i:i _¢wral representative powered-lift concept_ (rein, 1-6)under ro.alistlc
.,' instrument flight conditiotm with atmospheric turbulo.nco trod w_nd she.or,
¢ Together with pro-vtou_ Amen uxpt,th_act, w/th v¢lrltmt; pow_,r_,d-|lft r_,t.__¢arvl,

-,_ aircraft (ref. 7), thin owlluatiou enabled identification of tiw principal
i; flight hazards due to powered lift,

!.

_. Preliminary criteria intended to provide protection against these hazards
_' wore drafted by the Powered-Lift Standards Development Working (:roup, a body

.,ii organized for that purpose and constituted of representatives of the partici-
-! pating organizations, These preliminary criteria were then examined by addi-

---- tJ'

tional simulator testing (refs. 8, 9), and appropriately modified. Flight
_ testing will be necessary to verify and refine the presently proposed criteria.

"; These criteria are presented and discussed fully in a report (ref I0)_!
,,,i that has recently been distributed by the FAA for comment. Criteria have been
. developed in the categories of flight envelope limits, safety margins, approach

°'_: path control, flare and landing, go-around, and propulsion failure, together

[! with brief guidelines on landing field length. A section on general considera-

tions (ref. i0) is intended to treat questions of regulatory philosophy, and
.:: to clarify certain peculiarities that tend to characterize all powered-lift
_,'_ vehicles supported pri_arily by wing lift. The forms of the criteria were

(;' considered more important than the proposed numerical quantities. Although

°il ,' these numerical proposals were based on the flight and simulation results
_i! available at the time, it is recognized that these numerical quantities will

oi]::'ii have to be refined as flight experience is gained.
fl

" ULTI_k_TE FLIGHT ENVELOPE LIMITS

,::: Turning now to the criteria themselves, it is convenient to begin by

"? considering those basic aerodynamic characteristics of a powered-llft aircraft

',, that determine the ultimate limits of its flight envelope. The two graphs on

- !_ the left-hand side of figure 2 illustrate the lift curves and polar character-.-.
_::'_. istlcs of a representative powered-llft transport in the landing configuration.!.

_: The augmentation of lift by the propulsion system is correlated for different

" _. concepts by the blowing momentum coefficient Cj, which represents the reaction
5 force due to the momentum discharged by the powered-l ilL system. The lowest

o curves represent the characteristics of the wing without blowing. Increased

blowing at constant angle of attack augments the llft several-fold. Powered-
: ' llft aircraft may be controllable beyond the peaks of the llft curves, so that

.: the maximum angle of attack _kLX may exceed the angle for maximum lift.

%' The right-hand graph of figure 2 illustrates the operating envelope that
4: results when the aerodynamic characteristics are converted from coefficient to

_:i._ dimensional form. The heavy contours correspond to constant thrust settings.
,, It can be seen that the boundaries el the central clear area constitute the

'! ultimate limits of the flight envelop_. In the shaded region at the top of

° _ the chart, the thrust required for steady flight is greater than the r_ximum

,./;! 166
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!i available; in the lower right-hand corner it is less than flight idle thrust.
Beyond the right edge of the chart the airspeed exceeds the placard (structural)

_ limit, and in the lower left-hand corner the aircraft is either sta_led or

_i otherwise uncontrollable. The broken mlnimum-speed contour VMIN corresponds

:ii to CLMAX. The region of the flight envelope between the UMAX and VMI N
_. contours is not useful for controlled operation, but can provide additional
_!_ protection against vertical gusts. In general for powered-llft aircraft it is

i_ necessary to couslder the limiting angle of attack ,epar_tely from the limiting
: speed.

._ SAFETY MARGINS
j_

_: Safety margins must be applied to the ultimate limits of the flight

_, envelope to define the nor_l envelope. Within this normsl envelope, all

expected flight operations can be carried out while maintaining safe margins
_¢ from the ultimate envelope limits.

_i Angxe of Attack Margin

_ Considering first the angle of attack margin, it must provide protection
again_ undesired angle of attack excursions resulting from atmospheric

. disturbances and unintentional pilot deviations, as well as allowing for

_,_. intentional maneuvers. The proposed tentative angle of attack margin is

'_ illustrated in figure 3, and is defined by the equation
Ui,

_'_i 20
_, A_ = arc sin-

_ Vkn_ ot

_,
.._: This margin enables the aircraft to encounter an abrupt 20-knot vertical gust

_: without exceeding aMA X. The criterion was proposed by the working group after
__ reviewing the capabilities of conventional aircraft during the landing approach,
'q' and is Intended to provide vertical gust protection equivalent to that of

_: conventional Jet transports The angle of attack excursions caused by pilot

_ actions are smaller for powered-lift aircraft which use thrust as the primary

__fi. means of flight path control than for conventional aircraft, which use pitch

"ii changes for flight path control. Since _5%X is generally thrust-dependent,
_ the raarginSmust be established at each thrust setting throughout the flight

range. This process then defines the upper light solid contour in figure 3,

,-, which constitutes one boundary of the normal operating envelope.

'_' Speed Margin

_i! For purposes of comparison, consider the speed margin for conventional

transports. The hatched boundary on the right in figure 4 illustrates the

_-°_ 30-percent speed margin required for conventional transports; it is based on the
q_ power-off stall speed. It will be seen that thi_ margin would not allow
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; exploitation of the powered-llft envelope. ,he. corr_.,qmnding tentative speed
margin proposed for powered-lift nlrcraft Js also 30 pere.ent (but not less than

_ 20 knots), but it is based on tile use o[ maxlm.m thrust. Thls speed margin is

,.'.' intended to deal with atmospherlc dlsturb;mces lequlrIn_; drastic' action by the

#; pilot, such as strong wind shear. To comm;.Jd m:i_imum ]:lit, the pilot of the
', conventional aircraft must pitch to the stallln_. ]Imlt. In the powered-llft

')i aircraft the corresponding pilot action would be to :ippI;.ma×Imum thrust (and

perhaps also to pltch moderately) it will be ;_een [rom figure 4 that the-;¢

/ proposed criterion recognizes the vff,,cti;-me.;s nf p_,w,qed lift in reducing

_=.5 minimum speed by allowing a eorrespondil,g reduct i,u; _n approach speed. As a

_:( consequence, an aircraft with ]_tt]e I,,,worc_d l-i,t w,;ul,l use an approach speed

°_: nearly the same as If it were certiflt,[ :,,,d,_r[,ro_,ut t_ansport-cateEory

requirement s.>

7_ The right-hand chart of figure 5 illustrates a second tentative speed

> margin which is intended to provide protection durillg normal approaches not

=-_ requiring drastic action by the pilot• For commercial operations it is neces-

_!!. sary to fly normal approaches in light to moderate turbulence safely and

"; routinely, with an acceptable pilot workloal and without encountering nuisance

'_2 warnings. After reviewing both flight and simulation experience, the working

_-!! group proposed a speed margin of ]5 percent (but not I_..,._,'_than i0 knots),
't.

;_ based on the minimum speed at the instantaneous thrust. This thrust is, of

;-'_; course, nominally the approach thrust. }{owever since t/re minimum speed VMI N

°Y depends on thrust, it will change as tluust is set for different flight path

}'; angles. Therefore, the nmrgin must be estab]ishud at each thrust setting over

_a the whole flight range. This process then defines tlre u0per broken contour in

%_- the rlght-hand chart of figure 5. The t_,o speed-margin criteria illustrated in

i_,_ figure 5 constitute two additional t.,,:',n,in'¢"ies of the" nov:..G _:p_rating envelope.
J

;7:

.__, Summary of Safet) _'[,'t,'_,it) (,r.iterin

_ When the proposed angle of attack and spee_i margin criteria are applied to

i_, the ultimate flight envelope, the normal op_:rat[ng envel.pe that is thus
:_f_; defined is illustrated by the clear area in figure r. The relationship of the
_:. three margin boundaries to each other determi,--..; %,hich margin criteria govern
Ii

._: in defining the limits of the normal envelope. T|ds i:'lationship will depend

<.,: on design characteristics, such as t.l,e forms of lfft ,'ur'.,_s and the magnitude

: of powered lift, and will be different f,..,e.,,:l,atrcr_ft To relterate, for ano.'>. _ ,

_: aircraft with little powered lift, the m.t,.i.n,.,m.-t],l,,.,_t ,:q,eed margin would likely
-.r..A

,-_..;. be dominant, resultlng in an approach ,_l)_.,,,l m.a,lv Ill,. ,.,,,. :',s if the, aircraft
<'_ were certified under present l'eq||]l',_nI,,llf:,_: l'oI",','i,',,',_ti,,'ml tr;msp,n't-category

'- i! aircraft.
-'j

°_!'

), Now, where within this normal envelop,., sh,mld th,' n,_i,_hml operating point

}} be located? To answer this question, II i._.,lwci#;_s.li) (o ,_,lisider how tile actual
>. instantaneous operating point may (.h:mf,e ;,,,, II,, i il,_i v;d'c,:,f]ibht path
4' corrections during the approach. In a ,ot_:'c._ _,,,_.:_ ,,,;_ l..,ll, ,,1 course, the

-._";' pilot attempts to maint:_in the approacl! ;li,_I.....i i-,,..,i.,ll,,,t,nstant. :.'.ost

:J of the powered-llft research aircraft ha',.c[._,_ Ii_,',.;,',c..ir<,l_rence angle of

% attack, It can be seen from figure 6 tl, ,t ,.,.-,:.:i,..,;_, us,.. _,_ i..]l_ p,_w,_.re.d-[tft
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..'( envelope would result from following the maxlmum-thrust speed margin bouud,irv

i. when flying s|mllow approach paths, and following tim angle of attack mnrgln

_ boundary when flying steeper paths. There is some question whether the pfl_,t

o.i_ can follow such contours successfully. This matter will be constd(_red furthL_r
, lu the next section.

i:

-.. L FLIGHT REFERENCE

_.i!_

!,.¢_" An enlargement of the normal operating envelope (the clear area of

!.: fig. 6) appears in figure 7. Here the concept of flight reference has been
_ generalized to include any contour within the flight path angle vs speed

:!_ plane, such as the arbitrary contour shown in figure 7. This generalized
,;: flight reference could be speed, angle of attack, or perhaps some combina-

!" tion of these with thrust, provided only that the reference quantity be dis-
o'_

:_I' played to the pilot by a single instrument and that it be adequately reliable.
° "_ Simulation results indicate that use of such artificial references appears,.4.:.
_,l_ quite feasible. The dotted area in figure 7 illustrates an expected range

_ of abuses of the flight reference resulting from atmospheric disturbances or
J. pilot deviations.

', FLIGHT PATH CAPABILITY

=% "_-;

f'_:i What increments of flight path angle above and below the scheduled path
are necessary to enable the pilot to make adequate upward of downward correc-

"'_ii"" tions during the approach? Based on both flight and simulation experience,
o_.,_, the working group proposed that the upward correction capability extend to an

_'_ angle 4° steeper than the scheduled angle• Because powered-llft aircraft tend

.,_ to operate on the back side of the thrust-requlred curve, slow-speed abuses
' tend to reduce the upward capability, and fast-speed abuses tend to reduce

_i_ the downward capability. It is intended that appropriate abuses be included

_-_! in the flight path control demonstrations. The size of the abuse would be

_f related to the excursions to he expected during approaches in moderate turbu-
=._:' lence, and the demonstration would establish the flight path capability at

_!'_;__ the abused flight reference.

__! Figure 7 illustrates these considerations, and shows how an appropriate

o:¢'i_ operating point can be selected. The flight reference must be chosen to
7 "!',

_=;,:,,_ provide adequate flight path capability without vi, fating any of the safety,margin boundaries when the flight reference itself is maintained. ]n

°_: • figure 7, if the chosen flight reference contcur were to permit the demon-

_ _! stration of a steady gradient of only i0 ° with the fast-speed abuse, tlmn

-_' i' the steepest scheduled approach angle that could m_,et all the criteria
'_,":" simultaneously would be 6°.

i°_!
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FLIGHT PATH CONTROL

: Why is it necessary to treat the problem of flight path control separately

at all? First, the characteristics of backsided operation, large thrust
inclination, low lift-curve slope (heave damping), and limited pitch authority

and dynamic response all tend to degrade the flight path response, b_intaining

speed and angle of attack margins is not sufficient to ensure adequate

3 maneuvering capability, as it does for conventional transports. The need for

adequate flight path capability to enable the pilot to make path corrections
has already been discussed.

The working group proposed several dynamic response criteria intended to

_.: ensure adequate path response without objectionable overshoot or excessive

disturbance of the flight reference due to use of the primary flight path con-
trol. These proposals are presented and discussed in detail in reference i0.

Finally, the handling qualities of several powered-lift research aircraft

: have been objectionable during approach because of excessive complexity of

controls. For example, the hot nozzles of the Augmenter Wing Research Aircraft

(AWRA) are operated by a separate cockpit controller providing powerful control
of thrust inclination. Flight experience with this aircraft indicates that

continuous modulation of nozzles in addition to column and throttles during

:.: approach results in excessive pilot workload.

!_, To deal wlth this problem, the working group proposed that there be no

more than two longitudinal controls, one primarily fer controlling path and

the other for controlling flight reference, just as in conventional airplanes.

For example, throttle might be primary for path, and column primary for flight

reference. In order to limit pilot workload, any other cockpit controllers

_" would be treated as configuration selectors not requiring continuous pilot
modulation during approach.

FLARE AND LANDING

:._ The next flight phase to be considered is the flare and landing. In this

' section and in those that follow, it will only he possible to indJcate the
general nature of the proposed criteria, concentrating on those aspects that

differ significantly from conventional aircraft practice.

After considering the need for balancing variou._;requirements ou proci-

• sion of control, on acccptabl]ity of di,._persions in tou,hdown ._;inkrate,
and landing distance, and on gear strength, the working; )%r,,,pprop_,,_;cdthat

' flare and landing capahl]ity bu demonstrated diloct Iv in fll).ht, with aplU'O-

,, priate abuses. Proposed abuses of initial t'ondit i,,u:; im It.h, I rodin)' lrom ;I
path 2 ° steeper than schudttlt:d, ;ts w,.'ll as ;qu,rot,riatt' vnt-i;tti,m:; in initial
flare height and [n tnlt|_ll flirht ]l'l,}t'l't,llc(, " l'ht':;u I:ltt.L,r ;dut:;t,:_ rt,m, lin to

- : be defined frt,m further study _,f ,q,or;tt in., ch;lr;tctt,risti,',;. Th,. :-:tct'l.-l.:,th
. abuse corresponds to ust, ;it the |'[:lrt, [ltiti;it[oll l.oint t_l h:Jlt tt,, pr.,l,t,._c.d

:f't
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°_,:_; 4 ° downward correction capability, and appears to correlate well with the flight

__._ path disturbances encountered during simulation of moderate turbulence.

!'i
;," A second category of flare and landing abuses is concerned with abuse of

:, the secondary control. For example, for an aircraft that relies primarily on

. _:. pitch rotation for landing flare, thrust would be considered the secondary

:_ control. For powered-llft aircraft in this category, a seveze thrust-reduction

";_? abuse is proposed, one amounting to irrational use of thrust. The purpose of

'! the abuse demonstration is to ensure that the flare and landing technique

(i' normally used in the conventional regime would not be catastrophic if applied

.,°"_ to the same aircraft in the powered-llft regime. If the aircraft were flared

';i. primarily with thrust, this thrust abuse would not be needed (although the
_: effect of an inadequate pitch rotation should then be demonst_ted). Flaring

-'.{." with thrust alone appears acceptable if the heave response is ,_ufficlently

; rapid.oi;

4'"."

_'>i GO-AROUND

3 I

:5' The principal differences between go-around criteria for conventional

_!: aircraft and those for powered-llft aircraft are concerned with the acceptabil-

-_i"/ ity of re-configuration. Some powered-lift aircraft may not be capable of

_ positive climb angles _ithout re-configuratlon, such as closlng upper-surface

_-_.;. spoilers, even with all engines operating. Under the proposed criteria, an

:_:_:! acceptable re-configuratlon would be accomplished quickly by a slngle-actlon

_: selection that would not require the pilot to remove his hand:_ from the

-..,_;' primary or secondary controls, and would not require further attention.

_'__ PROPULSION FAILURE

= _, After considering the questions concerning propulsion failure in a

°_ powered-llft aircraft, the working group proposed the following criteria.

_,. First, failure of all critical system elements should be considered, including
_; such elements as cross-shafting or cross-ducting as well as the engines

-_°i themselves. Second, all available alternatives, such as reversion to conven-

:_ tional operation, should be considered. The need to take account of propulsion

f_l_ failure affects the specific criteria in all categories. In view of the low

Y:i' probability of propulsion failure following commencement of an approach, the

-_!!" group believed it reasonable to accept slight reductions in safety marF,Ins
o_ and flight path capability following the failure. Capability for safe landing

=_$ " (within structural limits) would be demonstrated following fail,_re below a

:_: certain commit height, and capability for safe go-around would bt' de_:,onstrated

_!: following failure above this commit height.

=_°I"

,,. ,!.' , 1-]

2 ..... _..... _' " " _ "_';o: ....__ '"' ......."_" _=_ . '_-_-_-_'_-_":: :,A i:i":5...... ......,.,_.._./:_. _: . ,{.. _ ..:,'i_" _o o%.., "' ' - - - - o...... ,.,, .
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LANDING FIELD LENGTH

A great deal of work is still needed to develop methods for determining
landing field length. Summarizing the general considerations the working group

believed most important: the field length determination should be based on
the operational (rather than maxlmum-effort) technique; abuses related to

flare and landing should be demonstrated; and propulsion failure should be

considered. It may be significant that powered-lift aircraft could be limited

by landing distance rather than takeoff distance; such a limitation could

complicate the determination of landing field length and lead to a complexity
similar to that for deternllnlng takeoff field length for conventional transports.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Tlleneed for flight examination of these proposed criteria is fully

recognized. Ames is In the midst of a 50-hr flight program using the Augmentor

Wing Research Aircraft (AWRA). This work is directed toward verification and

refinement of tiletentative criteria, and is planned for completion next year.

It is hoped that this process of refinement can be continued by selected

experiments uslng other powered-llft airczaft, and that the design implications

of tllecriteria can be more thoroughly explored.
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ANAI,YS IS HI_,TllOll

'rlw techniqm, u:;t.d t_ defurmim, ihe a lrcr;lft nu_tl_m,_: involve._ .qmoothing of
the raw radar dnta. 'rh_,:_e :_m_u,th_,d r_,:mlls, In cmnbinntlon with c_ther available
information (wind pr,_flles and alrcr;ift performance dat_), .are u_ed to derive
the expanded set of dat:, (fig. "i).

Several types t_l smo_thlng technique:i (e..g,.,l_,ast squares, Kalman filter/

smoothers, etc.) are currently under evaluation at Amt.So The smoothing tech-

nlque used for the rusults In this relmrt is based on a cubic least-square fit
to the recorded raw data (ref. 4). This m,)vlng-arc procedure provides a "_'

smoothed time history of the aircraft position (x, y, h), the Inertial veloci-
ties (x, y, l_) and acceterations (_, _, i_). A transformation of the inertial
velocities provides a direct calculation of the g_ound speed, the track angle,
and the flight-path angle. Using the known winds ' (usually recorded twice a day
at lo,-al weather stations), these inertial data are transformed to the aircraft
stability axes to provide true airspeed, tim component of force along the air-

speed vector (thrust-drag), the component of force normal to the airspeed vector
(lift), and tLe orientation of the total force vector (r,_lt angle). The derived

quantities which have been discussed so far are aircrlift independent. Further
derivations, based on aircraft dependent, performance data, can dete.rmine the
aircraft angle of attack, which is used in a transformatim_ from the .,_tabtlity
axes to derive the pitch and heading angles.

Thus, time histories can be deriw.d of altitude, airspeed, attitude angles
(pitch, roll, and heading), and acceleration force,; (lift, thrust-drag). The
accuracy of the derived information, however, will depend on several factors,
such as the aircraft speed, the type of maneuvers being performed, the distance
from the radar site, wind uncertainties, aircraft performance uncertainties,
etc. The following examples illustrate the accuracy of the technique.

CV-990 FLIGHT-TEST EXPERIMENTS

In these experiments (rig. 4), the quantities derived from ATC radar
records are compared with the actual values measured by the instrumentation sys-
tem onboard the CV-990 aircraft. Figures 5 and 6 show representative compari-
sons of the radar-derived data (dotted lines) with the corresponding onboard
measurements (solid lines). Heasurements included air data (altitude and air-
speed), accelerometer (lift and thrust-drag) and lnertlal platform (pitch, roll,
and heading angles) time. hi,,;torles°

The experlmt.ntal results presented in l lgure 5 were derived from ARTS TII
radar records obtained during CV-990 flight operations at the l,_s Angeles
terminal. These records include n landing approach to about 60 m above the
runway, fo[h_wed by a go-around and a 180 ° turn. These radar data were recorded
once each 6.7 so('.

The experimental results In figure b were deriw, d from NAS Stage A (oakland

Center) radar records of the CV-990 descmuilng Into tht, St_u'kl,m, ('.nlifm'nia
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airport. These records, obtained during normal rllght operations, begin from a
cruise condition at an altitude of about 10 ks, followed by routine trim changes
and descending turns down1 to an altitude of about 3 ks. These radar data were
recorded once each 12 sec.

The accuracy of the quantities derived from both radar systems have the
same general treods. There is poor accuracy in some of the quantities derived
during rapid orientation changes of the aircraft; however, there is relatively
good accuracy in most of the quantities derived during the steadier portions of
flight.

The errors that occur during rapid orientation change are found primarily
in the values of llft, pitch, and roll angle. Rapid changes in these variables

can go undetected because of the large time span (4.7 to 12 sec) between the
radar records.

During the steadier portion of the flight (e.g., steady turns, ascent,

descent, etc.), most of the derived data are obtained with remarkably good

accuracy. These radar-derived data are generally of sufficient accuracy to

provide important information in the analysis of aircraft accidents. One

representative application in an accident analysis is illustrated next.

APPLICATION WIll ACTUAL ACCIDENT RECORDS

This example is based on ATC radar data available from an airliner accident

near Thlells, New York, on December I, 1974. This aircraft, on a climbout from

JFK, stalled at an altitude of about 8 km and entered an uncontrolled, spiral-

ling descent into the ground. The stall was precipitated by an erroneous air-

speed indication which had resulted from blockage of the pitot heads by atmo-

spheric icing (ref. 5).

Radar data were available during the climbout, stall, and the initial por-
tion of the uncontrolled, spiralling descent. Only limited radar data were

available during the later stages of descent, below about 6 km, b_oause of

intermittent transponder returns. A derived time history of the aircraft

motions is presented in figure 7 (dotted lines). Also shown for comparison are

the four quantities (altitude, airspeed, normal force, and heading) available
from the onboard foil-type flight recorder.

The comparison of the radar-derived airspeed with the onboard airspeed

measurement clearly shows the time at which the pitot head became blocked with

• ice. Beyond that time, the radar-derived data indicate a decreasing airspeed
that reached a minimum near the stall and then increased during the descent.

The values of normal force derived from the radar data generally agree with the

onboard measurement, except that the radar data cannot reproduce the short-term

peak excursions which are actually experienced by the aircraft. The values of

pitch angle derived from the radar data indicate a maximum angle of about 27°

during stall, followed by values as steep as -25 ° during the initial pot, ton of
descent. The values of roll and heading angles derived from the radar _, a
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indit,;|tt, th,, p_,|ttl :tl- v,hi,,I, v;inF dr_,p .t'curr_nl ;rod the aircraft started into
the spirall ittl,, dt,:qt._,.t.

:' ('IH,'I<ENT I.IHITA'I'loNS AND FUTURE TRENDS

The precudluF, t_X;tllll_lt't; (1 [gS. 5 to 7) have illustrated the capability of
deriving time htst,_ri_,._; of tilt, aircraft motions from ATC radar recordings. How-
ever, the expertt,nct, j.a|nt,d through analyzing the CV-990 data and through

-) applicatlot,s t.o ;lccident Investigations Indicates certain limitations in the use
of ATC radar recordtnrs for the analysis of aircraft dynamics. As noted
earlier, the slow data rate from radar recordings precludes the determination of
rapid orientation changes of the aircraft. Radar data also may have voids (no
transponder returus) during some extreme, uncontrolled maneuvers, such as

spiralling descents. Also, current ATC radar recordings do not provide coverage

of all aircraft operations. For instance, radar coverage generally does not
: extend to the ground level (for ground roll, liftoff, touchdown, etc.) and may

not be available in remote ar_.as.

! In spite o_ the:at limitations, ATC radar records can provide an important
source of data, both to complement the flight-data recorders onboard airliners
and to provide a source of rec ,rded information for other types of aircraft not

equipped with onboard recorders. At the present time, only about 1.5 percent of
the total aircraft in the United Stateq have onboard flight-data recorders;

whereas, about 30 per_'ent have Mode-C transponders. The number of aircraft with

Mode-C transponders is expected to grow to between 70 and 80 percent of the
total aircraft fleet In the next few years (ref. 6). Because of this rapldly

increasing number of aircraft with Mode-C transponders (fig. i), the number of

flight operatlons which can be analyzed by ATC recordings is steadily growing.

A look into the future also indicates that several features of the Upgraded

Third Generation ATC System (refit. 6 to 8), which is now undergoing evaluation

=i by the Federal Aviation Agency, may ease some of the limitations noted above and
could provide additional sources of data for use in accident investigations
(fig. 8). For instance, the advanced transponders could provide increased

accuracy and increase the l_umber of downllnked quantities. The proposed termi-

nal surveillance systems could extend coverage t,_ the ground and provide

increased ac_:uracy and higher data rates. The proposed space satellite ATC

systems could provide coverage over the ocuan and eventually provide worldwide
coverage. These future, trenth; of increased coverage, better accuracy, higher
data rates, and an Increased number of downltnked quantities, along with the
growing number of aircraft with tran:_ponder,_. Imply increasing capabilities for

• the use of ATC r_.cortls tn _lccitlent Investigation.

CONCI.III)I N(; REblARKS

This paper ha,,_ 13rt,_;ented _ome rt, sttlts based on a tt,chnlque for dertvt.!;
time histories of additional alr_'ralt states from ATC radar records of x and y

position and altltudq,. This tt,t'htHque t_tnooths the raw radar data and, using
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.tht_r awltlabie information (wind profiles and aircraft performan,'e), derives
an t,xpandt_d set of data which [nc]udes airspeed, lift, thrust-drag, pltc-h, rnl],
;lnd he;ldtng ;ingles, etc.

Applications in this paper illustrate that the largest errors in tlle
derived data occur during rapid orientation changes of the aircraft. For the
steadier portions of flight (ascent, descent, turns, etc.) the derived quantl-
tles are generally of sufficient accuracy to providt, important information in

the analysis of aircraft accidents.
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STATUS OF RUNWAY SLIPPERINESS RESEARCH

Walter B. Ilorno

NASA Langley Research Center

S_ARY

Runway slipperiness research performed in the United States and Europe

since 1968 has been reviewed. This review suggests the following benefits

to the aviation community: Better understanding of the hydroplaning phe-

nomenal a method for predicting aircraft tire performance on wet runways
from a ground-vehicle braking test; runway rubber deposits identified as a

serious threat to aircraft operatlonal safety; methods develuped for

removing rubber deposits and restoring runway traction to uncontaminated

surface levels; and developed antlhydroplaning runway surfaces, such as

pavement grooving and porous friction course, which considerably reduce

the posslbility of encountering aircraft hydroplaning during landings in
rainstorms.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive research has been performed in the United States and Europe

since 1968 in an effort to combat problems relative to aircraft operations
on slippery runways. This research has led to a more complete under-

standing of the sources of these operating problems and, as a result,

improved methods are being introduced to control or alleviate these prob-

lems. The purpose of this paper is to review the present status of runway
slipperiness research in the following areas of interest:

(i) Runway flooding during rainstorms

(2) Hydroplaning

(3) Identlflcation of slippery runways including the results from

ground vehicle friction measurements and attempts to correlate

these measurements with aircraft stopping performance

(4) Progress and problems associated with the development of
• antihydroplaning runway surface treatments such as pavement

groovlng and porous friction course (PFC)

(5) Runway rubber deposits and their removal
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RU_4AY FI,OODING DURING RAINSTORMS

During 1971, Lhe Texas Transportation lnstltutt, (TTI), _ is At Unlv,,r_Ity,
publiflhad the results of a comprahon_llv_ Hl udy on tile effects of r_,' 11
intensity, pavement cross slope, surl'act_ tt,Xtllru, and dr/llntl},, lol ,t p;iv_,_
ment water depths (rof. 1), From the TTI study, ,'Ill equ;:':ion ,"_r_ ,'Ivied to
predict the rainfall intensity required to tattle.re f_, tin,, , raft tlre
paths on the runway as follows:

For SI Units: _,

IL i1'695

T.89

IF = 1.253 x 103 .43(I/S).4 f (la)

For U.S. Customary Units:

IF = 1.543 × 104 .43(iiS).4 (Ib)

where

IF rain rate required to initiate runway flooding in
tire path, mm/ht (in/hr)

T pavement surface texture depth (ATD), mm (in.)

L tire path distance from runway crown, m (ft)

S runway cross slope, m/m (ft/ft)

It should be noted that equations (I) are derived from data obtainr' on ungrooved

pavements and from pavements that have not been treated with a porc_,J friction
course. Figure i illustrates how equations (i) can be used to predict whether

a flooded runway condition will exist for a typical jet transport landing on

the runway center llne during a rainstorm. The trends shasta in figure 1 su_.est

that a pavement must be provided with a L;ood cross slope and a _ood surface

texture to minimize the risk of runway flooding and dynamic hydroplaning occur-
ring to aircraft during take-off and landing in rainsterms.

Effect of Surface Winds on Drainage

, Surface winds, when present on runways, can ;_pprt, ciably affect rtlnway
t drainage by changinF the direction of water flow off the sidt, of the runway which

tends to increase the drainage path length and increase runway water depths.

Observations of water drainage from a number ol runway,_ using a dye test (sodium

t
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fluorescein dye injected into draining water on the runway to improve flow
visualization) suggest that surface winds do not appreciably affect water drain-

age from runways as long as the draining water is flowing below the top of the

pavement texture. Surface winds do affect water drainage from runways when
flooded conditions exist and the water is flowing as a sheet above the top of

the pavement texture. In the latter case, the water dralnage-path angle with

respect to the runway center llne is determined from the vector sum of the wind
and gravitational forces acting on the water. Typical examples of this behavior

are shown in figure 2 (ref. 2) where the water drainage patterns (from a dye

test) obtained on a conventional burlap drag and a wlre-combed (plastic grooved)
concrete runway surfaces during artificial wetting tests performed in a 10-knot -_.

surface wind are compared. The average texture depth (ATD) of the ungrooved

burlap drag surface wa_ 0.28 nun (0.011 in.) as measured by the NASA grease test.

This texture depth was insufficient to prevent surface flooding under the

artificial wettiltg conditions, and the water drainage path direction was rotated

toward the runway center llne by the action of the surface wind. Under the
same surface wetting and wind condition, the grooved concrete surface with an

ATD of 0.81 mm (0.032 in.) allowed most of the draining water to flow below the

top of the surface texture (unaffected by wind). As a consequence, the water

drainage path on this surface was nearly inllne with the transverse grooves

and the runway cross slope.

Flooding on Grooved Runways

NASA has constructed a concrete runway 4372 m (15 000 ft) long and 91 m

(300 ft) wide at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for the space shuttle• (See

fig. 3.) A longitudinal broom surfacing treatment was given the fresh concrete

as it was paved by a slip-form paver (fig. 4). The concrete runway surface

several months a_terlPav_ng was grooved by diamond saws to a transverse
29 × 6 x 6 mm (i_× _ x _ in.) pattern with the resulting surface texture
shown in figures 5 and 6. The Langley Research Center (LaRC) performed drainage

and traction studies on the space shuttle runway in June 1976.

On June 20, 1976, the Cape Canaveral area was subjected to a series of

thunderstorms during which heavy rain fell on the shuttle runway. Figure 7

shows the rain rates and surface flooding that occurred on the shuttle runway

during a 30-mlnute period as one of the thunderstorms passed over the runway.

The space shuttle runway is oriented in a north/south direction; a wind of

approximately i0 knots magnitude from the southwest was observed during the
storm. For this wiDd condition, the data in figure 7 show that a rain rate of

approximately 81 mm/hr (3.2 In/hr) i_ _quired to start runway flooding in the
shuttle main gear tire paths (landing on runway center line).

The predicted rain rate (from eqs. (i)) required to flood the runway in the

shuttle main tire path is 47.1 mm/hr (1.85 in/hr). This difference between

observed (81 um/hr (3.2 in/hr)) and est_nated (47.1 mm/hr (1.85 In/hr)) rain

rates gives added weight to features long observed on runways grooved with a
diamond saw technique; that is, the polished groove channels (from the diamond

saw cuts) greatly reduce water flow resistance over water draln_ng through and

over the comraratively much rougher texture of conventional surface treatments.
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In addition, the draining water is forced by the groove channels to take the
shortest drainage path (down the grooves) off the runway edge even on runways
with longitudinal slope. As a consequence, water drainage from runways grooved
with the diamond saw technique is greatly increased over ,ngrooved runway
surfaces. (See fig. 8.) It is believed that plastic grooving techniques are
not as effective as the sawed groove technique for water drainage because the
grooves can be interrupted or misalined at paving lane edges and the groove
channels have rougher wall surfaces.

Flooding on Porous Friction Course Runways

Water drainage from the porous friction course (PFC) runway at Farnborough,
England, was personally observed during a heavy rain in 1965 and the runway did
not flood while adjacent conventional surfaces dld. Most PFC surfaces are
19 mm (3/4 in.) thick and have void ratios ranging between 0.I and 0.15, which
give this surface treatment a high water storage capacity before the surface
floods. However, water drainage over and through this surface treatment is
interstitial with many abrupt flow direction changes as well as rough flow
surfaces. Consequently, the dralnage-path lengths will be longer for a PFC
surface than for a grooved surface, especially on runways with longitudinal
slope. For these reasons, it is belleved_ but not yet substantlated_ that PFC
surfaces will not drain water from runways as effectively as grooved surfaces
(diamond saws) during prolonged ralnfalls having high ralnfa11 rates.

HYDROPLANING

The three presently known types of hydroplaning were first defined in
reference 2, that is, dynamic, viscous, and "reverted" rubber hydroplanlng.
Continuing research on hydroplaning since that time has in general supported the
conclusions reached in reference 2. However, this later research has sho_ new
aspects of hydroplaning that are significant and of importance to describe.

Wheel Spln-Up Speed

Early (1960) NASA track hydroplaning research was conducted by rolllng
full-slze unbraked aircraft tires across dry and flooded runway sections. The
aircraft tire spun up at touchdown on the dry pavement and then entered the
flooded runway section at synchronous runway wheel speed and subsequently spun
down or stopped cumpletely when the carriage speed equaled or exceeded the tire
hydroplaning speed. This type of test defined the well-known tire hydroplaning

• speed equation (ref. 3), which is given as follows:

For SI Units:

Vp)spln-down _ 3.43 V'P- (2a)
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For U,S. Customary Units:

(V_ _ 9V_" (2b)spln-down

where

(V_spln_down tire spin-down hydroplaning speed, knots

p tire inflation pressure, kPa (ib/in 2) "_"

Since 1960, the aircraft industry has used this equation to define the
hydroplaning speed for partlcular aircraft and aircraft fllght manuals. Starting

in 1970, investigation of aircraft hydroplaning accidents suggested that the

spin-up hydroplaning speed for a nonrotating aircraft tire (as at aircraft

touchdown) might be lower in magnitude than the speed predicted by equations (2)

for a rolling unbraked tire. (See refs. 4 and 5.) As a consequencep refer-

ences 6 and 7 defined the tire wheel spin-up hydroplaning speed on flooded

runways as

For SI Units:

(V_ spin-up "_2.93 V_ (3a)

For U_S. Customary Units:

(V_ 7.7 VP (3b)spln-up

where

(V_ spln-up tire spln-up hydroplaning speed, knots

p tire inflation pressure, kPa (ib/in2)

Additional verification of this new hydroplaning eqLtatlon (eqs. (3)) is given

in reference 8 and shown in flgure 9. It is important that aircraft flight-
manual hydroplanlng speeds be changed to reflect the values given by equa-

tlons (3) since this hydroplaning speed represents the actual tire situation

for aircraft touchdown on flooded runways.

Reverted Rubber Hydroplaning

Reverted rubber hydroplaning was first recognized and defined from friction

data produced at the Langley landlng-loads track (ref. 2), now called the
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Langley aircraft landing loads and traction facility, and from investigation of

NTSB (National Transportation Safety Board) aircraft skidding accident reports
prior to 1965. (Data from the Langley landlng-loads track or the Langley air-
craft landing loads and traction facility are herein after designated "NASA

track datat" and the facillty is designated "NASA track.") Full-scale aircraft
verification of the extremely low friction values encountered during reverted

rubber hydroplaning did not occur until the aircraft flight test programs that

are reported in references 9 to ii. These fllght test programs were conducted

in 1971-73. Figure i0 shows the reverted rubber skid patch developed on a

B-Y37 tire during a landing run on the artlflclally wet runway at Roswell,
New Mexlco, after an approximately 1829-m (6000-ft) sllde-out with all four "_'

main gear tires of the B-737 in a locked-wheel condition. Figure ii shows the

comparison between the Langley friction results of 1965 and the B-727 (1971)

and the B-737 (1973) full-scale braking tests. The aircraft friction data

shown in this figure completely validate the 1965 NASA track data and confirm

the belief that the reverted rubber skid mode is the most catastrophic for air-

craft operational safety because of the low braking friction and the additional

fact that tire cornering capability drops to zero when wheels are locked. (See
ref. 8.)

The reverted rubber hydroplaning condition is limited to aircraft using

high tire inflation pressures. This phenomenon has not been observed on ground

vehicles employing low tire inflation pressures of 165 kPa (24 ib/in 2) or less
when vehicle wheels are locked. Reverted rubber hydroplaning d&velops only

when prolonged wheel lockups occur which stem from pilot/antlskld braking system

inputs. Thus, the avoidance of reverted rubber hydroplaning must rest with

improving pilot braking procedures and with improving locked-wheel protection
circuits of aircraft antiskid braking systems. (See ref. 8.)

Combined Viscous and Dynamic Hydroplaning

Most researchers now agree that the loss of tire friction on wet or flooded

pavements with speed is due to the combined effects of viscous and dynamic

hydroplaning phenomena acting in the tire footprint as shown in figure 12. The

tire hydroplaning model shown in this figure was first proposed by Gough in
1959 in reference 12. (See also ref. 13.) The footprint and sketch in this

figure show a pneumatic rolling at medium speed across a flooded pavement. For

this partial hydroplanlv_ condition, zone 1 describes the fraction of the tire
footprint that is supported by bulk water, zone 2 describes the fraction of tire

footprint that is supported by a thin water film, and zone 3 describes the

zraction of the tire footprint that is in essentially dry contact with the peaks

of the pavement surface texture. The length of zone 1 represents the time

required for the rolling tire for this speed condition to expel bulk water from

under the footprint; correspondingly, the length of zone 2 represents the time

required for the tire to squeeze out the residual thin water film remaining

under the footprint after the bulk water has been removed. Since fluids cannot

develop shear forces of appreciable magnitude, it is only in zone 3 (essentially

dry region) that traction forces for steering, decelerating, and accelerating
a vehicle can be developed between the tire and the pavement. The ratio of the
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:-" dry contact area (zone 3) to the total tire footprint area (zone i + zone 2

i-_ + zone 3) multiplied by the friction coefficient the tire develops on a dry
pavement yields the friction coefficient the tire can develop for this flooded

, pavement and speed condition.

•: As speed is increased, a point is reached where zone 3 disappears and the
• entire footprint is supported by either bulk water or a thin water film. This

speed condition is called combined viscous and dynamic hydroplanlng. As speed

: is further increased a point is reached where bulk water penetrates the entire

tire footprint. This condition is called dynamic hydroplaning. If the runway
: is not flooded (no bulk water) such as on a runway covered with a heavy dew, it

is possible for zone 2 to cover the entire tire footprint at speed if the pave-

i_:'. meat is very smooth. This condition is called viscous hydroplaning.

i

i Water Pressure Propagation Under the Tire Footprint

i NASA track research (ref. 2) shows that the fluid pressure developed in
the bulk water (zone i) region of the footprint follows a V2 law and stems

from fluid inertial or density properties as shown in figure 12. Correspondinglyt!,
!. this research shows that the fluid pressure developed in zone 2 (fig. 12) stems
i from fluid viscous properties; hence, the names dynamic and viscous hydroplaning

are used to describe the hydroplaning phenomena.

!_ Pavement Macro/Microtexture Effects on Hydroplaning

I

When flooding on a runway occurs, the pavement surface macrotexture plays

; the important role of providing escape channels to drain bulk water from zone 1

(fig. 12). The drainage channels are provided by the tire tread draping over

the high spots (asperities) of the p_vement surface texture leaving valleys

_._ between the tire tread and the low points of the surface texture through which

i bulk water can easily drain out from under the tire footprint. Bulk water
drab, age through the pavement macrotexture thus delays to much higher speeds

i.. the buildup of fluid dynamic pressure with speed found for pavements with no or
poor macrotexture. This effect is illustrated in figure 12 for smooth and

_ grooved pavements. The macrotexture of a pavement can be assessed to some

: degree by methods such as the NASA grease test (ref. 14), the British sand patch
test (ref. 15), and the Texas Transportation Institute silicone putty test

i (ref. 16).

_ Providing the pavement with a good microtexture is the major means of

i combating viscous hydroplaning or preventing the development of viscous fluid

i. • pressures in zone 2 of the tire footprint. (See fig. 12.) Pavemen_ microtexture

is difficult to detect by eye but can usually be determined from touching the

_ surface. A good pavement mlcrotexture has a sharp-harsh-grltty feel such as
obtained when touching fine sandpaper. The touch test is qualltatlve and not

infallible and should be confirmed by ground vehlcle friction tests under wet
conditions. Pavement mlcrotexture performs its function by providing the pave-

ment surface thousands of sharp pointed projections that, when contacted by the

tire tread, generate local bearing ptesstrres of _everal thousand ra (Ib/in2).
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This intense pressure quickly breaks down the thin water film coating the pave-
ment surface, and allows the tire to regain dry contact with the high points of
the pavement surface texture.

Tire Effects on Hydroplaning

The footprint of the tire can be considered analogous to the wing on an
aircraft; both are lifting surfaces, the wing to support the weight of the air-

craft in flight through the atmosphere and the tire footprint to support the
weight of the vehicle during hydroplaning on a wet or flooded pavement. Wings -_.
of high aspect ratio (wing length/chord length) reduce tip losses and produce
the highest llft coefficient to support the aircraft in flight. Research shows

the same trends for tire footprints. Smooth tread tires having hlgh-aspect-
ratio footprints (footprint wldth/footprlnt length) for similar conditions of
flooded pavement, load, and inflation pressure will hydroplane at lower vehicle
speeds than tires with low-aspect-ratlo footprints. The aspect ratio of the
tire footprint is governed by the shape of the tire cross section or the ratio

of tire section height to sectlonwidth (also called the tire aspect ratio).

Molding grooves (channels) in the tire tread at time of construction is

the tire designers equivalent of pavement macrotexture. The tread grooves in
the tire footprint are vented to atmosphere and provide escape channels for the
bulk water trapped in zone 1 (fig. 12)• Tread grooves thus raise the critical
water depth required for a tire to suffer dynamic hydroplaning, and for water
depths less than the critical depth, raise the tire hydroplaning speed. It
should be noted that the benefits from grooving the tire tread decrease in
proportion to tread wear (depth of groove) and vanish when the groove depth
decreases to 1.6 mm (1/16 in.) or less. The tire designers equivalent of
pavement mlcrotexture is to cut or mold kerfs or slpes into the tread ribs that
lle between the tread grooves. The purpose of these features is to greatly
increase the number of sharp edges of tread contact with the pavement that are
provided by the tread grooves. Contact of the pavement surface at these sharp
cornered tread slpe and groove edges creates local bearing pressures sufficiently
high to quickly breakdown and displace the thin water film (zone 2, fl8. 12)
that creates viscous hydroplaning.

The vertical load acting on a tire divided by the tire footprint area
determines the average tlre-pavement contact pressure. For smooth tread tires,
this contact pressure is approximately equal or proportlonal to the tire Infla-
tlon pressure. The difference in the pressure within and without (atmospheric
pressure) the tire footprint creates forces which expel the water trapped in
the tlre-pavement contact zone at velocities which are proportional to the

• square root of the tire tread-pavement contact pressures. Thus, increasing the
inflation pressure in a tire increases the rate of flow of water drainage out
of the footprint and raises the tire hydroplanlng speed. When grooves are cut
or molded into a tire tread to form a tread pattern, the area of actual rubber
contact with the pavement in the tire footprint is reduced. The result is that
the contact pressures on the ribs of the tread pattern are increased which
increases the rate of flow of water draining out of the footprint. This fact

explains the effectiveness of tire tread patterns in improving wet traction or
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delaying hydroplaning effects on wet or flooded pavements to higher speeds. It
should be noted that while tire tread designs can reduce wet runway traction
losses, the improvements obtained are relatively small in comparison to what
can be obtained by providing the pavement with a good micro/macrotexture
(ref. 7), and these improvements disappear when the tread becomes worn.

: Tire Operating Mode Effects on Hydroplaning

The tire operating mode is controlled by the vehicle operator (pilot or

driver). Depending upon the maneuver required, the vehicle tires may be under-
going free rolling, braked rolling, yawed rolling, powered rolling, a combina-

tion of braked and yawed rolling, or a combination of powered and yawed rolling.

Maximum lateral or steering forces for the tire occur when the tire is neither

braked nor powered (driven by the engine). Correspondlngly, maximum traction

for accelerating or decelerating the vehicle develops when the vehlcle is moving
straight ahead (unyawed) and the tires are not developing lateral forces to with-

stand a cross wind or to conduct a turning maneuver. If the driver applies power
to the vehicle driving wheels in excess of the tire-pavement friction capa-

bility, the tire loses its grip on the :,vement, and the wheel will start to
spiL up with respect to the pavement. The resulting relative motion between the

tire and the pavement under wet conditions increases vlscous-dynamlc hydroplaning

effects and traction for accelerating and steering the vehicle is greatly

reduced. On the other hand, if the pilot or driver braking demand (brake appli-

cation) exceeds the tire-pavement friction capability, the tire loses its grip

with the pavement and rapidly spins down to a locked-wheel condition. This is

the most hazardous tire operating mode for vehicle operational safety (refs. 7,
8, and 17) because the tire cornering capability drops to zero even on dry

pavements and vehicle directional stabillty is greatly reduced. Research shows

that on wet and flooded pavements, both viscous and dynamic fluid pressures

increase in magnitude under the sliding tire footprint over those obtained for

a rolling tire for the same speed condition. The result is that locked-wheel

sliding or nonrotating tires have a lower hydroplaning speed than rolling tires

(compare eqs. (2) and (3)). Under partial hydroplaning conditions on wet

runways, the braking traction can be reduced by as much as one-thlrd to
two-thirds the maximum obtained during the braked rolllngmode from this enhanced

hydroplaning effect as shown in figure ii. (Compare Umax with Uskid for
normal rubber. )

Prediction of Tire Braking and Cornering Characteristics on Net Runways

The description of the hydroplaning process given in the preceding para-

• graphs was taken from the preamble of an emplrlcally derived combined viscous-
dynamic hydroplaning theory which is being developed by Horne (LaRC) and Herritt

(FAA, Flight Standards). This theory is presently being refined and tested by

using NASA track tire data and data obtained from alrcraft-ground vehlcle runway
test programs. The theory was first exposed to public view at the FAA/Industry

Meeting on Runway Traction and Rational Landing Rule (Washington, D.C.),

February 11-13, 1975. The theory is being used to develop tlre-runway friction
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models for flight simulator research conducted under NASA Contract (ref. 18),

and is being used by NASA to assist NTSB in the investigation of aircraft

skidding accidents on wet runways.

One of the first major accomplishments of the theory is the development
of a simple method for transforming experimental friction measurements made by

a vehicle using one tire operating mode on a wet pavement to prediction of
braking and cornering friction coefficients for other tire sizes and different

tire operating modes for this same wet pavement condition. The method is
described herein with the aid of figures 13 and 14 for the case of a diagonal-

braked vehicle (DBV) friction measurement of the wet runway at Roswell, New

Mexico, and the corresponding prediction of a B-737 main gear tire friction

performance for the same runway wetness condition.

The DBV method for evaluating the slipperiness of wet runways is to lock

a diagonal pair of wheels on a four-wheel ground vehicle at a speed of 52.2 knots

and decelerate the vehicle to a stop under both wet and dry runway conditions.

(See ref. 19.) The wet-dry stopping distance ratio (SDR) obtained is an index

to the slipperiness of the runway surface; the higher the SDR, the slipperier

the runway is under wet conditions. The upper left plot shown in figure 13

describes the variation of DBV ground speed with time during a typical DBV test

run at Roswell during the B-737 flight test program described in references i0
and ii. This speed time history was differentiated with respect to time to

obtain the curve for DBV Pskid against speed shown in the upper right plot
of figure 13. The values of DBV _skid were obtained from the equation

- dv dl (4)DBVVskid= 2  dt/braked( )unbrake

The vlscous-dynamic hydroplaning theory states that any experimentally
obtained variation of tire friction coefficient with speed on a wet pavement

can be converted to an equivalent nondimensional hydroplanlng-parameter (7)--
speed-ratio form (lower left plot of fig. 13) by means of the relationships

_wet
= _ (5)

_dry

V

Speed ratio =--Q (6)
Vp

where

_dry characteristic dry friction coefficient for tire

Wet experimental or predicted friction coefficient for wet
pavement conditions

2OO
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VG ground speed

Vp characteristic tire hydroplaning speed (obtained from eqs. (2))

tlre-pavement drainage characteristic or hydroplaning
parameter for pavement

YL Y for locked-wheel sliding (nonrotatlng tire)

YR Y for braked or yawed rolling (rotating tire)

The theory defines _dry as the maximum friction coefficient obtainable on a
dry pavement under braked rolling, yawed rolling, or locked-wheel sliding

conditions at low speed (VG < 2 knots). For aircraft tires, _dry may be
calculated from the following equation (derived from ref. 20):

For SI Units:

_dry = 0.93 - 1.6 x 10-4 p (7a)

For U._. Customary Units:

_dry = 0.93 - i.i x 10-3 p (7b)

where

p tire inflation pressure, kPa (ib/in2)

The value of _dr¥ for ground-vehlcle tires must be determined experimentally.

Typical values of- _dry found for ground-vehicle friction measuring devices
are listed in table i. If _dry = 1.15 and Vp = 44.1 knots (from eqs. (2))

in equations (5) and (6), respectively, the curve for DBV _skld against VG

of figure 13 is converted to the curve for ?L against VG shown in the lower

left plot of figure 13. The curve of ?R (rolling tire) shown in this latter
plot was obtained with the aid of figure 14 which is emplrlcally derived from

NASA track aircraft tire data in the viscous-dynamic hydroplanlng theory.

The theory suggests that all experimental pneumatic tire friction coeffi-
cients (aircraft or ground vehicle), when converted to nondlmenslonal form,

• will condense along either the ?L curve (locked-wheel braking tests) or the

YR curve (peak-braklng or yawed-rolling tests) if the correct values for tldry
and Vp for the tire conditions are used, and the pavement mlcro/macrotexture
and wetness conditions remain constant for the pavement during the tests.

Prediction of friction coefficients for any other tire size and inflation
pressure slmply requires multiplying either YL or YR in figure 13 by the
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appropriate _dry value for the desired tire condition and the speed ratio
VG/Vp by the appropriate value of Vp for the desired tire condition for each
data point (Y,VG/Vp). For the B-737 tire friction coefficient prediction

shown in figure 13, _drv = 0.75 and Vp _ 115.6 knots were used. These values
were predi_ted by the B-737 test tire inflation pressure of p = 1137 kPa
(165 ib/inZ). Figure 13 shows that the prediction of the theory using DBV test

data is within reasonable agreement of the NaSA track friction data over the
speed range studied for tht_ 8-737 tire.

_0

IDENTT!ICATION OF SLIPPERY RUNWAYS

Amain goal of runway slipperiness research has been to find ways to
identify allppery runways so that such runways can be remedied and made safe

for aircraft adverse weather operation. It has always been realized that it
would be very expensive and impractical to utilize speclally instrumented air-

craft for this purpose; therefore, much research attention has been devoted to

developing suitable ground-vehlcle friction measuring techniques and equipment

for this purpose. Since 1968, extensive alrcraft/ground-vehicle runway research

programs have been carried out in this country and abroad to find a solution to

this problem (refs. 9 to ii, 19, and 21 to 26), and to answer the fundamental
questions:

(i) Do friction measuring devices correlate between themselves?

(2) Do friction measuring devices correlate with aircraft tire

performance on wet runways?

(3) Do friction measuring devices correlate with aircraft stopping

performance on wet runways?

The scope of this alrcraft/ground-vehlcle correlation problem is indicated
by the data trends shown in figures 15 and 16. It can be seen that the data

obtained by the various friction measuring devices and two aircraft, all of

which utilize different tire operational modes in testing, literally fill the

figures, and poor correlation between ground vehicle to ground vehicle, ground

vehicle to aircraft, and aircraft to aircraft is indicated. The data in fig-
ures 15 and 16 were obtained from references 21, 22, and 27.

Ground-Vehlcle/Ground-Vehlcle Correlation

Ground-vehlcle/ground-vehlcle correlation is complicated by the fect _hat

the tire sizes, operating modes, and inflation pressures, as well as te_t speed

• or test speed ranges, used by the ground-vehicle devices in measuring runway

slipperiness are usually significantly different. Historically, most correla-

tion attempts between devices have compared the measurement output of one

device against that of another as shown in figures 17 and 18. These figures

compare I/SDR for the DBV against the Mu-Meter friction reading. Both measure-
meats of runway sllpperiness were obtained under identical runway wetness

conditions on many different runway surfaces tested by USAF (fig. 17 (data
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from Tel. 28)) and FAA (fig. 18 (data from ref. 29)). The data shown in both

figures exhibit similar trends and indicate very poor correlation between a
device (DBV) which measures vehicle stopping distance over a speed range of

52.2 to 0 knots with diagonal wheels locked and a yawed-rolllng trailer which
measures tire cornering force at constant yaw angle (_ = 7.5 °) and constant

speed (Vo = 34.8 knots) for the wet runway surfaces investigated. A similar
trend is noted for the Roswell smooth concrete runway surface shown in fig-

ure 19. In this instance only one runway surface was tested, but the runway

wetness condition (w_ter depth) varied. These data for the DBV and _-Meter
were obtained from reference ii. Figures 20 and 21 show the correlation
obtained between the DBV and the sklddometer and the DBV and the Miles trailer

at Roswell (ref. ll), respectively. The data in these figures show that the

skiddometer (fig. 20) (llke the Mu-Meter) exhibits poor correlation with DBV
SDR measurements, whereas the Miles trailer compares better (fig. 21). The

sklddometer runway slipperiness rating was achieved by testing the pavement at

a constant speed of 34.8 knots (llke the Nu-Meter), whereas the Miles trailer

tested the pavement over a speed range of 85 to 0 knots (similar to the DBV).

Much better correlation between ground vehicles is obtained when each

vehicle is tested over a speed range and the vlscous-hydroplanlng theory method

(described earlier) is used to compare the friction data obtained by the
vehicles. This type of correlation is shown in figures 22 to 25. The data for

these figures were obtained from the joint NASA-Brltlsh Ministry of Technology

Skid Correlation Study reported in references 21, 22, and 30. The data trends

shown in figures 22 to 25 suggest that good correlation is achieved between

ground vehicles when the friction measurement of a vehicle is compared over a

speed range with its equivalent measurement from another ground-vehlcle device.

This result suggests that ground-vehlcle runway slipperiness measurements can

correlate if tested over a speed range and proper accounting is made for the
difference in the tire operating modes between the vehicles. It should be

noted that the worst correlation between devices occurs in figure 25 where the

Mu-Meter is compared with several other friction measuring devices. The

Mu-Meter is the only friction device that does not measure a friction boundary

condition - that is, the sklddometer measures peak braking (constant 0.13

braking slip); the General Motors (GM) trailer, e_ther t%a x or hskld from
a pulse braking technique; the Miles trailer, Uskld from a pulse braking

technique; and the DBV, _skld from a continuous locked-wheel braktn_ technique.
The Mu-Meter, on the other hand, measures cornering force developed on a tire

at 7.5° yaw angle. At high pavement friction values, it cannot measure the peak

friction boundary condition, whereas for low friction conditions, it may measure
cornering force after the peak cornerlng-force value has been obtalnea as

shown in figure 26. The data in figure 26 were obtained from reference

• (p. 654). These data suggest that if the yaw angle for maximum cornering ._
(limiting coefficient of friction) is exceeded, the cornerin_ force (and
cornering friction coefficient) is reduced as yaw ang]e is further increased.

For the case of the blu-Meter _tich measureb cornering force at 7.5° yaw an_le,
this type of tire behavior may result in an overest_tation of the sllpI,erlness

of the wet pavement defined by peak boundary friction condltlons.
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Aire ra f t/Cround-Vehie 1 e Cor ro 1a t t on

As with vj o,.nd._veh[,'l,_./rro.nd-vehicte correlation attompt,_, moat a_rcraft/
ground-vehlcle correlatlon attempts try to re,late the measured output of a
friction device with some measured uutput of the a_rcraft from data obtained

during Joint testing of the devlc, and aircraft on artlflclally wet runway

surfaces. Typical alrcraft/ground-vehlcle rdatlonshlps obtained from such

test programs arc shown in figures 27 (blu-bletcr,ref. 24) and 28 (1)BV, eels. II

and 25). Each friction devlcc advocate clalm_ good correlation between the

device and the aircraft. For example, reference 26 states that the blu-Neter
may predict alrcrnft stopping performance within 10 to 15 percent £[ a correla- -_.

tlon ranking system classlfylng runway surfaces into diffc,rent texture groups

is used. On the other hand, reference 11 states that the I)BV can predict air-
craft stopping performance within 415 percent by using its prediction method.

The tire friction prediction method (described earlier in the paper) offers

another approach to show correlation between ground-vehlcle and aircraft

measurements of runway sllpperiness,

Equation (5) may be modified to the form

laeff = N _R _dry (8)

where

_ff effective braking friction coefficient realized by the aircraft
through its antlskld braking system

YR runway tire-pavement drainage characteristic (hydroplaning
parameter) determined by ground-vehlcle friction test
over ground speed range

_dry characteristic maximum aircraft t_re friction coefficient
on dry pavement

q antl.,_kldbraking sv._ztcmcfficlcncv, '_elI/;'max

This method, using the l_1_VIrictt_m m_,asurin_,device, is Lllustratcd in fig-
ures 29 to 31. The correlation shown in the fi_.urv.._ rv.,mlted from use of the

arbitrarily st:leered antlskhl brnktn_..,_ystt, m effJctellcy model depicted in
[tgure 29 which Is llattel'llt,d after the one descrll.,d if'felt, tenet. 'J2.

• The data trend.,_ shown in t Jt,.tlr_.,s 2q to 31 su,_:r.est that a _,rouml-vehtcle
friction measuring,, devlt:e can be u.',t.d to prt,lict tilt, t,l t_'ctiv_' l riction coeffi-

cient an aircratt will d_,vt,[o i, on ,:t wet i'unw,lv plov|dzp,_: .he anttskld b_aklnt;
system e[ficient'y -1 the airt:tatt i._known, The data trpnds /tlso su)'p, Pst that
each aircraft type ha,._it:; mvn _.haractvri:;ttc :lnt l,;tid t,t,lkim: sv,_;tem efficfellcy
which iS depe.dtmt Ul,On the l,md|m, rt:,_r, l,_,_ki.,., ,_nd mti,'&hl sv_-'tt,m desil:n.
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Hummary of Correlation Results

The runway slipperiness research conducted since 1968 in the area of
greund-vehiele/ground-vehiele and aircraft/ground-vehicle correlations has been
revlcwcd and yields the following observations:

r Ground-vehicle devices that test at constant speed do not correlate well
with those devices that test over a speed range.

Cround-vehicle devices that test at constant speed can be correlated
together as well as those that test over a speed range regardless of the tire -
operating mode during testing.

The DBV can be used to predict aircraft tire braking and cornering charac-

teristics on wet runways. Other ground-vehlcle devices have the potential to

predict these tire characteristics as well if their test procedure is changed

from a constant speed test to a speed range test similar to the DBV. Ground-

vehicle devices that test at constant speed cannot predict aircraft tire braking

and cornering friction coefficient on wet runways over the full take-off and
landing speed range of aircraft.

Ground-vehlcle and aircraft slipperiness measurements can be correlated.

However, the precision of correlation is obtained from artificially wet runway

test programs. The accuracy of prediction from the correlation may be degraded

when runways are wet from natural rain (different water depths), Further, some

of the older aircraft braking systems can allow locked-wheel operation during

maximum braking operation on wet runways. The locked-wheel condition can result

in reverted rubber hydroplaning which destroys the alrcraft/ground-vehlcle

correlation. For these reasons, predictions of aircraft braking performance on

wet runways from ground-vehlci= devices should bc employed only to provide
guidance information to pilots.

Status of Runway Slipperiness Measurements

Standard USAF runway skid resistant tests.- Since November 1973, the Air

Force Civil Engineering Center (AFCEC) has been measuring the skid resistance
properties of airfields. Procedures for conducting the standard skid resistance

tests are given in reference 33. This test requires that friction measurements

be obtained by both the DBV and Mu-Meter when testing an airfield pavement.
AFCEC feels that the friction data obtained from these friction measuring devices

are complementary, and together they provide an adequate data base to evaluate

the skid resistance of an airfield pavement. AFCEC Intends to survey the skld
resistance of all USAF runways in the United States and overseas on a periodic

• basis. AFCEC feels strongly that the concept of using an experienced, wcll-

trained crew and standardized testing procedures for pavement skid rcslstance

evaluations offers many advantages. This concept requires the Air Force to

purchase and maintain a minimum quantity of equipment and ensures that the

testing is properly accomplished and documented. Results from thls Air F_,rce

program are reported in references 28 and 34.
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FAA Advlsor_ Circular No. 150/5320-12. _ FkA Airports Servlco issued FAA
Advisory Circular No. 150/5320-12 on June 30, 1975 (ref. 35). Thin advisory
circular p_ovldet_ Buidanee on methods that can be _ed to provide and maintain

airport pavement mlrfaee friction characteristics, This _uldance I_ intended
for use by airport operators, engine(,ring consultant_, and maintenance personnel.

This advisory circular does not purport to provide a m_ans to predict aircraft
stopping distance. For the requirements spot, fled in this circular, _AA Air-
ports Service requires a friction measuring device which

(i) Can provide fast, accurate, and reliable fr_ction values of airport ,
pavement surfaces under varying climatic conditJons

(2) Can provide a continuous graph record of the pavement surface
characteristics

(3) Has minimal maintenance and recurring costs

(4) Has a simple calibration technique

(5) Indicates potential for hydroplaning conditions

This circular is worded carefully such that current friction measuring

devices, the DBV for example, are not excluded from use in implementing the

circular, although it is clear that the British Mu-Meter is the device favored

by FAA Airports Service since it is the only device described in the circular.

The advisory circular clearly indicates that its needs are met by a device

which measures the relative friction of pavement surfaces and that this measure-

ment of friction does not provide a means to predict aircraft stopping distance

(determine how slippery the runway surfaces are for aircraft operation).

It is felt that issuance of this advisory c_rcular by the FAA is a note-

worthy step forward _n providing guidance to install antlhydroplaning runway

surfaces at airports, floweret, the providing of relative friction measurements
for engineering and maintenance purposes is secondary to the main objective of

a friction evaluation which is to determine how slippery the runway surface is

for aircraft operation.

PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS OF ANTIHYDROPLANING

RU_4AY SURFACE TREATMENTS

Both runway grooving and porous fraction course (PFC) antihydroplaning

• runway surfaces were originated in England, as described in reference 36.

Research on runway grooving in the United States started with NASA experiments

in 1962 (reported in ref. 2). PFC pavement research in the United States was

initiated by USAF (1972) and is reported in references 37 and 38.
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Runway Grooving

Since 1956, approximately 160 runways have been grooved world-wlde as

indicated in tables 2 to 12. Figure 32 shows the development of grooved runways

at U.S. civil airports since the f_rst air carrier airport was grooved in 1967.

For the past 3 years an average of 24 air carrier airport runways have been

grooved each year. At this present rate, the 224 ILS runways 1524 m (5009 ft)
or longer in length at U,S. air carrier airports will all be grooved by 1986.

At the present time, six different methods are available for grooving runways,
namely, diamond saws, abrasive (carborundum) saws, flails, plastic grooving --'

with segmented drum, plastic grooving with wire comb, and plastic grooving with

wire broom. The latter three methods can only be used for grooving portland

cement concrete when it has been freshly laid and has not hardened or set up.

The most popular grooving method is the diamond saw. Approximately 80 percent

of the air carrier airport runways tP_L have been grooved since 1967 have used

this grooving method. The effectiveness of runway grooving as an antihydro-
planing surface treatment is revealed by reviewing the DBV SDR data shown in
tables 13 to 17. Tables 13 to 16 were obtained from reference 39. Table 17

shows data obtained from a recently completed FAA DBV trial application-runway

friction calibration and pilot information program (ref. 40). Review of these

data suggests that the greatest traction benefit is realized from closed-spaced

grooves that are cut 1/4 inch deep in the pavement with diamond saws. This
result follows the trend reported in reference 27 where a 25 x 6 x 6 ",_

(i x 1/4 × 1/4 in.) pattern was found to be superior to all other patterns

studied w4th regard to preserving traction on wet or flooded runways. Plastlc

grooving treatments are considered to be an improvement over conventional
ungrooved concrete surfaces but are inferior to diamond sawed grooves in both

traction performance and water drainage (discussed in section "Flooding on

Grooved Runways"). The uniformity of plastic grooving is poor compared with

diamond sawed grooves as shown by comparing figures 5 and 6 with figure 33.
The data presented in figure 34 compare the traction performance of plastic

grooving using a wire comb technique (ref. 41) w_th other antihydroplaning

pavement surface treatments. These data confirm the traction trends just
discussed.

The major problem encountered with grooved runways is the chevron cutting

of aircraft tires during the touchdown phase of aircraft landings on grooved

runways. (See fig. 35.) This problem is discussed in detail in reference 39
and has been studied in reference 42. The civil airlines in the United States

at the present time do not consider chevron cutting to be a serious operational

problem to their jet transport fleet. It should be noted that the aircraft tire

industry has been working in close cooperation with aircraft operators on the

• chevron cutting problem. During the past 5 years, the aircraft tire industry

has developed new tread rubber compounds and tread designs that significantly
reduce the degree of chevlon cutting on aircraft tires experienced on grooved

ruDways. In this regard, American Airl_nes reports that over the past 4 years,

the number of landings per tire change on its jet transport fleet has increased

by 50 percent. During tb_s time perlod, the nu_,er of grooved runways at air
carrier airports has Incleased from 37 to 107. The slipperiness of grooved

runways is increased when heavy rttbber dcpt_slts coat touchdown areas, but this

problem is easily corrected by rubber remuwll treatments (dlscussed later).
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Some asphaltic concrete runways have suffered col]ap_;,++lvr,,,,vt,_It_tr:_fficked

areas. This type of problem is usually c-reared by l.ruovin_,lh_,._I,Im]tJc

concrete shortly after the runway has becm paved and b,:ft,rt: t;_, _ ;_,+p!m It i,"
concrete has cured properly.

Porous Friction Course

The first PFC surface treatment _n the United _;tat(.swa,_ at the Dalla,,;

Naval Air Station in 1971 as Indic'arealin table 18. The growth uf the I'FC

surface treatment at U.S. civil airports (through 1975) _s M,owll in f_gure 36.

Over the past 3 years (1973 to 1975), an average of seven air carrier airport

runways per year have been given this antihydroplanJng pavement surface treat-
ment. Figure 34 shows that this surface is definitely superior in traction

qualities over conventional ungrooved concrete and ranks with pavement groov*ing

in this regard as reported in reference 19. PFC has a high storage volume to

prevent runway flooding when rain first commences buu does not have the free

flowing drainage features common to grooved runways. Consequently (as discussed

earlier in the paper), PFC surface treatments are not be]ieved to be as effec-

tive as grooved pavements, especially those cut with d_amond saws+ in preventJn_•
runway flooding during sustained, high rainfall rate precipitation condlt_ons.

A major problem that has been reported for I'FC parch-eats is the difficulty

of removing rubber from contaminated touchdown areas of the ru:,.w:l}.AOCI

(Airport Operators Council International) reports that the }'FC _ur',l,,cat

Johannesbu-g had to be replaced because rubber deposits could n.,t be removed
from the surface. A similar problem has been encountered at l)enw,r .<tapleton

Airport where the rubber deposits could be removed only thrc,u)'.Itthe use of a
flailing machine and hlgh-pressure water-blast equipmeut. It sh,)uld be stressed

that the PFC surface treatments at U.S. airports have rot b, _: [+_:,t:_]l,,t',1on_

enough at the present time to report realistieal1\' ,_r the dural,i]it',and r:aln-

tainability of this type pavement surface.

Runway Rubber Deposits and Th_.[r t:,q. uv.:l

NASA, USAF+ and FAX studies (tables 1+_ t,, 17_ ..+h,u,: tb.,t tiw ;,,,,:t ,--lJpr, e,rv
runway segments are usually those located in aircraft t+,,t_ul:d,.,wu _r,.,_ x..*hi, h

become covered with heavy rubber det,ostt,_, l'h_. redt,c,,,_ ,:+a, r,,/':_, rot,,xt_,re of
the pavement surface (fig. 37) resultinl, frur. rubbt*_ ,t,,t,t,::it + t,:l,: [h,, ,'unway
much more susceptible to dynamic and viscous h,,drov, lm_J,+_>' uu_ iu! t+,na,. _ o_ rah_.
The dramatic runway traction loss suffered a_ a con_cq,',,', _ i,_ il I,,:;tr:_te,t by
figure 38. Reference 11 points out that wl,t,,+ 1 :;i'it_-t:[' Jr. t, :_, !,Y,",:;, ,,_+ tl,e
Roswell smooth concrete runway (,qDR +- 2.17 t:o ).75 _,,v ;,!\, v :. +;-,,l :-lOll_
required as much as 2 seconds. From a cop.:l,ari::t,t_ _,1 _ i v_;l, +_ ] ¢ ,t,,,! ',::. t]**.

predicted aircraft tire friction coetlici,,:_t +'_-id ;,,';_i; ,!_, t_ ,_;: the tire
up on the rubber coated un_;rooved rum¢;_v at ._I1\ r,_n_.,_' "+. +' I ,! :',.i,."_ i,_
found to be much less than at Rusw,,l]. _t,n_,.l_,,_tl,,', wl,t,l +i' :_ _i + t i:,. _ t:,;;y
take from 6 to 8 _econds on th[.q wt, t, _,.:it+,u.;ir_,d ,;,irf,,c,+. ;,, ;, ,.,m,;,,,;t:,n,'_,,

pilots may apply whet, 1 brakin!, l,_,l,._rt, it,, , l_ l .,_, :l'_t ' ';1 '..'it!, t],_. v,.,u:lt th,'_t
the antiskid brakin+; sv..+ter, t;+Jls to I" rf,,l+, i,_ t,rlv ,,:._ l,' : !,_,,1 it .,,. i,,,tu-
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directional etu,tt't_l .tltm;_ with reverted rubber skidding may occur for the air-
craft. (Se_, rct._;,t_;ant]]J.) Obviously, runway rubber deposits Fast a distinct
threat to the operational safety of aircraft during landings and rake-offs in
adverse weather. This paper has pointed out that ground vehicles which test

pavements utilIzil_g a constant speed technique cannot predict the runway
slipperiness resulting; to aircraft from this effect. Therefore, the DBV, which

has a demonstrated capability to perform this measurement, should be the only

device permitted to assess this runway condition. Only when test procedures

have been changed and the devices correlated or calibrated satisfactorily with
the DBV, should other dcvlces bc allowed to measure the effects of rubber

deposits on rut :y slipperiness for aircraft operation.

" Rex,Jew of the data contained in tables 13 to 17 and figures 37 and 38

indicates that grooved runways are much less affected by rubber deposits than

ungrooved runways and may require less frequent cleaning. Several methods for
cleaning runways of rubber deposits are available and discussed in reference 40.

One of the most effective means is by high-pressure water blast as shown in
figures 39 and 40.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has reviewed the runway slipperiness research performed in the
United States and abroad over the time period 1968 to the present. This review

suggests that this research has been extremely fruitful with the following

tangible benefits resulting to the aviation community:

(I) A better understanding of the hydroplaning phenomena

(2) A method for predicting aircraft tire performance on wet runways from

a ground-vehicle braking test

(3) The runway rubber deposit problem has been defined as one of the most

serious threats to aircraft operational safety during landings and

take-o_is in adverse weather; at the same time, methods have been

developed which can remove runway rubber deposits so that runway

traction is effectively restored to uncontaminated levels

(4) Pavement gL'ooving has fulfilled its promise as a runway surface

treatment tlmt minimizes runway flooding during heavy rainstorms

and produces nearly dry aircraft braking and cornering performance
under wet runway conditions

• (5) Porous friction course surface treatments are nearly as effective
as pavement _roovin>;, but further research and time are required to

assess the effects of rubber deposits (and removal), durability, and

ma_ntainabillty of this surface treatment

F_nally, it is hoped that this report on the status of runway slipperiness
research will stimulate the aviation community and the Federal Regulatory

.. Agencies into a rapid implementation program to utilize the technological advattces
this research has produced and to improve airport runway safety.
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TABLES

:--" Abbreviation Meaning

AB Air Base

AC Asphaltic concrete
AFB Air Force Base

AYCEC Air Force Civil Engineering Center
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATD Average texture depth
C Civil
CS Carborundum saw -_.

D Depth
DBV Diagonal-braked vehicle
DS Diamond saw
F Flail
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
G Grooved
Int. Internat ional

L Longitudinal
Lt Light
M M_litary
Med Medium

Metro. Metropolitan
Mun. Municipal
N/A Not available
NAS Naval Air Station

Nat. Nat ional

P Pitch
PCC Portland cement concrete

PGSD Plastic grooving with segmented drum
PGWB Plastic grooving with wire broom
PGWC Plastic grooving with wire comb

RAF Royal Air Force
SDR Stopping distance ratio
T Transverse
W Width

TABLE i.- TIRE CHARACTERISTICS OF FRICTION MEASURING DEVICES

P

Device _dry kPa Ib/in 2

. DBV (ASTH E-249 smooth tread tire) ............ 1.15 165 24

DBV (ASTM E-524 smooth tread tire) ............ 1.20 165 24

}{u-Meter ......................... 0.84 69 I0

Miles trailer ...................... 1.15 138 20

Skiddometer model BV-6 (ASTM E-249 smooth tread tire)... 1.15 165 24
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TABLE 2,- (;R(;uVFD RU.*_AYS rC)NSTIHJCTED DURINg; 1956-|906

! r;roov(, pat t (,rn)
(;roovtn), P I',' " D

Airpor[_ Ci)tl It rv |_llllWily Sttrfac¢, I toehniqur, Into In,

A (19561 -H UK NIA AC : T-I 25 • 'I • "1 I , lla • I/8
B (19571 -H U)' ,_/A Ac T-F 25 • 3 • _ I • 118 , 118
C (19601 - H UK I;/A AC T-F 25 , ) • 3 i , 1/8 _ 1/8
D (19601 - H UK N/A AC T-F 25 • 'i• 3 I , 1/8 , 1/8

E (19601 - H UK ,q/A PCC T-F 25 • 3 • 3 1 , 1/8 . 1/8
F (1961) - ,',! OK N/A AC T-CS 25 • 'l ,' 3 1 x I/8 ,, 1/8
Hanchester (1961) - C UK ._IA AC T-F 25 , i , 3 I , I18 , I/8

NASA |,aRC (19641 - (': USA Resuarch track I p(;r:AC T-I).4L_I)S 2525,"6'j),63 11 ,"1/81/4•_ 1/41/8
•_tanchester (1965) -C UK N/A AC T-F 25 -i • 'i I , 118 • I/8

Ubon (1966) -H USA N/A l'u. T-I)._ 51 • _ • () 2 • I/I. • I/4 a,-.

(Skip 610) {sklp 24)
Udorn (1966) - ;4 USA N/A lit:(: T-IX'; 51 , 6 ) 6 2 , I14 • I14

(Sklp 610) (Skip 24)

25 3-9 • 3 I • I18-318 , 118
I-Y 38 3-9 • i I 1/2 • 1/8-3/8 " I18

51 1-9 • 3 2 • 1/_-]/_ • 1/_
NASA /,aRC (1966) - C USA Rcsedreh trac_" l'f:(:

25 3-9 • 6 I • I18-318 " 11/4
T-DS 38 I-9 , 6 1 112 • 118-318 • 114

51 I-9 • 6 2 • I/8-3/8 • I/4

TABLE .- I:Rt,_)VEIJ EI'NNA','5, #;-N.'.'.I',L'rTEI) I_I"RIN,; 1967

(;roove pattern)
t:roovlng I' g' " D

Airport C0ulttry F,,mway qurtace I t¢.. |).qi.ll)_."
r.dh in.

...........@_

Bien Hoa- N USA N/A i4. I-D'.. 51 • 6 • 6 2 • I/4 , I/4

(Skip 610) (Skip 24)

Birmingham- C lib: N/A A,; I-F 25 • ) • 3 i • 1/_ _ 1/_
IV,_ale AFB- ."I I'.'-;A It)l'|2 e(..' T-DS 23 • 6 • 6 I • I/4 • I14

John F. Kennedy - C USA 4R/221. 14*. f-l)S t,4 • lf_-5 • I 1 I/2 • S/8-)/lb - 1/8
Kansas City Hun. -C lISA lh/ih PCC/A(" I-DS 2"5 • _ • 6 1 • 1/8 • I/4
NASA N,tllops- C i,':;A 4122 Pvr:/AC T-I)_; 25 • 6 • h 1 • 1/4 • i/4

Nashln|,ton Nat. - ¢ L':;A 1,°,/36 At'______| T-I)S 25 ' _ • ) 1 • I/M • 1/8

TABLE 4.- (;ROOVED RUNNAYS CoNSI_RUCTF_) DURINt; 1968

t;r OuVt' p.tt t ern)
I.rol)v[n_) |, • _' • 11

• t Airport Country Runway stir f'lcL) tcchniquu
:It t_(nl [n.

...............................

I Atlanta Hurt. -C tl:;h qR/2FL I'CC "l'-|l.'_ i2 ' lO-t • 6 l |/,_ " $.tS-l/K • l,'q

Chlcago-Hidway- C t)SA I iR/|II. I)CC _-D:; 12' _ • fi 1 1/4 • 1/4 • 1/4

Chtcago-Htdway- C U,';A _1{/221. Pf'(' T-IIS t2 ' _) • 6 t 1/4 • 1_4 • 1/,'*

Seymour-,lolmsoaAFB- 11 II,4A 8/.6 l'('t'/X( l-l)._ 51 ' t,. I_ ' • 1/4 • 1!,'¢

(,_I_|phill) {':_i l, ,'41

I Tumpt21hof ((;vr.) -.4 U:;A qR/271. ^, fits _. 1,,. i. L1 x/: . _/,_• _:,,
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+,, °,TABLE 5.- <Jt, uWEI) II.,, ...... ++CD II+I',Tll, b'_ N" t ,+,'+

+.r + Itt,t ,

Airport cullllt rv ktlnwav !hlr f,ll++ ' .i.,. it,.
tl._ Ilt, i i ,' ..............

....• , +,,

I
lt._ton l,ogan - C t'+qA :;/A At t ','. .", ,. , : .,

Ch;Irlu+ton (W.Va.) -C USA :J/2l l',_t/A( I D' t+ ,. , . ' . ; , .

Clllca};o O'tlare - C USA YI,/27P, I,Cc'].%r' *1-:. _. , . , : ' '.,

Dallat+ I.ove Field - C t'SA ] ll,t/Ill. P¢'+ +, ,,. +.' , , , ,

Of fur}. ;d:B - ,M USA 12/+0 I"'+' _-'.,' +2 + • ,. ' ',

Wellln+;ton - t: +'+ow NIA ,xc :-'., .", + ;

Zualand ............... I

llb.

TABLE 6.- c:Rot_VED P,t'NIGXYS CcN:;II<"CITD It', ;:, i'4"'

.......
r,. ,,,, ._t .'+_ I +++

t'o,_%' i l+l+_ • '' +
Airport Country I_Ulll_'a',' .%url aL.t.

tochtli ",IL............ • 4

+
l_a nkol. Tha it}and N/A }'(+'_ ,-. ,: ..... [ ....+ +_

IXlllas Love FJ.eld - C USA IJI.IIIF. AC ;- : '_ :M, • +_ I +' '
i

itarrv +_. Truman - C USA 9/27 I't'(L/AE .-+ <+ _, • I'* • ,, _ : i .. . 1'+ • I ++

Kadena- H USA N/A I'CC,'A[ .-',.-+ i2 • h ' h i ':. '+ . • 1;.

Nashville ,_let. - C USA 21./20R At, ;-+.:. , : ",l . ,, . ,, 1. i ..

Nashville ._let. -C USA 13/tl l't't.,".'tt" l-.,_ ',> +2 • h ' #' ! 1 1 ,+ : ,+ " I *:

Orly- C France :;/A I'I'C i-:.- '4 \ i +.; .

Port }tartly - C Canada N/A Al+ ;-.+" 2; • +. . +. i l l;-. • : '' i[" . _ .' " _ + " I ' .'.Shemva H USA 1t)12_, _ ,\t: r-:._< ...+, ._. .

...... l ............. 1-............. r ........... +...............
I .I,, _I ', , ,,;.iv. _._,'..',r.' i . :1 '.,+, t ', ' , .... "

............. + .... ¢. ........... ._. .+ ..... + . "+1 +

• +

' ": " ' ...... +,, I I' ] .... .... ,,

+'" ..... i. . i ,... , .
+ . + I .+ +

..... ' '; . ' 1"' +1 ' , ..: .. ; ... . 1,

" "*; " " 'm'

• .

.!. ,' .... ,'.,i.I - , ,.. ..... . .
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i! f

I"AP,I it.- ,,I_t.)VKII I_l'._;l.;A';, I"!;',lld'fTlh ldH I!_, ]'1//
....... 1 ..... . _ +

,/I.............l........- " [ " hr,._vv |hlttvl-nt

AJIl"tt ....ntrv l,m_,,v, I'.,_fr,i. t,..hni,ihv | ..........
.......................... ...... . _ _,al |rl,

B,IIOII l'_q,lll'¢" - 1' I'..' *'*',' Pf J i"i. '_| • i, Ii cJ ]/4 • ]/_

BI'_,I,,II l,'l_.ll} - i F'.'.'_ ',:' ,' ,','l ,kl l':,. 'j/ rl h ,_ 1/4 'l/|f) " ll_

t,lmi,ndt| v i".A I ; i_, _., ; I,', t,_ *, _b ] 11,' I/4 ]/4
('llh'lltrl, ll I l I" A 'H'I,', I l'I I-II' l" I, lj ] 1/} 1/4 ]/4

Ik,w,.,vr :,tal,lvt,,n - t I',A l'I,'l',; r, ',--I, ',I f, _, ;' I14 114
lh.lloil ;k, tro.- i I':;.', H 0,]L. t', i-.), _,' h h l 1/4 1/4 I/4
'linnt"ll"_li" " " _":A ,,,,'., t', ; ',' 'Jl h h 2 ]].'+ Illtlkl,lhom,l (:ltv - _ I'!.._ l;l'J _ ,L i !', : p.
I!_1,'lh,l Elq,h,.,. I h,l,l - , L"_A 141 'i,'_ ,"_ I _ • I i l l/;_ I/.!
t_,In- t'l '_' ';-i,'. I.' *' " I, i I/4 1/4 1/4

I":,'.. '_".',' _ r, 'IH," _.' _,' +. I 114 1/4 114 _"
Platt+tburr - :I I'!:% 1,'.'_, I', :.:,, t'_ _, " _, 1 l!J 1,'4 1/4
bh.lw - ?; Uq.'_ :l..'.'v l'l ",. II "_l _, . _, t 2 1/4 1/4

(':l,J? ulU) i (_,_ll, 24,
Sl)rln;4tlehl C'h_.) - C IsA l,'l'_ l'(u I-D:, 5! . 6 • i ! J • 1/4 • 1/4
St. Paul IlolP+u,r, - C I':-;A ]2., Ih ",, _-D' }.' • h • _, I I 1/4 • l/4 • l/4
Waterloo ,"hm. - C USA 12,'m )'_( ':'-:): 12 • fi• _ ) I ],'4 II_ l/6
Washington N.lt. - (" I'_,A I-,.'!#, ._, :..;, I/ • 6 . 6 I I 1/4 • 114 • 1_4 [

.......... a.__.. I _. J

TABI.F.9.- _,K,hr'l.l)!.:l':;',;.V_'f'"::-.T?m"I.!'::!'.tl;:,l',;i

tlr u,_,.,,,p4tt crn,
Airport Co,mtr? FOlnk'.lv r;lr:.IL_. ,'r,,,,vJn,. !. . _,. , ;)

tv,:imi,i,_e

Allentown- C tb;A 0/24 A( ':-'._b i2 • _) • 6 ! 1.4 • 1:4 • ./_
Atlanta Int. - C USA 9R/271. I','K I _',.:, A :;"A
Baltimore Int. -C USA 10/28 Ac T-m; _" • _ • ++ I ".'L 1.'4 • 1,'4
Baltimore Int. -C USA 13/5_ At. "I'-D_, t2 • 6 • _ 1 l'_ 1/_ • 1/4
Charles De(;aulle- C France ;;/A I'(:C T-_)_ ::'A :C,..,
Clarksbur_- C USA h'21 AC ';-;s!, '_l • h • _. *' 1 _,:, • I '4
Cleveland Hopkins - C USA 5R/251. A'" I-_)'., _'. q, _, 1 i _._ l ,.. l,, 4
bailas/Ft. North - C USA 171.,'_5R PCt' T-I)S _" #- _ I 1,'. 1,'4 l
Dallas/Ft. Worth - C USA I;R/'*51. POT ,-_. _" _. _: I 1." • 1'. l'_
Dallas/Ft. Wo_'Lh- C L'SA 1H,/Jll.t PCC I-;_:, {" _' _ } l,'J • 1:- 1_4
Gainsville Hun. - C ['SA 10/2S At' l'-It_; ,x 6 (' , ,' ,'''. 1, - I ,'4
Grlfflss - H i'SA 151_a I'C,' T-I)S ',I _. _ : I ':, i ..
Huntington- C USA 12/trl Av 'I--;._S _2 h *, ' " l'.. I'. I
Jacksonville Int. - C USA 7/25 A( l'-h_ 7'_ _: _' .' • I tG 1 4
Lafayette (Ind.) - C USA 10/24 ,V' _--D,, L' ,. ,, ' ] l'. • } _ 1

• LaGuardla- C I'SA 13/ii X( _:-DS s< [:l-_ , : i . ' 5 "-i']+ • : I_
HiaralInt. - C USA 91/271; ,A+' "7-1_K i- +, • L ' I l',' I _ " 1"•
Hiamt Int. - C USA 9R12'1. At i-:':-; _ _ ' t 1'. ! .• • I'+
Patrick Henry Fluld - C USA 6/24 I'_' T-l',.'.,'v Ii _ _ I +' :'_ • i _
Peoria (Ill.) - (: VSA 12/lu .',_ ;'-!_4 31-7" _' " +?-_ • l . • l'.
Savannah - C I'SA lff " _6 p!'v T-l' ',-b +*;', ", k
S_uth Bend- C L"+:A '.+".:: ,'+,_: 7-hS _+ " '," +' l !'+ . I'+ ' I . (
St• Louis Lambert - C USA bit. I','+ '.r-D._ L' • +,' *, _.! + • I . i .
Vance- H USA 17P:'+3L l,.,+ 1_:,_-: +,I" _'' +. +'' l,+ . I .
Wllliamqport- C USA 9/27 '\(: i-:'._ _.!" +' +" : : 1 • i ,.• .,'•

2
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TABLE XO0- I;ROOVEDRUNWAYSCO_STRPCYEDDURINL:1974

(;roovepattern+

Airport Co,_ntry Runway Surface (;rcov/n_, P • k' , D• technique
mm ino

Albany (N.Y.) - C USA 10/28 AC T-DS 32 _ 6 = 6 1 1/4 _ 1/4 _ 114
A11ento_m - C USA 13131 AC T-DS 38 _ 6 , 6 1 1/2 _ I14 _ 114

kgotville - H Canada 11/39 PCC T-P_;NC N/A N/A
Bangor - C USA 15/33 PCC T-DS 32 • 6 _ 6 1 1/4 , i/& " 1/4
Cedar Rapids - C USA 8/26 AC T-DS 32 . 6 , 6 I i14 . ll& , 114
Cedar Rapids - C USA 13131 AC T-DS 32 , 6 • 6 1 i/4 , 1/4 . i/4
Chattanooga - C USA 2R/20L AC T-DS 38 • 6 • 6 i i/2 _ I/4 , i/4
Chicago O'Hare - C USA 14L/32R AC T-DS 32 • 6 • 6 1 114 _ i/4 , 1/4
Chicago O'Hare - C USA 14R/3_L AC T-DS 32 , 6 • 6 i i/4 x 1/4 ,* I/4
Chicago O'l_re - C USA 9R/27L AC T-DS .12 • 6 • 6 I 1/4 _' 1/4 , 1/4
Cleveland Hopkins - C USA 10L/28R AC T-DS 38 - 6 , 6 1 1/2 • 114 - i/4
En81aed - H USA 14132 PCC T-DS 51 ' 6 " 6 2 x 1/4 " 114

(Skip 610) (Skip 24)
Zlsworth - H I_SA 12130 AC T-DS 38 _ 6 , 6 I 112 " 114 , I14
Harry S. Truman - C USA 9/27 AC T-DS ! 51 " IO - 6 2 * 3/8 , I/4

Jacksonville Int. - C USA 7/25 AC T-DS q 51 , 6 .- 6 2 ^ 1/4 - 1/4John F. Kennedy - C USA 13L/31R AC T-DS 38 , 10-5 * 5 1 1/2 x 3/8-3/16 * 3/16
Joh- / Kennedy - C USA 4L/22R PCC/AC T-DS 38 _ 10-5 • 5 1 1/2 x 3/8-3/16 , 3/16
Lawton - C USA 17/35 PCC T-P(; 51 * 6 * 3 2 _ 1/4 x 118
Los Angeles Int. - C USA 6R/24L PCC/AC T-DS 38 • 6 _ 6 i 1/2 , 1/4 _ I/4
Louisville - C USA 1/19 PCC T-PC.NB N/A N/A

Hemphls lnt.- C USA 17L/35R PCC T-PCNB ,_/A N/A
._Unneapolis- C L'SA IIR/29L PCC/AC T-DS 32 • 6 , 6 1 1/4 , 114 . 1/4
Newark - C USA 4R/22L AC T-DS 38 • lq-5 • 5 1 1/2 x 3/8-3/16 x 3/16
Patrick Henry Field - C USA 2/20 PCC T-PC.t_C 13 • 3 , 3 112 , I/8 _ 118
Plttsburg - C USA 10L128R PCC T-DS 32 , 6 • 6 1 1/4 x 1/4 " 1/4
Pones City - C USA 17/35 PCC T-P(; 51 _ 6 • 3 2 , 1/4 • 1/8
Washlngton Nat. - C USA 18/36 AC T-DS 32 * 6 . 6 I i/4 . I/4 _ 1/4
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__-_ '_ TAIIIE If.- ,,l_la_Vl'll I_V_IWA',".,qq_!;::_i,", _IV ,_i:!',. I"

...................i i
": t ..., .',. p,*t t _,vn,

'v; Airport ('OSlnt rv. RllnW, lV !, _rl ,it,. le, hl, l in, , - " ............
..... |lll

,.:(! ................................

Arllndil - C 5w_,dl,n ._I/A l'(i * _; ,, .", _ _ I , I/_ • I/R

"_ Beaumont,- C t!lIA ll/.:9 | l.,u ;-I',. ,,; . _, • ,, ,! • 114 , 1/4
_"'¢ Bolton Lognn- (: I'_A 41122F. I h(' ','!" , • ,, • ,, ; 1'4 • I/4 ' 1/4
:'o:"I: Bugton Lo_an * C t'._A l'ar!_H A(: : Ir _ _ .' I14 ' If,'* • I14q,_o , i

" Cannnn- H U_iA _l;!l l'U_ l-w I _, • f, , ' 114 ' 1/4
%: f _,; ',i-_ _,_ilp ,!4)
.X 51:'_ I'_(',N '[-m • _, . _. I _/,_ • 1!4 • I14

:if' Charlotte - C USA ....
.;_ Chicago o*llare- C USA 9l./'?i: AL l'-h'. _' ' _, • *, ! _I_ . I14 • II_
. Chicago O'Hare - C USA _II2.'P A, T-I)' _.'• t,• (, I I/4 ' II_ • I14 "_'

""' Denver Stapleton- c USA 171.,'V,_ l''C 'l..;r: ',l• _,• ,, " • 114 • I/4
_' ' Des Holnes Hun. - i: I',_A l-'l./luR A,' 'l-h, ,: • ,, ,, ; 114 • I14 ,.I14
,, Dunodin - fi New ,'_"A ',;IA M' ', ',_,' :"'_
_ ;'.Poland

_,_ Elmira- C llSA 10''_ h_ ;-,' , , I 1;4 ' 1/_ • 1/4
.'_ Erie - C USA _/24 At: "-'._ ',_ _, _ ' • I14 • II,'.
_". For_ Lauderdale - C U_A 91./_7_ AC ;--:", ,,. ,,• *-, I !';'. 114 . I14

.- I: Grand Forks- .'4 t',-:A 170_ l'I_ f-h' , _,• _ ' • 114 • I14
1_uston Int. - C L'SA 14,"_2 P," ':-_' ,! _ • ,, " • 114 • I14

:"i; Invercargill- C New :_IA .';.'A ';.'A ':.'/, NIA
Zealand

_'_ K_nsas City Int. - C USA 9_27 lq'I ;-I," :2 _,• _, I I/4 • I14 * I14
•_': " _: _. *, 1 I/4 ' I14 • 114

K_nsas City Int. - C USA I/IV l',._.'.'u 'l-:". '• Kincheloe- M USA 15/':3 Pcc .;. :)u *,l _ • ,. _ • I14' 1/4

;-i_i" Z.oxvi_e- c VSA _L/.'2. r,', :-v',;:_ :. :, ';/ALubbock Int. - C I'SA x126 rri I-:_'; ] ,: • f, i I,/_• I14 " I14
'_" Honroe (La.) - C I'SA 4/22 |,f'c _._I,., I !' ,, • : I/2 • I/4 . I/8%_. "-,, _, • , 1 71_ • 1/4 " 1/4New Haven - C USA 21:0 .%_..... "
_": Plttsburg - C I'_A 14/_:' I"_ IAv T-:" L' _,, _, ! I.% . 114 • I14
_" Pittsburg- C U_A IfiI</2_l. I'('( 'I-D_ '. _'" _' I I,'_• 114 . 114
'i'. San Antonio - C , USA 12E,']nL l','r I :-P' ' _ • ,, 2 1t4 • 1/4

" "_. ZallaE_ssee -C [ USA l._." _; At l ; :, I .... l • 4 i/4 • 114
Tampa-C , V.'.A I_1:i.,:. "u I .-',, , • ,-, _ _."_ 1/4 • 1/4

_:<:_ Washington Nat. - C i l'5.X 13/_', .\' , ;-:, .' , ,, l i/4 ll_ • i14

°_' I 1 "'" 1 , • , _ '.'/' 1,4 " i/4

_ Wilkes-Barre- C USA 412'.' ?.., '" • "

o, Zurich - C Swttzerlanc :;,A _:.". _';

q

q./,

T J,

_': TABLI:12.- "u,,"rh Fv';'._'.'.v',.'?;'.;M',:I'""" '" '."

Airport C.untrv l';tlll%Ll" '%1 ' I " I.t. _ '. _ . ._ F

_" A_bany County - t: I":A ,;:, ., , , '.. • I " _ ,',
o"" Bostott Logan - C I'_A '.;'A .',' , . ', . '. , ' I'.

_a:: Cumberland (.qd.)- C _":A '.".'.. ',
-- Jackson Cuunt y [";A _;,A " ' "'"
:_: (W.Va.) - I" . • 3 .

Llhue (tl, [.) - C I'_,\ ;,:.k .':
NASA Kennedy - C t':,k !" , i , . 1',

)'_ Raleigh Heights V'.,A _..'.', !'" ', '_ " ' " : '
o_' (W.Va._ - c ; . : ,
"" Wood County !".:.X ','_ .',' " "
'_" (W.Va.) - {:
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TAI|LI: Il,- IHW _lbl_ A:Ii_ 'dN.;A GRLA:,I. [IW,'J A'ID tdVl,'_lHl h qm_ J'I:I_;A;I,

I:VAI.IIAI'I I_ fUl.'t 1q7 I 'li_ I_I.£iJt]H'R I'J7/, IV,' AI"J c

[Frc_m r_fvrene=, ,!Hi

I (,u,'hd.wn ._r,.a, I ! ,il _ i, b*,d, ' ut r;i f ! ! ck,-,d =
rq|,b,,r dvp.l,lI., iI- r,d)l,,,r T),_ r_H,h,_r

Airfield Runway lhH f,.',, A} I_ AI I, A: h

..(j, } l,d. _I_, I i } II. 1 ' f _A _ J11*

Travts JIL i.(..(., r,./., .o ,v,,,) ,,.,,l.,,_ :....Hi ".'"';/ ,,.,,,_1 .....
Fairchild 2'1 pf_c _ /', .l(rI2 ._m,_l }"/ ] .._*1_ ,_!.hl I,'_7 o.27h,/ O.4H

cas=lo 3. ^,: &.,,, .1_,,_ .,,,,.vl .'.""/ ......... i.,,.,| .,),,,, .0]l_rtng Oi ,'_c; ,_, ')H . I,'JI9 ,OrV,', l .,m [ , ¢_,].' ,_J1,, _ .....
Travl8 21R AC _.|)l .3h)2 ,(1163 2./1 .¢1,'*;_ .Olt_ /.1_ .'_')37 ,q21_

HcGuiro 24 AC 3.92 .1'_7'_ ,(Jn,,2 1.,,'_, . 51}/t .¢H.!I 1. _'1 ........

TorrcJon 23 A(: 5.8_ .1_21_ .oul,_ 1._'_ 1.l,, I_ .i)¢',8 1.'_) .1_4') .025_,
tlathor 22L oC(;/AC 3.75 .2(_8 _, ,(1082 l._,, .,',1_+_ .O1_,) ...........

Blythcvl lie 17 PC(: 3,73 ........ 2. ,',', .......... 1._I ....

Dover (11 I'CC/A(' 3.1,2 ......... I : ........ t _7 ....
$co_t '41 A(: _.f_l ......... 1.,_ ........ 1._I ........

Robbinn 3_ PCC 3.bq .2 _.lh ,q}i l_ ,'. qll ._qd_ .HI*,_ .... - .......
Cannon 2 ] PCt:/(H*I;t: ], _9 ........ ]. 7 ', ........ 1. _3 ........

Rick_nbacke r 23L l't:C ")._O .27h9 .(}II_q 2.,% . ,_',1 .IHqr_ l.hh .5()5') . Oi"'}
Xm_seead O_ l,Cr ;. _i .d21.*i ,{m_,_ 1.'.' . :_.,I ._,2/,':. 2.17 .._!_O .0103

Grissom 22 At: 3, ,.:_ . lt)_i ,t}t},i I I .,,,, .'_,i ,_ . o 1,0,, l,(_o ,_2,_3 . t)20_
Charleston 15 A¢'/I'CC: 3.21 .21_9 (._ .,. ,,,. [ ........... 1 . ].1o2 .,;t _o

u .. .Oft}2 1. _i I .,_I; .,'d2q 1.32 ._5].7 .}1_'18Zaragoaa 3IR AC ....3 ",',I
ttathar 22P. AC 2.9(I .2OX3 .*),,_2 2.1, _ .-_I',o ._)1_,_ i.{_7 ........
Andros OiL PCt" _ 8q ._t)(:,,; .*}|I,t) 2, |,,, , , ,,_,._ .,)..-U -.- .'-iJ'.)d ,0]_(1
_harleston 21 At: .2'. 7q . ]._27 .(.131 1. _.,_ . ,,_ 1 ,: .._2."_ ............

S|t_ L,I. PCC/GPCC/AC 2.17 .3429 .ill 3_ I. 7" .7.',,.; .'_2,_(, 1.12 ._51 .01_i

tteConnc 1 181,' AC 2.71 ......... 2. t_ t ......................

llector )5 P('{" 2. lJ ........ I.'_', .',I.!} .:_.'_: !.H'_ ....

Dover 31 A{: 2.t_h ........ 1.8'* ........ I ..?_ ........

Cot_bus I3L POe/A(: 2._2 .4H5! .(H"I 1._{_ .._8_1 .,ll'_l [.71 . ';")"J7 .0218

GIasg_ 28 I'Ct: 2.(,1 . _',')2 .o1._ _ 2.11 ,.2._,,:, .'_*''; 2. l? .17..'7 .or.,a
_dr_,,/s iIli{ I'CC/._d, 2.('d: . } _l).._ .(lIh_ l.ll .hi, .lld:'_ l.,_J {_'_, . ().' 7

England lh PCC 2. _,:, ........ d.hh . '},)33 ..,1_'=" .............
Avlano 05 AC 2.3i .889 ,i_V_ 1.7_ I. lh,_ .0.',,' I._ .'_h', .,}J_
R. Gebaur 36 I'{:C/AC 2. _O ........ ".2-' ........ 2.2'_ .........

Vance 17R PCC/u:/r;PIC 2 30 ........ l ........ 1 ,t ........
SoeetcrberR 28 AC 2.42 ........ 2.2" ......... I. *. 7 ........

Columbu_ 13R PCC 2. hO .... .... 2.2,_1._ .................

England Io l,{:t'/,_(' t. _'} .,,.',37 .-2",_ .,,._ ,l 2..;I}.'.'.; ,h_7*, ........

/k_dy LSR I'(:(_/A¢' 2.38 . '_8', I .t_: *l 1.1,,54 ._..,,"¢ l.s2 l.lhJl . I|._ '_8

Z_eibrucl.:en 03 At" d.14 ._,'HJ ,,,.'_,s }.l, I .:,'_l .,_v,., I.I,. .7dt,:_ n]_ .

Bentqatert_ _5 P{*C/A(' 2.J3 .._,_)1 .=_l*'l I.i, l.L.,tl .*'.,_ 1. ,l .,.121 .tId. l ]
?l¢_dy IHL 1'C_'/.'_¢' 2. j2 . _{}?l .{;/.'l 1..'_ . ',.'-_ .,,.',lb: l.,:_', .'_121 .,12._| i

Craig _21. I'c:c/At' 2.2/ ..', _1,_ ,tli?,_ |. "t • lid" .'_l II L. ,2 1, ].,hd .11"_AOt
R/eke.backer 23R At' .'. 2i.......... [ ."; i .......... .... , ....

Vance 17_; l,t:c/,%¢ .'.2', .1._._ ,¢;._.' I.., [ ._,,_I .,_,2 I.,.' I .... I

Columbus I _C lq.t /A(' 2..12 ........ l. ":_ ...... .'. I I ....

Noodbrldge d/ ,\C .'..'2 ......... I. I ...... .' l .... .

Niagara Falt_ 2a A,' :.1.' I .l,,,l ,,,,,, i. ,, ,.,i il,ll i,.,._ ..i.,i .i;2_l

• Vance 171, I'c:,' 2.1(1 i ........ .,, . --- - , .......
.*tc¢:unnel 1{41. .W .'._' _ ........ . ..... l _', .........

HcGui re )l_ l'i'_ /._t' _. , ,,,,",.' . . -......
:lyrtle Beach 17 I'(','/._.¢' ,. '_) .:,H_ 1. ,' i .'"¢ • '- '!>' l ',2 .u.,',.: .'_2',*.
(:_lltnon I|) P("' '.'t' ' .'. I},_ ........ I I . _.... l '_l .......
Shaw l}._r PO:/I'|3;I'/I'}_ ,I.'1,_ . _l',.u_ ."1 '_ ] 1.1 t 1 ,,',t I'1 _ l '_..........

Erd/ng d(, I,(t I[°ql ..... ":: ....= ' * ' '
tlurlburL s') I',',:,'.X, ]1.,,,i . .u,, 0 I I i. ,; i .,,_} .... ,.', l _. ._,}h .ot27
:lct:hord ]4 ,\. i. _ / I . ' ',. ,: [ _ u," .... ' t _, .... , "_

................... L.... _. . ...... . .. .".1, .'_1(',

al)BV SDIt I minutea aiLer wettln_1.
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TABLI: 14.- nW.V :,!J'i ttB'l.'_l:;Itb _,': "l"/ti.V/2: I.V.t!',',',!_ U,',I'';.L": !,_ !+"2! 1"/_ lIY AFCI:C

['Frum t_.iervnvv i,_J
T

i "' I_ubber-v,,,ltvd t,m,'L l,J,'t. ,rr ,-. r'tI fi,'Ved, t'ntrafficked,
t i,, rubl,t:r no rubber

i -_, Airfield Runt,_,y l't im.iry :h.c,md,_rv _vul p,,th,_) (runway edge)
i i

St)l( ._til-f.lct. 2;;,!: Surf .._ _ur f:,_: SI}R Surface
: _ (_t) t;l) ('a)

Pal_dale 07/J5 (_. 12 !'(:t: 2.35 l't¢ l'Cf: .... PCC/AC
)Larch 13/31 5.1'_ l't:l: .'. 4,: i.:, i'r:( ..... AC
Barksdale 14/32 4.73 A(: i.],J At. Ar: 1.40 AC

: ;i Norton 05/23 4.58 [,(t; 2. "I!_ i,,v 1'_(" 2,40 PCC
bNebb ] 7L/3.3P. 2.95 I,t'_./Ar l. _ 1 l',.(./At .'_. AC .... AC

:...! Dyes$ 16/34 3.3"2 I'C(: 4.4f, l'C(: 2. I'C(; .... AC
Carswell 17/35 3.78 AC/l,Ct !_. 11 1'(;,; ' At;/Pr;_ 1.32 AC
Etmndorf 05/23 3.52 Ac I._2 Ar: ' At: 1.52 AC
Reese 17R/3__L 3.03 1'c:¢: 1.83 I',;, /A, Ii l',: :/AC 1.72 AC
Davis Honthan 12/30 2.98 At" 2.5L) l r:(_ 1. A(" 1.39 AC

:_ . Palmdale 04/22 2.88 AC .:.45 At: 1. ,V 2.05 AC
,) .)

bNebb IFR/35L ..8_ P(;(;/At" ".(,5 pt:(,/;_( 2. Ac: .... AC
LattghXin 13C/31C 2.70 PCt./At 1.83 PCt:/AC" AC 1.75 AC
Randolph 14L/32R 2._5 I'('t: 2. Ib pdt l'(,t; 2.27 PCC
Yokota 18/36 2.61 l'Ct: 1.95 I'l:(' I'C(" 1.94 PCC
Rcese 17C/35C 2.37 At" 2.5'I At; AC 2.06 AC

: Williams 12L/30R 2.52 P('C/A(' 1.57 At' AC 1.65 AC
; CWilllams 12C/30C 2.3q PCC ....................

Williams 12R/30L 2.30 I'CC 2.1(, l,t( I'c:c 2.03 PCC
Laughlin 13L/31l. 2.15 I'CC/A(: 2.31 I'C(;/AC AC .... AC
E1atendorf 15/33 2.21 At: 1.8. At; AC:/PCC .... AC
I_tughlin 13R/31L 1.87 AC 2.2(} A(; ArT .... AC

dRandolph 14R/32L 2.13 PCt:/A(' 1. qtl l'(:(: I 2(:/AC 1.39 PCC/AC
Vandenberg 12/30 I. 59 AC I. 54 A(' At; I. 32 AC
Reese 17L/35R PCt:/AC ---- Pt:_:/AC AC .... AC

aAverage DBV SDR 3 minutes after wetting.

bAsphalt emulsion diluted with water applied t- ,t_-h._l t [c v,,n,.rvtt_.

CRunway under construction.

dl(ew runway surface.
¢
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_, :," TABLE 1o.- 08V /d_ AI[ff:P.AFT l;|)le (qfl'AINi.i* oN ITAN_;VLIa!H'. (;blloYED I_LII;_;A7 ,';|q:I, ACES [Villi At41) WI'|'|gJUT RIJISB_R COHTI_;I_'['IO_

[1:1o_; rcl_.r,.n¢{. 1'1j

;,)'

Date ! Runway Rubber SIIR 5lffl:acu I Groove pat.total
Airport tegt_._ dupobito .... b_-v-.......... _,_t-- date In.Lulled date inntalled Source

_.,_.,. non An 11/73 3/21 lteovy a3.59 to 2.40 - 305 . (1000 ft.) 51 x 6 x 6 emm Rcfetlmcs 8
Rone 1.74 PCC. 2438 . (2 " I/4 x 11, in.).

_,'. (8000 ft) GI'CC, groove 610 "', (2 fl_)
o _; 305 m (1000 ft) skip 610 ws (2 ft)1 _'

,_ PCC; date unknown 1973

i: :_1,._ /_'B 7/74 41/27R Hed-lt 2.71 to 1.97 -- 305 m (1000 ft) 51 x 6 x 6 "_" Refer'coco 8
o!_-h Nuno 1.79 -- I'CC. 1367, (2, 1/4 x 1/4 _.),

(3500 J[t) GP('Ct groove 610 Im

o_,' 1370 m (450C ft) (2 ft.) sklp 610 mm

..o':_. GAC, 305 ea (2 ft)i 1971(ioOu ft.) PC_;
-- °_ date unknovn

_'_! .T ...._'g 12/73 17R/35L Lt-ll_d a2.50 -- 457 m (1500 ft) ;51'x 6 x 6 Im Refare's:a 8

" _;. };one a1.50 l'CC_ 853 m (2 x 1/4 _ I/4 tn.11
°_ 12800 ft) GPCC, ;1973
o _. 1036 m (3400 it)

3_, _ A('; date. m_knovn

o:y I_. _,.ton Int. bb/70 8L126_ lleavy- J._.b t,. 2.9,_ -- PCC; d_t.v unktwwn Ungroovc_ Unpub1£nhe6
_ tat,d

_--_ _i 10/71 it.- 2.O8 t,, 2.52 Cl.91 to .._ "'. Ungrooved

,0_. .o.,, J

. 51x6x6mm

_ 2/25/71 _om, :1.13 to 1.44 41.10 to 1.53 (2 x 1/4 1/4
1..)1

H_.avy 2.27 tu 2.43 -- 2/2_/71 Unpublished

"_i_ ,mS Int. 3/73 9g/27L lk,avy 4.62 to 3.51 -- AC ow.rhy; 11/12 Un_rooved Unpublished

_. No,¢ 2.41 --
_._ 91/27R ik.avy- 3.16 to 2.38 --

- _ _' 5/73 9R/271 Ileavy- 2.42 t_. 1.51 -- Unpublished"" 38 x IO x 6_a_
" '_ It (1 I12 x 1/4

_2_ _. 9R/271 Not,c. 1.51 -- x II4 In.)' vi973
$_ 9LI27R N.m, 1.22 --

-o_'_ ,m _:. rw_mcdy 7/69 '.R/221 ._It_tlt, 1* 15 i1.5! l't.C; 1959 38 _ 10-5 ' * Ua

_, _ii 7169 lh.avy 2.2. 1._J6 (1 3/8 . 3/d-3/16 Reference I
1/8 in.); 1967

_. i0/71 Lt- I.Z,_ to 1.80 to 1.67 Unpubilnhed
' ; IIUIIU

!i _l tar.a Inl. 11/71 9111271 lk.dvy- 7.1)q to 1.'_ -- I't'C; d,st*, u|tk.,_o 32 * I0-3 _ O rm Reference 10

-'i';., .t.d (I 1/t _'3/8-1/8
!L No.,. 1.12 _ I/4 I..)1 1969
'_'_ _hvLllc Int. 4/72 2L/?0R Lt ".Oh it. l.fi2 -- h(-; ddte Ltllkllt_[l _2 ' 6 _ 6 ma Reference 10

'. :i_ llon,. 2.(|:, -- (I I/_ " 1/4

._' ' 1/4 tn.); 1970

:, .rV b. T_U_m 6/7U 9/21 ii,._vy 2.2_ -- A|; ,let ,. u.kaoun t;ngrooved Unpublished

!.. :|olll' l.hl) -- 38 x b _ 6
lle+wy l.h9 tl 1/2 • 1/4

•:i_+_ :+..,. 1.1_ , z/4 1n.114/70

!:: , ,_,.._-JohnSon AFI_ 7/69 _/2b ,,(.It |. _', fl. _8 I'LC. 1960 51 " b . e _ Reference 1
_,', IIt'avy- l.b() I._,/ (2 |/_1 x 1/4

" It x I/4 ln.),
g/oove 610 mat
(2 ft) skip 610 r_

--: 'i:;' 1_ (2 ft); 1968
_._ - .

- -,¢1,_ • d'|]tl_ tonll: ort_ _ollta111l_ bol|l _ruovt,d ;Old llll_f_&_Vltl l',l_'_lht'llt_i,

• _" bgubber re.eyed after test.el.'

--% ', c1_2 L

:,,:,,. disc. g.

_'; r9LI27R being grooved nt tt_e ,,1 t_,ut.

" _" fC-141 :

. v. ;;

.::,;, (_' t'(_(),tg(JlTh[,_]_l 223
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IAI;LI.17.- jiJ:_.',SI)RA:;D ;;AS._,(;),I:A_;L'ILS'I.Vlh Oi;'|?,l:,lh I::;I_k:;',,',\Y.SIV,'d:,'_llJ,_,_"JJfil',_.'_JLI.:J.:.,i'i'LIr._Jlc:.-

i_t;_l_'AYFl_IC'flff-;CALII3LAI'Io:IA:fl_|'II.oTJ:;FOIUIAIIo;,|'LU{;I_.C*.,Lr,l:;h,di.;:;'i,",.)hlI'll_:b|I, }'.7_

'|ouchdowsi area ) 'Ir:_ffic|td. lit,rubbt.r
rubber deposit +NUr f._l¢.¢,

A I rpo r t l_unway I A ;'_) A: _)
dDV S_i_ . '. .)_;V :;l)|,

(a) I .. "_ I)_. l.u.. In.

13 _;AC 1.0 1.0/ I .._6 0.061 1.08 1.48 0.058

Allentown 31 1.29 1 I.49 .059 l.08 1.48 .058
6 UAC 0.75 2.(17 1.52 .060 1.6#_ [.48 .058

24 !. 7l !.b0 .O61 1.66 1.46 .058

i 2.71 0.229 0.009
At: 1.4 2.f)l (). 3U5 O. u1219 2 •19 .229 .o09

Akron-Canton

.5 I. ]2 .)54 . OIu
AC 1.4 1.47 .)3h .013

23 1.26 .330 .013

4L 1.12 ...... 0.90 ......G,%C I• 0
..I, I.00 --- .90 ......

4K I.62 ...... I.S6 ......

Boston Logan 22L t;AC I.0 l.75 ...... I.q6 ......

15R 1.3o ...... 2.00 ......
GAC i•0331. 2.5O ...... 2.00 ......

5 2.06 f). 838 J. [) _ 3 .10 (J. _t)4 0. 034
23 ,_c l.U 2.68 1.O_2 .0_ ) 2. JO .81._ .O3_

Bur falo blq

b32

l)urlingtot_ 15 2.09 I 0. SY) u.u22 I ..o2
33 At' 1.0 2.0/.) _ .508 .[)2U 1.75 D. 5¢_ , )==

5 l,l'l:t" [h8 1.27 i O.211 O. (YOh I. ): ').221 t). UO':
2J I.:.2 . It.5 . UU;

Charleston. I:.V._. I)14 i

b32 .

18 1.51 I. :148 I).(,_
c;AC 1.5 2.05 i..,1_: [).040JO I.lo 1.27'3 .u:,_

Cincinnati
91; I..i . b 3_ . n 33

l;lt.C |._ |.Jb |.14_ h.O-*_
27L 1. l._ 1. 270 . ( ')l,

5|_ |. 7 (#. 7j7 O. L)d9
G.W 1.3 2.l,_ l.,,"2 O.()._ 3

23L Z._ .27') .,.11
cleveland '

IOL 1.3n . I.I18 . o._,_
_;At: 0.8 1._; 1. ,'_2 ._JbT

28R I.J9 ./J7 .'/J')
t

3L I.36 1.271) 0.,)3o
t;I'cc 1.0 I. ()_" 1.2,_ P.05U2IR l.h5 1.271) ._)),)

Detroit
9 2.11) ; .:_12 .,)I_

27 I'CC/AC 1.O 2.;," ; .I);h .:_]} l."l .5_lr ..)2',
i ......

uulles lgK 3.'ll} ! . 102 .IKJ_
ll_ _.._8 .22q • OU"
lqL l'tt: I.U 3.12 ..';") .t)ll 3.1 , .J',_ ._'I_

4 -'. Lq9 O.._3') O.',1
22 l't t/At [). ,) 2. li) .2n i . in,_ I. ', ', _ . :, _ _ _,. d21

Ft. Nayne

9 I't,L/.\t' :,l'.X l.,'/ 1 l.(tlb .-.u 1._( . ".,,b .U2(
• 27 I._I i ,5')'_ .,,.'.'

I". J_, [)..' . L '_..lld

81; l'tt'/AC l.') . _ I.G I " 12: u. O0:

t;rand Rapids 2OL I.'". ___ .PI ' "

18 PEt 1.5 l.h_ ,I.()_ i,.p2;
3b l.J', l.I18 1 •U.:,,-, I.,.,._ l._'lc O.O,.,L),'ladi,_ot_ i
I_ l.b; , l_l i .t,l ",

}I AL 1.5 1.7o ! "_')'_ i .ulo I.)_ .1:7 . (,O'_

aNumber on right ot colunu_ rt,presents thr re.way t t'.ln'.v_.t!_e slope in p_'rc_.t.

bUnder c'on_)t ruct ion.
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i_< : 1

I l I

)

:L TAhLl 17.- Lo.t:luded

.f ........
'hole hdlJwll ar¢';l )

rllbl)vr dul,ohltl; 'lr.ll lvki,d..o rubbl*r:;urf see.
Airport h'unway ATI) ATD

i . (a) UIIV 81.11 Id,V _;IJR)111,1 111. hllh Jn.

i<i
blL

i i ;,lilwaukee bl9ll

i::_: 71l I'CC 1.0 1.()1 0.838 0.03} 1.5(, 0.432 0.017: 25L 3.02 1.118 .044

5 9 ?.34 o.508 0.02u
_" 27 A-' 1.0 2.77 .102 .004 2.65 0.508 0.020
I: Hollne
L. _*.

12 "CO 1.0 2.66 .216 .O"9• 2.49 .127 .0_5d 30 2 •91 .152 .1)06

,. 30 I.36 0.965 0.038
<_r 12 GAG 1.25 1.52 .991 .039 1.16 1.397 0.055
"il Peoria

!>i 4 1.14 .635 .025 1.43 1.270 .050

;i_ 22 AC 1.0 1.44 .305 .0129R 4.99 O. 127 0.005
f; Philadelphia ,',C 1.0 2.47 O.219 O.Oll
7 ZTL 3.57 .127 .005

_):_;_ IOR GAG 1.0 2.15 i. 5,_9 O.00128L 2.54 1. 549 .061 1.63 I. 600 0.06 3
,, Pittsburg
_" 10L 1.43 1.549 .0blGAG 1.5 1.35 1.600 .063

!-!; 28R 1.49 16,6 o_4I--F

; :'_ 11 1.54 i 0.737 0.02'J 1.27 IJ. 737 0.0_¢J
29 At; 1.0 1.41 .762 .030

! _', Portland) Ita_te
' "' 18 1.80 .254 .010

At: !.0 1.77 .279 .ell
: 36 1.83 [ .279 .011

Ii_-_ 10 1.74 o. _.59 o.022
AC 1.0 1.79 O..)56 (i. 01,_

ii_ Rochester) it.Y. 28 2.18 i .i '8 .OO7

4 3.68 ] .112 .004i:. 22 PC( 1.O 4.50 ._27 .005 3.60 +152 .006

i_ aNumber on right of column represents the runway transverse slope in percent.
::' bgnder eotmt ruction.

'- i!i

:; T,_JILE18.- U.S. POROUSASP [ALTRUI;h'AYSLRFACLCONSTRUCTION

:: Year Airport Runway Year Airport Runway
-¢

llahn All - H 11/29 1973 St. Louis Lambert - C 6/24
2_. 1970 I_%FHilden tlal1 - H 1/29 Aberdeen (S. Dak.) - C 13/31
'.' Wiesbaden, ,_d3- }l 8/26 Farmington (N. Hex.) - C 7/25

T: 1971 Jallas NAS - ,_l 17/35 Greensboro-liigh Point - C 14/32
:_ (;allup C;. ,_lex.) - C 6/24 11ll1 AFB - :I 14/321974 L.'ls Vegas (*'lee.) - C 7/25
_ kietlver5tapleton - C 8L/26R ,_1
'. Denver Stapleton - C 8R/26L IhW Bentwaters - 7/25RAF Lakerheath - H 6/24
_, Great Falls Int. - C 16/34 RoswelJ (:;. Hex.) - C ll/J5
; list Springs (Vs.) - C 6/24 Sioux City (Idaho) - C 17/35
j 1972 ._;a_|IvilleHetro. - C 2L/201_

SioUX Falls (R. Dak.) - C 15/33 Boise (idaho) • C XOr./28L
. Springfield (He.) - C 13/31 Jackson lh)le (Nyo.) - C 18/J6

,'. Vernal (btah) -C 16/34 Jamestohai (N. Oa_.) -C 12/30
- Wichita llun.- C ,*;/A I')75 Las Vegas C;ev.)- C I|;/IqL
; ::lssoula Ck,nt.) - t II129

t_ellinghani (hiash.) - C 1()/34 ,*lonrile (l..l.) - I _/22
Cedo" City (Utah) - C 2/70 Pi,rrv t:'..',il.) - t I1/31'. Peas %FD - )I H,/ 14 I

l'ort'and (:i:iltie) - C 11/29 I

._ 1913 RAP Alconbury - :l 12/3il
i

llapid City (S. lial..)- I 14/32 i
_ |_aaistetn AB - ,_: 9/27 i

_ salt Lake City (l:t,ih) - C lhl.IJ41:
Salt Lake t;ity(ttah) - C l(fl;/lqL J
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L = 0.6l m (2 ft) - NOSEWHEEL
-- - L = 3.05 m (lO ft) - MAIN WHEEL

I00 FS= 0.50_ " 4

IF, mmlhr 0 0 IF. inlhr "_'
S = 1.00_ S = I._

S._ d

sS_ S j _' J"

D
0 ].O 2.0 0 1.0 2.0 mm

1 I I l I .,J
O .04 .08 0 .04 .08 in.

PAVEMENTSURFACETEXTUREDEPTH.T

Figure 1.- Rainfall rate required to flood tire path on conventional
runway surfaces. Landings on center line.

•.4,,,==-,,=,,WI ND
TRANSVERSEWIRECOMB LONGITUDINALBURLAPDRAG
SURFACETREATMENT SURFACETREATMENT

(PLASTICGROOVING)
AVERAGETEXTUREDEPTH=0.81mm(O.O32in.) AVERAGETEXTUREDEPTH= 0.28mm(O.Olltn.)

Figure 2.- Water drainage from concrete runway at PIIF. Water truck

wetting; runway 6/24; wind from 60° ot I0 knots.
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i , L
' i

i t

Figure 3.- Space shuttle landing facility at KSC.

;

• Figure 4.- '._$,a,'e .';butt it, landing, l a,:il[tv :_t K:;_: with slip-form
• pay[re', ,'q,,_I.'_'nt, lt,v_,lin_, t_lt:t-, and ]_m_,fLu_!tn:_l broom.

OR/G]_/_ PAGN _ 227

•' ot' i_ooRqu_1_
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 A,NFALL'O I'RATE. in/hr

mmlhr 0 ', '. - -_ 0

RUNWAY91.4 RUNWAY 300 ""

WIDTH m _ ___
I I I I I I I I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

TIME. rain

Figure 7.- Surface floodlng on space shuttle grooved runway
durln8 thunderstorm 6/20/76.

Figure 8.- Water drainage from grooved and un_tooved asphalt.
Grooving pattern, 38 x 6 x 6 mm (_ x _ x _ in.).

r,_., _,,,( )t_. ()(,A/,I'I". 229
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i

NASATRACK1EST. DC-9MLGRIB-TREADTIRE
WATERDEPTH: 2.5 TO3.8 mm(0.|0 TO0.15 in.)
TIRE INFLATIONPRESSURE:965kPa (140Ib/in2

..(Vp)spln-down - 10,_knots

kN (Vp) spin-up " 91 knots Ib

VERTICALIO0 "I_21x104
l0 _ I I I .-,0

l_..TOUCHDOWN
I
I

20f 89rknots_

WHEEL
• 106knots -7>"'-

SPEED,10 92 knots_rps
iJ r-'--'_- i t

0 2 4 6 8
TIME. sec

Figure 9.- Delayed wheel spln-up at touchdown

on flooded runway.

Figure I0.- B-737 tire reverted rubber skid patch after

1.8 km (6000 ft) locked-wheel skid on wet smooth
concrete.
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.8 _F CONCRETE f ASPI'IAL_

p -- "max _ NORMAL
.8 --- "skid ) RUBBER

F CONCRETEB-727 _ CONCRETEB-737I_ --'--"skid REVERTED

I - -'-r- ---i-_ I --_" "" _-- 19II-DFULL-SCALEAIRCRAFTJ -P---'-T-'; __1 BRAKINGTESTS;ARTIFICIAL
0 40 80 120 0 40 80 120 WETTING(WATERTRUCKS)

GROUNDSPEED.kn_s

Figure ii.- Aircraft flight test confirmation of reverted

rubber hydroplanlng 1965 NASA track; 32 x 8.8 aircraft
tire; flooded runway.

FLUIDPRESSUREDEVELOPMENT
GOUGH3-ZONECONCEPT WITH SPEEDUNDERTIRE FOOTPRINT

VG ] TEXTURE

_ j PAVEMENT MICROMACRO, [ SMOOTHILOWLOW
"'"'T__,I ..... "" _ HIGH HIGH

1.2-

ZONE ZONE ZONE .8
09 (_ (_ PRESSURE

. BULK THIN DRY RATIO,.4 __TT_._)I° -
WATER FILM CONTACT FLUID HIG;_ :._-

F'-'--I INFLATION

VGI Vp

Figure 12.- NASA model for combined viscous and dynamic
tlre hydroplaning.
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80 DBV BRAKINGTEST .8 CAI_(.IIIA,IDDBV u,,+,I

VG , knots _ _,\

40 _ g_kid'4
o

I I ...,
0 5 I0 15 0 20 40 60

t,sec VG .knots

1.0-F?RIROLLING_-- TIREI .8-0 _ B-D/TIRE ")I_max_.,

.s .4 PREOICTED
-- - (D

0 .4 .8 1.2 0 40 80 120

VGIVP VG , knots

Figure 13.- Prediction of aircraft tire friction coefficient

from ground-vehicle braking test on a wet runwa', by NASA
theory.

1.0

.8

SLIDINGTIRE .6
HYDROPLANING

PARAMETER.

_[ .4

I () HEOR_

0 .;" .4 .6 .,1 ] 0

ROTATING[IRE HYDROPLANIN(IPARA_IEIE-R'R

Figure 14.- Empirically derived relationsi_ip l,_tw_en sliding (YL)
and rotating (_R) tire hydroplaning parameters.
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_r': I : t

• I
i !

i_ u F I ,

,_"
Y

:L

i_,,:, I.n 1t%1 VIHIt I! ',IRt II'fl _,_,_IIH
• *m

,, I IRAIIIR

:' "_ ? r,M SKID "t%',_,1
' ; IRAIItR

" ERICIlON..6 _, SWtl)ISIt PB, r:,. _1_ ',_1','_

:;,, COIl FIC fin I. SK II)bu/',_,l11R

IJ 4 _ASA IJBV IJp,,,kud

.4 5 _'IIJ-M[IER PS, ¢' i.!,"

6 MI[IS IJB,_ki(_.2 TRAILFR

7 (.,V-990 Pt'ff
AIRCRAII

: 0 511 ]OO 15(] _ i-4D IJvff
GROUNDSPEED. knots AIRr;RAFI

I"igure 15.- Aireraftlground-veh]cle correlatl,m l,roblu,m ;',_r

wet and puddled smooth concrete surface.

i

4
IES! VFHICI[ liP.,[ r!Sr /','_I,_

}

:. l.q _, .'_'_'_ l 1 G;,'_SKID u' l 1"RAILER [-;,"i_,,'

2 GM SKID u
i _ .8 TRAIl[-R B,_,kid

-_: x.,_,._. 2-:.-.._.._ 3 SI_IEDISH u (]_ ,_ I;"
.6 SKIDDOtdEIER B r_d,

" " _ 4 NASA DBV PB,:d'ld"' .4 5 MII-I',_EIER u S ¢.i.:,,_

: 6 _'flll.S bl-; _I i,l
• TRAIIIR '

.2 "- 7 I V-q_[l L'

. . 8 AIR(.RAII It A'.,rI'_t,13

I . .. .i... _R F-41) i,,.ll
0 Fq 100 lsn AIR( RAII

GROUND SPEtD, krDts

F_gure 16.-Atreraft/_r:,und-vehlcle c,,rrelatt,,n prol,l_.r, t_
'J wet and puddled grooved asphalt.
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"; i
(

o.:

E_^,, r_ ()

i' ' .811 -,,,._,- ('

i ,: (-) _'})

; ;': _R )((")) _) _))_); '" I)BV o6 - ,_ () r_ (_

; _! .2 SDR : 5.0
':C:

! -;_. I I I I I
L..,._' 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O

';! MU-METERREADING134.8knots)
, {-

: ,,_, Figure i?.-DBV/Iiu-Neter relationship found by
_.Lj.

:;, USAF tests (ref. 28).
J,

%

,i

; ..k .8

-':' DBV _D_.._)_,._5,__.
, l .6-- ,._,"/_k,"__ _o

_" .4 -, SDR = 2.5
' _" 0 O, . -"

i.'[ .2 SDR : 5,0 .

.-_;-/ . 1 _ t 1 )
_,: 0 ,2 .4 .6 ,8 1,0

;o. MU-METERREADING(N.8knots)
.L_._

": Figure 18.- DBV/Mu-Meter relationship found by

_-_:;' FAA tests on 31 runways.
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5 - O B-737TESTS
L-1011TESTS

4 _i_t__ LTOo]]R_ _U_MEB%_TMEAN, :1i,l
1 - 0.215TO0.435OR+ 34_ ABOUTMEAN L-lml - DBV- 2.17TO 2.75OR

+ ll.8 foABOUTMEAN
l I I I I I

0 ,l .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
MU-METERREADING(34.8knots)

Figure 19.- Comparison of NASA DBV with Mu-Meter.

0 B-737TESTSTREADEDTIRE

5 _v..lll.Zwet z_L-1011TESTSSMOOTHTIRE\
L-IOll"SKIDDOMETER

4 _ 0.51TO0.81 OR+ 23ToABOUTMEAN
%, !_ - . ---I

DBVSDR 2.33TO2.7lOR --'-_ C__ _ I
+ 7.5 0_ABOUTMEAN i _ ""Z___ _&

- T I' "-IB-737- SKIDDOMETER L-1011- DBV
0.448TO O.M2OR 2.17TO 2.75OR ,

1 - + 18_oABOUTMEAN + ll.8 qoABOUTMEAN

ii I I [ I [ I I
0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

SKIDDOMETERlimax (34.8 knots)

Figure 20.- Comparison of NASA DBV _¢ith sktddometer.
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L, B 737 TESTS

'3 k l'ljw'e! ,_]',l. ].fill TESTS
\ L loll I_IlI_ES
\ 0315 TO0.483 OR

4 B'737 - DBV \ , 21 '_,ABOUI MEAN L-10ll - DBV
2.17TO 2.70OR _ I.., ..._ 2.17TO 2.75OR

-_]03 '_,ABOUI MEANN. " ', + 11.8 _ ABOUT MEAN

I ,.ll_a_." I -t _.

1 B-737 " I':IILES
0.31 TO 0.43 OR + 16 ,,i,ABOUT MEAN

] J, , I J L i l
0 .l .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

MILES TRAILER iJav !85 I0 0 knots)

Figure 21.- (X_mpartsun of N4SA DBV with Miles trailer.

-- PREDICTION fROf,_ _t,lIP,AII.EIt u DATA
lqa_

o c,/_lTRAILERu_k,lI)AIA

A \
\

,,_",.!_i,\( xI'RIA{ I 1)0
IJsk,d

4" I
_,IiRFA(F t ".. -._ \

\

\ ',I'!,_IA_I 1; ,.,' l_l_\r I ' SI'I_IAr i I

I) ,_ll Xll 0 ,_I) %1) !I _I! _I I) ,_i'_ %1_

l:IF, ure 22.- l'rudietlon of t;_l trailer ;.,;kid fr_,m GM trailer

I_aa:: data. ASTM smooth tread tire; ,lata from reference 22.
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!
MILESIRAILERPREDICTION o SKIDDOMETER(BV-6)Pmax

1,2

,; ,4 _ " -

i. SURFACEA SURFACEB SURFACEC SURFACED
0 I J I I I I t J ,._.

Pmax
,* 1.2....

.! 0

SURFACEF SURFACEG SURFACFH ;URFACEI
I I I I I i I I

F_. 0 40 80 O 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80
GROUNDSPEED,knots

i
._ Figure 23.- Prediction of skiddometer _max from Miles trailer

_skid data. Data from references 21 and 22.

: _DBV PREDICTION o SKIDDOMETERPmax C.;GMTRAILERPmax
1.2-

. i2
• O I I I .J , RFACE

IJmax 1.2 r_

•"
,8 0 '-

f%

°4 -

• SURFACEF _URFACE(3 ;URFACEH ;URFACF1
I I I I I I I

; 0 30 60 30 60 0 30 60 0 30 60
GROUND SPEED,knots

Figure 24.- Prediction of sklddometer and GM traile_ _Inax

from DBV Llskld data. Data from references 21, 22, and 30.

: . 237
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A

o7 i , I'

°i i='_i: , i

/k

-- LB'*

:'. _ MU-MEll'RPREDICTION_ I_ SKIDDOMETERPmax 0 GM _IRAILERPmax

-_" .8 -- q -

_ .4 -

" SURF
-:'_: 0 SURFACEA0 I SURFACEIB I ACE,C J SURFACEID I "_"
!:_ I_max

" :i" 1.2 - -

0!2

._:t .4 -
-o.,

.°S.. SURFACEF SURFACEG SURFACEII SURFACEI
v
9 0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80 0 40 80
.!" GROUND SPEED.knots

_.!" Figure 25.- Prediction of sklddometer and GM trailer _max
% from Mu-Meter friction reading ($ = 7.5°). Data from
°:' references 21, 22, and 30

<.:

_,

(:[
_,, 2.4
U

= _,, 2.0 ROAOWET
:' SMOOTH,POLlSHED. .a.,

z.-,._ ASPHALT

.;,; 1.b
," CORNERINCFORCE,
:; F kN

....i', Y' 1.2
>P

°>,.,
.% ._ -

=}"4!. .4 / "VG = 40kmll_r -" "----.-
°:7

l . 1 ,l 1 I I

:' 0 2 a 6 _ m 12 la
._," 'T'A_'wANC,iI:,_/, de(
9,

' Figure 26.- Effect of ground speed on cornering-force-yaw-

"}_ angle relatiom_hips for 5,60-13 automobile tire.

"' Fz = 2.70 kN; p : 167 kJ_a; from reference 31.
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km It

3,0 __ - lO x 103 GROSS BRAKING
2.5 8 AIRCRAFT WEIGHT, SPEED,

kg (Ib) knots
IRCRAFT2.0-

19PPING "Z 6 0 BEVERLY 44000 70- (97OOO) "_'

.I"lANCE \t., 0 HERCULES 544301.P t;• _ (120000)

t, - 4 0 CV-990 748_ 140

1.0]- (165000)
HUNTER 77tO 120

2 ( tl 000I
.5 "-'o.._ _,F-4D 16330 140

(36O00I

I ,I, I I 0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O

MU-MEIERREADINGG4.8knots)

Figure 27.- Mu-Meter correlation with aircraft stopping
distances on wet surfaces.

4 B-737AND C-14l-\
L-lOll-, \ /

CARAVFI.LE, ,/",. _ \
3 D(;-9. ,.{/_/-' -

AIRCRAFT '__\

B-121

SDR 2 -

•_/f,_/ DAIASCALER BAND

/H/
l lINE }OR EACH AIRCRAEI •

I I t --J
0 l Y 3 4

DBV SDR

Figure 28.- Aircraft/DBV correlation on wet runways
for d|flureT1t jet transports.
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i

!i

I- I

-;' AIRCRAFTBRAKING
_:_ SYSTEMEFFICIENCY

!_:: .8 - .8
V'/,' 0 B'727EXP. DATA

-- DBV PREDICTION
i-;. .__eff__-

.-_,_: Pmax .4 Peff .4

_" I I I I I
!4, 0 .4 .8 O 40 80 120

i ,,_ Pmax GROUNDSPEED knots

*j

i-!,_ Figure 29.- Prediction of aircraft braking performance
_': on wet runway from DBV braking test. JFK runway 4R/22L;
• If

'_ grooved concrete; water truck wetting.

0 AIRCRAFT
-- DBV PREDICTION

i: .8 -HOUSTONINT. RUNWAY8LI26R -POPEAFBRUNWAY4122
GROOVEDCONCREIE UNGROOVEDASPHALT

_" ,4 --

O: I I I __ I I I
_eff

L_! .8 -
%_ EgWARDSAFBRUNWAY -OFFUTTAFBRUNWAY12130
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Figure 30.- Prediction of aircraft braking performance
_::' on wet runways from DBV braking test for DC-9 and
' ,. C-141 jet transports.
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Figure 31.- Prediction of aircraft braking performance on wet
runway from DBV braking test for 5-737 and L-1011 Jet

transports. Koswell runway 3/21; smooth concrete.
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(a) Plastic grooving with segmented drum.

(b) Plastic grooving with wire comb.

: Figure 33.- Ex_uaples of plastic grooving
of Portland cement concrvte.
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" Figure 34.- Wet ,,_kldrusi,;tancv _,[scw, ra} new type

" runway surface trual:mt,n/.s,ArtJ fjclal w_,ttIng.
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iiz Figure 35.- Tire damage from wheel spin-up at touchdown on dry
,_ grooved runway. Wallops grooved concrete; groove pattern,
_. 25 x 6 x 6 um (I x 1/4 x 1/4 in.); CV-990 Jet transport

-_:+ -- 1102 kPa (160 ib/in a) ;....._: NLG tire, size 41 x 15.0-18; p

_;_ VG m 125 knots.
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BEFORE GROOVING=
MARCH1975
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ATD=0.457mm (0.018 in.) ATD=0.178 mm(0.007 in.)
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x �x �in.),
MAY 1973

CLEAN(NORUBBER) HEAVYRUBBERDEPOSITS
ATD=1.439mm (0.057 in.) ATD=1.207ram(0.048 in.)

Figure 37.- l..£fect of rubber deposits on runway surface texture.
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I)EVEI.(iPHF,NT,¢; IH NEW AIRCRAI"T TIRE TREAD MATERIALS

'lhoma.'; ,J. 'f_l_-;er and .Iohn L. HcCarty
NASA l,anv_loy Rc,_mareh Center

S. R. Riceltlello and M. A. Golub
NASA Ames Research Center

SU_RY

Comparative laboratory and field tests were conducted on experimental
and state-of-the-art aircraft tire tread materials in a program aimed at

seeking new elastom_ric materials which would provide improved aircraft tire

tread wear, traction, and blowout resistance in the interests of operatioaal

safety and economy. The experimental stock was formulated of natural rubber

and amorphous vinyl polybutadiene to provide high thermal-oxidative resist-
ance, a characteristic pursued on the premise that thermal oxidation is
involved both in the normal ahrasion or wear of tire treads and probably in

the chain of events leading to blowout failures. Results from the tests

demonstrated that the experimental stock provided better heat buildup

(hysteresis) and fatigue properties, at least equal wet and dry traction,

and greater wear resistance than the state-of-the-art stock.

INTRODUCTION

Apart from occasional traction problems on wet or icy runways, the

major tire concerns of commercial and military aviation are those which lead
to tire removal. The primary concern is tread wear or abrasion which results

from braking and cornering maneuvers and from wheel splnup at touchdown.

Cutting is another cause for tire removal and it is generally attributed to
characteristics of the runway surface, such as sharp aggregate or uneven slab

Joints, at_ to the presence of foreign objects. Other causes include tearing

and chunking where strips or chunks of rubber are separated from the tire

during hlgh-speed operations generally on a dry, rough runway. In the
interests of operational efficiency, there is a clear need to prolong the
lifetime of a tire tread to minimize replacement costs and to reduce the

"downtime" of the aircraft. In the interests of aircraft safety, blowouts

and related tire failures obviously need to be reduced to negligible

levels.

Keeping a fleet of airplanes properly shod is a definite economic prob-

lem, particularly since the lifetime of a tire tread can extend from approx-

imately 300 take-off and landing cycles all the way down to I0 to 15 cycles,

depending upon the aircraft and the nature of its operation. Over half a
million aircraft tires were manufactured in thls country during 1975 to help

maintain the operation of this nation's commercial and military aircraft.

Fortunately, in contrast to automobile tires, the carcass of an aircraft tire
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' _..I_,c/,,.,:, tL'laL3vcly ]Ittlu, de,terior,'_t_l.u dta-int_ I_1.. tttotj_lat. _,1 ;I F,ivc, n tread
,'m,I tl...:., Ill'Oh tlr_., ¢lllll_Ollli|l[|:,' 1'4,t.r_,ddod l ivo or :-.1_ tiling; I.,f_.,, I,v].l', .-_vrappod.
*lj_,. 'q_:If- _l Ft,tl'e/Idl.llg I.:_ ;ippr-_,lmatuly nno-tl.lr',ll ll_,, _,_,1 _1 ;t IlOW tlr(', Ill

,,']_'w ,bf l;_lclb ,..'_-:_Jll_JIllIl-';llld Irlllcre, llt ;;;lfr, Ly COll,g|th,r;ll_i_,lll,, Lilt' ¢ h_,l.l¢;l] lee_-warch
I'l,,]l,u.i _.; iit(l,._, ill 1%.111_-,1;IG.,;_u;lrch Ct, nl:t,r tn_tit_ltc, d ;i l,FOF,l';Jll', l_, I-;t,¢,,( now o]71f]t:o-
n,i_rl¢ I_b_, i,l|,,; v'hich wmlld provide improved t|rt, tr_md v.,c;ir, I:r;ict)on, and
I,l,,w,_it _,,',i_IL.n,_u. A,Idltlml;ll .Impet,0s f_,r till., pr-v, tm_ win' l,rov]d_,t by the

,N.\_¢', I(_,:_,','llch ?ulv ls,,X y 5ubeommltCu, e on ,_lteraft (ll,t,r;0lllip I'rob]em_, which reeop-
ni;..d In a 196_ r_m.lut l-n _he nut, d for hlvh-perf.rnance aircraft t lre,_ with
Jl.l,_,v,,d we,_ and ,_;iltt_ly chal*acterle._t'ie_;. The luirposv _f thi.._ paper is to
1,r_ut 1:,' _l.m'rlbe ;he r_:mlta from initial developments at Ames on a new elastomer
tor_m_lat],.1 for alrcr;ift tlree; and to present prellmln;_rv results from traction
mad wt._r u.,;l,c, rim,ents c_mducled illltlur flit' guJdallcc, of |dlngley Research Center on
lirc,. _: retreaded with ttAs new formulation,

TIRE 1'READ RUBBER DEVELOP,'.IENT

_.mmg the many elements which make up an aircraft tire, the elastomer sys-
tem coastftutes the critical component since Its molecuiar structure and chemical
reactivity must offer the optimum balance of mechanochemical, thermal-oxidative
_t;d_ilitv and viscoelastic properties. State-of-the-art treads for jet trans-
ports typically, comprise a ?5/25 polyblend of eis-polyicoprene, either as natural
rubber (NR) or "synthetic natural rubber" (SN), and cis-polybutadiene (CB).
.,\lthou_h tltis is the basic blend, variations do exiat between different tire
manufacturers and for .specific tire operational needs, (The tire tread for the
Concur,It, for example, is made from all natural rubber.) In addition to the
¢lastomer system, other tread ingredients include a vulcanizing agent (sulfur
or other curative), reinforcement pigments (e.g., carbon black), accelerators_
stabilizers, processing aids, and cord material. Each of these ingredients, as

yell as dssorLed engineering parameters such as tread design and ply construe-
tiun, must be optimized for a particular tire formulation and use.

It was decided early in the program to focus attention on the development
_,r elastomers which would provide a higher thermal-oxidative resistance than
state-_f-the-art elastomers. This approach was pursued on the premise that
ther,_,,! oxidation is involved in the normal abrasion or wear of ttre treads and

pcol:,,_l:,lv in the chain of events leading to blowout tire failures• I_ was also
reeo_.ntzed that optimization of the tire formulation could best be accomplished
bv tile tire industry once the enhanced thermal-oxidative stability of a new
tr_ad composition had been demonstrated•

l'llu' thvrmal-oxtdation studies which etlsuud led to the view that a new

• ela.';t,,;,,,r, m:_orphous vinyl pu,lybutadienu (VB), havinF Its double bonds (which
arv required for vulcanization) outside the ilia|n polymer chain, would be more
oxidatively stable at a given temperature than state-of-the-art elastomers wtlich
have their ,louble bonds inside the main chain. An experimental tire tread
st,,ct., cm;vistinr ot a 75/25 blend of NR/VB, was formulatt,d and tt.sted a_;ainst

bt_att'-,,f, tlw--art stock (75/25 NR/CB) for comparative h,,at ;,uildul_ (hy',_teresis),
lati_,,m,, traction, and wear characteristics•
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RESUUI'S AND DISCI'.SSIO_I

I,aboratorv Tests

.! The initial tests on the two tread stocks were performed in the laboratory
on small specimens using testin_ machines and procedures which have been stand-
ardized for such tests.

;

}{eat buildup and blowout •- The results from heat buildup and blowout flexure
i tests are presented in figure ]. The figure shows that the temperature rise# L

:_ AT after 30 min of flexing in the two, heat buildup tests is less in the exper-
:.='i |mental stock than it is in the standard or state-of-the-art stock. The differ-

ei%ce is appreciable in the case where working of the samples commences at an
elevated temperature. This comparison suggests that the experimental stock has

the better thermal stability, particularly at hi_her temperature levels where

this stability is needed• Similar temperature buildup trends are noted in the

heat blowout tests in which the samples are worked at a higher energy level
(sample loaded to 1110 N as opposed to 778 N in the buildup tests and a com-

pression stroke of 6.4 mm as opposed to 5.7 ram). During the blowout test which

co_enced at 38° C, the standard stock failed after 36 rain with a temperature

: rise of 81.7 ° C, whereas the experimental stock sample, which had not failed

! when the test was concluded after an hour, had a :_T of only 62.2° C, which
_ was measured after the sample had been subiected to a working time lasting
i : _ O24 rain longer• For the heat blowout test which commenced at 100 C, the tem-

i ; perature rise was essentially the same in both samples, even though the tempera-
_ tare of the experimental stock at fal]ure was recorded after a working time

i! approximately 50 percent longer than that of the standard stock sample. The
_ longer blowout times associated with the experimental stock suggest that it is

_:_ a stronger material than the state-of-the-art stock.

Cut growth.- Figure 2 presents the results from flexure tests on pierced

samples of the experimental and standard stock to determine cut growth character-

istics. The figure shows that at roon_ temperature the experimental stock has a

!- higher initial rate of cut growth than the standard stock; however the data

suggest that the experimental stock has a lower ovt_rall cut growth after a

. prolonged period. }lore importantly, this observation of a better cut growth
_- property of the experimental stock is reinforced b\'measurements taken after
i i hour at elevated temperatures whert: the potent [al for chunking is significant.

Held Tests

• On the basis of the successful peri'ormance demonstrated by the experimental
rubber stock during laboratory tests, a number of size 49 ' 17, type VII, air-
craft tires were retreaded wfth the new NR/VB formulation. Following qualifica-

i tion for aircrafu use on a dynanu_mett:r at Wri_',ht-l'atterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
_" the tires were shipped to I.anKley Rvs_,arch Ct.ilteI" for traction and wear tests

under actual and simulated flil_.htc_u_ditious. For cOn:l,arlsonpurposes, addi-

L_'. tlonal tires were retreaded In the same mohl but with the standard state-of-the-
'-' art NR/CB rubber t ormulatton and also shipped to Im_glc_.

_ ""
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i Traction.- One _ir_ of each rubber formulation was installed on the large
test carrlago at the Langley aircraft landing loads and traction facility,

pictured in flgurc 3, to ascertain whether the new tread rubber stock had any

traction deficiencies. Tire_ equipped with both the standard and the experl-

_. mental stock were exposed to braking cycles, which extended from free rolling

: to locked wheel skids, on similar dry, damp, and flooded concrete mlnway surfaces
: at test speeds up to approximately i00 knots. The insert in figure 3 is a

:_ photograph of the fixture which supported the tire and was instrumented to

_! measure the forces and moments exerted on the tire during the course of a braking

-< test. Some typical results from these tests are given in figure 4 where the

_ maximum braking friction coefficients developed by the two tires on a dry and --

!! on a flooded surface are presented as a function of carriage ground speed The
_ figure shows that the level of developed friction did not deteriorate when the

ii tire equipped with standard tread stock was replaced by one with the experimental

stock. Indeed, the experimental stock provided maximum friction coefficients

_ on both the dry and the wetted surface which were as high or higher than those
'; measured with the standard stock.

_v Wear.- The extent of the tread wear associated with each tire during the

-i! tractio_tests was obtained by noting the gauged difference in the average tread

-_" groove depth around the tire circumference prior to and following the test
-_ program. Unfortunately, it was difficult to use this information to form the

_° basis for comparing the wear resistance of the two tread materials because the

:" tires were not exposed to identical test conditions of ambient temperature,

_ speed, and the number and length of each brake cycle. However, it was interest-
=t.. ing to note that both tires experienced essentially the same average loss in

:;.. tread thickness but the tire with the experimental tread material was exposed
to approximately 50 percent more brake cycles than the tire with the standard

i:! tread material. Thus, on the basis of this information the experimental stock
,,%

.,. appeared to have better wear properties than the standard s_ock.

....:_ To acquire meaningful tire wear data resulting from actual aircraft take-off

::. and landing operations, NASA enlisted the services of the FAA Aeronautical Center

'!_ in Oklahoma City to fly sets of tires equipped with the experimental and standard

i: tread stocks on a Boeing 727 airplane. For these tests, tires with the experi-
_'! mental stock were installed on the inboard wheel of one gear and the outboard

--,_ wheel of the other; at the same time, tires with standard stock were mounted on

-:_ the remaining wheels for comparison purposes. The upper photograph in figure 5

was taken during the course of this program and shows the airplane immediately

;; following main gear touchdown, the smoke from that event being quite visible.

The other two photographs in this figure are closeup views of a gear with newly
: installed tires and with a tire worn to the removal stage. Through the highly '

:_: cooperative efforts of the FAA, tread depth measurements were periodically taken
i across the tread and around the circumference of all four tires in a test set to

: " define the pattern and the extent of tread wear. Four test sets involving eight
-[ tires retreaded from the NR/VB stock and a llke number retreaded from the

; standard state-of-the-art NR/CB stock from two sources were flm:n in this test

: program. The information contained in figures 6 and 7 typify the results.

h
_" Tread profiles at selected stages of the tread lifetime are given in fig-

-_¢ ure 6. The profiles shown were obtained from tread depth measurements taken on
:" a tire equipped with standard tread stock and mounted on the left inboard wheel.
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:i-_ The wear pattern fs not .nique; tires retreaded with both tile expc.ri_r:,..ntal anti

° !i standard stocks at other wheel locations on the gear showed similar wear prop-
:' agation. The figure identifies the original tire profile and worn pr,,fiJ_s
,_ after a designated number of landing operations, including that after :'61 land-

,,i! ings when the tire was removed because marker cords were v_slble. The history
of this and the other treads 11_ the aircraft test pros;ram differed from that of

ill
_:. treads on commercial aircraft tires because the test airplane landlnFs ,..,ere

,,,_:" predominantly touch--and-go operations conducted during pilot tralninF, _:xercises.

_,, However a query of aircraft tire retreaders revealed that Boelnp, 727 t_res worn

_::i during commercial service had similar final profiles which showed very little

_:I_ wear near the outer edges of the tread. In view of this wear pattern, the two
°_
°_ tire tread compounds were compared on the basis of tread depth measurements ""
v i"
.... taken only along the two inner grooves. Results of measurements from two sets

:'! of test tires, which typify all the data, are presented in figure 7 where the

=":!' wear in terns of percent tread worn is plotted as a function of the number of

°$ landing operations. The percentage tread wear was derived by averaging tread
,_, depth measurements along the circumference of the two inner grooves of both

_::: experimental tread stock tires and both standard tread stock tires in each set.

i_ Note that this percentage never reached I00 percent since each tire wae. removed

_':, from the airplane when a wear marker was exposed, and as a result some tread

-_°_ remained about the circumference, as shown in figure 5. Figure 7 showe that

_i, the wear performance e×hibited by the experimental stock is equivalent to or

'_i better than the standard stock. The wear performance of this experimertal tread-%:i;
_: stock is most encouraging because it means that a material has been developed,._-

=_,_ which possesses good hysteresis, fatigue, and friction characteristics without

"i;' a sacrifice in lifet:lme. Indeed, the formulation of the stock tested l'ere was

_:*i: an initial attempt and, as such, was not considered the optimum blend ct ingre-
,_'! dients whicll are added to the elastomer system to provide the best wear charac-

":_'j terlstics. It is likely that a blend could be perfected which would consider-
ably improve tread longevity.

,o_! It is also of interest to note in figure 7 that the number of landing
_s;
a_ operations in the tread life of the tires exposed to predominant]v touch-and-go

_'.., operations is comparable to the number of full-stop landing operat_or_ generally

--__ available with tires in commercial service• Since touch-and-go operations

_._.! involve no wheel braking; :,nd very little cornering, this agreement would suggest
o:,, that perhaps the major ,nource of tire wear occurs during wheel spinup. The factc

"_i that the wear is predominantly in the central area of the tread - the area which

_--_:_ at touchdown first contacts the runway surface - would appear to support this

LJ possibility.

O:,
•_:i The authors are aware that the tread wear evaluation obtained from, the

/i:,.. FAA Boeing 727 aircraft operations was based on a comparatively small data "

% sample. Arrangements are being made to retread 50 additional tires with this

_ _ " experimental stock for use by a commlercial a_ AAne during normal operatl_u_ on

:_:: a variety of runway surfaces

,o_; CONCLUDING REMARKS
_ 'o!,!.

,ii1. Comparative laboratory and field tests were conducted on an e:q, erime.tal
_. tire tread stock formulated of a 75/25 blend of natural rubber/amorphous vinyl
o,"

"__ :-_, : i : "....................... _ _ ............. - ......
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polybutadiene and on a state-of-the-art tire tread stock with 75/25 natural

rubber/cis-polybutadiene. These tests constituted the initial effort in an

overall r_search program aimed at seeking new elastomeric materials which would

provide improved aircraft tire tread wear, traction, and blowout resistance in
the interests of operational safety and economy. The experimental stock was

selected to provide high thermal-oxldative resistance, a characteristic pursued q

on the premise that thermal oxidation is involved both in the normal abrasion I
or wear of tire treads and in the chain of events leading to blowout tire Ifailures. Results from the tests demonstrated that the experimental stock

provided better heat buildup (hysteresis) and fatigue properties, at least equal
wet and dry traction, and greater wear resistance than the state-of-the-art -_

stock. No attempts were made in this initial phase of the overall tread develop-

ment program to optimize the experimental formulation since the intent here was
only to demonstrate the concept of an improved tread stock based on amorphous

vinyl polybutadlene. Such an optimization, which could result in much longer

tread llfetimes, would best be accomplished by the tire industry. Meanwhile,

efforts continue at Ames and Langley Research Centers to develop and evaluate
new tire tread compounds aimed at improving the economy and safety of aircraft

ground operations.
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: Figure 5.- Aircraft tire tread wear evaluation.
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i_._:" STATUS OF RECENT AIRCRAFT BRAKING AND CORNERING RESEARCH

=;_i Sandy M. Stubbs and John A. Tanner
• _._ NASA Langley Research Center
?

ol,

:_ SUMMARY

k.

i:i In an effort to enhance the safety of aircraft antiskid braking and "*'

_! steering systems under adverse weather conditions, NASA Langley Research

-_;_ Center is currently conducting two parallel research programs. One program

_i} is an experimental study of antlskld braking systems and the second program

:, is the development of an aircraft ground handling simulator.

_ Two antlskld systems have been investigated to date: the first was an

•_ older veloclty-rate-controlled system and the second was a more recent sys=em

i_ designed to operate at a constant sllp ratio. Initial results indicate that

"_' for both systems there was a rapid deterioration in tire cornering capability
,,.,_ with increased braking effort, and the braking performance was degraded on

._i;_, wet runway surfaces. As expected, however, the braking performance of the

newer antlskld system was shown to be somewhat better than that of the older
=j%

_: system on both dry and wet surfaces.

_ The adequacy of a simulator hardware/software program to represent air-

!i craft ground handling characteristics has been evaluated for a wide variety

:: of operational conditions during demonstration flights made by several experl-
_::' enced test pilots. Based on their recommendations, some changes are currently

v being made to improve the simulation capability before it is implemented at
_, Langley Research Center.

_:: INTRODUCTION

_,: Operating statistics of modern aircraft indicate that the antiskid brak-

e. ing and steering systems used on these airplanes are both effective and
)i_ dependable. The several million landings that are made each year in routine

i; fashion with no serious operating problems attest to this fact. As aircraft
avionics improve, however, the number of adverse weather landings also

_!_;i increases and thereby imposes greater demands on aircraft braking and steer-
,:°_: ing systems. If compromises in the safety of aircraft ground operations are

:o.. to be avoided, the performance of these braking and steering systems under
slippery runway conditions must continue to improve.

_._

-_ In an effort to meet this need, NASA _s currently conducting two parallel

•_i research programs. One program is an experimental study of the performance of
o_; several different aircraft antlskid braking systems under the controlled con-

_: dltions afforded by the Langley aircraft landing loads and traction facility.

"':_ The second is the development of a motion base aircraft landing al.g take-off

simulator program which, when completed, will be implemented at Langley for use,
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. among other applications, as a r4.,,,_e,'lrct_ tool to study aircraft braking and

steering operations under adw, rsv w,_'ather conditions without risk to aircraft
and flight crew.

The purpose of this p,'Iperi_ to present findings to date on the antlskld

research program and to describe briefly the ongoing development and status of

the aircraft landing and take-off simulator progr_im.

;NTISKID BRAK[N(I RESEARCII PROGRAbl .=..

Objectives

The objective of the antiskid braking research is to find the sources of

degraded performance which sometimes occur under adverse runway conditions and
to obtain data necessary to the development of more advanced systems in an

effort to insure safe ground handling operations under all-weather conditions.

Secondary objectives are to acquire tlre-to-ground friction characteristics

under braking conditions which closely resemble those of airplanes under heavy
braking and to relate braking data from single-wheel landing loads track tests

with those available from full-scale flight tests. I

Apparatus

Test facility.- The antiskid tests are being performed at the Langley air-
craft landing loads and traction facility utilizing the test carriage shown in

figure I. Figure 2 is a photograph of the DC-9 tire wheel and brake assembly
used in the test program mounted on the instrumented dynamometer which measures

the various axle loadings. DC-9 equipment is being used because of the avail-

: ability of flight test data from an earlier DC-9 program. The tire is a

40 × 14, type VII bias ply aircraft tire of 22 ply rating and both new and

worn tread conditions are being investigated. The 365-m runway ha_ a smooth

flat concrete surface and tests are being conducted with the surface under dry,

damp, and flooded conditions• With the exception of transient runway friction

tests_ the entire runway is maintained at one uniform surface wetness condition

and antiskid cycling generally occurs for approximately 300 m.

Skid control systems.- To date, a velocity-rate-controlled, pressure-bias-
modulated, skid control system, hereafter referred to as system A, and a slip

command system, hereafter referred to as system B, have been investigated.

System A is of interest in that it is a celatively early skid control technique

(about I0 to 15 years old) but one that is still in widespread use on many com-
merclal and military aircraft. System B is a more rece1,1 design based on main-

taining the braked wheel at a constant sllp ratio ,.l,ileu._ing the nose wheel

speed for a reference speed input to compute that ratio. Both ;mtlskld control

systems used the same hydraulic components and line lengths i,,r a single wheel

of the dual-strut four maln-wheel, Mcl)onnel]-Douglas DC-9 series lO airplane.

Schematic diagrams of both systems are shown in figure 3. Pressure from a , 'lly

open pilot metering valve (to exert maximum braking) is regulated by the ant.-

skid control valve and is fed to the brakt;. For system A (fig. 3(a))_ braked
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wheel speed is fed to the ;mtiskld L,lectr,mlc c_,ntr,,1 I,,,'-: wl, i,I, ,,,,,,,._; til_,
change in angular vt_loelty (acceleration) of '.ilL' 1,r:fl._,,d wl..,'l ,,.,I _,,,m'rnt,'._ ;i
voltage to tilt-' control valve that is a fmmtt,m ,,1 tl., ,l_.:,i,,.r ._,_,l ,h,i,tl, ,,I
previous skid:_. The antlsl-id control 1;¢)x (,1 ,,-;y.,-;tt,m II (1 i)'. ¢(i,)), ,,I, tl., ¢_tl.-,r
hand, compares the speed of the brak_,d wlieel wltlJ tirol _,l tl.. ,._br,lV,.,l lit,st.
wheel and generates :1 current to the control vtllvt, ti)nl;iJl|l,lill i,Fw,',',ilrt, _;tllfJ-

cient to control the braked wheel at 15 percc, nt :_1 lp witl, r_.::p,,,.t t,, t-lit, unbr:lkud
nose wheel,

Test Results ,.

Antiskid response.- Typical time histories of pg,r, tm,,t,.rs: v,t,icl_ lllu._trate
_he nature of the response characteristics of the tw_ imt iskid ,-:\'sit.ms arc.
presented in figure 4. These parameters include the wbee 1 spt.,:.d, qkid g [gnal ,

brake pressure, and drag-force friction coefficient, and .'_er\,_. t,, siL,,w the
adaptive characteristics of the antiskld systems as they (.xp,ri,.ncp ,m abrupt

change in runway friction. At the start of the test, for s\'::temA (fig. 4(a)),

the tire is operating on a dry runway and when a pressure of 2[J HPa is applied

to the brake, the drag friction coefficient developed between tl_e tire and the

runway increases to approximately 0.65. Approxlmately 3.5 ._econ,lsinto the

test, the runway condition changes abruptly from dry to flooded and the wheel,

still under heavy braking, immediately enters into a deep skid which produces

a full skid signal to the antiskid control valve. The valve, in turn, reduces

the brake pressure to allow spinup of the braked wheel, hg,en the wl,e.elspins

up to free rolling speed, the skid signal drops but not completely and allows

brake pressure to be reapplied at a reduced rate which is ,,_result of tlm pres-
sure bias modulation circuit of system A. Five :,ubsequent c;.e1_,sensue on the

flooded surface as the system allows the pressure to build Ul' to pr,,ducu a skid

and then decrease to permit wheel sp]nup. The inability of syst_.n,A it,prevent
these deep skids on a flooded runway is attributed, at It.ast in part, to the

fact that the brake torque capacity greatly exceeds the rvsisting dr:_g force,

to the low spinup torque available on wet surfaces, and to the 4_Im,_-resp_mse
time required for the antiskid system to react to abrupt ch,nges in wheel speed,

The response time delay appears to be the result of electronic !_,_.-;in the anti-
skid control box which occur when the wheel speed nc gi,_nnl i,,;c,,n\.t.rtedto a

de voltage that in supplied to the antiskid control w_Ive.

The test with system B, presented in f fgure 4(b), al::o ,'.!,ow9 :, !:,_il,_lup tn
friction coefficient on the dry surface with brake applic,_titm. In t!_is test
the dry surface was sufficiently long for antiskid cw.l in.',.", L_, o,,, _ir. Xott, tl,:,t
the high-frequency oscillations in wheel speed correspond t,, _1,i..1 _i):n:_!.,, :m,l
brake pressure releases and result in a fairly unift, rm dr:,!.-l,,rc,' ,ci, l i,,n

• coefficient. At approximately b.2 seconds, th., rum,;_v c,,n,',i_ ;,,n cl:.,ur,..: :_,ruptlv
from dry to flooded and, as a result, tile whe_,l enter:. _ ,lt,cp _,lli,' rl,!_: deep
skid produces a full skid signal which reduce,_: the br:_l..., l.'-,.:.;urt t. r,t.,r ,,:t.r.,.
After the initial transition, system B contrt, l_; tile _,ral,, !r_.:::,,, ,, r', ,,.1!,

prevents further deep skids, and, mo.-;t importantly, m,,int.iiuv: ,, .,_i ,,,t_...t.mt
drag coefficient.

Typical tire frictional response t_, antiskid br:fl i_;. ,,:, ,It .,,.. 1, ,,:i,._l
runway surfaces i.q pre._;cntt,d in I i_urt. 5 where tht. dl-;_.,'-. ,,,.' i :..... It i, I i,,n

f_
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coefficients for the tire yawed t_o (_" awl opvratlng at a nominnl speed of
_' 75 knots are plotted as a functto. ,_1 ,A.,,,l ;:1 tp r.tlo. A slip ratio of 0 cor-
:._ responds to a freely rolling wht,el ;m,I .t :;lip r;)tlo of 1 corresponds to a locked
i: wheel skid. The data l, resul|Lq'd III lilt' l l_;m't, w,.,r,' V,,sorated by systt, m A and
:" illustrate the cyclic nature ,,t tl_,, irt, LI,m ,h,vc, l,._pod ,I.ring antiskld braking
:i control. The classical I1 :sill., ¢'urv,-, (F,.,t. J) Is a am.'(,th curve that reaches

;_ a peak somewhere betweL'n 10 pt,rcellt ,'m,| 2(1 I.'rcHIt sllp (_ denotes frLctton

j coefficient). These data show th;_t: _mdc," ,'e;,listic conditions, however, the
,; curve is not smooth because o! rumvay rourhn(,:;,_;, flexlblllty in the wheel sup-

port which would be reflect:d 1. the ltletL,Itlrvd dr:It and s lde forces, variations .-.
_i in the runway friction characte_i._tlc:_, .qd the :_pring coupling between the
:i wheel and the pavement provided by the tire. The data _n the figure illustrate
/ the traction losses associated with i/ouded runway operations. For example, on

it the dry surface the ilmxlmum drag-force frlctlon coefficient reaches approxl-

!--':_ mately 0.6 but on the flooded surface it never exceeds 0.2. A similar loss i_

i: noted in the developed slde-force friction coefficient when the surface is
i: flooded. The figure also demonstrates the rapid deterioration in the tire col

_! nerlng capability with increased braking effort. For example, at a sllp rstio

," of only 0.3, the side-force friction coef[icient had decreased approximately

:_ 60 percent on the dry runway and to negliglble values on the flooded runw,y.

:i Antiskid performance - A measure of _he antiskid performance can be obtained
from the ratio of the average drag-force friction coefficient developed by the

¢' system to the average maximum available drag-force friction coefficient developed

at the tire/pavement interface. This ratio, called tile braking performance ratio

for the purposes of this paper, is presented [n bar graph form for systems A

-_ and B in figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.

!

_ : The values in this figure are the numerical averages of all the data for
; a given test condition; for example, the ?o bar graph for tiledry surface in

figure 6(a) is the average of all dry. runt_ at 3°, regardless of speed, vertical

i-. force, tire configuration or system pre:surc. For system A, the average perfof
i mance ratio on a dry surface Is sht)wllto £nure;isewith increasing yaw angle and

_:_. tire vertical force and to decrease wi*en a new tire was replaced by one with
i-:: essentially no tread. On the wet runway :mr[aces, the average performance ratio
:'i[ also decreases with a worn tire and inc'rcases with tire vertical force. There

!_ was no conclusive trend in braking, perform,.mct_' at yaw angles of 3° and 6° but,
.... in general, braking performahcc was not apprt,ci:dJlvdegraded by yaw angle; thus,

r the braking characteristics can bt, expected to be good during crosswlnd opera-
!: tions. For system A tilebest braking pcrform,.lce wa,'; obtained with a new heavily

• loaded tire running on a dry surface. I, },.cuv_;ll,.';imilartrends were noted '

• with system B (fig. 6(b)). As expected, thi:; ,wwcr system exhibits higher

• performance ratios for every test ,:or,dillon,l,utboth systems consistently have

!;';' reduced performance ratios Oil Si ippcrv :;ut'1;lct_:s. Thus, the stopping capability
potential of an airplane on a wt_t rmu:.ly :.urlact,i:;hampered not only by tile

,r reduced friction level but al_o by. tlw iud, ilitv,of the antiskid system to
effectively take advantage t_f tl_e trict i_,n available

.[
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AIRCRAFT LANI)INt*; A_il)'I'AKE-t)FI: S IHIII,A'I'I)It I)I';VI:.IJHq'IM',IT

One of tlm applicatlom_ at tl.-' dal:;l lr_'dlltl., ant l,'-_I<ldl_raklnI,,rt, v._,;Ir,:h

program in to provide l.nput_-_ noct,,_,.lary to the_, dt,v,.,Ic.q,m,.,nl, o! landing ;lilt[ t;l_"o.'--

off simulation _;chnolot;y. TIw f,_llowlnp p,'_ravr;q_lm d ll-_t'ul_;, tht, b;tv].groulld,

curront At.el;us, aS W_,ll z|l_ l-h_-' pl;.m t-.r ;rod ;qq_llc;Itl_,nl-; tit thl:; d_,vvlcq_nlt,nt.

l_acl;.ground

It is common knowledge that tile ground ,q_t,r;ltl(m t-_;lt'ety tllarglnll ot aircraft

are reduced by combinations of _uch factors as _llppery runways, tile prt.sence
of crosswinds, poor pilot vlsibt ] i ty, eXt'esstve ttul_,lldown ve lt)c tty, and L,qulp-

meat malfunctlon, among others. Full-scale tests can he used to explore the

braking capability of an airplane by simply noting the distance required to

i bring the vehicle to rest from some preselected ground speed. The directional

:; control capability cannot be evaluated through full-scale testing because such

*_ tests would compromise the safety of tilt' airplane and crew and because of tile

.'i unpredictability of the key ingredient, the surface winds. In an effort to

'" acquire the capability to safely explore aircraft directional control and brak-

.:, lag performance under any runway environment, a major research program was

_ recently undertaken to explore tile feasibility of expanding current flight slmu-
: ,._i latlon technology to include the complex interaction,_ between tile runway and

the landlng-gear system. Such an expansion would require a defiuition of the

:'":,_ runway environment (including uurfaee cro_ and rouvhness), the magnitude, and
_ " direction of crosswinds, tire/surface friction levels (including the relation-

_.,,::, ship between braking and cornering), airplane characteristics (landing-gear

i _)i" dyaamics, brake system behavior, and the contributions from reverse thrust and

i auxiliary braking devices), and a F,ood runway visual scene.

: %:?:

' Current Status

/. The initial simulation involved the F-4 airplane which was chosen because
,? of the considerable amount of available tire traction data on the airplane from

.-"' landing loads track tests and full-scale braking tests. A photograph of the

motion base simulator used ill tile program development is given in [igure 7. A

typical time history of a simulated F-4 landing as performed by one of tile test

pilots on an icy runway Is presented in figure 8 For this test run, the pilot

i i touched down at approximately 125 knots in an 8 m/see crosswlnd after negotiating

! • a somewhat higher crosswind during approach. Tht, flgure shows tlm rollout

: behavior of tile airplane which included some rather substantial lateral excursions.
i i

i,:: The results of the feasibility study wltl_ tht, F-4 airplane, were sut ttciet-tly
:, encouraging that tile developmt, nt we:; cxtendt'd tt* include the D('-t) .let transport.

Table I is a summary of the pilot a_-;st,,,Ismcnt t,l tl_t. 1:-4 illltl l[le IIC--q simulations

i during approach and touchttown, l and|ng rollmlt, and abt,rtt, d takt .... f f ttemonstra-

: lions. Thus far, 348 simulator dt,mon,_tr;_ti,m run,_ with six dlflt, rt, tat pilots

i'} have been conducted with tilt: F-4 .rod lgb runs with two pilc, ts with the Dr'-9.
' Table I presents t'ommt_llt._ from twt. t, i l_,t,; in t.ach airl_l:m_, during the la|o:;t

; recent demonstrations. Thest, runs demtm:;trated tilt, net,d lt_r airplane deceleration

i "['
! i'f_ 1
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cu_,:_ (tl_v ,._r-r_,nt motlon-b;t._:,*d sir,mlator ha._ five d,.,_:r_,r,s ,_f freedom nlld fore-

;ind-.Jl! mc_t i,,n i:, m,t ,Lmong tlmm), a cockpit envlr,mm_,nt c]o_elv allied to the
;tirpl,,m' I,t,i11!, ex.tmip, t,d (bl,th the F-4 ;rod the 11(',-9 simul;lti(,ns were performed
Oll ;i|l i: 4 !.iUl,ll;It_,'), ;ind pood visual scene ,_tmulntI,m (_Tlll' ,lfffimllty WaS

c'Xp,.,ri_'ilL'c,I tn V,t,ttillg the terr;ltl'l map t.r;lll._ll;ttor to tllc, pr_,pl, l Hirm_l:.lted eyt_
lcv,.1 I,_r I,,_t!, ;,irpl;ml.;i).

l'lm_s and Applicatt,m,_

(_lli'l't'lll I'];llt': ill tilt. aircr;llI landing nHd t;d.c-_,ff ._'.'r,,ul;_ti_,n program

include furtilt, ring, under contract, tltc .lt.velt,l,m_,nt ,,i tllc !)(:-9 transport stmu-

latitm. THis t.xL('ll,_i[(H1 calls tor the u c of a tr;inspt,rt c_,c_'l,it _tl :, motion
base simul,.itor with ,six ttegrtees of freedom, and the inc_rp,_raticm of antisktd

brake s,,'_,t_,m SiTn.11:lti,m will1 hard.,'are as ne,,dt.d. 1_ i.,a :llq,, pl;tnlled to imple-

ment thi:_ 9imul.lt,,r c.q,al,ility at I.angley Research Center l,v st;_rtii_.g with the
DC-9, sinct, the ._'.'nlulritor tvchnology for that airplane _.>:isl_-;, ;ir.t then expand-

ing to ;_ g_.nc, r;llizt, d m,_del to acconm_odate thc si_::u]g_ti,,n ,,f :t ,'ari_.tv of air-
craft. Such ;1 .,;imulatfon would providt. ;t rt._,,::r,,l, t_,,,1 f, r t.v'ilu:tting, in

r rfect saft. ty, f;tctor._ wliic'" tnflUellCe tilt, gl'Olltld II,,l/di!l_;.: pt,rf(,rl:lgtll.'t, of all

itil't:rgllt kli' it; ;H_d bcy,_nd its normd] t)per_ltin; l i,::{t_, ,,r f,,r _:"tb [ny trnde-off

studies t,, e,,'il!u,_te :liltl'_ift desi._:n CollCCpts (th-lt l_:, [;m,lin_: ,*_.;,r, Lirt,_

brake_ ,rod gmti:d-,id luodifications), lll ;,ddit .'.'_':_ all ,lit-,' ill ;i, '..rod handling

si:;lul:_t-,,r ,._,uld bc ilst.d t,_ t,stni_lish ,-;lilt" ,,p,-rati,,.'lt:i '.[' 'l, f:.i .'.,ri,.us air-

plt_nv ,rod rilnWil,." c_,mbilultJtms and to optlmigt, l,i l,,/ lui, t,,,lmlq,:;*, _md_-r _dverse
rLlnwlty ('t_lldi t {_,ils,

{?ONCL_'_:Itgr; Ii:2VO.Kv

'l'};is l;:_p_'r }1;1:-: i,l'_,:-;_.ll/t.d tllt' st,,t_ls of l'l,i t._l _r,',; l,'.; ,.:;.: . ..r:_crina!

r<,_.;eglrt'l, _tt l.nng 1 t.x. Research (;ellker. '['t;o ,lilt i::l ! ,.: :,\ :- t,-: - '_,, ,'t 1"_ _ .! t_ sLcd t_

dat, and tl,c dvgr._dcd t,erforr.l.tnce tloted tql -:ii}.l,,._'v r_.:v,..,-. '.:._ ..,tlril..,_tt,d to

,- wht:e] spinup torces_ Lind t_. _il,.!. _,I"_t_. t,,r,':,_, cHp:icit\'elct'trollic ]-b,.._ low
rcl;ltive to the resisting drag force. Anttskid l,c)-l_,r::;;:_,., ',..:t._ i_i}.h,.qt under

it h(..avy loading c(,ndition x.:[th ,i m.,v," tir, on ,1 .!r,. rulr..:.i., .'-,:, .),l-,r.ift landing
and take-off simalatur program has been writkcp iv, ,:,'.:,..), ._,:,!,' .,Jr, t-._lt direc-

tii_ll;.tl. CU_ltrL, l pri,l)lem:_ i)ll sltppt, rv rlllliq:iv;-; il; ,1,,, !,1. , I !1' ,' "f , r.':<:-.'...'i:Ids;.

tll!tig_l ._-un:; in ;in aircraft landilxR and tukL .... I1 ,.._::iHi',', i,,P i,),'l',r.im ._i,pc;ircd
1_..' l_l:tc ,'i t_'_lllS -to l,e quite promising and the developmellt is bcln). _:':i" ' t,. iu,-

p_rt c,,ckpit _.ikl li_irg n .qix dc'grees of freed,,1,1 m_,t i,q_ i,_.;, -;:"_l.'it,,, with the
.% • ' i •uddiLitm of m_ti,_kit, brake nc.tlon d!ld an ilaq, r_.\'l.d ,'isu,lt ._,,._.1_,'. >imul.ltor_

_;_.I:_,r.',l [;;t,,l t_, :u:,'_H,unwd-it_- a var.tc.ty of ;li_, l-,_tt, _ ,;cll_,,iu',.:', L, I,_ in:;Lallcd

;_t ,:mglcv !-'c.'-ac0rcl_ (_(,ntt, r.

':,i_,.'_, !','l,_ i't ('.; ;_tld Y;_yel'_ 'i'hOllla;-; ,',,: t'l'i_ [ il,ll (l:,ll:itt. I_:-ti,.-- _*1

,.l) . ,_ :')'l,_' \'11_ ,'_ircrafl TJl'c:; i.Oll.'-;tlucLcd i,' lli ',l,/lt'r,'.lt ,l',,,id

00000003-TSG0]



TABLE I

PILOTEVALUATIONOFSIMULATORDEMONSTRATIONRUNS

F-4 AIRPLANE DC-' AIRPLANE

SIMULATION PILOTA PILOTB PILOTC PILOTD

APPROACHAND GOOD GOOD GCOD FAIR
TOUCHDOWN

LANDINGROLL-OUT "
DIRECTIONALCONTROL GOOD GOOD I FAIR GOOD
BRAKINGRESPONSE FAIR FAIR POOR GOOD

ABORTEDTAKE-OFF i ........_...............i

DIRECTIONALCONTROL GOOD GOOD FAIR i FAIR

1 'BRAKINGRESPONSE FAIR FAIR POOR | FAIR
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Figure 2..- 'lc.':L tlr_' ,rod [n:-;trumcntfd dynl,r::,l;,k-tcr.
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Figure 3.- Skid control system.
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WHEEL 20I DRY

SPEED 10

rps 0 I I

SKID 1.O_

SIGNAL .5

0 I Ii I I I I I ab,,

BRAKE __ _

PRESSURE. 10
MPa

0 I

FRICTION .5_COEFFICIENT 1
O' 2 4 6 8 10 12

TIME. sec

(a) Brake system A; 0° yaw; 79.2 kN vertical load; 20.7 MPa brake supply
pressure; new tread; 49 knots nominal carriage speed.

WHEEL 20[- DRY_ FLOODED
SPEED. lO

rps 0 i _ l I

1.0SKID
SIGNAL .5

0 l., .,I i

BRAKE 20

PRESSURE,10
MPa

0 I

• FRICTION
COEFFICIENT

V _ I I r " I [ _ I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
TIME.sec

(b) Brake system B; 0° yaw; 83.2 kN vertical load; 19.0 MPa brake
supply pressure; new tread; 41 knots nominal carriage speed.

F£gure 4.- Typical anttsktd system responses to transient runway conditions.
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_. Figure 5.- Brake system A friction coefficients during cyclic braking.
:_ 6 ° yaw; 78.3 kN nominal vertical load; 20,7 _a brake supply pressure;

_: new tread; 75 knots nominal carriage speed.
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(a) Brake system A.
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(b) Brake system B.

F'Igurr6.- Effect of test parameters on braking performance ratlo.
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" Figure 7.- Hotton base ._im,',l.Jt,,r.
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE POWER SPECTRAl, MEASUI{I'IblENTS'I'Ol,{)Nf;

W_VELENGTIIS FOR SEVERAL I._TEOROI.OI;ICALCON[}IT[ONt;
|

Richard It. Rhyne and llarotd N. Murrow 1

NASA Langley Research Center li
I

: Kemmth S_dwe]l ...
The George Washingt<m Unlvursity

Joint Institutu for Adv;mcumcnt of l:light Sciuncc_

SUmmARY

Use e£ power spectral design techniques for supersonic transport.; requires

accurate definition of atmospheric turbulence in the l.ng wavelent,th regi,,n

below the "knee" of the power spectral density function curve. Examples are

given of data obtained from a current turbulence flight sampl ing pro_.,ram.
These samples are categorize4 as (I) convective, (2) wind shunt. (3) r.,tur,

and (4) mountain-wave turbulence. Time histories, altitudes, root-mcnn-

square values, statistical degrees of freedom, power spectra, ;m,] inte_;r'al
scale values are shown and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

"Gustiness" or the effect of atmospheric turbulence ha._ 'dwav_. lu'er_,,i

concern for aircraft operations. In early years ind_vid.al or ,li._,,rt.I,g,r-t,:

of differing shape were used to verify designs, it was always ruc,,.vni:_ud
that turbulence is a statistical phenomenon, however, in that singlu ,,,u:,t_,
are seldom if ever encountered. About 25 years ago the usu ,,f r:_nd,,r,pr,,',:','-,

theory, or more commonly referred to as "power spectral anal\'._i_"t,,,hniqm'.,

began to receive significant attention as a more apprt,printt, d,.,_i_n ;m;_l\':i,_:
method. As a result of these devel_pments, uxperimental t.utl,ulcu_,. ;.,,ml,linl.
programs were conducted in order to provide _ stntistt_'al <h.._;.,ript i,,n <,f tl,c

atmosphere in power spectral form. Thesc,. muasttrements vt, rifit, d, in _:ct],.r.ll,
that the slope of the yon Kartaan equation (F,iven in fig. 1) ,,I --',,''_ i:- ,tl_l,T,,-

priate. Limitations in both instrumentation and d,'lta re,h;,'ti.,n i,r,,,u,!,_,'t..
prevented the acquisition of data at wavelt.ngths ltnlv t'l]l'll)tll tt' i,!t'lll i)V
appropriate values of L in the yon Karman t'qtl;lti_HI (_'l" t,' \'_'1 Jl',' t I,' \','tlid-

tty of the equation). If L (gel_erally rt.lerrt,d tt_ :1_ the int_l'_nl ;,.i,
value and physic-ally ;;omettmes th<_ught of a._ thu nvur;q.,u ,,1,1\' ,i:'_, _ ,_. 1_
anti ," (the root-l_l(_,,Hl-sqll;lrp V;llU.') ;lt_ kltoX,qa, tl,,.,, tl.. i"",'," r I"' i:,_"; i.
c omplt.tt.ly dt,.;ertbed. Regardlet_s of tht, int,,n_;itv ,,r l,,,x,:_'r 1,v_ I, , ,. _
value corresp<m.l._ to a spectft,, kllCt' OV I,r,._l, l t...,ltl..n, v in 1!. ;,,',,. _ 1,, !t ::

curve. Meteorological researcher.; tla, rt, t_,rt, lit,t..[ apt,r_,l,ri;.t., I , , I_., t.
fill gaps in the description of the ;_tmt_spher_.. ;\. ,,:-::.,:l,l. _,1 tl_. i,;,,i: i-
canoe uf the L value for aircraft <ie;;f_u_,,r. i., :d_t,_,,n l,v tl.. v, _ti, ,I '.,,_:_

• in figure 1. (Note that log .,;c;llt.s art' USt'd tit Ill',. 1.1 I1,, l,t!;',,I'. ,i;,, !_

.PRECI_INGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMI_
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-.'i' I :

- L

3

'{'i . _;ll,_rt 1,4' i,,,I ,'u-I 1)utcll roll lilodos
.!, respunsu to turbulence I_: in the rigid b(Jdv, i , ,

-i _ For aubsonlc alrci.aft sJeh as tale 70/, B--.S?, .,.I 7,',/ :llrl)l;),,,':; whi(q_ crutae at

>" M " 0.8 and at altltudes el II t(., 12 |:.I. (35 U())} t,, 41)(HII) tl), the, primary

':}" response to Ltlrbulellce [,q to th,, right _)f th,, l<n,.,(, ()1 I-I,,, .l,,'rtrnl t, tlrvt,.,-; fur

k_:'i all value,, of L In kht-' ran}.,., h,,l i_,w,d I,) b, :_lq)r,)pri,_l(' l,)l ('_))l,_;ldwratlOll,
">' ltowevt_r) for supersonic c.rt)i:_c. ;llT'('r;Ifl ,%ll,'h 11',:, ;IF,.' l')"illl' ) :st ,.,d t (,d prt, svntly in

i_ 2. .,l)p i,,.,Itt.lv I_5 l:m (60 (JO0 ft)) thethis country) that Iv, cruJ.se H : / at r.x
)::

iL predl(_tvd response is more ,,lgnlt'tc:ml ly afl,._'l(,d 1,\' I1),. 1, vnlu,, ,'.1_¢can t)e,
seen I.tl the figure, Fatigue and rldt_ qH;ll fly al(, , I:;o il,,porlnnt ,.lspocts (.,f the

"_:_ aircraft response to atmospherlt' turbtll(mc(,. 11 w:J'_ d,,cld(,d, tllervtore) th;,t

!ii significant effort was warranted t_ rt,move lhi:-: _,_)l) in tl,,. knowledge' of atmo-
,i spher.tc turbulence properties and estnbl [.q], :l 1))-());r;I,) wil]_ ,t primary aim of

-g_} determining appropriate values of I, for ,li/fo)-out Illt'tt't)l't)lo}.'J('*ll conditiolls
',' As a result, special tlttentioll lllUSt bt' gtv,.n t,, in::tr_,m('nt;,I it)ll ;llld data pro-

"_ cesstng tn ,.he l.ow-frequency or long-waw'lom'.t h rr),|(,,t.

,., Sy_IBt)i.I;

a._ Val.ues are given in both FI and ['.S. (;I,.L;IoI',i_I'V 1"-,.[1:._:. 'lilt' lllO:lSUl'tqnents
i.)

-.. and calculations were mode in I'.S. Cu,q'f¢,)a;_rv 1 u{l>;.
"T

if
i_.:4_ g accelerot_on due to gravity, v./,,'ot :' ft/:;_.,,';')

_' h altitude, km ('ft.)

_""?i:,. L integral .qc_ll(, v,llLle, p),.t_.rv: It 1

'_i
; H b_ach tmml>er

°.i u lonyitudinnl t'(sPlpOll,'lll _'| .,i,.l',', , ':/':-t ,' (1°| "F.(_C)

7!I v later_:l coP.1l,,_lletlt of ttl)'t,,_lt,t_('t., :'_/,'.t'c ( I t /.4,.,c'l
,5

c ro,,t-:,wan-square v.ltilt, ('nl.:;t, :;l.,'irld,tr,ld,'Vi.',)t,,n), rl/s_'t" (t't/.';t'C)

I o':!:

I°':'i "u"'v''w s_an,l:_r,l d,,via) i,m_; ,,_ u, v, .-_,,,I ,.

: ,t'k' ) '_

i_ ,,." power st)e(:t.r/t] d(.usll.v, -cv,-l,,.q/1,t,t,,r....... \('2, 7 ..'It " '
I

w,

: ..'.
: ,¢

i: The ){AIS,\ )l,,\'l_)'It,,l:4t_rt'mtnt el Atln,,:,i,l_t t it. ,_.l,,'l( _,, _ ' i,lt'Vl',lhl WaS e.,.t,tbli,,;ht.d

:o)} ill l't','ql_tlllg(' l,_ ll)(' l)rt,co,.linr rt,,l)ilt'_,r,,,p,l.,. .,: ',i,),.,t. ,,,),, .... ,t,))l:< ,,I turbu|t, llcc,
(vet-tir,_l) l,)tt,);)l, ;llld i,,nr. itudi)_t! ) _,, _ I, ',,, '.,.,':)_ !. It v.,'i'_ ,lt..,id_,d that

l)

t._,' lx,'t) );,u'q_li,h: ,tit( ),tlt v.',,ttld !,,' t(qt,i,t,,) I,, ,,,,,_ !i., ,q_ti)-_ ;iltilu_'t, l;I),1_d(? t)|

' 27;?
7

Q,
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oi' interest - onL, ,',Jrpl,'.tnL. _',,v,,l t,l,, Ill,.' t,',n_,.t, ,,I altit,tdt"; frt,m :,L.,, It,,.,t,l tt, 15 Mn
._ (50 000 ft) and a :-_p,.,ct,ql Ittgil-;,Iklfttdt, alrl, l,',n,, t_,r :Ill ltude_; ,d.,vt., 15 j.'m.

,_I.,, The sensors sel.cct_:d req_llr_,d :_tl.l*j irl},, I , bt, ,.lt,r.: ;st ::.l_:;tali_' t-q_et__d_;. A B-5/I_,

;o_. Canberra was selt.,,.ted 14,t- tl., ;;,,mj, liu|g ,',t ;lltltu,lt,,_ till L*I 15 I{-II1 ;llld It W;lt;
_,:;: decided that a B-571,' w, mlt[ I.., Lilt_, iJlcl-,.'l'vt,fI ;lll't'l;iJ[ lull" list, ;tt ;lltlfmh.,_ ;lln*vu

:_ 15 kin. Bn._tcnlly, tht, tt',ltlJl.,d .,t,:l:,,::,,lm,at_, t_r i,,'lt'll I,t tilL' tilter' tLll'bU]t'llCe

':' components [l"lvt)|ve ;1 pl'[l,l:l|"',' h,t'/I,%lll't01t'll[ t_li ;I ]ltltlln ttlrW;ll'tl _f l}_c, :lJl'c'l';|[t (_-;¢'1,

!} fig. 2) (angle fluctu,tt _,,n:: It,l- tl., vt, rti_,;tl ,_,ld l:tt_:rnl ;tlltl ,lll;;pt,_.,d v,'lrl:lti,,ns
- for tile longitudinal c, uup_mt,nt:_ ,_1 lilt' l.t'_'l,_llt,lttt.,) which must tl.,n l,t.. ,,_l'l't_,t.tt.,d

.. (: for at_'cr_lft lllotioll. ;.1,,t I,,l_ t,t,lFt.,,.I i_,lt:_ al'_, l,l',;vide,l I_y tlata lr,,l:_ ;ll'l ,,llL_t_;ll'd

'_;:, Inertial platfortn ,[lla(t ['FI,Ill l';ll t' }.'.',' ]'t } ,_;.. 'l'l_t,:;c ct_rrt,ct t(mm nrt, u,:.;pt, c[;ll IV. [l.p,_l'- *'_'
=-.: tant. tile present emphil..;!:; !_,.,i_lp...,:l ,tt','_trat.e data ;it l_:nj, wavt, lt, llgtlts. The

oi',. equations arv glvt:rt in l-clt.lwt_ct, ) T,, o!,t,tin I"_W(,I - _'qtip_att.:-; at t.lte ,._xtrt.mt. lv
low frequencies requirt.d (tl,,_t i_. t,_l_,_,, ..,.'.'clet_tl,s), tmr:t,w npvt'tral "wi:l,h,ws'

-+' (bandwfdths) on the order c,f ().{12. It:." mu:;t [,e u..;u.d Jn tile data ttl'ot'e._;,.4ing pr_,t't.-
-"_' dure. Such narrow spectral ui_:d,_w:; intrt,du(,' v.'ild statisttc,tl l luttu._titms in

_ the power estimates tlla]t,.q_ rcl,:l |vt, l\, lonF..l,;ta .._;tl,lplt.,_; c;_tl 1,c obt,'ainu'd Tilt,%' ,

¢' statistical reliabilft,: l,u. l it.vtd to l_u, l_ct'u_._.tl'v rcqull't,s ,m tilt' t,rdt, r of 21,
=_.i to 30 statistical degr,,e._: ,,._ lv,.cd,q;, f,.r tl_t, :-,pc,'tr,tl v,tlue._" ,tnd tr,ln:_l,'ttt,s t,,

"_i' data samples of at lt,a:-,t l:_.-:ait:,tt, ,:t,I.,tl,':,. 'l'ltu ilh'itl'Ulllclltt't[ B--57!; :.:,t,,.,t, li:_;
=_. airplane i8 Sllt. W11 ill ;igttl'c "{. I_,'tglil ; ,¢P.ctrning tht powcr s;pcctral .,]Kt_t'ith_:;._,

-::. employed, and tilt. ju._;t{ii,.,._l.!,,. _,F :i,,' p,,.,,._;itt,n_ug, tit,, tin:u, hi::t,,rlvs t',t 1 ,n_..

i; wavelength _tllaly.:;i_, c_l'c /.',['.'t'h i". ]'t F,'I'cI'v_.' '!. In:.trm,_wutat i,,n dt, t:_il:; ,n'.,]
4 measurement glt'(.l.ll';lc[_.:: ..,I'_, }: !,,,.1 it! ,', !L'I t.'tt_, _. .5,1! ,l:;.'gC%;,t_h nt ,,I tile ,,v_ r,tll

.j instrumentation pt'll¢'l'lllliLl,'t' " ', ,'_ .'{ _lll [ i/?!ll ",,lllt'llvt'l:,_ t,,)2L tl_t'l _,.ith ,ill

_;;}... assessment of possiblt. 1,,....-! c,;,t, i;, '. tl-tl:.,! r....,t, t?l'l',ll'._, t',lY.t 'l u!,t,n p,,._.tfl iuht

={i::...... performance ot: tl,t, int'lt ! ,, i,l,, :'_',''' :,.>,It'll, i' _, [','tl:l i I1 l't. tt_ I't'llCt: r).
,I,

oj SamFling fltght_ ,..iti, t}:_. ,' ',,:' v_.lv ,..,., ',_ t!_- _!,i,'_.h io7,, _.,, ,_',I':_:.'_
°i'i. 1975 time period, A t,,t.tl ,,, ',_, _I '..I.t- ,, ,, ..!,., Ill ',,l.t:,_'r_: ',litt:l ',t.,t,

-°":;: within range of li_t, ,::._1. I t_l_. _. ,,' ,: ,_..,"., " ..',- l,.r..t ,;,t:-,, , _. iF_.'_ti,t ,!,,i I_, i,_
;t l::i ! ,. , ' 'i.,. [",'J,llh I_ 1.,. il I '_,.,ll',_ . i 1- I _1 ',..:.. Western "nitetl ,qt:ltv: .. .. ' . , , ..

_.i,:_ Ease, Cal!f,_rnia. >. I,;',! ti., !,_ :_ , "_',, c..;,,c. -,t ,,, ,_.i,i,d l,m, tJ.,:a., ,,! ..... t--

?il,: dinatJng alld pl,uminr I ',i,:,t: . .'_ ',v 'i._' _F.,. "1_ r_..,r .-,.._t ..;,:r[!_:' t},, * '!,.
:g and conductin F pt,st!l i..:,!_ !11 ,; .,, ' . ,,..,,";,a'_:l i" l lt:,'i!t '.t't_,'_,_l,','i_.',i ;,._t.,v.

4

_'.. eters and to dcliut.. 1',. _..,',,...,- ! :i... _ ,,,.!ti ,.. _.1., v, 1,,F!,,'_.q,,, ',.'._,. ,_; .._;:t',r-_. '

="} A y;ltl:/lll;ll'\' t_l _l,ll,_ :,l t,,;il, '- ' ,.l! ',! ''11' ! ' !Li: [.ilL' l_: ! '.'l , I !.lt,i

ces,._ing in t.'Ul+l't,tlt [v ill 1"' '" .t.,- ,;,,,.' ([ :,.t_! i: it _ !,\ ,,;It t-j..[ j,_

¢ table 1) hitvv bet't_ ,_t lvct_'. , : t t : It ' ,_i . '_.,'.'. l' is, t!' p/q_tr,
j'e
i.

. . , J

°:. 'l'|lt' folly C,t_:t,,_: _-,t'l,, 'It l] , 1 i, { ,; ] ,1, ,t _1',. I ';1 }It'll 11 ,tit , ,,t,')','l i,'t'll

:: ;It'CoFditlg to lllt.tt, t:rt_[.Wi_,tl ,,lltJ:lJ, !. Ii, '.!,"tll! _[il W, 7, .,t:-t' ,,J,l,_',,r l,' .,_.,

,. Involvt: ,%tHItl' V,iltd :,]tt'/_a ,'t,.; },": I I'. .1! '.i,, 1,1,! ll,,I i', ,,'ll':i,_tl,'_', t, I_t' ,' l'ltl,'
; claSS[Call t';tqe t_l ,u,tlllt.,,ll.-_.._'.'_ I,_tl ,_l,.'lt,, ._ I', ltil:t'!_t i_,!,'ll',.lt i :, ;,,, t};_.',_,

-- o_i
_ , cases 18 SHIlllll;l','i;4t',l its t,:l.,, t : ,,:,, ',' _ .' _," ._,-t t, _, _.,_ ,,._ tl_ t ,,,_ _ ,
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npproprt_ltc' t_3r th_ roml]tlng powu:r speetrn nre ;11_ given, It w¢ls a Eo,'ll In

tllit; l,r.l.r;_nl to nob|eve ;it It.nut 2/+ statistic'hi degrees of lreedl)m with ;, re_;,_lu-
lion b;,ndwldtll l_f 0.02 lia. Note that lor tlw rotor cat;,-,, the _,olll was n_)t qult,.

_lt2Iijt,v|)d; Lhu14 t f-iOllleWlll.|t .Largt.r r#lndom-typt, fluctu..itl_lns t:nn 1,t. e×l)u<tt.d 111

tl.._;e lmwt'r _qmctral oHtlln;itos. ]{t)tJt.-IllL_/ltl-Sqth'lr_ (,i) Vllitlt'l_ l_ll" I.he thrtq. COlll-

pmlelltl_ el l uYtmlenct. ([ongltudln_l.I (u), |;ttqrlll iv), ;lnd w.rtlc;ll (w)) ,lru
ell:_;|. },.[Vt:ll Ill table 11. Note th;lt for tilt. convective /llld l,vrlulps tilt' r,,1-.:r

c;l_e, the _ vail|lOS air|, _;lmllalr lot tile thret' t'Ollll)Ol'lt)llt: ; , IIIIwL'vt'r, l._r tilt'

W[ild-l;llL-'glr ;lnd lflOlllltgi_ll-W;IVe t'ilS_.'l-_ the vt, rtl¢:ll ¢Ollll)Orlc'llt [l/i,', ;1 nltll'h ,%llb'lllt'r

,) value ill;in tllat of tilt: lntt'rnl c_plpont'nt by f.ctors of 3 to 4 wilicll ind[c;itt'_,

,1 I;ick of l_lotrop.v. This n_flmct will be dlst'lll;sed l;ltor In thu p;lpt.r, l):llgl (_, ._

bt, l)rt.,';entc'd ;llld discussed lor tilt: four c.se,,; will |llcltldt. til_lt' Ill:ll(_r[_m,

poWc'r ,,ipeC|:l'_l_ ;1lid t:xeeedglltct. (Iurvt, s.

'l'illlt) histories lor the UOllVeCttve c_tse at gin altitude of 0.3 km (l(J()O It)

above gently rolling terrain are given in figure 4. Becgluse t,f tilt. It,hath [,l
this run (19.1 minutes), the first part of the time histories is shmm In

l'[gurc 4(a) ;lnd |_he finn1 portion in figurv 4(b). ,ks sllown in t:lblt. 11, tilt'
<" vltlutq; art' similar for the three con_ponents and are about 1.2 in/.'; (4 |p,_,}.

'l'ht_ power .,q_ectrn resulttll_4 I-rein these tillle histories ,re shown in l ifurt, 5.
rim t'urvt'}; girt' COllll)ttr;lblc to |.hose of figure 1 vxcept that tilt. result.', Ii.t,,,_.,

lit) i. b('t*ll llOl.'llld][Zt.'d; tlmt is, the ;_l'ea under tile curv_'s is equal to tilt. vari,nlce
,)

or ,_. 'lhe .ib.qt'issgt vtlltles were obtained by COllVertillg l-requc.ncv to invt.rst,

wav(.1..ngth by use of the dvt. l.'gigt, t.ruL, airspeed for filch I'IID. Sv_..b<.ls art, shown

l_)r tilt. fivt, lowest !rl.qtltqlt'V l)O_tt, l • cstilnil[.es. ['_xt't¢|)t for tile first p_.illt_
which _,,i 11 be d ist'u,_;st_d ._UbSt'qllt'llt 1V, the estimates are at oqu/t I i flu rt.lIlt,llt,% , '1

.lpprt_xim,_tely 0.01 tla (10 lla/102:_). On a lo_t pl_,t the points tht.rvf,,ru. ,qq_u,,r
,,l,,._..r to_>.ther ,It hi,:her value:; ,,f 1/". The l_ir:;t p,,tnt i_. _,btatncd from ti_,
tl,it.l-rt.ductiotl alg,,rithm ,it zero frequency but, [or (-OllVellien_'u'_ iS locatud i,t
Oil_.'--It'til-tll tl_c intcrv,ll [_t, twt,,_ll at.l'o .tlld the next rvgularlv obtained p,,int

,it 0.01 llz_ ,,i ill O.O02b Ill'. (['hu. v.l[uc could not_ ot course, be shown at zt, r,,

lrt'qtlt.'lltV tlll ,_ log,u-ithnlit plot.) 'l'llu.._e "_t2rO-ll't, qut, llt" 3" power cstimatw._ illt.
bt, litv,:d t_ l,e ,.'._[id lot thu rt.:;ults presented iil this paper° (Fee r_.l. ").)

I'._st t, rg.'ti,t, h._:; bu.t, ll t_ di._card this \'_lltlt' t)_.'Cdtl_t' O[ the' t'llt'_t oI trend
t.rr_ll,_ ill the tin|u, histoties_ gind btcgll.lSt' thu l_rt'whiteniilg pr,,cvdure u,sed ,it

tluit t |me f,,r widu,-b,uld spectral an,_l','.':is cgmst.d tilt. valut, t_, _, to inI |nit\'.

',-"Upt'l'illlptlSt',! {_11 tilt' d,_ta are SIIOWll thu, ol'¢ticd[ roll g;.ll'lllglll tVpt' tUI'Vt'S _xith

:;u'l_'ctcd I. Vd[tlk',%. _t)[l' that tilt' .4lope>. el ttlt' cur\'v> l'i,|tcll ,It tilt' ilight'r

Irct[tlt.lldiv'.<{. It [._ b_ho_ql th_lt the. vt.rtic,ll COl:_,p_'llCllt C,III bt' dc>cribt'd \'t,l-\'
,l(,tLllV,ltt, l,,' with ,in 1. viii|It, t:l t()tl m (1000 It). l'hu, l,itt, l'itl t'tqllpt'lltqlt, h,g,'_\'t,l',

h,u; l_,l._tivt, lv hi)'ht'r p(l_,qL, l contuqlt ;it |OW [rt'qllt'llC[t'S ,llld t'tlt' q,l,:-,,pri,_te

!. V,'_[ltu' i_-, /lpl':tl't'lltlv ill tilt' r/Ilia',|' of I)(}()1:1 (2(1(1() it). l'h_' l,,n_:itudin,ll _'_:,--

p,,nu.nt lit.'; well with ,m t. \,,tlu( _l 1200 l'a (4(ll}(I ft). lhis dillurt.nct, bvtw,,,.n
t','lll_lt'llt'll|.';, el UOItr:;_.'¢ 111('_1118 th.t tht' turl,ulenc_, i._; II_'t isotr_,pic ill t!:t ]u'll_'

Iv,lV('|ull_'[ll r_,j;it_ll. Ill tilt' \v;t\'t'lt'll}:tl: rt.'gitql wh_'l't' p__%'\'iOilS lllt, gtStll't, lllcnts hgivt,

bt,t,ll ill,ldo_ howt'\:t'l-, i:;_)tr_g,y wtntld :,_.elU tt, prt,v,til°

l'ht, t lint. his|el'gas for the high-nltitudu, Willd-:dlt,;ir cil,._t. Art, prt,:;t, nted [i1

i il._ll,, h. It .qh_ulld bt' Ill,it'd that thv vt, rticill-scalt, st'nsiti\'itit's h/l\'|. I,¢,t,ll
d_,t l'_,d._t,d b,' ,1 lglctor ill. '2 glS C_Ullp/ll't'd _,'ith tile prt'ct'd[ll}', I'glht' ;llld that tilt.
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fmverity is much gr_ater, The tntm-m[ty ol the, turbulm_eL, i<_r ;_11 thr,,,, ,,m_-
[lOlll_l'ltf-I lS gradun.'l}y lnoreat-_ing w|.th film:. [;tl('Jl I'li*l)lllllhfi_9'lllqlli:, (,,1" IDIII_;I,ll J,,II,*IV)

bc'l ,lvlor il;llt gonl:ra]ly bi,i:,ri b. lh,vc_d to lit, rt,lilit)l},_,llill, I,tl i,,li:,l,h.f,l],]i, l,,llll,lilll,,

or rillltiol;lllrltl of tit#-, !lpf:ctr/i] klif.,t-,, Thi: ri,l->l,llt wllrk i_t rlill,lt,lll't , /t hli_c't'_:'i'l't

'] {ndic;Ites Lilac tinlt-'t+'.l-1 till: ch;llll;l, .I.ri iritt:llttitV Ill c+m;;i+il,r,tl+l 7 llll/rc, ;ihlqtlJt th;ltt
Ithowll hor(-', ill:tie eff(:cl: _ilmuld I.: lllllli'rv_'illll ' [11 till, _,tltq'llLt, II ill ,llivl,,ll!l

f-hlit li[gnlfJc,'irit ltiw=fr{,qtiellcy lilJWt_r lit pri,rll,llt In fill, li,,i I;:q_iil .ll f'i,liil.,ll_'llt_; I

thll_ It4 ;ivlminled Lob(' dlrei.tly ;ittrlbut;::l}lu t,J l-li_' i'liiiill',lil_' ti, lrl;;(,lit,iI wlii,l
field. The low-friJqllc, lli'y l'Olll.l,lll- t-'till hi: tli_,uF, lit _,1 ;il, ,I Ili_,,!tlllit i_,il ,,1 Ill{' Ilii,,ill
wilui=, w:iLh _i l..Ytileal hlgh-[ri,qiiulicy alllpllttide-illlldul,iti,d r;llldlllh l;i:l'l'l';ill _;iill,,r,-
lnipi)_L,d. A Illodl_,i tif tl.iriliilellct, whlcli Inl,|illh,,.; lllt,;in ll..lil];il i{,il ll,l_. !,_,_,11_,il;,i,,i,_,ti.ql
by iteew,_l (rl:f. 8). _to lironoun('ed tl)w-trequlmcv l u,Wi.r I_ i,,,l_,,l ill ill,. v_ii i,';_1
_'+t;lllponellt. Tlleile oliserval;ions 411'e .<itlilsta_ltl;lted lit tll,, r_,llt,:,lh,ll_lliilt p_,%..c,:
spe(2tr_.l giiuwn In rigtire 7. :_ote l.li+it whll_ +ill ]. \,+ilue ,+1 'jCiil I': (llliili t t)
appears to be ,lpl)roprlal;e for rite vt, rtlcnI rtllllli(_l_t'lll t I, v,iltll', _, ,,| l;rl,,il_,l"

Lllall l_tJ(} Ii% ((ll}Oll it) wtitiid _'l.llllJiy l'_r {lit, h,,rl;,.<,ll{;i[ t_,,lllii,,llplll,,; dlr<.vLly 1"<,1 I,, t-

11114 tile larg, e power C,illl;Olll; :it 1ol4 freilUeliCic':;,

'the next case to he presented was an encotlllter__IItilt' let, side ,,I tl_,

Sierra }Iountatlls ill California at an altitude iippr,,xiui, lt_:lv [e"<,[ witl_ tit<,
higher ridges. Ti:e turbulence was categorized ,l,, r_,t_,r-,typc, ttirblilv,l,.v. The
onhoard observer reported direct correlation of ttil ptl|ell,'c, :_vvtrltv witl_ tilt,
lipwind terrain. Peak center-of-gravity accelerati,,n increment._ ul 1_: w,,r<.
equaled oF exceeded 80 times [11 this traverse of tile r,,t,,r rel'.i<,n, with m<_aimul:_

incremental acceleratttms of +2.21, and -1.8,t, 'l'il.it > i_i.,_t,,t'iv_, ,r ii. ti_i.,v ,t
components ,Jr turbulellCe are given in figure 8. ";t,tt, t. iil.' :,t'i';,&';IL,_-. ]'t'tL'e_.'ll -.-;
and 74i- minutes t.'or the lotlgitudinctl cot'ap_nent whei'c' ll{_'.il-lrv.qu_llcv <,_.,'ill:lt;_,q-:._
are absent. This condition Is caused by the ._ensitivc, ,,ir_p,._.,l i'>'asuI'enwiit
system being off-scale some of the time in the negntiw, ,.lirt.cti,,n; ,is :l result,
the high-frequency fluctuations were partially lost. it c,.m !,e <,.vn t_,:tt rvla-
tively low-frequency wavelike oscillations are l, resen¢ <,n ,ill tilter ill>.' l,i_t_,-
ries, the lateral component exhibiting the most prevalwilt ip,,l iii_tliw,,.t .l:l;l,!itudw

oscillations. Thc _ values given in tattle II furthvr ,41:!,>t,iut !:it., tliis ,,l,sc, t'-

ration, rl,_, spect_e for this case ;l e given ill fi_'nrt, _l. 511 t, c,t ,--l,t,_tr,

continue upward wfth large low-frequency p,,wer; ti_u_;, i_ t!lt ,,', ll _',.ii:h,lil t,;,:pl-_,s-

sion is applicable in this region, L must t)c, grt,;itt, i" t.l,,,_ [Sil(l i:: ti_liHtl !I ).

It should be noted that the high-frequency port of tile l<m:itu,till,1 .p_,,.tr.lm,

as well as ;u_ could be somewhat centaminuted 1,v the, l,, ,> ,l t{,, {ti_'ll-I lvqtic'_, y
fluctuotfons as a result of the partial otf-<',c,ll<, ,,.mlit i,,l, ; r,,,'i u,,l\ :'trill 'it,,!.

The flattening-out of the high-frequency .nd _,f th,, >',v,,t_',l:, _, i'.i _,; ,,'i,_t,,{
with this problem but is a result o! the usl, _,I+ l!ic' tl'l;I-.,lt ;lit,:. l,',tr_,'t, 1
provided for the pitot-static test head, The tlSl., t,l two ,![I !t,r_,nt i-cstrt,'t,,t •

fear flight operations above rind below ti.1 kin (30 Ill)l, It) t,, l_l-,,','i,le th, ;,r,,t'<r
• damping for the sensitive airspeed measurement Is di._lC,l:aSc,,t {11 l_,l-_,r_,ilct .... Ill

tliis particular case the high-altltrde restriLt,-r was tn,qt,lll_,d, ,,-;into, the, ,,li_,-
inal mission for this fligl,t was to seek h igh-;,;titudc, mt,iu_t,till--t,.lv,., tllt'blil_ i!,_.

The tWlnal case considered herein is categori.'.vd a,<¢ 1,,_, wliv,,-F, tl]_ l.ltc,! tl:l'!.u-

fence w[ticll propagated _lpward and wa,_" encuuntered /it /it_ ,lltitu,tv ,,_ _tt,,,',:t IA. _ I",

(47 000 ft). The time histories arc, given in ligurv li}. N_,ti, , th,tt the, vt, l'ti, ii

component contnins at least three w_lve_ slid l,,,:;_il, lv l otll'. I'.it,llt'_, ,_1 tilr!,,llvn,
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• at approximately 7_ and": occur on the rising part of the last two waves; or
! 10 minutes from the start of the run. Apparently, the last two waves have

/ not broken down into continuer,s turbulence as yet, or the displacement of theC'

alrplan_ has carrlc.d it out.,f the turbulent region of the wave. Inspection
of the lateral and longitudinal components, where a very long wave can be seenp

,_ together wlth suppl_mentary meteorological information, indicates that wind- J

_) shear effects were also present. Thus, this is not a classic case of pure
:':_ mounLaln-wave turbulence. These time histories are of considerable interesL;

_'i: whether they should be used to obtain power spectra might be _ebatable since
:', the turbulence is not very continuous. Power spectra were obtained, however,

_%_! for the whole 12.6-minute run and are shown in figure 11. A large amount of

low-frequency power is present in all three components. This case is in con-
" trast to the wind-shear-alone case where the vertical component contained rela-

,.%/

Zi" tively little low-frequency power.

::_ Figure 12 presents the measured exceedances of the vertical velocity corn-

t! ponent of turbulence for the four cases considered herein. The exceedances
-_ are (for each selected level) the average of the crossings of the positive and

_ negative levels about the zero mean value for the data run. Only positive

i_ slope crossings are counted. In figure 12, the crossings per unit distance

(in both km and mi) are shown on a logarithmic scale with the level of the

vertical x,eloclty component on a linear scale. The exceedances reflect the

relative turbulence intensity levels of the four cases. The high intensity

i_i rotor and high-altitude wlnd-shear cases show significantly more crossings than
_, the convective and mountain-wave cases; for example_ at a level of 5 meters
i _,0,

per second the difference is about two orders of magnitude.The four exceedance curves of figure 12 show a combination of the exponen-

i_iiI_ tlal and Gaussian functional forms which are used for the analysis of atmospheric
_:_, turbulence data. The exponential form of the exceedance expression has generally

:_,_ been found applicable for extended data samples or composites of many samples.
_i_ It is the basis for development of structural design criteria for aircraft

_i response to atmospheric turbulence for both the discrete gust: approach and therandom process or power spectral method. The exponential form would appear as

a straight line on the semi-log plot of figure 12. From inspection of the flg-ure_ it appears that the high-altitude wind-shear case is the most nearly expo-

::_ nential (linear) and the rotor case would appear to be the most nearly Gausslan.

_:":._; CONCLUI)ING REMAPd_S

_!,. Data have been collected for a number of turbulence encounters at altiCude8 .

:_ between 0.3 and 15 km (i000 and 50 000 it). The associated meteorological con-
:-".... " ditlons have been identiflud. Four encounters were considered herein. For

'_}_'i these cases the following observations are made:

I. The yon Karman turbulence model seems to be appropriate for the vertical

component in the low-altitude convective and high-altitude wlnd-shear cases_

.:,I: with an integral scale w, lue of 300 m (I000 it).

i.__'_,,:' 276
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2. The lateral and longitudinal components appear to also fit the model
fairly well for the low-altltude convective case when integral scale values

of 600 m (2000 ft) and 1200 m (4000 ft), respectively, are used.

3. For the horizontal components in the hlgh-altltude wind-shear case,

and all three components in the rotor case, very large power obtained at the
long wavelengths makes it doubtful whether the yon Karman expression is appli-
cable in this region. If it is, integral scales values greater than 1800 m
(6000 ft) are required.

4. The time histories from the mountain-wave case appeared to include some
effects of wind shesr. All the "waves" had not broken down into continuous

turbulence and were thus probably not especially appropriate for spectral repre-
sentation. Very large power however was present at long wavelengths.

5. All cases exhibited the -5/3 slope of the von Karman e_.pression in the
shorter wavelength region.

5. The turbulence intensity was very severe for the rotor case and

approached that of a small thunderstorm.

Data processing and further analysis are continuing. At the present time

it is not know. whether si_/lar meteorological conditions will result in simi-

lar power spectra. The instrumentation system is scheduled to be installed in

a B-57F aircraft later this year in order to acquire turbulence samples
above 15 km (50 000 ft).
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TABLE 1.- 5A_LING SU_._Y OF B-57B FLIGHTS/

: [46FLIGHTSWEREMADEBETWEENMARCH1974ANDSEPT.19751
?

(311 _STERN U.S. AND 16 WESTERN U.S.)

"" TURBULENCE NUMBEROF
CATEGORY DATARUNS

TERRAINRELATED,ROTOR* 14 (6 FLIGHTS) -.

_,,:; THERMAL.CONVECTIVE* 8 (2FLIGHTS)

_ NEARTHUNDERSTORMS 12 12FLIGHTS)

JETSTREAMANDHIGH-ALTITUDE
_' 27 16FLIGHTS): WINDSHEAR*

,_! MOUNTAINWAVES* 8 (4 FLIGHTS)
ISOLATEDSITUATIONS 7 12FLIGHTS)

_"' * CASESSELECTEDFORREVIEWIN THIS PAPER

%
=- ,,.;L

_:':_ TABLE II.- PERTINENT DATA FOR FOUR SELECTED CASES

• _: RUN STATISTICAL ow . ov . % ,
°'_ ME1EOROLOGICALALTITUDE LENGTH d.f. FORi j

_" CONDITION kmlft} rain km POWER mlsec mlsec m/sec
'--_,_ (miles) SPECTRA lftJsec)(ftJsec)i(tgsec)

:_ CONVECTIVE 0.3 11000) 19.1 148 45 1.15 1.18 135
_. 191.71 13.781 13.861 14.411

!-:_!!" WINDSHEAR 13.0 142600)12.2 137 29 2.45 /.53 4.48
_"" 185.11 18.051 (24.05) 114.701

r-::_: ROTOR 3.9 1_,280018.1 88.5 19 3.82 5.51 3.57
:_ 155.01 112_21118.091Ill.D)

i-_;,-_' MOUNTAINWAVE 14.3146800112.6 149 29 1.34 5.)9 4.30
.... (92.4) t4.411 (11._)114.111

• _ d.f. = f (BANDWIDTH,LENGTH)

:"'_:: 279
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U.S. SI VONKARMANEQUATION

122014000)_ 1 + tl/339 L 12
103 - 762 125001J/

103 _ 457 (1500).// "305 (1000)-/1 "
/ ,, _ ' CRI,IIISE¢(1/_) 102 - 152 ( 5001-// /

_2 61 (200)J / _ 12 "-"- _'_\ h= 11T( kmO-
CRUISE_ / / _\\\\(35000 TO40000if)10I- _ = 23 i

1-10" I = 18km /- (60000It) I
0 #

10 - _ I" _\\\\\\ \

10-5 10 10"3 10.2 10"1 cycles/m
I I I I I

10-6 10"5 10-4 10.3 10.2 cycleslff
INVERSEWAVELENGTH.1/_

Figure I.- Wavelength regions of primary aircraft response

shown on yon Karman theoretical spectra.

"_"_k='.<_:_:.:"./...._io::':. " 1

_:;:,:_..-:,_'," ,_'_"k_: • -.-, ,. ,,.' ,

: Figure 2.- Head for providing three basic measurements.
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I ° , I

* W,
ft/secVERTICAL

O_ ft/sec
-20

u, 0 ..L,tL_... 20 U,

m/sec.p L 0 ftlsec-20

h,,,,I,,,,,],,,,,],,,,,I,_,,,I,,,,,I,,,_,l,,,,,],,,,,I,,,,,I,,,,,I,,j,,I,,,,,!
0 ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 12 13

TIME. rain

(a) Time interval, 0 to 12.5 minutes.

rnlsec 0 w,fUsec
VERTICAL -20

5r- _ 20
v, 0 0 ft/secmlsec

LATERAL "20

5- t20
m/sec0 0 u,fl/sec

-5- LONGIIUDINAL -20

lO II 12 13 14 15 16 11 18 19 20
TIME. rain

(b) Time interval, I0 to 19 minutes.

Figure 4.- Turbulence component tlme histories. Convective case.
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{ml se(:?

cycles/It 1(}4 IAIERAI

105 10._ ,. ' " LONGIIUDINAL

104. [. m lit) :',
10? 122'0(4000)

¢. 103. ¢. 762(2500l . '_, .
10! 457(1500) "" '%'%._ L,

305llO00} ', '_ "'I02 l,]O, VERTICAL_._ "

1°1 101 -5
10 10-4 10-'3 10-2 10-1 cydeslm

lO-4lo-3li-;
10-5 10-4 10-3 10.-2 10L1cycles;m

i0-6 10-5 10-4 i0-3 10.2cycleslft
I_X

Figure 5.- Power spectra of turbulence components.
Convective case.

10 • _40
u_.._.,-,.,,,.,----..._vr¢iql'r_"'_iII'l"_"__r"'_m"l'_r_'_'_w__"|llil'l"_llr0 '" ftlsec

mlsec_lOL VERTICAL "" 1I _' I'" " -40

0 d, 401 , V,
v. 0 _ - ........... ftlsec

mlsec-I0 0

u, OL u,- . • It/see
mlse¢,

-10 LONGITUDINAL - 0
. I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 11 12 13
TIME, min

Figure 6.- Turbulence component time histories.
Hlgh-a]titude wlnd-shear case.
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"_ imlsec)2
cycleslm

(ft/sec)2 106r

cycleslft 105,, ]

106 104_ LATERAl LONGITUDINAL
.....'.i:, 105 ..... "..... .

¢ ¢ 103j VERTICAL,'_,. "'
104 .....I '":,(,, ""

102 '_'_ .,.L , m fit) _" '

, loli 3o5,loool, 'N-:. 102 loo/ ,_
,., J 1. J

j_ 10"5 10-4 10"3 10-_ 10"1cycleslm

,_ I0 iO-b4-- 10-3 10-2 10-1cycleslm
v ;_ L ........ L...... I ..... -1 ...... ..-..J

•; 10"5 10-4 10"3 10"2 10"1cycleslm_r

- ;i 10-6 10-5 10"4 lu lu 2 cycleslft
,: I/X

? "i

; Figure 7.- I wet spectra of turbulence components.
-:;" High-altitude wlnd-shear case.

- :j.,
: mlsec 0 w.
# -10 ft/ser

_,',_,: m L i_ _1/I1_ LATE_I_L__I_ _ 0 't/sec
.....: -40

._.,_:: 10 - 40
z_! U. U,
:i'_,: mlsec0 0 ftlsec

-:_i -10 -40
: -, ?x,',

_,:_, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
"_-_. TIME, r ',

:-:.;_:_. Figure 8.- Turbulence component tlme histories. Rotor case.
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(ml_ec)2

•" cycles/It 106_

_i loTr 1°_,LATERAl..., I_l
lO6 ]_3()

: 104.
' =L, m fit)

105 1830(6000), l()l'J(,I IUDINAL

¢. lO4 4_, 103i
,%,

lO2' ''_*_ " "-,,

103 :. VEY,IICAI_I_, %. ";_.,.

iOIi ''_zl_ ,',r,,,, ".,,.i02 i

1001-5 '3 ' I cycleslmI0 I0"4 l0 10"2 I0

,: I0-5 10-4 103 I0 ? 10-I cycleslm

10'-5 10-4 103 i02 10'-I cycles/m

O_L._ __.... t ..... t..... J::, l i0 -5 I0 _ lO-3 10-2 cycleslftII_

: Figure 9.- Power spectra of turbu]_mce components. Rotor case.

i_WS_0 .... Oft/sec
: -5 _-20

'i; 5
; 0 ........... 0ft/sec

-5 -20

., .sL. " r-rr. LONGIIIII}INAIIUDINAL _ _ _
i

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12 13
.' lIME, p)in

Z

_ Figure I0.- Turbulence component tim_' hi,,.torie_. ,_h)untain-wave case.
i :i



ffrllsecl2

Htlsec)2 cycleslm
cycie,_lii-106

L, m(ft)
107 ]05` 1830_6000)
I0° 1830

l@183o
105 LONGITUDINAL

4_, 4_ i03,
104 '

i02, '",,,,
lO3 ', ,,,

, I01, VERTICAl t'%, LA'ERALlO' -

oO°I -5 loll i0-3 10:2 I0"Icycleslm
t .. I . L _

10"5 lO"4 10"3 10"2 10"1 cycles/m
L. 1 . JL L

10-5 10-4 lO"3 10"2 10"1cycles/m

01_6_1o 1 l ,J1 . 5 10-4 10-3 10.2 cyclos/ft
I/k

Figure ii.- Power spectra of turbulence components.
Mountain-wave case.

CROSSINGS/km

CROSSINGS/mi 10.-

'! lO- __/
.F ROTOR

I.- \\ _'v',_v_--HlGH ALTITUDE

1.o- _ \ -- S.EAR
,,. EXCEEDANCES

:i

,: coN- _ \ \

• .Ol I I J
_ 0 5 lO 15 rnlsec

"' .01 -_': L __.L ......l.......1.... i_...._-J
0 l0 20 30 40 50 ft/_,'c

,,,. VERTICALVELOCITYCOMPONENT,w

-; Figure 12.-Measured exceedance frequency of vertical component
ii of gust velocity for four meteorologlcal cases.
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LASER DOPPLERTECHNOLOGYAPPLIED TO

ATMOSPltERICENVIRONMENTALOPERATINGPROBLEMS

Edwin A, Weaver, James W. Bilbro, James A. Dunkin, Harold B. Jeffreys
NASAMarshall Spa_e Flight Center

SUMMARY

Laser Doppler technology Is being developed and applied to aviation
safety problems in the atmospheric environment. The feasibility ' thls
technique was established when CO2 laser Doppler ground wind data were
very favorably compared with data from standard anemometers. As reF.
of these measurements, two breadboard systems have been develooed fo'
t_king research data; a continuous wave velocimeter _nd a t _ed _ ,_,
system. The scanning continuous wave laser Doppler er was
developed for detecting, tracking and measurlnp _ ,,:_,,akevortices.
It was successfully tested at an airport where iocatea vortices to an
accuracy of 3 meters at a range of 150 meters. T,,eairborne pulsed laser
Doppler _ystem was developed to detect and measure Clear Air Ttcbulence
(CAT). Thls system was tested aboard an aircraft, but jet stream CAT
was not encountered° However, low altitude turbulence In cumulus clouds
near a mountait range was detected by the system and encountered by the
aircraft at tilepredicted time. The hardware is being modified to extend
the performance and range. The application of these systems, data high-
11ghts and test results are presented in thls paper.

INTRODUCTION

NASA Is sponsoring research and development of Carbon Dioxide (C02)
Laser Doppler System Technology and its application to aircraft operating
problems that are caused by adverse natural and Induced atmospheric
environments. The breadboard sensors developed under thls technology use
basically the same principle as conventional Doppler radar. In the laser
Doppler system case, coherent laser radiation is Doppler shifted in frequency
when It is scattered by the n_tural aerosols of the atmosphere that are In
motion at the velocltles of the wind or turbulence. The frequency of the

• scattered radiation Is compared to the frequency of the laser beam by photo-
mlxlng. The resultant difference frequency Is directly proportional to
the line-of-sight velocity of the aerosols when the transmitting and
receiving optics are aligned on the same axis. Thls principle Is Illustrated
In figure I.
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The application of the technology to measure atmospheric winds was
started at MSFCabout ten years ago by Mr. Milton Huffaker, now of the Wave
Propagation Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
The feasibility of the atmospheric measuring concept was demonstrated by
using a CO2 laser system to measure ground winds. The data from these
measurements compared very favorably with simultaneous cup anemometer, wind-
vane sensor, and hot wire anemometer data. These measurements have been
discussed In several publications.

The first laser Doppler systems application to aircraft operating prob-
lems was the detection and measuring of clear air turbulence. A breadboard
airborne system was developed and tested in 1972 and 1973 aboard the Convair
990 aircraft based at the Ames Research Center. During these tests the
concept of an airborne laser Doppler system to detect turbulence was
successfully demonstrated. Although high altitude jet stream CAT was not
found, turbulence in cumulus clouds was detected and encountered by the air-
craft as predicted by the laser Doppler system.

In 1969 wake vortices from a DC-3 aircraft were successfully detected by
a CO2 laser Doppler system in a cooperative effort ith the Langley Research
Center. The data from these feasibility tests were reported in the ]971 NASA
Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems Conference. Design studies and research
activities for the development of an improved breadboard system were initiated
after the concept feasibility tests.

In 1973, the Federal Aviation Administration requested the NASAIs
Marshall Space Flight Center to develop a breadboard scanning continuous wave
laser system for detecting, tracking and measuring aircraft wake vortices in
the landing corridor of an airport. This system was developed and successfully
tested In 1974 and 1975 at the John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK).
The tests provided vortex data and tracks on over I600 aircraft landings.
These two breadboard systems will be discussed in more detail.

There Is always a concern for personnel safety when laser systems are
used. These systems are designed to meet conservative safety requirements.
In addition, ordinary glass and plastlcs will reflect the C02 laser radiation
and therefore, will prevent eye damage.

SCANNINGLASER DOPPLERVELOClMETERFOR VORTEXMEASURING

• The Scanning Laser Doppler Veioclmeter (SLDV) System shown in figure 2 is
capable of detecting, tracking, and measuring the velocity patterns of air-
craft wlng tlp vortices as well as general at.,_ospherlcturbulence° The SLDV
Is a continuous wave, focused, coaxial oF'_cal system which operates with a
C02 laser emitting Infrared radiation at u _avelength of 10.6 micrometers.
Thls system Is Installed In an equipment van and consists of a 20 watt
very stable CO2 laser, a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer, a Bragg cell
frequency translator, an F/2 cassegralnlan *91escope with a 30.5 cm (12 in.)
aperture, an Infrared detector, a versatile range and angle scanner, a signal
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;i processor, a data algorithm processor, various displays and recording electron-
,_ ics. The system ts designed to have a range coverage of 61 to 610 m (200 toe',

; 2000 ft.) and an elevatlon coverage of 3° to 60°. The maximum range and angle

? scan rates are 7 Hz and 1 Hz, respectively. The system detects Doppler
velocities and discriminates those up to 61 m/s (200 ft/s) In Increments of

0.55 m/s (I.8 ft/s) and provides a line-of-sight velocity spectrum for the
,, range resolution volume in space associated with the point where the system

il;: is focused• The velocity spectrum is processed along with scanner date to
;,:! provide specific information on veloclty magnitude, slgnal position In space

and signal intensity as a function of time.

,. Following the development of the SLDV system, aircraft wake vortices and.r..,'

, ,',, wind profile measurements were performed with two units installed at the JFK
: o_ Airport. These measurements were performed in cooperation with the Department
-_ of Transportation;s Federal Aviation Ad_inistration (FAA), Transportation

' _T Systems Center (TSC) and the National Aviation Facilities Experiment Center
..... (NAFEC)

, _; The test site at JFK Airport was located near the middle marker on Runway

"_i 31R which is about 765 m (2500 ft.) from the end of the runway. The site was
_': instrumented with wind anemo'neters, pressure sensors, acoustic radars, as well

k,_,: as the laser Doppler system which served as the standard for the tests. Two
'_ SLDV units were located about 121 m (403 ft.) on either side of the runway

....: centerline as shown in figure 3• This arrangement permitted these two
=_k independent sensors to scan a coqlmon area perpendicular to the aircraft land-

ijL,' ing corridor. The area of primary coverage by the laser systems for the vortex
'_" problem was 61 m (203 ft.) on either side of the runway centerIine and 65 mL__.',
F: (215 ft ) altitude

,_ To cover this primary area, the range position for the focus of the
:_._, radiation was continuously cycled between a 61 m (200 ft.) and 305 m (I000 ft.)

:o,;: as the angular position for the focus was cycled between 3° and 33o. These

_-:_ two simultaneous movements of the radiation focus in this area perpendicular
:_.:.._ to the aircraft approach lane mapped out a finger like pattern in elevation
'°_ for each scan frame_ To provide adequate data density in the scanned area, a_.,,

_,i 7 Hz range scan rate and a 0.2 Hz elevation rate were used These rates also
i_,;_: gave a new frame of data across the vortices every 2.5 seconds. This contin-
,_, uous coverage of the scanned area provided the data for vo,'tex time histories
:.s_ that will be discussed later,

_. The Doppler shifted radiation from the scanned areas was collected _nd
°-_" " mixed with the laser beam on -an infrared detector where the radiation energy
: was converted to electrical energy. This electrical signal was then sent to

the signal processor v,here the velocity date were sorted into .55 m/s

o3C., (l 8 ft/s) incre_nents. This data contained information on the grounu wind

./" speeds and the vortex v¢loclties whlch were generally higher than tl_ewind

_-, : data• A velocity thresfold was set above the peak _vlnd speed so that only
_=_ii the vortex velocities ,,v('resent to the data algorithm processor along with
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associated signal Intensities and the position data obtained from the scanner.
These data were then screened using the vortex location algorithm to assure
that sufficient Jata existed to locate a vortex center. Further screening of
the data assured that unusable data such as noise spikes were not used. Then,
to locate the first vortex, the data were processed using a centroiding
technique based on the maximum signal intensity of the usable data from a
single frame of the scanned area. After firdin9 the first vortex, the data
used In determining Its location were eliminated and the real time algorithm ,.
proceeded to look for a second vortex. After the second vortex was located,
or if a second data area could not be defined, the chosen vortex centroids
were displayed In real time and the location information was stored on a disk
for later transfer to magnetic tape for use in vortex behavior studies.

Typical vortex tracks are shown in figure 4. The time based plots show
altitude and lateral location of the port (0) and sta board (*) vortex
centrolds with time. When only one vortex was found a single position (S)
was denoted for that scan frame. The position of the SLDV's at the test site
ls shown on the right hand plots of time versus range. The top curves are
from SLDV 1 (van l) and the bottom ones from SLDV 2 (van 2)° A Boeing 707
aircraft_ experiencing about a 0.9 m/s (3 miles/hr.) head wind, generated the
vortex tracks. Most aircraft came over this point of the test site between
35 m (115 ft.) and 55 m (180 ft.) altitude. This one was just above 37 m
(120 ft.) as indicated in the plots on the left of altitude versus time.
There ls general agreement between the data from SLDV 1 and SLDV 2. The
better agreement in the data usually occurs at distances less than 152 m
(500 ft.) from the SLDV location. The tabular data used in generating these
plots is printed simultaneously. Processing of the data in a post processing
mode allows all of the real time displays to be regenerated plus plots of
peak velocity and peak intensity shown in both altitude and range.

The unthresholded data were also recorded and are being used to deter-
mine SLDV system performance and for study of the velocity flow fields. So
far, the analysis shows that the vortex locations are within a 3 m (10 ft.)
tolerance at 150 m (492 ft.) range and that the SLDV performed according to
the theoretical design, thereby fully meeting the sensor development
objectives.

fiver 1600 flights on Runway 31R at JFK airport were monitored during the
tests yielding vortex information on 13 different types of aircraft. The
majority of the data is from B-707's, B-727's, B-7471s and DC-8's. Peak
vortex velocities of 30.5 m/s (100 ft./s) were measured and the vortices
were tracked to a range of 457 m _1500 ft.). The data on vortex tracks
were furnished to the Transportation Systems Center shortly after it was
collected for analysis of vortex behavio," and other studies which were part
of the FAA=s wake vortex program. Along with the MSFC, the Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company, M&S Computing Company and the Raytheon Company participated
in the SLDV development program.
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When vortex data were not being collected, the data algorithm processor
could be configured to glve wind profiles In near real time. In this mode,
data from the two independent units were processed for time correlation of
the scans from the two systems and then spatially correlated to meet certain
spatial requirer_ntSo These data were then used to determine the vertical
and horizontal velocity components associated with a given altitude. A
near real time plot of the resulting average horizontal and vertical wind
components In the commonscan area of the plane between the two sensors Is
shown In figure 5. Plotted here are the horizontal(X) and vertlcai (Y)
velocity components as a function of altitude using data collected on
April 1, 1975. The time correlation for these plots is 1.25 s., with a
spatial correlation of 2 m (7 ft.) and the altitude increments are 6 m (20 ft.).
From the recorded unthreshoIded data, similar wind Information ls available
for each of the vortex time histories. This data may be of Interest to those
study!ng vortex behavior in ground effect.

A detailed description of the SLDV development is contained in references
1, 2 and 3.

THE CAT SYSTEM

Studies for the design and development of a breadboard pulsed C02 laser
Doppler system began in 1968. The objective of this effort, Illustrated in
figure 6, was to determine experimentally whether a pulsed laser Doppler
system aboard an aircraft could detect and measure CAT at a reasonable
distance ahead of the aircraft, to make It a suitable principle for an onboard
aircraft warning system. This Is further discussed in references 4 and 5.
Toward this goal a breadboard system was built, given an initial checkout, and
then flight tested in 1972 and 1973. Following a detailed system and component
evaluation, the hardware is being modified to lmprcve the hardware performance,
to Increase the range and to provide a ground wind measuring capability.
Extensive ground based tests are planned. These wlll be followed in 1978 by a
flight evaluation test for CAT.

The CAT system consists of a very s_able CO2 laser, a modulator or pulsegate, a power amplifier, a modified Mach Zehnder lnterferometer, an F/)
newtonlan telescope, an Infrared detector, a filter bank type signal processor,
appropriate displays and recording electronics.

• The transmitter part of the CAT system uses a master oscillator power
amplifier configuration, similar to conventional pulse Doppler radar, to
achieve high power output along with the good frequency stability needed for
Doppler detection. The output of a frequency stable CO2 laser is directed
to the modulator where it is pulse modulated to drive tbe power amplifier.
The output of the power amplifier goes to a telescope and is then transmitted
forward of the aircraft through a Germanium window mounted in a special
fairing pod on the side of the aircraft which serves as the view port for
the instrument.
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< A small portion of the transmitted energy is backscattered by aerosols to
-/ the telescope where it is then directed to the infrared detector which is also
_,: receiving a small part of the outgoing laser beam. These two beams combine
,,, to yield a signal that contains the Doppler frequencies of the aerosols with

_._ respect to the aircraft speed. This slgnal is processed and analyzed by a
'_'i filter bank to get the velocity and turbulence information of interest.

,i The primary characteristics of the tested system were a wavelength
of 10.6 _m, a pulse length of I to 10 s, a pulse rate of 110 to 209 pulses ._

_=7 per second, a peak power of 2_2 to 3°0 kU with an average power of 1.5 to 2.5
:i. watts, a telescope diameter of 30.5 cm (12 inches), a signal integration of 50

°;' pulses and a turbulence resolution minimum of 0.6 m/sec (2 ft/s)

_i The laser and optics equipment, as installed on the aircraft, Is shown
,_:, In figure 7. The signal processing equipment is shown in figure 8. Two
_ similar racks of equipment contain power supplies, timing controls, displays
=,_ and recorders. The development of this equipment is zliscussedin reference

: _: 6. The Galileo, a Convair 990 aircraft based at Ames Research Center was the
,-:C:_'_ flight test aircraft for the CAT system and is shown in figure 9. A speclaI

i °;!' 46 cm (18 Inch) diameter fairing shown over the wing was built to house a
:_ speclaI window for the C02 radiation and a forward reflecting mirror that
i=% directed the laser radiation forward along the flight path. A close view of
_: the fairing is shown in figure 10. The reflecting surface inside the fairing
_ is a Germanium window that is transparent to the 10.6 m radiation.

• _;;

_; The pulsed laser Doppler equipment shown above was tested aboard the
:_i_ aircraft in August und September 1972 and again in January 1973. Atmospheric
i=_i!_i Turbulence Targets were located including desert thermal turbulence and
__-._ mountain wave turbulence, two types of CAT. These CAT encounters came after
=_ calibration and performance data were coilectedo

_:': The CAT system data discussion reqt_'resa ¢_c.srlption"of the data dls-
_,_: plays which were regularly photographed Guring the tests. These pictures are
14'_'_7: used extensively In the data analysis. One of the displays is a Range Velocity
_ Intensity (RVI) display on which the vertical scale is veloclty, range is on the
,__7::_ horizontal scale, while intensity _ho_v_up as different brightness levels of

_ the data Figure 11 shows signais received From cirrus clouds at 10 km
, ,_ (_000 ft.) altitude with the aircraft traveling at 890 km/hr (480 knots)
•°_' The daca at the top of the display shows the true air speed of the aircraft
_-_;;, out to a range of 20.5 km (11 nautical miles.) A spr,_ad or width about this
_.,_ veloclt/ line would Indicate turbulence. The brightness at the left of thl,
.< 11ne shows the high intensity slgnal,_received freerthe clouds at close ra_,"

The bottom part of the displays, indicated by the overlapping lines, are the
_., signals from an A scope, which is a signal intensity versus range plot of the
°'= unprocessed veloclty. In figure llb, the total range on the A scope Is I/2
_ the range of the RVI display, so the signals of interest In the top half of
"ii the screen, Identifying the cirrus cloud_ are at a range twice the Indicated

':; range on the RVI display.

r
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The data In figure 12 shows three well separated clouds traveling at
dlfferent speeds ahead of the aircraft. The data spot on the left of the top
display shows the true air speed of the aircraft. Turbulence is indicated in
both figure 12a and b. The width of the spectral returns on the lower screen
Indicates extreme turbulence, which is defined as gust velocities above 15
m/s (50 ft/s). A turbulence velocity of 19 m/s (63 ft/s) Is shown. Figure
13 Is a set of data conflrmln9 the encounter by the aircraft of turbulence de-
tected by the CAT system shortly after the time of the data In figure 12.
The top plot, 13a, is a display of the turbulence signal Intensity versus
velocity at a Greenwich mean time of 23:53:10. For a selected range, this
dlsplay shows the velocity distribution from the filter bank. The peak of
the curve is at the flight velocity and when turbulence is detected the peak
slgnal flattens and there is an increase in the width of the velocity. In
this display, the measured or selected range in signal time l.e., the round
trip time to the turbulence at the speed of light, Is 27 ps. This corresponds
to a distance of 4 km (2.2 nautical miles). With the aircraft traveling at a
speed of 665 km/hr (359 knots) the estimated time to the patch of turbulence
Is 22 seconds. The aircraft center of gravity accelerometer data was recorded
and the signal for this aircraft encounter with the turbulence is shown In
figure 13b which ls a plot of G load versus time. The top curve is the
vertical acceleration trace and the bottom one is a horizontal acceleration
trace. The accelerometer data trace starts when the turbulence ahead of the
aircraft appears on the Intensity velocity display. Between 20 and 30 seconds,
there are major changes in the acceleration curves especially the top trace.
At 22 seconds, the Identified time, the accelerometer already shows a change
In G load, the change having started at about 18 seconds. The maximum
acceleration ls over 0.5 G and occurs at 24 seconds after the turbulence was
Identified. This set of data Indicates that it is possible to identify
turbulence ahead of the aircraft with the pulsed laser Doppler system, the CAT
system, before it is encountered by the aircraft.

A dust storm in the Klngman, Arizona area was found during the flight on
September 6, 1_72. The aircraft dld not fly into the storm because of the
potential damage to the aircraft and the onboard instrumentation and experi-
ments, but the aircraft was flown near it. Stron 9 si9nal returns were
collected by the CAT system and are shown in figure 14. The top set of data
shows the Increased signal intensity and the spread that is caused by the
turbulence and the increased backscattered si9nal resulting from the dust.
As the aircraft started away from the storm the CAT system detected a wind
shear as shown on the RVI display. The difference in horizontal velocity
measured over 3.0 km (1.6 nautical miles) range was about 50 km/hr (27 knots).

• The aircraft flew through this shear and its instrumentation recorded a 40
km/hr (22 knots) shear as It passed through the region where the laser system
Identified the shear.

The flight test results can be sum:TLarizedas follows:

I. There were no CAT system operating problem_ resulting from the air-
borne environment.
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2. Nonjet stream turbulence was Identified and then encountered near a

!' dust storm and on the east sldc of the Sierra Mountains In many cumulus clouds.
:_ Clear alr mountain wave and desert thermal turbulence were identified and en-

! .;ountered•

; 3• Wind shear was detected, measured, and encountered near a dust storm.

;._! 4. Clear air signals, where there was no turbulence, were measured at

i,_:. ranges of 5 to 9 km (3 to 5 nautical miles) and up to altitudes of 6.7 km

__.:_ (22,000 ft. ).

'_!' 5. Cirrus clouds were identified at altitudes between 7•6 to 11.5 km

_': (25,000 to 38,000 ft.).i-=>_

'_.

. 6 Three well separated cumulus clouds were detected simultaneously
L-!'_, ahead of the aircraft.

i=Ci. The pulsed CO2 laser Doppler system discussed above has demonstrated some

; .-" of the capabilities essential to meet the stated objective for this develop-

-"_:;' ment; to determine experimentally whether a pulsed laser Doppler system aboard
:__. an aircraft can detect and measure CAT sufficiently ahead _f the aircraft to

i_:' make it a suitable principle for an onboard instrument. MSFC supported by the

_: Raytheon Company has been working to find the answer to this objective. The
_-°:; CAT system is now undergoing modifications to improve the performance of the

:.... hardware which should result in a transmitted signal that has greater coherence

;"_' and Increased signal strength• These impr_ _ments will result in increased

:=;.__:' detection range to as much as 18.5 km (tO nautical miles). The equipment is
_: also being modified to enable measurement winds from the ground With these
_=, Improvements it appears that the stated objective require,aents will be met

i.... during a future fliqht test.T_L

_;; CONCLUDING REMARKS

._; Presented above are two of the breadboard CO2 laser Doppler systems that
;: have been developed to help resolve aviation safety problems. Research and

_'_ development is continuing on both of these breadboard syste,ls to advance the

-_C' systems technology and to take advantage of the advances in the state-of-the-

._ art. Studies on _pplying this technology to measure pollution, wind _hears,
" _: and severe storm winds are part of the overall progra='. Experience of value to

! °' • these studies was gained .vhen a ground based CW laser syste,_ was u,,ed to collect
-_"' data on dust devil veloclt!cs. The adva. cement of this teciH _luqy ,lay lead to

i_':: other applications for measurements oi .,,e at,_sphere. The interest in these
:"_ advances is based on the de,=,_nstratedre,L;]Ls t(_ date which are no_ _u _,arized.

'=_' Laser Doppler technology has been used to _;uccu._,Fully=ea,ure natural and
-' induced atmospheric turbulence that affect aircraft and airv_, L ul)erati,)ns.

_L_ Two breadboard syste_.,s have been dew:loped and te__ted l_.r '.aLinq at, _.pherlc

i_oi{', ve I oc i t y ,_,easu reH,an t s.
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I. A ground based contlnuous wave CO2 SLDV tracked aircraft wing tip
vortices and measured ground wlnds at an airport providing unique high quality
test data on aircraft vortices•

2. A pulsed CO2 laser Doppler system has measured true air speed, winds
aloft, non-rain cloud locatlons, wind shear and turbulence. These feasibility
measurements have lead to special application system studies.

The technology ls advancing and will result in significant reductions In "_
hardware slze weight and power requirements while increasing range capability
and data handllng capability and capacity. This may then lead to the commer-
cial use of these developments in solving some aircraft safety operating
problems.
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Figure i.- Laser Doppler principle.

Figure 2.- Scanning; l;is_,rP_)puler w, locimeter.
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Figure 3.- Scanning laser Doppler velocimeter.

JFK Airport operations.
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• Figure 5.- SLDV wind profile at JFK Airport.
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__*, Figure 6.- CAT research instrumentation on CV 990.
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Figure ll.- CAT system data. C_rrus cloud returns.
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SUMMARY OF NASA WAKE-VORTEX MINIMIZATION RESEARCH

R. Earl Dunham, Jr.

NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY ._.

This paper is a review of the NASA effort in the area of wake-vortex

minimization and summarizes the results presented at the NASA Symposium on

Wake Vortex Minimization, February 25 and 26, 1976, Washington, DC. Some
additional results obtained since the symposium are also included. Theoret-

ical and experimental techniques for assessing the effectiveness of various

wake-vortex mini zation techniques are described. Three methods of reducing
the effect of aircraft trailing vortices and a preliminary assessment of the

operational suitability of employing wake-vortex minimization techniques are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft trailing vortlc_s are one of the principal factors affecting
aircraft acceptance and departure rates at airports. Minimizaticn of the

hazard posed by the vortex would allow reduction of the present spacing
requirements. Such reductions would allow full utilization of advances in

automatically aided landing systems (ref. i) while maintaining or improving

safety within the terminal area. For several years NASA has been conducting
an intenslve In-house and contractural research effort involving theoretical

and experimental studies of various wake-vortex minimization techniques.

This work was done in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration's

investigation of various sensing devices for detecting the presence of vor-
tices within the terminal area.

This paper is a brief review of NASA's effort in the area of wake-vortex

minimization and summarizes the results presented at an NASA symposium on

wake-vortex minimization (ref. 2). Additionally, some results, obtained

since the symposium, of the application of one wake-vortex minimization

technique to DC-10 and L-1011 aircraft are presented.

SYMBOLS

b/2 aircraf= semlspan, m

CL llft coefficient

aircraft average wing chord, m

d separation distance between vortices, m
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t time

U,_ free-stream velocity, m/s,c

X,Y,Z ortbogona] coordinate axis systt,m wlth ,_rlgln at: win_ center

I' vortex circulation, m2/sec

Subscripts:

1 vortex one _"

2 vortex two

THEORETICAL STUDIES

.. Inviscid Analysis

A theoretical method used to describe the rolled-up vortex system of a

lifting surface is the technique of Betz (ref. 3) which was recently reassessed

and described in reference 4. The theory, based on the conservation equation for

inviscid two-dimensional vortices, relates the circu]atlon in the fully rolled-

up vortex to the span loading on the lift[ng wing. Because of the simplicity

of the method, the details of the rollup process ;_re not described; however,

the technique has been shown to be useful in predicting gross vortex character-

istics behind lifting surfaces (ref. 5) and oftep has bet_n found to be more

accurate than more complex methods.

The rollup process of the vortex sheet from a ]iftlng surface has been

determined by calculations of the two-dimensional tlme-dependent motion of

point vortices. This type of ro]]up calculation for an elliptically loaded

wing is illustrated in figure I. Point vortex comput_,rized-rollu p calculations

are subject to unrealistic numerical Instab_]ities b_,t'ause of the slngu]ar point

at a radius of zero from the point vortex. Refereuce 6 discusses techniques for

minimizing these errors and describes a technique for monitoring the numerical

stability of these calculations. :ks shown In figure. I, the application of the

principles described in reference 6 provide:_ an accurate w_Int-vortex calculation

description of the rol]up of an el]Iptical]y loaded wing.

The Betz modeling and the two-dimenslon_] tim_,-dependent polnt-vortex calcu-

lation techniques have been used to study a w_rletv of span-load distributions

for wake-vortex minim_zatlon. Ana]ysJ_ ha._ i_,licc_t_,dthat span-load alterations,

" in order to produce large vortex _ore sizes w_th rcl,_tt,d reductions _n circum-

ferential velocities, are limited in th,, at hievd_]o amount of vort_.x minimiza-

tion. (See refs. 4 and 6.)

The two-dimenslona] t lme-dep_,ud_.nt _:a.lt'ul,tl ic-,ns have sho_.m the possibility

of achieving wake-vorter" tninimlz_t i_ua tllr_uF}, t.l_c pr<,ductitul of :_ chaotic wake

structurt, to enhance tht, d_ssil_;_tiotl ,,f ._h_.,l vortlcit':, lt_ f_gure 2, the numer-

ical calculations f._r a stepped _)r :_:_wtootl, :;l,:u_-toad distribution are shown to

have chaotic wake rollup, blodel tcst-,_" (rt-,f. 7) ,,1 a wit,g having a sawtooth span

3O4
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_:_ loading showed that the ,died vortlct, s did undergo the large-scale excursions
.f,.

:: shown in figure 2; however, seve.r_tl spans downstream, when vortex linking was
-)' completed, a vortex pair sttll remafmM Tile model results Indicate that tile

:': interaction of multiple vortex pairs in a wake brings about large disturbances
: to the vortex sheet, it ts necessary to include viscous effects tn the theoret-

; ical calculations to understand tilesignlficance of this process.

]i[ Vtseous Studies

_i,; Under an NASA contract, a computer program has been developed to solve the -'"
-i. vortex equations of fluid motion including convection and turbulent diffusion.

:,: The computer code uses a second-order closure for the velocity correlation and
,".: an invariant turbulent model. Details of the turbulent model and the second-

"-' order closure technique mav be found in references 4, 8, and 9. The computer

'_' code was used to calculate the merging of two equal-strength llke-sign vortices.

_< Figure 3 indicates the pressure-intensity field during the merging process of

=;" two equal-strength like-slgn vortices where minimums in pressure are designateds.
_ by the darkened regions During the merging process, considerable turbulent

kinetic energy is generated and is plotted in figure 4 for the merging of two_ _J
",' equal-strength like-sign vortices The process of turbulence generation during;i_ •

-_g vortex merging is significant becaust' it will aid the dissipation process of the

"_'> merged vortex. The merging of the vortices il]ustrated in figures 3 and 4 is
=_ representative of the meratng which normally takes place between the wing-tlp

"_: and outboard flap vortex ,.,f an aircraft in tile landing configuration• The
::'_ results of the viscous vortex analysis have shown that by altering the span-load

_" distribution of a large transport aircraft so that the wing-tip and flap vortices
_' are of nearly equal stren_.ths will, the flap vortex at the 40-percent semi.;pan
2_ station, the turbulence pl'C_ducedduring the ,nerging process is maximized Such

_.; a configuration leads to an enh';nced diffu._ion of the trailed vortielty. Experi-
_, mental results of this coniiguration are discussed later•

¢'; EXI_EII1MI:N'fAI. STt'r_IF.S

_ ,_:.
_.. Experimental studies have been conducted to evaluate various wake-vortex
_' minimization techniques. Primarily, the \,,_rtex minimization techniques were

_<: evaluated for the vortvx-generating aircraft in tile landing configuration,

-_:_'ii Vortex effects on a trail ink _,irtratt for an in-trail type penetration (that is,
e. one aircraft behind another) are used t_ itlfer the vortc-x hazard in the terminal

-'_14 area, since this type of enc_,unter is most I ikely to occur during landin_
_°_, approaches. E×pertmental studies cml._isted of both flight tests and modt,1 tvsts

°"_" of vortex minimization teclmique:_.
..... (,

:I,

"_i ,"hu!t' t lt'st:;
o a

_:; Model tests have b_,t'n ,,,nthivtt,,l ut i li::ing the test procedure illustrated
N_: in figure 5, l:.r m_,.,;t of tl.., t_,.,;l._,, i_ F,-147 aircraft model was u_ed as a \'_,rtex

_22' generator, since it t:; rel, l't'st'tll:t_ i'..',' t'l current wide-bodv let transport'-;. .'u;
:_ will be discttsst, d lg,tt, r, :l l i,:;itcd ll_ll111)t'l",_1" tests were conducted 1_',, rising 1_(:-I1/

_a" and L-lOll vortex-t;t,m'r, tt itw airt r,+t t 'lht, t,t f,_,ct ivcnt, ss of w_riou._ vortex
_.'

Yi."
'a_,4

'I

e ,i,
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minimization techniques was determined by measuring the vortex-induced rolling
moment on a smaller wing model positioned downstream of the vortex-generating
aircraft. This technique has been used in wind tunnels and towing facilities
in which both the vortex generator and the trailing wing are translated through
a fluid medium. Facilities which have been used to obtain a rolling-moment
assessment of vortex minimization concepts are the Ame_ 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel, the Langley V/STOL wind tunnel and vortex flow facility, and, under
contract, a water towing tank at llydronautics, Inc. Details concerning these

facilities and the test tectmique can be found in reference 10. Additionally,
laser-Doppler velocfmeters (ref. 11) and hot-wire anemometers have been used

during some tests to measure vortex velocity components. Flow-vlsuallzatlon ,.

studies in several facilities have proven to be a useful qualitative indication
of the vortex.

Flight Tests

Flight tests have been conducted at the Dryden Flight Research Center using

NASA's B-747 aircraft as a vortex generator while using a T-37B and the Ames

Research Center LearJet as vortex probe or trailing aircraft. Also, the Wallops
Flight Center C-54 aircraft and Langley's PA-28 aircraft have been used to

evaluate one wake-vortex minimization technique. The test technique has involved

the determination of the vortex-induced rolling moment from the measurements

obtained d "ing the probe aircraft while making in-trall vortex penetrations.
A discussion of the flight-test procedures and examples of the data obtained

are provided in references 12 and 13. In addition to rolling moments, some

measurements of the vortex velocity distributions have been obtained by hot-wlre
probes on the LearJet (ref. 12)•

Flight-test measurements of the vortex-lnduced rolling moment have been

found to correlate qualitatively with results obtained in the model-test facil-

ities. Techniques which have been identified by model tests to minimize the

vortex upset on a trailing model have been shown to provide similar reductions

in flight tests. The results do not correlate directly in magnitude because of
differences in the level and scale of ambient turbulence and Reynold's number

between model tests and flight tests.

WAKE-VORTEX MINIHIZATION TECHNIQUES

During the course of NASA's experimental program, numerous wake-vortex

minimization concepts or ideas were investigated. Several concepts or methods

were found to provide some alteration in the detailed vortex structure without
significantly reducing the rolling moment on a trailing aircraft wing model.

These unsuccessful concepts are discussed in reference 14. For the purpose of
the following discussion, the concepts which have been found to meet the primary
program objective ot a significant reduction in the vortex-induced rolling
moment on a trailing aircraft have been divided into three categories. The first
is the USe of turbulence generation or injt.ction to rapidly diffuse the vortlcity.
The second is the use of vortex interaction which has been identified in the

preceding theoretical section. The third area for discussion is to combine the
efft,cts _t vortex intL.raction and turbulence inje,'*ion.
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::'. Turbulence
i:

Figure 6 illustrates a turbulence device as it was installed on a C-54
aircraft for a flight-test evaluation. The dt,v|ee generates considerable turbu-

lence without affecting the wing-lift charactertstic._;. Details concerning the
development of this device can be found in reference 15. 'rile turbulence device

: was found to rapidly diffuse and dissipate tile vortex system from the C-54 air-

craft. A fllght-test evaluation using a PA-28 aircraft to probe the C-54 vortex

system indicated that significant reducti.ns _n the vortex-induced rolling

_ moment were obtained when the turbulence device was installed on the C-54 air- ....
craft. (See fig. 7.) Model tests on a B-741 of a ._[milar turbulence device

have shown that by proper spanwlse placement of ti:c device, the vortex-lnduced

,: rolling moment on a following aircraft can be re:luted considerably. However,

_:': as would be expected, the operational pcnnities assc,c iated with the drag of such

% a device are significant.

•- i:,

i ._, The turbulence within a jet engine exhaust has been shown to provide some
dissipation of the aircraft's trailing vortices. }lowever, as shown in refer-

ence 16, the levels of thrust required to achieve a significant reduction in

-;,. .the vortex-lnduced rolling moment on a following a_rcraft are large. As Ind!-

cared in reference 16, the thrust for significant vortex dissipatJon during the
i:_

_,:: landing approach of a B-747 would require full power on the outboard engines

+. and some reverse thrust on the inboard engines for flight-path control.

'_ Vortex Interaction
%

,_i_;',, Theoretical studies have indicated that t,n-Sulence is produced during the

i_.:? merging process of a wing-tip and flap w_rtex. Additional analyses have shown

i: that the interaction phenomena produce a maximum amount of turbulence dissipa-

i:°*i tion when the wing-tip and flap vortices are ol nearly equal sLrength and the flap
i++

_!, vortox originates at the 40-percent scmispan st._ti m. This concept was imple-
_. mented on a B-747 aircraft by deploying on]'," tlw inboard flap segment during_._
_: landing approach to achieve the desired location of the flap vortex. Details

%: concerning the development of this concept at. given in reference 17i_,i

!=J Figure 8 illustrates the differences in the ch,lraoter of the vortex inter-

:-¢'_ action and merging for a B-747 aircraft In a m,rm.l landing configuration with

_; all the flaps deployed and in a wake-w)rtex minim!z:ltion conflguratlon with

12_ only the inboard flaps deployed, blodel-test arm fl igl,t-test results of this

°_ concept indicate reductions of approximately 50 percc._t on the vortex-induced

,._. rolling moment on a trailing aircraft.

As indicated in reference 17, the [mplement,Lti,m of this concept on a B-747

} ': aircraft, in the manner described, imposed severe penalties on the pitching-

.:_, moment characteristics and maximum llft-cocftic_ent capability of the alrcraft

°_ during landing approach. Addltionallv, thv dvplovment of the landing ;ear

+ _; adversely affected the vortex merging phenomena, whi('h could only be reestab-

:_: lished by using a large vortex generator Just a! t ,,f the win_ and on either

¢i side of the fuselage. (See ref. 17.)
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Combined Effects

The deployment of certain flight-spoiler combinations alters the span-load
characteristics, sheds significant turbulence, and can be used to combine the

effects of vortex merging and turbulence injection. References 18 and 19 cover

the development and implementation of the spoiler concept for wake-vortex
minimization. As shown in references 18 and 19, the maximum reduction in

trailing-wing rolling moment behind a B-747 aircraft is achieved by deploying
the two outboard spoilers (numbered I and 2 in fig. 9) during landing approach,

Model-test results using this spoiler configuration indicate significant reduc-

tions in the vortex-induced rolling moment on a LearJet-size aircraft behind a --

B-747 (fig. I0). The results of reference 18 show that symmetric deployment

of the two outboard spoiler panels on a B-747 aircraft increases the landing

configuration drag about 20 percent while reducing the maximum llft-coefflclent

capability about 5 percent. Additionally, it was found during flight tests

that the spoiler concept produced significant aerodynamic buffet which seriously
detracts from the ride quality and may have structural implications with regard

to the flap and flap-bracket fatigue llfe.

Model-test results of applying the spoiler concept to DC-IO and L-I011 alr-
craft for vortex minimization are shown in figure II. The data show that the

deployment of the proper spoiler combination on these aircraft provides a slgnlfi-
cant reduction in the vortex-lnduced rolling moment for a LearJet-size aircraft.

The spoilers to be used on the DC-IO and L-I011 aircraft are the two most inboard

flight spoilers (comparable to spoilers 3 and 4 in fig. 9). The results of the
DC-10 and L-lOll aircraft have shown that the vortex-mlnlmlzatlon techniques

developed during B-747 aircraft tests are applicable to other vortex-generatlng
aircraft. The implementation of any concept must include consideration of the

differences in span loading, engine, and spoiler placement along with other

configuration differences.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

A preliminary analysis of the operational considerations of impleme_tlng
the turbulence concept by use of drag devices or engine thrust, the vortex-

interaction concept by extension of only the inboard flap, and the combination

of these concepts by deployment of the flight spoilers for wake-vortex minimiza-
tion on a B-747 aircraft has been performed under contract. All the concepts

have certain performance penalties which would preclude their use during take=

off operations; consequently, they were only considered to be used during the

approach and landing.

• The analysis indicated that any form of turbulence injection through the

use of high thrust settings on selected engines with partial reverse thrust
on the other engines was operationally unsultable. Considerable hardwazewould

be required to implement a retractable turbulence device similar to that shown
in figure 6 on a B-747 aircraft. The analysis indicated that such a device
could not meet the approach-climL requirements (one engine out), but could be

used during landlng. Addltionally, some penalties were incurred during the

cruise configuration because of the hardware employed to stow the drag devices.
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Because of cost and the performan,:,., i,-n;ll( I,,:_ ,J:,_,,,t'i,'4t,,d with their use, the
turbulence concepts would prohahl y be ,'_,n,_ [do r,.,l ,tlt:,,,i t ;tl,i,, f or operational use,

The implementation of the vortt_:-illtt, ravt[ol! {'¢}|lclq_t by deployment of only
the inboard flap considerably redue_,d rh,, :;t.tic m:_rpln and restricted the
center-of-gravity range severely. 'i'hi:: tt','h,tiq.t' wa._ considered unsuitable for
operational use.

The use of the spoiler concept w,_:_ fomld t,_ I,_ ,,por.tlonally the most

promising concept analyzed. The spoi lor c.m.,,pt app,..tr:; to meet most certifi-
cation requirements, with the possible vxPepti,m ot tht, ;tpl)roach-climb require-
ment. An assessment of the structur.l po_._lt i,_:..:;_oc Iat,zd with the flight

spoiler-induced buffet or possible :_ol_tt i,,a_ to; thi_ problem have not been
conducted. As is seen in figure lO. ti,o vortez-induced felting moment on a
trailing aircraft can be significantly r_du,'t.d b.: re;ins,, the flight spoiler but
not totally eliminated. Such reductions are charavt_.rtstic of all the vortex-
minimization concepts evaluated. A_ indicated ill r..gor,mce 13. vortex-
minimization concepts, such as the il ight :p<,l l,_l ._. _'an rL_duce the distance
at which a probe aircraft can controlldblv fly b_-hind a B-747 aircraft. An

analysis has not been conducteA to determinL_ _._l,c,tt,_.r the: economic gains of a
reduction in separation criteria are oft:_ot l,_. tim _.,.u,omic. pc-nalties associated
with implementing wake-vortex minimization techniqut.:.. :;uch as would be incurred

vlth structural changes, to withstand ,_r roduct. ,my flight spoiler-lnduced
buffet.

CONCI.I.;I_1l;t; F l:_Vd',Fy

Considerable advances have been mad_ in the,:irt_,iof theoretical analysis

of wake-vortex minimization techniqut_s, l:Xl)_,rir_c.ntalmodt.l-test and flight-

test procedures have been developed for eva lt_atii_;various wake-vortex minimiza-

tion techniques and the model te.;t8 a_d flight t_._;t,_have been shown to quali-

tatively agree. Tests have indicated that tu_'bult.m'vin]_ctlon and vortex
interaction brought about by a .quitabR. :;l_an-lo._daltt.ration can considerably

reduce the traillng-vortex intensity. 'lh_.u;-;t,of tlm exi._ting flight spoilers

on a wide-body airplane utilizes b_tl} the tml,ul.:_,'__ injoction and the vortex-

interaction technique to bring about wa_.e-'.,,,rt,:..,_ini_i::.tlon. A cursory

analysis of the operat lonal feasib !Iit'_'o| t:v.pl,,':ia_._#._l,:t.-vortcxminimization
techniques has been conducted. All tht, v,,r_,x ._iP, i_irat ion techniques Incur
severe performance penalties which would prP¢'lml, lt,tir u:., during take-off.
The flight-spoiler concept was co.sidt, rod tht :!B,._t t_,.,, ibl_ candidate; however,
a solution to the spotler-_nduced bull_,t wa!-; .,,t ,.,._1 :::,.d. hddition:_lly, the
economic penalties associated with i._[,1,q.,,.t i.,,. an,' _.:,ke--v.rt_x minimization

• concept must be balanced by any _c.,,,,.r,_i, _.,in i_ r,.,lt_ _.d ._.parations.
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Figure I.- Results of point-vortex calculations of the vortex-sheet
rollup from an elliptically loaded wing. (Data from tel. 6.)

Figure 2.- Results of point-vortex calculations of the vortex-sheet

rollup from a sawtooth-load distribution. (Data from ref. 6.)
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• k Figure 4.- Turbulent kinetic energy intensity plots for the mer_:lng of
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Figure 5.- Illustration of model-test procedure.

Figure 6.- Turbulence device installed on C-54 airplane for flight tests.
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Figure 9.- Location of flight spoilers on a B-747 aircraft.
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Figure i0.- Model-test results of the effect of using the flight
spoilers on 3-747 for vortex minimization.
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Figure ii.- Model-test results of using flight spoilers for
, wake-vortex minimization on DC-IO and L-lOll airplanes.
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STATIIS OF NASA AIIICRAFT ENGINE EMISSION liEDUCTION AND

I¿pPER ATMOSI)I1EIIE MEASUREMENT I)RO(IRAMS

Richard A. Rudey and Erwin A. Lezberg

NASA Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY ""

NASA is conducting programs to evaluate ad :anced emission reductior techniques

for five existing aircraft gas turbine engines. Varying degrees of progress have been

made toward meeting the 1979 EPA st,'mdards in rig tests of combustors for the five

engines. Results of ftmdamentttl combustion studies suggest the possibility of a new gen-

eration of let engil,,-, combustor technology that would reduce oxides-of-nitrogen (NOx)
emissions far below levels currently demonstrated in the engine-related programs. The

Global Air Sampling Program (GASP) is now in full operation ,and is providing data on

constituent measurements of ozone and other minor upper-atmosphere species related

to aircraft emissions.

INT REDUCTION

This paper briefly describes some of the current NASA plx)grams concel_ned with

evaluating ,and reducing the potential impact of aircraft operations on the atmosphere.

With the passage of the Clean Air Act in 1970. the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) was charged with establishing acceptable exhaust emission levels of carbon mon-

oxide (CO), total unbunled hydrocarbons (TIIC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) , and smoke for
aircraft engines. In response to the charge, EPA promulgated the st_mda_xlz described

in reference 1 in 1973. Reductions of up to sixfold from present emission levels will be

required by the EPA compliance date of January 1, 1979. NASA has responded to this

requirement with maior programs to evolve ,and demonstrate adwmced technological

capability for low-emission gas tul_btne engine combustors.

The climatic impact studies completed by the Department of Transportation :DOT

• Climatic Impact Assessment P ingrain (CIAP)) recommended NOx reductions flx)m 6- to
60-fold (ref. 2). The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Climatic impact Committee

(CIC) also completed their study in 1975 (ref. 3). rc]ylng heavily on the ClAP results.

The CIC study recommended 10- to 20-fold NOx reductions. The first number in each
range reflects what was felt to be achievable within a decade. Defining quantitative van

ues for tolerable erutse N(_ emissions Is extremely difficult becaust, baseline atmo=
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" spheric data related to the potential :flrcral't Imp,let _lre, lacking. Tile neccl for these

data was responsible for the initiation of ClAP and later (;ASP and other related efforts.

:: This paper summa r'Izesthe statuso femission reductiontechnologicaldevelopments

" both for the local (ail1_ort) problem, which is directly related to the 1979 EPA stand-

': ards. and for tlle pn)]ccied high-altitude ptx)blem. Progress In tilt, (;lobal Air S,lmpling

_-i;, Px_gram's (GASP) measurement of upper atmospheric constituentsis also reviewed.
' :_ Although values are given in both SI and U S. customary units, the measurements

' :: and calculations were made in U.S. eustomal"y units.

!:: AIRCRAFT ENGINE EMISSI()N ItEDI'CTION

,.(,

-" The level of undesirable emissions from aircraft engines varies with engine oper-

:!ii ating characteristics, as illustrated in figure 1. Concentrations of CO and TItC. ex-
:,: pressed as grams of pollutant per kilogram of fuel burned, are the highest at tile low-

_ power (idle) condition, ttowever, concentrations of NO Ins well as smoke) arc gener-_' X

[-:!'. ally the highest at the high-power (takeoff) condition. Reducing these emissions at the

i-;_ discrete operating conditions as well as other intermediate conditions requires an un-

_:(; derstanding of the causes and effects in the combustion plx)eess, shown in figure 2.
"::. The low values of inlet temperature, iJflet pressure, ,and fuel/air ratio at low power

! _': (idle) produce quenching of reactions, poor conabustion stability, and poor fuel atomi-

_-_:. zation and distribution. The resultant combustion inefficiency is mmaifcsied as carbon

:,i monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions. Conversely. the high values of inlet

_ temperature, inlet pressure, and fuel/air ratio that occur at high power Itakeoff) cause

_. excessive residence time, high flame temperature, and poor local fuel distribution.
_L

, The result can be as high NOx and smoke emissions.
,_ IS we evaluate the corrective approaches needed to reduce emissions, we can see

:! that somc_vhat of a dilemma exists. I,'or reducing CO and TtlC, the approaches (dictated

" by the chemical kinetics) are to bum stoiclflometrtc mLxtures to increase combustion

_" temperature and to mmximtzc residence time. I,'or reducing N()x, the appl_)aches are_:_'

_: to burn lean mixtures and to minimize residence time. Improving fuel atomization .rod

,._ distribution (eliminating zones where the fuel/air ratio ts not optimum) is helpful in

- ": reducing all emissions. Thus. to effectively reduce emissions and optimize the corn-
!¢i

. bustlon process simtdtancously over tile enii rc operating range, some form of staging
' _,i:,: or modulation of tim fuel�air r'ttlo and residence time will 1)c net,ded To rt, tltlct, emts-

:.o,,. stons at only one condition, such as C() anti TIIC at low power, staging or modulation
o:: may notbe necessary.

"'" In discussing the approaches that arc being evalualt,(I to control aircraft emissions.o.
'-_:. we will consider the two flight regions of prtnt'lp'll COlwcrn. lo_.al anti upper aimo-

4
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sphere, ,'rod describe tilt, activities :rod pvogres_ :,ssoc.inted with emi:_sion reduc.tlon in

that region,

The l.ocal I_t_blen_

The local problem, in terms of 'lireraft emissions, in described in tile promulgated

EPA standards (ref. I) ,and is specifically assoc.|lied with the pollutants emitted during

a prescribed landing-takeoff (Lq'()) cycle, as shown in figure .q. The IfI'() cycle in di- _

vided into four discrete modes of operation: (1) taxi/idle lin and out_, 12_ t:d_coff.

(3) climbout, and (4) approach, and t._ limited to flight operation below _1.t meters

_3000 It). The va_3'ing time segments associated with the opt, rating modes were estab-

lished as avcl_age values _md eouhl vary from airport to airport :_._well :_s with traffic.

conditions. The EPA used this cycle to arrive :d :m EI).,\ I)nr:)l_leler *EI)AI )) for e_tn)_

blishing shmdards for (hr. various undesirable (,missions. The I"I)AI ) is c'omputed from

either of the following definitions, depending on the type of engines being constder(,d:

EPAI: = Pounds of pollut,mt per 1000 thrust (in lbf)-hours per cycle

EPAP = Pounds of pollut_mt per 1000 shaft horsepowerhours per c3vle

Thus..an integrated value tbr each pollutmat ovcr the preseril)ed I.'1"(I cy c'le in used in

the st_'mdards. Based on consideration_ of tilt, time in nlotlt' _l'i_. ::}. the engine criTic-

s|on characteristics ffig. 1). and the fuel consumed in t,_tch mode. tilt, mosl effet'tive

means of reducing (.'_) and TI|C I,:PAI > value._ wotthl be to l'edtt__'¢,the, emissions at taxi/
0

Idle. Conversely. rcduchag Nc)x at t:d<eoff mad t,limbout is mo.-.t efft,t,tivt,. ('ontrol!ing
all emissions at approach tn equ'dly Important

To evalute the potential of "tth':meed h,uhnolog T to t'ont eel emissir_hs over the !,'1'_

cycle to the levels l'Cgluircd by the shmdavds. NA,%\ has imph, naentcd ,'m emission re-

duction technolog'v pl'ogranl. The ohict'tive is to l'educe :lit'er:tft engine emissions to

levels consistent with the requirements of the EPA st'mdards. Tht, approat,h uolasists

of a series of mull|phased eontvm'ts _,ovt, rilag |'ivt, conteml_r:lrX en_int, s th:,l fall within

four of the specified EPA engilR' t'lasst,s: The (;:lrrt,ll-.,\i I_,st,lll't'|_ TI,'I.:7R 1-2 en_int,, ill

class T1 (tutq_of:ua trader :15 584-N i,'qlUll-lbl') thrustt: lilt' (;t'lleral l'_h't'l tit' l'i.'l;-Stl t:ngint'

mad the Pratt &, Whilney .ITgD-7 t,lTgilat,, ill t'ln_s "1'2 _tu |'l_lnn over :_5 5_ I-N _,',ltt|,,-lhf_

thrustS; the Pratt & _l_itney .l'l'Sl)ellgint,. tn t'l:_._s 'l'l: and lilt' llt, lroil l li_,_t,1 .\llis-u

501-1)22A engine, in t.lass 1_2 _iurbOl)rO p tqagine,qt. 11_l_t,n(,r:d, th(, u(mlrm.l._' :,r(, _|l'tl(,-

tured to h:|vt' three phast,s: 11) n first l)h:_e (lul'il_g xvhiuh :i ntmd.,r el :ilh :lll(.(,_l _'t)l]-

cepts "ire evlllulltc0 h_l' elnls,_JOll _,Olilro] t':q_al_ilit_ :ul_l _x_,r:dl II('l'lol'lli:lllt't'. I'.-_p :1 ,_¢,t.-

end phllse dill'lag whit.h lht, lalo_l i_l'Olalising t'Oll_'e|)l,'_ 1, I'_, r_,liln,_l :,ll_l t,v:l]tl:ll_,_l il_ l_,l'lvl, _

of engine t'omp:dil_ilit3, lind IP, t :1 thi r_l ph:_._u Ihl I'ill_ wllit'h _,1_' "_ul,'_'h',l t'_l_'t'l,1 i_-

tested in fin t'ngint' 10 Ih'll|_)l}gll':llt' t'lllJ_Jt_ll ;111_1 _,vt,r;_ll }_t'l'l'_l'lll/lll_'t' _ }l;ll';tl"lt'l'i'-,lJl'/

The T,i and P2 efforls _Vt, l't. termill:dt,d :ll the umalpluli_m ot the, lir..l I'1_;_-_,. 1'!_, l]

{,'1
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effort is currently in the second ph:me and the 3'2 effcJrts ave in tilt, third phase.

A wide variety of low-emission vonet,pt:_ wel'e evalualed du I_nr, lllq, (,(mr._c of these

contracts. Coneepls l,:tll|_;tn[.'I'vom minor modilh,:fli_Jtl,_: of Ibc, (,:;i:;iiJu,, t'li[',illt' ('_llll_ll:-,-

tots to ma_or changers such Its 'daged coml)u,_iion Wel'V t,.It,*_icler_,d. ,\n e.x:inii)h, of :i

minor modification is sho_ll in figure, .1. "llw I't'_er._e-flow _'olivepl ._hcn,,n i._ :lppltvable

to the Detroit Diesel Allison 501-D22A engine. (am part of the modification consisted

of redirecting tht liner cooling air in the pvlnm m"zone u|)slr(,anl and hi,nee recycling

the CO and THC fcrl_m(| by quenching bqc, k into tilt, hot t.ombtL_tion zone. In addition, ""

the conventional fuel nozzle was replaced with a more efficient atr--bl'mt nozzle. "fllese

changes, which reduced the undesirable quenchinv effects and improved fuel-air distri-

bution and atomization proved to be very effective for controlling C() and TIIC at low

power. No reduction in NOx was obtained or anticipated. Sin(,(, ('() and TIlt" emissions
were the maior problem for this engine, this minor modtft(.ation was :dl that wa_ needed

to meet the standards. Also, since this is a relatively ._iml)le mot!iftcation that should

not be difficult to adapt to the engine, the contract effort was not extended into the

demonstration phases. Complete results of the contract effort are given in reference 4.

The more complex combustion concepts needed to simultaneously control :all emis-

sions are illustrated in figure 5. Figure 5_a) compares :t doul)lt_-:mntfl:tr staged concept

(ref. 5) with the eonventional eombuslor of tile (;eneral l';lectri¢' ('1.'(;-50 engine. This

concept employs parallel staging where one stagc _the pilot stage) is tlscd :It idle _m(! in

optimized to control C() and 't'ltU pmissions :rod tlw., second stage (rite main stage) is

used for full lx)wer and is optimized to control Nt)x emissions. By vtlrying the ftlcl
split to the two stages, various degrees of conttx)l are possil,le. A st:lge(l concept that

is adaptable to the Pratt & Whitlmy JTgD-7 A t ret'. I;) is compared with the conventional

combustor in figure 5(b). The ftmction of tilt, two St:lt','cS in th(' same as for the ('I.'(;-50

engine, but the3' are arranged in series rather th;m par'lllel. Both (lesigl_s employ" im-

plx)ved fuel atomization and fuel-air distrilmtion in 1)oth the pilot :lnd m:dn stages :rod

lean combustion :rod residcnet,-time t_)ntrol in the In'lin stages. Both (,on_,epts arc fur-

rently undergoing engine delnonst ration tests that a r(, schedtth,(l f'or colnplt,ti(m by the

end of 1976 or early 1977.

The rig tent results of the adv-mced cotlct,pts shown in fi_urc:_ I aml 5 a._ _vcll a._

tile most successful concepts tested in the T1 anti T.t t,ffot.I:_ fret's, 7 and sl al't, coin-

pared with tile corresponding con,celflional t*olllbtl._tof t'mi_iol_ _llltl the 1_7i_ I':lh,\ _t:ln(I-

ards in tM)le I. All valtles shown aft: EPA par:lmt,it,r II.:l';\lh \'alut,,_. All t,t flu, ;1(I-.

vaneed concepts were able to meet the EI'A standards for TIlt' aml _tl_oke. 'l'h(, ('I.'1;-50

anti 501-1122A ('ont'epts wt, r(, al)l(, to mo(,t the ('1) st:tntlards. "l'h(, (_ihor thl'_,c concepts

redueed ('() but still did not mt,t,I the st:tnctartls, I.'ttrthcr rt,fim,l_)(,l_l t)l" tht, T1.'1.:731-2

concept (,an t)rolmt)lv pl-Odtlt't, ftlrth(,r rt,thlt,tit_ns tn C'(). ()lllx Ixv_ ,_1 the l'txt' t'_llt'('l)ls

were t'apable of l'ethlctnl2, the N()x Ol_lissions Io the' ,gtal_htl"_l l('vcl:. Ih_xxt'xt'v. it is
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slg'nlflc:mt thai .ubstantlal No x reductions were obtt,ined with all the concepts exc.cpt
the 501-1)22A concept, which did not require a reduction to mt,ct tile standards.

'l'hese results indicate that the C() and N()x EPA st:mdards will probably not be

achieved for any engine evaluated using the technology evolved in the NASA/industry

progr:lm conducted to date. llowevcr, substantial reductions in all emissions are

achiev:lble and would certainly h,a(I to beneficial reductions it, local aircraft emissions

if they are employed in future engines.

Many aspects of local emission reduction capability must still be evaluated. The ,.

impact of the real engine environment on emissions must :rod will be considered in

actual full-scale engine tests. Constraints resulting from operational considerations,

engine-to-engine variations, safety and mainten,'mce considerations, andoverall per-
formanee must all be evaluated before absolute achievable levels can be quantified.

The t'pper-Atmosphcre Problem

In the case of high-altitude emissions, the primary concern is the Nt) x emissions of

cruising aircraft (both subsonic _md supersonic). Most of the studies ¢,oncluctecl m_d

sponsored by NASA to date have been 'dined at detcrminin_ the minimum prm,tic:d level

of NOx emissions that can be obtaine(l for future airt.r'fft engines. In this regard, many
fundamental studies have been conducted. A display of typical results is shown in fig-

ure 6. This plot illustrates the interdependency, between N(_x..emission index, equiva-
lence ratio, combustion efficiency, tint! rcsidcnt.e time obtained in a prcv:q)orized-

premixed combustion experiment. Extremely low levcls of N() x emissions _--t). 5 g/kg)
were obtained at acceptable levels of combustion efficiency for simul:ited ¢.ruise opt, r-

ating conditions. Ilowever. it must be clearly urlderstood thut these results were ob-

tained in a very carefully controlled fundamental experiment mad are not necessarily

representative of the levels that may be achieved by :nprevaporized-premixed combus-

tion system in an actual engine vnvironment. They were. however, obtldnt, d :it inlet

temperatures and pressures that simulated the type of conditions t,Xl:t,ctcd ill supersonic

engines and, therefore, do provide an indic, ation of the nlinimun_ Nt)x cmissicms possibh

at these conditions. The NO x levels achieved (t). ;3g/kg_ rt,present :_ .t0-fohl rcductiot"
from current air_'rtfft cruise values and fall within the rcconmwnth,d levels of tht, eli-

• matte impact studies (CLAP and CIC).

Based on the results obtained f_x_m tlle fundamental cxpt, rinlt,nl,_ and st,vcr:ll of the

advanced technology combustors ft_m the clean combuslo r p ro_n'mn dt'sc ril_t'd pn't'-

viously, estimates were made with regard to potenti:d t.l'uis¢. N( )X cmissitm rt.(Itlt.tit)ns.

The cle,'m-combustor technology coul(I reduce t.ruise N() x emis._ion: I_,,":llJ¢)tll :1 I:l('tor of

two for _m engine h,tvtng a 30:1 pressure ratio ill an 'drcr:d'l ¢.rldsin_ :vl 11. :1 i, ilonwlers

(35 000 ft) and Math 0.85. Achieving tlw levels recommended hv iht. rlim:vtic imp:w't
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studies, a 6- to 10-fold (or greater) reduction, will require the use of prevaporizcd-

premixed combustion.

I"o determine the applicability of prevaporized-premixed combustion to advanced

combustors, NASA has begun a Stratospheric Cruise Emission Reduction Program

(SCERP). This program will consist of in-house, contract, and university grant efforts

and will use a multiphase approach. Although the program is directed to-_ard reducing

the cruise NOx of subsonic aircraft by a minimum of 6- to 10-fold, the information ob-
tained during the fundamental studies undertaken in the first phase (phase 1) will also be ""

applicable to supersonic aircraft engine combustors. During phase 1, fundamental in-

formation regarding lean combustion stability, autoignition and flashback, fuel prepara-

tion, and engine-related constraints will be obtained. This information will then form

the basis for developing promising conceptual designs to be evaluated in the following

three program phases (phases 2 to 4), which are essentially identical to the three phases

of the NASA/industry programs currently underway to evaluate advanced concepts for

the local emission problem. Since the goal of this program is to meet EPA-established

LTO cycle emission standards as well as to reduce cruise NOx, it is likely that some
form of staged combustion or variable geometry will be required. If a successful con-

cept is evolved, the program is structured to provide a full-scale engine demonstration

during the early 1980is.

MEASUREMENT OF UPPER-ATMOSPHERE CONSTITUENTS

The objectives of the NASA Global Atmospheric Sampling Program (GASP) are to

provide baseline data for selected atmospheric constituents in the upper troposphere and

lower stratosphere over a 5- to 10-year period and to analyze these data to assess po-

tentially adverse effects between aircraft exhaust emissions and the natural atmosphere.

The approach chosen was to install automated sampling systems on Boeing-747 air-

craft flying the commercial air-routes (ref. 9). The system installation is shown in

figure 7. In situ monitoring instruments and the associated gas-handling system are

installed in the nose section of the B-747 below the first-class passenger compartment.

Four B-747 installations and an NASA CV-990 aircraft installation have been completed

and the aircraft are in routine service. Two of the B-747 aircraft installations pre-

• senfly include single-filter samplers. The routes for the aircraft are shown in figure 8.
United Airlines tics the routes over the continental U.S. and to tlawali. Pan American

World Airways files around-the-world routes from the U.S. in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, transpacific routes to the Far East, intercontinental routes to Central and

South America, and occasionally transpacific routes to Australia. A P_m Am 13-747 Sp

flies long-range, great-circle routes from New York and the west coast to Tokyo at al-

titudes up to 13.7 kilometers (45 000 ft). Coverage in the Southern llemlspherc is pro-
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vidt, d llx (,Izilnilt_ ,.%iI _x;b} ._ t_l _q_:-.Ir:vl i:J ()vl l rzm_-,,'_,l_l rill l:tl, fltfAht._ :in(I -ll I'1ight_ fv_m

Au_tr,,ll;i lu lilt, _-_ih I';1_.ili,.. l,, II,t, I .:-4 _c,,,-,f t'-:l;,I. :ill+l IrJ I';urt/i)(,. Tiw rlfl_llE,rl llnc

Ill l'i;_ill'+' N "_llrJl_' Ir'_-_)_tlP l'Cllil+'_i Jill+ l;ilillwl£1mJ llli;hl ,_IIr_¢'_,,_ :_rh+,thilt,cl l'C_l()rtc_Imr-

Novt,li)bt, r I _r/i; ;iild l"i,hH1:i1'V-M;i1'i'h I!Iii.

l).'lhi :i_'_liil,_IIi*.i lli,_hl:', _)II :1::('t,lil Ili1'_ml_h i;-l_ll_u11(,tt'v' (2U (iliO-l'l) ;i|llludi' lln(l tt, l.mJ-

llllt. _, o11 l|(',_l't'lll Ll_luupji +; l;il_ll.'li_'v':_, (:A,NI_ d'il'i 'Iv't' llll_c'll dtll'lllg :i lll-,_('t_111d l'e(ol'd-

|rig pt, rlod :II illh,rv,fl._ t)l+ F_iili111d_ _, l.'.ll_x_ ivl_ (Ifiltl l'(,_h1_'lloll 'iud v_,1"Iflt,:ll|on, lh_., 1'111111

data ttlpe._ Ill't, :11't,h|vt,tl ;i11_I :11'_, _iv_ill.fl_l,, I+) li_,1';' :11 lh,, N:ili_)il:il Cllniatle Centel" (NCC)

at A._ht,vilh,, N_il,lh ('llr_li.:,. 'l'llc, irll.:ivllt,|t,v,:_ ili_,t|;+illl,il till lll_, (',:\,NI _ ,_ysl.UnlS. a|Onll_

(|) I)Ili:i-li(linI i_h,llliiit,:d i,..i tVil i'1_ll! ith'lIfil'I_'_,ii_+ll. ,f'i|t' 'trill |hilt, i, IlrliI po.,-1|tloll

_md :fl lllud_,

(2) ()flli,r fli_hl _l:_t:t: _', ii++I :_I.','_I tlllll _lir_,rli,m; _l:di,' ;Ill" It,llil)t,l'+ll*Ip'(.,: _nCI :llF-

t'l'tll+l _llt't'il. ht,:lillng. +lJ.l :i_'t'_'ll,V':lli+)ll

t:_) ('Oll_tltiit'ilt Iltlttl; (i/o!1(,. xx:lit', xdl+lli', tutti I1:i rtit'h, i.ont, t,nti+iltlon; filter sample

t,Olllllt)._ilil_ll I,N<i I ',.i i,,+., + ('l+i_ ,illll _illtl|_ _j._ ul X_!iti|t' Kit+ stiinplt.s [or CFC13

tl"tiitti't: thit;i will hi++ltilh I 'I t. Ni ) :liitl t'131iiit,il+:ithln iitlt.lt,i I('Ni lid will c×-
litUi_l tht' xxl_tllt'--i+t+i'--,-::lilqdt ' :iil+ilx -'i'_ Ill hit'|u_h, l'l+._('l.. 1'('|+t. tintl N,)(). )

(4) +uI),_hlltll'V iI:ilti: ti'()l._l+ll:!i +t' l+ll+t,+_":.tli't, :if'i'll),+ I'l'()lli Nitlhliitil M._teorolog'lcal
(;elltl.'i" (NML'i obit,etivt" :lllfi|+v_l_.

(.'uli_liltlt,lil tl:ll:i :it ++_il:llfl,, c,i_ tilt. (,.\_1' :_it,hit :il |:llJi,_ tl_ I,Olit_Ji ctiit_'nd_ll" l !175 iltiVe

lit,++'ll liliillt,lt It> tiLl lilt, :_lilt XX:l|l'l tiil,+'l'. ._'tlliit' lill_'l' :lJl:llX_i,_ +hiltl tllitl _lll:l|,v._i+_ ot' wholc

gll._ _:inll)it'+_ I'll" t'l t'l:i tx ill it.,i)l :l i' ,,it .till'_l'tltll,lil l;_l)t',_ l ulh,v, ill_ i't,+_ohllton of t,,'ll+ltoI +

pi_l)lt,nl._ x\ilh lh,/ :iil:ll 5 ll_.:il llt'ti_l,_itii't :_ _inll Ill-, t,|t,'liiili_ :ind lli't,lltli'tllion ul' filtcl'_ _md

_alliplt+, l_oith'._. I lit't,i'l:ihllit'_ ii_ l':ililli :lliill.t iht' i)arlh.h , t.t)!iliit,i" litix't' I)l't_clutlt'd tht_ ln-

clu_ton ol l):ii'lil'lt' t't_ll_'t'illi+,+ili+>i_ _t iI:i ill lilt' tit't+liixt,+_ It) \hilt'. .Nt,x',' in_ti'litllt'nl_ to nlca-

_til'l: t'(). t't>ntlt, il+_tili_lii liut.h,i, :tiitl-,;i i\ ',_lt, lit Iht, ill,St c,+<_,._ol t.ci+tifit, tilit>n iu_ttng :tnd ln-
_t:llllllit,n t)ll lht, I i,\',+41> :ii i't,i ;ill.

_l)llll, t,_tillillll,<_ tit ll,'llllt, It:il t :ili_l flit, \'lit I'l ,ll :illil(l_<llhl'l'il' li'lili._l)Ol'! oil O_Ollt' pl'o-

t'll_,-: ;il't _llt);'+'l hi lit2.111't,_ li :lit_J lit. I'h'iilt' ,<ili_'l. IIII t.'i\t'_< Iht' ll/t)llt' nlixin!_ rtilto ll_ :1

l'tlilcllnil tll llllilu<h, h_i _t,x< i:,l :+l,,,t,il, I ll_t,-,+_,,il<l Iti,,,t,l._ ,hiiil_f, ]l:ii't,h I_t7_ :iil(I ili('lti(lt,_

l+lighl,'+ hi ht_lh Ihl, ll'l_l._<l_),t,ll, ,lii,I I!. -,li,'_l,),t,til it, Hit, iI:il:l "+lit)xl ti ltii14( +_t'tlllt'l" |ii

oT.Clllc, l_iixiiil, i';ilill txt_i_'l_ i _, I\lli, :il ,,I lh,. ,i,i ilit: iil'lxiilitllli l,i)i' t't_lli|):ii'i..;Clli. Nt_rth

.\tilt, I'll,till. _l;lll,h. till'till ll/tllit' _li't t'il+tl|ll_ti - :ll ill. tl ;illll I;+_+,-t l.ilt_nlt,lt, l'._ t.,-"'__liil tutti

,tl I)lili ftl lil't' :l],_t) '_llilttlt ill li+.,,tiil' tl I'lll, t' i itt"_ V+t it, t"tlt'tiliilt'ql li'tHii ltil)tlJ:ltiOll._ of

llll)lt'('tlJill' t'tlllt't'lll i':lli+)li \;it t'li lit i l'l_'i t,llt ++ I J

,"%+till illll'_li':llitlil Ill I)/llllt \ :It iiilil_ll X,llli t'l.',q I'_ Ili_ + |lit ill ti'tlli_lli;lli,_,t' ti,'< ilt,l'lllt,ti

It Y iht, NMt' tlliit,_'lixt ' ,lit,ill +i-+ lli,,_, ,l_iil ,,, ,,!i_ ll+i'.+iv_:, i.!lil, iI,ilii litllli ;-_t,x+t,l':il tirtltinil-

tht_-xY(ti'ltl I]il_,,lil._ ihllill,.,+ ,! ,l_ i, i'+1_ , ,iv\ l,l+,llt ,i ,t ,_ i,,,!tt li,;i; _l I!_ :ill.ll;ih, l)l't,;<,_til't, in-
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('r_'mem aboVo _md bolow tho trol_pauso In figure ]0. Thu ,hda hay, 0been nup:ir:,l,.,l
auc,ordlng to lilt, ]oca| wind ve(,tor cu rwllu rt 0 Iref. 121 :l,_ ,lute rnlln,:_! I'ron_ ai i',,l':d'l-

_VHtt,n| mt';lsui't, mcnt_ of wind dlrt.t,tion arid ...c]ot,|ty, 'l'ht, (lil'l't,l,t,nt,(,_. ill ll,ITIi_ oj

OZOllt, Ili|X|ll_ rIltio _('_I||(,l' I}I']O_V tht, tl'ol)Ol);Itl,_t, IUl(I ttZOll(, _l':l(iit'ill IJt'l.w :,lld ,dJt)V(, th,'

trol_pau,_(', are striking when tile data for uy(,lonit, xmtl :mtiuyt,lonh , wind t,arvattil't, z,ie

eomparo(I. "l'ho ozone d|strihutlon For _ulticyc](_nh, sti't,am]in(, cul'vaturc _l'I;_. ](l(al)

sllows the t,xl)ect_,(! steel) gradient _m(I Inurt,ase of ozune In the _tratOsl)ht, i,e, The ('y-

('Ionic _tre:',l,d_c, curvaturt, (fig. lO(b)) in(lical(,,s a h,s.,,-steep gl;tdit,nt and high ozone "

h.'vu]s below th(,. NMC-defined tropopause. ThL, data illustrate tht, gr,,:tter tcndcnt.y for

more lntcns_ stratospherlc-trol)Osl)hertc exch,mge assoulatutl with (.vclolllt. curvattlrc of
the w lnd fields.

The single-filter samplers currently inst_dled on two of tile B-7t7 ai rt'r'd't havc

limited c'lpability for pt_)viding baselh_e composition d'_ta sin(.c the filter c.m only be

changed durb_g routine servicing of tile (;ASP systems, which ot.t.tlrs olt tilt. average of

once ew'_5" 2 weeks. These single filters will be replaced shortly with :ul eight-filter

magazine. To date. because of limited exposure _md earlier pn)bh,ms with analytical

and filter washing i)rocetlulvs, limited composition data are av:dlable l't_m ti_c B-7-t7's.

llowever tht_e filter-sampling flight set'it, s originating ft_mt ('lcvcl.tml aml l't_m lh_llo-

m_m Air Force Base in New Mexico havc been l]own during the past 3'('_.L1'with tl_e NASA

Lewis F--106 aircraft ush_g idcntictd filter samplers, l)'da on sulfate "m(I nitrate con-

cc,ntrations from the t:-10_; flights arc plott(,d as a runt.lion of pn.ssurc altitude diffcr-

ence above or below the local t_vpopause in figure 11. Although theft, ix consi(ierablc

variation, the ¢,onct,ntrations arc low and are consistent with other aircraft sanlplitl_

flights (refs. l:l :rod 1-t_. Although the data illustrated rt,prt,scnt only a vcts" limited

sample, a steep gradient :rod a pc_tk arc in(lie.deal above the local tropopausc, with con-

siderabIy lower h.vcls in the troposphere. Sulfate and nitrate arc bclit, vcd to originate

from tile sulfuric acid at, t_)sol layer in ii_t, strato:l)ht, re :mtl f_m al)sorption of nitrit.

acid valx)r on the 1P(" {t.cllulo._cl filter material.

C( IN('IA'I)IN(; I{I':.MAI{I,;,_

NASA is t'ontiut.ting plx)gt'ams to cV:flLHtcath'ant.t,(I cmission _'cdut.lion tet'hniqttes

• l'or five, cxisting aircraft g':ls ttll'btnt, t,n_int,s. Although thesc l)ro_r:lms :lrc hi v:lriotls

,_tagt's of t'omplt'tion, thc results sugges! ih'lt sigllilic.mt l'ctltlctioll._ in :111pollut:ult

cmissions It.tlrhon nlonoxi(lc I('(h. total hytlrocal4_ons (TIIC). ox|flt.s of nltt_)gcn tX()x ),
"lll(J ._111Okc) Call l)t, acJ|it,vc(l, l)l'Ogl'CSS h:ls bet,11 lll:l(IC to v:ll'yill_ dt,_i't,t,s toward tllCCt-

ing the 1971) I.:I)A st'mdards in t_g tcsts of combustors for the five t,nt_inc:.

Seh, t,tivt, t,t,iluctions in ('cvtain emi.,_slon lcvcls (t,, g., ('() and '1"I1('_ t'im bt. achievt.d

by t't, lativcly minor to lllodt, r:itc modifit.ations to furl cnl t,nglnt_ I)ast,llnt, t.ombustors.
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Be,cause of the inherent total emission eont,'ol capability of staged combuntor concepts,

their continued development for application to future newly m_mufactured enginc_' secm_

highly desirable. The added complexity Involved In the staged conceptx, however, will

likely require contlma,d development beyond the scope of tile cuv'r_nt pl_grams. Proof-

of-concept tests in [ull-sualc engines are still needed to quantify the suc'cu._s of the ad-

vanced concepts in terms of their absolute level of emission reduction and to demon-

strate thu'capabflity to suec'cssfully satisfy all the engine requirements.

Results of funclament_fl c_mbustion studies suggest the possibility of a new genera-

tion of }et aircraft engine eombustor teelmology that would plxJvidc emisbion levels far

below those currently possible with the advanced tee!molog_, eon_.epts demonstrated in

the engin_-related plxJgrams. Considerable fundamental research Is still needed, how-

ever, before the techniques being studied can be translated rote useful combustors.

Successful development of these techliques into operatiomd engine combustors would

provide the level of NOx reductions desired for both local air quality _tnd for minimizing
effects on the ozone layer during high-altitude-cruise. The oblective of the recently

begun NASA Stratospheric Cruise Emission Reduction Program (SCERP) is to evaluate

the potential of these techniques to evolve eombustors for future aircraft gas turbine

eA'lgtHes °

The Global Air Sampling Program is now in full operahon. Data taken during the

past 2 years on ozone have shown its extreme variability bt_t are also pl_viding some

valuable insight into stratospheric-tropospheric exeh,'mge processes. The measurement

of NOx and CO, which may be directly related to engine emissions, has not yet been Im-
plemented but will begin shortly. The accumulation of _ ad_luate data base for these

_nstituents may take several years before GASP can c:ontribute to tm assessment of

the potential impact of jet engine cruise operations o71 the upper atmosphere.
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Figure i.- Typical engine exhaust emission characterlst_cs.
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Figure 2.- Aircraft gas turbine combustor pollution ctmsideration:_,
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Figure 3.- EPA landing-takeoff cycle.
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Figure 4,- Reduced-emlssions combustor - minor modifications to Detroit
L Diesel Allison 501-D22A engine.
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STATUS OF RESEARCH INTO I,IGHTNING I,;FFECT,q ()N AIRf'RAI."I'

J. A. Plumer

General Electric Company

SUMMARY

Developments in aircraft lightning plx_teetion since 1938 are briefly noted, l'oten- "'

tial lightning problems resulting from present trends toward the use of electronic con-

trols and composite structures are discussed, along with presently available lightning

test procedures for problem assessment. The validity of some procedures is being

questioned because of pessimistic results and design implications. An in-flight meas-

urement program is needed to provide statistics on lightning severity at flight altitudes

and to enable more realistic tests, and operators are urged to supply researchers with

more details on electronic components damaged by lightning strikes. A need for review

of certain aspects of fuel system vulnerability is indicated by several recent accidents,

and specific areas for examination are identified. New educational materials and st,,m-
dardization activities are also noted.

INT RODI"CTION

The widespread concern about the effects of lightning on transport aircraft was per-

haps first evidenced by the formation in 1938 of the subcommittee on lightning hazards

to aircraft of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). ll_i,_ com-

_: mittee numbered among its members some of the most pl_minent flight safety, weather,

and lightning experts of the day. Among the latter was Dr. Karl B. Mcl.:achl_n. then

director of research at the General Electric Iligtl Voltage I,aborator.v. who performed

for the committee the first mtm-made lightning tests on aircraft parts and st ructt!rt,._.

• During the later part of this committee's 12-.vt-ar existence othc v or_;mization,_ ._t|t.h :ls

the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, the t'niversity of Minnesota. and the' I,ightnin_
and"" I ransients Research Institute (LTRI) also begain to ¢,ondtwt research into lightning .

effects on aircraft. Much of this research was sponsored by the NA('A and its sin,cos-

• sor tim National Aeronautics trod Spac'c Admini,_t ration (NA,%\). along with the, l.'t,(lt._':tl

Aviation Administration, the t'. S. Air l.'orcc and Navy. :rod aircr,fft nl_tntll'_tt.tt|l't,l's trod

ope rate rs.

For a long time the physical damagt, at the point of llash att:whmt.nt to the :it vc ral't

, was of prtmaD' concern. Typical of the damage were holes I)tll'llt,(I ill mt'talli_' _l,ill_.

punctu re or splinte ring of nonmetallic st ructu res, :ul(I _ t,lding o r z't)t|14ht,llin_ of nlt)v:l|fl(,
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hinges and bearings. 'I'h_ Ignition of the Fuel wan o1' partir,ular c_)n(,ern, as wzln tile

problem of conduction of lightning _.urrent dire_:tly inside the, air,'raft _'la long,.wire an-

retinas, A eonsidvrablc amount of rc_car(,h u'a,_ al_o djrt,c,t_,d toward it._ _,ffects on peo-

ple, such as flash blindness ,and electric shock.

The early research led to the development of protcetiw, dc_4(.e[s, including fuel

filler caps, which will not spark when struek by lightning: lightning arrestors, which

8aIoly conduct lightning currents from antcnna_ to the airframe: divertcr bars and

tape_, which minimize punctures of radomes; and static dischargers, which reduce

electromagnetic interference in c_mmtmications system_.

In 1963 the fuel tanks of a Ptul Amerie:m Boeing 707 airer:fft exploded in-flight near

Elkton, Maryland, after a lightning strike. The exact sourt.e of the ignition has never

boon established, but the explosion stimulated farther research into the effects of light-

sing on fuel systems and fuel tank inerting systems. 'lllis research has been instrumen-

tal in the development of active surge tank protection (STP) systems for extinguishing

flames ignited at vent outlets. The incorporation of much of this protection technology

into the design of modern transport at,or'fit is a principal reason for their present ex-

cellent safety record in the lighmtng envil_nment.

The lightning-safety record is not quite as good for U.S. military aircr,'fft, several

of which have been lost in recent years due to lightening strikes. The military have been

a traditional proving ground for new teelmologs" , :rod there am several concepts reach-

ing the application stage which may increase potential lightning hazards still further.

Fortunately, most of these possibilities have been re¢'ogaaizcd ,and efforts are underway

develop effective protection. Since some of this new teclmology will eventually be

used In commercial aircraft, it is appt_)priate to review recent developments and iden-

tify the directions in which airer,'fft-lightning research should proceed in the future.

SYMB()LS

C capacitance of aircraft or lightning flash to its surroundings. F/m

c 1 induced voltage bet_veen wires. V

e2 induced voltage bern'con wire and airframe. V

f frequency of traveling wave relict'lions at either" end of ail'(.v'fft, llz

iL lightning stroke current, A

L inductance of the lightning ('urrent fh)w path in alter:fit, il/m

( aircraft length, m

R radius of eleetl_)siati(' field, m

I
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I ll_ rc,,_i_t:mvt, of an a|vfvanlc,, ._r radJu_: of llghUHng vlmnnvl, m'l

:" t T time for ;t tr:ivollng w,lvo io tv.vol tilL, alrvrilft h, ngth :rod I.Jm,k, ,_
,: t time. s

.: V velocity of t rilvcllng wlive prOplll4iitlon, nl/.n
,,{.

Z surge impedlmco, '2

" ¢'t Internal IniitAnetit` |lux ilrodut,t,d by lightning ¢,Ul'l't, nt, Alnl

,, c,,O t, xtel'nill rllaglletlt, flux pi_0lJtlc'l,tl by lightning i,url'erit. A/hi

' ELECTIilCAL AND EI,ECTII()NICS SYSTEMS

In recent years it has become apparent that lightaflng strikes nlay indirectly affect

'i eleetix)nic equipment located elsewhere in the ail't`raft fl_om the l)Oint of ltl_htnlng -lttach-
: ment, Examples of this are tile hlterferencc or tlanlagc to hlstl'unlcnts and powt.,v dis-

tributlon systems summarized from a sampling of 214 airline lightning strike reports in

-:. table I. Another example which cttus(.,ll move alarm anlong siifety expt`i't_ _ as tilL, light-
i

; ning strike to the Apollo 12 vehicle which (lib i_aptcd the colnnland module power svstt>nl
i

: 2 'after lift-off.
The cause of these indirect effects was thought to be the cleetlx)mal01ctie fields,,

._. associated with lightning currents flowing through the aircraft, llest`arvh (ref. 1) bel4ml

_,;: in 1967 to determine the coupling nlechanisms invoh-ed and tile potential impact that

,: these indirect effects might have on equipment operation and flight saft.ty. Briefly, it

"_ has been confirmed that, when lightning currents flow through _m aircraft, magllcti('

" fields are produced and structural voltage rises occur whi(.h couple trmlsient voltagcs

,: into the vehicle's electrical wiring (as shown hi fig. 1). In some cases these volt'lges

: : are high enough to damage solid-state clcctronic c*4uipment to which tilt, wiring is con-

"': netted, t il2.ike'1 ' other aspet,ts of all'craft tlesigll, there ave no specifications or st:rod-!--<5

ards which say what low,1 of transient volt'lgt, -, piece of apparatus must withstand or

...., conversely, what levels the trlmsient voltages must not be allowed to excct, d ha vehtelt`

,: wiring. This incompatibility between the trlmsient wlthstml(t cap'lbiliiy of t`lectronic de-

• vices and the trtmsients to which they are exposed is not limited to the aerospace ln-

dustr_ but is one which is appearing to some degree wherever solid-stttte electlxmics

are used, with a wide rtmge of unfortunate consequences.

'.i Some idea of the actual transient voltages that lightning may pi_ducc hi till ail'-

crafUs electrlcifl circuit might be obtained by p:is:_lng stmul:lted lightning currents
"5 V

_..: thi'ough an aircr:tft :rod nleasui'illg the vollal4t`s indu('c(I, l"xislhlg gcnt, rator,_, how(.vt.l'.7
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l|ghtnhlt;'_trllit, thrl_llt;h :1 ll,:_l _.ijt.l_il iJ:, l:lr_,,. ,J,: ,J _4,JJil,lt,l, , ;,iJ,,t,;dt. l'_t.ii il tl wt,rl,

pll_ll-i_d lbrout:h lhl,lr :_i_,_,l',,tft. 'l'hl rt,f()rl,, _lll_h,r ,,q.m:,_,l ,l_il_ ,_1 I1., NA,_,\ A_,r_,'q_lwc,

81fiery IIt,,_t.,a|'_,h lllld IJ;l|:l Ili:-;lllul_, ;i ll_:|_h,:;Ir_l_'li_, I, ,.I _'hlh,_t I1_,, tll_,hlhll; I :'ml_dt,lit

c_ llg'hmh_g ;ill,it'|lair'hi i.)hH:'. \_ll:_l;t .... in_lu_,_,_l I,3 II.,,_'_ , _,_rr_'_d,_ _,rt, Ih_,_ Iillt,;ll'|y

oxtrapol{ltt, d to full-_t,;llt, I(.v_.l._;. ('lll;lll;ll lx_:_l _f _,oll,_,/,t'_; hl_l_l,'_..,I ll_ I.TA :lllll f,;ll-_;t, ale

teBt eurl'ont_ |1;i% t' ('(}ltl't I'11|1';1 thai ltllt.:ll t.,.I r,,l_d:llj_,, 1.- v;,li, I it_ l,:t,:;I F,Jlll'llJ_ll:-.

Typical wlrt_-I,o-wlt't, ltll(I WJl'l'-|tl.-ilil'ft"llllt' %{,]l:lF,t"-, it_dttt't'_t I_3 I.TA l('_l I'Llrrcnts

In a fighter alrt, l'al'l (l.tff. :I) wirt, IlUlllllt' l_rt' _l_owll ul lil4tlrt' 2. \Vltt,II :tilt| :_lllpt._'t,s WIIS

imprez_'ed upon th(; at t'l)llul(', (ht. I)t'_ll,, v,qt:lr'_t' m, .l_u rt'_l I_t'lu t't'n t'ith(w wi rt' ,tml tl_t,

atrfram(, was :]..l voltx (lt.l't oscill,:granl_. A Iillt,ltl __'\t_;lt)_}l:lli('ll It) a _t'%'t'l'c li_hla]lng

st_x)ke of 200 000 anaper,_ wouht in(lut.t,

_lll) |tl)U m
12. I V) ltlLll_ \

be_veerl thest, wir__,s :rod :_irl'ral_ac grotmd at i_|t'; !'22 'l'l_t n}t ,,,_rt.d vt)ll,l_,_, hutwccn

the two wires (right os(_'illogram). ]lowt_'v(.,l', t,.'_tl'_lt)o],_|t,_; |,_ o11]3 "dlout :150 volts. 'l'his

result illustrates the benefit of twt_ wi t't, lilltlt'l)_'latit'_lt |'t'ltl i'll) t'i rcuit,_ ovt, r x h_gle-wire

and airframe retut'n. 'l'ht, btqlt,fil c()nit,,_ l l'om |lit, sl_l:dlt'r {'trt'tlil luo[) lhroLlgh which

magnetic flux may pas_ as t'Oml)art,tl ',vilh thu :_in_lt, _il't* :mtl airfralnt, return. (.)u the

other hand, the two-wire mt thod rt,qtt|rt,._ nto_'c, wirt, :did thi,_ hilly hc un(It,_ir:ddt, Worn

weight and cost standpotn t,_.

Whether the two-.'wirt, t)r :lay other i]r_}tt,.'livt, bt'lltqllt' 1_ itlt t)lht'r |}tql'lJlit'_} provides

sufficient protcctton or i_ evt,xl l_t,t,t,s,_H|,% :_t JI1 _[t,llt,tltl._ utl tl,t. at'tual t t'at_,_it,nt voltago

levels that may bc ill(iuct'(l and the up.'_ct t, r (hlln:lgc lt.vt,lx tlf tht, assot.i_tc(I (:Ic('troni(.s.

Because tools to c:dculatc t,xpcutt.d \oIl:,_t, h._.l_ 1,3 ztl_;_13_ix ;_l¢)llt' ttt't_ |I_H \t't avail-

able, the LTA tt, st has 1leOn u_t,_l 1o It,I1 th.: tgm.r:_ wii:ll h) t'_xpt.cl in ,_tlt'h atrcr:fft :_s th('

NASA I"li6_t I_csearch Ct, ntcr I,'-8 digit:tl., i[_-l}_,-_ilt':_tvl:l;m_'. liar' N:wy- l.(Icl,,h(,t'd

_-,3A antlsubm:lrlnc _.lt'[al't, alrcra[t, lllld lilt' IS.\ I"- I ,t.'llt.'rlll I I.vIIillllit',; |",.. [1',Air ('ore-

bat Fighter. Ltgl_tl_lng transit.at anal3sis tt,ciltlillut._ lit't, zll_t} I_cl4ilmhig to Ill, u:_t:(I to

certify new systcm,_ bt,|ng tl},_l:l]lt,(I on l)rt,:_t,ltl Ir:m,_l_t_rl .li rt'. _d't.

A large amount of izl(luct,_l vol|agt, {Iz_l _ i_:lx I_(_t.tl t,i,l;ihlt,tt friHll tl!t,,',t' I. rA t(,,_t,_,

Perhaps bt.catlst, (lir(_cl cl!t't'('t,'_ tt,_,t,; t)n ,_('t lit,II'-: O[' ,IJl ;_i_.._lt (l_}l _il|_ _. ;i It.v, t,,(,vt'rn-

ment specifications are availablt,) :ll't, t_,_;uz_ll\' l,t rt'l_rltlt.ll :l| Iht' L_(l_LIJl(,atui},,'rt' ltrv('l,

the LTA data htwi, bt, vn t'xlr'll)ollllt'(I lo ll.i:_ It _('1 l(,l ,it'. l,, _! i)li _l_,_,_t'.', I ili,_ l,:l _',
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resulted in alarmingly hi_tl voltag_,,_; heinl:' I)rPdil'lud for sonic critlc:d circuits. As

might be ¢,xpvvled, the v:lliciit_ of tll,,sc i)rcdi('lt_)n,_ 1,_b(_,tng questioned by aircraft (Ic_

sll,mers who eoiliinuillly :i,_k for lit'our lli:i.l v.uf'h voll:il;l'i_ ill f':il't o¢'l_'ur in flight _md

whether 200-1dlo_iml)t'l'e sti'tl4(,,_ i'tuilly _lc(°ul ' llfti,li tql¢itlgh to til, lhe (l(_sl_-nlevel, The

t,_creastng rollimc_ on _lvctrolii(', <: to llcrlorlli l'li14hl crilical funcllons, as tn fly-by-wire

fllghl, c_ntl_)ls without lne¢'iilalieill I)liUkUl), n-i(Ullli4 that relllil)lc, v0lues must be available

for destt,m purposes, since indisi,rin-iiniite lll)l)li(.lltion of prote(,tivl: shielding and surge

suppression devices w,)ulcl impos,, una('cc'i)t_llJle size, weight, and cost penalties. ,.

There al'¢J other aspects of lh(. hlduued voltage problen_ whi('li lllso are not well

understood. For cxampl(,, (.urt_in of the in(hl(,(,tl volt_lges I)cal" a clear mathematical

rolaUonship to the lit4t%ninl4 current which c_lu,<;c.<;them. But other voltages, sometimes

superimposed on the familiar ones (as sllo_ h; fi14. :I), s(:(;n_ to bear none. 't%qiile of

short duration, they arc ofi:,,n among lhe highest toltal4(_,_ m(.,asured and thus the deter-

mining factor in protection decisions. It has bc_n suggested by Fisher (ref. 4) that

these voltages arc induced by travelin_ cilm'enl wave reflections excited in the airframe

when the lightning flash first strikes the :it rcriift. These r(.,flections would arise be-

cause of the pl_tbal)lc diflel'unccs h_ the st, rgc impcd_iilc'e Z of the lightning flash chan-

nel and the aircraft (fig. 4_. The vcltJeity v of tl_c Ir:lveiinK w_ros in the aircraft

would be that of ligt_t, ?>'.10 _ meters per sc:('und, ltl_(i the f_uri(,:l uf oscillation wotfld be

proportional to the length of the airc r_ffl.

The voltage of figure 3((.) was in(luted hi :ill uii't,i'all. _hos(' length f i:a l'l meters,

for which the period T of one complete dox_l-and-back cyi, h, would be

T-2t _ 26 m - S.67.J0 -_ s

v 3xl08 m/s

and the frequency f of )'Cl)_'ated cy(.le_ would t)(,

1:_ ; 11.5:_ MiI:,_
T

If a current of thi._ fr(,qucl_('y laid bl,(,n ill ,h :tirtr:llnu, il _'oul[l have' induced a volt-

_ age of tile ualne frcqucn('y tn the, _li r_'raft'.-. (,lt:(.ti ici,l _.i i.t.ll!l_. A fi'ellut'li('V O[ thi_ or-

der is Indeed with,hi, ill lhc, ' lliliet_d vl_il'it4t, is._uilhigl:iiii el fil3irt_ ',Itci. "l'lit., question is.

_ Do these ost'ill:llilins li_'ltili.iy ol'l'tlt' ill :iiri'r_ifl sl l'tll'll ill fl iKht or ;i l'(, Ih,.'y t':iust,(t only

by the IlI'A t(,st? The c.xtll.illiilion of [il-tur¢' I d(,l')i.n(I._ ill) lilt ii_('(tulllily hl)lw(,en the Stll'lA(_'

iinpedtul('e o[ lhe lil_,}li!lilil4 eh:innel un(t lh_il (Jl' lb¢, :iirui'a[l. f',l,wh,y (ruf. 5) (It,fines lh(,

surge iinl-i('(ltint't' ,>[ :i ]ilAhlnilll4 sli_ikt, ill il.,i'iii._ _ll th(, ri_liu:' _' _I the, ]i_htriiill, t,h'ii_n(,]
7.
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and the radius R of the electrostatic field duc to the volume of the cloud that partici-

pated in the discharge, as follows.

Zffi60(l°gR 2)--'r

And Bewley calculates values of between 100 and 600 ohms for typical strokes. The

surge impedance of the aircraft is determined from its lengthwise distributed induc-

tance L and capacitance to its surroundings C by the relation:

A conductor as large as an aircraft would have a low inductance and relatively high!-.i
:: capacitance. Assuming the inductance to be 0.1 microhenry per meter and the capaci-

tance to be 50 plcofarads per meter, then the surge impedance of the aircraft would be

J,,

z ffi1/o. lx10"6 H/m ffi 44.7 £

Vs0×10"12F/m

, which is considerably less than that of the lightning stroke. The reflection and refrac-

!: tion coefficients defined by Bewley (ref. 6) for an aircraft of this impedance are calcu-

:_ lated in figure 4, where the surge impedance of the lightning channel is taken for con-

venience to be 450 ohms. These calculations show that the initial peak of traveling wave

current in the airframe could be 1.8 times the amplitude of the incident lightning cur-

rent. A current of this magnitude mid frequency might well induce the kind of voltage

shown In figure 3(b).
i ,

::: There could be no better way of confirming the existence ,and severity of these volt-
ages than by an in-flight data gathering program. Instrumentation technology has ad-

=: vaneed to the point where it should now be possible to develop small Instrument pack-

i. ages capable of measuring and recording the magnitudes and waveforms of actual light- °

,,,, ning currents and the voltages they induce in aircraft circuits. Such instruments might

'; • be installed in commercial tr_msport _drcraft ,-rod monitored for several years to obtain

a good sampling of data on the real life environment they experience.

'_,_
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_, Stimulai,,d in part by lh¢, ElM on :weident .rod also by the SST development program,

a large .mmunt r,i researr'h wa:_ c(mduct¢,d during tim 1960's to determine mechanisms

; by which liglllning strikes might ignite flammable vapors in aircraft fuel tanks and to de-

volop protective m(,asures. Emphasis was placed on integral wing tanks and associated2;
;i vent systems. The research led to the development of methods to extinguish fires that

_; orihdnated at vent outlets or to prevent their ignition in the first place. Successful test

" techniques have also been developed (refs. 7 and 8) to enable the definition of safe thick- ""i. ,?
_¢ ness for integral trmk skins of wwious metals A large amount of data such as that

"_' shown in figure 5 is on hmnd relating skin materials and thicknesses to the lightning on-

: vironment. These plx)tcctive me.inures and test techniques are in use today by the

i/_'!".i major airpl,'me manufacturers and have contributed to greater flight safety.

Since 1971, however, at least three accidents involving in-flight explosion of fuel

_ii tanks and suspected lightning strikes have occurred. These accidents again bring up

i _i the issue of fuel system vulnerability. The earlier focal points of vent systems and skin

! :_ punctures appear not to have been involved in these accidents (a USAF KC-135, a USAF

_.i"i F-4, and an Irani,'m Air Force B-747), yet there is evidence that lightning could have
:,_- struck these aircraft at or about the time the explosions occurred. The exact mech-

-_i; anism of fuel ignition has not been found in any of these cases. The accidents there-

F:_ fore indicate a need for a reexamination of fuel system vulnerability to lightning.
i-J:

_!. Whereas most earlier research dealt with ignition sources originating at the arc attach-
: ment point, loss is known or documented about the effects of lightning current conduo-

_;i tion through typical fuel tank structures and associated plumbing. Airworthiness Stan-
|_,.j

i _i' dards such as the U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations Part 25 (ref. 9) pertaining to fuel

_._. systems specify that the ignition of fuel vapors by stlx)ke attachment or steaming shall

!__=_! be prevented, but do not appear to place equal stress on the effects of current conduc-

;+i:'i tion through the airframe. The lightning tests lhai are suggested in an associated

_-°4 document (ref. 10) relate primarily to plx)of against spmtcing from stroke attachment to:i!
"_i access doors, filler caps, ,and the like. The emphasis in existing military standards is

the same (ref. 11).

_;_' With reference to figure 6, some aspects of fuel systems that might bear further

,, examination a re

o$7" (1) bleehanical bonding- Does tim bonding together of integral tank walls, ribs,

_, spars, and skins provide adequate eleetrtc:fl bonding for lightning currents? Are there

__ any conditions in present constructions that may result in an electrical spark? If not,o .i'

:_il how much margin of safety exists?

J_t'" (2) l"uel system linen 'rod fittings - IIow much lightning current may actually flow
0:.,! in the vent lines, fue,1 lines, hydraulic lines, etc., present in typical fuel tanks? How

2.;
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doc,,_ the ¢.urrent get h_to and out of this plumbing? c'ml sp:irk_: occ.tlr :Jc.ross joints and

couplings? To what exlc, nt, if :my. do procedures to prevent excessive vibration of

lines and fittings (per FAR r)t. 25, pat'. 25.993) degrade electrical bonding among sec-
tions of lines and beiween lines and structures? J

(3) Electric,'fl spa.fits - If electric current is flowing from one metallic element to
mlother, what conditions of current amplitude, w:Iveshape, contact resist.race, relative

motion, and corrosion must exist to cause a spark? Much is known 'about how much

electrical _ must be lisch_ ":i;ed through a spark to cause i_ition, but this param..
eter is hard to equate in terms of lightning current, flow much electric current does it

take to cause a spark sufficient to ignite fuel?

(4) Electrical apparatus inside fuel tanks - Are fuel tank electrical parts, such as

pump motors, valves, and fuel quantity probes, really as immune to sparking as their

mtmv_facturers say they are? What about lightning-induced voltages brought to these

items from eleetric,-d circuits that run outside of the fuel tanks, and which may there-,

Yore be outside of the fuel system designerts control?

(5) Fue.___1-The three aircraft mentioned above carried JP-4 fuel which has a wider
flammability envelope than the aviation kerosenes commonly used by U.S. commercial

airlines. How much safer is Jet A than JP-4 under the conditions in items (1) to (4)

which m:_,v cause sparking?

(6) Design guidelines - What, if any, new design guidelines should be followed to

ovcl'come the situations in items (i)to (4) which may result in sparking?

Answers to these questions could probably be obtahmd from a combination of basic

research into sparking mechanisms of metals in various types of contact with one

another and an extensive series of carefully instrumented laboratory tests of typical

aircL'aft fuel tanks, including, espec:i.'flly, integral tanks in wings. Included in these

tests would be full-septic simulated lightning currents conducted through the tanks with

ign_itabl e hydrocarbon- ai r mi_:l," res inside.

ST RUCTU liES

Hec'cnt emphasis in lightning protection of st ructu res has been placed on the fiber-
o

gl:_,_;, boron, and graphite rel .:creed composites which arc begi_ming to replace con-

ventiomfl :fluminum in some al lications. Much is now known (rcfs. 12 to 1.1) about the

• elcvi.t'i_'al t,onduction properti_ of these materials and the degree of dam;ige that spc-

cifi¢, mnounts of lightning currents can cause, lh_teciivc coailnRs h:_vc been developed

to minimize this damage, and work is now undel"_vay to develop mechanical bonding and

fash_ning tt,chniquc, s whi<,h can stffc,ly con¢luct lightning currcnts without sparking or loss

of strcnglh. In some applh_t_tions, such as engine f:m bh.h,s, wing leading edges, and

fusel,'l_c skins, <.ompositcs will not be cxix)s¢'d to di :'ect lightning strike effects, but in

_44
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:' other cases these materials are being used where lighhling strikes frequently attach.

Initial experience has been with fiberglass and, though protected in many cases by me-

tallic diverter bars, fiberglass wing tips, radomes, and fairings have been extensively

damaged by lightning strikes as shown for example in figure 7. To date, none of this

damage has caused a fatal accident, but there have been some close calls. The protec-

tive devices designed for these structures have performed well under laboratory tests,

but their performance on an aircraft in flight has not been as good.

There appear to be several reasons for this poor performance. (See fig. 8.) One

=!i is the presence of anti-erosiou paints which are often applied over a protective diverter
on the real aircraft. Another is the way the nonmetallic part is attached to metallic

substructural elements, which are outside the control of the protection designer. Still

another is the continued use of the same type of electrical wiring inside the nonmetallic

structure as was used satisfactorily within the metallic structure it replaced, and yet

another - and possibly the most important reason - is a lack of knowledge of the basic

relation between the lightning flash and the aircraft during the formative stages of the

strike. This deficiency has limited our ability to simulate the real world in the labora-

, tory and properly test protective diverters.
_ Improvements in understanding this situation can probably be obtained by in-flight

evaluations of the performance of protective devices against laboratory predictions, and

._. by use of more thorough instrumentation in the laboratory to obtain a better understand-

- ing of dielectric breakdown processes in typical aircraft structures.

In addition to the direct effects considered above, the potent::fl impact on electrical

_. and electronic systems of replacement of the aluminum skin with a composite skin re-
:: mains to be learned. Whereas aluminum skins provide sufficient shielding of many of

-"! todayts aircraft electronic systems, the absence of this property in a composite skin

_i: (fig. 9), will expose internal wiring to much more intense electromagnetic fields and

._, _:equire marked changes in electrical system design.
?.

:_ EDUCATION AND STANDARDIZATION
f
i

%' Since lightning may lmvc some affect on nearh' every system in tin :drcraft, suc-

,, cesful protection depends on m_my designers being aware of potential Ill, thing prob-

_;r lems. To tmpxx)ve this awarentrss, some educational materials are available which are
" i: "

_ worthy of note.

Educational Films
i'

_.

/_;, The U.S. Navy Air Systems Command has prcpllrt, d fot|r cducation-d fihns (ref. 15)
on the protection of aircraft against lightning. Thest, are available from the Navy for

--6"
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loan to anyone desiring to introduce the subject to aircraft designers or operators.

In response to h_quil'ies for more detailed information on protection of fuel and
electrical systems, the Navy is preparing two more films, which treat these subjects

in greater detail.

Lightning and Static Electricity Conferences

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Committee AE-4 on Electromagnetic

Compatibility together with (at various times) the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy, Royal _"

Aeronautical Society, and Institution of Electrical Engineers has conducted International

conferences on lightning and static electricity as applied to aircraft. These conferences

have provided a fol_m for researchers to review advancements in the state of the art

every 2 years since 1968. Proceedings of each conference have been published (refs.

16 to 19).

Aircraft Lightning Protection Handbook

The Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute of NASA Lewis Research Center

has sponsored a handbook on Lightning Protection of Aircraft by Fisher and Plumer of

General Electric, in which the results of many research programs are digested and pre-

sented in a manner useful to aircraft designers and operators. This book is to be pub-

lished as a NASA Special Publication in 1976.

Test Standalxls

Lightning pl_tcction has suffered in the past from a lack of lightning qualification
test standards which reflect the state of the art. Those that do exist (e.g., refs. 10

and 11) apply on13 to a few systems or components or are impossible to perform as

written and therefore are subjcct to individual interpretations a_d dcviations. Accord-

lngly, a subcommittee composed of experts in lightning laboratories, industry, and gov-
ernment has bern formed under SAE Committee AE-4 to draft lightning test wavefolans

and tcclmiqucs that would form the basin of new or updated govcl_ment specifications.

This committee has oomph,ted its work on this task with the publication of a report dr--

fining lightning tt,st wavoforms _md techniques for aerospace vehicles and hardwart,

(ref. 20). The Committee in now crab.irked on :m additional task of recommending tran-

sient test levels foe :lt, l_ospacc elcctlx)nics equipment.
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' One of the, keys to answering the lt/,d_h_ing effects questions rMscd in the preceding

' paragraphs is a more tholx)ugh tmderstanding of the inieraction betwe¢_n the ltghl_ing

_ flash ,and the aircr_tft h_ flight. The instrument development work and In-flight men-

suremcnt program needed for this will require the efforts of several lescarchcr_, de-
signers, anti operators of aircrttft and will take a number of years to accomplish.

In the mc_mtime, it is important that details of lightning strike incidents to aircraft

• flying today are recorded by the operators and made available to researcl_crs, espec-

ially when there is interference or the malfunction of electronic equipment "lboard the

:::' aircr,'fft. For ex.m_ple, if _m instrument is believed to be damaged by a strike, a de-

scription of ,any parts bun_ed out ,qnd re, placed by the repair shop would enable research-

ers to get some idea of the magnitude of the induced voltage surge involved m_d the loc:l-

tion of the aircraft wiring in which it originated. Methods to p_x)vide plx)teetion against

similar incidents could also bc developed from these data. Admittedly, it is difficult

to track component failure information in the midst of the other requirements imposed

on operations persomml, yet these data are available now :rod would be extremely

: _ valuable in achieving a better anderst_mding of the. indirect effects problem and design-

ing protection for futu re aircraft.
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TABLE I, - I':XAMPLFS oF INDII{ECT EFI"E('I,_ IN

COMMEItL'IAL TP.ANSPOI[T AIIK'XAFT

['314 llgh1_tng strikv report.. J

System [ lntPrferenue ()utage

'i HF Comm -- 5
L

VHF Comm 27 3

; VOR receiver 5 ')

, Compass (all types) 22 9 _'

:.. Marker beacon -* 2

_ Weather radar :_ 2

----'_ ADF 6 7Y
_,_ Radar alUmeter 6

: _:' Fuel flow gage 2

+ ,"_ Fuel quantity gage -- 1

Engine rpm gages -- .I

. ;: Englne EGT gages -- 2

++t' Static air temperature gage 1

:' Windshield heater .. o

J Flight director computer I

- _ *}. Navigation light -- 1

AC generator trlpoff (6 instances (:¢ trlpoff_
._?,

.,.) Autopflot 1 I ""

+'

5r

-,.;+_, IL

lL _ ....h I _ /

J

: "°'°"°(i®>O_

PENETRAHON: _'0

-_ BYDIFFUSION BYPENETRAnON
......' THROUGH THROUGH

:->:;+._.. SKINS APERrURES
._,'!
__.,_ d_I
-:.: eI • _-

-':: d_Ol+
.: e2 - _- iLRS-° "i;
,t

"2}'/ Figure i.- Induced voltage mechanisms.
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Figure 2.- Typlcal induced voltages: wlre-to-wlre and
wlre-to-alrframe.

(a)Waveformof
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andmagneticflux.

(b) Inducedvoltage
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• clear relationship.

(c) inducedvoltage
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Figure 3.- Relationship between lightning
current and induced voltages.
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RATIONALE FOR STRUCTURAL INSPECTIONS

John R. Davldson

NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMAR_

._ During the past few years, methods have been developed to predict the
reliability of aircraft structures. They depend upoT inspection effective-
hess which, in turn, depends upon structural complexity, quality, and the

percentage of the structure inspected. Reliability can be enhanced by
choosing materials properly, designing damage-tolerant structures, and

increasing inspection frequency. And, for fleet operations, costs can be
minimized through proper inspection schedules, and enhanced reliability

can be compatible with minimum cost. The methods are derived from a combi-
nation of probability theory and engineering equations.

":_ INTRODUCTION

_ During the past few years, methods have been developed to predict the

reliability of aircraft structures. T11emethods are derived from a combi-

: nation of probability theory and engineering equations. Their earliest
application was to military aircraft operations, where the military urgently

needed ways to prolong fleet llfe and to ensure that enough aircraft were

: always available for use. The purpose of this paper is to acquaint the

operators of the commercial fleet with these methods and how they have been

used to improve reliability and reduce the cost of operations.

The discussions in this paper are not meant to serve as "cookbook"

guides to application, but only to synopsize some of the methods apDlicab]e
to commercial fleet operation. Those who wish to apply these methods to

their own fleet operations are urged to consult the references which
discuss, in more detail, how the methods are used and what data are needed

as input for the analyses.

INSPECTION

Reliability methods depend upon inspection. Figure i shows a typical

' inspection problem encountered in the laboratory. The specimen, about
5.5 cm wide, is subjected to repeated loads in tension. If a crack grows,
it will start at the small drilled holes and will propagate across the

width. Cracks 0.1 mm long can be found easily for two reasons: the

inspector knows where to look, and the specimen is accessible.

!_ Figure 2 is a photograph of an aircraft wing box, a much harder inspec-
tion problem. Sometimes the inspector knows where to look (for example, if
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._ he is responding to tin airwortht.r,_;s ,llr,,t.tlw,). but, even so t crack_ can occur
, anywhere. And a few part:a of llft' ,';t[ll,'lltl_' ;l*t' Imwce_stble to anything except
..... a teardowa, inspection. Practt,:nl i,l:;i.,_:l i,.t ;rod reliability methods must take
_,: Into account the posstl_llJty t,[ r;m,t,.. I!:l_., I,-',,tlt_ns. multiple flaws, and area
" inaccessibility.

"', Tile reliability after hlsi,,,ct Itm d.l.,ntl_ t,i.,n how well a crack can be

i/ detected. Figure 3 (refs. 1 to 3) :d._wq :_,,u,e typical data for the probability
', of detection (solid lines) In c..t_a.jt, the dashed lines show some empirical
.... fits; they can be adjusted analytically to re;itch reasonably smooth experimental
. curves fairly well. Iu general, th,, l,,,d.fl_Ility of detection is larger for --.
_': longer cracks. Ultrasonic,; and tly_, p_nt_t t anl [n:q_ections are more sensitive

i_ than X-rays. but to use them the area mu.;t bc accessible. X-rays are used for
= _:, inaccessible areas, but the radiati.tnt :4t_u_t.c must be positioned directly over
,_ the crack. The data in figure 3 are from dctcctablllty tests generally under
o!i': laboratory conditions. Part of the rt,a:_on that the experimental curves are not

=}" smooth is the paucity of data, ew'n tht,ugh these curves were obtained during an
_; extensive and well-planned program. Tht: ullevt:nnessof the curves illustrates a
S

point: not much data exist yet about the infq_ectJon process, a process that

:,'*' includes both apparatus and inspector. A ,_tatistician, of course, would want
-_ enough data points to establish 90-l,e_cunt or 95-percent bounds on the curves.

_, Figure 4 (ref. 4) shows out of tlt,_,empirical curves. It has several

_! features. First, if tilecrack is _;!,c,rt ,cough, it cannot be found (detect-

"ii ability is 0). Second, there is u c_a_'k length that corresponds _o some given
_ detectability; here, cracks el length . ut_d longer can be found at least

90 percent of the time. And finally the curve may never reach 1.0 because, for
"_il various reasons, eveu long cracks art,occa.,;[tmallyoverlooked. Sometimes the

,y curve may not be completely defined, but l_,r'st,_leuses, only the crack length

/ at some percent of detectability n_:etl:_t_,be known. Such a simple case is con-
!! sidered first.

%:L

_'i With these aspects it,lnind, figure 5 (tel. 5) relates tile reliability after

% inspection to the probabl]ity lhat the l>att was crack free before inspection.

oi:_ Reliability here has a specific meaning: n part that has passed inspection has
}i passed because it was thought to haw_ bt,en crack tree. Reliability after
_. inspection is the probability that the part actually Is crack free. Detect-

i ability is a parameter for the x,:iriott:;t:urw,_;, llere the inspector knows where

_ to look, and only must decide wlleth,,r,,_,,.,'ra,:kof some given length (such

as 4 mm) or longer is, or Is ,_2t, l,lt,;t'!,t,l'}_Jsis o simple inspection case.

V Note that all the curves llc al,,,x,_,tl_t,,,,,--i_.;p_,<tJonline, showing that inspec-
_.;; lions always enhance reliability. And, beca,*st'riley increase monotonically,
Oo, high i_itlal quallty (re] inbl Iilv ht,(,,rt,it,,,l,t,uti_:n) alwa)s enhances final
_' reliability
,t

,_: llowever, quite frequently a cr,u'l,,,r _r:_,'k_con appear at random locations

' (as, for example, in tim struc'tul_,i,, fir. ?-). A,M, in such a case, the actual

"4 number of cracks is not k.own, l'!_:,,al_, t., :.h_,_,:_. th,. r,.liabllity after inspection
._.. as a function of tile detect;d, it_t., _,,_ t!!, ,',u;, wl,t, rt: t.}lc actual number of

cracks in a given pletc I,;a t,i,,,l,,,,_,.,,I,,_, l',,i:;,:tmdistributed. The mean (or

-J_; average) number of cracks pcr l,i,,., I,,i,,,, i.t;l,,'t!],,nIs the parameter shown

beside each curve. Crae_,*_t:_lght 1,, ;mvwl,,_,, it, the. structure Reliability
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_'::, is significantly enhaiwed if detectability is high. (Iiighdetectability implies

ili an effective inspection proc,,dure.) If a part contaJn.s, oil the average,
,_I_ I0 cracks before inspectlon, detectabJl|ty must be very high if the part is to

_ be reliable after inspection.(
b

Figure 7 is like figure 6, except that figure 7 applies to a case where

"i], 25 percent of the structure Is inaccessible for inspection. Because there is
,,, a chance that some of the randomly located cracks might be in the unlnspected

_i region, the curves in figure 7 are lower than the curves in figure 6. Note in
i: particular that I00 percent reliability cannot be attained, even if cracks are
V

I! i00 percent detectable. At mean of 1 flaw per part the highest that reliability .-
,_, can be is about 0.78.

;il Up to this point, unreliability has been defined as having an overlooked
crack; unreliability has not necessarily meant that a part will fail. (Ways to

_,i}]_: build crack-tolerant structures, where the seriousness of small undetected
_° _; cracks is minimized, are discussed subsequently.) Consider the case where an

! ._> overlooked crack grows longer under tile influence of stress changes due to gust
_ and maneuver loads. Reliability is redefined to mean that any crack present

;_! will not grow to be "critically long" before the next inspection. A critical
length may be the length at which the structure no longer supports limit loads,

i _'_ or some shorter length, perhaps one that only makes passengers nervous if they
_ i_i; see it. Whatever the chosen definition, critical length is some fixed value

'_i_!i lengththat mustis notnot bereached,exceeded, and the structure is reliable only if the critical
l

_i Figure 8 (ref. 4) illustrates a distribution function that represents
!=:_ crack lengths. Tile solid curve indicates that short cracks are likely to occur
_-, ;, much more often than long cracks do. After some initial flights the cracks

-° _¢ grow, so that the dashed llne represents the new crack length distribution.

_ _i During inspection, tlle longer cracks .ire likely to be discovered and fixed, so
!' that the dashed-dot line represents tiledistribution after inspection. The

" '_i_ dashed-dot llne fairs into the dashed curve at the limit of detectability-

_ shorter cracks are not detectable. During subsequent flights, unrepaired
=:;_,i_ cracks continue to grow.

°_ii Figure 9 shows tlle results of an analysis that recognizes growing cracks.

°_; The two curves illustrate the relative impact of various inspection schedules.

.i_ The abscissa is the frequency of inspection; it is t|le number of inspections
<:;_ scheduled during a period whose length is such that a just-detectable crack can
,_I: grow to crltlcal length. The two symbols have the following definitions:
2,:

i tc is the time at which a crack just becomes critically long and td is the
_o._" time at which tlle crack becomes long enough to be detectable (for example,

'! . detectable 90 percent of the time). The curve l'.lj2 iilustrate:_ the reliability

_-5'[_i, for surviving one ilispcctloH p_l'i_,,wJt.llIt_.'init|a[ .in:U>i,ctlon.'l!a,ct,rvu, '01
is for survival of ore. P_,riod with ;;14 iuitial in._q,uctio, 4 it i:. ,li_l,_,r t,ecau:;e

'U"[', the e;_tra inspc,cti<m i:; lih,.Iv t,, di.';c,v,r ra,i_ _r,lcl..:[i,.:tc<,uld l'r<,wto triLl-

o,- cal length between ilh';l,vt ti_,li:,.

;._--::I , ,_+IINAEPAGF_ IS
i _.<.: _,t,7',)ll QUALrI,'

_%_
_-- ........... : - .,,,_ --.i, _,,, _................ ;* .....
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It ts heJpfuJ of course, to know what size clac'l, l,,u:;t m l,m1:d t,, It,,, I, tha,

structure reltabl_, b_'tween hlspt, c:timl_. Figurt, I0 shc_vm "._ial,," , r;_c;. ].l:_:th,;

• plotted against tl,e norr,,'llized inspection frcqum,cy. First, 1_,,,;. ;_t tl,_, curw.

for a criLici:l crack length a c of 100 I._,. At a frtquency ,_l t_.:c_ in._;pt, ctiol_s
durin E the, norI.i;;1 pt,riod, all cracks shorter tim:if4 1.7 i.;u J,,u:;t :,_. ,_.tcct_.d. tin

tile other llalld, if ii c = -' (in an infinitely tOLi;',ll urt,rial), ;!,iii,,.',pcctt,r
must still find al.1 cracks lon_:,er thml M.5 z,ua, so switcLin_, t._ a t_mgii imtcrial

UOeS llOt IIclp laUC:l whel.1 iI1Spt'ctioIlS lift. lilfrt, qUtllt, l't,r i',(,rt, Irt.qucllt in._;pt,c -

lions tolerable creel" lell6tlls ,-ire ]ollgt'r_ but tlJSt, Lilt" Ctll'Vt':; ,%Ct';ll'_ltc. '_oU_'her

materials can hell) to alleviate an inspe.ction detectal, t l ity t, roi, i,.,;, if inspec-
tions are frequent, if the structure rt_l::ain,q :_trcmg evt,n witi, l.od,.ratvl.'- Jim6

cracks, then, of course, it tel.rains reliable. }illlCt' a rxuh.r:ltt, lv hmb crack

! Call be cletecteu _.,orc easily thilll a sllorl; cracl., the uetectabi I i ty prol,lt,:., is

_ l,.oderated, and the structure is ::_ore likely t_, be repairt, d hi, fore thu crack

, becor.,es critically long.

Figure ii (ref. 6) shows how tile choice of u.aterial ]ntiucm.c.,_ pvrfc_rn::mc_:.

For structures in tension, such as tiw Ir_w_,rwing surface, ,_;trc:;s/_.n._ity is _

measure of the load-carrying ability per pound of structurv, di};l_v:ilucs on tae

ordinate indicate efficient structures. Ti,e lift rc.quirclacnt is ti.c lilt o| the

: aircraft, or, l:crhaps as ill this discussiua, the time b,twvcn inslcctiolm, i'.:c
}:- initial flaw (crack) sizc is tll_, h.l.gt,l _,_ a crack .lust n l,it :;r.:_ll, r th.m tlwt

which can be dctectud. _6ac ste_l i:, tht t,ost eft]tit, hi c,t [_iw thl,_ ,.'_:ttrJ;_/s

, if very suall cracks, for exalaplu_ 1 l,;.;, can b_. iuulld, i ital:iul.. 1:; i_.:;t ii t,

: so_:ewhat longer dracl; must he. tuleratet;; I;ut crncks _,rm,: rt. latlvt, lv :'_.at in

_ ' titaniuu, so the useful tilt. is not as long as for 202,_-13 site. it,t:..: v;h[_, cat,
tolerate: il,L1c]l longer cract.s than the otht.r two u::tcr_::l, c:,n.

in additioll to C!lOOSillg tilt' proper ll;lt[,ria], ti_. :,tructurt itsc. lf C;.I! IK'

'.-, made crack tolerant (rot. 7). Figurc 12 ms m,t only :_ sr._l,n t,1 rc._lLm._

: strength, it is also a sketch of a i-,ltllt.1 with I i'.', t_._, :_tril t: w. Only tie, rigl:t

half of tim l)mluJ is sketched; the pam, l i:: :;VI;.l:._tFit _ii,,_,t t_,,.' v_.rti_Ji t'tI;t_,l"

linv (the t_rdinatv), only ont.-half of ti_c cry,el i:, :.i.,,_q_, it, t,, , i;; ;,,:.i: t tI ic.
Figure 12 simws how riw.t_,d strin_;t t':: }a. li_ t_, r,.t;:iu t}.,, i,,,,_-_.,rrvih): ;l.ilit.v

of a crackt.d plat,,. ,!ere l_md-carry!n_; ,.!,]lily i,. i,!,tt,,: _r;_i_::-t ,*r,c;. l_.ny.t}_.

'lhe dasiIed ]lilt, ,.,h,,w:-; tnc strtngtl_ _.1 ,, i,l:_t, ; i I.t _:. :,I i l!,q:, _.. .': t:,, t,.r-

C£'lltl!gt' Of material [n tilt, stilft,llt,l:, ill_,l, ;t_,,: . ,,, ,:, _ [ :,, 1,,,_ . , ,_1 1'. il/t' ,

ability. 'lhis is becaust, the. still,.nt.r:; pi, i _:i ti_, r, 'i, n ! 1......., t?., clat_

passes Ull,lt.rlll,,lth. [;Olltt. structures hav_ i;,t, _ r.. ] : t i : 1, v, I ,. [l,..t_ ..,. ,.: I i\'t :,._i
stifft'nt'r:_; a l,.lnt'] with int.cgral btill,._tl: ..... . .. ,:: _ .... .._ , .,.,, i,,;_ r.wct

IIS a l)llllt, 1 Witil(,ut :'t[fft,Ilt.r..; l)t,t';lll._;v Ill,, :;,_ i! I, 1 , I" :, , _ . I,., -,,.

Thus pr_,pcr l::;lt,.ri;l[:: ;illd Ct'lh_;tl'tlt'[it'l. _:_?,,'..' , ;' : '_ ._:; , 1, I,_', I

cracks Call b{, t(,lcr;ltt,d, ;rod ;lI1 Jll_;l't', t_,! i" , I' . i; : , ' ,_' : ;_,,.

_' lollg cr_lc!'s

i,
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::_, MINIMIZING COSTS OF OPERATION

"Ji Reliability methods can be applied to economy of fleet ,peratlon. Fig-

ure 13 (ref. 8) shows the cumulative cost of _nspectlon and r,q,alr plotted

_i" versus design lifetimes. The data are for a fleet of fightur aircraft with a

_(_i_ design life of 6600 flights. Tile alreraft are inspected rvery 2200 flights.

! The top curve is total cost, and the next is repalr cost; the dash-dot curve isoo

_ inspection cost. Repair cost is the major contributor to total cost. Note that
!_" the cumulative total cost and cumulative repair cost beg_n Jncreaslng rapidly

_ after the aircraft has been in service for two lifetimes. Figure 14 is the same

_ data for inspections scheduled every II00 flights. It is cheaper to inspect and "

! °_' repair every II00 flights, chiefly because cracks remain small and are cheaper

to repair. For example, small cracks near holes can be fixed by reaming the

_°i hole, whereas larger cracks may lead to _qJor rework. The iowc,r repair cost

_';._',, more than offsets the larger inspection cost.

-'_ Of course, the cost of extremely frequent inspection might overwhelm the

__:_,_, gain in repair cost, and consequently an optimum inspection frequency exists
,_, (ref. 9). Figure 15 shows how this optimum can be found. (Some commercial

transport data were used in computing this figure.) The ord_natt, i._ the total

operating cost, including the expected cost of failure of the aircraft, divided
._ by the cost of failure. (The expected cost of failure is generally low, because

_./_ it _S the product of the cost of failure and the unreliabil_ty, and the unre-

• liability is a very small number.) The cost of failure can include replacement

_I_ cost, insurance losses, ancillary damage, lawsuits, etc. The abscissa Is the

,__:_ number of scheduled inspections per design lifetime. The parameter for the

i-;-_ various curves is tile inspection cost divided by the cost of failure. Eachcurve has a minimum, located by the dashed llne; at which the expected operating

i=_ ii'.: costs are minimized.

._. In figure 16 some data have been added to figure 15. The dot-dashed curve
:_'I is the probability of failure, calculated by methods somewhat like those dis-

•_. cussed previously. If operations are to be constrained to some value of unre-

_"_,-_".... liability, such as 10-3 (reliability of 0.999), then each aircraft must be

[:_.: inspected at least seven times during its design lifeti,ne. Thus, for a para-

metric value of 10-3 , the aircraft must be inspected more often than it would

_ have been to minimize expected operational costs. But for param_.tric values

•I of 10-4 and smaller, the minimum cost number of inspections h, ads to rt,liabillty

greater than 0.999 Thus, for certain values of the paramt_tcr, t,nhanccd relJ-
:'-_ ability and lower operational costs go together.

,1

_'. To sum up, Inspection effectiveness depends upon structural c_,,q_l_.xity,
_i: quality, and the percentage of _he structure inspected. ,<.,liabillty can br

°i: enhanced by choosing materials properly, designing damagt,-tol,,r;mt :;tructures,

:; and increasing inspection frequency. And, for flc,:t operation,_:, ,,,:.t_ c;,. l,t,

"_ minimized through proper inspectlon schedules, ;t11,1 _,ntl¢_la_'_'tl rt,l lal, [ l i tv c,ln bt,, o

, ,, compatible with minimum cost.
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GENERAL AVIATION CRASH SAFETY PROGRAM AT LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

Robert G. Thomson

NASA Langley Research Center

SU_kRY

The purpose of the Langley Research Center crash safety program is to "'
support development of the technology to define and demonstrate new struc-

tural concepts for improved crash safety and occupant survivability in
general aviation aircraft. The program involves three basic areas of

research: full-scale crash simulation testing, nonlinear structural anal-

yses necessary to predict failure modes and collapse mechanisms of the

vehicle, and evaluation of energy absorption concepts for specific compo-

nent design. Both analytical and experimental methods are being used to

develop expertise in these areas. Analyses include both simplified pro-

cedures for estimating energy absorption capabilities and more complex

computer programs for analysis of general airframe response. Under the
crash safety program, these analyses will be developed to provide the

designer with methods for predicting acceleratlons, load, and displacement
histories of collapsing structures. Full-scale tests of typical structures

as well as tests on structural components are being used to verify the anal-

yses and to demonstrate improved design concepts.

INTRODUCTION

Technology for predicting aircraft dynamic response under crash loads

and occupant behavior during impact is being developed by Langley Research
Center (LaRC) in a joint NASA/FAA crashworthlness program. Part of the

analytical and experimental program includes evaluatlng airframe, seat, and

restralnt-system concepts for mitigating crash loads imposed on occupants

of general aviation aircraft. The methods used and concepts developed from

these ongoing efforts will make feaslble future aircraft designs that will
enhance the degree of survivability under a crash condition with minimum

weight and cost penalties. The total program with its goal of improved
occupant survlvabillty following an airplane accident is shown in figure 1.

NASA's responslbility in this Joint program is shown as shaded boxes, the
FAAts role as unshaded boxes, and joint efforts as crosshatched boxea.

• Crashworthlness design technology is divided into three areas:

environmental, airframe design, and component design. The envlronmental

factors consist of acquiring and evaluating actual field crash data and

defining a crash envelope within which the impact parameters allow tolerable
acceleration levels.

Airframe design has a twofold objective: to assess and apply current,

on-the-shelf, analytical methods to predict structur_l collapse; and to

develop and valld_te advanced analytical techniques. NASA's primary role
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in the Joint program is the development of advanced analytical techniques.

Full-scale tests will be used to ve¢ify the analytical prediction._, as well as

to demonstrate improved crashworthy design concepts. A facility for free-fllght

crash testing of full-scale aircraft structures and structural components has
been developed at LaRC. Airframe design also includes evaluation of novel

; crashworthy design concepts and their effect on structural crashworthiness.

_ Component design consists of exploring the development of new and innova-

tive energy-absorblng concepts to improve performance of seats and occupant

: restraint systems as well as the design of nonlethal cabin interiors.
_,

i;, LaRC CRASH SAFETY PROGRAM

L The responsibilities of LaRC in the airframe design technology portion of

the joint program (see fig. 2) can be divided into three program elements:

_ full-scale crash simulation testing, nonlinear crash impact analysis, an..
,_ crashworthy design concepts.

_ i Full-Scale Crash Simulation Testing

i., The full-scale crash simulation testing is being done at LaRC in the

-,i: Langley impact dynamics research facility (ref. I) shown in figure 3. This
_, facility is the former Langley lunar landing research facility that has been

i, modified for free-flight crash testing of full-scale aircraft structures and
i__C structural components under highly controlled test conditions. The test vehl-r---",

i" cles are suspended from the gantry and then swung pendulum fashion and released

,_ to simulate free-fllght crash conditions at impact.
i ./

I"L

_'_ The facility's basic gantry structure is 73 m (240 ft) high and 122 m

-'_ (400 ft) long supported by three sets of inclined legs spread 81 m (267 ft)

_: apart at the ground and 20 m (67 ft) apart at the 66-m (218-ft) level. A

_i; movable bridge spans the top and traverses the length of the gantry.

._-!!
.!_ Test method.- The method for crash tes.ting the aircraft is shown pictorially

in figure 4. The aircraft is suspended from the top of the gantry by two swine

cables and is drawn back above the impact surface by a pullback cable. An

-_ umbilical cable used for data acquisition is also suspended from the top o£ the

gantry and connects to the top of the aircraft. The test sequence is initiated

i_; when the aircraft is released from the pullback cable• The aircraft swings
L: pendulum style into the impact surface. The swing cables are separated from

i :,_o the aircraft by pyrotechnics Just prior to impact, freeing the aircraft from
_-_ restraint. The umbilical cable remains attached to the aircraft for data

_ acquisition, but it also separates by pyrotechnics before it becomes taut during

skid out. Since the separation point is held relatively fixed near the impact

surface, the length of the swing cables is used to adjust the flight-path angle

i " from 0° to 60° The height of the aircraft above the impact surface at release
determines the impact velocity and can be varied to give impact velocities from

; _: 0 to 26.8 m/s (60 mph). It is important that, in the suspended position, the
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force vectors of the swing cables and pullback cables act at 90° to each other

and pass through the center of gravity of the aircraft. This is necessary to

control aircraft pitch reaction during the swing phase. The movable bridge

allows the pullback point to be positioned along the gantry to insure this force

relation for various pullback heights and swlng-cable lengths. The pitching
velocity of the aircraft at swing-cable separation continues to change the

pitch attitude of the aircraft during the free-fllght phase of the test. In

the i0 tests conducted to date, the pitch angle change due to this condition

has never been greater than 1.75°.

A typical aircraft suspension system which is designed specifically for ,
the aircraft configuration being tested is shown in figure 5. The swing cables

attach to hard points in the main wing spar of the aircraft so that a line

connecting the two hard points (dashed line in figure) passes dlrectly through

the aircraft center of gravity. The pullback cable attaches to these same

hard points; thus, its force reaction also passes through the center of gravity.

Two sets of pitch cables are attached to the swing cables 3 m (10 ft) above the

hard points in the wings and to hard points in the fuselage fore and aft of the

aircraft center of gravity. Adjustments in roll angle to about 30° can be made,

without sacrificing control, by varying the length of the swing and pitch cables.

Adjustments in yaw angle to about 15° can be made by varying the length of the

cables in the pullback harness and the pitch cables. Adjustments _n pitch to

about 45° can be made by varying the length of the pitch cables in the fore and

aft directions. Larger changes in pitch, yaw, and roll require r_esign and/or

relocation of the hard points in the aircraft. For other aircraft configura-
tions, the hard points must be properly located and a new suspension system

must be designed to maintain the swing and pullback cables at 90° to each other

with their force vectors passing through tl_ aircraft center of gravity.

Instrumentation.- Data gathering from the full-scale crash test of an air-

craft is accomplished with extensive photographic coverage, both interior and

exterior to the fuselage, utillzing low-, medium-, and high-rate cameras and

with onboard strain gages and accelerometers. The piezoelectric accelerometers

(range of 250g and 2 to 5000 Hz) are the primary data-generatlng instruments.

A typical accelerometer layout for a test specimen experiencing zero yaw at

impact is shown in figure 6. Circles indicate instruments positioned to measure
accelerations normal to the fuselage's horl_ontal plane. Diamonds represent

instruments positioned to measure accelecations both in the normal and longi-

tudinal directions as shown in the figur,. The side-view schematic also shows

two dummies onboard the test specimen. _ lere have been from one to four

anthropomorphic dummies (National Highw j Traffic Safety Administration

Hybrid ll) onboard all full-scale aircraft tests conducted to date at LaRC.

Shown in figure 7 is a schematic of a typical onboard camera and restraint-

" system arrangement. The forward camera is located in the radio compartment in

the instrument panel, the rear camera on a rear instrument shelf, and the two
side cameras are cantilevered off the fuselage. These cameras are shock
resistant and are mounted in a cantilever fashion. There are approximately

15 exterior cameras used during a test. The location and framing rate of these

cameras are discussed in reference i. The restralnt-system arrangement and

type of restraint used vary from test I:o test.
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Tests conducted.- Full-scale crash testing of aircraft and aircraft compo-

nents is being conducted at LaRC to determine a set of structural design crash

parameters for which the cabin area maintains its structural integrity to the

degree that it supports a livable volume throughout the crash se_ue,,ce. These
structural crash parameters will be supplemented by FAA field crash data to

form a basis for a rational crash design envelope. In addition, the experi-
mental crash t_st data will be used to ascertain the validity of analytical

predictions and to test the performance of improved structural and seat concepts
< for crashworthlness. The initial stages of the crash test program, from

:_ February 1974 to June 1976, have been conducted using i0 twln-engine light air-
! craft impacting into a concrete surface. --

A summary of the impact parameters associated with these i0 tests is shown

in figure 8 by the shaded boxes. The flight-path angle was maintained at -15 °

! except for two tests. These two tests had flight-path angles of -30 ° and -45 ° .

J The flight-path velocity has been held constant at 26.8 m/s (60 mph) except forI_ I

one test at 13.4 m/s (30 mph). Two tests were performed with landing gear
extended and are indicated by an asterisk. Positive angles of attack of 15°

_!: and 30° were introduced in two tests at -15 ° flight-path angle. In addition,
two tests were conducted with negative roll angles of 30° and 15°.

Future full-scale aircraft tests, shown in figure 8 by unshaded boxes, will
;, include twln-englne aircraft at lower impact fllght-path angles but higher

;_ impact velocities (aircraft's swing velocity will be augmented with wing-mounted

-!i rocket motors). In addition, three high- and three low-wing, single-engine
aircraft crash tests are planned, as well as stripped airframe tests on field

terrain simulated by dirt. The matrix of full-scale crash testing is by no

means complete and does not consider such secondary effects as aircraft sliding,

overturning, cartwheeling, or tree and obstacle impact. However, the proposed
crash tests should generate enough meaningful crash data to define single- and
twin-englne structural crash test envelopes.

NASA full-scale crash test data.- Experimental acceleration time history
data and structural damage assessment, generated from each of NASA's full-scale

crash tests, are being analyzed for publication. The analyses consider the

effects of varying one of the impact parameters only, such as, fllght-path

: velocity, fllght-path angle, angle of attack, or roll. A representative semple
_, of the type of data to be reported is presented herein for 1 of the i0 tests

=_ shown in figure 8 (nominal test conditions of 26.8 m/s (60 mph) fllght-path

velocity, -15 ° fllght-path angle, zero angle of attack, and zero roll and yaw).
'T

e

: Figure 9 is a sequence of photographs taken with a 20-frame-per-second

i_, . camera during the second crash test. Time between frames is 0.05 second. The

sequence clearly shows the free-fllght condition of the test aircraft prior to

f impact at 26.8 m/s (60 mph) and a pitch angle of -12 °. The structural damage

to the fuselage occurs during two impacts: primary impact when the nose

initially impacts the ground surface (third frame) and secondary impact when

the cabin slams down onto the ground surface because of fuselage rotation
: (fifth frame). This secondary impact produces the most severe normal acceler-

!_ atfons in the cabin area. For this particular test, structural damage was
_ moderate with the cabin maintaining its livable volume. Rivet shear occPrred
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in the cabin along lines of overlapping skin sheet metal and interior stiffening
structure. Breaks due to this rivet shear appeared in the roof at the main spar

frame, along the window ledges, and in the vicinity of the door. Upon impact,
the forward floor beams and nose wheel well rotated upward causing buckling of

the entire nose, fire wall, and floor beams in the cockpit. The combination of
downward momentum of the wings and the impact of the main spar with the ground

produced twisting of the main spar and loss of wing dihedral angle. In addition,
the cabin floor experienced upward heaving of the floor beams causing outboard

seat rotation. Glass breakage was confined to the pilot's windscreen and side
window.

Four _presentatlve sets of acceleration time histories, normal to the

longitudinal axis, recorded during this full-scale crash test are presented in

figures I0, 11, 12, and 13. At the top of each figure there is a _ide-view
schematic locating the accelerometers (diamond symbols) and the four anthropo-

morphic dummies (pilot, copilot, and two passengers) of interest. Figures I0

and II are typical acceleration time histories while figures 12 and 13 are
acceleration time histories with timed events from photographic data superimposed
on the acceleration traces.

Figure i0 presents acceleration traces at two different locations normal
to the floor beam of the fuselage. The first accelerometer is located at the

initial point of impact, first fuselage frame. Acceleration trace (2) is aft
of the first passenger and is not affected by the _rlmary impact but by the

secondary impact when the cabin compartment slams onto the contact surface.

The fuselage direc "v below point (2) contacts the ground 0.09 second after
initial ground conL_ '. (fifth frame of fig. 9). For the nose location at the

first fuselage frame (trace (1)) during the first 0.1 second after impact, the
aircraft exhibits high amplitude oscillatory behavior caused by inltlal impact

(120g negative acceleration), then rebound (42g positive acceleration) followed

by another impact (40g negative acceleration) which is canceled by the action
of the adjacent structure as it continues along the flight path. Although the

oeconda_y impact produces the most severe normal accelerations in the cabin
area, the magnitudes of these accelerations (22g negative and 50g positive) are

still substantially lower than those of the nose (impact point) accelerations
and occur between 0.1 and 0.2 second after primary impact.

Figure ii presents time history of the average of four accelerometers
located normal to the base of the first passenger seat (behind the pilot) and

the normal pelvlc acceleratlon time history of the anthropomorphic dummy. The

first passenger (79.3 kg (175 ib)) was seated in a standard passenger s_at and
was restrained by a flve-polnt restraint system - lap belt, crotch belt, and
two shoulder harnesses. The average seat iuput (at the base of the seat) peaks

at about 0.08 second after initial impact. There is some similarity between

the average acceleration trace of the seat base (3) and the first passenger

pelvic trace (4) if one considers that there is a time lag of 0.02 second
between the traces during which the seat cushion and dummy compress. However,

little energy is dissipated by the seat structure as is evident in the smnll

difference in maximum acceleration peaks between the seat base (3) (54g positive)

and the dummy's pelvis (4) (50g negative).
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In figure 12, six normal acceleratlon time history traces are presented
with timed events from photographic data superimposed on the traces for corre-
lation and interpretation. The six accelerometers are spaced along the floor
beam of the aircraft from the first fuselage frame to the rear of the first
passenger seat (see side- and top-vlew insert). The response of initial ground
contact is felt immediately at the first frame (trace (i)) and is seen to pro-
gress rearward to the fire wall (trace (3)) with diminishing intensity and with
a sllght time lag associated with the rearward progression of the contact sur-

face. Main spar ground contact (0.05 second) produces a positive acceleration

or downward force in the nose of the aircraft and signals the initiation of

cabin compartment excitation. The intensity of the acceleration peaks in the

cabin compartment is maximum in the vicinity of the main spar and diminishes
progressively from that point rearward. The secondary impact due to downward i

fuselage rotation produces a negative acceleration peak (or upward force) in !

the cabin compartment (60g on trace (4), 40g on trace (5)). The loss of wing I

dihedral angle and wing ground contact have little overall effect on the fuse- i

lage response except for the main spar twisting. The rivet shear failure of

the fuselage in the roof at the main spar, 0.178 second after impact, concludes !

further significant crash effects felt in the aircraft structure, i
• !

Acceleration time history traces of the anthropomorphic dummy at the first

• passenger location and of the seat at the base of each leg are shown in fig-

ure 13 superimposed with timed events from photographic data. Initial ground

contact, indicated by zero tlme in figure 13, is not felt appreciably by the

first passenger. The first passenger begins downward and forward motion

0.06 second after impact at precisely the time that the front and rear legs of i
the seat first begin to record large localized forces. The seat then begins to

rotate outboard (0.069 second). The shapes of the pulses of the two front seat !
legs are nearly identical as are the shapes of the pulses of the two rear seat

legs. The primary pulse into each leg (the time interval between 0.07 to
0.09 second) has practically the same period but much lower amplitude in the

rear legs of the seat. This primary pulse is exhibited in the _elvic region
(trace (3)) of the dummy 0.025 second later. For determining a single acceler-

ation pulse shape for seat evaluatlon, it appears that the simple averaging of

the inputs at each leg attachment point (fig. 11) ylelds a satisfactory repre-

sentation. Comparison of aisle leg to window leg accelerations indicates that
the aisle leg negative acceleration peaks during seat rotation are higher than

the corresponding window leg peaks. This difference is due to the aisle floor

structure impacting first and causing outboard seat rotation. At the end of

the outboard seat rotation a positive (downward) normal acceleratlon peak (70g

and 63g) occurs in both rear seat legs as the dummy moves rearward in the seat,

and at the end of dummy forward pltchlngD a large negative longitudinal accel-

eration (70g on trace (2)) occurs because of tightening of the restraint system.
• (The normal and longitudinal dummy acceleratlon traces are taken relatlve to a

local dummy coordinate system perpendicular and parallel to the dummy's spine.)

Cabin lateral expansion ends at 0.146 secondt whlchmarks the end of significant

seat and dummy response. The cabin's lateral elastlc recovery occurs by
0.306 second.
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•" Nonlinear Crash Impact Analysis

The objective of the analytical efforts at LaRC is to develop the capabil-

ity to predict the nonlinear geometric and material behavior of sheet-stringer
aircraft structures subject to large deformations and to demonstrate this capa-

: bility by determining the plastic buckling and collapse response of such struc-
tures to impulsive loadings. Two specific finite-element computer programs are

J being developed with attention focused on modeling concepts applicable to large
plastic deformations of realistic aircraft structural components. These two
programs are discussed in the following sections. Other current computer pro-

: grams available for crashworthy analysis are reviewed in reference 2. This .
review deals primarily with modeling concepts and the relative capabilities
and limitations of nonlinear computer programs for application to large plastic

: deformations of realistic vehicle structures.

. PLANS.- For several years LaRC has been developing a rather sophisticated

:_ plastic analysis computer program (Plastic and Large Deflection Analysis of
Nonlinear _tructures) which includes geometric as well as material nonlinearitiesD

_ (refs. 3 and 4). This computer program for static finite-element analysis is
capable of treating problems whlc: include bending and membrane stresses, thick
and thin axlsymmetrlc bodies, general three-dimensional bodies, and laminated

•-' composites. The solution procedure embodies the initial strain concept which

.:' reduces the nonlln_ar material analysis to the analysis of an elastic body of

identical shape and boundary congltions, but with an additional set of applied

"effective plastic loads." The advantage of this solution technique is that it

..i. does not require modification of the element stiffness matrix at each incremental

: load step.

._ ACTION.- A nonlinear dynamic finite-element computer program (Analyzer of

?i C_rash T..ransientsin l__nelastlco_rN_onllnear Response (CRASH in ref. 5)) is being
extended at LaRC to more realistic aircraft sheet-strlnger structures. Membrane

! elements have been added to the initial truss and frame simulatlon capability

_ii to predict the transient response of frames with and without sheet coverings.
-_ This new computer program uses direct energy minimization to obtain solutions
_ rather than the usual direct stiffness method which requires modifications of

," the initial stiffness matrix for plastic material bel_vlor.

_;i_ Analytical and experimental results.- These computer programs are currently
.'_ being evaluated by comparison with experimental results on some simplified

_j. structures. These structures are shown in figure 14 in the order of increasing
complexity: an axial compression of a clrcula _ cyllnder, a tubular structure

_:il composed of 12 elements with symmetric cross _ctlons Joined at common rigid
"_ Joints, an angular frame composed of asymmetric angles and bulkheads with nodal

v

eccentricities at the rigid Joints, and the same angular frame covered with
. sheet material. Static and dynamic analyses of these structures loaded into

, the large deflection plastic collapse regime are being conducted with PLANS and

_: ACTION and are being compared with experimental data. Large deflection static

analyses with corroborating experimental results, for the simplified structures
_ shown in figure 14, are reported in reference 6.

_ Figure 15 is a photograph of the angular frame structure wblch measures
: 1.5 m (5 ft) in length with a base 1.3 m by i m (4.2 ft by 3.3 ft) tapering
F
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to 0.61 m by 0.57 m (2 ft by 1.87 ft) at the tip. The frame is composed of

rigid bulkheads connected lon_,ttttdtnally by 2.54 cm by 2.54 cm by 0.16 cm (1 in.
by 1 in. by 0.0625 in.) angle. A T-beam made of two riveted 2.54 cm by 2.54 cm
by 0.24 cm (1 in. by 1 _n. by 0.094 in.) an_,les br_,cc,_ tile rear bulkhead with
a center T-beam of the same dimensions. Shown in fi_:uro 16 is a chronological

sequence of computer deformation patterns for the anpular frame loaded impul-

sively. The end (smallest) bulkhead of the angular flame was given an Initlal
longltudlnal velocity at time zero of 13.4 m/s (30 mph); the remainder of the

frame was kept at rest.

Computer predictions of the subsequent deformation patterns of the angular ..
frame obtained with the PLANS computer program are shown in figure 16 for
various times (in milliseconds) after initial impact. The computer predictions

indicate no appreciable collapse of the first bay of the angular frame for the

13.4 m/s (30 mph) loading. Plastic stresses and deformations are present,

however, in the first bay. In igure 17 the frame is loaded impulsively (at the
end bulkhead) with an initial velocity of 89.4 m/s (200 mph). The frame, under

this loading condition, experiences collapse in the first bay in 0.70 milli-
second. Corroboration of the analytical predictions with experimental data is

to be accomplished by explosively loading the angular frame in a sequence of

experimental tests with explosive sheet, detonated with fuse cord. A schematic
and photograph of the test setup showing the angular frame positioned vertically

with the loading on the end bulkhead are given in figure 18.

Crashworthy Design Concepts

The final area of research in the crash safety program is the development

of crashworthy design concepts. The objective here is to develop structural

concepts that improve the energy absorption characteristics of a structure

either by modlfylng its structural assembly, changing the geometry of its
elements, or adding specific energy absorption devices to help dissipate kinetic

energy. Recent efforts in this research area at LaRC have been concentrated on

the development of crashworthy aircraft seat and restraint systems. A user-

oriented computer program called SOMLA (Seat Occupant Model-_ight Aircraft),
described in reference 7, is being used to study seat and occupant response

under crash loading conditions. The computer program is based on a three-

dimensional occupant and seat model in which the occupant model consists of

ii rigid mass segments. The seat model is composed of beam and membrane
_lements with provision for simulating plastic behavior by the use of plastic

hinges. (See fig. 19.) Kerlflcatlon efforts of SO_A using LaRC full-scale
crash test data have resulted in the incorporation of modifications to allow

for more realistic simulation of seat leg loading and occupant/restralnt-system
• interface.

A comparison of SOMLA's computer predictions with experimental data from
an aircraft section drop test is presented in figure 20. The aircraft section

is a 1.5 m (5 ft) longltudinal fuselage section of a twln-englne aircraft

beginning directly behind the pilot and containing the first row of passengers.
(See fig. 21.) Tbs solid curves in figure 20 are experimental accelerations

for an aisle seat leg, a window seat leg, and the pelvis of the first passenger
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(behind the pilot). The ftrct passenger in seated in a standard aircraft
passenger seat. The dashed curve is ttle computer prediction of the pelvis
response for thc first passenger (50 percentile male anthropomorphic dummy).
The peak magnitude and duration of the pelvis response show good correlation

with the experimental data. llowever, the experlmen_al data ,:xhiblt an initial

negatlve (upward) acceleration which diminishes as the seat ,:ushlon compresses,
followed by a second negativo peak as the occupant is loaded by the seat frame.

The failure of SOMLA to predict this response is due to the occupant being

loaded through node points which arc time Invariant.

Two-dimensional computer graphics of SO_RA's seat, occupant, and restraint- "

system response for the aircraft section drop test are shown in figure 22. The

computer graphics show the occupant compressing the seat cushion and the slacking
(gapping) of the seat belt. No shoulder harness was simulated because of the
vertical test condition and the immediate flexing of the upper portion of the

aircraft section, artificially unloading the test dummies' shoulder harnesses,

as shown in figure 21. Computer graphic displays, as illustrated in figure 22,

aid in visually interpreting the combined motions of the seat, occupant, and

restraint system during the crash sequence; they are also helpful in verifying

modeling techniques and data input.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Langley Research Center (LaRC) has initiated a crash safety program that
will lead to the development of technology to define and demonstrate new struc-

tural concepts for improved crash safety and occupant survivability in general
aviation aircraft. This technology will make possible the integration of

crashworthy structural design concepts into general aviation design methods.

The technology will include airframe, seat, and restralnt-system concepts that

will dissipate energy and properly restrain the occupants within the cabin
interior. The current efforts at LaRC are focused on developing improved air-

craft components needed for crash protection, and both improved seat and

restraint systems are being considered as well as structural airframe modifica-
tions. The dynamic nonlinear behavior of these components is being analytically
evaluated to determine their dynamic response and to verify design modifications

in structural crushing efficiency. In particular, that portion of the aircraft
which surrounds the cabin area is being studied to determine methods of effec-

tively dissipating crushing loads from three different vector directions while
maintaining cabin integrity. Seats and restraint systems with deceleration

devices incorporated are being studied that will absorb energy, remain firmly
attached to the cabin floor, and adequately restrain the occupant from impact

with the cabin interior. Full-scale mockups of structural components are being

used to verify and provide corroboration to the analytical design methods.

In the development of aircraft design criteria, a set of design crash

parameters are to be determined from both FAA field data and LaRC structural
crash test data. The structural crash test data will Inch, de controlled crashes

at velocities comparable with the stall velocity of most general aviation air-

craft. Close cooperation with other governmental agencies is being maintained

to provide inputs for human tolerance criteria concerning the magnitude and
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duraLion of deceleration levels and for realistic crash data on survivablllty.

Development of rellable crashworthlnes_ design method_ and analytical tech-

niques for effective crash protection of general av_atlon aircraft _s the final

goal of the LaRC crash safety program.
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Figure i.- Agency responsibilities in Joint FAA/NASA

_eneral aviation erashworthiness program.
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Figure 2.- Elements of LaRC crash safety program.
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Figure 3.- Langley impact dyllami,:sresearch facility.
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Figure 4.- AlrcLa[t crash test method.
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Figure 5.- Typical aircraft suspension system.
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Figure 6.- AcceIerometer layout for a syrmnetrte
crash test (no yaw).
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Figure 7.- Schematic of typical onboard camera and

restralnt-system arrangement.
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Figure 8.- Twin-englne crash test matrix. Shaded

portion indicates completed tests.
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Figure 9.- Sequence of photographs taken

I during full-scale crash tests.0.05 second between frames.
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Figure 10.- Normal acceleration traces from two

extreme points on floor beam.
I
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: Figure 12.- Normal accelerations along fuselage floor beam.
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Figure 13.- Normal accelerations of first passenger seat
and dummy.
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Figure 14.- Simplified structures used
to corroborate experimental data
wlth theoretical predictions.
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_, Figure 17.- Computer deformation patterns for

angular frame loaded impulsively with initial

2:,! velocity of 89.4 m/s (200 mph).
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_, Figure 18.- Dynamic angular frame test setup.
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Figure 19.- Schematic of tl_ree-dimensional

seat and occu:,ant mudel.
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MATERIALS RESEARCH FOR AIRCRAFT FIRE SAFE'I_/
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NASA Johnson Space Center

SUMHARf _"

The thermochemlcal and flammability characteristics of two polymerlc
composites currently in use and seven others being considered for use as aircraft

interior panels are described. The properties studied included: (I) limiting

oxygen index of the composite constituents; (2) fire containment capability of

the composite; (3) smoke evolution from the composite; (4) thermogravlmetrlc

analysis; (5) composition of the volatile products of thermal degradation; and
(6) relative toxicity of the volatile products of pyrolysis. The performance

of hlgh-temperature laminating resins such as blsmaleimldes is compared with the

performance of phenollcs and epoxies. The relationship of increased fire safety

with the use of polymers with high anaerobic char yield is shown. Processing
parameters of the state-of-tile-art and the advanced bismaleimide composites are
detailed.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this program was to assess tilerelative flammability and
thermochemical properties of some typical state-of-the-art and candidate

experimental aircraft interior composite panels, and to develop an understanding

of the relationship of flan_nabillty and thermochemlcal properties of these

systems. Speciflcally, aircraft interior composite panels were characterized

as to their thermal stability, oxygen index of the composite components, smoke

evolution from the panels, fire containment capability or fire endurance,

thermal condactlvlty, identification of tilepyrolysis effluents, relative
toxicity of the degradation products and mechanical properties such as tensile
strength.

As shown in figure I, composite sandwich panels constitute most of the

surface of aircraft interiors as sidewalls, _artltions, ceiling panels, andoverhead stowage bins. Approximately 1000 m" of th..surf e area of a typical

wide body is made from composite panels weighinR approximately I_O1}k_.

Currently used composite panels meet or exceed regulatory requirements (ref. I)
and offer excellent aesthetic, serviceability, maintenance, and other properties.
However, additional improvements are being sought by industry, airframe manuo

facrurers, and government agencies to reduce ignition susceptability, fuel

contribution, smoke and toxic fume emission, and to incrt,ast, fire contalnmcnt

capability of these panels in selected areas :;uch a_ lawltori¢,s aim _alluys
(refs. 2°8).
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Experimental eomlloSlto p,mol:_ th,'lt could of for Improved fire rv_;l:_tance and
smoke reduction in aircraft ftrot_ are now l_elnv, developed and to,_ted. In thin
program, nine different typos of t, Xl_,,rlmontal ,'-l,l,-;41to pano]:_ wore evaluated In

_ terms of their flat.ability i)ropottiot-_. Two o[ thane w.rt, typical _-;tato-of-tho-
art interior panolt4 and St'Veil WeFt' VXla'rimo.tal.

The composite pancl_t used by most airframe m;mufacturors a_ lntertor
paneling arL, t;andwtch panel_; that wtry ,._ll_,htly In conftt:t, ratlon, cumponent
composition, thLckness, and density dependinl,, on the type of aircraft in which
they are used and the spet'lflc application. In general, the panel consists of
a clear polyvtnyl fluoride film whit'h is bond_.d to a polyvinyl fluoride "
decorative film bonded to a fiberglass-resin laminate. The complete laminate
is bonded to an aromatic polyamtde honeycomb core eittler when tile prepreg is
uncured or with a suitable adhesive film. Tile other side of the panel is
similar except for tile absence of the decorative film. Tim components of the
panels are shown in figure 2.

SYMBOLS

The International System of Unlts (Sl) in used.

D percent light transmittance

(131.58) Log10 100Ds specific optical density, Ds = D

Dm specific optical density, maximum

LO1 limiting oxygen index, 02/(02 + N2)

; TGA thermogravimetric analysis

Yc char yield, percent weight remaining

Td polymer decomposition temperature

DESCRIPTIONS OF CORPOSITE PANELS

: Nine types of composite panels were evaluated. Three types of resin
systems were used for the fabrication of the laminates used in the._e composites:

• epoxy, bismaleimlde, and various modifications of phonollc rv,,lns. The exact
formulation for the phenolic resins was not available from the manufacturers.
The epoxy resin used was blsphenol-A-type cured with methylene dlanlllne.

_ BismaleimJde is an addition-type polyimide based on short, preimldized segments

very similar in nature to those of condensation polytmides. Tile resin is
produced by mixing a btsmaleimtde with a diaminc at a specified ratio resulting
in a resin with controlled crossllnk density. The resin pol)_nerizes thermally
without loss of volattles in contrast to the condensation polyners which cure
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with loss of water, The general chemical _tructuro of the laminating resins
used is _hown in flu,are 3. The components and composition of the panel_ _re

" shown in tables I-ill.

, All colapositos fabric,uted were 2.54 era thick. Camp.Rites 1-6 had ,-_
dec.retire surface of polyvln_l fluoride film prl.nted with an acrylic ir, k and
bonded to laminate cont;l,_t:.nr cf wlrious type:s of flbt_r_;l,u_,_ prt, tn,preHnated

; with various types of phenolic rosins. The lnmtnatuf_ were adhered to the
'. hexagonal-cell aromatic polyamlde honeycomb structure usln_; various types of

phenolic r_sin-fiberglass adhesive ply. Composite I was considered a typical

state-of-the-art phenolic resin panel•

Resins used in the preparation of the laminate_: for composites 1-6

were obtained commercially and are designated as phenolic types A through G.
'/

:: The decorative laminates of composites 1-6 were press-bonded to the
!. honeycomb using an adhesive bond ply at 160° C for 12 min at 689.6 kN/M 2

pressure. The sandwich panel was then cured at 1230 C for I hr with 50 mm Hg

_': minimum vacuum bag pressure.

i f

i Composite 7 was composed of a laminate of bismaleimide-flberglass
adhered to the aromatic polyamide honeycomb which was filled wltll a poly-

i quinoxallne foam made from qulnone dioxime. Processing of this panel is as
follows: The aromatic polyamlde honeycomb is coated with a pasty mixture of

• quinone dioxime-phosphoric acid. The amount (dry nelght) of coating used is

approximately 0.20-0.23 g/em 2 (honeycomb face area) for a honeycomb structure

with a 0.312-cm cell size. After application, the paste is air dried. The
coated honeycomb is heated at a temperature of 150" C for 3 hr to form the

carbonaceous char of polyquinoxaline, and any excess amount is removed from

i the faces of the honeycomb• Prepregs are prepared using the bismaleimide resin

and one piece of 181 style E-glass cloth to form flat laminates. The impreg-k

....: n_ted glass cloth is dried 15 min at 80 ° C and then 30 min at 93* C. The

. prepreg is cured in a press at 180 ° C for I hr and subsequently post-cured in

i:-: an oven at 250* C for 8 hr. The laminates are adhered to the filled honeycomb
structure using a polylmide adhesive film using contact pressure in a heated

press at 180" C for I hr. Processing of this type of panel has been described
_ previously in detail (refs 9-I0) Composite 8 is a typical state-of-the-arti, • •

'! composite panel• In general, panel consists of a decorative surface bonded

: to a laminate and a honeycomb core. The process for producing the decorative

surface consists of silkscreening the required decor on a 0.O05-cm polyvinyl

fluoride film by a continuous web process. After drying, a 0.0025-cm trans-

parent polyvinyl fluoride film, coated on one slde with polymethyl methacrylate,

is bonded to the decorative film to provide protection for the printed surface.

This laminate is then bonded to one ?ly of epoxy-preimpregnated 181 E glass cloth

which may have a canvas or other texture applied during this bonding operation.

Time, temperature, and rressure vary depending on the texture applied. The

carrent core materlal for sandwich paneling is a polyamlde, hexagonal-cell
: honeyco,_b structure. The cell size varies 0.312 cm, 0.625 cm, or 0.937 cm

depending upon strength and application requirements. Tht. current method of

bonding the skins to the core consists of using an epoxy resln-prelmpregnated

_: bond ply over _.,._.ich is applied the 181 E glass cloth/polyvinyl fluoride decorative
laminate. The resin in the bt,nd ply provides the adhesive to bond the skin to
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the honeycomb and the decorative laminate to the bond ply. Curing is accomplished
at 100 ° C with 50 cm Hg minimum vacuum bag pressure. For panels requiring
decorative laminates on one side only, the bond ply provides the backside skin.

Edge close-outs consist of either polyurethane foam or a phenolic microballoon-

filled epoxy potting compound. Processing of this type of panel has been
described previously in detall (refs. 9, 11, and 12).

The weight distribution of the panel components and some of the thermo-
chemical p_Jpertles of these components were determined. These included

anaerobic char yleld, polymer decomposition temperature, and limiting oxygen
index. It can be seen in table IV that with the exception of the honeycomb and --'

glass, the other components have a fairly low char yield and a corresponding low
oxygen index.

Composite 9 was similar to composite 7 except that the blsmaleimide-

fiberglass honeycomb used is partially filled with a syntactic foam consisting

of a mixture of carbon microballoons and bismaleimide resin. The prepregs for

the facesheets are prepared in a manner similar to that described previously for
c_mposite 7. The core consists of a bismaleimide-fiberglass honeycomb filled
with carbon microballoons bound with bismaleimide resin. The carbon microballoons

are prepared by pyrolyzing phenolic microballoons in a nitrogen atmosphere. A
stain_uss steel container is filled with phenolic microballoons and enclosed in

a larger stainless steel container with a nitrogen inlet to provide an oxygen-

free atmosphere. The assembly is placed in a larger furnace. The pyrolysis
cycle is as follows: room temperature to 816 ° C in 4 hr, hold at 816 ° C for

4 hr, and cool to room temperature in 2 days. Pyrolyzed carbon microballoons

must be cooled to 38° C before removal of the nitrogen blanket to prevent
spontaneous ignition of the carbo_ microballoons. After pyrolysis, the carbon

microballoons are no longer free=flowing and are agglomerated as large cakes.
To break them into smaller agglomerates, the cake microballoons ere placed in

a container with isopropanol (ratio of I kg balloons/7 liters solvent) and

mixed in a paint shaker for 15 min. The slurry is then screened through a
20-mesh screen to remove the larger non-separated agglomerates. The screened

Isopropanol/carbon microballoon slurry is now ready for core impregnation. The

processing cycle for this composite is shown in figure 4.

The equipment shown in figure 5 is used to fill the cores of the fiberglass-

bismaleimide honeycomb with the prepared carbon microballoons. A high-density
0.3-cm cell aluminum honeycomb is fitted and restrained on the bottom inside of

the vacuum filling box. A nylon screen (120 mesh) is placed between the aluminum

support honeycomb and the fiberglass-reinforced polylmide honeycomb to retain

the microballoons. High vacuum is not required to effectively impregnate the

honeycomb, but a high volume of air dlsplacement is required. A vacuum
reservoir chamber is pumped to a vacuum of approximately 10 mm Hg. The filled

honeycomb cores, sandwiched between two nylon, fine-mesh screens and between
two aluminum support honeycombs, are dried for 16 hr in an alr-clrculatlng
oven at 93° C. After drying, the mlcroballoon fill is saturated with a solution

of bismalelmide resin in N-methyl-2=pyrolidone solvent. The foamed honeycomb

is heated for 2 hr at 93° C and for I hr at 204 ° C to completely cure the

bismaleimide binder. For the microballoon resin combination, the resin by
weight is approximately 4-10 percent.
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The assembly of the sandwich panel consists of bonding the face sheets to

the microballoon-filled fiberglass blsmalelmlde honeycomb panel with a polyimide
film adhesive. The assembly is then placed in a platen press at 204 ° C and cure_

for 2 hr at 700 kN/m 2. Afterward, the panel is cured for 24 hr at 254 ° C to
remove volatile materials and to achieve reduced smoke characteristics.

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Thermochemieal Characterization of Composites "_'

Samples of the nine types of composites were cut to a size of 2.5 cm x

2.5 cm x 2.5 cm and were ground uniformly to approximately 250 mesh. The

samples were subjected to the following thermochemical studies in order to

(I) determine the relative thermal stability of the samples under anaerobic and

oxidative conditions, (2) determine the major volatile products produced from
the pyrolysis of the samples in vacuum, and (3) determine the relative toxicity

of the pyrolysis effluents by exposing animals to them.

Thermogravlmetric Analyses

Thermal analyses of the composites were conducted on a DuPont 950 thermo-

gravimetric analyzer (TGA) using both nitrogen and air atmospheres with a
sample size of 10 mg. The thermogravimetrlc analyses data of I0° C/min heating

rate in nitrogen is shown in figure 6.

The pyrolysis of the samples in air and nitrogen atmospheres was conducted

to obtain a relative understanding of the pyrolysis of the samples in the furnace

used to pyrolyze samples for assessing their relative toxicity as described
later in the text. Pyrolysis in an air atmosphere is intended to approximate

the environment in the pyrolysis tube at the start of the toxicity test, and

pyrolysis in a nitrogen atmosphere is intended to approximate the environment
in the pyrolysis tube during the test after the original air has been essentially

displaced by pyrolysis effluent. The degradation products are continuously

removed from the sample during thermogravimetric analysis, and in the relative

toxicity test apparatus described later, they are conveyed only by normal

thermal flow. The TGA data in the nitrogen atmosphere are considered more
relevant because in the toxicity apparatus, the pyrolysis effluents that

evolved at lower temperature have essentially displaced the original air by the

time the temperature has reached 700 ° C.

Composite 9 is the most stable composite and gives the highest char

yield in nitrogen. The thermogravimetrlc analyses data in air are shown in

figure 7. All the composites except composite 7 were oxidized completely

in air above 600 ° C and gave constant weight residues.
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Analysis of Volatile Products

Samples of the composites were pyrolyzed to determine the degradation

products. The apparatus for the pyrolysis is shown in figure 8. The samples

were placed in quartz tubes that were 2.5 mm in diameter. Each sample tube was
attached to a manifold and evacuated to I0"4 tort. A stopcock was inserted

,! between the manifold and the sample tube so that the sample tube could be
Isolated while gas samples were being collected. An infrared cell was attached

to the manifold via a stopcock; a mercury manometer and a trap were also

attached to the manifold. At the beginning of a pyrolysis run, the stopcock
to the vacuum pump was closed, and a furnace at 700 @ C was placed around the

_ sample tube. At this point, a timer was started. The pressure of the gases

evolved during the pyrolysis was monitored with the pressure gauge. After 5 min

the furnace was removed, th_ stopcock to the sample tube was closed, and the

• stopcock leadinj to the infrared cell was opened allowing the pyrolysis gases

to enter the infrared cell. After a pressure reading was taken, the stopcock

"_ leading from the infrared cell to the gas manifold was closed. Dry air was

admitted to the infrared cell so that the total pressure was equal to atmos-

pheric pressure. This was done so that the pyrolysis gases were always measured
at the same _al pressure, the main portion of which was dry air, thus

eliminating the effects of pressure broadening. Infrared spectra were taken

using a Perkin Elmer Model 180 infrared spectrometer. Finally, the sample tube

was removed from the manifold, broken open, and the residual char was weighed.

Part of the material that was volatile at 700 ° C condensed on the sample
tube as it was removed from the furnace. The analysis of this material is not
included in the data presented.

Table V shows the results of the analysis of the volatile species in terms

of milliequivalents. These results were obtained from samples that were

i pyroly_ed in a vacuum. A considerably different distribution of products might
have been obtained had the samples been pyrolyzed in air, in which case the

products w_uld be a function of the partial pressure of oxygen at the sample,
:_

_ the temperature of pyrolysis, and time that it took the sample to reach the

pyrolysis temperature. It can be seen that the maximum amount of volatiles
": analyzed accounted for only 18 percent, and additional compounds may be present

. either in the solid particulates or in the condensates. The same volatile

products are shown in table Vl in terms of milligrams of volatile compound per

• gram of initial sample.

Thermal Ef ficiency

• The NASA Ames T-3 thermal test (ref. 13) was used to determine the fire
endurance or fire containment capability of the composite panels. The apparatus
is shown in figure 9. In this test, specimens measuring 25 cm x 25 cm x 2.54 cm
thick are mounted in the chamber and thermocoupled on the backface of the

specimen. The flames from an oil burner, supplied with approximately 5 liter/hr

of JP-4 Jet aviation fuel, provide heat flux to the fro,at face of the sample in
: the range of 10.4-11.9 W/era2. Thermocouples are placed on the back of the
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composite panel to determine the temperature rlse as a function of time. The

heat flux produced in this burn is approxlmately flee to seven time_ as hlgh as

that which would normally be encountered in a compartment fire. 'riletest was

primarily designed for exterior fuel-fed fires, but _t is very useful in the

comparative assessment of the fire containment capabilitie_ of aircraft interior

composite panels.

The fire endurance capability of the composite panels is compared in
figures 10, 11, and 12. The backface temperature rise of the panel is plotted
as a function of the time in minutes when the sample is subjected to this type

of fire. The dotted line is the furnace temperature in the front surface of --

the panel. It can be seen in figure 12 that the backface temperature of the

conventional composite 8 reached 200 ° C in 2.5 mln, whereas, It took as

long as 8 rain for the bismaleimide composites 7 and 9 to reach a comparable
backface temperature.

Oxygen Index

The oxygen index of the components comprising the composites was determined
per American Society of TestlngandMaterials, Test Method D-2863. The values
indicated in table VII are for the laminated or composite components as they are

used in the sandwich composite and not for the individual polymers. It can be

seen that the laminated facesheets consisting of the blsmalelmide resin offer

the highest oxygen index as compared wlth the phenolic and epoxy facesheets_,
In addition, the filler foams utilized in the honeycomb structure have a very

hlgh oxygen index. Among the phenolics, composite 6 exhibited the highest

oxygen index.

Smoke Evolution

Smoke evolution from the composites was determined using NBS-Amlnco smoke

density chambers at t_o laboratories: laboratory A and laboratory B. The

procedure and test method used were e_sentially those described by NFPA 258-T

(ref. 14). A detailed description of the NBS smoke chamber can be found In._
reference 15.

The test results obtained wlth the NBS smoke chamber, mod[fled by the

incorporation of an animal module accessory (ref. 16), are presented in

table VIII. Values of specific optlcal density (Ds) at 1.5 mln, 4.0 mln, and

specific optical density maximum (Dm) are presented; standard deviations are

also given.

Composites I and 8 represented the state-of-the-art baseline materials.

All the other composites exhibited significantly lower smoke density values,

indicating that the phenolic and blsmaleimlde offer the advantage of smoke
reduction.

A comparison of the Ds values obtained by the two laboratories is presented

in table IX. In addition to posslb]e differences in apparatus at the two
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laboratories, the calculation procedures were slightly different. In labora-

tory A, the Ds values were obtained from individual test data and then averaged.

In laboratory B, an average curve was generated by computer frora the data of

the individual tests, and the Ds values were obtained from the computer-averaged

curve. The smoke density of composite panels similar to composite 8 has also
been evaluated by Sarkos (ref. 17). Composition of the panel was essentially

the same as composite 8 except the panel was 0.70 cm thick. The maximum

smoke level, Dm (corrected) was 54 whereas the average in the present studies
was 58.7.

Relative Toxicity

Efforts to obtain relative toxicity information by using the NBS smoke

chamber with the animal module accessory were unsuccessful. The mice and rats
exposed during the standard smoke tests showed no evidence of death or even

incapacitation (ref. 16). The heat flux of 2.5 W/cm 2 used in the standard test

procedure appears to be incapable of producing sufficient effluents from these
hlgh=performance materials.

Tests were conducted utilizing the NASA animal exposure chamber shown in

figure 13 in order to determine the relative toxicity of the composites. The

chamber is constructed from polymethylmethacrylate and has a total free volume

of 4.2 liters; 2.8 liters are available for animal occupancy. The chamber is

fitted with probes for pyrolysis gas sampling and for an oxygen analyzer. In
addition, the temperature in the chamber is monitored utilizing the thermometer
indlcated.

The upper dome section is removable and is connected to the base section by

means of a conventional toggle snap ring; the joint is sealed by an O-rlng. The
upper end of the dome section is provided with an aperture no that test gas can

flow completely through the chamber if desired, using the gas inter passage in

the base as the other aperture. In these experiments, the gas outlet was

connected to a bubbler to permit venting of pressure exceeding 2.54 cm of water,
and to prevent entry of fresh air.

The sample material is pyrolyzed in a quartz tube, closed at one end with
a cap and connected at the other end to the animal exposure chamber. A hori-

zontal tube furnace is used for pyrolysis, and the pyrolysis _i'flu_.nt._ar_.

conveyed to the animal exposure chamber by normal thermal flow• A perforat¢,d
plate or barrier of polymethylmethacrylate prevents mow.ment of mice into the

pyrolysis or connecting tube. The chamber design and tht.activity of the,
freely moving mice promote distribution of the gases within tht, chambc_r.

A connecting tube between the furnace and the,cherub::,"is ut ili::t.dwllicll

reduces the possibility of a significant temper_Iture incrt,a_;,, in tlleanimal

exposure chamber and reduces conduction of heat to the chaml,c,ri[._t,lf, I,ut it

also represents dead space and addltJonal traw, l distance and pro\'idt,,;

opportunity for condensation and absorption on the innt.r :_urlact, ,,l ti,, tube
and absorption _n any condensate present. The proccdt, rt. f.r th,. ;_. _,.,_;._l:3c,tat of
relative toxicity has been described provlou._lv in d_,tatl (rt,t.,,. 1,_ and 19).
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To provide an indication of relative toxicity, 1.0 g of eech of the

= powdered specimens of the composites was pyrolyzed at a heating rate of

40 ° C/rain in a quartz tube to an upper temperature llmit of 700 ° C, and the

effluents conveyed by natural thermal flow Into the chamber containing four

Swiss albino male mice. Tile test was continued for 30 mln, unless termlnatud

earlier upon the death of all four animals. The highest chamber temperature

recorded was 29.5* C, indicating that the pyrolysis gases were adequately cooled

before entering the animal exposure chamber. Some condensation of higher boiling

vapors in the connecting tube was observed, and some of the effluent gases

entered the animal exposure chamber as visible heavy vapors, indicating that

some higher boiling compounds did reach the animals and were not lost entirely

.- by cooling. The lowest oxygen concentration recorded was 12 percent, indicating

_ that hypoxla was not a significant factor in animal response. The relatiw.

toxicity to mice of the degradation products from the powdered composites when

2 heated in this manner is shown in table X in terms of time to incapacitation and
time to death.

:i During the 30-min exposure period, composite 9 caused no deaths in the

'::, test animals. The other composites, that is, 1-8, caused death to all of the

i{ animals in times ranging from ]9.65 min to 28.31 mln.

b

; The test time-to-death was judged as the time elapsed at cessation of

:, movement and respiration of the first test animal as judged by the observer.

'- Time to incapacitation was judged as the time to the first obserwltion of loss

,: of equilibrium, collapse, or convulsions in any one of the animals, whichever
i came first. As a comparison, 1.0 g of wool fabric causes death to four mh:u in

_'" approximately 9.5 min when tested in a siml]ar manner.

'_, Correlation of Oxygen Index and Smoke Evolution to Char Yield

,;_ Parker et al. (ref. 20) have shown a correlation between the flanmla1>ility

;', properties of polymers and their char yield• A decrease in ease of ignition

f and smoke evolution was observed with high char yield polym-rs. The same

:;° relationship seems to exist with composites consisting of polymers and inorganic

=._ reinforcements.

:o The smoke density and relative anaerobic char yield of these composites

was compared. It can be seen in figure 14 that in _eneral, composites with hiFh

char yield had fairly low smoke evolution.

=_ Tile limiting oxygen index of these composites was compared with th_,ir

• relative anaerobic char yield. It can be seen in figure 15 that 'n gt,nt,ral,

" composites with very high char yield exhibited a high limitinK oxygen index.

Thermophysiua] l'ropt, rttes

:i! The thermophyslcal properties of the state-of-the-art and one advanced
_,,
: composite are sumnmrized in tal, le XI. l'lDe tht, rmal condttctivitv of compo:_it_,
;' 8 was significantly higher than Chat of composite 9, probably due toting,
'7

r
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absence of any insulative material in the honeycomb. The flatwlse tensile
strength was slightly lower.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Composite 9, consisting of bismaleimide-fiberglass/bismaleimide

honeycomb with carbon microballoons, exhibited the highest fire containment

capability.

Advanced composite panels consisting of PVF/phenolic-fiberglass/aromatic

polyamide honeycomb/phenolic-fiberglass (composites 2-6) and composites 7

and 9 exhibited lower smoke evolution than the state-of-the-art composite 8.

The results from the toxicity experiments indicated that the relative

toxicity of the pyrolysis products of composite 9 was the lowest of all the

composites tested. It should be realized, however, that these toxicity measure-

ments are only relative, and no definite conclusions may be drawn from these

studies. The methodology developed for assessing the relative toxicity is

primarily designed for pure polymers and not for composite systems consisting
of various polymers and fibers. Additional studies are being initiated to

expose these composite constructions intact to a radiative panel heat source
and thus evaluate the relative toxicity of the composite degradation products.

No definite correlation was found between the concentration of the toxic

pyrolysis products of the composites and their relative toxicity to animals,
indicating possibly that additional toxic species may be present both in the

volatile gases, which accounted for only 18 percent of the degradation products,

and in the solid particulates. Additional studies will be conducted using

both gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to identify these compounds and
their relative concentrations.
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TABLE l.- CO_WOSITION OF COMPOSITES I-3

Composite

Component 1 2 3

A. Decorative surface, 0.002 PVF clear Same as I-A Same as I-A

¢m thick, percent acrylic ink,

weight 0.005 PVF

B. Face sheet, resin/ Phenolic type Phenolic type Same as 2-B

fabric, percent A/7581 glass C/7581 glass

weight

C. Bond sheet, resin/ Phenolic type Phenolic type Phenolic type

fabric, percent B/120 glass D/120 glass C/120 glaas

weight

D. Core type; Aromatic polyamlde- Same as I-D Same as I-D

thickness, cm; paper honeycomb;
cell size, cm; 2.413; 0.31; 48.06

density, k_/m 3

E. Core filler; None None None

density, k_'/rl_

F. Same as C Same as I-C Same as 2-C Same as 3-C

G. Same as B Same as I-C Same as 2-C Same as 3-C

H. Same as A None None None

Composite density, 72.410 79.138 70.488

kg/m3
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TABLE If.- COMPOSITION OF COMPOSITES 4-6

Composite

Component 4 5 6

A. ._coratlve surface, 0.002 PVF clear Same as 4-A Same as 4-A

cm thick, percent acrylic ink,
weight 0.005 PVF

B. Face sheet, resin/ Phenolic type Phenolic type Phenolic type

fabric, percent E/7581 glass F/7581 glass G17581 glass
weight

C. Bond sheet, resin/ Same as 4-B Phenolic type Phenolic type

fabric, percent F/120 glass G/120 glass
weight

D. Core type; Aromatic polyamlde- Same as 4-D Same as 4-D

thickness, cm; paper honeycomb:
cell size, cm; 2.4131 0.31; 4d.06

density, kg/m3

E. Core filler; None None None
density, kg/m3

F. Same as C Phenolic type E Same as 5-C Same as 6-C

G. Same - B Same as 4-F Same as 5-C Same as 6-C

H. _ame as A None None None

Composite density 76.575 76.095 70.968

kg/m3
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TABLE Ill," COMPOSITION OF COMPOSITES 7-9

Compoi_Ite _ .....................

Component 7 8 9

A. Decorative surface None 0.002 PVF None

cm thick, percent acrvllc Ink, .*

weight 0.005 PVF

B. Face sheet, resin/ Bismalelmlde/120 Epoxy type Bi_;male!mlde/

fabric, percent glass H/181 E glass 181 E glass
B + C = 35.9 B + G = 14.1

weight percent percent

C. Bond _heet, resin/ Polylmlde Epoxy type Same as 7-C

fabrlc, percent adhesive H/120 glass C + F = 5. I

weight percent

D. Core type; Aromatic polyamlde" Same as 7-D Blsmaleimlde-
thickness, cm; paper honeycomb; 2.413, 0.31; glass honeycomb

cell size, cm; 2.413; 0.31; 48.06 48.06; 20.5 2.413; 0.47;

density, kg/m3, percent 80.1 ; 30.3

percent weight percent

E. Core filler; Quinone dloxime None Carbon micro

density, kg/cm 3, foam balloons with 5

percent weight percent
bismaleimlde;

112; 50.5

percent

F. Same as C Same as 7-C Same a_ 7-C Same as 7-C
F+G-- 35.9

percent

G. Same as B Same as 7-B Same as 7-B Same as 9-B

H. Same as A None Same as 7-A None
A+H = 7.7

percent

Composite density, 110 95 130
kg/m 3
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TABLE VI." MAJOR VOLATILE PRODUCTS AT 23" C FROM THE PYROLYSIS

OF COMPOSITES IN VACUUM AT 700 @ C FOR 5 MIN

Quantity a

composite co 2 co CH4 HCN C6H6 NH3 H2

1 88.9 10.1 11.8 6.5 3.9 3.3

2 67.8 15.1 20.2 8.6 4.7 3.5

3 84.9 14.0 14.7 7.6 3.1 4.3

4 97.7 14.3 17.0 7.0 4.7 3.2

5 83.2 14.6 14.4 7.0 3.3 3.9

6 84.5 11.8 12.8 5.9 4.8 3.4

7 79.6 9.0 4.2 4.9 3.1 4.8 0.3

8 85.5 6.2 9.4 3.2 4.1 1.2

9 155.3 14.3 1.3 5.9 3.6

aMilligrams of volatile compound at 23@ C per gram of Initial sample.
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TABLE VII.- LIMITING OXYGEN INDEX FOR COMPOSITE COMPONENTS

LOI @ 23° C

Composite Composite component O2/(N 2 + 02)

I PVF, phenolic A/7581 glass, phenolic B/120 glass 27

aromatic polyamlde-paper 32 ._.
phenollc A/7581 glass, phenollc B/120 glass 26

average 28.3

2 PVF, phenollc C/7581 glass, phenollc D/120, glass 45

aromatic polyamlde-paper 32

phenolic C/7581 glass, phenolic D/120 glass 32
average 36.3

3 PVF, phenolic C/7581 glass, phenolic C/120 glass 38
aromatic polyamide-paper 32

phenolic E/120 glass (2 plies) 33
average 35.3

4 PVF, phenolic E/7581 glass, phenolic F/120 glass 47

aromatic polyamide-paper 32

phenollc E/120 glass (2 plies) 30

average 35.3

5 PVF, phenolic F/7581 glass, phenolic F/120 glass 44

aromatic polyamide-paper 32

phenolic F/120 glass (2 plies) 32

average 36

6 PVF, phenolic G/7581 glass, phenolic G/120 glass 74

aromatic polyamide-paper 32

phenolic G/120 glass (2 plles) 36

average 47.3

7 Bismalelmide/120 glass/polyimlde 99

aromatic polyamide-paper 32

quinone dloxime foam 100

blsmalelmlde/120 glass/polyimlde 99
average 82.5

8 PVF, epoxy H/181E glass, epoxy H/120 glass 29

aromatic polyamide-paper 32

• epoxy H/181 glass, epoxy H/120 glass 28

average 29.6

9 Bismalelmlde/181E glass/polylmlde 62

blsmalelmide/glass 58
carbon mlcroballoons/bismaleimlde 85

bismalelmlde/181 glass/polylmide 62

average 66.7

i
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TABLE X.- RELATIVE TOXICITY OF PYROLYSIS PRODUCTS

FROMCOMPOSITEPANELSa

Panel Test Time to incapacitation, Time to death,
min min

1 1 18.1 28.31 ± 1.67
2 21.9 25.21 ± 3.51
3 16.3 25.83 ± 1.02
4 18.9 22.90 ± 1.42

Mean 18.8 25.56 ± 2.76

2 1 20.9 26.74 ± .89
2 21.0 24.90 ± .11

Mean 21.0 25.82 ± 1.13

3 1 19.0 24.52 ± .69
2 22.1 25.35 + .97

Mean 20.6 24.94 ± .90

4 1 20.5 24.17 +_ 3.01
2 19.3 23.48 + .31

Mean 19.9 23.82 ¢ 2.01

5 1 20.3 26.18 _+ 1.83
2 19.7 22.48 ± ..52

Mean 20.0 24.33 ± 1.17

6 1 17.1 19.65 4- .31
2 20.9 22.90 ± .96

Mean 19.0 21.28 ± .63

7 1 22.8 27.40 -+ 1.46
2 24.8 28.28 ± .70

Mean 23.8 27.84 -+ 1.16

8 1 18.5 27..50 -+ 1.86 •

. 9 1 8.7 N.D.b
2 N.I. N.D.

aFour swiss alblno mlce in 4.2 llter exposure chamber, 30 mlr exposure; 1.0 g
powdered specimens pyrolyzed at 40 C/mln to 700° C.

bN.D. - No deaths.

CN.I. - No incapacit -ion observed.
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Figure i.- Typical wide body interior materials.
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Figure 2.- Typical composite configuration of aircraft interior panels.
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Figure 4.- Fabrication process for composite 9.
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Figure 5.- Honeycomb core impregnation equipment.
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CONCEPTS FOR IMPROVING TURBINE DISK INTEGRITY

Albert K aufman

NASA Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The trend toward higher turbine-blade tip speeds and inlet gas temperatures makes "'

It increasingly difficult to design reliable turbine disks that can satisfy the life and per-

formance requirements of advanced commercial aircraft engines. Containment devices

to protect vital areas such as the passenger cabin, the fuel lines, and the fuel tanks

against high-energy disk fragments would impose a severe performance penalty on the

engine. The approach taken in this study waz to use advanced disk structural concepts

to improve the cyclic lives and reliability of turbine disks. Analytical studies were con-

ducted under NASA contracts by the General Electric Company and Pratt & Whitney Air-

craft to evaluate bore-entry disks as potential replacements for the existing first-stage

turbine disks in the CF6-50 and JTSD--17 engines. Results of low-cycle fatigue, burst,
fracture mechanics, and fragment energy analyses are summarized for the advanced

disk designs and the existing disk designs with both conventional and advanced disk ma-

terials. Other disk concepts such as composite, laminated, link, multibore, multidisk,
and spline disks were also evaluated for the CF6-50 engine.

INTRODUCTION

A disk burst is one of the most catastrophic failures possible in an aircraft engine.

Flight failures of disks in commercial airliners have caused fires, rupture of fuel tanks,

penetration of passenger cabins, wing damage, ingestion of disk fragments by other en-
gines, and aircraft control problems (ref. 1).

Aircraft engine companies generally endeavor to use conservative design practices

and modern quality control procedures in producing turbine disks. Itowever, failures

occur because of design errors, undetected manufacturing defects, uncontrollable oper-

ating factors, errors in engine maintenance and assembly, and failure of other engine

components. To attempt to design turbine disks to preclude failure from any of these

causes would result in prohibitively low allowable stresses. Contahlment devices to

protect vital areas of the aircraft against high-energy disk fragments would impost

severe performance penalties on the engine.

The approach t_,,Xenin this program was directed toward lmp_ving turbine disk re-

liability by using more adv_mced structural concepts to increase low-cycle fatigue life.

to impede crack propagation, and to reduce fragment energies that could be generated
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in the event of a disk failure. This paper reports the results of NASA-sponsored ana- I

lyUcal studies by the General Electric Company and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (refs. 2 1

and 3) to evaluate bore-entry disks as potential replacements for the existing first-stage i

turbine disks in the CF6-50 and JTSD-17 engines, respectively; these engines were

selected because of their extensive use in commercial passenger aircraft. Other con- I
cepts such as composite, laminated, and multidtsk designs were also studied for the op- i
erating conditions of the CF6-50 engines.

The bore-entry disks were compared with the existing disks (henceforth called the

"standard disks") on the basis of cycles to crack initiation and overspeed capability for "_'
initially unflawed disks and on the basis of cycles required to propagate initial flaws to

failure. Comparisons were also made of th_ available kinetic energies of possible burst
fragments. All of these comparisons were also made for the standard disk with the ma-

terial of the bore-entry disk so that improvements resulting from changes in material

properties could be distinguished from those resulting from structural design changes.

DISK CONCEPTS

CFa-50 Turbine Disk Designs

The standard disk and the disk concepts considered as potential replacements are

illustrated in figure 1. The standard disk (fig. 1(a)) is machined from an inconel 718

(Inc-718) forging. Local bosses on both sides of the disk provide reinforcement around

the bolt holes to increase the low-cycle fatigue life at the hole rims. Cooling air from

the compressor is channeled through the shaft, cools the disk bore, is pumped up
radially between the stage 1 and 2 rotors, cools the aft side of the disk between the bolt

holes and rim, and then enters the blades th,Dugh openings in the dovetails.

The bore-entry disk (fig. 1(b)) is a two-part disk of integral construction. The two

disk halves are connected by radial webs for channeling coolant up the center of the disk

from the bcre to the blades. Among the advantages of the bore-entry concept are im-

proved cooling effectiveness, reduced axial thermal gradients, and increased resis-

tance to crack propagation in the axial direction. One of the main attractions of the

bore-entry concept for the CF6 program was that it lent itself to a redundant construc-

tion where the disk would be overdcsigncd so that if half was failing, the undamaged disk

half would be able to assume a larger portion of the load and sustain the damaged D_rt;

however, this would require a substantial tncrcase in total disk weight. The integral

bore-entry disk would be fabricated from a single-piece forging of Ren_ 95 alloy with the

material between disk halves removed by electrochemical machining.

The composite disk (fig. 1 (e)) uses high-strength filament or wire hoops to provide

most of the load-carrying ability of the disk except at the dovetail attachments. The
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!._ hoops would have to be pretensioned in order to assure an even load distribution among
i the filaments; this could be accomplished by filament winding, by interference fitting,

_: or by the selection of filament and matrix materials so that the desired hoop pretension

• would be applied by differential thermal expansion under engine operating conditions.

. In the laminated design (fig. l(d)), a disk is constructed by bolting together a large

number of sheet-metal laminates. A stepwise variation in thickness provides more

:_ laminates at the rim and bore but leaves gaps between laminates in the web region, h,

,: the link design (fig. l(e)) a disk is constructed of pinned sheet-metal link segments.

Both the laminate and link concepts are directed toward low-cost fabrication, isolation

:: of propagating cracks, and generation of small burst fragments rather than toward ira-

: _i:i proving disk life.

'ii The multibore disk (fig. l(f)) separates the highly stressed bore region into a num-
ber of circumferential ribs in order to prevent a crack or flaw at the bore from propa-

gating axially. At the ends of the ribs, the tangential stresses due to centrifugal loading

, would be less and, therefore, the crack propagation rate should be slower than at the

:! bore of the standard disk.

: The purpose of the multidisk design (fig. 1(g)) is to obtain improved disk cooling

and to provide for a redundant construction by transference of loads from a failed disk

member to the undamaged ones through the bolts. The spline disk (fig. l(h)) is essen-

_: tially a two-piece design where the members are coupled through splines on their center

faces. In order to counter the tendency of each disk half to straighten out due to the

_ lack of axial symmetry, the splines would have to be radially interlocked through pins.

. The mechanical coupling of the multidisk and spline designs prevents cracks in one disk

' : member from propagating to another.

_:-:'" These concepts are described in more detail in reference 2.
_.

JT8D-17 £urbine Disk Designs

The standard disk shown in figure 2 (a) is machined from a Waspaloy forging. Cool-

! ing air is bled from the combustion chamber liner and discharged at high velocity
: i

through nozzles toward the front side of the disk near the rim. The cooling air is de-

livered to the blades through angl( _ holes at the disk rim. These holes result in cllip-

• ttcal exit openings with high stress concentrations, these are the limiting low-cycle

fatigue locations.

A split-bonded, bore-entry concept was selected as a possible replacement for the

_ standard disk. As with the integral bore-entry disk (fig. l(b)) for the CF6-50 turbine,

cooling air would be introduced at the bore, would be pumped up radi.111y through than-

• _!. nels formed by radial webs, and would enter the blades through openings in the bases.

i-li_ The two halves of the bonded bore-entry disk would be fabricated from separate forgings
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of Astroloy and diffusion brazed together at the center surfaces of the radial webs.

Dovetail broaching and final machining operations would be performed on the bonded disk

assembly. _l_e emphasis in the design of the bonded bore-entry disk was on improving

the cyclic life without providing redundarcy or increasing the disk weight.

DESIGN CONDITIONS

Design properties of the materials for the standard and bore-entry disks are pre-
Ira.,

sented in table I. The simplified flight cycles used for the cyclic heat transfer and

stress analyses are shown in figure 3 for the CF6-50 engine and in figure 4 for the

JTSD-17 engine. The flight cycle shown in figure 4 was the cycle used in the original

design of the first-stage turbine disk for the JT8D-17 engine. The analytical methods
arc discussed in references 2 to 4.

DISCUSSION OF RE_ULTS

Preliminary Analyses of CF6-50 Disk Concepts

The results of preliminary analyses of the seven candidate design disk concepts are

summarized in table II. Two of the designs, the laminated and link disks, proved to

have excessive mechanical stresses and to be unsuitable for the CF6 operating condi-

tions. The multibore design exhibited high transient thermal stresses in the region

above the bore rims; therefore, the desired benefit of this design in retarding the prop-

agation of rib flaws was not fully realized. Analysis of the multidisk design under var-
ious failure conditions revealed that the bolts could not contain a failed outer disk and

that a crack in a center disk would reach critical length before the load cx)uld be redis-

tributed to the undamaged members.

Only the bore-entry, composite, and splint disks appeared suitable for the CF6-50

turbine disk applications. From the standpoint of strength-to-density ratio, the compo-

site disk was the most promising c_ncept. Itowever, the composite design is furthest

removed from the current state,-of-the-art of fabrication and material processing tech-
nology of any of the concepts c_nsidered. Because of the considerable fabrication de-

velopment that would be required, the composite disk was not further considered. The

spline disk presented special problems in analysis because the load distribution among

the splincs is dependent on the fabrication tolerances and it is not readily apparent how

the loading would be redistributed should one disk-half fail. _111cintegral construction

of the bore-entry disk gives more assurance that the loading due to a failed disk mem-

ber would be more evenly redistributed on the undamaged member. The intcgr_fl bore-
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entry concept was, therefore, selected for more detailed study to replace the CF6-50
standard disk•

Analyses of CF6-50 Standard :rod Be re,- Entry Disks

i

The rim and bore average temperature responses during the flight c vc'le of the st_m-

dard and bore-enttT disks are shown in figlare 5. Average effective stresses are also

. indicated at the start and end of takeoff, climb, cruise, and thrust reversal on descent.

•' In both disks the maximum rim and bore temperatures occurred at the end of takeoff _md
..
:. climb, respectively; the maximum stresses also occurred in the bore at the end of

' climb.

Bore temperatures in the bore-entry disk are only slightly lower thm_ bore

temperatures in the standard disk since the bore is cooled in both cases. Rim tempera-

tures were somewhat higher in the bore-entry disk because the coolant picks up some

heat fxx)m the center faces of the disk, whereas the coolant only comes into contact with
the sides of the standard disk near the rim.

Figure 6 shows the predicted cyclic lives to crack initiation in the initially unflawed

standard and bore-entry disks. The limiting fatigue life of .q0 000 cycles in the !no-718

standard disk was at the aft dovetail post rabbet, where the side plate is fastened to the

disk. This location was not further considered in the study because fragment generation

due to failure would be limited to the dovetail post and adjacent blades. The next most

critical location in the Inc-718 standard disk was at the bore with a predicted crack ini-

tiation time of 63 000 cycles. The Initial FAA certified life of the first-stage tuflJine

disk was 7800 cycles based on one-third of the minimum design life fox" the original de-

sign cycle, which was somewhat different fxx)m the simplified cycle used in this study,

this FAA approved life is subject to increase as the result of gt_)m_(l tests of three fleet

leader engines.

Calculated crack initiation lives for the Reng, 95 standard mad bore-entry disks were

over 100 000 cycles. Since the crack Initiation analyses were based on minimum guar-

anteed material plx)perties, it is evident that even the standard disk is vet5" conserva-

tively designed provided the design conditions are not exceeded and the disks al_, ini-

tially unflawed.

qqle cyclic lives for cracks propagating from initial sere!elliptical surface flaws

0.635 centimeter (0.250 in.) by 0. 211 centimeter (0.08.q in.) to critic'fl crack size :lr(,

shown in figure 7 for the most critical locations in the three disk._. .Manuf:tcturing flaw._

of this size should be readily detectal)lc by medea1 nondest rue'tire (,vnlu:dion tcclmiquc.,.

ltowevcr, in the pa_t, large defects in turbine disks have occasionally t,st'aped (h,t(,ction

fllt_ugh hum:m ern)r and have c.msod problems in sorer, military cngint,s in flight.

The most critical locations for flaws were at the dovetail slot bottom in the Inc=71_

•) -*
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8tancard disk and at the bore in the llen_, 95 standard and boro-entry disks. Although

file bore-entry disk showed _tn impl_avement in the minimum crack propagation life of

mor,, titan :t00 lmr,,t,n! _ls ,.,,mlmt_,d wtlh lilt' lnt.-TIg standard disk, part of this increase

wall due to the superior strength propertl(,s of the lien6 95 :alloy. If the effect of differ-
ent materials was eliminated by comp:lz_ng the bore-flawed boro-entl.'y and lien6 95

standard disks, the Improvement in crack propagation life resulting solely flv0m the

structural ch,'mge was 136 percent.

The crack propagation lives given in figure 7 for the Inc-718 standard disk with a

dovetail slot bottom flaw and the bore-entry disk with a bore flaw are only 5 and 20 per- --

cent of the I,'AA certified life of the disk. llowever, the probability of such large flaws

occurring at eritie,'d locations trod passing modern inspection procedures is statistically

remote. Of greater significance is that a substanU,'d improvement in the crack propaga-

tion life is added inburance against sudden catastrophic failure due to unforeseen design,

manufacturing, maintenance, or operating problems. The overspeed burst margins of

the boro-entry disk were 18 and It percent greater than for the Inc..718 and Rcn6 95

standard disks, respectively.

The redundmlt construction of the bort.,-entry disk resulted in an increase in weight

of 66 percent over the standard disk. This extra weight is equivalent to an increase of

0.29 percent in installed specific fuel consumption (8FC) for an average DC10-30 air-

craft flight.

The extra disk weight could also be added to the standard disk design to reduce the

centrifug,'d stresses due to the blade loads, llowever, this mechanical stress reduction

would probably be offset by the increased transient thermal stresses resulting flx)m the

slower thermal response of the bulkier disk. Also, a heavier standard disk would lack

the redundancy of the bore-entry disk and would generate even Mgher fragment ener_es
from a burst disk•

Some possible fragment patterns resulting from manufacturing flaws are illustrated

in table III. The available kinetic energies that would be generated from these failures

are also indicated. The highest energy fragments are caused by failures initiating at

and pl_apagating radially from the bore, as shown by the 120° disk and blade fragment

pattern for the standard di_k in table 1If. Ilowever, the redtmdant construction oi the

integral bore.entry disk would enable the undamaged member to contain such a failed

part. The only possibility of a sebnnent separating in this wa.__would be if the radial

[allure ptx_pagated through a web to tht: opposite disk face; however, this i8 highly un-

likely because the total tMckness [or all the webs is only 20 percent of the bore circum-

ference and, as one web started failing, its load would be transferred to adjacent webs.

1lie most likely mode of fragment generation is a rim fra_mlent resulting f_m dcfcets

or crack initiation sites at the dovetail slot bottom or bolt hole rim. lSa._t,d on _pin pit

experience, the rim-initiated crack wouM result in the loss of three dovci:dl po,_ts and
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four blades, as shown in table III. 'll;e fragment {mergy of the bore-entry disk rim

fragment was only about 10 percent of tim 120° disk H(,_lnt'lll thai x_a._ _;HHllntt,d to I)c

generated from a bore defcc,t In tilt, stand_;rd disk.

Analyses of ,l'l'Sl ;- 17 Hl:uld_lr_l :rod I{ort-- l<nl ry i)i;;k,:

The average temperature responses for the JTS;D-17 turbint, disks in l'igurc 8 sllow

consistently lower bore :mtl rim tcmper:_tu rcs throughout th(, cyt.l¢, in tilt, bore-entry

disk as compared with the st_mda;_l disk. The lower tempcraturt.s in lilt, bor(_-(,ntry

disk were the result of Its superior cooling effectiveness m_d the u:;c of cooling air bled

from the compressor midstage. M_tximum temperatures and strt,sst,s ovcurred at the

end of takeoff and climb, respectively.

Predicted cyclic lives for the initially mfflawed st_mdard and bore-entry disks are

presented in figure 9. Tim FAA-certified life of the Waspaloy st{mdard disk is 16 000

cycles based on the limiting low-cycle fatigue life at the exit of the cooling air hole.

These results indicate an Improvement in the cyclic crack initiation life of the Astroloy

bore-._try disk of 88 percent over the Waspaloy standard disk {rod 67 percent over the

Astroloy standard disk. 'l_e most critical location in tim bore-entry disk was in the

bore region at the entrance to the cooling air channel.

Defects and manufacturing flaws in the JT8D-17 turbine disks weft: considered for

the critical locations hldicatcd in figure 10. Subsurface flaws of 0. 119 centimeter

(0.047 in.) in diameter were assumed in the bore and web regions for all three disks;

this diameter was selected because It is at the threshold of detectability by ultrasonic

inspection. The web flaws shown in figure 10 were at thc radius of mm,_imum raditd
stress in the standard disks and at tim radius of mlLximum _hxitd stress at the bond sur-

face in the bore-entry disks. The surface flaws at the disk rim or bore were assumed

to be 0.081 centimeter (0.032 in. ) ha length.

The most critical location in the Waspaloy st:re(lard disk for "l flaw was "d the exit

of the cooling air hole with a predicted crack propagation lift, of 290(I cy(.lcs. Substi-

tuting Astroloy properties for the Wasptfloy reduced the calcul'dcd crack plx)pagatlon

life to 1150 cycles because of the lower ductility, llowevt, r, there are indit'ations that

ff the crack prep.lgat!on data had Included llold-timc (,ffcct,_, lilt, cr'l_.k prop;tgatlon life

of the Astroloy stm_dard disk would h._vc bccn superior to that of tilt, W:lspaloy shmd:lrd

disk. This would 'also mc.m tlmt the values given in figure 10 for th(. bore-entry disk

are too low.

The calculated Improvement in the, minimum cra(.k l)l_l_:ll_alion |if_, of Ih_, bert,-

entry disk over the W:lspaloy st:re(lard disk was 121 i)crcent. 'Mits Iml_rovt'ment is ._lg-

nlficantin im'reasingthccap.lbilItyof tilt,disk to survivt,tmconti_)l]:d)h,I:l_.t_r._ih:_I

might resultinc.ltaslrophi,'l'_dlur(,of {.()nv(,ntlon:dly(k,slR_cddisk,_.'rh{,r(,w:is'l
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: slight reduction in the overspeed burst margin of the bort_.entry disk n._ compared with
,i_ the st_mdard disk because the overall disk weight was kept const,mt and thai portion of It

due to the radial webs was of smqll structur,d importance.

": A s,abstantlal reduction in fragment ener_,5' is shox_al in t:dfle II1 for tht, .l'l'sl)- t7

bonded bore-entry disk even though it was not designed for rt,dundmwy. This impn_ve-

ment would result from the confinement of the fragmentation from a bore flaw to one

:_ disk h_f; the other half would probably experience failure at the rim from the increased

blade loading.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
..,[

i: Some advanced turbine-disk structural concepts have been an_dytlcally studied as

potential replacements for the existing first-stage turbine disks in the CI.'(;-50 and

_: JT8D-17 engines. An integral bore-entry design was selected for more detailed evalua-

i_ tion for the CF6-50 engine as a result of preliminary analyses of seven disk concepts in-
, including composite, laminated, _-mdmultidisk designs. The integral bore-entry turbine

: disk was designed to improve disk life and to prevent high-enerk_' fragmentation by using

redundant construction at the ex'pense of an increase in disk weight.,L

_: A split-bonded, bore-entry design was selected for evaluation for the JT8D-17 en-

' gine. This bore-entry disk was designed to improve disk life without redun(hmce or ,an

increase in disk weight.

Cyclic thermal, stress, and fracture mechanics analyses of tl_c bor_entrv and

:_ standard disks demonstrated that substantial improvements in the cyclic lives of both
": initially tmflawed and flawed disks could be achieved with the Imrc_-entrv disk designs.

_, The benefits of the advanced disk designs are influenced by differences in design philos-

,7 ophy, disk cooling method, fabrication procedure, and engine operating characteristics.
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Figure i.- Continued.
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AIRCRAFT EN GIN E SUM P- FIRE STUDIES

William R. Is, omis

NASA I,ewts Research Center

SUMMARY

ab.

The problem of lubrie.'mt sump fires in aircraft engines is examined, and pertinent

backffround subjects are discussed ti. e., the basic conditions rc_luh'ed to start fires,

the flan,mability limits for lubricant vapors, the importance of engine sump sealing

systems, and the engine operating parameters that affect fires)• Results of ongoing

experimental studies are reported in which a 125-millimeter-diameter-advanced- t

bearing test rig simulating an engine sump is being used to find the critical range of

conditions for fires to occur. Design, material, and operating concepts and techniques

are being studied with the objective of minimizing the problem. It has been found that

the vapor temperature near a spark igmitor is most important in determining ignition

potential. At temperatures producing oil vapor pressures below or much above the

calculated flammability limits, fires have not been ignited. But fires have been rou-

tinely started _Sthin the theoretical flammability range. This indicates that generaliz-

ing the sump-firc problem may make it amenable to analysis, with the potential for
realistic solutions.

INT RODUC T ION

Lubricant sump fires have been encountered in high-temperature operation of air-

craft engines during flight, in enkdne ground studies, and in advanced laboratory stud-

ics of lubl_cation systems (ref. l) and mainshaft seals (ref. 2). There is evidence that

at least 3t incidents of sump fires or excessive heat in a bearing sump have occurred

over a recent 5-year period in one widely used aircraft engine. Despite the reality of

fires and near fires in operational aircr',fft engines, the environment fotmd in engine

sumps, with their high oil-recirculation rates, leads to the inherent contention that

• sumps in general are too oll rich for fires to occur in them. However, the trend

toward dcveh)ping engines wiih higher speeds and hi_,dmr pressure ratios and their rc_-

suiting higher enerkw levels suggests an impending increase ha the frc_tueney of sump

fires.

l"ast sump fires have resulted from a number of different caust.s, which shows the

nt,eti for study in this problem area. First, wt, must find tilt' r:m_t's of the principal

operating parameters that arc potential c':ltlst,s ,,f sump fircs mad thcn t,xl_,lqlnt, nlally
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and analytically explore various operating, materials, and design concepts and tech-

_s to reduce the fire potential. Accord/ngly, NASA is sponsoring a continuing re-

.reh program at SKF Industries (contract NAS3-19436) to realize these obJeet/ves,
wherein various means to mitigate sump fires are beIng studied on a 125-ndll/meter-

diameter-advanced-bearIng test rig. This paper presents the status of th/s program

and its significant h/ghllghts.

The ultimate targets of this program are, by fiscal year 1978, (I) to acqu/re a

comprehensive understanding of suml>-fire problems and (2) to develop methods for am..

eliminating, reducing, or controlling fires in current and proposed a/reraft engines.

BACKGROUND

Before we discuss the past, current, and planned experimental sump-fire stud/es,

let us first consider background subjects important to this problem area. These in-

clude the basic conditions required for fires to start, the flammability limits for lubrl-

cant vapors, the importance of the engine sump sealing systems, an_ finally, those
engine operating parameters that affect fires.

Basic Conditions for Fires

Three basic conditions are required in an aircraft engine oil sump for fires to

occur. First of all, there must be a proper mixture of air and oil in vapor, mist, or

droplet form. If there is insufficient oil in the mixture (too lean) or excessive oil In

the mixture (too rich), a fire cannot start. Data taken from a report by Kuchta and

Cato of the U.S. Bureau of Mines (ref. 3) show that for an MIL-L-7808 (type I ester)

lubricant, fires cannot be ignited if air-oil weight ratios are above 29 to 1 or below
5.5to 1.

Secondly, the air-oil mixture temperature must be above a critical value. The

mixture temperature must be above the flash point of the oil before a fire can be

ignited and above the fire point before a fire will continue to burn In the absence of an

ignition source. At temperatures above the autoignition temperature (AIT), no exter-

nal ihmition source is required to start a fire. For the type II ester oil being used in

. the test program the flash point, fire point, and AIT are 525 K (485 ° F), 558 K

(545 ° F), and 705 K (810 ° F), respectively (ref. 4).

Thirdly, there must be the presence of an ignition source of sufficient energy

level when the mixture temperature is below the AIT. Ignition sources include fric-

tional sparks and component surfaces heated by frictional rubbing, as v_ell as hot

chambcr walls and hot gases. Primary ignition sources within a sump are frictional
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_ heating of failing seal,% beavin_,_, and tdl._,v vutd,inl_ p;u't_; plu:_ lht, h_.;d_ageof high-

temperature compressor dim,hat'go '_iv i,d_ Ih,. :romp area.

l,'ianllnaljilil,V I,iljdl._; l¢_V I,uhl'iualll Vap_l'.u

,_: The concept of flammability limil:_ I',Jv lulwi_.a.l Val_CJv,_i_ Impel-rant and is illus-

::' tratcd in the lubrlc.mt flamnml_ilily di,q;vam :;h,,,vn In figuw, I At a given _ystem tem-!i' ' '

_ peraturc and pressure, there i_ an tilq)t,l' ralio an_l :i lowt'l' ratio of oil _ to air, --.

known as the upper flammability limil (Ill,) :m_l the l_w_ r l'lamnvtbiltty limit (LL), re-o_!.
.:, specttvely, within which sc:lf-su._dainirl_ _,l' :_q.ll" i,r_qJag_ting flames c:m Ix: produced by

; an ignition source. At oil c_mcentrati_m._; above thu llL, the mixture is said to be too

;i rich to burn; below the LL, it ._ too le:m to imrn (refs. 5 and 6).

_" It is worth emphasizing that it iv; lho oil utmeeniraiion ill the vapor state that de--

fines the flammability of the oil-air miM.uro. The maximum concentration of oil vapor

is determined by its cquilibrium vapor pressure at m_y given temperature. The cqui-

',i librium oil-air ratio is therefore the ratio of the vapor pressure of the oil to the air

.,:', pressure in the chamber. The flow rates of air and liquid oil do not determine flare-7
": inability except to the degree that they influence the temperature and thereby the vapor

i! pressure. However, flow rate,_ can 1)rofotmdly inl2uen('e the severity _md propagation

:_ characteristics of a fire once it has bv(.n i_dtod.

°"._ Maximum burning velocity i_ a cJlicved w|l(_l} :1 stoichiomctric ratio Cs of oil
.i vapor and oxygen exist in the ehaml)cr. This z-:die is cquiwllcnt to the molar ratio of

._,, oil and oxygen in the balanced chemical equation for t'oml)h.t(_ combustion of the oil.

_; The stoichiometric ratio is always within the fl'mmmbllity rm_ge of the oil. It has been

ii, shown for many hydrocarbons that at 297 l.: (75 ° l.')
'!i!

0:,i_' LI,297K(75Ol,, ) 0.55 C s (1)
;i

U L297K (75 ° l,') :- 1. ;_ (' (2)

'" The flammability range increases with temtx.raiur(_ according to the following equa-
tions:

i:;i LL, r :-t,1,297K 1. 7. :I 10-I(T .-2!17)

(.a)

" l,L 1, :- 1,/,75o !, -.I- I(1'

L

i. .'_45
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By definition, oils will not burn below their flash point. 'rhervfore, for oils wllh

flash points higher than 297 K (75 ° F), the LL and UL at 297 K (75 ° 1,'), calculated

from equations (1) and (2), have no physical meaning but can be used in equations (3)

and (4) to estimate flammability limits above the flash point. The ealcul,'_t(,d I,L line "

should intersect the vapor pressure-temperature curve near ihe flash point of the uil,

and this temperature, TL, is defined as the lower flammability temi×_rature at equili]_

_r; rium vapor pressure conditions. Similarly, an upper flammability temperature T U
___ exists where the calculated UL line intersects the vapor pressure-temperature curve.

:::i The relation of calculated flammability limits to temperature for the type II ester

-_;'. lubricant is shown schematically in figure 1. Lubricant vapor pressure and conccntra-

:iii" tion are given as a function of temperature. The region enclosed by the vapor pressure

_ ('urve, the flammability limits, and the AIT line defines the temperatures and lubricant
%

,, vapor partial pressure in air for which ignition sources can produce a self-propagating
fire. Above the AIT, no ignition source is required.

:; Importance of Engine Sump Sealing

The potential fire conditions in an aircraft engine are greatly influenced by the effi-

-_ ciency of the engine sump sealing system. Figure 2 is a cross-sectional _iew of the

:. sump for a typical engine bearing compartment. Here the es'_ential problem is to pro-

_ :::.:_ tect the bearing _ump from the hot environment, which is compressor discharge air at

:_. temperatures to 922 K (1200 ° F) and pressures to 242 N/cm 2 (350 psi). (The com-

_,: presser discharge ,air is used to cool the high-pressure-turbine disks. ) A buffer t_q)e

_:, of seal system is used and this requires three sets of labyrinth seals on each side of

°_: the bearing. Figure 3 is a simplified schematic of this sealing system. The buffer

: _as is seventh-stage compressor bleed air with a relatively, low pressure of 55 N/cm 2

:. (80 psi) and temperature of 478 K (400 ° F); therefore, it cml be allowed to leak ihrough

':" the inner labyV.nth seal directly into the bearing compartment. This buffer gas ther-

e,: mally insulates the bearing compartment. The buffer system reqtdres :m overboard

;' vent. The buffer gas flowing into this vent prevents the hotter compr(,ssor dlscharg(,

air from getting into the bearing compartment. In some e,ngines, the l'd)yrinth seals

,. next to the bearing compartment have been replaced with face-contact seals. This r_,-

,, duces leakage and results in lower specific fuel consumption, llowcvvr, failure c,f

: either the labyrinth or face-contact seals could create conditions thai wouhl rcsult in a
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sump fire (i. c., a rubbing friction ignition source and a hot air-oil mixture). Thi_ fact

_tresses the importance of developing better and more reliable seals that could reduce

the probaLility of sump flrel_ occurring.

Engine Operating Parameters Affecting Fires

The basic parameters that control fire conditions in an engine bearing sump and

the range of operating values that are being studied in the program arc shown in table I.

The parameters that can affect the ratio and temperature of a combustible mixture are

(1) Oil flow rate into the sump

(2) Oil inlet temperature

(3) Air leakage rate to the sump

(4) Air inlet temperature

(5) Shaft or bearing speed

(6) Ignition source and duration

Other parameters, such as sump volume and geometric configura_io,: as well as bear-

ing, shaft, seal, and housing temperatures and lubricant flammability, can also affect

sump-flre susceptibility. In addition, the ratio of air leakage rate to sump volume is

probably a critical parameter and should be considered for each system application.

EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE- FIRE TEST APPARATUS

In the Cest bearing program itself, a bearing test rig originally designed to study

125-millimeter-diameter aircraft main-shaft thrust bearings at high temperatures and

speeds was modified to simulate an engine sump and to accommodate sump-flre testIng.

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the bearing stunp area. The rig was designed to

create controlled rub and electric spark ignition sources and to provide for varying oil

and air flows and temperatures and was instrumented to determine temperature pro-

files throughout the s_i_m. Shown in figure 4 are the test bearing, a Monel baffle on

the hot-air side of the bearing, the rub ignition mechanism, and the main seal life-off

device that permits hot air to flow into the sump for fire ignition attempts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preliminary Test Study

Test results from a preliminary study completed several years ago (ref. 7) had

indicated that spontaneous combustion could not be obtained over the range of variables

studied and that simulated engine fires could readily occur and be self-sustaining in a
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wldt: rangy of paramc, tert_ when Im eleett'te tqmrk ll4nltru" wtm treed. A spark ll_ltor

Wat_ tlf_otl in lnot_t tff tim fire t(_t,t,_ a_ tm ohq3erhnt,nttll, t, zi_lJy tq_ntrollt, d nlOLtlIH of prr_

": tlueing tiros, Othc, r Hlgldl'lelmt t'o_ultt_ _lrt' .tta fidh_w._:

_t!on .l'r_ml vtlb_ _l)yb d!_yrinth _t,tllt_ ttn_l otht, r t.t0uptment nmtt.rials fan elmn£

_u93_p_l'l!'t_!t!, Thi_ w;m _howa by tim fact tlmt ftrc,,_ were ttltacJcddtlilat,d hy ttt_lng the rub

lg_altor n|t.ehzllilSln In tim tt,_a _hamlJt,l'. lk'llJ'lllg _klddh_g slid ext't,,t_lvt, st'Ill lnterfer-

onev_ al'e pott,ntlal fire soul't,t,s and sulrge_l thai ae('idt,ldal l'it't,,_; Ill etw,'lnt' sumps may

well arise from these e',ust)s.

Fire IIA_ltlon in sensitive to loc_tt_m. It is likely that slltr_ll'lctmt reid differences

in air-oil i'atios exist in the various pads ()1'lht, sum!), which makes It difficult to

achieve sig_alfivtmt data on air-oil ratios, lndlcathms from oil degradation products

;_ wore that sump fires begin In localized m_d small regions of lira Sulnp and are Influ-

enced by baffles. Combustible volume growL; slowly with the duration of the fire in re-

sponse to local g,ns mad oil mass flow conditions.

Nitrogen blanketing was effective in tim immediate ex'tinffulshing of ev.er_, test run
fire once the fire had been detected.

A fire-baffle (Monel sheet) mitigation device on the hot side of the bearing not only

prevented fire propagation, but also prevented bearing thermal seizure &m to hot

(922 K; 1200 ° F) gas flow directly into the bearing. Such baffles have practical signtfi-

C_LrtC_2.

Frcon-i 13 flame snuffer injected into thc lubricant flow was only marginally effec-

tive in controlling fires.

Current Test Study

In our current work in this profit-am we are using some of ;he experimental tech-

niques and testing facilities from the preliminary study. The objectives of this phase

of the profit'am arc to make a more definitive determination of the critical ranges of

lubricant and hot-air flow rates trod other operating variables and thus find the flam-

mability range of conditions (or envelope) where fires are likely to occur.

Results :rod conclusions from the current program to date are as shm_a_ in figures

5 to 7, where the basic parameters were varied over their full r;mgcs in different com-

. binations mad a spark ignitor was used. Figure 5 presents hot-air flow rotes as a

function of tt, mperature increase in the sump at a consi_mt oil flow rate of 0. -15 m3/hr

(2 gal/min) mad a temperature of -1.il K (335 ° F). The higtaer the air flow rate, or the

seal lc',dtagc, the more severe were fiat, resulting fires. At low air flow rates, only

minor fires if :my wcrc ignited. At nat,allure air flow rates, m_n- self- sustaining fires

were ex'pcrienccd, but at high air flow rates, self-sustaining fires were stab'ted.

These self-sustaining fires spread more generally thr_ugh(>ut the sump, with tempera-
i
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i; ture increases as high as 556 K (100O° F) before e:Hlnguishmcnt, tlowcvcr, fires could

: be ignited at all air flow rates evaluated under tile proper set of conditions.

i As illustratc_l in figure 6, where ell flow rates are plotted against air-oil mlxtl_re

'!i temperatures at a constant high air flow rate of 41 m3/hr (24 stdft3/min), the mixture

!i temperature decreases with increasing oil flow rate. This suggests that more oil is

_,, mixing with the air. This difference was more pronounced at the higher air flew rates,
:'; pointing to a greater mixing of the oil and air at higher air flows.i

No fires could be ignited when the mixture temperature was below the flash point ,.

i! temperature of the oil. However, the converse was not always true. Fires could not
'!:

i! always be ignited when the mixture temperature was well above the flash point. (Refer

!_ again to fig. 6. ) In one case, where no fire occurred when the air-oil mixture temper-

i" ature was 611 K (640 ° F) at an oil flow rate of _. 23 m3/hr (1 gal/min), an increase in

_;. the oil flow rate resulted in fires as the mixture temperature was decreased but not
i; below _he flash point temperattu e.

_:'" It is significant that all fires fell within the range of operating paramc "ers for the

!_ flammability limits as predicted from combustion principles. I_ the vapor mixture

tem.neratures can be held below the flash point of the lubricant in any regions of the

_?: enghm where potentia_ ignition sources are located, the fire problem will be much less

: acute, if not even eliminated.
i: As shown in figure 7, a series of runs were made at increasing oil inlet tempera-

_; tures and with constant air flow rates as high as 41 m3/hr (24 stdft3/min) and air inlet

temperatures as high as 814 K (1005 ° F). No fires could be ignited when a 0.45-m3/hr

_.!I (2-gal/min) oil flow was nmintained except when oil inlet temperatures exceeded about

;i 419 K (295 ° F). It should bc stressed that these data are for specific stoichiometric
_:;
_. conditions and results might differ for other combinations of air and oil flows and tern-
¢,

il peratures. If proper engine heat management can be ach'.eved by using heat exchangers
_!#. and other devices, the oil inlet temperat_lre can be held to such a level that oil vapors

==:, will be at temperatures below the lower flammability limit.

Although there was evidence that the air-oil mixture in the sump was often too

' vapor rich to burn, it is presently considered that the best approach to minimizing

i, sump fires is to design to produce mixtures too vapor lean to burn. This could possi-

!i bly be done by injecting more oil (e. g., by increasing the oil recirculating rate) or by

• incorporating a device to provide more equal dispersion of the oil, such as baffles in

the sump. The in tection of more oil would have the effect of reducing mixture temper-

atures, which is hi the proper direction to suppress fires.

Since the experimental data and the flammability theory coincide fidrly well in this

study, it appears that generalizing the stmlp-firc problem may make it amenable to

analysis. If analysis can predict flow fields and temperature distribui;on within the
'l

sump, the presence or absence of conditions within the flammability limits can be
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determined from lubricant vapor pressure-temperature data and combustion principles.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As a logical extension to this work, further studies directed toward reducing suml>-

fire problems are planned. These include further spark ignition tests, where the effec-

tiveness of novel sump baffles will be studied to produce excessively vapor-lean envi-

ronments adjacent to tbe bearing, as well as a study of the effect of higher oil flow .-

rate__.ssor perhaps a combination of the two. Also, additional rub ignitor tests wtll be

performed using improved honeycomb seal and rub shroud materials that should reduce

rub temperatures. Use of less-flammable lubricants in the system is another area of

interest for this program. Also, a computerized analysis of the test results is planned

to assist in assessing the effects of arbitrary engine sump geometric variations and

flow patterns. The goal of this analytical study is to develop, concurrent with test pro-

cedure, a preliminary prototype analytical tool to predict sustained combustion in

terms of critical flow and sump geometric parameters.

In closing, we would like to reiterate that improving seals for use in engine sumps

could solve sump-fire problems by preventing the occurrence of conditions that are

conducive to fires. The NASA Lewis Research Center is currently working on designs

toward that purpose.
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;_. TABLEI. - PARAMETERSTHATCONTROLFIRE

CONDITIONSINENGINEBEARINGSUMPS

,.: PARAMETER OPERATINGVALUES
BEINGSTUDIED

OILFLOW RATEINTOSUMP O.23-0.45m31hr(I-2gallmin)

_: OIL INLETTEMP 353-441K (175°-3350F) .
HOTAIR LEAKAGERATETO SUMP 7-48 m31hr(4-28stdft3/mln)

:. HOTAIR INLETTEMP 739-833K (870°-1040° F)

:. SHAFTOR BEARINGSPEED 7 000-14000rpm
: IGNITIONSOURCE& DURATION UP TO 60sec

OTHERPARAMETERS ...................
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Fi$uce 1.- Flammblllty diagram for type 11 ester lubricant, MIL-L-23699.
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Figure 2.- Typical engine bearing sump.
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Figure 3.- Schematic of typical aircraft gas-turbine-englne

sump seal system.
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Figure 4.- Sump-fire test rig.
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Figure 7.- Effect of oil inlet temperature on air-oil

mixture temperature and combustion. Oil, type lI ester;

oil flow rate, 0.45 m3/hr (2 gal/min); air flow rate,
41 m3/hr (24 stdft3/min) t 789 to 814 K (960 °

to 1005 ° F); ignition source, spark; speed, 14 000 rpm.
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As shown in figure 1, the fuel consumption I)3 t.ommort.i:d aviation ha.'-: rot'ghl_

tripled during the last 15 .veat's It'of. 1). Most fol't,t,:t.qs p_'t.dit't _l l'odut t,tl l':llt, (-ff

growth in air transport:ttion. Nevorthclcss. the rate of irtt, ro:t._e in tlt,nltultl for :_vi:ttion

turbine fuels Is expected to cxt'oed that lbr automotive g':tsoli_c, l.'ot'_,t,:t,.<t._' of the.

growth rate In fuel consumption t)3' t'.S. airlines v'tt'y I'_nl :d)out t to 7 pt._'t,t,nt. I'i\t'll

the conservative oredtutions indit._to 't dt)ubllng t_t' tht, fuel _'t.qtli I't,d t't)t. :ill" t t':t_l_D_vl:_ -

tlon by the year 2O0O.

Presently. tot ._tt't.t':fft :tro It)tally dopt,n(Iont on l_t,lt't#lt,_in_ _h.t.i\t,_l kt, t'ost.nt, fu_,ls.

At some timt, In tilt, I tltul'(,, tt will I)t, l_t,t't's._:ll'X It_ t)ltt:lil_ :t\ i'ttb)ll ftlt,lx [l't_lt_ '_ottl't'_,:_

other than pt.trolt,tlln. IX.)n_t,,gtit,:tlly. tht,_t, '/ltt,l'n:_ti\t, xt_t_,'t .'_ ita_,lt.h _,il '-I_:_l, :tlt_l

coal. The most likt,lv :Ivi:IlitHI ttlt'|_lnt' fut'l dt't'ivt'_l t'l'tH_l th_"._' :dl, t_t:lti\_ ..... ,_'_ v if!

probably bt, it lblut(I h_,tll'l)t"ll'l)()ll th:ll is shuil:.J' t() I)t'll'_)l('_ll_) (h,ri\(.(I I,,)l,_)), It,( t:- ,

(ref. '2), I_a_od ()n lilt, t'u)'J't'lil i()l:d t'll_'_'g3 tt._t ' t:)l(,, lh(, I , ,'- _Ul)t)lx t)l I)(,l ),)l(,_lt_
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willb_,deplotudal_mnd tl_utut_lof the ccnttiry.The I'.S.mus! vuvr(,ntlyIml_r! abou!

:15 percent of tlu, oil tlmt we consume. This figure could g1_w to ovcv 50 i|t,t,vun! b_'

1985. Tile |'(mc|'ves of oll shale and t_al vouhl supply our total t.m, vg', m._.d_ for sevt, val

hundred years. Both government :rod lndustt3' are conducting pvogr:lm,_ 1o t,xplolt lht'

conversion of oil shale m_d t.o.fi to a t,l'udt., oil (rcfs. :1 lind ,I). Tilt, st, ,_o-,,alh,d "syn-

erudos" hart, properties semi, what similar to crude petroleum, with the t,xt,eptlon that

they contain a lower proportion of hyth'ogt, n to ca|.bon _m(I :t htghel' (,om.t,ntv:ltton o1"un-

desirable Impurities. l,arge capital expenditures will bc rt_lulrc(I to l'tunch the syn-

crude Industry. Even with the support of gove|'nmcnt, Initial production of syncrudc,_ Is

not expected until about 1985, and thin tnlttal production will support only :l small per-

eentage of the total t'. S. fuel demand.

The average distribution of finished products from a barrel of pctt'oleum is shown

in figure 3. The percent distribution of tile various products are illust,"ded with tile

more volatile products at tile top trod less volatile pl_ducts at tile bottom of the barrel.

Jet fuel, which takes most of the kerosene cut tor about 7_:_of the barreb, is obtained by

"_ a stralght.-run distillation of the crude plus a small degree of hyd_x)treating for sulfur

removal. Distillation Involves a relatively simple physical separation of the various

components within the etude by a series of repeated stages of vaporization _md conden-

sation. Hydmtreating Involves the chemical addition of hydrogen to unsaturated organic

compounds to fo_an saturated compounds or the removal of trace impurities such as sul-

fur by conversion to volatile compounds which may be more easily removed from the

•: product. The cost of hydrotreattng is directly related to the qutmtity of h.vdtx)gen re-
;,

qutred to process each barrel of crude. Until now, the kc_x)sene portion of crude p(,_-

": troleum has been sufficient to supply the dem'md for aviation turbine fuels, however, as

the dem,-md for aviation turbhae fuels grows faster than the dem_md for other petroleum

-. plx)ducts, it will become increasingly difficult to meet these demml(Is from the kerosene
cut of the barrel alone.

The alternatives to a shortened supply of aviation turbine fuel include (1) t,onvcrting

heavier cuts of the barrel to turbine fuel by hydroplxJcessing, which will result in in-

creases in refinery cost ml(t energ3" losses, (2) relaxing spct, ifications for aviation tur-

bine fuels, :m(l (3) using shale oil an¢l coal syncru(Ics as refinery ft,tqlslocks. ()f course,

: re'tother appta):wh to 'tilt, elate the problem is fuel conservation I)3 improving aircraft ef-

ficiency. The NASA has recently organizt, d a program to eyelet, t'm,vgy vffit.icnt pt'opul-
!

:, sion and acrodynanllt' systems Iref. 2). |lowcver, tills i):ll)t,t • will t'(_llt't,ntl'atc Oli lh(,

teclmtcal prol)lt,ms related to the utlliz:,tton of art:ilion tttrl_il|t, I'ut,1. with i_vot_t.rth.s slg-

i niflc:mtly (llfferent ft'om t.urrt,nt specification fut,ls,

7
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AX'IATI()N TI IIIIlNE I.'I'I.:I,S 'l'Vt'llN( )I,( ;(;'_'

The NASA fuels luelmalogy puugt'ant Is uum,ctlmd with th(, ¢,v:duati,m of Ihe putentftd

t,harzl('ierlstit's of ftlluro Jet fuels and tim detel'nlllt/llloll el tim po,_:,ilfl(, t,ITet't,n (+1'tht,_u

fuels on the pvrforman(,t, and durability of un_int, t.()nllgH|(,lli_. 'l he oblut'tivt' is I()

t, volve troy nt,w tet'hnology reqtfl red to use tht,st, I'u_,l,'_. Tht, problt,m,., in usin_ fut,ls with

pvop¢,rtles that are sli,,mifit'antly dlffev¢,nt l':'onl speutfit,ation ,ivltlllon turlflllt, I'm,Is :ire'

emphasized, i{t,,,4tq|i't,h related to tht, el'feeL of vt,l:lxed fuel :q)(_'ilit,:ttJoll;; on ('olill)tlS-

(ors. turbines, fuL,1 ttmks, fuel system compont,nts, and m:,tt, vi:ds is IJeln_ (.ondtlt,tt,(I.

The, NASA effort ts being uomluctcd as p'l/'t of :t loint integv;itu(I fuc, ls tut,hllolo_3 pro-

gram with the Air Force Acre Propulsion I,nbovatory. The entire program is bcir_K

coordinated with other govcnmmnt ag(,m.ics thqt are involved with ,'ese.avuh on th{, I.t._t,
'i

of shnle oil trod coal sbTlcrudes.

('haracteristics of Aviation Turbine I.'ta,ls

.: Commert.ial jet aircraft fuels have relatively tight spc(ifi¢.:ttion_. ..ks sl:o_n in fig-

ure •t, the initial boiling point of a typical t.olnmet'ci:fl .iL,t :\ is gent.v'll]_ gre:tter th:un

.l+i0 l,; (330 ° 1.3 in otxler to comply with thc minimunl Sl)t,t.ilit._ttion x,:thlt, l'of :t |']:lsh point

of 310 K (100 ° F_. Tht, limiting value for flash point is set to minimize, thc probabiiit_

:: of :m uceidental fire during fueling ov following ma t"ll3ol'gtqlt' _' l:a_ding. 'lht, mtuximum

:: final boiling point for ,let A may be as high a,s 570 g ¢570 ° I,'_, hut it i._ guncc:tlly less

than this valuc to comply with limits on frct, zin_ point.

.Many of the importtmt let fuel properties are il_tt.rrelatc¢l. An int.t,t..st, in final

:i boiling point gtqlt, vally correspond,g to an incrt.asc in both l'r(,czin_ point :m(I :t_'omatit,s
t'ont,t_ntl'fltion, l'he aromati(' t.on/potlllds found ill pet t't)lctt_ i_t'otlttt't, - t'(_ll,-_ist t_l ',£ t'l:lss

of uns:ttut"tted t*\e|it' h,V(ll'Ot'tll'bons t.ont:lillillb_ o11(. o1" lllol't, htql;.,.tqlt, t'ill_2s th:lt hi_vt, :i

wide rang(, of boilin_ points. The volatililv, x_hit.h i_ I't,l:ltt.(I to tht. t:uilin_ r_m_(,, lllust

, be a ('onlpl'OTlliSe J)tqw(,(,n saiisf'lt.to l'y t't)llll)llSt ion t'h:t I':l('t¢' Fi :-_| i(',g :in,I :,ll ,,t.t't,l>l:lt,l t,

: t]:,sh point, l+ow at'omatit' com.cnlv:ttions "iv(, tlt,sit.t,tl t() minimi.,.t, smt)l.t, itlltl t'l:m_e, ra-

diatit.n t't)t|St'(I b 5 snlok(,, l.inl|ls ()tl lht, _,ont,tqltl,:ttio)l el :tl't_nl:ttit.:. t_lt.l'in.g, :lntl nil t'_-

: g1211 t'()nlpt)Ulltls ill |hi, fuel aft, nt, t,e,_s;ll'x to re:filet:tin t,ht, mit':ll ._t:d_ilit_ t)l the lull _,

that _'tmls. '¢ttl'llish. :iDol t,tll'|)t)ll :||'L, IIt)t l't_l'mt,tl t,illlt,|" tl_.ll'il_t. >.tt)l':l;_t' O|" \X ilhtl_ tl_t'

he:lte(I P:tt'ts of the l'uel systt,n_. (_lt, lir3._, whir'it :tr(, :t t'l:j, '-_, ,,I tin: :_tu_:_t,,_l ,_'t,.:ilti, t,t_l_t-

pounds t, ottt:lil_|ng :it lt,a,gt Ol_t, dotltd(, I)ol_tl, :_l't, tt.l:_ti\t,l\ t,t.:lt,ti_,t, ,,l_(,mi, :ll ,',,t,_l.)ul_d-

.\nv llitroff_,n or' _tlll'ul' ill lht. l'ut,l will I)t, ('_ttv_,t'lt,,I to umh,.-i_ ildt, ,)_!_h' I ,dlttt:tnt_ ,hi r-

ill_ tq)lll|)tlS||ttll. Sull'ut' ;lllil tl':lt't' tn('t;l]_ Stl('h H < V:lll:lt[illlll. < titll_l :tl_,l l)_d:,_-.'-it/I)Z

IllIISI I_t' :t_'<)itlt'tl t() prt'vt'nt tilt' t'l)Fl'O:;jol+ :lll(t oxhlilti,_l_ ,)1 lu,l ttlt'l,ill, I,l:ltl '_:, \It ,_I

l},t'S(' t'h'Itl('lll s :I l't' (,;lxJl,v l't'lllttx t'tl l'l't)t1| I)¢'1 l'ttlt'tllll (h't'i\ _',I l'tlt'l,-: I_'+' h\ ,It t_t t'_':It ill_.

++,, .+,+ + + " +'+- : ....++ -_--....... '-:--,+: : " + :-'--=:-'+++'":'+--'"'::+ tx+i'"";:: :_"; " o
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Ilowever, the: c,om,t:ntration of fllL':_t' c,h, ment_ 111_hah, oil trod foal sym,vudt,._; t,_, mm,h

higher, and their removal, t,,_pt,t,i:dh' nttJ_gen f_ni ,_lmh, oil, In ,llfl'ic, tdt (n,f. 51, TI.,

fvc, t,,zlnl r pofllt trod vlt4t,osJiv, whJc,h ;trc, f.¢,n_,rally ¢,onlrollt,d Itv ]lmlilnl; |'hill| hoJlint,

point, t, re Imporbmt fm,tor,_ _ffl'e,,tln[ r, fut, l :4yt_tt,m dt','_ll.rll ;rod rt,llahillty,

'l'ht: ,let A fuel spc,elft¢':ttlon limits tht, m:v_lmum avt_math, t.om,¢,.tr:tt_',n to 21J pt, t'-

t:t,ni by volume, whh, h (,orl't, sljon¢ls tO :1hytlru_,en t'ontt,nt el about 1:I to 1,t IJt'r_'¢'lll b 5'

wei_,3_t{fig. 5). As the a1_matit' t_t_lit,entralion InCl't'a,'_t',_, tilt, hydru/4t,n t'-ntent _h_-
creases trod the tendetwy for smoke to he formt,d during c_tnhustlon tnt, l'_,ast,_, A

higher q tx)matlc content in generally ac.cumpanied I),v lnt, rt_ast,s in l inai bulling lJuhtt,

fvc,:zLng point, and spec:Lfic gravity. A hit,;her specific gr_evtty reduct, s tlw I, cat t,ontcnt
or the fut,l by wvlrht but, corresl_ondinl,ly, increases heat content by volume.

Effet_ts or ltelaxed i,'ucl Spt, cifications on Conlbustor._

The ef[cct o1' wtrylng llydt_gen content tn a hytlroc.lrbon t'.tc.1oil tht, lint.r surf at.t.

t¢,tnpt, r, ttttrc of a convt.nt_on,d conlbustor Is shown in fif.,urc _i trt,f, t;_. Tht. surfact.

tclnlJerattttx y illt, rt,_l_o,q with tlet, rt, asing hvdrogt, I1 conlt, nt bet'att._t, tilt, lncrt.ttscd at'o-

matit.s ruusults in increased soot formation, whit.h t.auses hlghu, r tl:tlnt, rt_tli:dton dut. to

lnt, rcascd flame, emissivity. These expcrimental tlat_, Ibr "t sillg!e ,l'i',_D combu,_tvr c:m

operating "It :dmul:tted t,l'tllSt, c.onditit_ns intlitutte that a l-pt, rt'ent dqql't21!str hi hbUl'o_t'll

l¢.ads to a 50 i,: {90° l,') increase in liner walt tt, mpcrature. Increasing lint, t' surface

tt,mperature m'ty reduce coml_ustov opt, t-Hing lilt, ov at worst rt, sult in tht" gt'mlu:d tit,--

gradation of combustor componenis that could ltqut to [urthc, v ¢lt.nagc to the turbine.

Other data showing tile effect of variations h_ hytlvoKel_ content on conlL_ustor pt.r-

[ormitnc'c were obtained f_,oln sever'd t,Xl)t,rlmt'ntal t,ombusturs tlt'slgl_trtl to nlinimizt,

cxlmust pollutm_ts (refs. 7 and 8). Two el tilt, low-poihttant t.oml_uslor, _ |_t'ing sttttlit.d

under :_.NASA contract deslgmdt, d as tilt' "i':xpt, l'lnlt, ntlll ('h2_ul ('ond_u_lt_r i'l'ugFall_ '_ :il't'

shown in figure 7. The "Vorbtx" t,oInbusor is being th,vt, lopt.d bv I'ratt & Whitney for

tht, ,IT91) englnt,. :ultl tilt, tl(_tfl)lt'-:tllllll]:tt" t'tmfi_ustor i: I_cing tlt,vtqopt'tl l_y t;t'ut'ral I(|t't'-

tric for the ' " =(. I' b-e0 Plllgillt2 Both t,OlltlJtlstor tlt,,_Jglis consist of t',vt) COnlbtl_liOh sl;l_ t.s

A pilot stage butals a rclativt,ly t'it.h fttt,l-air tnixtltrt, at lt)w p_.wt, r t,tmditltm: sttt,h a_

idh' ill order to tllillltniz_., h_'tll't._t'tll'l)t)tl tlntl t'i|l'l_t_ll lllt3llt)Xitlt' ('llliSSit.)llF,, ;\ Illltill ._tll.!d,t'

• is u,_:t'd Io bttt_ :t rt.latlvt.iy huln lllixtu|'t, t_l' ftlcl :tml air :d high IX)Wt'l t't_ltdilit,ll:, buI'h lib

t:ll,;t't)l'f :llld t'rtlJSt, hi ordt'r iu nlillilnizt, ,_tn_d.t' ;11_1t_xith,,q ul H|ttx_zt, n

Tt,st t't,sults t'ttr lht, st, twt_ t'Xl_t'rllnt'l_llll Io_-ptdlula_t t.tgmbttstors 'lrt, t.ol_q_al't,d

with tilt' t't, stllls l'of nlort, ctlliV(,lllJt)lllll l_l_ulut,lhql t't)ltlhilsl(}l',_; hi l'ituIl'¢' ::. "l'h_' Ill;IXi-

llltlnl lint't' Stll'[llt't' |t, ln|n,r:llttrt, Ill|lithe; tilt' ¢'Olllltth_It}l' il}l_,l :ti Y |tqllln' r:tltll't' is shtlwIi

plotted 't_;atllst file, li.vdrogt,ll contt,lll I't,st _lat:_ I_r lilt' |wt_ t'tmvt,ldi_ll_ll t't_Inbuslt_rs

follow II _|llltl:l I' I I't, ll¢l o1' hit' t't,lts inlz su I'|"lt'(, I_,lllj}t, l':|ttl 1'¢' Wit h _h't' l't';l;: ill_ I1_tl I'_gt'll
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content, llowcver,thet,xp,,rlmt,nlallwo-slag_,_.cmllnlsh_v'-;:ir['ipl:fllvt'l','In_pnsltl',,t,to

the hydrogen content of tht, fuel ore ;' Iht, limited rlmgp of hv_lvo_:c,n t,om,pnl rldlont_ tim!
woro tttudlcd. Thlts ¢,ff_,,'t It4 attl.il_ut_,_l 1_ lh,, fa,,t tll_ll _11,.ln_ltn _-_l_l[,/,,ff lhp low_

pollutant eombut4torHctpl,rlltt,HHI r,.,l:fllv,,Ivl,,mlfui,l-_,lrl':lli,,!;tim!;l;r,,thlt'lllill,'r_4_ttut

trodlow(-+rflanl_,radltltlon.'l'he._;_,rp_-_ull:_lhu._Indl_,:fl_,lh:;llhl..-._Ip_-_il,.IiIi;l[,.hll,'rmlt

the ut_t_,of a _ut_l,,villia hlght,r tlromiflh','onlG,nlwlthoul:._tfll'erlnl,,r_ni_l.;t,l'ovmtfll{_mpel;,ql-

U_s. Other teatdataolstalnt,tlwith the,_elow-pollulm;teomlm_-;l{;,'.'-_llt4ilillN,;.2 ,llt,._,'l

fUelindlcatc,a small Io,_,,_In :fltllu,lerelll:Id,.alml_llily:m,I a :m_:fllIn_,r(,a_.a,Ill,qlrbt_n

monoxide and totalhyd_,arbon pollvlanls'fll_lle,The el'l't,el,__fl'_nlhliN_, '.!_llea,lfuel

on ¢ombustlm_ ufflch.,ney:rod_omhu,ql_rexllItqul}eralur¢,p_ffll_,w_,_ei_,.t:,lll;llfle,l,'u-

luretestplans Includesiudvinglht,_,l'l'et,t,qoI'br_:,l,_l_e_.ll'l_'_flhml'u_,l_¢u_,,on_l_uslur

durabilityateicw_tcdp res,,'uvt,sto sllnulah. l:ikeolTOlH,r:llln_z t'ondItl,m:_.

Effects of Relaxed Fuel Sl_{,{'tl'i{':Hion,qon l,'u_.l Systems

The typical spread tn freezing point uf a h_tl_o_,:_rbtm l'ut,I l_lcnd :_s :t I'unt'lion (_f

final boiling point is shown in figure _1. I,'reezing I_int i:g :_tm_t,what t,f a Ill|,'-:ll{.qnl_,l'here

since a jet f0el consists of many different orgmHt' t,t)lnpolintt,,;, and ol_ly :t pt;rt, t,onH)ountl

solidifies at a constant _md dt_,flnitc teluperaturt', l.'t_r let fuels tht, l'l't,t'zhlg l.utnt Is (It,-

fined by the initial presence of ::olt_l twdrocarl_on ery,_ittl,_ in thc ll,lui_l pha._t'. Tht, wide

spread in freezing point for a given final boilin_ point is p_bably due to flu, variations

In the types and concentrations of organic t.('nH)t_untls l'_untl in fuels t,efi_lt,_l from difft t'-

_t crude sources. The only (lif[erentre between the spt,(,tl'tc'ation,_ for .let A :m(l ,let :\-1

IS the maximum allowable freezing point, which is 23:1 1< {- 1¢ _ I,'} :|nit 22:1 k {-i "_ lq.

r_spectively. The freezing point for dit,sc,1 No. 2 is t,onsidt, rably hi_,ht,_' and x:trie:,
from about 2,50 to 2,55 l< (-10 ° to 0° I.'}.

A representative wtrtation In t.mk fuel tempt,;"flure ov,.v a l(m[,: tli:'t:mce lli_ht is

shown in figure 10 (ref. 9). As a s:ffety m:_r_,,tn for :lx'oidtug fuel line plu_lng, the I,'AA

requires that the tank fuel t'.;mper'_turc be maint:_ined at least :_14 _.q.-I'_ 1") :fl,,_,vu the

freezing po_,ntof the fuel being tlSed, l.'t_r the t'x:mlplt' ,_ht_'wl_, the tal_k fut'l tenq)ev:lturt,

will fall below th_ safety margin fear ,It,t .\ :|[t_,r flying tll_,tfl :_7;_0I;ilolnt, iet ,_:t'.!l_l_ nm_.

This figure thus lllustrtttes the neresslty o1' using .let A-1, whtt,h ha:_ a lower

freezing point for long dist:mt'e fltt;'llt:_. It is intt, rt'slinI4 to rtlp.-'t,lx't' tha! Iht' t'l'tt't't t._t

initial fuel temperature on i.mk I'tlel tt'mpt'ratu r(' ht,_,t,t_e:_ m't,_iil.llfl(' t't_;-l_,n_', flivht

ttmes.

Several flight opcratitnu_l melht_l:_ may hi, t,(_n::i,lt, t'_,d t_, m:dnt:tinin_ :, t)_t,l :_l_x't,

its fl_ezing point. In the uvcllt tirol Ihe Int,:l_lll't,tl t:ml. l'ut,1 l_'lnl_t'l':lll;l'_.' :lDpt't_:_ht':_ flu'

stffety m:u'gtn, the t_lnk fuel [enlpt'l'lltlll't' lltlIV Ill. tllt'l(';I,_:l'll I}X im'vt':_':tn_', tli!,ht \l:lt'h

_ l
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number, reducing flight altitude, or altering course to avoid cold air ma._._cs. All of

these approaches penalize iuel consumption, Switching fl_m outboard to inboard fuel

tanks, which are at a slightly higher temperature, is relatively limited in effectiveness.

As shown In the previous figure, preheating fuel on the ground has a negligibh, effect

on the fuel tank temperature for a long flight, ttowevcr, preheating fuel on the ground

might be necessary during the winter in some regions just to transfer a broader--

specification fuel such as diesel No. 2 to the aircr_t.
The use of broader-specification fuel such as diesel No. 2 would rc_luirc a major

redesign of the airframe fuel system. Insulating the fuel tanks could provide a partial

solution. However, heating the fuel in the tank during flight would probably be required

to maintain the tank fuel temperature above the freezing point. Several approaches

to heating the fuel during the flight could be considered. Fuel could be recirculated

through the engine heat excbanger and returned to the fuel t:mk. This approach would

probably require changes to the present design for the fuel pumps ,and engine heat ex-

changer. Another approach could be the addition of fuel tank heaters. Whatever method

is used, high local fueJ temperature must be avoided to prevent gumming of fuel pos-

}rages due to degradation of the fuel. The problems in using a broader specification

fuel with a higher freezing point are currently being studied ,analytically by Boeing under

a NASA contract.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Many areas of research and development will have to be explored if we are to use

a_.ternative fuels for let aircraft. The research performed so far, in which the effects

_f higher aromatic content and lower vola*Ality fuels on combustors were studied, must

be extended to higher operating pressures to fully evaluate performance and durability

problems, The initial low smoke and low liner temperature results obtained in experi-

mental two-stage combustors look promising. Fuel system technology must be

evolved to permit the use of fuels with higher freezing points and lower thermal sta-

bilities. Additional fundamental data are needed to relate thermal stability to fuel

composition. Data on the effects of altel_native fuels on materials must be obtained,

including their compatibility with both fuel system elastomers and turbine blade alloys

• and coatings. Any potential toxicity problems related to fuels derived from coal or oil

shale must be studied, although undesirable toxic compounds will probably be removed

at the refinery. Finally, extensive engine enduranc'e testing will he rc_luired to estab-

lish the overall reliability of engines designed to use an alter'native fuel.
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GAS-PATH SEAL TECHNOLOGY

John Zuk

NASA Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY * •

Improved gas-path seals arc needed for better fuel economy, longer performance

retention, and louver maintenance, particularly In advanced, high-performance gas

turbine engines. Problems encountered in gas-path sealing are described, as well as"

new blade-tip sealing approaches for high-pressure compressors and turbines. These

include a lubricant coating for conventional, porous-metal, rub-strip materials used in

compressors. An improved hot-press metal alloy shows promise to increase the

operating surface temperatures of high-pressure-turbine, blade-tip seals to 1450 K

(2150 ° F). Three ceramic seal materials are also described that have the potential

to allow much higher gas-path surface operating temperatures than are possible with
metal systems.

INTRODUCTION

Seals present fundamental and continuing problems in gas turbine engines. Many

seals are used in these engines. A large gas turbine engine, such as that shown in fig-

ure 1, has over 100 major seals and several hundred minor seals. Seals not only re-

strict gas leakage, but also provide thrust balancing, meter cooling gas flow, and pro-

tec_ bearing compartments and other mechanical components. Thus, the cumulative

effect of sealing practice is appreciable. Our present concern for fuel conservation

and need for much better performance retention call for improved seals. Also ad-

vanced engines will operate at higher pressures, temperatures, and speeds than cur-

rent engines. These engines will have to be run "tighter" than current engines. Ilcnce,

even better seals will be required. The Lewis Research Center is working in most of

the major sealing areas and has an extensive shaft scaling program that has resulted

in a very successful lift-pad sealing concept. This concept is excluded from this pre-

sentation but is addressed in reference ) and is briefly described in the sump-fire pro-

gram presentation (ref. 2).

This presentation addresses the primary-gas-path seals. The main function of

these seals is to keep the working fluid in the designed flow path. Thus, the working

fluid can contribute to the useful work energy of the engine rather th._n be added to the

wasted energy of leakage.
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Primary-gas-path seals can be elasslfled as either outer or inner air ,_eals. The

inner air seals are usually labyrinth seals and art, the lnterstagc or end ,_elll._ (fig. 2).

These meals are composed of rotating knife edges Interfacing with _l stationary sh,_,w,

of a rub-tolerant and erosion-resistant material, The outer air seals art, blade-lip

seals (fig. 2) and are located m the gaps between the blade tips and the casing shroud.

The casing shroud also contains a rul)-tolerant and erosion-resist'rot materlnl. Of all

the seals, the primary-gas-path seals havu the g¢'catcst cffe('t on performance, par-

ticularly on fuel economy.

A_ an example, compressor efficiency, one measure of performmlee, is grcai/y

affected by file blade-tip clearance. "the compressor efficiency penalty as the ratio of

blade-tip clearance to blade height is increased is shown in figure 3. These dt,ta were

obtained from operational and research compressors (ref. 3). Usually, the high-

pressure stages of high-performance compressors have short span heights, tlencc,

the compressor efficiency is very sensitive to blade-tip clearmme. Note in fi_,nlre 3

that doubling the clearance can mean a 2-percent penalty in efficiency. In addition,

stall/surge margins also depend greatly on clearance.

GAS- PATH SEALING PROBLEMS

Operating seal clearances depend on both operating conditions and installation.

Operating conditions include maneuver and landing "g"-load deflections, aerod_mmic

_=:_ surge and pressure-induced stator deflections, rotor dynamic response to rotor un-

balance, thermal transient mismatch between rotating and static seal components,

centrifugal growth, and engine-case distortion (ovalization) caused by engine mounting.

_ The first two conditions depend on the operating history of the specific engine. Closer-

clearance operation can be attained by using rub-strip liners with initially tight clear-

.... ances and permitting the interaction of blade tips to wear in the required operating

clearances. The rcmaining conditions are common to all engines of the same model

:' and require basic structural and design modifications to achieve significant reductions

in running clearance. We a::e working on such design concepts, including active clear-

:--: ance control.
.--'_

; _" GcneraUy, the g-as-path s-.al clearances change with each engine condition, such%

: i as idle, takeoff, and cruise. L_mensional chm_ges in the seal support structure are

: :'i large relative to the seal clearances. The trend toward higher engine pressures and

temperatures will tend to increase both seal displacements and erosion.

Although nominally rub-tolerant materials are used today, problems arise (luring

;: close-clearance operation when severe rub situations are encountered. In these situa-

_, tlons the blade tips can wear severely.

_:_ Figure 4 shows the sur[aee of a conventional shroud seal material after a severe
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rub. There are two distinct rehdons in the wear pattei'n. On the fat' right, acceptable

rubbing has oeeurrt, d; on the left, the Lladc-tip material has been "smeared" or lrans-

ferred. This smearing is undesirable because the blade tip has worn, resulting in a

larger leakage path. tlowever, an almost equally undesirable situation occurs when the

shroud material transfers to the blade tip and results in a full :160° rub groove caused

by this effective increase in blade height.

In addition to performance loss, poor gas-path seals cause, many associated prob-

lems. Increased clearance due to rubbing or lack of erosion resistance decreases the

stall/surgemargin inthe compressor. Severe rubbingof bladetipscan initiatecracks

in theblades and greatlyreduce the bladellfe. Seal wear debris may depositdown-

stream and affectothercomponentstperformance. The most seriousconsequence of

poor rub toleranceis, of course, self-destruction.

The Lewis sealingprograms are fullyintegratedwiththe Department of Defense_s

programs on gas-pathsealing.

HIGH- PRESSURE-COMPRESSOR TIP SEALS

: Prior to the current jumbo jets, compressor tip seal surfaces in civilian engines

were not treated with a rub-tolerant material. Because of their relatively low stage

pressure ratios and more-rigid structures than current jumbo jet engines, the oper-

: ating seal clearances in these t,lder engines were set so rubs would never occur. Also

fuel prices were relatively low when these engines were des/,gned. Current jumbo jet

engine designs, however, could not afford this operating per_alty, and rub-tolerant sur-

face materials had to be used. It is estimated that as much as a 4-percent increase in

compressor efficiency was obtained by using rub-tolerant surface treatments.

Two classes of rub-tolerant materials are widely used today. One class includes

porous metal, cermet, and composite materials. These are generally thermally

sprayed or sintered, fine metal particles or metal fibers with low cohesive strength

due to their porosity (fig. 5). In principle the particles or fibers are sheared off by

bond fracture during a rub. A trade-off must be made between rub tolerance and ero-

_ sion resistance.

As a result, present shroud seal materials may have either poor rub tolerance or

poor gas erosion resistance (fig. 6). Fortunately, both good rub tolerance and good
i-,i

erosion resistance can be obtained through more careful control of the material-

_' processing variables than is presently used, but much work remains to bc done in this

: area,

In figure 6, an NASA ex33erimental nmtcrial i s compared with two conventional

i_ shroud seal materials - porous metal and porous cermet, The porous metal material

shows eery low friction, which indicates good rub tolerance, but is badly eroded by hot
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ga,% The loHn el' Hhroud nmlerlal Itv or_t,.4ion t,_, of t,.urt4t,, dt,trim_,ntal tt) l_orformanee.

t)n the ttlllt*r hand, lilt, t,t, rlm,l matt,rlal had t4n_td t,l.tJ_itm rt,_l_;lant,t, I_ut p_tor rub tolor-
ant, c. Because of Its high I'rit,tion, lilt, et,rmet blado-lilJ inalt,rl;d would tr:mnft, r to the

shroud material, ()ltviouslv, It trath,-_df must bt, made ht,lwt,4,n ruh toh,rtmee and ero-
sion resistance.

The NASA expt, rimental Iimievial, how_,w,r, sh_)ws ri,am)nal)lt, I'ri_'liOll and exee|-

lent erosion resisimwe (fig. 6). These qualities are achieved by using, plasma-

sprayed, solid lubricant coating on lilt, convt,ntion'tl porous metal material. In addition, ..

this lubricant c_ating is formulated to providt, oxidation resistance; and further, it will

ruduce leakage flow through the porous structure. The phot_mlivrogTaph in figure 7 is

a magnified cross-sectional view of this shroud seal material, showing the pl.asma-

sprayed, solid lubricant surface coating on the porous metal substrate.

Figure 8 shows the same view after a l_ife-edg'e rub. Knife-edge rubs are similar

to bladc_tip rubs. The groove indicates a ele;m rub, _dth no metal transfer from or to

the lufife edge. The l_life edge showed no measurable wear. The coating provided a

glassy phase, on the rub surface, that acted as a higt_-temperature solid lubricant.

The preliminary results with this lubricant coating material are promising, ltowever,

further studies and additional testhw;, simu_.ating a complete engine environment and

operating cycle, are necessary before this material concept can be used in an engine.

This work is described in references ,1 and 5. A continuing Lewis in-house program is

trader way to study this approach further.

The other class of material is the plastically deformable surface materials. These

materials are ahnost fully dense and are characterized by their low yield strength.

During a rub these materials flow plastically and at the same time offer good erosion

resistance (fig. 9). They are generally applied by thermvl spray processes. One of

the most serious problems with currently used materials is that the debris is not in-

nocuous. A progTam (Contract NA83-20054) has recently been started to very funda-

mentally investigate plastically deformable materials. The goal is to find a better sub-

stitute for the currently used materials and at the same time learn how to make more-

rub-tolerant, gas-path seal materials.

HIGIt- PRESSURE-TURBISIE TIP SEALS

In hit, h-pressure turbines, tile eurrentl_ used engine tip se'ds tire segmented

shroud seals, which are limited to gas-path surface temperatures less them 1,q66 E

(2000 ° F). Because of the more severe environment in high-pressure turbines, oxi-

dation _md corrosion restst_mce tuld the 'ability lo withstand tiwrmal cycling are addi-

tiona.l requirements.

As shown in fig'ure 10, some currently used metal tip seals art, merely tmtreated
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shrouds composed of a eobalt-bat_o alloy that is softer than the blade. However, the

rub tolermleo in mininlal and only very light rubs can bc accommodated..!, currently

used rub-tolerant surface treatment Is a direct-sintered nlekol-alumlnum alloy. It,

however, is also limited to 1366 K (2000 ° F) p3ts-path surface temperatures. Recently,

contractual work (NAS-:I-1 [_905) has led to tile completion of a development effort on an

improved shroud seal material, a hot-pressed, slightly porous, nickel-chromium-

aluminum alloy that is _trla stabilized. This alloy meets all operating requirements

and extends operation to about 1.150 K (2150 ° F). ']'ltis seal material has been success-
ID,

tully cnglne tested, and presently the laboratory fabrication process is lacing ul _'adcd

for larger volume production. Further eni_dnc tests are being conducted under this
contract.

With current seal material technolohs,, higher turbine-inlet-temDc_" " •re _ , _.,

can only be obtained by using cooling schemes on the hot-l;_a_ _,v," o such

schemes are shown in figurc 11 - transpiration cooling ant .... ;._ cooli:-g. However, the

performance penalty for this additional cooling air is great, t.nd larger clear a_c.e oper-

ation is necessary to avoid rub smearing of the cooling holes.

Currently, ceramic turbine shrouds arc being developed as a means of extending

uncooled-gas-path-surf': .'c operating temperatures. Three ceramic material systems

are being investigated - zirconia, silicon carbide, and silicon nitride (fig. 12). The

zirconia system is a graded cermet. A metal-rich composition is first directly sin-

tered to the metal supporting shroud, and then layers of progressively more ceramic-

rich materials are sintered until a surface layer of 100-percent zireonia is achieved.

Finally, a porous layer is bonded for rub tolerance. This work is sponsored by the

Navy. A related Lewis program (NAS3-19759) is investigating plasma spraying of

this cermet system, ff successful, this approach would have a large cost advantage

over the direct-sintering process. Also it may be applied to e:dsting shrouds and thus

extend their life and/or operath)g temperatures.

Two Lewis programs are studying silicon carbide and silicon nitridc systems.

One, under contract NAS3-20081 is investiguting density variations in and structural

configurations of these systems. Another pro_wam (NAS3-20082) is investigating

siLicon/silicon carbide substrates coupled with a series of abradable surface layers,

in order to find the most optimum combination.

In addition to improved shroud seal materials studies, work is being conducted on

the mating turbine blade tips. Both treated and untreated turbine tips are being stud-•

led. Recent work has sho_vn that turbine blade tips can wear under certain conditions.

Abrasive grits such as aluminum oxide and silicon carbide bonded to the blade tips are

being evaluated.

All these ceramics approaches show much promise but must overcome many

problems, pa.-'ticularly the thermal shock resistance common to all ceramics and the
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attachm,_nt of the ceramic to the metal supporting structure because of differences in

thermal expansion properties. Satisfactory progress is being made and we probably

will see ceramic seal technology applied in the 1980' s.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Only a few of the many ongoing programs in gas-path sealing technology at the

Lewis Research Center have been presented. Promising high-pressure-compressor -.

and turbine tip seals that will make possible improved performance are being devel-

oped. Because of the necessity for conserving energy, there is a pressing need to

improve and better retain engine performance in an economical, low-maintenance, and

safe way. This goal can be achieved by improved seal technology, which will be even

more critical in meeting the requirements of future high-performance engines.
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(a) Sintered metal particles. (b) Sintered metal fibers.

Figure 5.- Compressor tip seals with porous-metal surface treatments.
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Figure 6.- Friction and _u,,_;i_uJ t,! :;hroud ,'_t,al materials.
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ADVANCED INLET DUCT NOISE REDUCTION CONCEPTS

David Chestnutt

NASA Langley Research Center

Charles E. Feller

NASA Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

This paper is a progress report on the implications of inlet noise
reduction on aircraft direct operating costs (DOC). It considers treated

inlet rings, various other inlet noise reduction concepts, and forward-

speed effects. The paper has been 1Lmited to relatively well-established
approaches to Inlet noise reduction, such as acoustic liners and fixed-

geometry�high-subsonic-speed inlets which are the focus of considerable

current research activity. All of the concepts discussed will be of a

"passive" nature, i.e., no moving parts or electrical feedback systems.

More futuristic approaches may include variable inlet geometry, inlet sprays,

and in-duct cancellation. These "active" approaches may be applied at some

future tlme after the passive approaches have been more fully exploited.

INTRODUCTION

Inlet noise is a contributor to the total noise signature of commercial

Jet transport aircraft that must be controlled to achieve community accept-
ability and to meet current and future federal noise regulations. Efforts

to control inlet noise are either at the source through proper design of

the rotating components so as to minimize the generation of noise or by
appropriate modiflcat_ons within the inlet duct so as to inhibit Che radia-

tion of turbomachinery noise from the inlet face. The last decade has

witnessed efforts by the universities, the government, and private industry
to identify, develop, and implement a variety of methods for inlet noise

control. An imaginative research effort continues to improve on established
methods and to produce new ideas.

The purpose of this paper is to present a progress report on current
efforts by describing various approaches to noise control within the inlet

which show promise for future applications. Included in the discussion are

treated inlet rings, refracting inlets, variable impedance liners, hybrid

inlets, and forward-speed effects. Not included in this paper are the more
futuristic approaches to inlet noise reduction which would involve variable

geometry, inlet sprays, in-duct cancellation, and the llke. A summary of
these concepts is given in reference i.
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As a reminder of the nature of the problem, a schematic example of a fan
noise narrowband spectrum that may occur within an inlet is shown in figure 1.
Superimposed upon a background of broadband noise are pure tones occurring at
multiples of the blade passage frequency. Among the more important sources of
these tones are the interaction of rotating blades and statio_,ary vanes with
upstream generated wakes, atmospheric turbulence and ground vortices, wall
boundary layers, and iuClow distortion resulting from crosswinds and angle of
attack. On occasion combination tones can be observed which occur at the sums

and differences of the harmonics of tones from multistage devices. When the
relative Hath number into the fan blades becomes supersonic, shock waves --.
created at the blade leading edges spiral down the duct to form "multiple pure
tones" (HPT). This fundamental MPT occurs at the shaft speed, and there may be
higher harmonics which create a very ragged sound spectrum and have a "buzz-
saw" sound. In-duct levels of broadband noise on the order of 120 to 130 dB
have been measured. Tones may extend 10 to 15 dB above these levels. Overall

noise levels near the fan of 150 to 160 dB are not unusual. In this paper,
methods of reducing fan noise within the inlet duct are described, whereas
methods of reducing the noise at the source by modifications to the fan itself
are not considered.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

c speed of sound

D inlet diameter

f frequency

1 length of acoustic treatment

m spinning mode number!

. M Mach number

BPF blade passing frequency

-. DOC direct operating cost

EPNdB unit of effective perceived noise level

PNdB unit of perceived noise level

PNLT tone-corrected perceived noise level

SPL sound pressure level

QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM

Several years ago Lewis Research Center completed the Quiet Engine Program.

One of the program objectives had to do with the exploration of inlet splitter
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rings for noise suppression. A photo_'_rltl,hof one. of tht,ne engines with three

inlet rings is shown in flgure 2. At that time the state of the art indicated
that inlet rings were req. tred to qubst:mtlally reduce inlet noise below the
standards of Federal Aviation I_el;ulation Part 36 (FAR 36; ref. 2). This belief D

was based in a large part on the re:mlts from durt theory and experiments being
used for noise reduction pred tot ton. Figure 3 (ref. 3) depicts some results

from this inlet ring study, l'ercelved noise level t s plotted as a function of

" azimuth angle measured from the inlet axis. There was a significant reduction

',i in noise at all angles for the wall-oaly treatment. The inlet with splitter
rings yielded noticeable additional reductions between i0 ° and 50 ° only. A

_ conclusion that may be drawn Ires these results is that adding the complexity

:', of inlet splitter rings produced small additlonal noise reductions. This

_' result may have been due to tile fact that the wall treatment performed much

- _ better than expected or that perhaps a noise floor was encountered at the level

reached by the wall-only treatment, thereby preventing further reduction by the

rings.

-! Using 1972 acoustic technology from the Lewis Quiet Engine Program, acous-

'. tic and economic trade-offs were calculated by the General Electric Company as
_-?

i shown in figure 4 (ref. 4). The curve indicates the trade-off between Dec
, and noise reduction achieved by the use of acoustic treatment. This curve is

based on the experience with the low fan rip speed used on Quiet Engine "A."

_: The initial point on the curve is for the untreated engine configuration. Sub-

:. sequent points are for incremental additions of acoustic treatment with the
"_ final point representing a three-ring inlet and a two-ring exhaust duct.

-; A result from this analysis is the penalty on Dec incurred through the use

:?" of 1972 acoustic treatment technology to achieve noise levels I0 dB or more

-< below the standards of FAR 36. The curve indicates that the economic cost of

i' reaching this noise level is too hi?.h. This paper will attempt .to show that
¢ the slope of this curve is helm', chan%ed by current research. The exact change

; is not known but definite improvements are indicated. Another Quiet Engine

->_:' Program may be appropriate in the future to determine more precisely the new
_.: acoustic and economic trade-offs.
'do

,_. Figure 5 (ref. 4) shows predicted attenuation of sound power as a function

:. of frequency based on 1972 noise source dnsumptions allowing only axisymmetric
o:i modes. The amount of attenuation td_tainable simply depended upon the amount of

<- treatment that could be put in an inlet, and for hi_:her frequencies large

io:; amounts of treatment wouhl be required to produce only modest amounts of noise

-!! reduction. Tile data points above this curve indicate acoustic measurements '

,, with the quiet en_:Inc, two tans, and a J]Sl) en_int:. The noise reduction results

.....,:! " were much better than predicted. The discrep;mcies between the predictions and
i the measurements cau,qed a re-t:valuatJt,u of the duct theory assumptions. A

..... ,;: probable explanation for tl_t: _,,,tu'lv conservative prediction is tlle noise-source

"'.;> assumption. Fi_.ure 6 indic, tv.; ucl:em,lticallv the actual acoustic pressure

i_ pattern renerated by rotor-stat,,r interaction or a supersenlc-tip speed rotor.
-'_' When these spinning n:odc t,,lttern:: ;trc accotmtt, d tor in the theory, the maximum

r C,l,-,t'_, • }" [ Vtll't _'_ possible sound attenuation i:. in, ,, ,. ' 7 (ref 5) shows the effect

<' of the presence of sptnninr modos in the so,lrce on maximttm sound power attenua-
tiOll aS a tUDCtiOII of tt,.,quency. 'lhe l_,wt,>t curve rt, pl'esents tile axibymmetric

, 48_ORIGINALPa l,; Is
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source assumpt|on th_lL w;l'i I.;M,, _,itlk (I+, I,,,'.'i,._'; theory. The Flame experimental
data has been plotted o. th,, ,.,1, v, .,. ,:l.,L,l,,v f ida, I Ill,; :_ound d.sL'ription can

account for the level .I (,_l.,rll,l,,TiI ,1 ,I.,I,_. _/ll,.l) 11 l)l'COlllt!bl possible to measure

the norse mmrcetl ln:+Id+, el I1.,.;,, l,ll I,,,,.i, Illll,,,; it lll;IV become appnrt.nt how good

.|loBe n_w Lheorutlcal aI_stU.l_l+ l,_tl_; ;_i ,,. IJ,,t I, I,; ,,trr,.,nt ly underway Lo measure
thuue noise source,+ statically ;rod I.,,I,,,t_,ll',,. twl tl., future, in a flight
envlroI_Qnt.

AI)VAN(:I.I_I,IUI,,I'(:()N(_l,:l"l'.q ...

In this section conslderaLl,.t will I,,,},,[w,. to pro_.ress made on advanced

duct liner concepts for improvJu},, tl., :_oiti.1;fl_:;,_rptlot_efficiency of rmcelle

acoustic treatment. Tlle go(_l:+ of tl_i_:w(,,k at. t,, bro;_den the bandwidth of

absorption, to improve low-!req.,_,m v .i,::,,_l,!it,.clmracterlstlcs, and to achieve

more absorption with less weight and w_lum_ el l_teatmunt. An extensive review

of duct acoustics and duct lim,r ,'o._.],_:; (+: v,ivon in reference 6. More recent
advances are contained in relerem:c.; 1 ;t_d 7.

R+'I r;v<'[ i HH, Ivtlt't

A relatively new noise ruductiot_ t.,_t),'+,{,! t,.P'mt.;,d a "refracting inlet" has

been proposed in reference _I. 'l'hol,_i_+" pho.,m,t,non to be exploited in this

inlet is illustrated in the ski:tub at th,: upl,t,t lu!t of figure 8. In the

experiment depicted, a sound wavv !_;t,.'t,ll_!. ,q,_:!ream in tlte narrow portion of

the duct is seen to be refracted toward tht. l,,wor wall after passing through

the throat. It is believed that thJ+.;rt.tta,.ti.n is caused by the velocity

gradients present near tlm thro_!, p_rt i,..l;_rlv .u'_r the lower wall. The

8mount of refraction is a [unction t_i :u._t,,lw,_w:|on};th and flow speed. This

experimental result suggests theft it t,,av1,t.i,o:;_[bl_ to use controlled refrac-

tion of soui.d waves to reduce Inlet th,i+,:_.._+_;_;h,,g_nin figure 9. The data of

figure 9 are based on recent ]ab,_ratt_r','t,,;t :. By :;uitably tailoring the

gradients in the inlet flow, tt,_l:+:t,l,,,,l,_)t,tit,}'+within tile inlet is redirected
towards wall acoustic treatment. I. :m.th,,r c+,,;ethe radiated noise could be

directed away from the ground. Bv dit,,,! in}. mere sound energy onto a liner.

the efficiency of acoustic tvu_tm,,,,L ,,_vl,I I,, _;i}..t,i!h:at_tly enhanced. Research

is currently underway to explore m,,r, _,,l|v t},t.luqlt_rmance and practicality of

the refracting inlet concept.

,i

tall j,ll, l,' t;l,p;' , _,','

(}lie approach to incrc.._:;J.,u I /let + ,ll.,. ,,, i,t +,,_t i+. t hi, V.ll+Jdblu imped:lnce

concept illustrated ,._t:ht, m:|tic+_ll • i,_ t iv,,_, l". I,, it'; _';iral,lest form, segments

of liners having d.tfFt,l+t'tlt itt,l,,,d,_t_, ++.: .t_t, i,t.,+, + ,_ ,¢._.i,tl lv along, or circumferen-

tially around, tile [t'A_.,t . (lilt' ,:Ill t .,+h t i' ... ' .',q'.'l,init:l', tllt_'.'ge tWO discrete
patterns and Slllooth|ll}', _V('I ,'tl,t _l,t , l+.tt_+++ +_, lit+,! I'I_U't'I+tle.'; t,, produce a

continuous variattotl ill i.tl,t_,l,tt+,','. tt., , ',, ' _+l lv ,;,'+:i)',.u,l than}:., in impedance

i._ believed to break u I, tl., ,,_,I,,, !,, .,, +.,t _,.,, t,+_, t,,tnM it+ ,_ unitol'r_ly lined

duct and may redlt;tril.tt,, ,.,,t;., ,,t ,l,, ,..... t,, ,,.,,.v i_tt,, cutoff mt+dt,:+. Ttle
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axLa|ly _,,):mt,.I,,,I Ill,, _ i,. I,,, ,i , i,l,ll,,d thet)retl,'_illy ,ill,I ,'×l.,rl.lm.'llt_llly
bl__ellUH,__ .1.1. i_, ,_l, 0in ,,, .... j_l _,,Iti,ll I,: I,'i;ll Iv,'l.y ";i_W t,_ _l+,t till I11 ;1 ];|b()r;ltory
1)1" LII t':*.illllllln' II1,""' I I ,11 I1,, ,,_Inl llllll,ll,l V;ll'l;ll-I(lll Ill I|Tllll'dilllq'n' lq, ly ('111o?1"1_1.'

llll iI IJl-ll'l,II ,,.+,, I.t ,/1,, ,,, .... ,, ',.I,IIl'.l I,,ol,,nl I,+;bl|,:;ll|Oll l_,,,'lmlq,l,,,l ,+Uld ,h,/lll;n

pr()e(_(hlrt,!l bn,(,,l_., .i., ,i I ,I,I, In, I, nil I, ,,I,l_ bull¢ ;ll,lll)rbllll; ln:lt¢,rl/ll+ll ;lrl,

rO-ellll+.rj;lll_. ;t,, ,',.i,li,l,,I ,' t,,_ , ll:'i,.' iuln,1_l bl'q',llllll+ I.I1" Ilt'W In;llO,rl,ll ,+lv;llJ;ll)llity.
Bulk .1;Itt_rl;lle, ,,,,,jl,0 I,, m,.I, I,n Ii.ly,, q'lllll Imu,lmly V,_rylul. Itul-'d_mc,' t;Lll()red for

_1 plll_t.i¢llI;ir Ilnnl_;,' :,,Ult, ,'.

Datn (m t lDrn',, ;i..i i I Iv , ,'w,'.ln'nl I Im,r,._. _)l)L;llned u:_t.nt, th(, 'JO.48-,-ln-(llanletez"

(12 lllch) rt_;;t,.LJ,Ii ,+,,ml,t,., .... t Ill Ilu, I,.ml,,It'y nnecllolc nol:_e Ia('lllty, are shown -"
In fl_;ure 11. By i,l,_,i_,n, v _ i,)_0: ,n.lll)lll;It|Oll'; Of tlel'_Melll-ed I.re;ltlllelll, ill t.hu

comprexs_)r [llll,I _ ,I ],,ll u.I,l I i_' :;I II(Iv _ll+ :tt'_,lllellted [[ller t'Olll I).llr;ltJ(llil; w_ll;

conducted tn _'._q)l'_:lt I,,l_ '.'illl li+t' Ih'lll.r,ll l,_luctrl,.' ('.olnpally. TI..._qmctra ill tit(:

f*gure are It)l" :. h,_,l w:lll i_lel, .n uniform liner_ and one of tim acou:;tl.t:ally
better three-:;e!')m'_lt I lm,):.. It c;tH I)t' :;et'll thaL the three-,,;egment liner

produces great,.,r mli_;,, c_.,h_, t i.m l lldn Lilt_' tmtform liner in the low- alld InJ.d-

f_equency ran!:e, :t:; wtml.I I-. e_l)t'ctt'(l because of the two thit:ker treatment
section.+. ,_lort',)w'_ + t h,. Ili!,ll- I r('nlut'll,'y attenuation is maintained with thu

segmented I i_t,r .,,,,n.t_ _l_.u,:.l_ .I ';luill ]n,r ;llnOUllt of high-frequellcy tre;ltment is
present, t)tlt, n_l tll_, ._ip..: ..I c.rr,'nt research is to expand to hll,her values tile
frequency ratl+-t, ovn,r wlni..I, .;el:l,ltq|l t,d t reutment produces s*gn*ftcant additional
no_se reduction. J).t_,t :;_l,,h ,1:; ll.,:;e sul,Fest that multisegment .liners may be

super*or to untlt,tt, l[_n..i,; ,_l),l l lhtl the concept deserves further careful inves-

tigation. Probably 111,. m...:l .trl.ent need at the moment is for _ell-controlled
tests uf mult[at'l',luctlt ,ul,I tlll i [tnll,i J tnerx optimized and tested for a known no_se
source in order tn, ;,,,i ;t t)uv .:ompari:'on of their relative merits. It will

take ;'peciai C;ll+t. |,, ,I,, l lli,; :..t;lt Jr'aLLy In view of what is now known about the
effects of inlt,I t,,,t,.,l,..,. ,' ,u) I_lt-l.Ol_l;lCli.[nt'+ry noise generation.

llvlnr Id J.lets

In a hvllrtd i_,l,,l i,,,tl+ ,_, ,,,,,;t ic tr(.;ntment and hi£h subs(mic vt.lm:tty air-

flow are COlnbJllt_,l I.' l,,I,_,, Utn(:;t'. lly operating +_t t_v+.rage throat Hath llUlllbers

somew|lat J+e:_t; th._, I.c_. t l_. ,_,'l(nlyll.',lllC perfornlance petl;tltft,;; ;ls;;t)ciilted wJ.t|i
the sonic Jnl(..t .t), mi,_i.,i ..,,I. Fi_,.._r,. 1'2 (ref. _)) shows a ct_llll);lrt.'_t)l| between
a near-sonic Jll]tl Ill.i n 1,.I,1 [,i il_lOf It, r tim NASA (_c,qgl'+"em,.lne. ThI,_; f_gure
indicate:; ;_ re.I;_l i,..,.Iv ..:q.II _,,,{_ntl [t+,tl ill total pressure recovery atlet treat-
ment WdS .l(hlud. Inl tll ,,..,, 0t,,, mni:,e redllctlotl achieved a.+ e_ result of the

high .';tlb:¢,_lt!t' ';I'.'t',l ,i _1 ,' i:: ,,_.:!m'nt.'d by :;t.llld ab,qn)rpttml ;It the ac:)ust[cally
lined w.l[l';. 'lilt,.:,* ..... ,,, t i, , _l,,, ,,,'ll'_ i:;tiC.q I)l- the hybrid t ulet are [.dicated

:[U fil+.tll'12 I'1 wl_i( tn ::1,,"". ,I,,t.' _,_ ,m e:.:periml_,nt;tl hybrid inlet c,)mparu'd with
• d(ll./l lor ;| II.ll+,l-w,_ll I,: :,'1 i',, ,_l !,il,II :;llt,:.;tln|t: ._lat:h ll_lltlber Inlet. lu thl:; c.p.;u_

the ba:;elitu' Jlllt.l x,_. l,,,u,.I t,, l'_,.Im',' :;1'1. not_;e re,luctlt,,Is .1 Ul) to 2(I dB at

an avera!.,c thv,_ _l 'L_, I. ,_....._,, n ,,I _1.:_'_. Uith the ;ldtl_titlll o| w.ill trei_tment,
addJ.tional m.!:,., _,.!,_, _ ..... .., .,I.t.,i.lt.,I flirt)lib:bruit tile t)ptr.tt[ID,, rllll})+'' ;l.q
indlc/tted b\' ll,n, nll,l,+, ,,I,,,. lilt I,_11 ll,,tl'ut|;ll n)l" the ]lvbrJd hllt't ,:t)llttt'|)t

relll;lJllt-; [_, [.,,, ,. i,l,.l,,i, tl_,'1, t_,' +,,'V,'i',tl tlir_,t'tlt>n:; |t)! + Jill'tiler l't+t;e.trL'h tlSilll;

the hybl+i,t il_lt,t ,',,n,.l ,i, ll ,t.. IIi,, ,_,,lbl_!t,,l l.+,, t)t !;eFmt,ntc',l ;tn.o_,++tic tredt-
lllelit t.o il.,I,l',W,. ,,.,,;,l , ,. ,.. _t i,,,i, tt),t x-.'t..,l tllllllt'l or 1 1 i+:ht I,':;t Ill}', It, opLilt, ize

:lert)dyn;trli," ,t.,1 _.... _..n i, i,, , i,,Itu.lln, ,, ill |lit, II|'4,,_;t'll(:l' ill |t_rW;ll'd .':I+t-'nl.
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: ThiH di,qcll.l:lJ_ll 1_,ml,l lh_l IH' _',h)iIl_,t,, l. ith,,_' lqe'lll iJ_l} _' _n' i.lll" lhP/_'J

_. ].[11_-*17do_ll:mi _I l.. Vlrt t,l-tllp l._,,,lll,,,,ql-4;,tllt_rnl,i(,Ol,,l,,'invI,,l. llJJ, JirLv:_

ilIv'_,lltlVC_llO_l'l If,ill pl'_Mucod :l lllll',lIl('r,if tml,l_., ht,,w_.tIr'i,',_l',,.tI,LIJ ,ii,_, lib0 I

" ltu;.mho.itz, r(,l-hlll,'ll_ll" wi_lch ,_#'_, i-,l.l,, _,,l_,_l,h,r,,,i '_,_ ,',lll, ll,J,lt,,l, !_11 [lll,,t Ll;';l[lq, qll.

. A11101lg them, ,'_r_, Iq,rr, l_,bLkqm-,. ,h'l_l;',Oldhmi_ll_. ,m_l (:,_n ,_1_'1. ,_,':,,' ,',_,,._ r_,lc, r
t;o the p,eometri_'al do_lt.,tl of tlw I,,_,, inl,, ,,tvlLi_':;. 'll.,v !_,_..,, I.,.'_' 1 ._,i Io

[i havL' eXcollcllt lo,_.:-.Ire_lm.llCV Ilul!_. Io_hlct l,_i_ _l_t,_lll i_._..

l' ¢)l-.LA I.I1-._ I_I".Eil I';I"FI(JTb

The fliyht llol._;_, data lU'e._unted were l,_em,,tr-d hv tb_ l_,_L.l,_,; ',Ire'rail

Company (ref. 3). The Inea.'_ltriul; toel.liqUe t,ml, loved incltl,l_,d _ :;_ rit:_ _1 :.rolm.

mic.'ophones dlld sophisticaLed L'vt'llllltld,,s_ l t_r l l'.ic:kilit[ tilt. ;ti,_.r,:',t 1.1 i,:}lk path,

including the -!ru t.,,._.... po.'.[Lit)l I dlld :*petM rulativc L_ Ill,' ,,ll:,cr,,;ttlt,n pt_|llt.

EnFine corrected speed w;1.q _:areful[y ,:ontrulacd mid :tt;,lt,,;plit, l J,' v:c.ttJwr COll-
ditions were monitored,

Tile static noise ¢l:lt:l Wttl'O lllU;tV;tlCOll till ;ill Oll)V, Jllt ' I.t":l ,';I,IIl,l _:itb !.tr-field

microphones. In order to COlrlp;lrc :;t:lt[C ti;_L;l _.[th l li,i_t ,Jlt,' , it L I,t tlt'COl;s;lry

to project tile ._tat'tc data to fliF, ht coltd[tinns. 'flit, pr,,,'e,hll',.,: ll.;t.,] .it'ct)lllltt3d

for the number of enl, tue._;, aircraft fl i,,;ht path, ;ill- :,p,,t.d .uld .ill it ;,,h,, atmo-

spheric absorption, 1)Ol, l,ler ._hift, alld acou:_tic path ]_,lli:tl_. .,I;,.,r,,l,ri,_tv

corrections were ;llst)applied to the jet noise ct,plp;Ulu:itoi l;}|t:.pc,t_r,tto

account for the elfeet of relatiw, w,.iocl_tv on tlt[.':m)i._;c t:(,:':i.,_,,_c,,t.

Flight dat;l on a (:I:6-{, ellL,.[nu "_,'_reo',,t,t[ncd ,,;'. t i)_'-]O [',::t.tll.'it i _n wl,ere

tile nacellea llave fi:<,'d ,,o,,,,.t:r, inlets :ln:i a,,-v:t i,, t_.att:,,nt ,,_ t:,,..,',.l walls.

A comparison o flfght al_d prc,.icctc,i ,,_tat ic l,d.,I"" '" tUl, C hist_,rJc'. _, [_, :.:._.l,._...n ul

figure 14. For t],i,_ ell)lille, the Ill },t data _l'C 3 l.,: 1" I"Ndl_ Ics,_ t_lan the

static projectiml depuldit_v, till tilt' tit;St' or p(,,,it _,,u ;tl _.,;llt'i. I:,,' ,'t':'pll i,_;t)I1 iS

made. Figure 13 sllows ;1 spo,_'tr:ll conpari,_:,.,_ tit t.h:,,, dnta ;_t '_,l ¢_lct .tllL..Le of

about 70 °, correspcmdin:: to tht, pt:,d: hd,,t_ tTmx llo[:.t.. _{;i[]c k::,' ::l_ti it dat;l

clearly reveal :;he prt,;4ence el tile l,lll l_uml.mlutllal t,ult., it i;-; ',b,.,,,nL ilt the

flight data. :V: frequen,:ies iii_.,.hcr tlt,ltl I.;_ l-a,a fumhl;nCnl.".l freq _,_,'_,, tile

projections frul:l ti_e sttltic dilttl ECI'II'_ll ht,:lt'r tl_,:_ll t]_c' !] i t i_t ,J,,l,'l.

Tile trellds of fk!.ure 15 wore /tJ.:;t, .)h,_:ervt, d wltcn t.bc ._:l,ot'tra '.'c, rt' ctU,_l_ared

at tile maxl_:nUl,; PNLT va].ues. ']'11o itl;txi;,itlVl vLlltleS corrc!4poll_; to ;_ft-_ati-)tt, d -.

• noise for this engine. Tiros, il re;tier dffler,,tlcc b,,tx,'ct.,i I'li,.l_! .,_i ':latic thtt;I
is the absence of the fail ftmdamt.nt:;ll tone in tilt, t lt,',ltt _t,|:,t. '::,, .,l,,;,.qlct2 o|

i this tone prob.:tl,ly ,'_lCCOtltlt.q for a ._llp.n[l[c;inl pclzt .,t l}_c r, tll/,'l ,,,ll it, II lyllt

.; I'NLT values relative to the ;ta_ [e pro}oct i,m ,.

:." Tile pre,,,ence ul the !dn lttt_,l;ua:,nl_l, i,_ .t,_. , [,_l i,' ,iil.', ,;,, .... _',:t'-: tll,it, it. had

to be produced by a ,l[tlorullt n,)t'.;o :;out'c,.' ,l,,,- i ,,;,' "t;_ i,: t,,_:t i,,_:. :,,.'_t _..._ .d_sent

, during flight te:;t_. lht, :'our,'e I:; tl,l_ ,,i_t t,, },c lt, ll,,v." ,1/,:',_"1 i,,I,_ ,,, ,,t!,h,--
spl_eric tm'billon,_'e.
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Aside from the disturbing conclusion that static fan or engine data are

to some degree unreliable because of unsteady inflows, the important conclusion_

from flight data are that these unsteady Inflows are minimized and that acoustic

"cutoff" can be realized to yield noise levels substantlslly less in flight than

would be expected from projection of the static data to flight.

Research is currently underway (ref. 11) to explain static noise results.

The product of this work will, hopefully, improve the quality of future fan and

engine static tests.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented an overview of certain passive, advanced concepts

for the suppression of noise within the inlets of gas turbine engines. A

s_atus report of research on inlet acoustic liners and high subsonic Mach number

inlets has been given. Some directions for improving these suppression methods

have been pointed out and certain research and operating problems have been

highllghted. Attention has been drawn to several ideas which may find practical

application in the future and some optimism has been shown regarding minimizing

ope_atlng losses for engine noise reduction concepts. These concepts can be

expected to improve the relationship between noise reduction and direct operating
cost.
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DEVE LOPMEN'rS IN A ll{C I(AI0'T JE T NOlS E TE(' IIN¢)I/p(;Y

()rl,,mdo A. (;utlvrrez and ,lames I_. Slono

NASA Lewis ILeseareh Center

St MMAi{Y

This paper briefly describes slgl_tl'ic:mt developments in two art, as of jet noise tevlt-

nology: the development of let noise Ict'hnolog 5' relative to t'oamltll_|l' nozzle,q of all

types, and a recent approacll to the analy.',is of flight effects that appears to allow simu-

lated flight effects results to be trmmt'ormed to at.teal flight conditions with a high degrt,e

of confidence. The eo,LrLnular nozzle section pre:_ents results applicable to high-b_ p.t._-

ratio turbofan engines, as well as current work on inverted-profile coannular nozzles

applicable to low-bypass- ratio turbofan engines suitable for use in [utu re supe rsonit'
cruise aircraft.

IN 'l'lit )l)l' C TI(_)N

This paper reviews some of the progl_css made in jet noise teeimolo_,_ sim't, tim Ai r-

craft Engine Noise Reduction Conference held at the NASA I_ewis Research ('enter

4 years ago and reported in reference 1. l)uring this time sp:m. 1.ewis in-house 'rod

contracted technology programs have been concerned with noise problems typical of a

variety of aircraft, as illustrated in figure 1. These aircraft ira.lade c.onventional ai r-

craft (CTOL) and powered-lift airer:fft using engines located over the wing ((rr\v_ mid

under the wing (UTW), all of which use medium- to higll-bypass-raiio tul4_ofan englne_.

as well as supersonic clxtise aircraft, which use low-bypass-ratio turbof:m engines.

Common ix:, ,11 these aircr,'fft is the use of some type of turbofan engine. This has been

reflected in the emphasis placed on the study of eo'mnular lot noise. ,:s is described in

this paper. In addition, a recent approacil to the understmlding of the effects of flight _m

}et engine exhaust noise is discussed.

Other significant jet noise work being earrledout at Le_vis in ._ut.h fmhls as iet aot.,,c

• suppressor technology and jet-surt'ace interaction noise have not been covered in thi,_

paper because of time limitations.

('()ANN t' I.A !1 ,! I-;T N( )ISi':

Because turbofan engines are the primary candidates for all these t._pe._ o! ai rcr'd't

the study of coannular Jet noise has been of t,artlinal Import:race. l.'igttre 2 ix :t gener-
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ali_.t,_l._kt,lt,ht_l;it'tHIDllll|tll'|joz_h,_hrJwJnglheJllllJ'_,l',01' r'Ol't,,IIOZX]t,;-alvroundc,dby

lh_'t_i_It,i,_i' l'illl,ncJz/.lc,Tht,l_tJrxhaurd'-_ll'l'illlh_ftll'llllht't,t,veghm:__d'|lll'lHlltqi_'t'

lhalar_,lUq_cJvhlnlInlhr R¢0nt,ratJolloI'jriJ1_l,_e'the reglonwhert,lhr _,nr_,l'l.wand l'_,n

llu_mi.xqn,l,.iunII.lht,rt,glouwho,n,lhe l'mlflow ml.xt_,_wllh lht,alilhh,nlair Iv_,Rlonllll

aml lh,,rt'v,i_u__vherrlhr m_.0vg_.,d_t'i,_n11xwlth lhe;iml_h,llIalril'egl_mlll_.l,laeh_I'

liH,,_t,l'tl,,i_ll,,,_tqlt'l'ilit','_l}t_i,_t',iln¢lll)t,Jl'|'t'l/llIVt'Jnlj)Ol'Innt,t_Io iht,_;Vt,l_i]|_t,inoi_t,

_,il,,iHluv_,_d'_ parllrulavt,_;mmu|t_vnozzle dt,l}_,tld,,;_m lh_,relallvc,_Iz_,,_and vr]orlth,s
_d'lh_'lw_ hl I'¢'_IlllS, ,,,,

Conventional('oamml.'_rNozzles

_)_.er the past few yca1"_ a h11"geanloulH of l'e_ca1"eh ha_ |)een done on the _et noise

¢.hararlt,1"i,_tit',_of "t.onvcntional"(,oannularnozzh.,sre.g,, rcfs.'2trod:It.l,'igure'3

:,]It)XS_tht' ¢']lill'llt't_'lJ,"[jCS 0|" the t't)llVCll[ioni|l t'OiLllnulal' nozzles. These nozzles have

ht|'IL'efallHI'/_'HtO core "lretlratiosantll',mvelocityto core velocityr,ttio_sless /hart1.0.

h_ lhi,_t,Vl_eof commular nozzle the t.orc-flow/fm_-l'low:md mergcd-let/'anfl_lent-a[rmix-

ml_ vet_'i_,n._art.,thesig3dfic:mtnoi,_,.,-pt_,_ducingpartsof the let. '['hesunozzles are ap--

})|irahleIt_hil_h-bypas,,_-ratioturhofancnl_ines,'_uitablcfor convcntiona!and ST(H, air-

_'r:d't alq_li_,ations,a,_well a,_tosu_'hrcsearch facilitiesas free jets.

l.:xperimenlal work has been eon(lut'ted (refs. 1, :}. trod 4) on scale-model nozzles

_Jf thi,_ tvl)e, covering sufficient wlrl:itions in area ratio, velocity ratio, and exlt-plane

tdi:_et_ to permit prediction curves Io be generated for thl_ type of eommular nozzle.

The rc._ulls are shown in figure ,I as a change in noise from a reference level as a func-

tion of xctot'ity ratio for a series of area ratios, The reference level, referred to as

_nU_e,_is. is the antilogarithmic sum of the noise levels expected flx_m each stream

con,_tdered as a eonve:'gent nozzle acting alone and thus represents the noise level that
would he ob,_erved in the absence of interaction effects. _'l'his reference level also eor-

: responH:¢ to the results of early let noise l)rcdiction methods such as ref. 5.) The maxl-
inure noise reduction obtained for fire-to-core velocities ratios less tlum 1 increases

wilh tm ira.tease in area ratio from _m ix_ig_flfietmt amount at m_ area ratio of 0,5 to

I! dl_ at an arcJa ratio of I0. The velorlty ratio at which the maximum reduction occurs,

: \arie._ l,t.tween 0.5 and O..I. dependln_ oi-_tht. aw, a ratio. As a practical appllcatlon the

vc,lo¢.ll) ratios used In eonvcntlonal _md ST{)I, hlgh-bypass-:'atio engines arc above a

xa]ue oI' "q}p1_xlmalely 0.7 for performtmce reasons, which limits the eoannular reduc-

ti_ms for l}ra_'tlral u,_c to behvecn 3 _md ,I dll. The reductions in noise such as shown in

, lhi._ ligure _developed from tilt, data o1' ref. :h have been incorporated into design pt_-

t't'_lurt'._,_tlt'h a,_ tilt' NA,_A Aircraft Noise Prediction l'tx_gram _AN¢H)Ih (ref. (;_ and the

r_l'renI pl_lX)sed Sot'icty of Automotive I,:nRlneers ISAI,:) predietion proredul'es. 'll_ese "

-iI
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_h,_-*il,,nT,r_,vt,,i. v,,:-:_0,'a,n,_t :ltJplic:lh[o to _,c)minu|tlr nozz|o,_ with f_m-to_c_,oro vv|ovit.%, r'a_

'. IbJ:-;_.'l'_':Itt'l'lli:onI.II.

!.

lay,,rlv_l-_Vt,lol.,liy-I'rol'llt,('olmmflzlv Nozzlo_

{',rmno}:_ r li, P/./.l_,:._lhol Iw-_lm't' inverted _vlovlty prol'llo_ _l'_mvolovlty higher thlm

_ I,.,it_ ,'_r4'_ h',ix_, Iwv-m,, hlh,rc,sttn_ _,Imclldatos for application to Low-bypass-ratio

t_ H.flm_ vn_.im,,_: 'l'lw,_t, vn_ilws arc, IJuln_ vonsl(IvrL.(I for use In l'tltul'o supt, rsorli(,
i'

('rlli:,l' :li r¢'l'_lll 'r}li,_ 13lie o[ ilozzlt,, shown schcm:ttl(,tdly In figure 5. Is characterized

I)\ ;i ;_lh;lil I';_ll-(()-t'(_r(' lil'tq} I';lI[O IO[ lilt' ()i'(tt'l' ui" |. 0) alltl a fan-Co..curt2 velocity l'atlo

ill it_o r:mt,,, ot I. i_ to 2 Ii. \%ith Ibis t_pc of nozzlt,, tlw l','m-fiow/alnbient-air and

nlt,v_'o(I-it,t,'alnldollt-alr lnixin_ I'(,_lons al'U tile detain.rot soLIr('es of let noise. There-

fort,, tilt, pro, lit,Lion moll}otis h:,._t,d ,)n t,onvol_ttonal coan_ultlr tel data. where the core-

flow/f:m- i]ow :!ml my v_od- I t.t/tlmhiont-air mixh}g regions are domina.rtt, do not apply.

:. To fill this _ap ill lot noisy tocltnology, l,vwis has been sponsoring ex'perilTlental studies

ovvv tim l:l_t :} vvav._ with Pratt & \_lflino, Aircr;fft and (,eneral Electric to determine

" tht. llOi.'_t' ch:iractu1'i,_tJt'._ el' inverted-velocity-profile eoannular nozzles.

The I)a._it, nlOdt'l,< t(,._tod in tl_(_,sot.ontractor studies are shown in figu.re 6, A eo-

tuulular nuz/l_, without plut4 :rod with "m area ratio of 0.75 and a fan-stream radius ratio

' of tg.71; i_ _howr_ in [lgul't, titIi}. (l'his radius ratio is defined as the ratio of fl_e fan-

, stream tiller rmlius to tilt. f:m-_tream outer radius. ) The model shown in figure 6(b) is

;i (.o:tmlular nozzlt, with :_ ct,ntral plu_ and with an area ratio of 0.67 trod a fan stream

radiu,_ r'ttio of o. 90, 'rht*,_e Lost models had equivalent total diameters of 13 .and 15 ten-,!
-,., tinlotVl'S, rt,_po('t ivvly.

_ ,; '1ypit'ai rt,sult_. - Ilosults f_vom the experimental programs are plotted in figure 7

.:_ :l,_ pt.ak pt,vt't,ix'e(I noi._o level mormalized for iel density effects) 1 as a function of fan

; iet velocity 1'Ol.(,as(.,s where the fan jot velootty was at least l. 5 times the core ict eel-

' ocity. 'i'ho iot noi,_o h,vols ['of the co'lnnular nozzles are 6 to 10 perceived noise deci-

,, I)t,l._ (l'Ntll}) lowt_.t' th:ln if lie favorable interaction occurred between the two nets (both

l,.t_ t'::}:aLc-:tinl4 thxv}ugh ._t.lmt':lto conical nozzles}, Bthvcon the tx_o eoannular nozzles,

th(_' con[Lguration with thc central plug, which had a higher fan-stream radius ratio

" showt, d :t 2-1'Ndl_-_41't,:|tt, r l_t)im_, rcductlon. The thrust losses are about 1.5 to 2.0 per-
t'i'llt (l'tq't_'l'l't',l ILl *el itlt'al lloZzlol.

In :l(hlttion Io the, h.lst, ('ommttl;tr t,onfigural|ons sho_ql, configurations with met.hart-

ic:ll st|[)prt, ssol's wore i'|.'_t) t,'slt'(I l)y adding t,htlt(,s, convolutions, or tubes to the fan

stream. 0_t{. ill ,_olnt. t'aSc'S, illt'ludin[L ejectors. These suppressed configurations

[Tilt. exigent'n| _lt I])t' I'_ln i_'t dt'nsity is Imst, d on t'ozlit'al nozzle z'ostllts. "m(t for the

:. lqLll_'t' O[ vt'lot'i|.x she\ell i_t't't' \':_l'i('s i'ronl 1. () :it :{7:} m/'St'c to 2. q) Ill %'('lot'itios tll)o\'t,

510 l_a ,_t't'.
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reduced the noise an additional 3 to 7 PNdB, but at the expense of relatively large thrust

losses (as much a_ 8 percent greater than with the unsuppressed coannular nozzles).

Mission analyses (e. g., ref. 7_ have shown that the noise reductions observed for

the unsuppressed configurations relative to early predictions, which did not account for

Jet interaction effects, coupled with the low thrust losses involved (~1.5 to 2 percent)

are sufficient to meet present FAIr-36 noise standards. As a consequence, the tech-

nology studies have been concentrated on unsuppressed inverted-velocity-profile co-

annular nozzles in preference to suppressed configurations and extended to study the el- .,.
fccts on noise and thrust characteristics of geometric variables such as radius ratio
and area ratio.

Parametric trends. - The effects of velocity ratio on the noise reduction for two

different-area-ratio coammlar plug nozzles with constant fan radius ratio are shown in

figure 8. The noise level relative to the synthesized level predicted for noninteraeting

jets is plotted as a function of core-to-fan velocity ratio for constant fan operating con-

ditions. (The core velocity was changed by varying both temperature and pressure.)

It can be seen that, over this range, the fan-to-core area ratio has very little effect on

the noise. Maximum noise reduction occurs between core-to-fan velocity ratios of 0.3

and 0.5. As the core flow is reduced to very low values, less noise reduction is ob-

tained, which could be attributed to the lack of sufficient inner flow to promote rapid

velocity decay in the energetic fan stream. When the core flow is increased above a

velocity ratio of 0.5, less noise reduction is again obtained, in this case because the

core stream affects the jet noise generated in the merged-let/ambient-air mixing

region.

The effects of radius ratio on ae_oacoustic peffol_anee for two velocity ratios are

shown in figure 9. The noise reduction is shown in figure 9(a) as a function of fan-

stream radius ratio. As the radius ratio is increased, the noise reduction is also in-

creased, indicating the desirability, from an acoustic point of view, of designing engine

nozzles with a high f._m radius ratio. The noise reduction obtained with a core-to-fan

velocity ratio of 0.5 was larger than for the no-.corc_.flow case, as was previouzly dis-
cussed.

The effect of velocity ratio and fan radius ratio on the thrust characteristics both

statically and when exposed to an external flow Mach number of 0.36 (takeoff conditions)

is shown in figure 9(b). It is obvious that the thrust losses obtained with no core flow

• are quite severe (up to 10 percent relative to a convergent nozzle). For a velocity ratio

of 0.5, losses are much lower (betnveen 1 and 2 percent additional losses relative to a

convergent nozzle). An increase in the radius ratio causes an increase in thrust losses,

indicating the need. from a desigmer's point of view. to trade off the thrust losses with

the _.mount of noise reduction in oilier to select the optimum nozzle radius ratio for an

engine exhaust system.

50O
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Simulated flight effects. - The acoustic information presented in the preceding sec-

tions on the inverted-velocity-profile coannular nozzles has been static data. ltowever,

a most important consideration is whether these noise reductions relative to a conver-

gent nozzle are maintained under flight conditions. Consequently, the acoustic program

has also included experimental investigations of these models under simulated flight

conditions in an acoustic wind tunnel. Typical results obtained with a coannular nozzle

without a plug with subsonic velocities in both streams (fan-to-core velocity ratio, ~1.5)

are shown in figure 10. The data are presented in terms of overall sound pressure

level(OASPL) as a function of the radiation angle from the nozzle inlet. The wind tunnel

results have been corrected for the shear layer and sound convection effects of the tun-

nel stream and converted to a flight frame of reference by the methods of reference 8.

The highest curve represents the static conditions, and the lower two curves show di-
rectivities at free--stream Mach numbers of 0.18 and 0.30, respectively. Reductions in

Jet noise were obtained throughout the measured arc, from 60° to 150° from the inlet
axis. Peak noise reduction varied from 5 to 7 dB below the static case. The most sig-

nificant result was that the noise reduction due to forward velocity was the same as for

a convergent nozzle, indicating that the noise reduction benefit evident under static con-

ditions is maintained in flight.

Similar results are shown in figure 11 for a case where the fan stream was super-

sonic (pressure ratio, 2.5). The subsonic core conditions are the same as for fig-

ure 10, producing a 1.9 fan-to-core velocity ratio here. The results are very similar

except that the peak reductions are somewhat smaller in magnitude (by about 1_ dB) and
that in the forward quadrant there is an actual increase in noise level. These changes

from the subsonic case are caused by shock-generated noise. However, this forward-

_ quadrant effect does not change the reduction in flight relative to a convergent nozzle,
as the convergent nozzle is similarly affected.

DETERMINATION OF JET NOISE IN FLIGHT

The presentation of the preceding simulated flight directtvity data for the coannular

nozzles introduces another area of study where analytical and experimental efforts haw,

been concentrated: the effects of flight on let noise and the correlation of jet engine ex-

haust noise flight data with simulated flight model test information. It is imperative to

• be able to predict flight let noise characteristics hx_m analytical models and/or scale-

model data because actual flight testing for research and development purposes is pl_-

hibiUve in cost. Flight noise data from let engines do not appear to agree with predic-

tions based on classical Jet noise theories, such as discussed in reference 9. llow-

_ ever, these differences seem to bc reconciled if the flight effects are applied to the let
: mixing noise and to the internal noise of the engines as well, as suggested in refer-
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":' ence 10. These effects of flight on jet engine exhaust noise directivity are illustrated
!'

in figure 12. In figure 12(a), flight effects on the jet mixing noise are presented for a

, t_ical turbolet engine. 'l_e solid curve represents the jet noise produced statically in
terms of noise level as a function of radiation angle. The difference between the solid

:::i and the dashed lines represents the reduction in )et noise due to the source strength re-

i_ duction introduced by the reduction of the relative velocity between the jet and the sur-

': rounding medium during flight. This effect is constant at all angles. The dash-dot
!.,

i: curve represents the predicted flight noise directivity, incorporating the dynamic eefect

:!i on nois_ as well. This dynamic effect tends to decrease the noise in the aft quadrar_t
:, and increase it in the forward quadrant.

:i; The flight effects on internal noise sources are shown in figure 12(b). Because

_. these sources are not subjected to the relative flow field, there is no source strength

:_ reduction, but only motion or dynamic effects. These sources have no relative motion

_!_,:,. with respect to the nozzle_ therefore, the velocity change has a greater effect when ap-

:' °': plied to the internally generated noise, resulting in larger increases of noise in the for-

_.!: ward quadrant than that shown in figure 12(a) for jet noise. As with jet noise, a reduc-

_; tion in noise occurs in the aft quadrant.

,,, The application of the preceding principles to the prediction of Jet engine exhaust
,i_.

: ,_ noise directivity for a hypothetical turbojet engine are shown in figure 13. The static

i°_,' case is illustrated in figure 13(a). The shock-free Jet noise, shown by the dashed

; )_: curve, is greater than the internally generated noise (dash-dot curve). The total ex-

:i:: haust noise (solid curve) is the antilogarithmic sum of the }et noise and internal noise
_! levels and is dominated by the ]et mixing noise for all angles. When the flight effects

_?: are included, as shown in figure 13(b), the reduction of )et noise at all angles :: coun-

" teracted by the increased contribution ci the internal noise in the forward quadrant.

°_ The total exhaust noise is now dominated by internal noise in the forward quadrant: }et

.... noise continues to dominate in the aft quadrant. Total noise statically and in flight is

_: compared in figure 13(c). For this case the flight effect has increased the }et exhaust

_,:' total noise in the forward quadrant and redcced it in the rear quadrant.

_' Application of this method of flight analysis of jet mixing and internal noise to the

_, exhaust noise of. two actual engines" is shown in figure 14. The engines selected had dis-

_:_, similar levels of internal noise, and in the figure the actual flight data arc compared
_ .'; with calculated values. The results for a "high't-internal-noise engine, the Viper 610

: _' in an HS-125 airplane are shown in figure 14(a). Both the calculated OASPL values

_: . (shown by the curves) and the data (shown by the symbols (ref. 11)) show the increase

'_i:: of noise level in flight in the forward quac mt discussed previously (figs. 12 and 13).
_.

, _ Also shown, both calculated and measured, are the noise reductions in the aft quadrant.
, tt tt

i ' The results from a similar evaluation for a low -internal-noise engine, the NASA

_i Lewis-sponsored refanned JT8D engine on a DC-9 airplane, are shown in figure 14(b).
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In this case, both data and calculations Indicate a reduction of exhaust noise in flight

throughout all angles. A very significant conclusion to be drawn from these results is
that engine exhaust noise in flight can be predicted ff the internal noise of the engines

is properly accounted for.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has very briefly described signtt, _.tdevelopments in two areas of jet

noise technology that have great impact: Jet noise reduction and the prediction of flight
effects. Coannular nozzles including those with Inverted velocity profiles, have been

shown to offer significant noise reductions with little thrust loss. These results are

particularly applicable to supersonic cruise aircraft. It was also shown that flight

effects on Jet engine exhaust noise can be predicted if the internal engine noise is

properly accounted for.
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APPENDIX- SYMBOLS

ACORE core jet area, m 2

AFA N fan jet area. m 2

Aj ]et (single '_tream) area. m2

CV thrust eoeffic.ient, dimensionless

c a ambient sonic velocity, re�see

L sideline distance, m

M0 free-st earn Maeh number, dimensionless

' OASPL overall sound pressure level, dB re 20/_N/m 2

OASPLcoAN N OASPL for coannular nozzle, dB re 20 btN/m 2
.?

• OASPLcoRE+FAN OASPL for synthesized coannular nozzle (anttlogarithmtc sum of
•[i , f core }et and fan }et OASPL's). dB re 20 #N/m 2

;:: PNLpk peak perceived noise level. PNdB

:" Ri inner radius of fan stream, m

;. Ro outer radius of fan stream, m

.: TCORE core jet total temperature. K

TFA N fan ]et total temperature, g

!/ VCORE core jet velocity, m/see

-' VFA N fan let velocity, m/see

V} jet (single ,_tream) velocity, m/see

• 0 angle from nozzle inlet ,axis. deg

PFAN fan jet density, kg/m 3

:,,i Pisa ambient density at standard conclitlons, kg/m 3

_- • w density correction exponent

'¶
., p.

).

'i
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CONV_OON,__ C_(CTOL) HIGH-BYPASSTURBOFAN

OVERTHEWING(OTW)

_ HIGH-BYPASSTURBOFAN
POWERED
UFT UNDERTHEWING(UIW)

_ "
VERYHIGH-BYPASS
TURBOFAN

SUPERSONIC .__
TURBOJET

CRUISEAIRCRAFT _-- - ,_.- LOW-BYPASSTURBOFAN

Figure 1.- Types of aircraft and engines affected by

developments in Jet noise reduction technology.

fAFAN
/

ACORE

VFAN-/

i. THREENOISE-PRODUCINGREGIONS:

• I.CORE-FANMIXING

If.FAN-AMBIENTMIXING

III. MERGED-JETS- AMBIENTMIXING

Figure 2.- Noise-producing regions in coannular jets.
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,_,_' _ CORE

v

t _ _ VCORE>VFAN

i!,.;: LARGE AFAN
,, ACORE

-!.

.i

. %

'--;- Figure 3 - Conventional coannular nozzles typical of high-ir •

,;!, bypass-ratio turbofans applicable to CTOL and STOL aircraft.
;i!

_: AREA RATIO=AFAN
,' ACORE

:,, t_ _,. -

;!" z_ "_ 4[ _,X_ _/f_ CONVENTIONAl" - ENGINES

", Z C

• -12

:i 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
VFAN

i ',_ VELOCITYRATIO,Vr_E

,:, Figure 4.- Coannular noise reduction for
; conventional coannular nozzles.
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/_VFAN

__corE -.

-- V_AN>Vcore
AFAN

SMALL ~l I
ACORE

Figure 5.- Inverted-veloclty-profile coannu]ar

nozzles typical of low-bypass-ratio turbofans

applicable to supersonic cruise aircraft.

" i " ; AFA-----N-: O,75
i ACORE

FAN RADIUS RATIO: 0.16

(a) Without plug.

,,. "-,,\

A_-/E=o._l
FANRADIUSRATIO-O.90

(b) With plu_;.

Figure 6.-Typlcal test models oi- inv_,rtrd.--\',,|,_,'i1'."l,_,,iilr
coannular nozz ]t"_.
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* / VFAN_ 1.5 VCORE / _" "_'_',--SYNDESIS

g, It / __', COANNUaRWIOPLUG

v__ _.._ _/ /'/_ (RIIRo=.O.76)

_" F///.-COA.N UNIAR WI1,, ,'lUGI // IriIro_o.9o_

500 600 700 800 900 I000
FAN JETVELOCITY,VI.AN, mlSE.C

i 'c

_:: I 1......................l I
i' 1500 2000 2500 3000
! _, FAN JETVELOCITY,VFAN, FTISEC

,/,

Figure 7.- Peak noiseas function of jet velocity for typical
;__" inver ted-veloc ity-pro ft ie coanuu iar noz zles
!

W

;" _ 6[-- TFAN " 958 K (17250R):i "_ o;z_ooFrom,NL_,
:_ _ -s _>,.,_o,. _ O _ AFAN

._, -10 -- !::1 _ '_-J"_ " ACORE!'_ -12-- 0 0 1.88
.,_ _ LJ .97

T ','

,-. _ -14 -J........... l ...........] .... J
!j 0 .2 ._ .6 .s

' . VELOCITYRATIO,VCORE/VI.AN

' _ Figure 8.- Effect of vel_,clt,:' rdtl,, on uoise reduction
r of inverted-velocity-profile co, annular nozzles.i
:,;' Ratio of inner t.o outer ldrl--:;t lt_illli radius, Ri/Ro_

': :: O.90.
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OPENSYM- MACH NO.O.36

O-- _ 1100_._.SOLIDSYM-VCORESTATIC-2 98

.,
u__ "6-- _ VCORE _" .94--

0

-12 O.5 88
-14 I I .86 I l

.8 .9 1.O .8 .9 1.O

FANSTREAMRADIUSRATIO,Ri/Ro

(a) Acoustic. (b) Aerodynamic.

Figure 9.- Effect of radius ratio on aeroacoustic performance oi:
inverted-velocity-profile coannular nozzles.

FT B FREE-STREAM,O,'"O""C>,,,...MACH NO.

_=LI ,p" _"o0
JD"' __,.0--0...

_ 30

• I I l,
60 90 120 150
ANGLEFROMNOZZLEINLETAXIS,deg

Figure 10.- Static and simulated flight directivities for
inverted-velocity-profile coannular nozzles with sub-
sonic fan stream (fan pressure ratio, 1.8).
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_B FREE-STREAM
MACHNO.

o" ""o0

g_ _

1_.30

I I I
6O 9O 120 150
ANGLEFROMNOZZLEINLETAXIS,decj

Figure Ii.-Staticand simulatedflight
directlvitiesfor inverted-veloclty-
profilecoannularnozzleswith super-
sonic fan stream (fanpressureratio,
2.S).

STATIC
.... STATICPROJTOFLIGHT,SOURCESTRONG

REDUCTION,A_

I_ DYNAMICEFF,ADm 20 - ,_.-,.,,.-- PREDFLIGHT,

I0 AS

_ _D

-10

.20 I { { I I

(a) Shock-free,Jet-mixingnoise.

0 30 60 90 120 150 180
ANGLEFROMENGINEINLETAXIS,O,de9

(b) Internallygeneratednoise.

Figure12.- Typlcaleffectsof flighton jet engine
exhaustnoise.
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|70F ..... J_ NOISE (_HO_K.FRFE Immm IN_RN^[ [Y GENERATE_ NQI_[

-- ,,,,,0,,
t_or- __.._._ ....

160 (a) Static, H0 = O,

13o- /r , ; , ......i,
(b) In-flight, M0 = 0.35.

---- STATIC oo°'°°'_

165

155-- "---,N-FUGHT. M0"0.35 o.O-°°°_

145 y135

12S I I ..... I 1 1 I
0 _0 60 90 120 150 180

ANGLEFROMENGINEINLETAXIS,e, d_
(e) Flight effect on total noise.

._ Figure 13.- Synthesis of jet engine exhaust noise directivity
",. for hypothetical Jet engine with ratio of jet velocity to

:_ ambient sonic velocity Vj/c a of 1.80.

i

•, _ T 1
: _. tOdB ..._ .0,0 10d° ,._:_

o _ , EXP CALCev.
__Z 0 "'- STATIC

>.; {q _ FLIGHT
"- _J___L_I_ I l I _L_I_ I I l I

30 60 90 120 150 180 0 30 60 qO 120 150 180
ANGLEFROMENGINEINLETAXIS,d_

.. (a) High _nternal noise (b) Low internal noise

: (Viper 610 engine in (refanned JTGD engine
L HS-125 alrplane), on DC-9 airplane).

Figure 14.- Comparison of calculated and measured static

and fllght dlrectlvities [or engines with different

' levels of internal noise relativE, to jet noise.
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EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT NOISE ON FLIGHT AND GROUND STRUCTURES

John S. Mixson, William H. Mayes, and Conrad M. Willis

NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Structural vibrations caused by aircraft noise can lead to damage of
the structure or to transmission of noise and vibration that reduces the

comfort of occupants. This paper discusses three examples involving struc-
tural response to aircraft ,noise. Acoustic loads measured on Jet-powered
STOL configurations are presented for externally blown and upper surface
blown flap models ranging in size from a small laboratory model up to a

full-scale aircraft model. The implications of the measured loads for

potential acoustic fatigue and cabin noise are discussed. Noise transmis-

sion characteristics of light aircraft structures are presented. The

relative importance of noise transmission paths, such as fuselage sidewall

and primary structure, is estimated. Acceleration responses of a historic

building and a resldential home are presented for flyover noise from sub-

sonic and supersonic aircraft. Possible effects on occupant comfort are

assessed. The results from these three examples show that aircraft noise

can induce structural _esponses that are large enough to require consider-
ation in the design or operation of the aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

Noise generated by aircraft propagates into the aircraft itself and

through the atmosphere to structures on the ground. In the aircraft, the

noise can generate vibratory stresses that lead to acoustlc fatigue, or

can propagate through fuselage walls and cause uncomfortably high cabin
noise levels. On the ground, aircraft noise can cause building vibrations

that may lead to damage or to increased discomfort of the occupants.
Penalties associated with noise effects on aircraft structures can take the

form of excess weight required to prevent fatigue and to lower noise levels,

of maintenance required to repair fatigue failures, or of passenger com-

plaints of excessive noise. Penalties associated with noise effects on
ground structures can range from unfavorable publicity to community actions

(such as curfews) that restrict the use of airports. To minimize such

• penalties, it is important to assess possible noise effects early in the
development of new aircraft types, especially those with increased perfor-
nuance, so that noise-reductlon methods can be developed.

In this paper, examples of noise effects are discussed for three

classes of aircraft for which increased performance is being sought. The

topics discussed are: STOL aircraft acoustic loads, light aircraft noise

transmission, and building response to aircraft noise. The emphasis of the
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discussion is on the response of the structure to the noise. Implications of
the results for possible structural damage and occupant annoyance due to
noise are discussed.

SYMBOLS

Measurements were made in U.S. Customary Units, and are presented in both
the International System of Units (SI) and U.S. Customary Units.

d diameter of nozzle exit --

f frequency, Hz

g accele-atlon of gravity

P root mean square of the fluctuatlng component of pressureEros

q0 dynamic pressure of the engine exhaust flow at the nozzle exit

U0 velocity of the engine exhaust flow at the nozzle exit

ASbreviations:

AMST advanced medium STOL transport

EBF externally blown flap

FPL fluctuating pressure level

OA_-_L overall fluctuating pressure level

ms root mean square

SPL sound pressure level

STOL short (runway) take-off and landing

USB upper surface blown

Reference level for FPL, OAFPL, and SPL is 20 _Pa.

i • STOL AIRCRAFT ACOUSTIC LOADS

•" Configurations and Sources

In order to obtain STOL performance of Jet aircraft using the powered-llft
concept, a partlcular arrangement of the aircraft components has been developed.
Some features are illustrated in figure 1. Powered llft is obtained by
deflecting the engine exhaust flow downward uslvg wing and flaps. To obtain
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such interaction, the engine must be located forward of the wing, either under

the wing (externally blown) or over the wing (upper surface blown). In both

ii cases, the direct impingement of the high velocity, turbulent, exhaust flow

subjects the wing and flaps to intense fluctuating loads (in the presence of

'i high static loads and temperatures) that may cause excessive acoustic fatigue.
_._ To minimize rotational moments when operating with an engine out, the STOL air-

',l craft's engines are located nearer to the fuselage than are conventional air-

_:. craft engines. The location of the engines in a forward and inboard position
<. exposes larger areas of the fuselage to more intense acoustic pressures than

_-:_ conventional locations. These high external acoustic pressures may cause
excessive interior noise levels. In addition, the exterior noise of STOLi:

}_ aircraft when operating in the powered-lift mode (take-off and landing) is
• expected to be of extended duration as well as at high levels. These long dura-

l.i: tions at high levels increase the likelihood of unfavorable noise effects on
!!, the aircraft.

i_ii

_i_ The two powered-llft systems currently under development (externally blown

il flap and upper surface blo:.n%flap) are fundamentally different from each other
'_ so that acoustic loads information on one system may nnt necessarily apply to

_;. the other. Therefore, parallel programs are underway on both EBF and USB sys-

i_ tems to develop acoustic loads information through measurements on small-scale
;_' models, large-scale models, and full-scale aircraft in flight. The objectives

!ii of these programs are to develop methods for predicting acoustic loads on air-

_il craft in flight (using model tests and scaling laws) and to provide acoustic
_'. loads data on actual aircraft for use in ongoing developments. Some results

_ from these research programs are presented in the following discussion.

_ USB Flap Studiesj',

_ Acoustic loads have been measured on USB configurations including small

::: laboratory scale models, several 8.9-kN (2000-1b) thrust engine models, and a

_: full size 220-kN (50 000-1b) thrust aircraft engine configuration. Preparations
_ are underway to men,sure acoustic loads on the YC-14 AMST aircraft. Comparisons

L:_ are presented in references 1 and 2 between results from small-scale models,
_L

_ using air Jets to simulate engine exhaust, and from large-scale models having

_! actual Jet engines. In figure 2, results are shown from tests of a full-scale
i:' YC-14 ground test rig and a i/4-scale model of that ground test. The full-scale

YC-14 rig includes a CF6 engine and many systems that are to be flown on the
_! aircraft; the test included checkout of several flight systems, including the

% flow-turning aerodynamic performance of the flap system and the fluctuating
; pressure measurement system. The scale model uses a 8.9-kN (2000-1b) thrust

!:-:_ • engine and was designed to geometrically scale the important features of the
°_ full-scale setup. The tests included aerodynamic measurements of flow turning

i and thrust, so the acoustic loads results shown were measured on models that

Li were operating in a flight-type powered-llft condition. In figure 2, overall

= " fluctuating pressure levels at three positions on the flap and fuselage are

:_ shown as a function of the average velocity of the exhaust jet at the nozzle
!,

exit. Full-scale data are taken from reference 2. Figure 2 shows that the

!: levels of the acoustic loads are 135 to 160 dB on the fuselage (gages 7 and 20)

._: and up to 165 dB on the wing (gage 34). These levels are high enough that

%:
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substantial effort will be requir,_d to provide satisfactory acoustic fatigue
llfe and interior noise envlronment'_. Full--scale results are about 3 dB higher
than model results, The overa)l a_,re_,me.tb.tween model and full-scale results

shown in figure 2 is sufficiently good to give confidence that model results

can be used to predict full-scale charactcr]stlcs. Additional analyses of the

results obtained on the I/4-scale mode[ tests are underway for comparison with
the full-scale model results. Current plans Include measurements of acoustic

loads on the wing, flaps, and fuselage of the YC-14 AMST aircraft to determine

actual flight levels and e_fects due to forward speed, and to obtain results

for comparison with values predicted from ground tests. "

EBF Studies

Acoustic loading information has been measured on the three EBF configura-
tions shown in figure 3 (ref. 3). Data from the small-scale model and the

TF34 model (using an 36-kN (8000-1b) thrust engine) are intended to be used

with scaling laws to provide predictions of acoustic loads for full-scale flight
situations. Measurements on the YC-15 AMST aircraft are intended to aid the

development of the scaling law prediction technique, and to provide acoustic

loads data in an aircraft flight situation for an EBF STOL configuration. Data
from the small-scale model are compared with results from the TF34 model in

figure 4.

In figure 4, values of the dimensionless fluctuating pressure level (FPL)

are presented as a function of Strouhal number. Data for two flap settings are

shown at two positions on the flaps. The data for the TF34 model include
engine exhaust velocities ranging f_om a _ch number of 0.33 to 0.59. The fact

that these data all fall within the narrow dotted region indicates that FPL

and Strouhal number are appropriate dlm_usi_,uless quantities to account for the

effects of velocity on FPL and f_equency. The figure shows that for three of

the four conditions there is good a_lreemeLltbetween the results from the small-
scale model (nozzle diameter of 5.08 em (2 In.)) and from the TF34 engine (nozzle

diameter of 96.52 cm (38 in.)). This agree..lentsug_;ests that acoustic loads can

be scaled, at least over the range of variables represented by these two tests.

An indication of the magnitude of the acoustic loads on the EBF configura-

tion is given in figure 5. 1,,this if_<u,e, o',,erallfluctuating pressure levels

(OAFPL) are shown for seven transdu_-er._;,two flap positions representing expected

flight positions, and five e.gine exhau.';tv,,loclties covering the range from
low to full engine power. Examination ,,f th,_ table (note the four circled

values) shows that the pressure lew,lx ra_,.e from 143 dB to 163 dB. Previous

experience with acoustic fatigue of t:ttu_turL,s :_u£_ests that when levels are in
• the 140-dB range, some acoustit- fat i).,-,,r,a','he rxpected, and when the levels

rise to the 160-dB ran},e, sub.;ta_tLa} l,rul,lut,m may be anticipated.

Estimates of the interior t_t,ls,,l_,v,,]:;that mi_'.htbe expected on passenger-

carrying versions of both the EBF au,1 the,ll:_l,,airt,,alt have been made using
data such as are shown in f|_,,_1,,,,;;';_l_d'_,u_dt.ur_tmt sidewall noise reduction

technology. These estlmat_,s _:u_),_,stlhat n,-,w,Ivve]opments either in reduction

of exterior noise level:_ o_ ]. imI,_,,v_,_,,,._,,l l,,,_ela);_sidewall noise reduction

are needed to provide a :;;_ti_;fact_,,....al,i. _,,,i:,_,e.vlronment.

5,_ OHZG_;A_ PAGE ZS
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""" Test Description

:_, Flight measurements of interior noise in light aircraft (refs. 4 and 5)
_::

', :, have shown that the It:w,lt_art, hi},h enough that noise reduction efforts are

i). needed to provide a noise enviromnent that is comfortable and similar to the
:1 environment that passengers have come to expect from their experiences in

....',!: modern Jet aircraft. In order to carry out noise reduction, it is necessary to

" ? know the sources of the noise and the transmission properties of current air-

o_. craft structures, btudles on light aircraft (refs. 6 and 7) have suggested that

,/ propellers and engines are important noise sources, and that possible noise

:' ii transmission paths Inc]ude the exterior air and fuselage sidewall (referred to

i,J! herein as the "airborne" path) and the primary structure (referred to herein
:_;, as the "structureborne" path) through whi_n interior noise is transmitted in the

)! form of structural vibration that may originate, for example, in the engine.In order to study the characteristics of these two noise transmission paths, a

"" _'_ light aircraft fuselage was set up and tested in the reverberation chamber ofi _ ok

_ii' the Langley aircraft noise reduction laboratory, as shown in figure 6. A sound
_ i_ field was generated by speakers, and the chamber characteristics provided a
! " "_ reverberant uniform noise field over the complete exterior of the fuselage.

• _ Three microphones in the chamber (shown in fig. 6) were used to measure the

_o°_:l"_: noise field exterior to the fuselage. Readings from these three microphonesof during testing were nearly the same, indicating that the exterior noise field

"[" was uniform. Noise was measured inside the fuselage by the two mlcropho_es
E- _,_ shown in figure 6 for the reverberant noise field to determine airborne noise.

-_(o¢_i_ Noise transmitted through the structureborne path was determined by attaching
_ _,:. a mechanical shaker to t he engine support structure at the front of the aircraft

i_il and taking measurements with the two microphones inside the fuselage with no
_. _ exterior noise fie].d. A broadband spectrum, having nearly constant level over
'_"_:" the frequency ran_,e from about i00 llz to I000 Hz for the mechanical input and

i_," from about i00 to 4000 }|z for the acoustic input, was used.

.-j! A_rborne and Structureborne Transmission

; Some results from thcs(_ tests are shown in figure 7, where interior noise

L i: levels measured with e:;t_,ri,,rnoise alone and with vibration input alone are

_:. shown. The data show. in Ii_ure 7 indicate that the interior noise level SPL
_:°_i'_ varies with either cxt(,rlor noise level or mechanical input in a linear trend

_o i with 45° slope. Bas_,d on the lo_,_arlthmlcscales used in these figure_, this
!: .:I:" result indicates that the interior noise level is a linear function of either

;-_: ._._ . exterior noise, or mech,:._lc,'_] vibration input. This result was anticipated and
_,. _ _- indicates that anal v[|c_t] pro).,,ram,,3 for prediction and control of interior noise

_'! can be based on tr:tctal,l_,Ilt_t.;tlrelations. The graph of interior noise as a
,I[ function of exteri¢,t noise indicates that the interior levels are about 21 dB
.n:

"_o; lower than the extet h,r l,'vuls, indicating that the fuselage is prov._ding a

:_['i"'":::$') significant ov,:rnl] u,,,;-,¢,r_.d.ct|on (averaged over frequency and the various

transmitting structure:; _mch a,'_ windows and sidewall panels). Further reduction'.i/"/ of the fusela,;e :,,d,.w:,l!,,,,i,,,..i. det;irable and miFht be accomplished by meansof analytical method,_; t t: .prim t:,,, the distribution of mass, stiffness, and

i.... .:. damping while retai.in_: mi_imttm _t,i_ht.
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;. Figure 7 also shows that vibration inputs are an efficient mechanism of
: interior noise generation. For example, 8.9 N (2 ib) of vibration force input
_ results in an interior noise level of about 82 dB. The exterior noise level

io: required to induce 82 dB of interior noise is about 103 dB. This result suggests
_" that interior noise resulting from vibrations transmitted through structural

! " paths (from vibration sources in the engine, for example) can be significant.
i _ Control of such structureborne noise might be accomplished by ,se of vibration
i' isolation devices such as shock mounts or integral damping treatments in the

engine support structure.

i

:i RESPONSE OF BUILDINGS TO AIRCRAFT NOISE

_ r Study Plan

; ;; The airport community noise problem has been a major concern of airport

!t planners and the aircraft manufacturers and operators for many years. This

_:_ concern was highlighted with the proposed introduction of the Concorde super-
i_!; sonic transport service into this country. A major public concern was expressed
i_ in the environmental impact statement (ref. 8) about the expected Concorde noise-

°i_i induced vibratory response of historic buildings and homes near the airport in

_, terms of structural damage and annoyance. As a result of this concern, measure-
_: ments of nolse-lnduced building vibrations have been conducted by Langley

! _ Research Center near the Dulles International Airport as part of the total
!__.% Department of Transportation program of assessment of Concorde.

The approach to the assessment of Concorde nolse-lnduced building vibrations

/i_' involves the following steps: (i) measurement of vibratory response of windows,
_. floors, and walls of selected buildings, including historical ones; (2) develop-
_,.:_ merit of functional relationships ("signatures") between the vibration response

_i_ of building elements and the range of outdoor and/or indoor noise levels associ-
_. ated with events of interest; (3) comparison of the Concorde-induced response

._i_ with the response associated with other aircraft as well as with common domestic

.,i events and/or criteria. It should be noted that criteria are not well estab-
_ fished particularly with respect to building damage.

-

'_ Test Site Description

t

-_{: Figure 8 is a map of the Dulles International Airport and surrounding

!--'I_ community areas. Also shown on the map are the nominal departure flight paths

__ of Concorde and the locations of the test sites where structural response was
, measured. The test sites include one historic building (Sully Plantation) which

if
_ is located on the airport boundary about 2.2 km (1.4 miles) from the end of the

_-_ closest runway. Also monitored were three residential houses of families who

i _i had registered complaints concerned with building vlbtations due to Concorde
operations. These houses, located in Montgomery County, Maryland, range from

: about 21 to 32 km (13.1 to 19.9 miles) from the airport.

_: 518
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Window and Wall Response

Sample vibratory response data and associated outdoor noise levels are

presented in figures 9 and i0. The functional relationship between the measured

vibration response of a window and wall of Sully Plantation is shown in fig-

ure 9 for the range of outdoor SPL measured during take-off operations of
Concorde and subsonic aircraft (refs. 9 and i0). The data cluster about a

single line and show a linear relationship between response and noise level.
Both the Concorde noise levels and induced responses exceed the levels due to

subsonic aircraft by about I0 dB or a factor of 3. Also, the response of the _
wall is lower than the window which would be expected because of the larger

mass and stiffness of the wall. Of particular significance is the fact that the

vibratory response is a function of pressure amplitude and virtually independent

of aircraft type. Thus_ the inference of references 8 and 11 that Concorde-

induced building response will be greater because of the low-frequency content

of the Concorde spectrum is not supported by the data shown in figure 9.

Sample vibratory response data obtained in the residential communities of

Montgomery County (ref. 12) are shown in figure 10 for both Concorde and sub-

sonic take-off operations for test site 3. A functional relationship between

the vibratory response and noise levels similar to those obtained at the Sully
Plantation is again observed. Both the noise levels and vibration response due

to Concorde are higher than the levels associated with subsonic aircraft opera-

tions. However, the difference between the maximum levels of noise and vibra-
tion for Concorde and for the subsonic aircraft is about 26 dB or a factor of 23.

The reason for the greater difference between responses of Concorde and of
subsonic aircraft at this location as compared with those measured closer to

the airport at Sully Plantation is believed to be due to differences in aircraft

operational procedures.

The linear response relationship observed in figures 9 and 10 is significant

in that it not only gives the absolute response of the aircraft as recorded but

enables extrapolation to other runway cases, flyover distances, or house loca-
tions if a noise data base is available. The acceleration levels induced by the

aircraft are shown to be high enough to cause small objects to rattle, perhaps

resulting in increased annoyance.

CONCLUDING RE_L%RKS

This paper presents three examples of situations where structural responses

are caused by aircraft noise. Acoustic loads measured on externally blown and

upper surface blown flap STOL configurations are shown to be sufficiently high
that acoustic fatigue and cabin noise require careful consideration for possible

commercial applications. Laboratory studies of the noise transmission into a

i light aircraft fuselage indicate that interior noise can enter the fuselage

through both the fuselage sidewall transmission path and the primary structure

(vibration) transmission path. Accelerations measured on the windows and walls
of a historic building and a residential home indicate that noise from a super-
sonic aircraft causes acceleration levels high enough to be perceptible by

occupants, and that the noise and vibration levels due to the supersonic aircraft

519
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are higher than those due to subsonic aircraft by a large enough factor to
present a clear contrast that draws attention to the supersonic aircraft.
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AIRFRAME NOISE

A DESIGN AND OPERATING PROBL_!

Jay C. Hardin

NASA Langley Research Center

SU>_L_RY

A critical assessment of the state of the art in airframe noise is

presented in this paper. Full-scale data on the intensity, spectra, and
dlrectivlty of this noise source are evaluated in light of the comprehensive

theory developed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings. Vibration of panels on

the aircraft are identified as a possible additional source of airframe

noise. The present understanding and methods for prediction of other com-
ponent sources - airfoils, struts, and cavities - are discussed. Operating

problems associated with airframe noise as well as potential design methods
for airframe noise reduction are identified.

INTRODUCT ION

The importance of airframe noise as the "ultimate noise barrier" to the

reduction of noise levels produced by future co_ercial aircraft was recog-

nized Just 4 years ago as a result of NASA sponsored research on the

Advanced Technology Transport. (See ref. i.) This work included prelimnary

calculations, based upon sailplane data, which indicated that the nonpro-

pulslve noise produced by a large subsonic aircraft on landing approach lay

only approximately 10 EPNdB below the FAR 36 certification levels (ref. 2).

The significance of the surprisingly high intensity of this hitherto

neglected noise source lles in its impact on future noise regulations.

Since it would be counterproductive to require engine noise levels much

below those of nonpropulsive sources, the potential for further overall

aircraft noise reductions is limlted unless nonpropulsive noise generation
can be controlled.

For this purpos=_, airframe noise research was begun, with the goals of

undere_.anding the generation and _ropagatlon of aircraft nonpropulslve
noise as well as its reduction at the source. The first such attempts were

empirical in nature, involving correlations of airframe noise measurements

with gross aircraft parameters such as weight, velocity, and aspect ratio.

(See ref. 3.) Such studies led to useful prediction schemes but did l_ttle

to identify and rank-order the sources of the noise. Gradually, however,

some understanding of the actual sources and their relative importance

began to emerge. For the "clean" (cruise-conflgured) aircraft, it is now

generally conceded that the primary sources are associated wlth the inter.
actions of the wake of the wing with the wing itself, while for the "d_vty"

(landlng-conflgured) aircraft, noise _enerated by the flaps and the

P_{_:¢I.:T_',"_;PA.c,?, flLANK NOT _ 1

;, .j
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landing-gear-wheel-well combination becomes dominant. This paper ?resents
an appraisal of the state of knowledge of airframe noise in an attempt to assess
its impact on aircraft operations as well as to identify potential methods for
its reduction. Also, included is an evaluation of full-scale data regarding

levels, spectra, and directivity of airframe noise which suggests that airframe
noise is more complex than had previously been assumed. Thus, the early

empirical airframe noise prediction techniques are giving way to more refined
analyses which view the total sound radiation as a summation of noise generation
by individual components such as airfoils and flaps, wheel wells, and landing
gear. Noise generation mechanisms for these individual component sources are
discussed and methods for their reduction identified. "'

SYMBOLS

A ratio of area elements

EPNdB effective perceived noise level

J Jacobian of transformation

K wave number

Mr Mach number in observer direction

OASPL overall sound pressure level

R Reynolds number

S surface

SPL one-thlrd octave band sound pressure level

Sw wing area

Tij Lighthill stress tensor

U flow or aircraft speed

V volume

: Ved eddy volume

• a speed of sound
.r

d cylinder diameter

" h aircraft altitude

is streamwise correlation length
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\ I
t

t t

.iI

nj components of normal vector

_'i p acoustic pressure

_, PiJ compressive stress tensor

r observer distance
U

:2

red distance of center of eddy from edge

_ s sideline distance

t time

u turbulent intensity

v n normal velocity

x observer position

xi,xj components of position vector

¢ observer angle

,_ n source position

ii 0 angle between flight path and observer directions

-_ 0o angle between mean flow and trailing-edge directions

directivity angle in flyover plane

_ _ kinematic viscosity

._! pf far-field density

-_ Po ambient density

angle between trailing edge and observer directions

' _ circular frequency

' AOASPL increment in overall sound pressure level
_T

A bar over a symbol indicates tim_ oxerage.

7_ AN OVERVIEW OF AIRFRAME NOISE

, There are many potential sources of airframe noise on an aircraft, as shown

, schematically in figure i. Each of these sources is believed to have its own
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character_stlc amplitude, spectrum, and dlrectlvlty. If one measures the

overall airframe noise produced by an aircraft, one sees the resultant produced
by the summation of these indivldual sources. Although this may be confusing
from the standpoint of defining and evaluating mechanisms, it is nevertheless
the nolse field of ultLmate interest. Thus, it may be useful to review avail-
able overall airframe noise measurements.

Intensity

Overall airframe noise measurements directly beneath the flight path of --
the aircraft have been made for a number of years. Tables listing 65 data

points published prior to 1975 have been compiled by Hardin, Fratello, Hayden,

Kadman, and Africk (ref. 4). However, many of these early data were obtained

by using less than optimum measurement and analysis techniques. Microphones

were often pole mounted in order to compare results with certification levels,

determination of the aircraft position and velocity was crude, and only minimal

efforts to remove the effects of residual engine noise were made. Recently,

however, two studies which attempt to overcome these objections were published.
(See refs. 5 and 6.)

The first of these studies (ref. 5) presented measurements of Acre

Con_ander, Jetstar, CV-990, and B-747 aircraft. The microphones were mounted

flush wiLh the ground to remove spectral distortion produced by reflection and
radar was employed to track the aircraft as it flew a nearly constant airspeed

glide slope over the microphone array.

Airframe noise data on the British aircraft H.P. i15, HS. 125, BAC iii,
and VC. I0 were obtained by Fethney (ref. 6). This study employed flush-mounted

microphones and a kine-theodolite system for precise position tracking_ repeat

flights to reduce statistical variability in the data, and extensive efforts to

determine and remove residual engine noise from the data.

On the basis of these data, Fink (ref. 7) has developed a semiempirical

prediction scheme for airframe noise produced by aircraft in the clean (cruise)

configuration. The overall sound pressure level directly below the aircraft
is given by

OASPL = i0 loglo + 108.3 dB (i)

where

U aircraft speed, meters per second

Sw wing area, meters 2

h altitude, meters
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i! All sound pressure levels in this paper will be referenced to 20 pPa. Note

_i that this relation implies a dependence of clean airframe noise on velocity

"'_i to the fifth power. A comparison of this prediction with measured data from a

;i number of crulse-configured aircraft is shown in figure 2.

',',

"i_ The airframe noise levels generated in the landing configuration are

i_ believed to be more dependent upon the detailed design of the aircraft than

fl those of the cruise configuration. Several additional components such as

I: leadlng-edge slats, traillng-edge flaps, landing gear, and wheel wells are

il deployed during landing whose relative contributions to the overall noise may
,. vary considerably from aircraft to aircraft. Further, these sources are not

_,._i necessarily independent, but may interact with each other due to changes in the "

:ii total flow field. Although it is difficult to directly measure the effects of

i; the individual components on the airframe noise, Fethney made some estimates

_.$i_ based upon measurements for the VC. i0 in reference 6. The data shown in fig-

_'_ ure 3 for comparison are decibel increases over the clean-conflguratlon overall

_:_" sound pressure level as produced by several different flight conditions. The

',:__ total change in airframe noise level from the cruise to approach configurations

,o,.._ for this aircraft was ii dB. Either flap deployment or landlng-gear deployment
o_, with open wheel well is estimated to account for about 9 dB individually. The

_,_. difference in noise level between open and shut undercarriage doors is estimated

.....,,,. to be about 4 dB; this seems to indicate that substantial noise may be generated
.._

.....":_ by large open cavities which suggests a method for noise reduction on those

.... aircraft whose undercarriage doors normally remain open after gear deployment.

o_/ In reference 7 Fink has also developed a prediction scheme for airframe
_"_' noise produced by aircraft in the dirty (or approach) configuration. The

ii_ overall sound pressure level below the aircraft is given by

_"°_ U 6 Sw
-"'°_' OASPL = I0 lOglo + 116.7 dB (2)
& _ " 'L

!°,,...+ A comparison of the prediction by this relation with data from several aircraft

 °iil in theapproachconfigurationis shownin figure4. Althoughmost of the data

i."o _.' appear to be well predicted by this relation, two of the aircraft, the H.P. 115

_-_i_! and the BAC iii, exhibit substantially lower levels corresponding better to the

{_ clean airframe prediction of equation (i) because of design peculiarities of
":_, these aircraft which, when better understood, should yield design methods

.'r applicable to other aircraft.

_: Fink's relations have been employed to predict cruise and approach noise- °!i
i_ levels for modern aircraft comprising most of the current commercial fleet.

_ i; The results are shown in figure 5. The approach airframe noise lies at approx-
;" i_ imately the FAR 36 - I0 dB level.
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.... Spectra

!_i_ Based upon early measurements, Healy suggested that airframe noise directly

i_i below an aircraft produced a "haystack" type spectrum which peaked at a constant
• ;i Strouhal number based on airspeed and a characteristic wing thickness. (See

: ref. 8.) More recent measurements indicate a much more complex spectrum.

i_ Figure 6 displays the peak one-thlrd octave band spectra normalized to equal
overall sound pressure levels for the clean Jetstar, CV-990, and B-747 aircraft
as measures by Putnam, Lasagna, and White (ref. 5) Although such measurements

are complicated because the moving source produces a nonstatlonary signal,

, thlrd-octave analyses are generally reliable as long as short averaging times
.: are employed. Note that the spectra exhibit two peaks, a lower one in the
i

=i vicinity of 200 Hz, which corresponds roughly to the frequency predicted by

;_:_ Healy_s Strouhal relation, and a higher one near 1250 Hr. However, reference 5
_i stated the surprising result that the shape of these spectra and the position

':_ of the peaks showed no consistent change with airspeed. Spectra for the

" H.P. 115, HS. 125, and BAC iii obtained by Fethney (ref. 6) display the same

:i_ shape and peak location.

_ The change in spectrum shape for the VC. i0 in going from the clean eonflg-
11. uration to the dirty configuration is illustrated by the data of figure 7. The

characteristic double-peaked spectrum for the clean configuration is not

_ discernible for this aircraft. The major difference in the spectrum for the
!'_ dirty configuration is a broadband increase in level, particularly at the low-

_ frequency end.f:

i ,

=. Directlvity

"'. The dlrectivity of airframe noise has only recently begun to be explored

._, and only a modest amount of data exists in the open literature. Figure 8

_i' portray _ the reductions in measured overall noise levels (over those directly

_ '/i below the aircraft) with sideline distance for the four aircraft tested by
o:, Fethney (ref. 6). The_e data are compared with predicted reductions based upon
'4

_i_ consideration of the total aircraft either as a point monopole (solid curve)

¢i or as a point dlpole (dashed curve) oriented in the lift direction. The fact

°:_ that the data cluster about the solld curve indicates a monopolelike falloff

i . to the side• Similar behavior has been observed by Lasagna and Putnam for the

_! Jetstar aircraft in the landing configuration. (See ref. 9.) This result is

i_'i: important in its implications for the source type dominant in airframe noise
'd

_:_ as well as for the airframe noise "footprint" and will tend to make airframe
_:,_ noise more important on the sideline th_n had previously been assumed.
, ,?

'_ Figure 9 shows airframe noise measurements in the flyover plane for a clean

_i_ DC-IO aircraft (ref. I0). The data have been corrected for an inverse square

oli falloff with distance and are plotted as a function of _, the angle of the

_" approaching aircraft with respect to the horizontal. (Before normalizing, the

.i' airframe noise peaked slightly before the aircraft was directly overhead.)
!. These measured data are compared with calculated values of the sum of two

_iI. dipoles oriented, respectively, in the llft and drag directions. Note that the
' main directivity features of the measurements are supported by the calculations.
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The best agreement between the measured data and this theoretical approach
is obtained when the dipoles are negatively correlated.

A THEORETICAL BASIS FOR AIRFRAME NOISE

The most inclusive theoretical basis for the study of sound production by

the airframe is that developed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawklngs (ref. 11) who

extended the Lighth111-Curle theory of aerodynamic sound generation (refs. 12,

13, and 14) to include arbitrary convection motion. For this case, the wave .

equation governing the generation and propagation of sound admits the general
solution

(3)

This solution implies that the sound sources may be represented by a quadrupole

distribution related to the Lighthill stress tensor Tij within the volume of
turbulence, a surface distribution of dipoles dependent upon the compressive

stress tensor PiJ, and a surface distribution of monopoles produced by

the normal velocity of the surface vn. Ffowcs Williams and Hawki_gs further
sh_ed that, for a rigid surface, the monopole distribution degenerates into a

distribution of dipoles and quadrupoles throughout the volume contained within
the surface. (See ref. Ii.)

In the majority of airframe noise research to date, the aircraft has been
assumed to be rigid. Application of this assumption in the theory discussed in

the preceding paragraph implies that airframe noise consists of a distribution

of dipoles and quadrupoles. Further, at the low Mach numbers of interest

(approximately 0.3 for landing approach), the quadrupole distribution has been

neglected. Thus, airframe noise sources have been considered as dipole in

nature. These dlpole sources have also been assumed to be compact and, often,

replaced by equivalent point dipoles acting at the center of the distribution.

• Several aspects of experimental data regarding airframe noise are difficult,
if not impossible, to explain, in terms of such a theory.

_ Firstly, the velocity dependence of airframe noise has consistently been
found to be less than the sixth power which would be expected of an aerodynamic

dipole. This result has led to considerable interest in the theories of Ffowcs
Williams and Hall (ref. 15) and Powell (ref. 16). They considered the radiation

from a volume of turbulence near the edge of a rigid half-plane and found t_qt
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the souI_d production ot ,luadiupol,_". _'fth axes in a plane .onn_l to the edge
* was enhanced such that tim far-field hound intonM.ty wlrtod a:_ the fifth power

' cf the typical fluid v,.,luclty, lh_wc.v.r, there was no enhancement of quadrupoles
: with axes parallel to the _.d.._
F?,

: : Secondly, the, definite monopololtke stdoline dlroctlvtty of airframe noise,
!:: which has been observed hv independent r,..._carch _,roups, is hard to understand

: _" on the basis of a purelb, dipole thcor,¢. (:rrtainly tt ix possible for three

• " mutually perpendicular dipoles to masquerade as a monopolo, ttowever, this
_. requires them to be statistically independent and of equal amplitude. Although

it is not hard to ima}$Jne the overall fluctuating lift and drag forces on ,,n

aircraft to be the same order of magnitude, a fluctuating side force of equal

strength is more difficult to visualize. About tlm only place where such a
_" force could exist in the clean configuration is on the vertical tail. However,

: since it is much smaller in area than _he wing surface, much higher fluctuating

,,; pressures on its surface would be required.

;!, Finally, the source of the high frequency peak in the airframe noise
;, spectrum (fig. 6) is puzzling. This peak, which %'as observed by the authors of
: both references 5 and 6, is higher in frequency than that expected from known

i wing noise mechanisms and see..n:sco be relatively insensitive to airspeed.

Since the frequency of an aeroaco,.btic source ordinarily scales on airspeed,

the presence of this peak suggests the possibility of radiation from fundamental
vibratory modes of the aircraft structure. A1thou_.h such vibration has not

_-. previously been considere_'ias a source ef airframe noise, just such a spectral
peak has been observed bv Dav_cs ,.'nreference 17, who investigated sound

produced by turbulent-boundary-layer excited panels. Davies found that the

i : frequency of this peak was reasonably independent of flew speed.
i 'J

! _' A similar spectrum ha_ also been observed by blaestrello (ref. 18) who
_!i
: reported interior n:easarements in an t,nupholstered Boeing 720 airplane. Shown
:,: in figure i0 are spectra of pane] acceleration as well as sound pressure level

_), close to the panel for t'leairplane in flight at a Mach number of 0.87 and an
. altitude of 7700 meters. Al._o _h_._..,-,are the changes Jn these spectra with

,: cabin pressure. Maestrt:llo notes that the sound pressure level varies as the

;, fifth power of velocity, lle further observes that most sound radiation comes

_'. from the edges of the panels and demonstrates methods for noise reduction by
$" stiffening the panel boundaries. ]f panel vibratlon is truly responsible for

: the high frequency peak o1_se.rvedillai£frame noise radiation, Maestrello's
techniques offer a direct ,ethod of noise reduction.

i_'_/ More recently, Wilby and (:lovna.(tef. 19) made s[.ailar measurements on a
"-.'* Boeing 737 airplane. Again the 1-kltz peak was observed which was taken as

f,,

_: evidence that the: pant, l _;tru<turc acts a_; . filter with that center t requency.

)1 Correlation of the vibration data was high in the longitudinal direction but
"' low in the circumfert:ntial. Adjacent panels were e qsentially mmorrelatL_d.

) These phenomena emphasize the neccss[t'. .f a closvr loo_ at the assumptions

: _, employed in the theory of atlfrar:Le n,_i:_e. _.,_ltlu tt [.: ',,is_ to re,:all that there
_' are many absolutely equiw_lent furmulation-_ of atr._arou:-;t [,' s(,',:rcos, the
; enhancement of quadrupolc m,ur: t. in th., \,icinitv ,,_ ,m _',!r' _ 1'rt_,ticted
.} . .

4
't
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by Ffowcs Willlams and Hall (ref. 15) and Powell (ref. 16) suggests that

quadrupole terms in any theoretical formulation should not be dismissed lightly.

Further. the evidence cited previously which indicates that vibration may be

a source of airframe noise brings into question the assumption of rigidity.

If the =urfacc vibrates, the monopole source term in equation (3) may dominate

which would explain the monopolelike sideline directlvity that has been observed.
Of course, there is still no mass addition to the flow but, due to the size of

the body, each point on the surface may be acting as a baffled piston unable

to interfere effectively with its mate of opposite phase elsewhere. The large

size of the body also sheds doubt on the assumption of compactness. The spatial --,
extent of the source region is of the order of the span of the aircraft while
a typical frequency of interest has a we"elength of 0.5 m. It is possible to

take into account the correlation length of the source distribution and replace

each correlated region by a point source as suggested in reference 20. However,

even the correlation length may be of the order of, or larger than, the wave-

length. Thus, the assumption of compact sources cannot be rigorously justified.

Further, this "component source technique" neglects diffraction of the sources
by the fuselage which may be important in airframe noise and could be partially

responsible for the observed directivity pattern.

COMPONENT SOURCES OF AIRFRAME NOISE

As noted earlier in this paper, airframe noise is the resultant of many
different noise generating mechanisms. Thus, in order to render the research

problem more manageable, it is prudent to identify and evaluate these individual
sources.

The work of Curle (ref. 14), who extended Lighthill's theory (refs. 12

and 13) to include the case where rigid bodies are present within the field of

interest, showed that the sound generation in the presence of a body could be
expressed by a distribution of dipoles over its surface in addition to the

usual volume integral. The strength of these dipoles is related to the fluctu -_

atlng pressure experienced by the surface. This theory is exact and highly

useful for computational purposes. However, it has led to a certain amount ofconfusion about the roles of surfaces in sound generation. Actually, a rigid

surface can produce no sound, as can be seen by noting that the acoustic energy
flux must approach zero close to a rigid surface (ref. 21). Thus, the true
sources of sound are disturbances within the flow field itself and the surface

I can act only in changing the strengths of these volume sources and in reflecting

i and diffracting the sound they produce. The fact that the flow disturbancesgenerate the fluctuating pressures on the surface is responsible for the alter-
nate description of the sound production. The importance of this result is

• _ that it emphasizes the vital role played by the local flow field about the air-
frame components. Little is known about such flows.

I many noise-generating mechanisms which comprise airframe
The dlffcrent

noise can be crudely classed in terms of three simple models, that is, noise

t generation by cylinders, streamlined bodies, and cavities.

J

I
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Perhap:; tin. ;;Jlwlq..'t .,l,d I,,,_.t tmd,,r,<t,,,M ,,f ,,ll _.:.:.r.:i,1,._. ,.: ,_,,tmd gt,neratlon
by flow-:_urlac_, iut,.r,_,t i.n i:_ tl,,t ,_f a c'.,llndcr il" ,l tl,.'..', i,,ut_m,,tt, ly, this
l_ al_su n uv.ulqll 4':.:.,p,i,I,.._'. _,,.. _,ntlc,, _md,.rc,_r,'i;_,, ,. ,,t ,,it, r,_lt ,_rv c'_mstructed
essentinllv ot c,,lJu,!, i, , t v,_ri,,1,_, l,,ngt],,,: ,_nd ,_ri,,nt lll,,iJ_ . ,% tl,e flow
attempts to m.g,.tiatt t!u' , vlimlrJc;l] c¢_llt*otlr, Jl ,,;,.,pier;try,; tt(,ln I]|(, surface
creating a tm'l,,,ltq_l v',l, "Jl_i:; v,;ll.,,. [:_ 1_1_111:,,v,_rti,';ll v.!,i,l, r,_,ults in a
so]enoldal w. locit,' lit !,1 tl,nt tmlm'es fl_,'tuatfnr f,,r,,,, ,,_ tlie cvllndc,r In the
streamwlse and iI(_I'i;,/i] dill,,'[ Ira,,. 'rh_, ::ltu;ltI,;n ].. tu,v.'n ':,!it,l;:tl i_;_lly In

; figure II
.[_),'

Tim exact u:,t,n_. ¢,f tla, w.l.,, ;rod, tim:;, lla, ::,_,md pr.,,_,;,'_-d i,'; highly depend-
ent upon the Revx_olds numb,:r (.I( = I,'d, where ' [_: t',:v ' 1,', speed and d is
the cylinder diameter) of t]_, flm,,,. 'i\'plcal. !_cyr, olJ_ m..,.,c_'"' .- f.,r aircraft

";' undercarriage comp,m,.,nt,_ ,luring landinR apprt,acl_ nr, in th. range of 105 to 106.

._ In this range, tl_e cl,_s::_ical pc, rib,die V,m l,'arm, m w)rte:.; ,_tr_.et breaks down and
the wake becomus r,md,,t,. The most rcl,-vant work in till:-: area is that by Fung

} (ref. 22) who studied tiw t luctuattng lift and drag for,'c: ,,n cylinders for the
!., range 3 .. l05 -. 1.' • 1.:; 1() 6. tie found the spectrum of the fluctuating Ifft
i' to peak at a Str,.,ulml ",_umber Imst.d on strut diam(.tt.r n_-ar 0 1 The spectrum

of the fluctuating dra F penk,; at tx,;q('e this Ire(tut,ncy.

: For a cv]indl:ic,,ll ctU_ll,_)l]vnt ,_1 an aircraft, if it i.-, assumed that wave-
lengths of the sound pr,;du,:vd are large compared with the dimensions of the

--; cylinder, retard,,d tit:,, ,li_f,,run'c: it, flit, st,ur,,,, r_,gion Pav lw neglected and
' the sound calculated _,_ if fr,.,n a m,win_, point dii,ul_ thrt_url, tl,c theory of

Lowson (ref. 23). Ih_wcx.u,r, i! tl_u principal lar,dlng-gear struts are oriented
such that their lilt amt drav ,!/p¢_les yield ,_ null below the aircraft, the

: strut-generated sound is not . tremendously important source of community noise.
Nevertheless, the struts tn.v |,t, significant in generating turl,ulence which

!. impinges on other surf,_ce;- of th,, aircraft to create :mbst,mtial noise.

! 'r t"" ,trt,:_mlint_d Bod[e.:
• i l
= ,

_::_ The most fundam_,_:', :.', ( iu tilt. ,-:en.be of beiuy ol::nlit,lcsvut ) c¢,mp_,nent source
! : of airframe noim, is pr_*t!!it k,d 1_\" the flow over ti_e ._tre.mllined surfaces of the

aircraft. 'l',l|:itlg su,'l, ,.._,_ ; _,.'_,,.; t,, be rigid (i.e., neglecting any radiation due
to panel vibratl¢q_ which v,,;,,; in.lic,._ted a:; il po:4,_il, lt, source tarlier in the
paper), a dipole!il,_, s,,!ln,l _',,r,t rat i,m may still be el,ser-t,d which can be related
to the fluctuating lvr,,., _:¢l,er[cncc,t by tl_e Slll'fdct,. There are tlwee mecha-

' ntsms by wllit'[l _th'll _(,l'd,'., I','1',' 1;_' ,h,vcl(_pcd: The pYt'._'SUl't , field arising in the
tttrbulent botlndill'v [,l\,t,l" oXq'l" tht' ,_;llrfdct,_ force l ltlcttlationt_ induct.d by
vorttcity Mu,d tl'lqll lilt' '.all.*l,t_ t', dlld tllv action of ally tul-bllltqhU prcsent in
the incident strc..n, t!.c., w.l. 2.q.) lh,wevvr, tl_t.st, pht,nol!lt,n,'l art, tlot equally
efficient ill I/_iS_' }'_'llcl._[ 1,'11 .'ll_,l, t'[ CtUll*tat', tl_cir |_,l/ttivt. cop.ttibutions

:" vary with tl.t. c]l_r,.!ct_,t i,.I _,._, ,,! Ilu, llow t'i,,1,1 i,_ v l_i,l_ t'.. :,lll't-.l_t. i:. p];loed,

'*" |h_Ulldal'V- l d\ ,' l" I!,_'l,,,)t')_,t'.--"l'])w qm'st it,i] oi ,%_)1111'! ,t:t,llt, r;tl i,,I, bv lnulndary-
i_ ) q,. laver turbult.l_;._. !_;,,, 1,,_;: , iI_,cl|\,,.]v rts_.lvcd by I',,wvll (r_! _ w]., used

the "rellvct{. :_ !,! i_,. ,,!,." t,, ,,_..,-.,, ti,,lt til., mdjor .._lrl.,,t ,.t,1,, 1,,_. '.'dl_Jsl_ ¢,n
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an infinite, flat, rigid surface leaving only the vlscou,_ dlpolo_ with axes
lying in the surface itse]f. ,qtnco sttc'h vlscotts stresses can only become
significant at Reynolds numbers much smaller than those dew:lop_,d 4m commercial
aircraft, direct radiation from the turbulent-boundary layer Is n much less
efficient source of direct radiation than others present even f,_r moderately
curved surfaces (as long as no separation occurs). This result remains valid
for finite surfaces when the surface ts larger than the sound wavelength -
which is usually true of airframe noise - except near the edges. This "edge-
noise" source is discussed later.

In reference to the panel vibration source proposed earlier in this paper, "
it might be mentioned that Laufer, Ffowcs Wllllams, and Chtldress (ref• 26)
have considered the case where the surface is flexible and able to respond to
the boundary-layer excitation. They remark that for surfaces of limited extent,
wall motion becomes equivalent to a simple source system of high acoustic
efficiency and can quickly become the most important feature of the practical
boundary-layer noise problem. Thus, it appears that the boundary-layer pres-
sure fluctuations are not major sources of noise, but the aircraft surface may
generate sound through vibration and may reflect sound produced by other sources.
Both of these roles require further research for better underst._nding.

Wake vorticity.- Sound generation by force fluctuations induced by vortic-
ity shed ftum the surface is probably the primary cause for the experimentally
observed fact that aerodynamic surfaces radiate predominantly from slm,der
strips along their edges. At the edge of an aerodynamic surface, the flow
must separate shedding vorticity into a wake. This vorticity will induce

fluctuating surface pressures which fall off with distance i.-cr:_ the vortex.
Thus, the largest pressures will occur close to the edge. In addition, non-
cancellation of boundary-layer fluctuations also occur.: in this region, i_qaich
of these effects is dominant is not known at this time, although wake-induced

pressures normally should be more intense. However, both point to edge noise
as a primary source of airframe sound generation.

The present understanding of this source is well depicted by figure 12
which is taken from a report by Siddon (ref. 27). Siddon suggests that alter-
nate vortex shedding, with a fairly narrow band of preferred frequencies, leads
to a time-dependent relaxation of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
The "stagnation streamline" switches cyclically from the upper to the lower
surface; thus, a fluctuating-force concentration is induced near the edge.
Note that this is exactly the same mechanism responsible for the production
of strut noise as discussed earlier.

There has been extensive work on the prediction of this edge-noise source
• and numerous, sometimes conflicting, theories have been produced. (See ref. 4.)

Again, the generation process is highly dependent upon Reynolds number. Huch
recent work (e.g., refs. 28 and 2q) has dealt with the intense tones which
can be produced by isolated airfoils with laminar boundary layers• Itowever,
such tones require Reynolds numbers based on airfoil chord of less than about
2 x 106 whereas commercial aircraft ordinarily exhibit Reynolds numbers of

many millions. At these higher Reynolds numbers, a transition similar to the
collapse of the classical Von Karman street behind a cylinder appart.ntlv _,ccurs
and a more broadband radiation results.

5}7
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Ftnk, In reference 30, has experimentally evaluated tile various thoorle_s
for tralllng-edgt, noise generation, tte concludo_t that tile best present theories
are those by Ffowcs Williams lind Hall (rof, 15) and Powell (rof, 16), The

first of these papers con_ider_ the scattering of sound generation by Llghthlll-
type quadrupolt, s d.e to tile presence of a half-plane in the flow, The results
show that sound output of quadrupoles associated with fluid motion in a plane

normal to the edge Is Increased by a factor (Kro)-3 _here K _ tJ/a is the
acoustic wave number and r o is tile distance of the center of tlle eddy from
the edge. There Is no enhancement of sound from longitudinal quadrupoles with
axes parallel to the edge. According to this theory, tht, mean square pressure
produced by a single eddy near tile trailing edge is .

__ 2 U5 u2 V2 sin _) sin 2 % cos 2 ()/2
p2(r,O,_ ) _ Po ed 2 (4)

_2 a t s r3ed r

where

u turbulent intensity

Ved eddy volume

Is streamwise correlation length of eddy

0 angle between streamwise and observer directions

eo angle that mean flow makes with trailing edge

angle between trailing edge and observer directions

This expression can then be summed at the observer location over all the

(independent) eddies near the trailing edge. Note that this theory implies

a dependence on the fifth power of velocity and the square of turbulence

intensity. It also gives ri_e to a directivity pattern in a plane normal to
the edge dependent upon cos" 8/2. Finally, the theory predicts that a "swept"

trailing edge (relative t£ the mean flow direction) would produce less noise

due to the sin 2 0o dependence.

Inflow turbulence.- The final mechanism by which fluctuating forces may

be developed on an aerodynamic surface is through the action of incoming
turbulence. Although atmospheric turbulence is ordinarily of too large scale

and too low intensity to be important in this regard, airframe components,

such as flaps, which lie in the wake of other portions of the aircraft, may
generate noise through this mechanism.

Although several different approaches to the analysis of this noise source

have been devised (ref. 4), it is useful to observe that, since the work of

Ffowcs Williams and Hall (ref. 15) is purely concerned with scattering of

sound near an edge, it is equally applicable to this case as well. In other
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words, their theory makes no dl_tinction bvtween incoming turbulvnct, Impinging
on a loading edge and turbulence bo.tng nhod from a trailing ¢,dgo, Thu., oqua-
t. lon (4) can bt, _,lnplt_yod to calculate, the lt, vc,1 and dlrvctlvtty ,,f thl_; leading-

edgt, :4ourc_, an well. 'rim .ame caner, ms about source dlatrlbutltm apply, wllh
the only chnnge being, perhaps, tht, characteristics of the eddies thomaelvet_.

Ont, p_msH_le mean_ of reducing both the Incident turbulence, and tralltng_
edge no|t3e on btrealnllnod bodies i_q through tlat, of porou_q m(rfac_, trt, atmt, nt
such im has been developed for high lift configurations, 'this application
has roccnt!y been considered by Ilayden In reterence 31. Figure 13 shown the
hoist> reductlt)n produced by porous tratl ing=cdgt, treatment on on NACA (1012
airf_)tl at 4(1 angle of attack. This airfoil was In the Rt, ynolds number range
where a narrow band tone can be generated which Is not the case fur ct,nm_erclal
aircraft, ltowevt, r, It can be seen that the lower frequency trailing-edge noise
Is also significantly reduced. Such treatment ma3 also be uttltzed on the

leading edge, although matntatnance of aerodynamic performance Is difficult.

Cavlt_e8

The final component source of airframe noise to be discussed in this

section Is sound generation by cavities in the surface of the aircraft. Recent
data (ref. 6) indicate that one of the most intense sources of airframe noise

on landing approach is produced by the wheel cavities of the aircraft since a

significant increase in the broadband noise spectrum is observed when the wheel

wells are opened. (See fig. 3.) This phenomenon is shown in figure 14 which

is a compendium of cavity noise data from actual aircraft produced by Heller

and Dobrzynskl (ref. 32). It can be seen that the larger the cavity, the
higher in intensity and lower in frequency is the sound produced. Of course,

the larger cavlties generally contain more landing-gear assemblies which may
also be a factor. _ithough it is not yet clear whether this noise increase is

due to the cavity itself or to a cha_ge in the flow field around the wing-flap
system, coasiderable research into noise generation mechanisms of cavity flow
has been stimulated.

The flow field within cavities has been of interest for several years

because of fatigue and buffeting problems. Thus, extensive data on cavity flow

fields have been obtained and methods for the reduction of internal pressure

: oscillations have been developed. (See ref. 33.) Unfortunately, however, few

measurements of far-field sound generatJ_n by cavities exist due to the diffi-
culty of making su<b measurements in present day flow facilities.

$.

The "basic" (this author's terminology) cavity noise mechanism Is a fairly
• complex interaction between the shear layer over the cavity and the volume

within it. The shear layer apparently has fundamental modes of instability

which act as a forcing function to produce osclllat|on of the air within the

cavity, llowever, the efficiency of this forcing function in producing sound

depends upon how well it couples with the fundamental acoustic modes of the

cavity. I[ the coupling is strong, very intense tones can be produced. These

tones have been studled by Block and Heller (ref. 34).
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'l'hlI_Im_Ic cavlty noln_, muchanlnm If_ prlmari Iv . I,,_.,Ir,.,l_n,m.,Id.'mmu'n_m.

occurrlllg |'o_ ?;trouhal mlmlu,r_ h.._-_than al,out 2.S, lurlI.,J, il i:, al:.,

crll:Icnlly d0,p_qldonI: t|pon lhp c/wily fdn'0p_,. I_q'_l'lll I_",I', ,,I 'a ,'ll_tll4r ,':l-fly

c_mdm'ted at_ l:ho Langloy l{t,tiollrl_h [;_ ,n |-t, l pr_di.-',,_l hlllq'I_ J_.!.'. I_,,_:_I lJ_JI_,_' rmlI-

ntlnn thaB i| f_qllaro eavll_y of nldo ]i,nl.th ,,qu.'_l t- lh, _ll,mn,l_.t ,,I l.I_,' _ Irr;tl:_r
t'ilVlty. Th[ll Itl lmllort;llll illl the cavltl_,l; _,n i_,;_i .lll,l.lJl Jill' l,lll"Jl dIll_'r_,lll

In Iflml.' from the Izlmp]o rt, etill11.1t]ilr m_d_,l. (th,,, z_,l . I',. ) I i_,_l IY. ,,I _,,_zl'_;,.,

thlll t_1111] n|oChalllt,,m e/triller J., rt,flpoltl;ll_l_, l_r l J., ,,l,_,,.r-,,,l l,_,,i.ll,:_l.l i-i.llnl l_m

el reel_ z_Ir,'rnfl e;Iv|lle_l. Tllm_, II_ I_ lilq'i,l;l,,ll.Y I_ _,,_,_, ,h_ ,,II.,_ l._l,nl I,_I
vnv I ty no I _t, mt,ch;ml z_m_.

TJl_,re art, 'it lt,ollt two other polil;ll_]t, la)Ul_,,._, _I _;_u IY ,.,i_,,.. 'llw :;h_.;ir

layer ,,hod from the loading odge of ilm eavllv wl II ll,d=. ,, I lt=_'l=l:=l Jill., l,l't.l,hal-_,_;
on tilt: t, dge re.qultjllg in an trdgu-nol_;e z;oul'vv a,'; _ll_;_ur,::t.d l,r_.,,i,m,_;lv. Ftlt'tht,F_

the turbulence tn the sht:ar laye_ will lll,l_ll.gt, t,ii I1.. b:l_._ wall ,,1 II_t. _:lvlly

rez;ultlng Ill all iIlcideBt turbulence mulrcu z;lmilar I_ float lilt.ill l_.ltt.d t..rl tvr.

Whtls, there 'is the potential for a "tr_lll|ng.-t'dl!,_," ,;tui,,._, .It lilt. lt,,id[lll; t,dge

of tht' cavity and a "leadlng-edgv" source al tla t_,_il_,_i. ,,,Irt' ,,I l h_, ,,,tvity.

Both these sources may be analyzed by the thvt,r., l,t_,vi,,u.,,l., d, v_,It,l,t,,l ,'_ml

both will produce a more broadband noise. 'rl., ;m,tl.,,:;i,. i:: _:impl il it,d I,.,. lllc,
fact that these sources will appear eompnct.

i A potential design and operating prohlvm might I,t, i,t,i_l,.tl _n_l h,.r_.. The

_: noise generation by these component sources iq int imat, l,,' rvl,_tt.d 1,_ thu flow
around them which also determines their drag. in fa,'t, l:c,;_.ll (t'_,f. i}t5) i.',

attempting to predict airframe noise from steady ttc:_t,, li_t..t'._nrt,lw_.nt._;. If it
: turns out tbat there exists a one-to-one relation I,t,tw, _li ,lii ll,:tll_, tit,it:t, and

drag, a general drag cleanup of the aircraft in landi_y ,_l,l,r,,,,, I: ",,,,,uld bt'

,:: necessary. This might well imply higher landing: ,qpt:t",l:,, I"': I_"t" r,'q,liring
longer runways_ and cause consternation among pilot._; wiu_ lall_l Ilivl| drag

': on approach.

:. CONCLUD 1NC REHARKS

!_ This paper has presented a critical a.,isessment ,,t llw ,,t.tt,. ,_1 tht, art tu

" airfrmne noise. Full-scale data on the Intensit\', :-:l,CCtra, _,,_,1 dirt,'tivitv ,,f

'} this noise source were evaluated In light of the COml_rt.h_,r.,;iv, , tl_,m-v th,veltq_vd
' by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings. Vibration of panel.; ,,n tl., ,,irc_,_It wa.._

identified as a possible additional source of airfr ,aw m,i,,v, lilt pl't,t;t'llt

understanding and methods for prediction of other c,_n/lUqlt:rlt ,;,q|lc_,,', - .irfoil:_,

struts, and cavities -were discus,qvd, t)pvrnt ill}t ],t',,l,lt.fl,,, ,,:.,,t,,'i.',It'd willt

airframe noise a,q well at_ potential design mctl_,d,,; t_,r ,lll'tl;,ll,, ilt,l_;_, t_,dm'tlt,n
weft. fdent if ied.

g
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INSIt,Ul'US INTO TIIE NATURE AND CONTROL (iF R()'I'OI4 NOISE

Robert J, l'egg
• >:',

, NASA l,anglev Research Center

SUHMARY

This paper summarizes the present understanding of leer Important far- --
field rotating blade noise sources and highlights techniques for noise reduc-

! lion. These four noise areas include the role of unsteady blade :mrface
'/ loads on rotational noise, the effect of turbulent inflow on the radiated

broadband noise of an airfoil, the influence of the trailing vortex on
impulsive noise and tail rotor noise, and the effect of blade geometry on

_!' high-speed impulsive noise. These noise mechantsm_ c_ccttr to wirying degrees
_.. on both helicopter rotors and propellers.

.?.

Considerable theoretical work has been done in the area of high-speed
: impulsive noise resulting from the geometry of the rotating blade system.
.'_'_) Both model and full-scale experimental correlation of helicopter and propel-

L":_ let high-speed noise are presented. The effect of blade number and airfoil

: ,_ thickness distribution in reducing the high-speed noise is sho_1 The

_: ideas presented in this paper should be of special interest in light of the
_i:.,. proposed federal helicopter noise certification rulings.

b

':%

"_ INTRODUC TION
• !f

c

!i' In the V/STOL and short-haul aircraft market of the future, the hell-
i: copter and propeller-driven aircraft will comprise a significant part of the -

i ii overall population. Noise requirements such as those currently being pro-
,. posed for helicopters, which are dictated by operations inte densely popu-

i _ ,t_

_"i', lated or quiet surburban areas, require that the designer have a butter
!, understanding of the complex nolse-generatin_ mechanisms.

_, Rotating blade noise is the primary noise component for these aircraft.
_i' For general aviation propeller-driven aircraft, engine exhaust noise could
!f also become a dominant noise source. This paper, however, will deal _:ith
"_' the noise problems associated with helicopters. This type of aircraft can

",i" have several significant noise sources These sources ;are ._hovm in figure i
,: Even though the operating conditions vary widely for the v; rioun types of
'i rotating blade propulsion systems, a generalized noise spectrum represents

' _i the radiated noise. This generalized spectrum Is shown schematically and
i' indicates in figure 2 the primary sources of interest. The first source is

associated with steady blade loads which do not wiry as a function of time

: or azimuth posttt,m. ThesL, loads art, related to the t(,rqu(,, thrust, contng,
• I, and blade thickness. The .qecond source Is that due to the incoherent it, ads

_. on a blade moving through the air and is referred to I,v Wright (ref. 1) ;is
i.' "self-noise." q'hest_ latter nonperiodic noises are related tt., the vi,_cosity>

>>.
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all Oath ot ttm air nnd art_m frt,m nm'h plbonomen,.i a_ Inflow turbult,nco, lmtmdary
layar, noparnted flow_3, and vort¢,x tdmddlng. Tim norm, _;_,n_,ratt,d by tim I_t_,ady
loadt; arid tim t-mll-nolFm nro comlmnuntft Milch or{, eonl_ich,r_,d to b_, illh_w_ld/lblo
with the opt, ratlnn of convt,ntl_mal rottltllW, hl;td_m and tlm_; c(}fl_tllul__. {hi,
mlnlmum n,._it_o of tim _LV_tt,m (r_,f, l), t_ third coml,mlt,nt (.)f nulm_, 1_; t_,rm_,d
t_¢X(2Of-lflnolHo °_ arid rom_lt_ lr_lll tlntd.ottdy l(JndlnR din, t43 IIil-(,r/|(,t[{_ii with n,ltural
al;_o_phurle turbuluneo, Intoraetlon wl.th _-_ht,d vortlee_-_, (_r blade, operatl_m In
tilt' trtlnPlOlll¢ apet,d ruglnlt . 'l'llt.+;t. lal:tt.r lloll-lt,tl gt,llt.ra]]y occur at a blade
pammage frt, quency In a r;miu +, which t:+ critical t_ th,te('tltm and cc_mmunlty
annoyance,

Numerous Inw,._ttgations haw: establl._fl_edthe effect and relat:IonHhips t_f
steady loads (ref. 2 t,_ 4) anti Incoherent l_mds (.qelf-nolse) (refs. 5 and 6)

on the radiated noise. The purpose of this paper ts to identify the mechanisms
and possible noise cmtt rol apl)rc, aches asset [ated with the nol se result Ing from
unsteady loading on helicopter rotor blades.

UNSTEAI)Y NO1SE

Role of Fluctuation Pressure

Fluctuating blade loads can be categorized broadly as both periodic and
nonperiodtc. These loads may arlse from such phenomena as blade vibrations,
cyclic blade input, localized shock effects, and potential field interactions.
By using current rotational noise prediction techniques, Improved agreement
between predicted and measured noise requires a knowledge of these high-frequency
fluctuating aerodynamic blade ioads. Figure 3 shows hlghlights of tests con-
ducted on the l,angIey helicopter rotor test facility (ref. 7). These tests
included simuItaneous measurements of higl_-frequency fluctuating surface pres-
sures and far-field radiate0 noise made on a full-scale nontranslating rotor

system. Spectral character£stics of measured blade surface pressures were
then applied to the existing compact rotational noise theory and compared with
measured far-field noi._e. A compariqon of tim calculated and measured rotational
noise zhowed that good agreement was obtained by using a 40-percent chordwise
integration of the measured fluctuating blade loads acting at a sing, le point
on the blade. Reliable information concerning the variation of these flucttmting
loads with flight condition is still not available.

Vortex Interact toll

Hain rotor.- The effect of fret, air turbulence on the discrete noise from

• rotating blade devices having skewed inflow is apparently small. Skewed-in[low
rotating blade devices (hellct,ptt, r rt,tot's and tilt rotors), I_owcver, art, alft, t'ted
by the rapid pressurt, fluctuations cau_qt, d by a shed vortex p;lsslng close to a
l_fting surlace. One ,,t tht. largest ct, ntributitms It, helicopter noise, whet_

; s_ occurs, results from tht, interactl,m ,,I the shed blade tip vortex and the
following blade. Thfs "slappi_w" noise c,m be very significant fr_,m an annt,v-
ance and detectability standp,,int. In fib;urn. 4, vgq,_,r t t,IMensi_ti_,n ,_:h_,ws the
shed vortices for a hoverinIz tt,mtnerci,_l helicopter. In torward t li}rl_t and at
certain rates of descent these \',_rti, es t:,' tt_r_,t,tA, the rotor disk real intt, ract
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with the rotter l_l;.h.:_ and l'_,_mlt I. r;q_l,l pr,,_.,,ilr, flth.li_:,l l,,n,, ,m,l ii.i,_il, iv,

nol_m, l:l_ul'i. [_ pr,,_,llt_ _mllematl,'iilly ti., r_,_.,l,_ll_; ,,I I..I l,,q,t,.r Iml,ul ,iv0.
l'IoJ[_;(? dllo _11 vl)r[q,l.I [1111,r;iclJ_ql /llld lll_;li-_q.,_.d ,.I I_,41,., lli_,li-_;l.,0,,l i,ll_,_ I!; ;sl-_.

lcri_lltod iii ii l;it_,r ll_,cl_Jlql. 'l'Iill; fl_,,lll'_, I:, ,, l_.,,'_i_,; ,,I iiL,_lq_I01v 11.. flli,,l,! _,i,, ,,_I.,

(r;itt, of di,lli,l,lll ;llliJ :ilr_;l.,_'_l) _.,l.,r_, Iml,,il:,l..,,, u.,i,a l,,,, ,,I,:,,:, :i l,t,,l,l,,m, i.,

b]lld;:, I_J;Ip bollll_l;iry IiI;II_ l,;ll_ J.,_,ll _l.,;_,d tl, _l_,l_,lliill., I I Iv I l,:_tl_ 1ii;,Ih_i,,.Iii_,ii! I ,,*I

n[queH to rl,dlll'i, L_,rllllll;ll ;i,_,;i ii_)I_;i, ll,v_,l:i (r,,l. F_).

'i'll!, hl,'l_ i_l ,llJl,tjll;It;' (,:.;lu,rllat,ll|;ll ;ll,,,lll;l I,. d;lt;_, ;,1_1_,1_ ,','|11 l,i. H:;_,,I II, ,:,'ti

tify [ile blll4l(' lll_[,gl, llll)('Jl;lll[l-;lll!, ,llld flU' r,ld[;ll [,,ii l),'lllt, rll:: ,)I I.,I ic_,l,l,,r Iml,lil.

slve nellie. ['all I)(, traced t_) ;i v;Irlelv _,I lli_,,'l:',ur_ Ira,ill _III I l,,_It l,,,;i l l_i: I,,,,I'

of data forct.d l)il_it luvu_itll;,;_t_,l'!; t_, utlll;;_, ,llh_lli,il!w , ,,l,,',,,Fv,'itl,,u;: ,_.I lii,_il,,,l
meltsklrelnunts t_ jll,l};,e tilt' ,.:<ti,lll i,l till' bl,'Idi' _'.la I, I,F,,I,I_'u,. 'lli_' II',_,'1[ , ,,l:llll_,ll

m_thod of me_l_t|rln V llnlml,qlvt, _,_l,_l< , i:i t_, 51t,'_tl_,n :_ :,_ivl_qd:t_nt' at ,_ fi..;,'d p(,_,i-

lion on or _|bove the _r_mml ned fly tl_u Ii<,i|c,q*l_,r ,_l_,n;,, lll_,_lill_li I raj_,,:t_,rie:,
at selected forward-flight comlltlm_, _. l'nder id_,al c_,nditim_s, it quanrit,'ltive

assessment of the eJlt,l'_|ctt, r t_[ tile Ill}iS(' 1,% p,,:_:-,il, lt,. lh,',,'t,vur_ l,;']lt'll i_IlU trit,,,,

to compare, in detail, the noise produced by tl_t. k, gillit' .ii,'cr_:it ll,ldt, r dillt, l-_,nt
flight conditions, or to develop directivitv l,;,ttt, rns; ,,t tl,., r,idi,'lt,.d n,,i_;_.

holding all other pertinent variables ,'on:_t_,_t, ,:ucl, as dl:;t,'t,_,'t, t,, tht. v:icr,,-

phone, azimuth illlgle, and ambient wind el l,..t'ts, tl,e tvclmi_',ll pr_,i,lvr.:, ;i_d :st,l-
!is!teal uneertatnties combille to make tile data-_b_[l_,'Iitiy ta:;k vurv dillice,It.

Several inflight technitl,mS for obt,_lntuv im!,ulsive ll,,ise ,Tlt-,astlrt, eltqlts !,;,,,'.

been developed. The iniliyht ac_,ustic ,1tl,.i,;uli._:!t,ll! ._,\'t;lt.l:l (IIAS'.SI is a r,..:qe,lrcl,

tool designed to study these phenomena. 't'ypic,_l pre._-:;u_e time l:istories :nea-
st, red with IFAblS are shown tn figllre O. l_v pr,.widin_ .:l .l_i,.v,_pllt.nu, .,rr i,." L'I,.,_ -

to the acoustic .qource_ source. ]._l.,iikit.,ll, float-field qr.,,,,tr: i ,']l:tl.'t,.'tt ri_:l i, _ ,

and pressure signatures carl be ,_btalt,e,i. "[he data on thL, it-it ot five,!, h
show a pressure time history and spectrtll:1 fro,l ti,t, It,IV;II1LilIJ_ -qi,!t _ r:icrophone,
and data on the rigltt are from the t'¢treattt_k,, :4idt.. rl,t. fli}.,l!t condit ions ;t_

: 36 m/see (70 knots) airs;peed and 183 n./min (t, lIO ft/min) rate of desL.:nt. [lit

, advancing side pressure time history shows discrete :_mplitude .qpi_'e,-_ attribut;d.l_,
" to main-rotor blildt, alld vortt.x intt, r;ict[t,n :it l'lain-,-,,tor blade pass;ave, |rt,QU_.llcy.

•" The retreating side pressure time hist_,rv sh,,ws no distln_'_lishine pr_._sul-,.' p,,a '_-.
ov and is about 20 dB l,elm," the nuise level ,,I the ,ld\',ill,.'illg, side'.
i,
/'

: Another inf tight measuremt,nt technique ut i I i;_t'q ,l (tit let. f i>'ed-'.4in_2 a irc r,if t ,

instrumented with a mi.cr_,phm_e, ;rod ll_,wll t_, mai_:tain ,t fixed rol:itive t,o,_iti,,n
_ith the test helicopter, !_esult.'_ _,f flight tvsts using,, this method are l'epc.,-tt,..{

in reference 9. This technique cgm be u:;cd t_, obtain t.ir-I it, ld noi,v m_,;,.mr,.-

ments without l}t)pplt, r shi! t .

Variouq attt'mpt._; t_, Vlu_dit\' the tip vortex .ill] tllt, r,.bv r, d_ct tl,v v,,rtt:.:-
induced excess ni_i:-;e li,lgt, beutl tried. '[hest, ,lttt'ml'ta I1_\ 't+ !,,'ci_ bt,th p,i, ",;!'.',

=---" (blade tips) .rod ,l_'ti'.'t. /.li,* In,is.,¢ i;_i,'cti_ml. I!_, r,._:_lts , ! .ie i_;v,'>t ite_t i,,n
with il linear ;lit m,l_¢,,, itlit, cti,m ,.\.,:turn ot_ .] ',1-. ,! i ,.,. ,.t _,r _7 "t h wit :,i-l'_i''_,''

model ill'e shol4n ill fl.dllt-t., 7. lilt, ,,l, it,,'tive ,,1 tl_i:; iv,':,,ql i;:lt_,,',_ ,.'.l_ t., ',,t, :-
i, mine wilether tl:_ ,1, ct, lu, l-..ltt,_[ ,,'_,rle>: ,l>{_u bv tl,,, ._iv inl,', t i ._: ',,' ,:11 r,,:,_ , '',

" noise. 'the It, It-hand l,lt"i_tlrt ' til,lt, lti,_;t,','v .nl .q,t,.tr_:' .,,:':_' _r,"" tttt, r, t
. ,.(

a descent conditi_,ll ttii,l res_:lts iu tl_v ,'l:l:-'itPtll;I intu, r;l, ti,,,_ imlq'!'-iv_' _"i_'".

-_} Tht? inter;l('ti,'n pt',_i:: _, ill tht, pr_'._::;,_,c tim,, Ili:_t,,rv .,re , l_.,lrlv vi,;ibl_.. ;.I,_,_]

%<
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air is introduced at tileblade tips into the vortex core, the resulting pressure

time Listory is obtaired as shown on the right-hand side. The interaction peaks
cn the pressure time Li_tory have been substantially reduced, and the overall

sound pressure level has been reduced approximately 5 dB(A).

?all rotor.- In addition to the effect of tllevortex of a following main-

rotor bladq, the offece of the vortex plays an important part in the noise

generated b_ the tall rotor. A research model was constructed, and a wind-tunnel
invesrigdtion was conducted to determine the effect that the shed vortex from

the main rotor had on the noise generated by the tail rotor. Figure 8 shows

a picture of the model and some initial test results. The model has the capa- _:.

billty of independent rotor speed control, variable thrust on both rotors, vari-
_ athos cf the direction of tail-rotor rotation, and placement of tail rotor

relative to the main _otor.

Thr spectra shown in figure 8 indicate the effect of main-rotor wake on

the tail-rotor noise at increasing airspeeds. The predominant discrete harmonics

are those due to the tail rotor. It can be seen that the general overall noise
level increases with increasing airspeed. As airspeed is increased, tall rotor

a_d vortex interactions occur at different positions on the tail-rotor disk and
t_,u_ affect di!fe_nt harmonics. In addition, it was ascertained that tail-
_oror _otse was sensitive to the location of the vortex interaction on the tail-

rotes _llsk, the direction of tail-rotor rotation, the lateral fln-rotor spacing,
and the thrust direction of the tail rotor. Tail-rotor noise was found to be

• insensitive to the main-roto_ thrust coefficient, longitudinal spacing of tail
rotors, and the tail-rotor ratios of rotational speed to main-rotor rotational
speed. The results of this study offer several approaches to reduce the noise
of the tall rotor.

High-Speed Flow

Impulsive noise from helicopters can also originate from compressibility

phenomena. F_gure 5 schematically indicates that part of the flight regime

where this type of noise becomes an increasing problem. Certain =echniques can

be used to push this boundary to higher speeds, but will never eliminate it.

-_ If the operational emphasis is on high-speed flight, then this source of noise

will be important in determining en route flight limitations.

Th two main sources for high-speed noise are the periodic pressure distri-

! butiuL_c due to unsteady shock formations on the advancing side and the monopole
_, noise due to blade thickness and planform.

• A recent theoretical prediction technique (ref. I0) based on a noncompact
acoustlc source model is directly applicable to hlgh-speed propellers and rotors.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of measured and calculated pressure time histories

of a helicopter flying at 165 knots over a microphone. The advancing tip Mach
number is 0.89. The two time h_stories agree very closely; the calculated pres-

sure signature is besed only on thickness noise. The effect of the tall rotor

can also be seen in the measured pressure time history. By using this theory

for hlgh-speed rotating blade noise, an analytical tool exists for developing[
means of reducing hlgh-speed rotor noise. An example of the use of the theory
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for noise reduction is highlighted in figure i0. Pressure signatures were calcu-

lated for three nonl_fting rectangular planform blades with different airfoil
sections. The alrfo_l sections are a biconvex parabolic arc, a NACA four-dlgit

symmetrical airfoil, and a supercritical airfoi], a]l with a 9.3-percent thick-
hess ratio. The flight conditions were held constant for all three airfoil

cases. From this figure, it is obvious that reduced noise levels have been
,=:: _ achieved with the biconvex airfoil section. Camber shape does not enter into

the analysis of thickness noise, but does govern airfoil l_ft characteristics;
: therefore, one can theoretically obtain suitable aerodynamic characteristics

i" and lower high-speed impulsive no_se by controlling the airfoil thickness ._,
..... distribution.

_-i_

: NOISE CONTROL TECI_NIQUESI,i

_: There are several basic approaches for the control of the unsteady loadi=',
noise sources. These techniques can be categorized into three major areas:

; those involving detailed design changes such as rotor blade tip design, those

, involving overall configuration changes such as an increase in the number of
blades, and those pertaining to changes in operation procedures. Table I out-

:# lines these noise control approaches for the four primary noise sources.

:_ CONCLUDING REMARKS

_i'i It has been pointed out that the general noise spectra for a number of
_,i free, rotating blade systems are the same and that the excess noise is the

_-i primary contribution to annoyance and detectability. The excess noise is made
'_ up of various sources of unsteady loads such as the ingestion of natural atmo-

_. spheric turbulence, vortex and lifting surface interaction, and transonic flow
_=_' phenomena
t

i The effect of shed vortex modification (reduced strength, etc.) has a

significant effect on reducing the impulsive noise associated with helicopters

operating in the terminal area. Lastly, it was shown that by careful attention _i
to blade airfoil and planform, the high-speed impulsive noise boundary can be

pushed to higher flight speeds; thus the helicopter could cruise more i
economically.

i
i
!

!". t
'!! i

Ii .4
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TABLE I.- NOISE CONTROL SUMMARY I

NOISE'CONTROLAPPROACH

OVERALL OPERATIONAL
NOISESOURCE DETAILDESIGN CONFIGURATION PROCERURES

,..._. _ _ , , ., . ......... t ......

NONUNIFORM _ F
INFLOW

MRVORTEX / _ FINTERACTION

_/TRVORTEX /i" . /f"
INTERACTION .,:

HIGH-SPEED _.,.,"THICKNESS
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IIIICKNESS.....
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INTEI_AC'I'ION\ i::
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SUb_RY

A brief overview is given of NASA research in ride comfort and of the resul-
tant teclmology. Three u_eful r_lations deriwd froth the teclmology are presented
togother wlth flvu applicatlons of these relations to illustrate their effective-

ness in addressing various ride comfort situations of passenger transports. 1

INTRODUCTION

Passenger ride comfort can have a significant influence in determining

acceptance and use of various modes of air transportation. The definition of

ride comfort as used in the present paper is expressed as the impact on the
passenger of all aspects of the vehicle physical environment that affect his l
acceptance of the ride. The time ha_ arrived when some reasonable level of com-

fort is expected by the traveling public. Advent in the late 1950's of _et
transports, cruising at high altitude where the air is generally smooth, made

possible levels of ride comfort Jn long-haul transportation far superior to any-

thing previously attainable. Nany sltuations still arise, however, where ride

comfort can be adversely affected if special attention is not given in the design

and/or operations of the aircraft. (See ref. I.) To address these situations,

ride comfort technology is required, but until a few years ago, key portions of

this technology involving human factors was only poorly understood. At that time
NASA initiated research effort directed toward identifying the various critical

factors and toward providing quantitative relations to account for these factors

in problem situations.

Aircraft situations which can lead to ride comfort problems fall into three

general categories: input environments to the vehicle; aircraft operations; and

aircraft configuraticns. Four example problem situations are listed as follows:

Environments

Wind shears and gusts
Turbulence

Trailing-vortex wakes

Runway roughness and waviness
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Opcratlom_
C_ui_m at low al_Itude

'r(_rminallyconfIBuvod vehicle manouvorn
Excessive r_itoof chanBo of cabin pressure

e ¢ah:l,n_eml._ratuce too warm

•: Cunf iBur.t,ton_

Unswept w_ngB O_!/or low wlng loqdin@8
Outslzo fus_l_go/omponnage surfa6o_ a

Propulsion systems produelnB nolse/vlbratlon .
Narglnal sl,z_ sours and legroom

Input onvironmenta which influence the rlde-motion environment consist of both

naturally occurring phenomena such as ggstsor turbulence and man-generated

:.. phenomena such as trailing-vortex wakes or _unway roughness. Incidentally, run-
way roughness will become an increasingly important factor with the advent of

aircraft such as supersonic transports having relatively flexible fuselages and

high take-off speeds. Aircraft operations influence ride environments in the

form of motions caused by maneuvers, of pressure changes caused by rapid descants,
or of too high temperature. Finally, aircraft configurations influence the ride

environment by size and shape of external surfaces which generate aerodynamic

perturbing forces; by onboard equipment, such as power plant noise and vibra-

tions; and by passive equipment which directly interface the passengers such as

marginal size seats with limited elbowroom and legroom.

The present paper has two primary objectives: (I) presentation of a brief
overview of NASA ride comfort research effort and (2) description of useful rela-

tions derived from the technology together with several applications of these
relations to illustrate their usefulness in addressing air transport ride prob-
lems situations.

SYMBOLS

a acceleration

C comfort rating on a 7-point scale'

dB(A) A-weighted noise level, dB

E event (given ride situation)

. g acceleration of gravity, 9.8 m/sac 2

_l rate of change in altitude, m/min

seat legroom, em

: p roll rate, deg/sec

? S satisfaction

5o4 ORIGA PAGE
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V lndl_,tod _rop_od, knot_

w _o_t w_dth bc_twe_n_re_tn, cm

y _ll8ht-path an81o, dog

6 Kronuk_r

O pltch ansl_, deg "'

o standard d_viatlon of acceleration, g units

roll angle, des

_" Bubsctipts_
?

cm compound maneuver

dc descent or cllmb maneuver

E event

i..iii env environmental (factors other than maneuvers, seating space)

rate of change in altitude

i:!_ I longitudinal direction

.. man maneuver

max maximum

I mot motion

no noise

!,
ill po pitchover

. rms root-mean-square value

i,i seat seating space

i- T temperature

i:

i,i.' t transverse direction

i_ i trip totaltrlpi turn turning maneuver

.'
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v vertical direction

z normal direction to cabin floor

RESEARCH PROGRAM

Analysis Method

A schematic of the analysis method (ref. 2) to assess ride comfort is illus-

tratea in figure i. A vehicle forcing function (e.g., turbulence and manel,,ers)

is converted into a ride-motion environment for the passenger using the appropri- _"

ate transfer function for the vehicle system being analyzed. This environment

together with other inputs (e.g., noise and temperature) provides a total ride

environment from which a comfort evaluation is obtained using a transfer function
which represents the passenger. Since response to a given ride environment can

vary widely between subjects, a statistical approach is employed wherein the

evaluation is expressed as a mean subjective comfort response. The calculated
comfort evaluation is then related by a subjective value transfer function to a

satisfaction evaluation of *he flight in the context of the overall trip. Since
trip satisfaction can also LR influenced by factors other than ride comfort

(e.g., cost, time, schedule, and safety), the subjective value transfer functions

for ride comfort are not independent of other factors. Thus, the satisfaction

model presented herein represents satisfaction in the context of a particular
type operation (e.g., U.S. commuter operation).

Selection of Research

At the beginning of NASA research in transport aircraft ride quality in the
early 1970's, the level of technology varied substantially for the several com-

ponents of the analysis method shown in figure I. Turbulence e_vironment forcing

functions to the aircraft had been measured and reasonably well quantified in

statistical terms (refs. 3 and 4) as a function of factors such as altitude,

terrain, and time of year. Vehicle transfer functions had been derived (e.g.,
ref. 5) and for the larger transport airplanes were generally well quantified

because of other needs (e.g., aircraft dynamic stability and structural dynam-

ics). Factors significant in affecting subjective reaction were not well defined

both in regard to identification and to quantification of their character and

magnitude (ref. 6). The subjective transfer function was poorly defined with
prior research efforts generally limited to laboratory _tudies of vertical and

transverse sinusoldal motions (e.g., ref. 7). Much of .,u work had been directed

toward tolerance and task performance level and had dealt wlt_ relatively high

motion magnitudes in the discomfort regime (these were, in fact, the type of data

• that subsequently provided the basis for ISO standard ISO-2631 (ref. 8), which

offers provisional guidance for ride comfort vibration levels). Consequently,
ride comfort evaluation technology was generally qualitative in character. Sub-

Jective value function technology was limited to only a few areas (costs and

trip time), whereas ride comfort effects were a relatively unknown quantity.

Overall evaluation of the state of the art of ride comfort technology then

existing (e.g., ref. 9) indicated that implementation of the analysis method
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outlined in the previous section would require inputs and quantitative relations

which could only be obtained from additional data generated by carefully struc-

tured experiments.

Experimental Effort

The approach taken in generating experimental data appropriate for ride

comfort modeling is illustrated in figure 2. In this approach, subjective
evaluations of ride comfort were obtained and compared with the measured ride

environment. These evaluations were obtained for both fare-paylng passengers

and experienced test subjects traveling onboard scheduled air carriers (ref. 10)

and for test subjects in controlled experiments on research aircraft (refs. II

and 12) or ground-based simulators (e.g., refs. 13 and 14). On air carriers,

test subjects gave subjective ratings periodically during the flight plus an I
overall rating for the total fllght, while simultaneously, fare-paying passengers I
gave an overall rating at the conclusion of the flight. Data from air carriers i

were particularly useful in qualitatively identifying both the environmental fac- !i
tors important in real-world situations (see llst at top of fig. 2) and the

nature and magnitude of these environmental factors, lq
i

Controlled experiments using research aircraft were carried out to system-
atically investigate situations of interest (e.g., maneuvers) which would not

normally be experienced in any significant amount during air carrier operations.

Controlled experiments using simulators were carried out to gain a detailed

understanding of the influence of factors or factor components on discomfort, i

Examples (refs. 13 to 20) include effects of slngle-degree-of-freedom vibrations i
with either sinusoidal or random frequency content and of various degrees of

freedom alone or in eombinatlon; effects of single frequency or random noisep

with and without vlbrations; and effects of seat transmisslbillty on response to

input vibrations through the floor.

Information generated by the various experimental studies has been used to
model (relate) passenger comfort as a function of various ride environment inputs.

These models range in complexity from simple relations for single-degree-of-

freedom motion inputs (e.g., ref. 17) obtained from simulator data to complex

relations for multiple-degree-of-freedom random inputs obtained by regression

analysls of flight data (zef. 21). While present models are useful as illustrated

later, there is yet no fully comprehensive and reliable model to meet all situa-

tions. As technology builds, considerable improvement in comfort models can be
expected.

{

Those interested in obtaining a more detailed understanding of NASA research

• and resultant technology are referred to the proceedings of NASA-sponsored ride i

quality symposia held in 1972 and 1975 (refs. 22 and 23). These proceedings also i

contain much valuable information concerning research outside NASA both in the

United States and in the United Kingdom plus a description and critique of
IS0-2631 (ref. 8).

Ride comfort research presently underway or envisioned by NASA centers in

two areas. The first area concerns vehlcle-unlque phenomena of unusual
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onvlronments (such as slngle-tone noise in civil helicopters) which will peri-

odically arise with advent of either new transport vehicles or new vehicle
operations. The second area includes various individual effects items (see llst

above the Ground-Based Simulators photograph ef fig. 2) where detailed informa-

tion is required to gain a better understanding of ride comfort phenomena and to

refine comfort-ratlng models.

USEFUL RIDE COMFORT RELATIONS

Three ride comfort relations which are useful in addressing transpurt air-

craft problem situations have been developed as follows from NASA research

technology: 1
I

(I) Comfort Model Relation -- to provide the subjective transfer function j

for relating ride environment to ride comfort (see fig. i) i

]

(2) Ride Satisfaction Relation -- to provide the subjective value function i

for relating ride comfort to trip satisfaction (see fig. I) i

(3) Response Integration Relation -- to provide a method for appropriately
weighting and summing the series of local comfort ratings (experiences) ....

of a trip to obtain an overall evaluation of comfort and satisfaction

Although the complexlty and content of the relations are subject to individual

Judgment and to the data base available, the present state of the art is con-
sidered sufficlently advanced to define each relatlon in reasonably meaningful
terms.

Comfort Model Relation

From the several oomfort rating models developed during the course of the

research effort, a composite model has been developed which is comprised of the

more important ride environmental factors in a relatively simple form. This i
model, shown schematically in figure 3, was derived from flight data primarily i
of small to medium size (15 to 60 passenger) turboprop airplanes in short-haul i
type operations and, thus, may not be fully applicable to other transpo,t situa-

tions. The model provides a numerical rating of subjective comfort response C,

where C has the following descriptors:

I = Very comfortable
2 = Comfortable

' i
3 = Somewhat comfortable !

4 = Neutral

5 = Somewhat uncomfortable

6 = Uncomfortable iI
._ 7 = Very uncomfortable I

The model lists in parallel the three groupings of maneuver factors, environmen-

tal factors (motion, noise, temperature, and pressure), and seatlng-space
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ii: i

i- "

: factors, inasmuch as data analysls to date indicated little additive or cross-

i_ coupling effects between these three groups. Relations for the maneuver-
, factors group are based on regression analysis of controlled-experlment results

.:: (1920 test-subject data points) carried out by NASA in-house effort using the

.i.,. USAF Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) research aircraft. (See ref. 24.) Rela-

' tions for the environmental factors group and for the seatlng-space factors
_:, group are based on results of scheduled air carrier surveys (2976 test-subject

_._, data points) carried out by the University of Virginia.

'_Z';

_':: According to the model, the mean subjective comfort rating for a unique ride .,.

_ event (situation) is the maximum value provided by any of the three factor groups

_: for that event:
,_f.

_i" CE = max(Cen v, Can, Cseat )
): .

_: The model relates the mean subject comfort to the factors of each factor group
as follows:

Environmental Factors Group:

- + + CTCenv 2+Co t +%o %

where

"18.9%,+12.1%, >.1.6%,j

" l'620a,v a,t < 1.60

C = 0.19(riB(A) - 85)
no

C_ - O.O05(h - 90)_ (_ I for _ > 90 m/rain1\_f_ 0 forh < 90m/rain/

CT 0.054(T - 20.5)_ T _T 1 for 2 + Cmo t + Cno

i_: T 0 for2+ Cot+ %0 + % -<3.4/

Maneuver Factors Group:

Cman m Cturn or Cpo or Cdc or Ccm (dependln_ on type maneuver)

I'
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where

Cpo - 1.75 + 22.1az,rm s + Cno + C_ + CT

% - o.151+o.o98le I - o.zlgr, +o.olgsv+% + +cT .,

a +c + +c TCcm 1.48 + 12.3aa, I + 32.8aa, t + ll.62aa, v + O.022hrm s no C_

Seating Space Group:
1/2

Cseat-i+ _.0077C63-w)2+0.16<30-_)2J

for 30 < w < 63 and 18 < Z < 30
m

The equations presented'are intended to provide first-order evaluations of
ride comfort. More detailed evaluations must await furthe_ advancements in the

technology to resolve presently open issues, including t_ importance of spectral
content for noise and motion, the ability of more complex models to account for

increased variance, and the validation of models through acquisition of test data

appropriate for establishing model accuracy for all types of transports (e.g.,

fixed-wing commuter, helicopters, and wlde-body jets).

Ride Satisfaction Relation

Comfort Judgments need to be related to a more value-oriented variable to

provide assessment of the influence of ride comfort on traveler acceptance and

use of a system. The value-oriented variable chosen was the percentage of

passengers satisfied with the ride, that is, the fraction of passengers who,

when querried at the conclusion of a flight, said they would be willing to take

another flight at least without hesitation. Based on passenger questionnaire

data (861 passenger samples) from air carrier surveys, the satisfaction relatlon

shown graphically in figure 4 was established (ref. 25). This relation can be

• applied to subjective comfort response data to obtain the probability of satis-

fying a given percentage of the passengers. Implicit in the output, however,
are all the system input variables to the subjective value function as illus-

trated in figure I. Research to date has made no attempt to separately quantify

the effects of each input variable; however, such quantification is ultimately
needed to trade-off comfort with other system components.

I
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Response Integration Relation

During an aircraft flight, a series of unique ride environment events is

experienced by the passengers. While the mean comfort rating for each of these

events can be established by application of the comfort rating model described,
the problem remains concerning the manner in which these "local" comfort ratings

(experiences) can be integrated to obtain an overall response for the entire

flight. This problem was addressed by employing comfort rating data obtained

from the special group of test subjects who rode scheduled airlines. To a high

degree of accuracy, the overall comfort ratings of these subjects were found to

be related to the mean overall response of the passengers onboard the same air-
craft (ref. 26). An approximate relationship was established for weighting the --

series of local comfort ratings (obtained periodically) of the test subjects

into a rating which closely matched their overall trip comfort rating. For a
series of local ride events of equal time duration

E1, E2' E3' . • ., En

the corresponding weighting factors to be applied to the event comfort rating

can be expressed as

13/4 ' 23/4 ' 33/4 n3/4,...,

This relationship, a 3/4-power weighting function, is assumed appropriate for

weighting any series of local mean comfort rating experiences into an expected

total trlp mean reaction of passengers. This weighting implies that a memory
decay occurs (events at the beginning of a flight being less important than

events at the end) such that a passenger's overall reaction to the flight is a

stronger function of the latter portions of the flight than the beginning. The

total trip comfort rating in equation form is

3/dCE
: E=I

Ctrip = n

• E314
E=I

'_ TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS

The three ride comfort relations described in the previous section when

integrated into the analysis method previously outlined provide the predictive

. method shown in figure 5. This figure gives inputs to the aircraft and to the
comfort-ratlng model identified to date as important. The rating value provided

by the comfort-ratlng model for a given ride situation is shown as input either
to the ride satisfaction relation for determining ride event satisfaction or to

the event weightlng/summlng relation for determining total trip comfort and

total trip satisfaction. The method shown in figure 5 or selected portions

thereof can be used to address a variety of transport aircraft problem situations.

Example appllcatlons will be presented to illustrate various uses to meet

different types of needs.
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::_ Evaluation of Uprlggod Spoll(:r

One of the simple applications of the technology i_ _n (,w_luatlng the ride

:; comfort for a given m_asured environment within the a_rcraft. One such appllca-

: tlon was carried out in evaluating the effects ef uprlgg_>d _)poilers on rlda

:. comfort during landing approach. Use of such uprlgged spo_lers during landings

is a promising approach for raduclng the magnitudc_ of trailing vortices from

large transports and, thereby, reducing hazard of vortex-caused upset to follow-

i'." ing aircraft (ref. 27).

Since the deployment of spoilers is known to worsen the ride environment in

_.' aircraft, an exploratory ride comfort investigation was carried out at the NASA

•i,. Dryden Flight Research Center by the University of Virginia to evaluate ride

_:i;,'._:,: effects. Portable equipment for measuring and recording the motion environment

i< _' was placed onboard the Boeing 747 airplane for one flight of simulated land-

i!>, ings at high altitude (_3000 m) during which uprlgged spoilers of various

_"'. deflections were deployed (fig. 6). The dynamic motion ride environment was
%,

_ _',, measured and typical results are shown in the lower portion of the figure. These

results were used as inputs to the Cmo t equation of the comfort-ratlng model to
provide mean comfort ratings for various amounts of spoiler ueflectlon and for

sideslip at a single spoiler deflection. A scale of percent passengers satisfied,

obtained from the ride satisfaction relation of figure 4) is also shown in fig-

ure 6. The results indicate that use of uprlgged spellers would degrade the

number of passengers satisfied with the ride by I0 to 15 percent depending on

spoiler deflection. For real landings at much lower altitude, where a higher

level of air turbulence can be expected, use of uprigged spoilers could possibly

have a somewhat greater adverse effect on ride comfort.

Identification of Key Factor in Complex Maneuver

A comblna + _on of ride environment factors, experienced either simultaneously

or in close succession, can result in an uncomforuab]e rldc without direct indi-

cation of which factor or factors contributed most to discomfort. Such a situa-

tion occurred in a research aircraft investigation (ref. 24) by NASA of a curved

decelerating descant typical of that which could be employed, using advanced

navigation aids, for localizer/glide-slope capture in a relatively short dis-

tance. A mean comfort rating of 4.8 (somewhat uncomfortable) was given by test

subjects who rode in the aircraft. Use of the comfort-ratlng model was employed

to identify which factor or factors in the maneuver provided the greatest adverse

influence on ride rating.

• As shown in figure 7, the approach follow_d was to d_v_de the complex

,. maneuver into simple segments which could be individually analyzed, Generally

ii each segment had only one dominant ride environment factor. For each segment)

the maneuver ride input was quantified and the comfort rating [or that input

! "_ was determined by use of the maneuver motion component of the comfort-ratlng

model. F_nally the comfort rating was converted to expected ride satisfaction

through use of the satisfaction relation. As can be .,;eenIr()m the results of

: figure 7) the key segment identified was that which Involw,d a 3.2-degree-per-

"i second pltchover of the aircraft in which the predlct_,d ridt_ rating was 5.1 and

[ :,

•
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predicted passenger (PAX) t)ati._}fm:l.Jm} win; hl l,¢,rc_'nt. Thc_ negative normal

acceleration experlenc¢.d in thin p ttchm._r wnf; ,IttJte utlpl¢_tmant to paasvngart_.

Deceleration be[ore pitehover, mwh m; w.,,_8¢ar llod _,ut durlng the turn, rather

than after pitchover was a wlm, ch.,Ir., t_Im:., l! r_,duced as much as posalb]o the

magnitude of the negative normal a.:'r¢.l,_);il[o1,.

Derivation of Equl(,umi_rt i,_._ve]sof Envlronments

The comfort-ratlng modal and r:[d,_t;at:Isfactlon relation can be used not only

to evaluate passenger response to a glw'.n _nput environment (as illustrated in --.

the previous example) but also to derlw, an upper boundary of tile magnitude of a

ride environment which could be expuct.ed to provide a given level of passenger

satisfaction. Since a ride environment ¢'ousists of a combination of various

environmental components, information o[, component combinations is desirable.

The present example (fig. 8) considers three environmental components: vertical

random motion, transverse random moti_m, and nulse. For ma_y ride event situa-

tions, these three components, are often the most important factors affecting

comfort in transport aircraft.

The approach used was to determine the mean comfort-ratlng value (from

fig. 4) which corresponded to the desired value of percent passengers to be

satisfied. The comfort-ratlng model was tim. evaluated to provide information

for constructing the graphs shown In flgnre 8. The graphs present levels of

environment combinations consistent with obtaining either of two levels of

number of passengers satisfied: 70 paLer:ant or 90 percent. In applying any such

information to an aircraft situation, the user should remember that the levels

of both the motion and noise environment generally are significantly higher in

the rear portion of transport aircraft than in the forward cabin.

The approach described could be used to generate such relations for any

component combination of the comfort-ratlng model. Such ride comfort relations

should prove useful in carrying out cost-benefit trade-of is between alternate

approaches for improving the ride comfort of a given aircraft design.

Importance el Wing Loading

Ride comfort technology can be u_;ed to provide the designer direct trade-

off information on ride comfort etft,ct,,_of varying any particular aircraft

parameter which affects tlle vehicle transi:c,r [unction. To illustrate, the

effects on ride comfort of varying tim wing loading of a con_nuter-type aircraft

have been addressed. (See fig. 9.) The rldu situation selected was that of a

• 5670-kilogram (12 500-pound) urn;wept wing ,Lircratt cruising in stralght and

level flight and experiencing the ;itmo_t,h.,ric turbulence inputs found at a

900-m altitude over mountainous turraln. Noi:;e, temperature, and seating

space were considered to be satlslactory. The vc,rtical anti lateral responseu

of tlle aircraft to the probabil:t,',tic ,.ll:;ttil,ution of atmospheric turbulence were

first calculated fur a range el wlu_., l_,adl.g c.nditlons t,, provide the expected

ride environment. The com[olt-r;itlng mo,h:l and ride e;atlsfactlon relations were

' v.!;i'y
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then used to convert the calculated ride environment inte a ride sati_factlon

evaluation expressed in terms of the cumulatlvc probability of achieving a
glvon percent of passengers satisfied with the ride situation.

: The cumu.ative probability curves for four wing loadlngs are shown in

figure 9. At both ends (flnaA few percent) of the probability curves, the

satisfaction values and trends should not be considered to be particularly

accurate because of limitations in the comfort data analysis and modeling (e.g.,

linear regression analysis and linear modeling). Over most oi tlm range, how-
ever, and including the knue of each of the curves, the probability characteris-

tics should be significant and reasonably valid. In the range of 80 to 90 per- -

cent passengers satisfied, very significant improvements are evidenced as wing

loading is _rogressively increased from 972 N/m (about 20.3 ib/ft 2) to 2510 N/m 2
(54.2 ib/ft ). The trends also indicate that further increase in wing loading
would not be overly beneficial.

Prediction of Total Trip Ride Characteristics i

Full exercise of the method presented in figure 5 is required to predict !

total trip ride comfort and passenger satisfaction. Further details are out- !
lined in figure i0 wherein the trip i8 divided into equal time segments of seg-

ment time duration appropriate for addressing each ride environment event. For

each event situation, inputs to the aircraft need to be established. Some inputs,

such as turbulences are random in nature and are a function of altitude, geo-
graphic features, and time of day. Other events, such as maneuvers, are more

controlled in nature but still can have random variations. Inputs therefore

need to be described in terms of probabilistic distribution of intensity. With
these inputs, the vehicle transfer characteristics, and the ride relations

described earlier, a Monte Carlo type approach can be used to calculate the

• probable ride comfort rating and passenger satisfaction for each segment of the i

trip. These results can then be weighted throuBh use of the memory decay rela- i

tion, summed and normalized to provide values for the total trip. j

The approach described above was used to calculate the ride characteristics

for a commuter airline demonstration project. This project, the Canadian

Airtransit STOL Demonstration Program, was considered to be particularly attrac-
tive for such study because of

(I) Addition of comfortable seats with generous seating space to an

aircraft otherwise considered to have a nonluxury ride

! (2) Use of STOL terminal area operations
e

(3) Opportunity for comparison with U.S. commuter ride experience

(4) Tailoring of trip to enhance business traveler acceptance (high

frequency schedule, downtown-to-downtown time saving, and total
trip service approach)
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,! (5) Trip _ltuation (aircraft configuration, flight operations, typaL.'

_, travelers) was considcr_d to be sufficiently dlffercnt from the

:. model development data-base si_uations to check model valJdity

:_. As shown at the top of figure II, ride environment measurements and passenger

::_ ra_ings of the tri_ wore obtained on 51 flights of the DHC-6-300 aircraft

_ used by AirtransiC. The average duration of each flight was 52 minutes. The

:.. analytical prediction of ride used 26 2-min event segments (2 climb, 2 turn,
20 straight and level at 1050-m altitude_ and 2 descent) and include= ef£_cts

:i_ of temperature, noise, and seating, as well as of motions and maneuvers. Take-
; off and landing vide on the runway was not included. Further description of .,
': the Airtranslt operations and of the associated ride comfort study is given in
.,- reference 28.

_: Comfort rating results are presented in the lower portion of figure II in
_,_

_' terms of cumulative probability of achieving given values of comfort based both
__-_ on prediction and on actual passenger surveys. The predicted probability of

i]:': achieving a given comfort rating agreed with survey data for the higher ratingiL
ii_ values and was conservative (predicted a lesser probability) for the lower rating

!If: values, with the predicted curve displaced toward the uncomfortable direction a
'_!=' maximum of 0.7 rating point. This degree of agreement is considered to be very

good.

Total trip satisfaction results are presented in figure 12 in terms of

cumulaCive probabillty distribution, based both on predication and actual passen-
ger survey responses. Agreement was fair over the knee of the curve, Also

included in figure 12 are calculated results for the Airtranslt situation but

with two differences typical of a U.S. commuter operation using DHC-6 aircraft:

use of conventional 19-passenger seating rather than ll-passenger seating, and
use of estimated turbulence conditions associated with cruise at 600-m altitude

rather than at 1050 m. The predictions are in very good agreement with passenger

survey data from a U.S. commuter operating over a trip length approximating that

of Airtransit, The difference in both predicted and survey results for the two
operations indicates that the combination of different seating and Curbulence

factors does have a very significant influence on passenger satisfaction. Com-

parison of the end-point passenger survey results for the two carriers indicates

a surprisingly large difference in probability of satisfying (wi11ing to take

another trip having the same ride) all passengers on a trip. The probability

was over 60 percent for the Airtranslt situation but less than I0 percent for

the U.S. commuter. Very likely, the high fraction (93 percent) of the business-

trlp commuters on the Airtranslt flights liked the special operational features

incorporated to enhance business traveler acceptance (see item (4) mentioned
previously) and they were not as adversely influenced by a less than comfortable

i.:i ride as predictions would indicate. Better predictive treatment of trip sagis-

i_ ' faction must await the development of a good disaggregate demand model in which

ride comfort is included as only one of the number of factors (e.g., trip cost,

trip time, and schedule frequency) believed to have significant influence.

f.
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CONCLUDING REMARKB

A brie£ overview has been 8iven of NASA research in ride comfort _nd o£ the
resultant technology together with reEerence to key technical publications. The
research has resulted in the collection of a very substantial amount of ride
environment and ride comfort data. Three relations, derived from these data,
which are considered particularly useful fez addressing transport aircraft ride
comfort situations, have been described with sufficient quantitative definition
for practical application. Five applications of these relations have been pre-
sented to illustrate their effectiveness and limitations in addresslng various
ride problems or situations in aircraft deslgn and system operations.
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RETROSPECTIVE STUDIES OF OPERATING PROBLEMS IN AIR TRANSPORT

C. E. Billings, J. K. Lauber, G. E. Cooper,
• and H. P. Ruffe]l-SmJth

NASA Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

em_,

Studies of human factors in aircraft accidents provide a substantial

yield of human errors which contributed to those accidents. It is probable,
however, that accidents are the least common of the outcomes which can follow

a human error in the aviation system. An epidemiological model for the study

of human errors in aviation is presented. In this approach, retrospective
data are used as the basis for formulation of hypotheses as to system factors

which may have contributed to such errors. Prospective experimental studies

of aviation operations are also required in order to prove or disprove the

hypotheses, and to evaluate the effectiveness of intervention techniques

designed to solve operational problems in the aviation system.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is designed to accomplish two objectives. Its first intent
is to present human error in aviation in terms of an analogy which may be

useful in attacking the problem of human errors and their effects upon

: aviation safety. Its second purpose is to present a systematic methodology

=, for the attack upon this omnipresent problem.

" BACKGROUND

_ Studies of aviation safety over the years have nearly all had certain

common attributes. Nearly all such studies have focused upon aircraft

accidents. Nearly all have been essentially descriptive, though the recent

study by Kowalsky et al. at the Lovelace Foundation utilized sophisticated

analytic techniques in an attempt to elucidate factors associated with the

sample of accidents under study. Most of these studies, like most accident
investigations, have had to rely heavily upon inference to determine what

went on prior to the accident itself.

There have been many studies of accidents in other forms of transporta-

tion and in industry. They have given rise to various theories about the

persons _d circumstances in which accidents are especially likely to occur,
but none, to our knowledge, has withstood the test of time. Is it possible

_, that attempts to improve accident statistics have not been more successfu]

! because attention has been focused upon tilewrong phenomenon, or upon only
one facet of the overall problem?
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=_i: Since the introduction of turbojet aircraft into civil transport, between
. 60 and 70% of all fatal accidents in airline transport have been attributed

; in whole or part to human error. The figures for general aviation are
!:,_, substantially higher. The problem of human error, then, is clearly the most
_;:.- serious one facing the aviation industry.

;_ Yet while case studies of aircraft accidents are a convenient and highly:

i:, productive method of collecting instances of human error in aviation, it is
_:. less generally acknowledged that an accident is only one- and the least
I_ common -- of the outcomes which can result from a human error in the aviation
:,I_,

i _" system. A human error may cause a perturbation in the aviation system, but

i i> under circumstances which allow time and space for recovery. More frequently "_'
; :;' still, the error may occur, be detected, diagnosed and corrected or compen-
_.._.'

' _ sated for without a significant perturbation in the system. There is an

_! analog to this in clinical medicine, in which symptoms and sometimes signs

I'[i of illness may occur. They may progress to a fatal outcome; they may heralda significant illness from which recovery occurs, or they may appear, be

compensated for by the physiological reserves of the body and disappear with-

l out a significant disturbance of overall function.

SYSTEM DETECTION, FATAL ILLNESS, NO

i.__ ACCIDENT PERTURBATION CORRECTION OUTCOME THEN RECOVERY ILLNESS
(RAREI (MORECOMMON) (MOSTCOMMON) _ /

"-.. t SYMPTOMS/.//"• HUJAN/'" ANDSIGNS

'i'.' ERRORi If one is to understand the problem of human error, it would seem
_. necessary to examine cases in which recovery occurred, as well as those

which had a fatal outcome. What factors differentiate these classes of

errors? Or are they but one class occurring under different sets of circum-
stances? Or to different sorts of people who respond differently?

SYSTEM DETECTION. FATAL I LLNESS. NO

:' ACCIDENT PERTURBATION CORRECTION OUTCOME RECOVERY ILLNESS

HUMAN /
ERROR SYM OMS

l AND ilGNS
PREDISPOSING

CONDITION,
ATTITUDE, DISEASE

i', SET PROCESS

if; " More important still is the question of what a human error is. Is it a

I[ spontaneous phenomenon -- an intermittent disorder which affects people at
:,: random? Or can its occurrence be predicted? If so, by what criteria? Or

_ is an error but a manifestation -- a symptom -- of some underlying disorder in

_oI!. the human mind or body? If so, can we gain an insight into the disease, or• diseases, which give rise to these ubiquitous symptoms?
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It is instructive to consider human error as a manif_staCion, or sympton,

occurring in the presence of a variety of human conditlons, which by virtue of ''
its occurrence produces at least a potential perturbation of the man-machlne

system of which the human is a part. That perturbation may lead to any of a
variety of outcomes. Viewed in this manner, it becomes possible to examine
the human attributes and attitudes which give rise to errors. More impor-

tant, it becomes possible to look beyond the human to the environment in
which he is operating, in order to discern factors which may make it more

likely that he will err, or less likely that he will recover given an error.

SYSTEM FATAL ILLNESS, NO SIGNIFICAN1
ACCIDENT PERTURBATION CORRECTION OU]_COME RECOVt RY ILLNESS

l t I...- s j

"_ HUMAN //,+, _ SYMPTOMS /"
ERROR AND SIGNS

t IPREDISPOSING
CONDITION, DISEASE

ATTITUDE, 7 PROCESS '_ .

.-*' MENTAL SET '%-_ ./ --.

OPERA [IONAL PHYSICAL SOCIAL PHYSICAL

ENVIROP,IMENT ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT F NVIRONMENT

There is a powerful methodological tool for dealing wlth this sort of

problem. Epldemiology is conventionally thought of as a tool for dealing

with polnt-source epidemics of disease, but it is much more. Epldemlologlcal
methods have been used successfully for over a century to examine factors in
the environment which contribute to a great variety of problems which beset

man and animals; present concerns under concerted attack using these methods

include the problems of heart disease, cancer, alcoholism and drug addiction,

among non-lnfectlous illnesses. Using epidemlologlcal methods, it is possible

to examine symptoms in terms of the diseases which produce them, and to study
diseases in terms of the factors which determine their incidence, prevalence

• and often their outcome.

METHODOLOGY

When one is investigating a fatal aircraft accident, it is often neces-

sary to infer the behavior which preceded It. It is more difficult st111 to

infer with any accuracy the attitudes or attributes whlch may l.lvu determJned
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': b_ l)Otntod out that hindsight J._ not
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] They are fundamentally different pro-

IINIIIHNCI, INVIIIONMINIAt (INI|IH,NCll tosses. The occurrence of I1 cortfl]ll
FACIOII8

outcome following the demonstratlon
of a particular phenomenon does not necessarily indicate that the outcome

was causally related to the phenomenon, tempting as it may be to draw that
conclusion.

It is possible to minimize bias due to this sort of reasoning by exam- i

ining errors which did not lead to fatal accidents, though the possibility

exists that the errors are of different classes, and therefore, not comparable.

One very effective way to do this is by direct contact with the pilots and
air traffic controllers who have committed the errors. While results with

this method are not free of blas_ injected either by the reporter or the

: interviewer, it is possible under the right circumstances to determine fairly
._ precisely what occurred, how it occurred, and sometimes why it occurred. It

is usually possible to gain an appreciation of the environment in which the

; error took place. Sometlmes_ though by no means always_ one can gain an
: understanding of the psychosocial setting and background of the occurrence.

The NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System, and the fllght crew interview

studies which preceded it, are attempts to collect a large and comprehensive
sample of occurrences in the aviation system, with enough detall about how

: and why they happened to permit reasonable inferences to be drawn about

:, system factors associated with such occurrences. This voluntaryD conflden-),

tlal reporting system was implemented in April, 1976. The System is designed
_, to collect,analyze and disseminate information regarding potential hazards i

_,. in the aviation system so that appropriate action can be taken to correct I
i problems and thus prevent aircraft accidents. In its first six months of

operation, the Aviation Safety Reporting System has received over 2900 reports 1
describing potential threats to aviation safety.

Prelimlnary analysis of these reports indicates that a considerable

fraction of them describe human errors, often in great detail. It has been

learned that those who live and work in the aviation system will discuss

• mistakes they have madeD often in exhaustive depth. There is great wllllng-
tess to examine and analyze the possible reasons for these mistakes. It is

also clear that "trivial" errors, given enough of them, may have catastrophic
outcomes; study of accidents suggests that no type of human error in aviation

should be considered too trivial for detailed study.

__ Using these techniques, it can be inferred that certain problems in the
aviation environment are commonly associated with human errors In aviation

_=:' operations. Problems in the transfer of information to those responsib]e
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for tactical tloeinion_ilaking, as an instance, appear in nearly 50 percent
of thfa h,man _rror incidents examined in de.tall to date, This, in turn, hen

led to quire,ions about the typos of informationwhich are necessary for

offlclent operations, the ways in which such informaq;ion can best be made
available to those who need .It, and the best ways to present it when i.t t.s
c_allcd for.

But inference is not enough, and historical data, however provocatiw;,

proves only tlmt an association exists between a factor and a mnnifestation.
It remains to be proven whether that factor is causally, or non-causally, i

related to the phenomenon under study. Especially :Lna very complex man- .. i!

machine system such as the aviation system, where many factors are inter- i
dependent and therefore correlated, it is necessary to take a rigorous
approach toward the question of cause and effect, for nmnipulatlon of the I

wrong variable in search of a solution is expensive and may cause more
problems than it solves. There is evidence that this has occurred in the
area of alerting and warning systems.

It is necessary to construct a rig- o.st.vA_,.N 0111C|)MI

orous set of hypotheses and to design
t e'

experiments with great care if one is to OLSC..U,.N
| RHOI,

be able to sort out the various factors .

which may have produced or contributed ' "ANALYSIS r INI! IIVI NIl(IN *

to a particular unwanted effect in the P,_tOIS,'OSIN,_CONt,I_I,,NS

aviation system• Even then, it may be _
ItYI'OIH[ SIS 4" •

difficult to partition out the variance PHUOI- I NVIRONMt NIAL

associated with uncontrolled variables , . !ACUmS
[ X!'[I_IIMINT

in the complex environment of aviation

operations. It has berome clear_ however, that such experiments are abso-

lutely necessary, thgc they can be performed in a setting which has face

validity, and that they can contribute measurably to our understanding of
the root causes of human errors in the aviation system. The report which

follows (ref. I) describes a first effort to examine the question of infor-
mation transfer in the airline cockpit. It illustrates the concepts, tech-

niques, and some of the problems involved in such epidemlologlcal research.

RESUM_

5YSTrM
To summarize, then : several ACCIDI[NT PLR1UHBATION COtUIIt_TION

assumptlons have been made ill order _ ¢ "
to try to understand more clearly

the problem of human error in aria- HUMAN
Lion operatlolls. It has been assumed, tl, aOtt
first, that errors do not "Just hap- J

pen." They art, rather manifestations _mo,m,s,_,;
(:| INt)l I ION

ot tht' human condition, attitude or ,xtr,rtJ.t

mental set at a part [cular time. That , _tNlat st !
condition is tn turn the result of a
cons tderM_te number of intt,rnal "and

external, or (,nvJronmt_ntlll, factors• OPINATIIINA( I'IIY't_ILAI! NVIII(INM! NI I NVIII(INM{ N|
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It h/_s boon asFmmad further that the h_mt, albeit an ]mp.rfc.ct, ,-.m_co

of information about the factol:n contrlbutln_, to human error I:-,tl_(,l,_,r_;or,

who committed the error. We are aware, that the.; r(:,portcr may I)1,',_, 1,1_; r,q,.rr.

bu_ wq_ know of no mor_ auOlontlc nourco.

We have _llHtt|IIled that p(._rsont_ _.n the ,_v.latlon .yf_t,,m wl,(,v,.,lmll i,_,I

Infornm_ion in c;lrcum_tancet_ which do _)ot Jnvulv,, l_crm, n:_.l r lf;l_ tl(, _,.., t.r

fun(lamentally altrul_tic motiwm. They w.l.ll th(-.rofm'v .tt,(.,mp! i_, b_, truthful

in their reporting. We are eoncerm.,d about certnlu f;lceI::-_ _,1 t.h,., Avlat. l(.m

Safety Reporting System which require reporting a. a pre r t, qu I liJ t _, I o ,ivoJd-

ante of discipl.inary action, for we have been unable tim. I;lr to ,,w, lu,'_tt, ..

possible bias due to this factor. Wu hope In tht, near futur[, t,_ CLU|,ItIt'.|, ;1

study which amy shed some light on this problem.

We have assumed that the population of errors from which our sample i_

drawn contains also the errors which under specific clrcumstance_; can lead

to aircraft accidents. While there is suggestive evt(lenc_ _ that this assump-

tlon is Justified, there may be specific types of errors which we are not

sampling and our conclusions may be biased by the nonrepresentatlvenem_ el

tile population and, therefore, of our sample. The study to which we referred

will examine this question as well.

Finally, we have assumed that the concepts and methods oi classical

epldemlology are appropriate tools for this research. We have assumed that

if we choose appropriate hypotheses to explain the phenomena we are

examining and inject the appropriate factors in a valid simulated operational

setting, we shall be able to observe the phenomena of interest, in at least

one experiment thus far, this appears to have been true. If we can now

design an appropriate and specific intervention technique to neutralize the

hypothesized effect of these factors, repeat the experiment and observe a

change in the effect, we believe we shall have reasonably firm evidence that
the factor causes the effect, together with some data regarding ways uf

mitigating the effect 'a aviation operations.

This is the task we have set ourselves: to attempt, by understanding

the factors which cause human errors, to remove or ameliorate the unwanted

effects of those factors and thus, hopeful]y, to make it less likely that

serious errors will be committed. We also believe that an understondlng of

the causes of human error can enable us to design better and more rational

methods of coping with the errors when they do occur, in order to improve the

likelihood of a uniformly successful outcome. There are nmny potential

points of attack upon a disease once tile genesis and course of that diueJse
are understood. Without such understanding, it is nearly Impo_:s]b], _ to

' provide more than symptomatic relief from its effects.

RI':I:E RENCE

1. Lauber, John K.; Billings, Cl,arle:_ I.;, ; ,qtcv,.,,_:.;,,n, ,l:ln:, :; I.. ; !-,',;_ ',.i i.--:.::=,ll,,

II. P.; and Cooper, (;('orgt' E,: Simulation Studi,':-; ,,I .\i_ 1',:,_",i,,,,( ,'l','_-

gltiollal Problc,.ms. Aircraft S;l|'t_ty ,uld {)pcr;ttinl:, l'r,,I,lcm:-;, 'g.'_:;:'_ 51' ..1_,

1976. (l';il)erm,. 34 ol l.hls COml_ilg_tion.)
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.gINLII.ATIIIN _TlllIFE,_ c)l," AII_ 'I'_IAI_j,_I'(iI_T (/I'I'H_.A'I li}!'lAI. I'l_liBliMl;

,hd.I K, I.tlHI/i,I', (',ljnrl_,u F,. I_11 I IllF, fit ,|,gll/lut I'_. I',1a,v_,llt;cmll,

II, P, Ihifft,lI-Slllltli, :tlid {',(,c, rpj, I,',, {'._lt,l.,I
IIAHA Aitioui ll_umllrell {h,ll( I,r

,qtiMMAI4Y

III,

All e,Xpt!rllllt!lluIl]OVllIttlllillIlloI th(, llllq1.1|(il'q,d,'Ipplhilli'hpr_it,i,,llll'q,l,bl _,_,ii.

dtietln), ].llw vlN'lllllti:y II1Ht2rUlllt,lll: lilll_rl.ll'li(,ll Ill thuil,rlbl,d, I,'l._lir ;ill, liil, ,,l'l,t,,,!_
oli(_'h flow I Ii iil)lll'Oa(:'htut till lllg the Ilillill tori,d pl'_.,i,dli_'l, .il-ill Ill till l ill; .i ilia.Ill l l,,I

lll41:lllidardll prilei,dtirt, In Ii DC-III Stlu;l, nt_or uilder Vtil°illtit-I i,oudll'lluili i,I ,,1_.I1_11

lty, wind f-lbOtlr illld _lirbu'lt_llce_ mid l':ldar vi,_'kortnlt ge,,n.ll'll.-l.

in tei'llitt oI: s.vstt, llI lllt'_lStlrt's Ill illl'eFt'W lit'rt'orlllllllt"oi 11(-i llltill_l" ill It'l,rq.,lll,l,,q
were I:oulld. Pilot opinion data lndl.eatt_ thllt t'llt, re _lrt. _lt,ll!e deviti';tbl_, ,'ll;ir,lt'--

terJ.l_t:[c_l of the inont_orl,d procedure, partll_tilarlv w!.t:ll tel t,l-t,llc't, 1 _ t Ill,

increased role oP the flight onl, ineer In Collduekilll.t low v-lsiblll.ty ;lllllr_,.'l_'ll,.,-'..

Rationale for devel.oping appro-leh prot'edures lu dlseulmed.

T NTROI) UCT t ON

The research described in this paper grew out of .qollleof the c_,il<,ern:;

expressed by airline pilots during the preliminary pilot interview _;tt:d[_,_:

mentioned in tile previous paper (ref. i). Specifically many pilot.,._felt

that the approach procedures they were using were less than ,,ptima] v'itl_

regard to two major items: (a) the integration of a11 three cockl) It cri,v_-

members into the approach procedure; and (b) the callouts required oF it,.

various crewmembers during an approach.

The critical demands placed upon pilots during the last one ,:,i: t_,,, huudr,.d

feet of an approach are well known. Mmiy accidents have occurred dui'in)!, tilt:-:

critical phase of flight, and in many o17 these it appears that one .,f el,v, .n:ll.,r
contributing factors was the inadequate or inappropriate design .,f ;lppt-'o;icli

procedures, including crew integration and ca!louts. In 10arty c;mes .<mffici_,.t
information to prevent the impending disaster was present withtn the r',,cl'.l,lt,

yet the crew failed to utili_e this information. Once the fly|ng pllol ll;_:'
changed to flight by visual reference, deviations from the desired I-l:l!:..llt p'lllt

' might not be readily discernible fronl outside v]su_tl cues. ThI-,,.It, dl,vi,i1 t_ui,.

wtl.1, however, invariably show till on tile cm'kplt [llStl-lml{,;ll-;il I,n, I lli,r,,:,::,,,l
sink rate, deviations below 141tde slope, or low airspeed all Hl,-t,;il I.,,I

killer Items--will. be displayed tnslde the cockpit. It Is llt,ct, s;i:lfX ltl;il t!li_:

information be transferred to the flytnv pilot tl _lll ;lccldent i.'; I,, 1,,.

prevented.

There are two ways of performing; tlit,_ t:l,<,'k: (;I) tll,, l,lly:-:i,'<,l ,,,_,,i,,,,,,,,,,i

can be modi[led_ making the information ;ivallablt, [n tlic. pil_,l_t:; vi_:ll,_l l i, 1,1

',ul
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_._';': vla the uao _ll V_SI. or a liuad_lJp dlsp]ay, f.r example; or, (b) tim opurat:.onal
_-/i$, envlr,mmont can b,, modified by ut-_lnp, auto]and or by tlm adoption of now call.-

--..--_, oUtPJ ;|nd moni tot ].llj_ pr_,cedurea,
Y-I
_": Figure ] l l,]ut,ltl','ltos Lilt, rulatl, ont-flilp bet.wuon tim present expor:lment and
----'-:,, tnu c,pidomlo,logical model doscrlbud in tl., pruvloua Impor by Bl.llingv_ et al,.

_: (rof. 1). The primary Interest wm_ In the efforts of man lpulation of the
operat 1onal env I ronm,,nt, tqme I f I t'a ] l y .Iow v[ q 11)I ] 1 ty apl_roach procedures, upon

Ii [rcrow /llld a I rcraft porf{_rlll;lll_,(.,.

Al.thoul.l_ apl}r(,ach I_roredur(m used by alr]:lnes vary widely, it is possible --"

to discern two Imslc i)hilostq3h:l.es which have been used to structure these pro-
cedures. ()ne of these, the standard procedure, Is has'Ieally this: one pilot
is responsible for fly_ny the approach and landing, or missed approach if that

should be necessary, and the other crewmembers are assigned monitoring and
col]out duties. The decision to land or to go around is made by the flying

pilot on the basis of his assessment of the v:Isual situation following the

transition from heads-down flying. Varlat[ons of thls basic procedure are

used by virtually all U.S. air carriers.

One alternative to the standard procedure is one called the monitored

approach by several of the foreign carriers who have developed these tech-

niques. Basically, using this procedure, one pilot, usually the copilot, is

responsible for flvlng the heads-do_1 portion of the approach; the other

pilot is responsible for monitoring this portion o5 the approach and is the
individual who decides whether the outside visual cues are sufficient for the

landlng. If they are, this p_Iot, who is usually the captain, takes physical

centrol of the tvlrcraft and proceeds with the landing. At the transition,

the copilot as qumes responsibility for monitoring the remainder of the approach

and landtng, remaining head down until sometime during the landing roll.

Intuitively, this monitored approach proredure has some appealing fea-

tures, particularly in the way the transition from instrument reference to

visual reference flight is made. The captain is given sufficient time to
assess the v[suql situation and reach a decision and can do so without the

additlon;11 burd_,n of flyln£ the aircraft. Furthermore, more emphasis is placed

upon continuous monitoring of the critical final portion of the approach and

landing, llowever, there are also some characterLstlcs of this procedure which

appear to be less desirable, particularly those having to do with the physical

transfer of aircraft control at very low altitudes.

In attempting to resolv(' these and other i,'mues, It ,,-oonbecame apparent

that there l,q little, if any, objective data perta[ning to the relative effec-

• tiveness of these two basic philosophie.u for (.onductlng low visibility

approaclles. On the basis of the accumulated operational experience of those

carriers who have used the monitored procedure, it can be concluded that the

idea has considerable merit, llowever, bf_cause of the fundamental importance

of approach prnc_,dure,,_ for the safety of aircraft operations, decisions to

utilize this ;q)proach, or any other fc, r that m;_tter, should he based on more

t
('/
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Devolopment of' Approach Procedures

Because the carrier who participated In the study used a variant of the

standard procedure, it was necessary to develop a modified standard l_rm'edure

i: in order to control for the possible effects of crew familiarity with the

standard procedure. To accomplish this, the approach procedures and eallouts

used by another U.S. carrier were used. This set of procedures was suffi-

ciently different from those used by tile participating carrier, that the

likelihood that familiarity influenced the results of this study is minimal.

This set of procedures is summarized in figure 2.

Two major criteria were used during the development of the monitored

procedure which was used in this experiment: (a) the flight engineer should

be fully and completely integrated into tile approach procedure; and,

(b) there should always be a el.ear-cut division of responsibilities --

pilot flying, primary monitor, and backup monitor- as shown in figure 3.

In other words, at any given point during an approach, each crewmember

should be assigned one of these three functions, and whenever there ks a

change in one crewmember's function, there should be a corresponding, com-

pensatory change in another ere_number's function. Thus, for example, when

the flight engineer calls out, "Approacldng rain!taurus," tile captain verbally

acknowledges this callout and changes to outside visual, reference. Slmu]-

taneously, the flight engineer assumes the primary monltorinK duties inside

the cockpit, and the first off leer continues to function as the flying pilot.

When the captain announces, "l.and," tlm first officer now assumes primary

monitor duties, tile flight engineer resumes his role of back-up monitor, and

of course, the eaptain becomes tim pilot l'lyin_,.

Cailouts were constructed with regard to the three malor Iuneti_ms which

:..[ callouts can perfot_n: (a) they serve to tran.,m_it information abrupt the stat_'

Ii of the aircraft; (b) tlley serve to cheek for subtle pilot ineapacil;It Itm --- if

a pilot misses a callout, or fails t_ acknowledge one, pil,,ts
tile oth__,r ,,-;hlul ] ,I

:' check to make sure the quiet one Is still with them; ;rod flnatlv, (c) ca[lout,_;
can be used to help enf_rce heads-dm¢n disclpl.ine. II: we want to m;tximizt, tl_t,

' probability that a pilot will r_,lilaln ,ul the instruments durinK th,, la,_I ,_I,'I)'.eH

t of an approach, we Cglll ;I,4,_;|}_,11 h[lll sp,.cltle c;tll_mt dul [c,:-: dtll'[ll}" tl_:H, p¢,ri,,,t
-: : of time.

!,

•.', ',q3
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MI,_+m,d +_ppro+lche_ were ll(ItOlllltti[C; if tile captain had not taken control of
tht, ;tlrer;irt wht,n it ro_lcil_,d the missed _lpproach point, th¢2 first critter
ln lll;tl..d tl.:, l, lstsod _ll_pr,):lt:]l procedurt,, and tile captain came back inslde the
t,nJ'l<pll Ic_ ros.mt, tilt, role of primary monitor. If it became necest_ary to go
;tmumd ,*llt_,r the eaptztt.n had decided to ]and, the captain called out, "Missed
+ll.prt_;/<'ll," zllld tzhe first officer resumed control of the aircraft and announced.
"1 IDav_, thp airplane." This procedure was chosen because it was reasoned that
I-h<, I"IF_;| _f'l+l.eer, hel+ng continu,msly heads down, was ]n the best position to
;l:qt;ume r;tpld ;tlld prL, cisc, control, oF the a'ireraft.

l.'Jgure4 shows the work sheet which was provided to the flight engineer ,.
whun using the monitored procedure. Before each approach was begun, the

Flight: unglneer was given an approach plate by the pilot so that he could
de,termlne th_ information shown on the worksheet. This information was used

subsequuntly by the flight engineer for cross checking and for callouts. In

addition, the flight engineer was assigned very specific me;litoring duties and

guidellm_s for calling out deviations from the desired flight profile.

Subjects

Because the study involved training airline pilot subjects on the use of

an appcoach procedure which was not the approved procedure used by their

company, training pilots, rather than line pilots, were used for this experi-
ment. It was felt unwise to _isk the possibility of training someone to the

point _here, if he were by chance to fly an actual low visibility approach

shortly after his participation in this study, he might revert to the experi-

mental procedures rather than use the approved procedure.

Eight current instructor pilots and four current flight engineer instruc-

tors served as subjects for this experiment. These instructors were assigned

to one of four crews. The flight experience of each of the subject pilots is
summarized in table I.

Simulation Facilities

The simulator used for this experiment was a DC-10 simulator equipped

with a slx-degree-of-freedom motion platform and a TV, model-terrain-
board visual system. Modifications were made to the simulation software to

allow control of the experimental conditions from the instructor's CRT display

and control panel located in the cockpit, and to allow real-time recording of

s:Imulator data on digital magnetic tape. Additionally, provisions were made

for recording communications, cockpit voice, and observer comments. Experi-
m_ntal sessions, each four hours long, were Inte_ ted into the normal simu-
lator training schedule.

Simulator Scenarios and Experimental Design

Since one of the primary areas of concern with the monitored procedure
cpnters around the question of transfer of control of the aircraft at low
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altltud.H, only h;md-flt_wn appro,'tehc, s were used, Autopllot use and Its
fnteraetIc,1 wlt.h ;ll_pro;Icll pro,:,,dures ls :1 separate:, tluestJ.on wh,(ch was floe
,Mdroz_m,d Ill tlli_ :;tudy.

l'ossIbIt, lutoraetlolls botwet,n the k lad of ;ippro;lc'h and tile approach pro-
cedure_ weft, :11:_o o1" Ir_tert, st, 'Phorefore t,oth non-directlona] t)e_lccm (NI)13)

and Im_trumenl..landing; system (ll,S) ;lppronches wore flown, All "S al)pro;whes
wert, I']t)wn I),_tzlg tile F llgl)t Director _))ld manual throttles, A_I NJ. approaches
were f]OWll lls[n_;r;lWdo£_l Oll]y.

Each crew l:Ivwa totol of 32 approaches during the data collection phase -_'

of th,'experimeut, sixteen usinF, the monitored approach procedure, and sixteen

usillb', the staDdal:d procedure.

Since one of the characteristt.cs of a good set of approach procedures is
to better etlable crews to cope w{th difficult operational situations, the
effects of a variable called "Stress and Workload" on crew performance were

evaluated. To accomplish this, radar vectoring techniques, wind shear, and
turbulence were used to generate high and low stress and workload condltions.

:: The low workload condition involved no turbulence, no wind shear, a five-knot

crosswind from either the right or left, and radar vectoring service that was

nearly ideal-- timely, accurate, and such that the aircraft would intercept

the final approach course well outside the final approach fix at the proper

altitude and airspeed. In contrast, the high workload condition involved a

forty-knot head or tail wind which sheared to a direct crosswind of ten knots

by 61 m (200 ft) above ground level (AGL), some turbulence, and radar vector-
ing of the kind too often encountered in the real world- late descent clear-

ances, late turn-ons, and delayed speed reductions. These vectoring scenarios

were chosen such that, ii: flown preclsely, the aircraft would intercept the

glide slope and final approach course right at the final approach fix (FAF)

for the ILS approaches, and 1.6 km (i mi) outside the final approach fix for the
NDB approaches. These were difficult scenarios to fly, and they were chosen

deliberately because instructor pilots are extremely proficient simulator

pilots and it was necessary to ensure that there was ample opportunity for
deviations from prafi.le to develop.

Each approach (as shown in fig. 5) was begun from identical conditions:
downwind heading, 1342 m (5000 ft) AGL, 250 knots, and with the aircraft in a

clean conf_};urnt:ion from a position 16 km (i0 mi) abeam (either right or left)

of the final approam, fix. After a preliminary briefing during which the

approach l,_cati,m :rod type were specified, the simulator was released, and

the Experiment Controller, :lqual{fied DO-.-10instructor pilot who worked with
:" us for the du,'at[on ,_f the study, proceeded to give radar vectors according

to the l_reselccted scenario. ,qtandard company operating procedures, Includin_
checkiists, wt, rc; used l,_v all npl)roaches,

An approach was terminated during the 1.anding rollout, or upon r.,.'_chfng
150 m (%rio ft) ACI, during tl,v missed apl_roach. For half of the n:proac'hes,
the simulated vlstbtlitv wa:: set to zero (below minimums). Fo" the remaining

half, the vi:_ibilttv wn,4 sel ;It the appropriate minimums for t.lte approach
type, Daylight conditions were, simulated in all circumsl',_r, ces.
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!. Two crews flew the monitorvd approach proe_:duren first, fol]owod hy t'ht,
' standard procedure. The order was reversed for the rematnlng two or,.w_.

i Data collection was proceeded by a 2-hr ground school _otmlon durlnl,
,i_: which two crews were briefed regarding the approach proceduro/_ they wore ab,,utJ

• _': to fly. Following ground school, the pilots were given a 1-hr, 15-mln nlm.-
i ," later training session during which 4 ILS and 4 NDB approaches wore flown

:=::i utilizing the appropriate set of procedures. The entire sequence of proun,l

i.;.. school, simulator training, and data collection was re.peatc:dl'or th,_ alt'ernatt,
: set of approach procedures. Upon completion of tilelast data co].leeth,n run,

i_[ an extensive debriefing session was held during which comments, obserwltt.on,,-_, ""
" and suggestions of the pilots were sot'zht.

',_ RESULTS

i' For the purposes of analyzing the tracking data recorded during thls

i_ study, each approach is arbitrarily divided into two segments. The Inltia]

!: approach segment is that portion of the approach between the Final Approach
Fix and a point 10 sec prior to reaching the missed approach point. The

iill remainder of an approach to a landing is termed the final approach segment.
Landings and missed approaches were analyzed separately from the initial

approach data. This division was necessary to enable the analysis to foe,m

clearly upon the critical last i00 m of an approach. For all practical pur-

poses, there is little difference between the two kinds of approach procedures
prior to the missed approach point. It is at the point where the eor:trol of

the aircraft is transferred from one pilot to the other that major differences

would be most likely to appear. ILS and NDB approaches were analyzed sepa-
rately.

Initial Approach Segment

Tracking data were transformed into rms lateral error, rms glide-slope

error, and airspeed variability measures, and were subjected to an Analysi._

of Variance. As expected, the stress and workload variable did significantly

affect airspeed, localizer and glide-slope tracking for the ILS approaches,
and lateral course error and airspeed control for the NDB approaches. No

_" other factor, including the set of approach procedures used, produced any
significant differences in aircraft performance.

• Final Segment

One measure, lateral error during NDB approaches, was slgnifleantly dif-

ii ferent as a function of approa h procedure - lateral tracking was more variabl_,

using the monitored procedure. This was one of only two Instance_ whet,, the

.i.,I approach procedure variable resulted in a significant dtfferem'v in pvrf,_rm:lne_,.
t

d.

ii. :
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l,andlng Data

Landlngt; wt,re analyzed using lateral and longitudinal error and sink rate
at touchdown as meanure/_ of landing performance. There wore no significant
differences observed for any landing measures.

MisAed Approneh Data

Missed approach performance was evaluated using peak deviation below

_)A/DH (where _)A is minimum descent altitude and DH is decision height), and "

the square of peak deviation to give emphasis to the larger and presumably more

dangerous deviations. In addition, the time integral of total flight path below

MDA/DH was analyzed. The average peak deviation below b_)A for NDB approaches
was significantly larger using the monitored approach procedure. No other
significant differences were observed.

Debriefing Interview Results

Pilot reaction during the training sessions to the monitored procedure
was largely negative, and virtually all subjects expressed concern about the

transfer of control of the aircraft. These negative attitudes were modified

after the subjects had experience with the experimental set of procedures;

however, it is still necessary to characterize the prevailing attitude as

"concerned." Most pilots, however, did concede that there were some positive
benefits to using the experimental procedure, particularly in reference to

the increased monitoring d£seipllne achieved with this procedure.

There was universal acclaim from the subjects for the increased emphasis
on involving the flight engineer in the approach. It was the concensus that

this one aspect of the experimental procedure was by far the most important
and valuable.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In some ways the lack of major significant difference between the two

procedures was a disappointing outcome. However, in retrospect, there are
some encouraging aspects as well.

Flrst, with respect to the question of the superiority of one set of pro-
cedures over another, it is necessary to conclude on the bas_s of results

• obtained hurt, that crews can perform equally well using either set of proce-
dures. There is no clear-cut reason to select one set of procedures over

another on tilebasis of system performance measures used in this experiment.

Put another way, the choice of which of the basic approach procedures to be

used should be based upon other factors. Particularly Important here is the

accumulated experience of a company with one set of procedures; the difficul-
ties encountered In changlnp, from one set of l)rocedures to anotl,er may far
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outweigh the potontial advantago_ obtained by adopting an alternate not of

procedures,

Another conclusion ts that rc, gardless of which basic approach procedure
is used, it Is important that the flty, ht era;inter be. fully _ntegrated _nto tile
approach, The col.louts mid monitoring duties wlM.eh were nsstgnod the flight
engineer are ]ar$;ely indep¢,ndent of the approach procedure adoptc,d, Although
not directly supported by the tracking data obtained in this study, there Is
little doubt that th_s :Is the most Important sing].e eonstderation in tilt,

development of low v_stl_:L1Lty approach procedures. ..,

And finally, we can conclude that simulator evaluations of approach proce-
dures are feasible.

In summary, this first experiment was a preliminary attempt to assess the
effects of selected operational factors on pilot performance, in this case
with largely negative results. In a qecond study, the experience accumulated
during this first study was used to refine procedures and techniques in an
attempt to understand how certain perturbations in the operational environment
can affect atrcrew behavior, The preliminary results are highly encouraging,
and it is intended to pursue the leads generated by those data in an attempt
to see if techniques can be developed which will help airline pilots to cope
with such disturbances.
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TABLE I.- PILOT DATA

b:

_". CREW SUBJECT TOTAL TI ME DC-10

_i 1 9000 hr 600 hrs

=,;i A 2 14000 400
: 3 1500 400

_, im

_f: 4 14000 400

_"_;!i B 5 13000 4006 6000 700

.I: 7 9000 600
i C 8 11000 400

_t: 9 15000 300
?-

_t_: 10 7600 500
D 11 6000 500

12 6900 (2.5 yr )

Ill
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PILOT FLYING
PRIMARY MONITOR f.Z__Z(J_.ZZZ_
BACKUPMONITOR

i _:r r -

FINAL APPROACHFIX CALLOUTS: "100 feet °MINIMUMS"ABOVE..."

Figure 2.- Standard approach procedure.
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PILOT FLYING
PRIMARY MONITOR
BACKUPMONITOR

I I t ".,.
I t I "-
I I

FINAL AtiPROACH FIX CALLOUTS: "100 foot "MINIMUMS"
ABOVE..."

Figure 3.- blonitorcd approuch proct,durc.
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,_ FAF feet MSI.
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1000' feet MSL
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Figure 5.- Approach profile.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON AIRLINE PILOT SCAN PATTERNS

DURING IIIMULATED]LS AIq',qOACIIE,_

Amoo A. _pady, Jr,
NASA Langley Research Center

,qUMMARY ..,

A series of ILS approaches u_ing _even airline-rated Busing 737 pilotu
in am FAA qualified _imulator have been conducted. The _est matrix included

both manual and coupled approaches with and without atmospheric turbulence ,
in Category lI weather. A nonintrusive oculometer system was used to track
the pilot's eyu-point-of..regard throughout the approach. The result_
indicate that, in general, the pilots use a different scan technique for the
manual and coupled conditions; however_ the introduction of atmospheric
turbulence doe_ not greatly affect the scan behavior in either case, A
comparison is made between the objective measures of the instrument scan
(oculometer data) and the pilots' opinions of their instrument use. The
data show a high degree of consistency among pilots for both the quantita-
tive data and the qualitative data (pilots' opinions). However, there is
a slightly lower agreement between the quantitative and qualitative measures.

INTRODUCTION

The scanning patterns used by pilots during various phases of flight
have been of extreme interest for a number of years. A number of techniques
have been developed to measure subject lookpolnt; however, each has either
intruded on the pilot or been difficult to correlate with the state of the

aircraft. For this studY3a nonintrusive real-tlme oculometer system, which
allows the subject 0.03 m (a cubic foot) of head motion, was used.

The purpose of this study was twofold. The first objective was the
measurement of the pilots' scan patterns to provide a better understanding
of how airline pilots use the existing flight instruments and to provide a
data base for ILS approaches against which advanced flight displays can be
compared. The second objective was to determine to what degree pilots can
describe their behavior and to compare these descriptions with the quantita-
tive data of eye-movement recordings,

' The study used airline pilots flying a FAA certified Boeing 737 flight
simulator at Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Both manual and coupled (auto-
natic without auto throttle) ILS approaches from approximately 13 km
(8 miles) out to a 30 m (I00 ft) decision height were investigated. The
data obtained give information on the pilots' scan patterns while monitoring
the automatic controls and while manually flying the aircraft during which
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cuai:ro] il}p.t d_c,l.lollnmtmt be rondo to c_,rry out tlm ILfii_pproacll. Con_ro], i
i.ap.t_t_md _ilrt,raflim_:m.o_.r_ wor_ r_cordnd to obt._ilnthi_ ntrN_o_ nf _hn
£adlvl.dtut] pl.lu¢_ durlltp, l:hotwo modofl of (_por#itiOlt, I_ut tho_¢_ dat_ hftvo 1lot b(:on
I11]I|]-Y;; l_d,

ABIiREVI AT[ON,q

AI:_F m,lo.,_,t.i_ dl-r_,ctlou f:lndor (al{m ca,l.h.l P.H',I (radio l,mgnutlc _nd_cator))

mb,

A_ {.il*'nl_Vi'd Iml Ivn{.or

)_A 1.mi:, al.uI,r.i_' _J,tt;iluut {}r

FAA l,'¢._dc,ral Av ;I.at ].el{ AdmLn 1_ tra_ ion

FD flight d,_rt_ctor(also called ADI (att,leude direction _.ndicazor ',,,_h
t'.Olllmdtld btl rtJ) )

H8£ hori_ontal situation indicator (also called CI (course indicator))

ILS _trume_t landing system

RA _adar altimeter

SEG() [light segmet_t as defined in figure 5

T in uculometer tracking region

n/T out of oculom_ter tracking region

VSI vertical speed _ndlcator

EQUIPMENT

The Boeing 737 simulator used is a FAA certified initial and recurrent

training facility operated by Piedmont Airlines. The only changes to the system
were the incorporation of the oculometez optical head which was mounted below

the ADF behind the instrument panel (fig. i) and the addition of TV cameras

behind the pilot (fig. 2) to monitor the instrument panel and a TV monitor

located behind the pilot's seat to allow the test conductor to monitor the

pilot lookpoints during the tests.

• A modified Honeywell Mark 3 oculometer was used for the study, The

oculometer has two primary subsystems: the electro-optlcal head and the signal

processing unit. The electro-optlcal system generates a beam of infrared light
which is directed through a beam splitting mirror toward the subject's eye,

Reflections from the eye are directed by the beam splitter to an infrared-
sensitive TV camera. The high reflectlvity oE the human retina for infrared

leads to a backlightlng of the pupil_ so that the camera sees the pupil of the
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The test conditions also included the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the
scanning belmvior for both modes of operation. Approximately four runs for
each condltio1_ wore flown by each of the seven pilots. The order of runs was

i': randomized based on a random number table. All tests were conducted in simu-
:_:: latod Category II weather. The airport simulated was Smlth-Reynolds at Wlnston-

Salem, North Carolina. A Vital II out-of-the-window system was used to provide
•i the pilots the visual information needed to land.

i/
All test runs were started at 19 km (12 miles) from runway threshold

_ (fig. 4). The first 6 km (4 miles) were used by the pilot to stabilize the

_ aircraft on the correct flight path and to check the oculometer calibration. "

,, At 13 km (8 miles) data recording was started and continued until touchdown or

_ until the run had been aborted as a result of the pilot choosing to go around.
t

i;_ All airline pilots used in the program were qualified Boeing 737 pilots

,i who fly for a scheduled _icline. Prior to starting the test program each pilot

was given a briefing on the operation of the oculometer, as it was the only
_ thing different in th_ cockpit. Also, the pilots were asked to assume that

i_ they were flying an aircraft full of passengers, and if they would normally

elect to go around, they should do so. At the end of the test period, the

i<i pilots were asked to fill out a questionnaire concerning how they felt they i
had used the instruments.

All tests were conducted using the same instructor pilot as a copilot.

The copilot functioned in the same manner as he would in a normal approach and
provided all required callouts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The scanning patterns of pilots are expected to differ between pilots,
and even from run to run for the same pilot; however, there should be a consis- i

tency in terms of the primary information scanned for a particular type of run.
In order to establish this consistency, this report will deal only with the

summary data obtained from three runs for each condition by all seven pilots. I
Data on aircraft state variables, pilot inputs, etc. are not dealt with, as
additional work is needed in order to correlate the information.

Observation of the pilot scan patterns during the test indicated that the

pilots used the center of the flight director as the primary lookpoint and

moved from there to an instrument and then came back to the center of the flight

director. Only rarely did a pilot check more than one instrument before return-

ing to the center of the flight director. This is demonstrated in figure 5

which is a time history of one pilot's scan from approximately 213 m (700 ft)
altitude down to 30 m (i00 ft) altitude. Figure 5(a) shows the manual case

(with no turbulence), and figure 5(b) shows the coupled case with no turbulence.
The ordinate indicates the instruments at which the pilot was looking, with the

flight director being broken in to its information blocks as indicated in fig-

ure 6. The abscissa indicates flight time in seconds. The sections T and n/T

indicate eye tracking (upper level) and not tracking (lower level). As can be

=i seen from the time histories the pilot changes fixations more rapidly and looks
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given in figure 10. Of interest Is the reduction in dwell time for the FD from

approxlmately 1.6 sec in manual mode to approxlmately 0.8 sec in the coupled
mode. However, the mean dwell time for the other instruments increased slightly

in the coupled case. The standard deviations of mean dwell are large compared

with the mean dwell. Addltional analysls is needed to determine the dwell time
distributions and correlate them to actual conditions of the aircraft and tech-

niques of control used by the individual pilots.

The flight director was broken down into information areas as indicated

in figure 6. The percent time spent in the fl_ght director areas for the manual

and coupled cases with no turbulence is presented in figure 11. It should be
noted that these values are percentages of the time spent in the flight director,

as indicated in figure 7, and not of total flight time. Basically, the data

indicate (fig. ii) that the pilots spent a smaller percentage of their time in

the center of the flight director in the coupled mode t.han they did in the

manual mode. The rest of the time is distributed fairly evenly among the other

areas for both modes, with the exception of the roll indicator. The majority
of the pilots did not look at the roll indicator area at all. In this airplane

the speed bug of the FD is not operative; however, the airspeed indicator

(located to the left of the FD) is a bug instrument. Additional studies are

needed to verify a hypothesis that the pilots are gleaning information from the
airspeed indicator peripherally while still in the speed bug area. The scan

rate within the fllght director for the manual approach was 1.9 fixations per

second as compared with 2.9 fixations per second for the coupled approach.

It is evident from the oculometer data that in terms of the percent time

on instrument data (figs. 7 to 9) the ranking of instruments (the most to least
percent time) changes relatively little either between pilots or between condi-

tions. The oculometer data indicated that the FD, AS, and HSI ranked i, 2, and

3_ respectively; the VSI and BA were approximately equal for 4 and 5 rank; and
the ADF and RA (not shown) ranked 6 and 7, respectively. A review of the pilot
questionnaire indicated that while the pilots basically agreed with each other,

their rankings did not agree with the oculometer data for the HSI, which the

pilots generally ranked fifth, and for the BA, which is ranked third. It is

presumed that the pilots reported those things which concerned them most and

not neces_srily their actual behavior. Therefore, ranking instruments strictly

according to percent time spent (as measured by the oculometer) may, in fact,

not reflect actual instrument priorities.

A great deal of additional analysis of the data is needed to develop a
basic understanding of the strategy used in controlling or monitoring an ILS

approach.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained from the study provide a data base on how pilots scan

the existing flight instrument during simulated Category II ILS approaches. A

preliminary look at the data indicates that:
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i. Pllot mean percent tlme on the various instruments romalned relatlvely
constant throughout the approach to 30 m (i00 ft).

2. The standard deviation of the percent tlme on instruments was
relatively low.

!
3. Pilots spend less time in the flight director during the couplod

approach than during the manual approach. Most of the difference was used

on airspeed. I

4. Pilots percent time on instruments varied little with the introduction
of turbulence.

: 5. Mean dwell time on the flight director for the coupled mode was half
that for the manual mode.

6. Standard deviations of dwell time are large compared with mean dwell
time.

7. Pilots were consistent in ranking the instruments in terms of most to

least used. However_ the ranking obtained from the oculometer data in terms of

percent time on instruments did not agree with pilot opinion with regard to the
horizontal situation indicator and barometric altimeter.
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Figure 7.- Percent time on individual In_trumentt,
(7 pilots, 3 runs each).
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Figure 8.- Percent time on individual instruments for manual

ILS approaches wi_h and without turbulence (7 pilots,
:_, 3 runs each).
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I! Figure 9.- Percent time on individual instruments for coupled
, ILS approaches with and without turbulence (7 pilots,

3 runs each)
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Figure i0.- Dwell time on individual instruments for

manual and coupled ILS approaches (7 pilots,
3 runs each).
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|JOlly,I'll| 1t. Wll]l/ltilll Ill|(] (.;/iFll] A, []lllilt/Ii_ll
,_h,t;/%/_m(,ll l{ofI('llr{'h (:l'll{{'r

Ira,

Fifty lint,, pllot_ (captains, first off:lcemL, m.I flight engtm,t,r_) fr.m
O different airlines wer(.,, tldndnlsturud a _ltl'ttctul'ed (lU(,_:)t.mmlre rc,]atlng
1:o future warninB systeln design and s(}]utJons to cul'rt?|l[ w{|rll_[tlg systt'm prob-
lems. This was followed by a senlantlc dit'ferellt II:l] to (d}taln a faetur
analysis of [8 different eockplt warning Slgna.ls {)11 sca]es .quch al_ |llformLlt_VO/

distraetJ.ng_ annoying/soothing, lla]f the plJotl:t rt, ct,]ved a delnonstraLlon of
the experimental text and voice synthesizer warning sy_tem_l before atmw_.ring
the questionnaire and the semantic differential, h e,mtrol group an,wcred
the questionnaire and the semantic differential first, thm, providing a check
for the stability of pilot preft_rences with and without actual exposure to

experimental systems. It was hypothesized that preferences for warning method
and cancellation method would vary as a function of warning urgency or pri-

ority and as a function of expected false-alarm rate. It was also thought _m_
that age and position flown might influence pilot preferenc,:s. There were no

si_nlficant differences between the two groups for overall preferences for

text and voice warnings compared to other warning methods, suggesting a high

degree of stability and reliability of pilot preferences for warning methods.

Warning urgency and expected false-alarm rate did produce slgn_ficant differ-

enees in pilot preferences for some, but not all, warning methods. Warning

urgency also produced significant differences in preferred cancellation
methods for some warning methods. Generally, the preference data obtained

revealed much consistency and strong agreement among l_ne pilots | concerning

advance cockpit warning system design.

INTROI)UCTION

There seems to be substm..lal agreement among member,_ u[ tht_aviation

community that current cockpit warning systems for commurcla] Jet transports
_uffer from a wide range of human fa(:tors design l)rob]em,_:.In a recent study

. by the Boeing Company (ref. l), funded by the Feder:ll Avi;ttl,m Admin],_;tratforl_
Vietengruber documented the warning systems in afr('raft flow vurrt, l]t tt_ tht'
fleet, lie found insufficient standardlzatlon of w;irnlng slgn;_l;_ b,,twet'n

*This research was supported by NASA Ames Research Cent(,r Grant
NGL-05-046-O02, San Jose State Untvorst ty Foundat ion Aec_,unt 02-01-'_4 ! 4.

IThe term "llne pilots" refers to p_ lots wh- regular Iv f Iv .,11;1111_'1t"ial
transport aircraft. It does not include airline check pll,,ts, c]livf I, il,,ts,
or instructor pilots,
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aircraft typos and owm for the same aircraft type between alrllnss. He also

noted a trend toward increasing numbers of different warning signals in both the

visual and auditory modes. George Cooper (personal communication), under con-

tract to the National Aoronautlcs and Space Administration, conducted structured
:interviews with foreign and domestic a_rcraft and avionics manufacturers in

order to document current philosophies and to identify specific guidelines which

might assist in improving warning system design. He found general agreement

that cockpit warning systems are Inadequate and may be adding to cockpit work-
load at times when this is already heavy due to additional demands on crow

attention. While general agreement was found for many 8uldellnos, the Cooper
study also revealed some major points of disagreement among the parties inter- -'

viewed regarding preferred methods of alerting, that is, tones, bells, voice,
alphanumerics, labeled lights, and tactile warnings such as the stick shaker.

However, a need for improved standards or 8u_dellnes was recognized.

There are a number of proposals that define general approaches to cockpit
warnings and assign particular alerting methods to particular hazardous condi-

tions. Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) has a project paper (ref. 2) that out-

lines specifications for airborne audible warning generators. By assigning

specific aural alerts to specific hazardous conditions, they have attempted to
standardize the "meanings" that pilots would have to learn to associate with

each of the different types of sounds. They also recommend a visual annunciator

that would remain on until an existing fault is corrected. They provide for the

: possibility of voice warnings in place of or in addition to the nonspeech aural
warnings. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE-7) Steering Committee on

cockpit design is currently working on design standards for future warning

systems. British Airways, in a paper for the International Air Transport
Association (ref. 3), presented strong arguments against the use of nonverbal
aural alerts, pointing out that such alerts are limited in the amount of

information they can transmit and often are startling and distracting. They

suggest audio alerts, preferably voice, for high priority, quick-actlon dangers
and visual warnings, color coded for priority, for all priorities of warnings.

They recommend that high priority voice warnings be noneancellable while pro-

viding for a cancel button for lesser priority voice warnings. Clearly, there

is no industry-wide con_lensus regarding the types of alerting signals or the
system logic that should be used for eockpiff warning systems.

One type of data frequently overlooked is objective measurements of user

preferences. All too often, experimental =vstems are designed and tested in

the simulator first, with pilot debrleflng_ Rfterwards. Perhaps this approach
is popular because of a belief that there is little agreement among pilots con-

cerning new cockpit displays and therefore little to be gained by asking them
what they want in advance. This deprives an investigation of the vast resource

• of flying experience of the pilots who are destined to use and depend on the

new system until _eX major commitments have been made to particular design

elements or types of systems. This study had the dual purpose of sampling llne

pilot preferences for cockpit warning system design and also providing data
that would be useful in guiding subsequent flight simulation research aimed at

; the determination of design principles for warning systems for air transport
aircraft.
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For this investigation, only U.S. Customary Units were used in the test

booklets; therefore, the equivalent vallms In SI Units are givon as fo]1owss

3/4 in.- 1.9cm

3/_ in.- 0.95 cm

IIYPOTHEgES

Some general hypotheses rQgarding pilot preferunces for warning systems

were derived from pilot debrieflngs in connection wlth previous research on

•_ Area Navigation (RNAV) CRT displays (reg. 4) and on voice warning system design
(ref. 5). Additional input was derived from flight deck observations made

during a series of flights as part of an ongoing collaborative research project

:, with American Airlines Flight Training Academy on synthesized speech displays.

During discussions with pilots on the Ground Proximity Warning System

(GPWS), it was observed that they seemed to have a generally negative attitude

toward voice warnings and used the GPWS to illustrate their opinion. This

observation was supported as well by various articles appearing in publications

written for and read by airline pilots Connes, 1975, and Rawlings, 1976 (refs. 6
and 7). However, when pilots were asked if voice warnings with extremely low

false-alarm rates would be acceptable, many responded that voices could be very

useful for high priority warnings if one could depend on them to be accurate.

= This suggested that pilots would not be pro- or anti-voice warning per se, but

would instead want voice only under conditions of high priority and low false-

: alarm rate. To test this, it was hypothesized that pilot preferences for warning
method would depend both on the urgency or priority of the problem signaled by

the warning and on the expected false-alarm rate.

Another point that pilots emphasized in the earlier discussions was the

°.: difficulty created by loud sounds and voices that continued during decision-
:. making and intracrew communication. The engine fire bell was frequently given

as an example of a signal that prevented or disrupted attention to the decision-

:- making process and masked crew checklist callouts and other important auditory

• events. On the other hand, pilots gave two types of comments about cancellation

of visual warnings. Some wanted to cancel all lights and other visual warningsi

. as soon as they occurred to prevent distraction from other visual displays.
:[ Others wanted visual signals to remain as long as the hazardous conditions

remained. From these observations came the hypothesis that preferences for
warning cancellatlon would depend on both warning urgency and on the warning

. method used (i.e., auditory, visual, tactile). In addition, it was hypothesized

that a limited priority assignment scheme for visual signals would satisfy the
majority of pilots.

It was also expected that age and position flown might have an effect on

_-i," pilot preferences for warning system design. However, no specific predictions

concerning these possible effects were formulated. To summarize, then, the

'i' hypotheses were that
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_:i I. Pilot preferencos for warning method will depend on the urgency of the

i!/ problem _Ignaled and on the oxpected false-alarm rate.

:'_! 2 Preferences for warning cancollation will depend on warning urgency and

i: the warning method.

:I: 3. A limited priority assignment scheme for visual signals would satisfy

most pilots.
i!

./ 4. Age of pilots and crew position flown might produce differences in
>: preferences.

j',

i_:_ METHOD

•_ Often, when a pilot preference survey is proposed, resistance is encoun-
_, tered because of supposed characteristics of pilot preferences. In fact, these
_, characteristics, if they do exist, can be allowed for in the construction of the

measuring instrument.

First, it is often stated that pilots have too many opinions to be ade-

quately measured: "There are as many opinions as there are pilots." To solve

this, subjects were offered reasonable alternatives to rate or rank or were

offered forced choices among alternatives. In most cases, they were also

offered spaces for free responses where they could write in their own opinions

or suggest their own system, if they thought the ones offered were totally

inadequate. If this alternative was used by a significant proportion of

respondents, it would be evidence of an unmanageable diversity of opinion among

pilots, inadequate test items, or both.

Further, it is often suggested that pilot opinions are too changeable

because they conslder whatever new system they saw last to be best. This prob-

lem was handled by splitting the sample group into two subgroups and then by

making a vigorous effort to convince one of the subgroups of the usefulness and

potential of two types of systems, CET or voice, which would then be represented

in the test measures. Any significant differences between the responses of the

subgroups on these two systems would be evidence for changeability of the pilot

preferences obtained.

Measuring Instrument

The measuring instrument was a 32-page booklet to be filled out by each

. test subject. It consisted of 2 pages of biographical information and 30 pages

of free response, rating scale, preference grid, and ranking items. There was

a second, optional test, the semantic differential, in a separate booklet. It

consisted of Judgments of 18 concepts on 17 polar opposite scales. It was ohly

administered to subjects who finished the first booklet within the 3 hr allowed

for the complete session. If administered, it took approximately 15 min to

complete.

;_: b20i /
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SubJeet_

.qubJ,'et_were llm, captains (13), ftrsfiofflcers (20), or flight onglneors

(14) currently flying transport a_rcraft or recently furloughed (3). The

olOest wa_I 60, the younBest 27, with a mean ago of 41.3 years. Total time

averaged 9300 hr, and 8 alr]_nes were represented. (See table I.) '|'hissample

was not randomly chosen, and so may not represent a true cross section.

Procedure ._,.

Subjects were obtained in sets of 1 to 9 persons. They were drawn from a
pool of airline pilots based in the San Francisco Bay Area who had expressed
interest In participating in research at Ames Research Center. They were paid
for their participation. Each set was randomly assigned to treatments, except
that the last set was picked to exactly complete the group sample size of 25.

P#monst_tion-first _,toup- Sets of pilots who were assigned to the

"demonstration-flrst" group were offered coffee and a short, purposely vague
i_troduetlon 2 to the purpose of the study, and assurance that their name and

airline could not be connected to their individual responses on the test items.

They then participated in a 20-mln experiment that exposed them to synthesized
speech warning messages. Following that, they were shown a video tape of

various possible CRT display warnings, and then color slides of this type of

CRT system and another type of alphanumeric warning system in several simulators,
aircraft, and artists' conceptions. Finally, they were given the two test

booklets and allowed to work on them at their own pace, for a maximum of 3 hr.
Most completed them in less time.

Que_t_om,_o_Ae-fZ_t group- The "questionnalre-flrst" pilots were given

the short introduction, coffee, anonymity assurances, and told they would have

2 i/2 hr to complete the test booklets, after which they were given the syn-
thesized speech experiment and the video and slide demonstrations.

The experimenters were always present during administration of the test
booklets to answer questions. Discussions were not allowed to become estab-

llshed. If opinions were offered spontaneously, subjects were politely
encouraged to write them in the appropriate spaces on the booklets. Metivatlon

was good, and subjects willingly worked on the booklets without complaint.

Spontaneous comments offered at the end of the session were encouraging. All
subjects were offered an opportunity to fill out a name and address sheet to

receive a copy of the report on the study. More than two-thirds of them chose

• to do s,J;41 of the 50 also chose to do the optional semantic differential.
These are rough indications of good motivation and interest.

2The hltroductton was left vague to prevent biasing subjects. It any
particular system was even mentioned in a positive or negative statement, it

could have Influenced their responses.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSS JON

In the following, whenever a ru_u]t _s prescmt_,d oi:_ eonclu,_lulJ,rf,.r,.d,
assume that the "demonstratlon-flrst" and the "questlonnalru-f/rst" g*:,,ulm

were }tOt signifleantly different, and the data were combined after th,':_Jguli-
icance test had been run. The few Instances when there wal_ a s[gu:lllcant dif-

ferexlce are indicated. The tclmi "pilots" is used to describe any of the sub-

_ects, whether they were captains, f'Irst off:leers, or flight ,qW,[uu_rs.

Throughout this paper, there are repeated references to priorlty .-.
(= urgency) levels, I through 5. These were adapted from a priority assignment

scheme developed by the Boeing Company and were presented to subjects in the
form shown in table II. Warning methods are repeatedly referred to, and these

were initially presented to the subjects as shown% in table III. Subsequently,

they were referred to in an abbreviated form.

Warning Method Preferences

The preference grid shown in table IV was repeated four times, once for
each of four false-alarm rates: 50 false:l real alarm, 1 false:50 real alarms,

1 false:f000 real alarms, and 1 false:l,000,O00 real alarms. Pilots were asked,

for each of these rates, to place an X under the system or systems they would

want for warnings of that urgency, given that the system false-alarm rate could
be no better than stated. Results are shown in figure i. There is much

information in this figure, but it will reward close study. First consider
one cell concerned with voice warnings for priority i problems (fig. 2). Note

that with the high false-alarm rate, 50:1, few respondents will accept the

voice warning, but as the false-alarm rate improves, more and more pilots are

willing to accept this method of warning for priority I situat;ions. Returning

to figure I, the larger histogram, note, in the row for voice warnings, that

for the lower priority situations, the number of pilots desiring voice warnings

declines, regardless of tilefalse-alarm rate. In short, pilots do not want

voice for "information only" or low priority warnings, and they do uot want
them if the false-alarm rate is high. But they are willing to acc_.pt voice

warnings for very important, high priority warnings if the false-alarm rate is
low.

Now consider tilerow "text message." Note that *it is general]y acceptable

no matter what the false-alarm rate is, as shown by the evenness of th_ histo-

grams within cells. But also note the slightly greater cuncentration of

responses within the cell for urgency level 3. This would te,d to indicate
• that text messages are seen as more valuable for moderate priority itL,ms.

Two further observations can be made from this l'igure. For the auditory

warnings (top three rows), responses are concentr;Ited in the higlH,r priority

columns,indicating that pih)ts want sounds onlv Iov imlun't;,,3t p,ol,l¢.ms.

A X2 test for the effect of false-a]arm rat(, Is ;,Is,,,,,,,:;i::t,,t( 2 - 22.6,

df = 12, p < 0.05).
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Now consider vtminl dIsp]:iyf_. A r_,l;li, lvc, lil_,,n_.'Jl-lvlty I.,, I,'ll_;,,. ,,l:,il,

" rates and urgency level is shown. 'l'hefi,., rol-Ii,,inlu,fJ fnll;g,'lt 1.11;,,I vi>ual w,',ri, l,,w,
i"'

can be more easily ignored if they :ire a lalso ,,l];irm, nnd t:ll:,i II.,y ,,;,_i I,,
: ' ,,2
.._ tailored to suit the urgency of the sltual:l,m. I, I,,;_l,I _.1,.,-_. i,,,vf,_,,,,,.,I ,,i, IlJ,,
! : data for each false_-alarm rate to t_.,st tl.., rl.,l_itllm lit w;irlllllg ,,.tlJ_.l 1,.,

:." urgency ]eva]., For all false-alarm rate;_, tltglllflc:nlec, It,v,_,],; ,,r I, ' 0.0'; ,,_

;. better were obtained. Inspection of tim tabled d;:li.;t ,qliowed t ll,'lt. I_h,. ;lu<lil,,JyI,

methods, particularly "other sound" and "VO:ice_ were pr_lc,r','c_d fc,r l l., i,,_J,.

urgent warnings provided the false-alarm r;ltc, was low. V.t:ma] nlt.tliod_:, p:lr-

ticularly "labeled light" were preferred for moderate and le;.:.,J urgent w,'_cnim;:_ ...
for all false-alarm rates and were also preferr,,d for level 1 and 2 urg_i_c.y,

"action now" warnings when the false-alarm rate was hlgh.

_j, When differences between the responses of the "questionnaire--flrut" and

17, "demonstration-first" groups were tested on this item, none of the exp_-:ct,:d

ones were found, despite this being one of the most likely sect:ions of the

:!: questionnaire to show such differences.

•'_" Warning Cancellat! on

i '

:!iI Part of matching a warning to a situation is providing a way to cancel the
warning when it is no longer wanted. Responses were collected by means of

j_'L_ preference grid with cancellation options and warning methods, given dil ferent
• priorities. The results are shown in figure 3. For clarity, one cell i_ sho_rn

in figure 4, voice warnings for priorities I and 2. (For brevity on the ques-
._/>,

i, _ionnaire, priorities 1 and 2 were combined as were priorities 3 and 4.) For
these, "cancel button" is the method most preferred, and this is a general4'.; finding.

I
Note the very small number of "noncancellable" responses, whrich _ndicates

}" that the respondents do want to be able to cancel a w)ice warning. Th_s i,,;
t" true for nearly all auditory war:ings. Also, few subjects checked "don't ,me,"

for this warning method, for this priority, indicating that they do find voice

warnings acceptable. Figure 3 also shows that "noncancellable" is very fre-

quently checked for lights, text messages, and flags; therefore they should

stay on until the problem is solved. When X2 tests were applied to re_st for

a statistically significant relation between urgency and cancellat_on pref,,r.-

ences, they were significantly related (p < 0.001) for auditory walrn.lng method:;

but not for visual methods (p > 0.20).

Finally, figure 3 shows that as prior:Ity decreases, there are m;my mo_:e.

"donlt use" responses for oudlo displays, the trend being rever,led ,or

unlabeled lights and flags.

I• System l,ogic

i!i Another question :it tsstie in the dc',_;i_',i_ _,t w_l'nin_: v_y_;tc,m_: |:; th, ;,:;_:il',i,-.
, sent of priorities for the warnings aim f|lt,,r|ng or inll.il_il, ing tilt,m, Tlli

• Y,

i >'>

: A,.

• _i

_-"2: "" , _ ,,-._, ,. v_ o :-, ...... _'_:_: ".22:4 '7 "'- -_-_-:_iv,'; • _._e_:s:.- ": ..... i ,_ _
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pr()bll,m w, lt-_ m+',;,,s+_l'd iiJ tl. + c'<mi,,zl ,]l + ,+_ I_i+Jgli'++c'lmlml'l w,+.'nJ.g _+yl_t(_m l_|mt.
I,Imld llol, Pr'_,+,_l,lll. mll.lllplt, t_I..lll.mil'l.u', warlllllg_;. ]'l]+,t_; w4'I'++' mIk(,d Lu ral_t_

t+lit , I1_1 1,_w,lnf. llVl-,tl.ltl,_:

A . All {+nll)ll;I lid <'(_lllplll I'F d('C' l lll'_; ],1 l l}F i { V I I)l'('_;l'll t I+; till' llllJl'lt- Ll|+_+_Ll|lt wiqr[lin B

unt I1 l.ht, I'+ll'l_Jll Jell l:; rt+lllOVi,d, llll,ll plc'_H'lll_| lilt' II1,_:1+ lll{_!lJ+ I|Fl._l'l|t p t_l:(':.

P,. A prllli+ll'V dJpll) l,+i,S, pl+i,s,.illli II.' lli()lil Cll'+',,'llt %,]/lYli+lllJ%lq; +'I _-£tll_l-l-ld+i/iry dJH-

I+)llly l)l'l'P]t'l+tll ;my of]lot,<+; wl_l('h <_<,_:ttl" +:ltlul]t:.l(,c,tl,;ly.

Ill.

t:. Pr+lorll'l¢,++ +ll+'(' l+tl)t :i,_mlp, llt,ll .... X,1:ll'llJlIp, H ;Ire, l)ri,m,nll,d i_n Lho primary
d,ispl,'+y +.+; th+'y (u,ctlr.

I). A w,u-+l'tng is l)res(_,ntud ft,r .5 H(+'Ctilttlt4 till tilt. l)Fl.m:iry dlsplay then
repJnced w.[lh ;mother wartling, u, ltil all wnr,tlllpS in Lilt., stack are exhausted;

then the entire, th:[ng Fepe;lt_J until ,'+11 <,()nit it tons requiring warnings +ire

removed. All W:arnJllgS :irt. _ al,qtt dlt;p1;lyt.d tm :k sltl_;_ldl:lry display.

E. All onboard ('t)lllpltt+cl + alm lyzcs t lw l)attt.ln of wtll+llJngs) thell presents the
ur_t.w with tilt, bt_.ql Cotll+Str oF dt't.[oll in ('tlllllll_llld ft_l+:_htL.

Two primary display systems wt,l+t + to bc c_)nstdurL, d - an "alphanumeric display

block of '+/4-dn.-h:lgh lettars "3 or a "syntht,++izod wdct, display in earphones and
sl)eakers." R(,sults arc prest,nted -in f:igure 5. In all cases, the visual warning

was sllght]y more desirable. System I+,J,,+tilt+c]t,ar f_worlte. The other systems

llave mean ratings of 3, "no preforeuce" or wet:so, so the ])i]ots seem to indicate

that they do not like any of these other systems very much. Clearly, more

thought must be given to priority _],_,+'ignmentachemes; perhaps system B could be
used as a starl it}g point.

Text l)jsp]ays With alld W:lthout Alerting Tone

The next itt.m concerned tilt-, use of a f]:lshh}g versus a nonflashtng display
and tile use of an auditory alerting tone. A grid was presented showing differ-

ent systems and urgency few+is (table V). Subjects went through the grid twice,

f/rst making an X for :my system,.} they w.uld want for warnings of a given

urgency level, aud tlu+ second time m::Jl<ing:m A for any systems they would

want for a given urgency It+,vel if a slng]c audio :_lertlng tone were presented
+at the same. lintel. The rt_sults for a warning on tile bottom line of a CRT are

shown in flgure 6. '.rhl, "llt+tflashing" vt+rs]oll i,_+most desired for low-urgency

warnJ.ngs, whi'lt, the autlto tent; .is nt_t c,m..lidt'l+t.,<l particularly helpful for any
pl+t,+rity. When [lilt, SalllO WaTlllllg IS flar;i_iltg, ht+wtwt,r, tile preferences move to+

prJt,rIty 2 with ;tudio al+,rt [np :lntl l t, pl-i_)ritv 3 without.

,Nu'ytt ctnlsldl,r fiFurt, ?, "w;lrnih L ,,_,will,l,, (IRT ,%CI+CCII. '_ I_l£'ll this is not

fla;_l_ing, t-h_, prt,ft, ri.,ncc+< ,,,,ntt,r ,+rt,t.ld l,rl¢,rilv 21 be.it wh<,ll it i.'-_ flashing,

tilt++ t)lt'l-t.rt,llcc.q is)v., it+ l+*l'{++l+]Ix+' l, il_t' l;+_,.+t .iF'ill IliFJIt ,_:.xtcty items. For
tl..+_;¢ , 1}1¢. +itllll_ .llt, rtirlg I,m_. _,[..;o Ilc,_.l,t,:; is.l,, J,,,_;it:lhlc.

:+A]-I-m'lt,'lilll ;'t+{'It,mt,tl it+ ,Itlt,l,+It it,+, ilt,'Irl-',t-; i:-; ;I tlirctl ¢lut)t;itlt)l+I from the
tplt,P.'t it._li:ti r_,.

++'.' h
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FIKuru 8 tdlowH tht_ r't,mlltf-_ ]c,r a "f_l_tg),, lJ.,. t_! tw.,lw, 3/4.-in.-hi).i, ,'Jlplia-
nUlIK_.I:';LCB."Agaln, v/hun l_c)tflaHlllzD:;It I_ vlq.wl,d:,_4a d_,vi_:_,l_,J}Jlt'_iulll-lhl',

nm:inal iP.forlllal:ion(_i-.lu_ii_vJLa[ warnlllg_i,inl_JJty 3 (Jr l,,,l_,w;JJlII_I:;raIl_,,

t||ohlghe_t prJorIty ll.Hm_. I.i!l.llJ_ua,_;c,,If.,:i._ll,_ttmt, l.,r(,lu_,:;,.'_'t.ptld_It,;m
an alol:t.:J.ngduvlcu. It I;h,ul]dI., ll_,tc,d t-.lllll_ii., _J II.,dt,lm,m_lr,'_ll,m glv_,l:t()

the lilt_bjcctscol}:_.lstudof Jll.i_Lt',dl_m_ uf uxa_'tly tl_uIlt,th_t,_,_:y:;tum_,.Tht,v

woro shown by video tapt, (m a 12.7-era (5-:I..) by 14.0-cm (q.!).-In.) (Jl_'J'im,llll_l_
and by color sl:Idu._ioi the l'2-;_llflmmm_t,_Jul,]o,'ku,.;t,din llJgl_l_,. ll.,I:V_-99(}

at Ames Rl}_t21lr(th (:(!l}_uF, Stlr|)l'|H|ll_._]y_ 11o _lgllJJJ(.';lll|. (liffur{,n,'{,;_ i. r(,_ij||)ll_.-it,H ,,-..
we_'e noted bt,.twoetl tilL: "(.|t:mt.qlp;t.r;tL[()l}-|"ir_L" ,lind "([t|t,,q[ J(nll|;t_l't,.-I il':;t" gl'l_Ulm

foe those it(uns.

Vo,i('c'Warn] rigs

Another group of questions concerned voice warnlng system_;, A technoJog[-

rally possible future system was descz']l_edJn which c:ach of thc, present aural

warnings would be replaced by a voice warning wlth a dlfferc.nt voice message

for each different malfunctlon. The descrlptlon Is reproducud below.

It would be possible to replace all of the current aural warnings wlth
voice warnings. Such a system would be able to haw: d|fft_rent voice

warnings for unsafe conditions which are now signaled by the same
aural warning, e.g. TAKE-OFF warning and CABIN PRESSURE warning. Such

a system would also include a volume control to adjust to different

listening conditions. The warnings would be presented to your headset

at the same volume as your own adjusted volume level for AT(; communica-
tions. As a back-up, the warnings would also be presented over a

speaker with their volume auto_atically adjusted to be just sufll-

ciently above the volume of the ambient cockpit noise so you would

hear them clearly -- as the noise level changed, the w)lume ol the

warnings would be automatically adjusted up or down. A visual status

display would also be included to display all unsafe conditions as
long as they continued to e_ist. You would have the option of leaving

the visual display on continuously or turning it o,aonly when you
wanted to look at it. There would be a cancel button for w, tce

warnings.

In response to the question_ "Would you want such a system in your cockpit?",

far more pilots said they would want the proposed wJice warning system. ELghty-
two percent of the 50 pilots gave a "yes" or a "qualii led yes" response whilu

• only 18 percent responded "no." This difference was higlily slguIl;cant a.,;
tested by the 50-Percent Probabilltv test (x = 9, n = 50, p • 0.002).

The pilot responses to the proposed volc_,warning system were l,_,tt'l_tla[ly

among the most susceptlble to possible Influt,nce from thu dumon,,;tratit,__,l

experimental synthesized speech and text di'.;pl.:';. I. figure, t_, lll_._t.:.l._,_:_t,.',

of the questionnaire-flrst gr,,up art, shown _,n t left, and tl.,st' _,! Ill,'

demonstration-first group are shuwn t,. tilt-. _ ight The. 1,r,fl,,,rl i,,m; ,,t "vc:-'"
(including "qualified yes") it) "rlo" rt"sp_Ul:_t':; Wt'l_' tic'allY idt'tlt, i, ,tI t,,r t}_(' tw,.,
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i

l-:r_,,q,_i.,The, ,rely imm)Iblc, dllft,r(,m,(, l.>tw,.,(,nthe two grOUlm udgllt b(, In el..,
II. 0.)fiIIpr_g.)rl'l,m ,,J "qu:il.ifl_d }q,l-i"i'pl-IlJOllrltqIg'Iv()n. A r_.l_lil]orpl)_'clqlllli-_l,of y -

l.(.q,(,l.l(':-If(,F lhl' d(,inonlll.r;itlon-|Ignt grmq_ Win'(."qu_lllf|od yml" ruI_iJ_)tmef-).

TI., i)II()I._I)) lh,)qu,,litlonn:i-l)',,-IIrlil.grmH), h,)wpw,r, wprc.,r,,Hp.l|dJng nn th(..

I,_i_11;(,I.)),,prl,u" (,_pm_.l(:ne,_wllh th,, (:apabl llI I(,IIo| (,lpet-rOll.lCvole(;,warning

llll_',,ll,"lJlily _',)IHH_I'I)III__)|.hi','h.r:wf(,rl.(_l',l('.I_(,f _) pFopl)lll'dvo|('l.)Wl.lI'l}]l}_Hyl|l-(.,111}.

, '1'1)1_, I11 1.11Fll, IziHII.d hllvp ,'/llllll,d lilOrp i)|" l-ll,,l_,, pl]()l.,_ t:() give a "qu_lll|.|t,d yu_I"

i'L'l:lpllil_-n.' l','llljll||]lql 111 lh,' ,|,!lli,_lllll.|:ll J,)n.-,|[rl-_l gl'i)llp. Jh_wew._r, thil_ lll.q)nr(,nt
dtl.i,._',.,m,(. I,,Iva,e)_ I.I1(_ two p,rmtlm wm_ ii11|. _-_]£,llJlluant. tltl HhoWll by I"JHht)l')ll ttqtt

(:_-. B_ I, ,' 3) (, ': I'.!, (l _; 18i, p ',' 11.115). _.

Th(, m'_l' qut,_;t l()n was (le(_ lgllod t o del:t_|;ml m: whl e,II feat ures or c.ml),)m,nts

()f lh(, l)_'()l)(me,[ vole.(, Wal'll.]lll, ) (.iy,qltqil wore )-u,l-q)ou)}I])Io for pr,)due|llg '°yet4'° or

"(foal lJ J.(,.(l you" rPSl)Olhqe_l I.() the _yHt(,lll, F,Igur(, I0 shows the pel;ce|It, age of
"(,sl;e,lli.'J.;ll" jtld_._tll(,it|l_; l'ei!e.lv(_d by (_,_lch voJc(. ) waffling l)ys|:('lll compouunt, 'Pheue

r¢_sp,)nw:,,_ were given by thu_ 41 pilots who had responded affirmatively to the

p_:opo,'_ed x vstem, l,',ac.h p.tlot plaee, d a check beside e.ach component he thought

W_tS ,_'88_,tll:Ja]to make the voice warning system acceptable. The differences in

numbers of "essential" Judgments for the dlfferunt components were highly sig-

nifl.c:mt. (X2 = 54, df = 6, p < 0.005). Clearly, the two most essential compo-

nents are the voice cancel button (55 percent) and the visual status display

(63 pore:eat). We interpret this to mean that pilots want voice warnings only

: if they can cancel them and only if they have a visual status display that will

continue, to make the warning information awlilable. Each of the remaining com-

:!'.'. pom mts received some "essential" -judgments, but in each case, from less than

_', 50 percent of the pilots. These other components should certainly be regarded

': as desirable. In contrast, the voice cancel button and the visual status dis-

play have to be included in any voice warning system..b

•'; F±gure. Ii also supports the finding that pilots want to be able to cancel

;. voice warnings. In this question, they were asked to choose among several
types of voice warning repetition; 77 percent of the pilots wanted the warnings

:. to repeat until, they pressed a cancel button or the problem was corrected,

i_ whichever happened first, This compares to only 19 percent who wanted the.. warnings repeated a fixed number of times --once, twice, ._three times- and

a mere 4 percent who thought voice warnings should be noncancellable. These9
_ 2_<: differences were highly significant by X_ tests (X " 44.8, df = 2, p < 0.001).

-:

_" The pilots as a group expreused no strong preference on the question con-

=_,: cerning the effect of warning urgency on the type of voice warning repetition.
Figure 12 shows that 39 percent of the pilots thought the type of repetition

=,:. shouid depend on urgency level, while 61 percent thought urgency should not
:, at f_'('t the rept:tttJon of w)tce warnings. This difference was not significant

as t('slud by the 50-Percent Probability test (x = 18, n = 46, p :. 0.10).

=::; (Finn- p.llot_ did not rt.tq)ond tt, th:i:) question.) Those pilots who felt voice
w:trtlJng rtq_,.:tlthm sh.uld depu, nd on warning urgency wanted more repetitions

' ;uld/,)r more t-;tr;ingt,nt cancel ] at ion contlt t ions for high priority warnings than

i_ for tow, r prtorlty warnings.

? I) ,) ()
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'l'l., pl, altm _;_1,,,+_tl-._,lr prt, ft,r_,nt:pr_ for t:hc' um..s af _mIc_-, wiirlllrw, s 1

(£1g. |'l), I, srl_!, lh+' al;mb+,r _f p:ll.t_tH wtm rt_Hpnlltlvd lltf.trmafllvt, ly I-o ,.flit, t_r

Inert+ ,,f I;h+, pJ+qml-_,,d llll/,lt felt VII.IcI+ +-tlJi-'['|;l'l}{ I Hpt'cJf'lc pl:t]I) lullll lllllflodliltp i

,'lcl;lUll. ;)r "utht_r" +--w;_t_ c_,lllp/ll-4._d l;t_ tilt, llulnbor of pl.l.ol;t+ wh. 1;t,l.lpUlldud "dulltL

Illql.," _ltJlA:<,. 'l'hi_l l.llW, _ ratl,_ .f /42 pilot-. Ft-,ltpolldillg aflJ.rllllltlv_:ly LtJ _Jlll.y 1

3 pl I_tll rpnpo.dliw ",lnn'L urn,." Thlf-i d:Iflor¢,llco wat_ h:lghiy signjf:lcant ,,m
tt._Lod I,,v the 50,--lq,rt't,lll. lJr_d:,,'lb/l:lty _,¢+t. (x m 3, n m 46_ p ." 0.002). 4 NaLt,

thlll- th,,' 6-'llt'l'Cl'll_ "di,lllt LII-tI'" rl,t-lpollttL'lt UOIIlpill_e rollgll]y Wtk|l [.lie r¢,sp_mH¢,/+ tu i

_l+u, pr+qmlted w._ic_, W;il:ll]+ll_i I_yHLuIll whorp 18 percent of the 50 l>t,l<,_14 l't+,F.lpotld¢+,d

"no." ',l,'h:lt_ can lu, talu,n ,._ an :lnt_,rna.l ero_+_acheck of the earlier finding that

pl.l<)ts guuer+il'ly art+ Ill l'aw, r of LhtP OL+lldOp.l" of Volvo warl+lings. ,.-,

A t:hrt_t,..w+_y COltlp+li'Jf-lon O[ l++IJot affirmative responses I:u the three proposed
£unctluns _)f vole'us--alerting, teL1 specific problem, and toil immudlate

actions- also resulted in slgnlf]cant differences in preferences (X2 = 6.75,

df m 2, p < 0.05). Mostly, the pilots wanted voice warnings to tell them the

specific problem (78 percent). In addi£1on, 64 pe2cent wanted an alerting word

such as "warning." Only 36 percent wanted to be told immediate action Items.

Under "other" uses (12 percent), suggestions were made by a few pilots that

checklist items or immediate action items should be available on demand by

voice or CRT display. These responses imply that a voice warning format con-

sisting of an alerting word followed by a statement of the specific problem
would be acceptable to most pilots.

Age and Position Flown

Neither age nor position flown resulted in significant dilferences for

acceptability of the proposed voice warning system nor in the pilot ratings of

the proposed text warning systems. Fisher's test for differences between

younger (21 to 40 yr) and older (41 to 60 yr) pilots for the number of "yes"

and "no" responses to the voice warnin_ system yielded a = 5, b = 3, c = 19,
d = 23, and p > 0.05. Similarly, a X_ test for position flown (captain, first

officer, or flight engineer) by number of "yes" and "no" responses yielded

X2 = 1.09, df = 2, p > 0.10.

The sums of individual pilot ratings for the five proposed visual text

systems were also compared for the same younger and older pilot groups using

Wilcoxon's sum of ranks test (nA = 16, nR = 16, nB = 24, R = 305, z = 0.63,

p > 0.I0). And, finally, a 3 x 2 comparison of position flown by low (7 to ]3)

versus high (14 to 19) sums of ratings for the proposed visual text systems

resulted in no significant effect for position flown (X2 = 4.45, df = 2,

p > 0.i0).

i

4Four of the 50 pilots did not respond to this item. Assuming they had
checked "don't use" the ratio of 43:7 would still have been significant at
the 0.002 level.
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-: fl(:_m_ntte DJ ffor(,)) t:l o !

T|io. aDa].yfllfl of pilot r(_f)pon_mo to Cllu tlomontlc dlli(.,)-(,.1 ll)l o li)_) r(,v,.;,l,,d
atron8 agro(_mont omen8 pilots regarding the f(mtur,m ()_ II)(, ,llii)'J_,,))l w;,)J)I))_,,

• eone..,opto. _'or them> readers unfamlll_r wlth thin I.nt)'.))),,))), lh,, r;(,).m)! i('
dlfforong;lal i. a t(,e.hniqu_ plono¢_rod by (-)t)good ll) I!)57 (),,i. tD. II i))
8enor_1,1y t|nofu], for f:l,nd;|ng r(.la_ed eone_,ptn I. a (l.lv,,r)),, (,()l l_,(,l I())). l), s,_i(,.
osch connopg or ,Item to be Judged _ p.lau(,d al: tl),_ lop ()f _) i)_0;( , whl(,h I,m, _,

number of polar oppoaite o_a1.(m. The (;on(;O,l)tt) um, d h(,ru w(.,i',., o,II w;iv))l))l;-
!

related i, tt:mfl (table Vl). The _calu_) aru _how. :In tal)il,, VII. ,u )1(,,,I(_ w,,)',,

given a 19-pase booklet,, I pa[lu of ImJtruct,lom) an,l I._ l)a);(,I), ,,_i(,h wllll ()))(, -'
concept. They plac_d ml X on uach "/,-point: _cal(.,, e.l._)(,i [_) _)))(, ()I II)(, i,(,l_il
opposite adjectives or the other) d(_,pundlng (,n gilt, eli(! l.hi,y l_,ll. Ill,, v(.i,'(,l,[
was most closely related to. If it was ,mru].atod) or _'v,lal.,,d to l)()l.h _i,.l.](,(.l ,Iv, u)
by the same amount, they placed an X in the mlddle spact, ()n th,, m";i!(,.

Data from the semantic dlfferentlal are usua1_ly 'ma.lyzed _-)ev(_;ra] w,'k_m.

The analyses presented here involve mean responses ol a l] p:[lott)on t,ach _)cale
for each concept. _wo-way comparisons between pairs of warning co_)et,pt,,)are
shown in figures 14(a) through (g). Figure 14(g)) for example, shown that

when "VASI lights" is compared to "Whoop) whoop) pull up) pull up," the |ights

are less startling) more informative) far more beautiful) more valuable, more

passive, far more quiet) and far more soothing. The useful conclu/;lon, then,
is that to startle and annoy one would use "whoop, whoop, pull up." '['opr,,sent

informative unobtrusively) one would use VASI lights.

Further use of the semantic differential for evaluation of experimental

cockpit warning systems seems warranted. Factor analysis teehnlquas are

expected to extract groups of warnings that have similar values on the 17 polar

opposite scales and to determine how factors such as evaluation, utility, and

intensity characterize the different types of warnings. The aim is to standard-
ize a set of semantic differential scales which could be used to characterize a

new warning system in relation to existing systems merely by having pilots fly
a simulation of the new system and then fill out a semantic differential
booklet.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Several conclusions can be drawn from the data analyzed and presL'ntud, it

Was shown that preferred warning methods depend on urgency oz prlorlty of the

warned condition, and that false-alarm rate has a ma_or impact on th(' preferred

presentation mode. For example) these data would indlcatv that, If a sy_t,,m
has an inherent high false-alarm rate, a vlsual warning method such a8 1,fl),,It,d

lights or a CRT is preferable to any audio system. If a low falt_e-alavm r_,tv

can be achieved) the audio systems, particularly voice, aru pre[_,rablt,t()

. visual systems for high priority warnings.

• It can be inferred from these data that pilots wou_d llkv a limit_,dl)rl-

ority assignment scheme, that all warnings which are current :_ho.ld I)(,dl;q)lqv(,d

somewhere, and that the pilot should decide the eour,,_,:, of actl,m v,_t_)vr th;m
• •
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b_ng told what to do. llow_wor,wlthln thot_obroad guldolinos, much more wor_
m'4ntbe dont_to drfino the priority assignment _chomos toldto optlmlz.othe
warning displays. Candidat(_ schom,_t_ and dlspl,lys must b,, thoroughly _vstod _n
simulations and _n fl.ight boforn they arc recommended for airline uric.

It hat_ also boon shown that profern,d conch:Us:ion optiontl depend m_
whether I;hv warning lf_ auditory, visual, or tactll-r, at-t well an on the pr,lorlry
or urgency of the warning, Tit[., data In figure 3 w111 allow a zholco of the
preferred cm_collatlon option, gJw,n the priority anti warning mode.

l,'lnally, the results of thitl t_tudy show that a tJystomatic, obiloctlw, sea- -'
suromtmt of pllot preferences £or warn:tngsystem desl[_nreveals consistency
and strong agreemt_nt among this smnple of .line pilots. Wldle the user cannot
entirely dictate the system design, especially in airline cockpits whore regu-
latory and cost considoratlons are so important, it would seem useful to
include input from experienced line pilots in the development of aircraft
warning systems for civil transport aircraft. The subjects whoso collective
opinlw is represented by the data presented h_re have much and varied experl-
once .lying zn different _nvironments and aircraft types, and this should be
given due regard in the design of future warning systems.
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'L'ALtLE I.- BACKGROUND AND I_PERTI.'_N_I_ OF 5Q I)ILOTI_

P_QSIT_O_N__FL (3WN, ,A IRI-!_N[:__ _30U.]_.l::_ FJ,p_WN._
CAPTAIN 13 AMFRICAN _0 INTERNATIONAL

FIR_ITOFFICER 20 PAN AM I;I DOMI-_TIC
FLIf_HT ENI31NFLN 14 IINIT[D 1 ,qI-I(]RI HAIJL

OTHI_R 3 WI_ST[RN Li CHART[,R ..,
I LYING ]I(IERS 4 IREI(IHT
TWA 2 I ERNY
HUGttt._ All1 1
BII"IDAIR 1
OTHER/FURLOUGH 2

AGE (yr) TOTAL TIME (hr)
YOUNGEST MEAN OLDEST LEAST MEAN MOST

27 41,3 00 500 9,300 30,000

=j TABLE II.- URGENCY SCALE USED IN QUESTIONNAIRE

TYPE OF PROBLEM

k.' 1 IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED BY CREWTO SAVE
AIRCRAFT

IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED BY CREWAS SOON2
; AS AIRCRAFT IS STABLE
i ....

! 3 ACTION REQUIRED ASSOONAS TIME AVAILABLE

4 ACTION REQUIRED LATER IN THE FLIGHT'
FLIGHT PLANNING MAY BE AFFECTED

ABNORMAL EVENTSSIGNALED FORINFO ONLY;
NO ACTION REQUIRED MAY AFFECT FLIGHT PLANNING

: 630
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TAti]+E 1!I,- WANhI1N(+ METJIOD_ AS III':I,,IIH,',IJ IH QUI'dfJ'IL(INNA]RE

IYPt_ t XAMPI I:fi

MHfllCAI+ flOUND_ TONE_, CHIMI;_, CHOtIDfl

_" OTHEN NON-
"" 8PI_ECtt I_OUNDS I:II:I,L_, CLACKI.:R_, Iff]l(Nfi, BII//| I_

_.. VOICE fI.ECTHONIC NPFECI-I (lIKE HAL IN ;)001
_' ()H LII([- (]PW_ VOICt) " '

,': LIGHTS WITIt LIGHTS WITH PRINTI_D LABI__t.S,ALL
: t.ABEL_ COLORS, ,_TEADY OR PLASItlNG
i.t

,, UGHTSWiTH.............................................................................PLAIN,UNLAB_L_DL._.TS,ALLCOLORS,
i' NO LABELS STEADY OR FLASHING

i l SCREEN OR AN ALPItANUMERIC DISPt.AY
BLOCK

FLAGS MECHANICAL FLAGS IN FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS,
DISPLAY COVERS, DOLL'S EYES

TACTILE STICK SHAKERS, RUDDER SHAKERS, SEAT
BOUNCERS

TABLE IV.- TYPICAL PREFERENCE GRID FOR WARNING METHODS

50 FALSE ALARMS PER 1 REAL ALARM

URGENCY LEVEL SOUND SOUND LIGHT LIGHT MESSAGE

1 2 3 4 5 6 8

1 IMMEDIATE ACTION
TO SAVE AIRCRAFT

! I

2 IMMEDIATE ACTION
AFTER AIRCRAFT
STABLE

3 ACTION WHEN
POSSIBLE

IL Iiii i ......4 ACTION LATER

5 NO ACTION/

INFORMATION I

ONLY ._. I _._
- :,t

i'

_'

I.
_.J_'l", R1 II "'"1" ............................... TT " ' "- tl_ .... t,, ",', ,,',rl,,,,,,_ ....................... - ....... I I1"11
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'I'AliJ,F V,-, PIH,;F],;Id",NC),,'C]RID USED FOR I;LASIIINC/NOT l,'V"_".l_,tlllNC

AND ALIlllO ALERT QUESTION

1 2 3 4 5
IMMEDIATE ACTION ACTION ACTION INFO

WARNINGSYSTEM ACTION WHEN WHEN LATER ONLY
STABLE STABLE

_W_Ai_iiNG ON BOT'rOM'LINE OF
CRT- -N(:}T FLASHING "='
WARNINGON BOTTOMLINE OF
CRT- -FLASHING 3/sec
WARNINGON WHOLECRT SCREEN-
-NOT FLASHING,BUT WHATEVERWAS
DISPLAYEDBEFOREIS REMOVED
WARNINGON WHOLECRT SCREEN- -............... =!
-FLASHING, AND WHATEVERWAS I
DISPLAYEDBEFOREIS REMOVED I

/

SINGLE LINE OF 123/4" HIGH ............. [- I

ALPHANUMERICS--NOT FLASHING : I
SINGLE LINE OF 123/4" HIGH
ALPHAr.UMERICS- -FLASHING 3
TIMES/see

--- , , ,

TABLE Vl.- SE_LANrlC DIFFERENTIAL TABLE Vll.- SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

CONCEPTS USED SCALES USED

Altitude alert tone Startling --- Tranquilizing

3/4-1n.-square yellow light, flashing Informative --- Dls:racting
3/4-1n.-hlgh alphanumeric display, Good --- Bad

not flashing Ugly --- Beautiful
3/4-1u.-diameter red light, flashing Soft --- Hard

3/4-1n.-square yellow light, not Stroug --- Weak
flashing Worthless --- Valuable

Synthesized speech Loud --- Soft

3/4-1n.-dlameter red light, not Unpleasant --- Pleasant
flashing Hot --- Cold

3/8-1n.-high lettering on a CRT Nice ....Awful

Whoop, whoop, pull up, pull up Dark --- Bright .
ATC controller Active --- Passive

Mechanical flag in glideslope Noisy --- Quiet
• indicator Safe --- Dangerous

Engine fire bell Alerting --- Imperceptible

3/8-in. blue light, not flashing Annoying --- Soothing
Stick shaker j
SEL CAL tone

VASI lights

REIL lights
Gear horn
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' i i'"" I
' II

I

WARNING METHOD PREFERENCES

NUMBER OF
AFFIRMATIVE

RESPONSES

MUSICAL 24
SOUNDS 16

32 _..

i OTHER 24

SOUND 16

a _
32

VOICE 16
8

Im,mmmmm

32

LABELLED 24
LIGHT 16

8

32
24

UNLABELED
LIGHT 16

32

TEXT 24

24
FLAG 18

I

32

24

_ TACTILE 16 _

1 2 3 4 5

URGENCY ACT ... _ INFO
• LEVEL NOW _" ONLY

FALSE_LARM RATE

D _:1 !_11:.o [] 1:10oo Dl:loe

Figure I.- Number of affirmative responses to warning methods

as a function of warning urgency and false-alarm rate.
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eli.+

VOICE WARNING
PRIORITY 1 - ACTION NOW

I,<.-',,-,,_:<,-.._ ,.,',"'_j//J..,,,
I.U I',_.al3ti>>'v_',lFl'///i////.,/ill/!
> 20 - I:-'_',k,Y'-','-.'.,_;,'_.",?'.:,'Yh','/W/,t
-- !:,%"' :,: t _'_',""l qF/,"/i/,,',.",,'.,v'/,,', "'/I

_,Y_II)?,._J ", "k'-ll_i _,,'|"/l107,"//i!!I11
% I_L_*l¢l_ "¢ • .' '/ ,' ,l'i .'t' •

_l_. _ #%¢ _.,%.% I //#t*,,',_] +,','] _

'< 10 "i:.7_i':'.:,'::,::.::::::.>:,:{; , -,.',,-. ..... ],.v,'
)_,'_, ",+',,'L,k__, ..,,.; _, .-.,.,"' ../.vk'x'x"x"x'x'_';v. 'Z_'.-_;,>,."l"h'i./,.,Z..!?.;':.(,'l
_'#_l # %*.% .+,. I_, , t/, .'/ ., /

ua_ i'!SZ.!_".:,::',::?.[".'_"_:_ ^ .__._..._x ;'<"",-,,_G-.,.,_..,. ,,,>,-..,_,,v,.,"/f"f,.,,,7!,."//71
m __ >5.',',2h;-.",1'?;,'.'77./,?/,/,.','/_

...........................i.>?>'Z4_,i ,,_C',-i','."l ',,'Vv'/,'/ "',
0
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Figure 4.- Voice warning -- priority 1 or 2 cell of
cancellation options figure.
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Figure 5.- System logic preferences.
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Figure 6.- Preferences fo_ CRT line warning.
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Figure 7.- l'referL'nct,s for witult, CRT ,'_crucn warning.
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Figure 12.- Perceat oi "yus" and "no" ru_ponses for

question regarding cf_ct'.t of warntug urgency on
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Figure 13,- Pilot t)rctcr_mcc,_ for usus of electronic

volcc tit cockl_Jt.
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Figure 14.- Continued.
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